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A NEW YEAR'S SERMON.

Tlit Believer wailingfor his Change.

JOB, uv. 14, latter paît.—"All the days of my appointed timo will I wait till my

chango come."

A New Year's day is commonly regarded as a season appropriated

to joy and festivity. Whence, my brethren, is this idea derived? and

what good reason can be assigned for its indulgence? Do we in

tend by our rejoicing to express our grateful sense of the Divine

jg-oodness, by which we have been preserved through another year?

This, indeed, is both rational and pious; and the pleasure which arises

from such a source ought not to be suppressed, but encouraged and

cherished. Considering however the general indications of the event,

they seem plainly to direct us to serious, rather than to light and airy

contemplations. The pleasure which has just been admitted to be pro

per, though real and exquisite, is of the serious kind; and surely nothing

can be more serious than to be reminded that our lives are fast hasten

ing to a close, and that we arc speedily to render up our account for

every deed done in the body,—which is the most natural train of thought

that the occurrence of a new year can suggest to a considerate and pious

mind. Hence it happens, that although the season is usually devoted

to unthinking levity, by those who wish to escape from all serious

thought, it is impossible to say any thing of a religious kind that shall

be ujipropríate to it, without leading to those meditations which are apt

to be esteemed gloomy. I say for myself, brethren, that I have never

been able to frame a new year's discourse, which would not serve, with

very few modifications, for a funeral sermon; and the reason is, that the

flight of lime, the shortness and uncertainty of life, and the importance

of our being habitually prepared to stand before our final Judge, are

equally suggested by both these occasions.

Searching for a topic which might give some variety to the strain in

which I have heretofore addressed you, my attention has been drawn

to the text; which, after all, can vary it but little. It was originally ut

tered by Job, in a meditation he indulged and to which he was led by

his afflictions, relative to the vanity of man, or the shortness and sor

rows of human life. The words themselves arc expressive of a pious

resolution, patiently to wait till God should please to put an end to all

his sufferings by the stroke of death: or, perhaps, we may say more ge

nerally that they announce a determination to leave quietly to God's dis

posal all the events of life and death; only wailing on him for the know

ledge of his will, and for grace and strength to do or suffer il, lui the final

C'A. Mv.—VOL. XII. Л



2 The Believer waiting for his Change. JAN.

change contemplated, should terminate the sufferer's weary pilgrimage.

Considering the expression, as I propose to do, in a detached and

general view, we may, I think, without doing violence to its natural

import, consider it as authorizing the following positions—

I. There is a purpose, unspeakably important, for which each of us

was sent into this world:

II. The period allowed to each of us, for the execution of this pur

pose, is fixed and determined by God:

III. It is our duty piously and patiently to wait, till this period be

accomplished:

IV. When it is terminated, we shall experience a change in the

highest degree important and decisive.

After briefly discussing each of these points, a short application

shall conclude the discourse.

First, then, there is a purpose, unspeakably important, for which

each of us was sent into this world. Is not this a truth, which by plain

implication is taught in the text? Does not an appointed time, waiting

for the completion of it, and looking for a change, imply that there is

a design to be answered by our present situation, as well as by that

which is future? Was this space assigned for no purpose? Is it to be

a period of mere idle and useless existence? or is it to be filled up at

the pleasure of every individual, without any responsibility for his con

duct? Certainly not—To suppose this, would be to impeach the wis

dom and moral equity of the Creator. The intimation is strong in

the text, and it is abundantly confirmed by the unequivocal decisions

both of reason and Scripture, that the present is a probatory state; a

state in which preparation is to be made, and a character to be formed

for the eternal world. All that we see of man is a riddle, unless he is

to exist beyond the grave; and unless his present dispositions and ac

tions are to have an influence there. The condition of man at present

is marked with the greatest inequalities, and apparent violations of

equity. The wicked are often prosperous and successful, and the vir

tuous are frequently disappointed and overwhelmed with distress. How

strikingly was this exemplified in the case of the holy man who uttered

our text? It seems necessary, then, in order to vindicate the moral

government of the Deity, that there should be a state in which these

irregularities shall be equitably adjusted; in which vice shall be

punished, and virtue and piety rewarded.

Man, moreover, is endued with faculties which aim at objects that,

in the present life, he never attains. With powers capable of endless

improvement, he dies almost as soon as that improvement is begun.

If his Creator be, as we cannot but conclude that he is, both wise and

good, it is altogether incredible that a creature should be formed by

him for uniform disappointment; should be made to possess powers

which are never matured, but invariably blasted in the bud. These con

siderations led even the heathen philosophers, strongly to hope for and

expect a life to come; a life for which the present was to be regarded

only as a period of preparatory discipline, a state of infancy and tutelage.

Divine revelation establishes this deduction of reason, as an unques

tionable fact. Its whole import is, that there is a future state of hap

piness and misery; that this future state will be determined by our

present conduct; and to teach and persuade us to shun the evil, and

to choose, the good. The unequivocal and abundant teaching- of the

holy oracles is—"Say yc to the righteous that it shall be well with him;

for they shall eat the fruit of their doings. Wo unto the wicked! it
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shall be ill with him, for the reward of his hands shall be given him—

Be not deceived, God is not mocked, whatsoever a man soweth that

shall he also reap—For we must all appear before the judgment-seat

of Christ, that every one may receive the things done in his body, ac

cording to that he hath done, whether it be good or bad—and the

wicked shall go away into everlasting punishment, but the righteous

into life eternal." It appears, then, that the purpose for which we

were sent into this world is, to prepare for another; that our condition

hereafter, ('which will be a condition either of infinite happiness or in

finite misery,) will entirely depend on the temper which we have here

possessed, and the part which we have here acted. How unspeakably

important does our present character and conduct appear in the light

of these solemn truths! Consequences—eternal in their duration and

boundless in their magnitude—follow inevitably from the complexion

of that moral character of heart and life which we here possess.

Thoughtless and inconsiderate man! awake and think of thy situation!

An endless existence of unutterable joy or wo, is pending on what thou

now art, and on what thou now dost. Thou art now deciding thy own

condition for an interminable stale of enjoyment or of suffering—Thou

art now upon this awl'ul probation! Every thought, word and action,

constitutes a part of it. Every fleeting moment brings thee nearer to

the end of it; nearer to the time when the seal of an unchanging destiny

•will be set upon thy stale. Think then of the circumstances in which

diou art placed; look into thy heart; take counsel of thy conscience;

take heed to all thy steps; for nothing ever was so important and in

teresting- to thee, as that thou shouldst be prepared to go hence when

ever thou art called. And let us remember—

II. That the period of our departure cannot be prolonged by any of

our wishes or efforts, being fixed and determined by God. This is a

truth to which the text directs our attention. The time which is there

mentioned is called " an appointed time." And this appears to refer

to an expression still more explicit in the fifth verse, where it is said

"his days are determined, the number of his months are with thee;

thou hast appointed his bounds that be cannot pass." Numerous pas

sages of Scripture might be added to these, all going to establish the

point, that in the counsel and determination of God, the period of

human life, as of every thing else, is not uncertain or fluctuating, but

fixed and decisive. Reason, also, confirms the same conclusion. To

suppose the Deity either ignorant of any event, or changeable in regard

to it, is to suppose him imperfect; and this is to deny his essential cha

racter. How the absolute determinations of God coincide with the

freedom, operation, and inlluencc of second causes, I pretend not to

explain, and expect not, in the present state, fully to understand. But

I think it perfectly consistent with this to say, that I believe both; be

cause, on proper evidence, I ought to believe, and do believe, a great

variety of facts, the manner of whose agreement I can neither illustrate

nor comprehend. From each class of these facts, I also deduce prac

tical consequences of the highest importance. In the instance now

in view, I derive from the assured belief that means and instruments,

under the Divine blessing, have an influence in preserving life, an en

couragement to endeavour to avoid danger, to strive to preserve my

health, and to recover it when it is lost. I know that if it be preserved

or restored, it must usually be in the use of these means; that the

means are as much in my power as any thing whatever can be; and

that I am, therefore, blameable if I neglect them. Consequences
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equally important, I also draw from a full belief of the other fact—

that all clcpends on God. I derive from this an impressive sense of

his sovereignty, a conviction of my being absolutely in his hand and at

his disposal, my obligations to reverence and fear him, and the com

fortable thought that no accident, and no design of any wicked being-,

can destroy my life, or do me any injury, contrary to his sovereign will.

In regard to the subject immediately before us and to which I shall

now confine myself, the entire disposal of human life by the will of

our Creator, teaches us that it is infinite folly and presumption to

reckon with certainty on a long continuance here; and especially on a

period in which we may indulge in sin. How wicked, how infatuated,

to calculate on having a protracted space to offend that God in whose

hand our life is, and who can cut it short at any moment? What! shall

we expect that Heaven will grant us time to be employed in insulting

it! Verily if it be granted, it is likely to be granted not in mercy, but in

judgment to the presumptuous sinner—granted that he may have time

to fill up the measure of his iniquity, and become ripe for a more awful

doom. But experience as well as reason, teaches us that it is folly

without a parallel, to reckon with certainty on length of days. We

see that God's appointed time for different individuals leaves no room

for such a calculation. At all periods, from infancy to old age, we see

our fellows finishing the space assigned them. Reasons not fully

known to us, but doubtless wise and sufficient in themselves, decide

that one shall have a longer, and another a shorter period. Time

enough is allowed to each to be prepared for that account which he

will be called upon to render up; for this account will be proportioned

to the means and opportunities enjoyed. But, when called, neither

youth, nor health, nor prudence, nor friends, nor physicians, nor wealth,

nor esteem, can disappoint or delay the fixed purpose of Jehovah. He

will not be influenced by any of these circumstances or considerations,

but the stroke of death shall unavoidably do its office, on him who has

lived his appointed time. Let us now consider—

III. That it is our duty piously and patiently to wait till this period be

accomplished. This was the resolution of holy Job, as expressed in the

text. "All the days of my appointed time will I wait"—Taking this

subject, as I have proposed, in a general view, it may be affirmed with

propriety, that the duty of wailing for our great change comprehends

in it, 1. Preparation or readiness to depart; 2. Expectation or desire

of the destined moment; 3. Patience while it is delayed, or acquiescence

in the will of Him whose coming or determination we look for. It will

I think be found, that to zvait, always refers to some one of these ideas,

or to the whole of them united.

1. It implies preparation or readiness to depart. When we wait for an

event, the implication ever is, that, let it come whenever it may, it will

find us in a state promptly to obey its call—with every thing done

•which is necessary to be done, or which we wish to do, before its oc

currence. We cannot be said to be waiting for our departure out of

time into eternity, unless we are thus circumstanced, in regard to that

momentous transition—unless all that is necessary to fit us for it, and

render it a happy event to us, is fully accomplished.

What then, my hearers, is necessary, to rentier our departure from

life a happy event? It is, be assured, essentially necessary, that our

natures should be renewed—that our hearts should be changed and

sanctified by the Spirit of grace. For—" except a man be born again

he cannot see the kingdom of God." Every one of us possesses, by
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natore, a heart wholly depraved—"The carnal mind is enmity against

God." This enmity must be removed; this heart of alienation must

be taken away—or we can never be partakers of the happiness of the

world to come. It becomes impossible, because, without holiness, God

will never admit us to his blissful presence; and even if he would,

we should be miserable still, for the want of that temper, taste, and dis

position, which are necessary to qualify us to enter into and enjoy the

pure and spiritual exercises which constitute the happiness of glorified

spirits. And as this change is absolutely indispensable, so it is equally

r.Afssary that it take place in the present life; for after death there

can be no change. Then it will be said—" He that is unjust let him

be unjust still; and he that is filthy let him be filthy still." The Holy

Spirit is the Almighty agent who performs this work; and hence

the inspired declaration that we must be " born of the Spirit." He

must enlighten us to see our guilt and danger. He must give us eyes

to behold, and a disposition to accept of the Lord Jesus Christ, as all

our salvation and all our desire—trusting entirely to his merits for

pardon and eternal life. The influence of the Holy Spirit must bring

us truly to loath and repent of all sin; to see its abominable nature; to

de-лге most earnestly and sincerely, a deliverance from it; to love

holiness; to delight supremely in God; to possess real benevolence

toward all men—enemies as well as friends; and to discharge, as we

ha\e opportunity, all the duties which we owe to our Creator, to each

o'Adr, and to ourselves. These dispositions and exercises are the fruit

and evidence of a new nature; they proceed from a sanctified heart; they

are its natural produce—flowing like sweet waters from a pure fountain.

Thus qualified, the renewed soul holds spiritual communion with God

at present, and is fitted to find Us highest happiness in him to all eter

nity. But without this qualification, we cannot have such communion

now, and, as we have seen, we cannot possibly be prepared for the en

joyment of God, and therefore cannot be admitted to it, at the hour of

death.

You perceive, then, that those who are unacquainted with this great

spiritual change—who have not been reconciled to God through Jesus

Christ, who have not truly repented of sin, cannot, with any propriety,

be said to be waiting for their change. The essential preparation for

it, they have as yet, wholly neglected. They have forgotten or disre

garded the main concern, the great errand, on which they were sent into

the world. Whether they be in the morning, the meridian, or the de

cline of life, the great business of life is yet untouched by them; it is

still all upon their hands; and it urges them to put forth all the powers

of their souls—calling on God for help—in an immediate and effectual

attention to its demands. But those who know by happy experience

•what it is to have passed from death to life, have made what may be

denominated the essential prepara/ion for death. They are so waiting

for the coming of their Lord, as that his appearance, whenever or how

ever it shall take place, will be a happy event to them. Yet it is im

portant, and will be found highly comfortable,

2. To possess and cherish the desire that the appointed hour for

dismission from the world should speedily arrive. This seems clearly

to have been the disposition of the penman of the text. He plainly in

timates, that although he would endeavour to wait with resignation, аз

long as God should please to continue him here, yet it was his choice

and inclination to be speedily dismissed. The same sentiment is dis

tinctly expressed by the apostle Paul; "I have, said he, a desire to

depart and to be with Christ, which is far better." Through an undue
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attachment to the world, the weakness of their faith, the want of pre

sent and satisfactory evidence of their interest in the covenant of grace,

and a clear view and sensible anticipation of the entertainments of the

heavenly world, it frequently comes to pass, that those who are the

real heirs of glory, are unwilling for the present to leave the world—

fearful of the hour of death, and desirous, to have it delayed. In oppo

sition to this, it should be their aim, to acquire a firm and settled con

fidence of their covenant interest in the Redeemer, to have their affec

tions weaned from the earth, their worldly concerns so settled and ar

ranged, and their minds so constantly and daily raised up to God, and

so delighted in the contemplation of his glorious excellence, as that

they should long to be swallowed up in the near and perfect vision of

him; as that the summons to depart would be to them a mailer of

real gratification. This may be called an actual and habitual readiness

or preparedness for their dissolution. It is that temper and stale of

mind in which every child of God would wish lo be found, when the

messenger death shall deliver the mandate to depart. I say not, indeed,

that this state of habitual desire " to be absent from the body and pre

sent with the Lord," is one of easy or general atlainmenl. But I do say,

that it is not only desirable and possible, but that it has been actually

attained by some, and that it ought to be pressed after, with serious

care and diligence, by every real Christian. We ought to endeavour

to have our minds so habitually filled with holy desires after God and

glory, as that we may view the coming of our Lord like the arrival of

a friend, for whom we have been long looking, with anxious and ear

nest expectalion. This it is, in deed and in truth, to wait for our change.

But,

3. While it is delayed, we ought to exercise patience, and resigna

tion to the will of Him who hath appointed the time of our release.

This is to be the guard and qualification of what you have just heard.

We are not to be impatient, or to murmur and repine, that the hour

does not arrive, at which we are to have done with the world. Of this,

it may be thought by some, there is Hule danger; and in reality it is

that extreme which is less frequently seen than the other. Yet its oc

currence is sometimes witnessed. It is not a thing unknown in experi

ence, that a child of God should find it far more difficult to be willing

to live than willing to die. The pious author of our text himself, was

an example of it. Some of his expressions appear lo manifest an im

patient wish to be released from his sufferings by death; and the whole

spirit of our text, as used by him, is a resolution to guard against this

unjustifiable emotion. Elijah and Jonah are other instances, with

which the sacred records furnish us, of good men who sinfully wished

to die. Nor are instances wanting in every age and place. What

shocking proofs are given us of this, when men, through rage or de

spair, put an end to their own lives, and rush, all covered with their

sins, to the tribunal of their insulted Creator. Wicked men, who either

deliberately disbelieve a future state, or who have no distinct or impres

sive apprehensions of what awaits them there, are not unfrequently

seen to be impatient for death. But good men may also indulge in a

degree of this spirit; although preserved, while reason holds its throne,

from carrying it to the horrid lengths that have just been mentioned.

The cares, and burdens, and perplexities, and fatigue of worldly busi

ness, or of relative duties, may sometimes urge Ihem to this sinful

impatience. Long sickness, or much bodily infirmity, or heavy afflic

tions of any kind, may tempt them, as they did Job, to indulge it
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The languor, lassitude, and various inconveniences and sufferings of

old age, are sometimes seen to produce it. The believer hopes for un-

mingled happiness beyond the grave, and is ready to be dissatisfied

thai he is detained in a state of sorrow and affliction. But he ought

to remember, that "his times are in the hand of God," and that duty de

mands that this concern he resigned entirely to the divine disposal. The

Ьейетег should recollect that it is not acting the part of a good servant,

lo be reluctant to work till evening, nor of a good soldier, to be too de

sirous of being called from his post. He should remember that it is in

combent on him to svfff.r the will of God, as well as to do it; and that

lie former of these, is often as important, both to himself and to others,

as the Inter. He should remember that the reward of fidelity is so great,

that he may well wait, and do, and suffer, as long, and as much, as God

may require, before it be conferred?—eternity will surely be long enough

to be happy. While, therefore, he may and ought, with the apostle,

as already stated, to indulge a desire to depart and to be with Christ,

he should also be willing, as the apostle was, to stay as long as he

may be profitable to the church or to the world; or may, in any wise

promote the divine glory: and longer than this, he may be well as

sured, God will not suffer any of his children to remain in exile from

their heavenly home. Cordially, therefore, let them adopt the lan

guage of the text—" All the days of my appointed time will I wait till

ray chsnge come"—I am now to remark briefly—

IV. In the last place, that this change will be, in the highest degree,

important and decisive to all. It is spoken of with emphasis in the

text—it is denominated "7717/ change," as if there were no o.her that

could be mentioned or thought of, while this was in contemplation;—

or as if no other deserved notice in comparison with this. And such,

in reality, is the fact. Death will change all the circumstances of our

present existence. The body will change its appearance and its capa

cities. It will change from an animated and attractive form, into a

lifeless and unsightly lump of clay. The soul will change worlds. It

wiJJ change time for eternity, a state of probation for a state of eter

nal fixedness of character and perceptions; a state where happiness

and misery are blended together, for one where there will be either

happiness or misery without any mixture, and with an intensity of

which we can now have no adequate conception; a state where things

are seen through the dim medium of the senses, for one where the

unimprisoned spirit will discern God and eternal realities, with naked

and unobstructed vision.

Widely different, as already hinted, will be the nature of that tran

sition, which the righteous and the wicked will make, when their last

final change shall come. The wicked will then change their indiffer

ence to religion, into an unavailing and endless agony of soul, that

they wasted the period of probation, without making preparation for

this momentous event. The infidel will change his unbelief of revela

tion, and his sneers at its truth, into an awful conviction of its verity,

and into curses on his impiety and folly, for neglecting the counsel of

God for his eternal well being. The prosperous and pleasurable sin

ner will change his wealth, his pomp, his fame, his flatterers, and his

sensual indulgences, for the blackness of darkness for ever, the soci

ety of blaspheming spirits, tormenting devils, and the gnawing of that

worm which shall iiever die. The giddy, the thoughtless, and the

vain, will change all those sportive scenes, which once allured them,

and kept their souls from God, for weeping and wailing, and gnashing
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of teeth, without hope and without end—awful change!—beyond con

ception awful—to all who shall then be found to have lived without

God and without Christ in the world. " О that they were wise, that

they understood this, that they would consider their latter end."

But unspeakably joyous and glorious will be this change, to all the

people of God. Faith will then be changed into vision, and they

will behold their Saviour, face to face. They will change all the

sufferings of time for all the ecstacy of eternity. They will change v

a state of infirmity for one where no inhabitant shall ever say I am

sick; but where all shall possess eternal health, activity, and vi

gour. They shall change the scons and reproaches of wicked men for

the approbation and applause of God and angels. They shall change

a state of labour for a state of rest and reward. They shall change

all their doubts and fears, their languor, coldness and sluggishness, in

the divine life, for a perfect and enduring assurance of God's love, and

the most delightful freedom in his service. They shall change, in a

word, a state of sin and imperfection, for a state of immaculate holiness

and resemblance to the blessed God—where no enemy or temptation

shall ever again assail them; where the body of this death shall no more

oppress them; where they shall have no more contentions and conflicts

with any of their corruptions; but where the soul shall be completely

purified, and shall drink without interruption, and with ever increas

ing delight, of the rivers of pleasure which flow at God's right hand.

Thrice blessed and desirable change! Come the happy hour that shall

bring it near!—" Come quickly; even so, come Lord Jesus."

In closing the subject, fidelity to my Master, and to their own souls de

mands, that I solemnly call on those whose consciences inform them that

they are yet in their sins, to accept the ottered grace of God to-day.

To-day you enter on a new year; and after all the days and years you

have passed, the whole business of life, as you have heard, is still before

you—it is still all on your hands. Is it not time to set about it in ear

nest? May not " the time past of your life suffice you to have wrought

the will of the flc'sh?" When do you propose to be wise for eter

nity?—О beware, I conjure you, that you be not surprised into reme

diless misery! Resolve, in the strength of an Almighty Saviour, that

this year, this day, yea, from this good hour, you will be for God—that

the care of the soul shall be to you the "one thing needful," till its sal

vation is ensured, by a vital union with the Lord Jesus Christ. If my

earnest wishes, and prayers, and entreaties, under the blessing of

God, shall induce you thus to resolve and act, you will look back

to this year, this clay, this hour, as one ineffably happy—the one

when happiness inconceivable and endless began, and was made as

suredly yours.

Let those who are yet in painful doubt on the subject of their spi

ritual state, be reminded by this day and this discourse, that their time

for ascertaining their true standing as candidates for the weal or woe of

eternity, is fast stealing away, and that they know not how soon, whether

doubting or resolved, their decisive change will come. " How long

halt ye between two opinions?" Be exhorted to aim at a higher stand

ard of piety than you have yet proposed to yourselves; and if you

reach it, your doubts and fears will be likely to vanish with the attain

ment. Instead of poring over your past experience, go right to the

foot of the cross, and as perishing sinners embrace a crucified Saviour,

who is as freely offered to you now, as he ever was. If your faith, in

vigorated by the Spirit of all grace, shall give you sensible freedom to
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trust yourselves simply and solely on the righteousness of Christ, and

shall shed abroad his love in your hearts, quickening you in all duty,

and giving you a hatred of all sin, you ought to be comforted and esta

blished—If you are not, your fears and doubts will then be infirmities,

which if they follow you to your great change, will, after it is past,

tea?e you entirely and for ever.

Christians who possess " a good hope through grace," " the full as

surance of hope," "a hope full of immortality"—this surely must be

a joyful day to you. The recurrence of every such day, is a way-mark

w travellers on the journey of human life; and this day you see ano

ther of these significant monitors, that your pilgrimage is rapidly ap

proaching1 its happy termination; that you are one marked portion of

time nearer, than on the last occurrence of a new year, to the great

change which will carry you from earth to heaven. " Rejoice always,

and again I say rejoice;" but be not impatient. Say, with the holy

man who spoke our text,—" all the days of my appointed time will I

wait, till my change come." And while you wait, be active and ex

emplary in every duty. " Let your light so shine before men, that

they may see your good works, and glorify your Father which is in

\\eaven," Keep in mind that all the trials of this mortal state, only

*' trork out for you a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory;

while you look not at the things which are seen, but at the things

which are not seen." Yes, dear brethren, often look across this vale

of tears, and the valley of the shadow of death, to the region of light

and life eternal that lies beyond. There every sorrow will be turned

into joy, in the immediate presence and vision of that precious Re

deemer to whom you now look by the eye of faith—There

" His own soft hand shall wipe the tears,

From every weeping eye ;

And pains, nnd groans, and griefs and fears,

And death itself shall die.

" How long, dear Saviour, О how long !

Shall this bright hour delay ;

Fly swifter round, ye wheels of time,

And bring the welcome dav."

From the Christian Observer for October itlt.

THE THEBAN LEGION.

The vale of the Rhone, in the environs of St. Maurice and Martigny,

is one of the interesting spots so frequently visited in Switzerland.

The snowy pinnacles of the Dent de Midi; the various other Alnine

elevations; the beautiful water-fall, rushing clown the rocks like a liquid

avalanche; the extensive forests mantling the mountains; the rolling

and impetuous Rhone—these, and a thousand nameless beauties, give

an impression to the scene which none who have a heart to feel the

beauties of nature can fail to experience. But of the mar.y Christian

travellers who have gazed on these works of the Creator, few, compa

ratively, appear to have recalled to memory that it was amidst these

scenes that is said to have occurred one of the most remarkable ex

amples of martyrdom with which ecclesiastical history has made us

acquainted. It was here that the Theban Legion, consisting of more

than six thousand Christian soldiers, died voluntarily for Christ their

Master. The Roman army, under Maximian, was on its march for

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XU. H
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Gaul. At Octodurum (Martigny) the emperor commanded a festival

celebration in honour of the gods, and the Christian soldiers were

called on to participate. Far was it from Christian firmness in those

days to yield to the most distant appearance of idolatrous worship.

The Theban Legion retired to a strong position, under the command

of Mauritius, its chieftain, in order to avoid the sacrifice to idols.

Maximian, in consequence, inflicted a decimation of the whole legion.

Gladly, calmly, triumphantly, did each tenth soldier present his breast

to the sword. The survivors remaining faithful to their Saviour, a

second decimation was ordered; and this second band of martyrs

showed themselves as unshaken in their fidelity to their Redeemer as

their deceased brethren. In this second execution, Mauritius their

leader was sacrificed. At length, Maximian, seeing that their con

stancy was invincible, ordered the execution of the whole of the re

mainder of the legion; all of whom, unresistingly, calmly, firmly, pa

tiently, died in their ranks, faithful martyrs to Him who had died for

them on Calvary.

The feelings excited by recently visiting the scene of this deed of

Christian chivalry suggested the following lines.

THE THEBAN LEGION.

Days of the Alps return !

Yo meaner thoughts, retire I

Burn, rock r.nd mountain-valley, burn,

As once with martyr fire!

'Tis not thy torrent force,

Old -Rhone, I gazo along :

Rush, white ¡mil deep, thou cascade hoarse,

To win another's song.

Let others laud the plain

Where vines entwine the bower,

Tho forest's clime, the snow's domain,

Or Mont Blanc's thunder tower.

But, thousands of the brave,

Where, where your Alpiuo bed ?

I seek, I sing, your mountain grave ;

I hymn tlie martyr dead.

'Twas not the crimson fl«'.v,

Of battle round you poured:

Your sovereign laid your legion low ;

In peace yuur eagles soared.

'Twas not the rebel shout

Which rolled through all your host :

Those lightning spears the panic rout

Of Roman foes might bousl.

For Christ, the Martyr King,

Here flowed the blood-red tide;

A trophy to his cross to bring

Here soldier-like yo died.

Twice thro' each tenth heart ploughed

Tho fatal sword its path ;

And last, the whole bright phalanx bowed

Its legion strength in death.

No cry along your lino,

No coward shriek was there:

St. Maurice gave the martyr sign,

" r'or Christ to die we dare."

Soldiers ! your fight is done—

Long past your victor day.

Tho crown of life immortal's won—

Ne'er past your victor lay.

Christian, maintain thy field ;

Thv contest, too, wul cease:

With Christ to lead, with Christ to shield,

Soon Victory ! triumph! peace!

What, though a fiercer foo

Th¡m Romo, tyrannic frown !

Heaven's power shall lay thai focman low :

On ! onward to thy crown !

As the history of the Theban Legion is questioned by some authors,

perhaps some of your readers, who have leisure for such inquiries, will

favour us with their opinion of its authenticity.

ANGUCANUS.

FOR THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

THE TRIUMPHANT DEATH OF A CHRISTIAN NO CAUSE OF WONDER.

The subjoined piece was written after reading the two following
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verses, reprinted in the Nov. number of your Advocate, from “The

London Christian Observer.”

“Angels, as you wing your way, Heaven's eternal weight of joy.

From the realms of endless day, Would they wonder,

Deign to grace our lower sky: Tho' the saint should long to die 2

Come, and wonder; . Burning memory points to where,
Come and see a Christian die. Life's pure river sparkles there;

“Ye who tempt the heirs of glory, Trees, whose boughs luxuriant, bear

Ye who hate redemption's story, Fruits of immortality;

See your leader vanquish'd lie: Can they wonder,

Come and wonder; - Should the Christian love to die 2

Come and see a Christian die.” They who once from heaven fell,

- - -- Down into the deepest hell;

Why should angels bend their flight, Whose tortured tongues alone can tell
From realms of uncreated light? An angel's wo—an angel's joy:
Why forsake their native sky? Can they wonder, tº

Can they wonder Ransomed Christians long to die :
- - - - in 2

Christians should triumphant die? Christian, bought by priceless blood,

Know they not the happy land Welcome to the throne of God,

By the breeze of heaven fanned, Tho' your head beneath the sod,

Where the saint at God's right hand, In corruption mouldering lie

Boundless blessings shall enjoy Happy Christian,

Can they wonder, - - - - 'Tis your privilege to die!

When they see a Christian die -

*—Yes—but 'ti it Will the weary wanderer weep,

$º they –Yes—but is to wait. When his couch is spread for sleep?

Till the good man meets his fate; Will the runner slack his speed,

Then to heaven's glorious gate When he sees the glittering meed?

Bear his soul triumphantly, Will the warrior trembling fly,

Not to wonder, - When the shout is rictory 2

That the saint should calmly die! Child of earthly misery :

Why should fiends from hell below, Heir of heaven's unwithering joy!

In wonder to his death-bed go? Oh the wonder,

They may envy—for they know, Should the Christian shun to die

Easton, Pa. Dec. 1833. I. L. G.

In poetry or in prose, we shall always welcome to our pages com

munications from the author of the above beautiful verses. We feared

he had forgotten us.

jūīātellalićDuff.

Translated for the Christian Advocate, from the Archives of Christianity, of the 26th

of October ult.

A PARTICULAR KIND OF HYPOCRISY.

Hypocrisy is the daughter of pride; it is found in all ranks of society,

and under all forms; and it is, moreover, never entirely extirpated from

the human heart.

In order to class all sorts and kinds of hypocrisy, it would be neces

sary to have a nomenclature more complicated than that of Linnaeus or

of Berzelius. We have known hypocrites of philanthropy, who have

lived and enriched themselves from their generosity to the poor; hypo

crites of humility, who were never so much displeased as when they

were taken at their word; hypocrites of virtue, who had attained per

fection in concealing or in varnishing their vices; hypocrites of liberty,

who clamoured for new privileges for the people, which they were the

first to crush, if they mounted into power. Among these numerous
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kinds of hypocrisy, the greatest disgrace attaches to religious hypo

crites. This' is just: the more sacred the subject of abuse, the greater

is the shame and the crime of the abuser. He who was the TRUTH

itself, combatted with all the energy of his divine words the hypocrites

of religion—the doctors of the law and the Pharisees. He never re

fused his compassion or his benefits to the female sinner, to the publi

can, or to the Samaritan; but to that vile and odious hypocrisy which

feared not to profane things the most sacred, which covered itself under

the impostor's mask, which dishonoured God himself, according to

the expression of Scripture, by the appearance of a piety which all ils

conduct falsified—religious hypocrisy Jesus Christ always reproached,

in expressions of the most lively indignation.

There is, nevertheless, a particular kind of religious hypocrisy which

has not been sufficiently noticed, and of which even those who are

guilty of it cannot perhaps well render an account. We will charac

terize it in a few words.

If you have been engaged in labours and instructions for the promo

tion of Christian piety, and have reiterated, as often as you could, your

conversations with your friends on the great truths of revelation, have

you not frequently met with persons who have said to you very seriously

—Faith in Christ is a most precious treasure; most happy are they who

possess it! it sweetens the ills of the present life, and affords consola

tions under all its paÍ7is; it prompts to acts of devotedness which no

other means are capable of producing; it helps to vanquish the most

impetuous passions; it helps, above all things, to die with a sweet

peace; it promises, in fine, to open to the believer the portals of eter

nity. Yes, blessed they who believe! I wish to believe the gospel as

they do. But I cannot have that sincere and persevering piety which

yields so many blessings in this world, and presents still greater in

eternity.

Here is the language (if not the very words, at least the sense) which

you have heard a score of times in the conversations of the world, and

from persons worthy of the highest esteem. What are we to think of

it? And what inference would naturally be made from it, by a stranger

not acquainted with our manners? He would believe, most certainly,

that these persons would neglect nothing to obtain a religious faith,

the absence of which caused them such great regret, and which they

professed to regard as the most precious of all treasures. He would

think, without doubt, that they would seek, with a care the most inde

fatigable, that which they had declared to be " the pearl of great price"

—that they would read the Bible as often as possible, that they would

implore frequently of God to enlighten their minds and touch their

hearts, that they would earnestly seek to enjoy the society of pious men

—in a word, that they would employ the various means which miglit

encourage the hope that they would at last obtain the Christian's faith—

For the stranger of whom we are speaking would say—I think thus,

because when an object which I exceedingly desire to obtain is before

me, I regard neither labour nor fatigue. If I am ambitious to get a

post of honour from the slate, nothing hinders me—no journeys, solici

tations, petitions, nor even humiliations; if I seek to be rich, I retrench

something from my hours of sleep, that I may devote it to any enter

prise I may have in hand; I also observe a strict economy in my family,

and sometimes deprive myself of things of real necessity. If then I

have an earnest wish, as these persons in conversation declare they

have—if I have an ardent thirst to obtain faith in the truths of revela-
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don, it is evident that I ought to seek, in all the ways that are accessible

tome, to obtain the object of my desires.

Alas! how great would be the astonishment of this stranger, when

one should say to him in reply—you are altogether in error. The

people of whom you have been speaking, it is true, express a strong

desire to believe the gospel; but they do nothing, absolutely nothing,

lo obtain what they say they desire. They never read the Bible; they

do not examine the foundations on which it rests its authority; they

scarcely ever pray, and when they do, it is very coldly; they care little

fc the society of Christians; and they act in every respect as if reli-

irbus faith was the most useless, the most insignificant, and the most

frivolous thing in the world—But these persons, then, speak in one

way and act in another, the stranger would reply—Precisely so—And

do you pretend that they are sincere? They repeat that they are, at

least, if one can understand what they say—But it is either a mockery,

oran inconceivable delusion. Whoever belies his words by his acts is

a. hypocrite; for hypocrisy is nothing else than the contradiction which

exists between what a man says and what he does—between the appear

ance of a thing and the reality.

Ъ\еп of the world—you who so often profess a desire to believe, and

ye! cío nothing in order ю believe, the conclusion is inevitable; you

have been hitherto, and you are yet, guilty of HYPOCRISY. May you

«fleet upon it seriously!

THE IMPORTANCE OF SUITABLE TRAINING FOR THE GOSPEL

MINISTRY.

Several manuscripts of the lamented Dr. Fisk have been sent us by

his mourning relict. Among others, we have found the following pa

per, which appears to have been intended as part of a contemplated

inaugural address, or an introductory lecture, when he should enter on

his duties, as professor of church history and church government, in

the Western Theological Seminary. We have only to regret that it is

incomplete. Yet as far as it goes, it is excellent; and we doubt not

•will be read with great interest by those for whom it was specially in

tended, and indeed by many others—We have also found the com

mencement of another paper on Mental Science, in continuation of

the series of essays, all from his pen, which have been published in the

Christian Advocate, on that important subject. But this is only a

fragment, in which the subject of the contemplated essay is merely

stated—Heu ! Mors ultima linea reritm est.

The importance of a well educated ministry in the church, was never

greater than at the present time. There never was a time when it

could be considered unimportant. Next to personal piety, always in

dispensable, and good mental capacity, without which there can be no

education, good mental training and discipline must be held in the

highest estimation. The gifts of God stand first, by grace and by na

ture, not always united, but never to be separated in the ministry—next

lo these, stand high attainments in the government, direction, and em

ployment of those gifts.

In the development of mind, every part of its education is important,

from the first üirection given by maternal lips, to the last instruction
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which fits for the commencement of official duty. It becomes me now

to speak only of that part of education which is considered as holding

an immediate connexion with preparation for the ministerial office.

But it is a fact that not a few minds, of native energy and subjects of

renewing grace, have been so badly trained, either before or during

their academic course, that all efforts to reclaim them, during what is

called their theological course, are fruitless.

A well educated ministry, therefore, can and will be attained, only

through our primary schools, academies, and colleges. But there are

other departments of knowledge, imperfectly taught in these institu

tions, or not taught at all, which arc indispensable. These cannot be

adequately gained at the present day, except in seminaries for the pur

pose. The exigencies of the church, the methods of qualifying men

for other professions, as well as public sentiment, render theological se

minaries indispensable in this age. Whatever may have been the case

in former times, or whatever may be the case hereafter, the question is

settled for the present state of things. There are indeed some objec

tions to institutions uf this kind, but I know not what good thing there

is among men, against which there are not some objections made. It

is said they are expensive institutions to the church, and after all they

are liable to become corrupt in doctrine, and so be engines of mis

chief.

It is true they are expensive in their first endowment—so arc col

leges and medical institutions, but they are not to lie abandoned on that

account. The fair statement of this question is, can the object be

otherwise gained} and is it worth the expense when it is acquired?

Unless it can be shown that the object, that is, a competent theological

education, can be as well gained without this expense, or when it is

acquired, that the acquisition is not worth the cost, the objection is not

controlling;. No argument is necessary to show that the object is un

attainable in any other way at so small an expense, and as for its value,

it is not to be estimated by money.

It is also true that theological seminaries may become corrupt in

doctrine and do great mischief. But what is to be done? Is there any

institution which may not become corrupt? The history of theological

learning is full of perversions and corruptions, in all the forms in which

it has been taught—in universities, in colleges, and by private instruc

tors. This is an experiment, in some respects new, and therefore can

not be decisively estimated in the light of history. It is separated from

the schools of philosophy; is in the hands of the church and under eccle

siastical supervision, and therefore as safe as means can make it. A

question here arises, which presents this point in its true light: are

we to make no adequate provision for a thoroughly educated ministry,

because those means may he perverted? Rather let us trust God to

preserve them in favour of truth, erect around them all the appropriate

barriers against corruption, and embalm them in the prayers of the

church.

A ministry, well educated, must be taught in the principles of sound

biblical exegesis,—in the doctrines, precepts and promises, deduced

from correct biblical interpretation—and in the organization, character,

government and history of the church. Less than this cannot furnish a

competent education for the ministry. To instruct well and fully in

the first branch, must put in requisition more than the time, talents,

and acquirements of any one man. Oriental literature and exegesis of

the Old Testament, is enough for one man's life and study to teach.
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Grecian literature and exegesis of the New Testament, will demand all

the time and talents of any one teacher. The second branch is equally

important, and should have the undivided attention of at least-one in-

structer. While the first branch of instruction will teach a student

how to understand his Bible, the second branch will teach him how to

use and apply it, to himself and to others. To teach this correctly and

practically, is immensely important, and no one man can do more than

to fulfil the duty. The third branch is as laborious and indispensable

tí either of the other. The origin, character, and government of God's

church arc too important to be hastily passed over. Deep, careful,

îoà even critical examination, are necessary, in a course of instruction

on this branch. The church is a divine institution, whose organiza

tion, character and government are to be ascertained from the Bible.

Its history is spread over a vast surface, interwoven with the history

of many countries and different policies of government, involved in

obscurity by the ignorance, prejudice, and superstition of ages. Ec

clesiastical history alone is a laborious subject of investigation, and

musí occupy the patient and persevering attention of any one man's

time and efforts, if he teach it profitably to his pupils.

IT» entering- upon the duties of an office, specially devoted to the

¡Dslruction of candidates for the ministry, in the origin, character,

government, history, relations and destiny of the church, I may be

indulged in a few remarks on the importance of this department. I

ippreciate the other departments of instruction, in this and similar in

stitutions: they stand confessedly indispensable. But, if I mistake not,

there is an importance attached to this department, which ought to

have a higher estimate than it has sometimes received.

The things included in this department are unspeakably interesting.

The mere fact, that it respects an organized society, which God re

gards with tenderness, preserves with care, blesses with his richest

favours, and employs to effect the highest purposes of his glory, tells

its interest and importance. Can we be uninterested, to know the true

character and appropriate regulations of an institution, which God so

honours, to which he makes known his will, for which he preserves

the world, and governs all things; by which ho makes known his ma

nifold wisdom, power and grace? Can we over estimate the impor

tance of correct knowledge, pertaining to this church?

The church of Jesus Christ has excited the most earnest attention

of men. When she was confined, by the peculiar dispensation of God,

to one nation, she was regarded with strong and affectionale attach

ment by some; and by others with fear and bitter enmity. Since she

came under a new dispensation, and is set up as the light of the world,

to bring the nations to God, she has been the object of scorn and vio

lent hatred by multitudes in private and in publick,in the market place,

and in seats of legislation: she has been persecuted by all classes of

men, and in all possible ways which could express the malignant rage

of men or demons. Others again, have regarded her with feelings of

kindest tenderness and strongest attachment: accordingly, her interests

have been promoted with much care, and cherished with earnest zeal.

Thousands have watched her movements, and prayed for her enlarge

ment. The organization and character of such a community must be a

subject of high importance. To aid her sons, designed for her sacred

ministry, in attaining correct views of what pertains to her scriptural

character, form and government, is the first object of this department.

The character, privileges and duties of her members; all the rights of
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her citizenship; the ordinances and means of her instruction, regula

tion and sanctification; the character, qualifications, rights and duties

of her officers; the influence she is intended and calculated to exert

upon the world, and her instrumentalities for its accomplishment, are

some of the things included in this first object.

The second is, to trace her history, and estimate the influences which

have been exerted for her integrity, preservation, enlargement and

purity; also the efforts to corrupt, change, cripple and destroy her.

This object embraces facts of important character, spread through the

records of more than fifty centuries. But a grand result of the whole

is, to learn the development of God's plan and government, in the dis

pensations of his providence and grace toward his church.

These are subjects of vast importance to the minister of Christ. It

is not a mere matter of speculative interest to ascertain what have been

the forms of error, by which the church has been corrupted or dis

turbed; what have been the persecutions by which she has been assailed;

where she has prospered and where languished; the causes which have

operated and the instrumentalities employed for her enlargement or

her diminution. Every thing which relates to the character and his

tory of the church, must have great influence on the aetive duties of

the ministry. There is, in God's plan of government throughout, an

adaptation of means to the ends to be accomplished. In no depart

ment of his administration is there a more obvious and necessary

adaptation than in the kingdom of his grace.

The ministry of reconciliation furnishes the most important agency

which God employs in building up and educating his church. It is

best adapted to exert a salutary influence over the minds of men, in all

the stations and relations of life. But it is not merely because it is a

living responsible agency, nor because those who exercise the office

are subject to like passions with other men, and can therefore sympa

thize with the faithful and joyous, or with the tempted and afflicted; but

because they can feed the people with knowledge, are well instructed

in the things of the kingdom, and know how to guard them against the

encroachments of error. Surely they must know the character and

history of the church, in which, and for whose, benefit, they are to exert

such a vast influence. The mere statement of the objects and their

influence, is an unanswerable argument for the importance of this

department.

But at the present time there is a special importance attached to

this branch of study and instruction. It is a day of great agitation

and controversy in the church. In this agitation the ministry must

participate, to a greater or less extent. It is impossible for them tobe

unaffected by excitements, which move the whole mass of society, and

are shaking it to its foundation; excitements which affect the personal

feelings and interests of all; and deeply affect the dearest interests of

the church. Here a full, correct and definite knowledge of the church s

character and history, is well calculated to settle our agitation, lead us

to confidence in God, and to employ the best means to quiet, or regu

late the excitements which arise. There is always danger in exciting

the passions of men; an affectionate and even earnest interest in the

pursuit of a laudable object, is indeed desirable and important, but an

agitating excitement of the passions is never safe, unless it be directed

by more than ordinary wisdom.

In matters of religious controversy the ministry must be deeply in

volved, from their office and responsibility. It is utterly impossible for
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men, set for the defence as well as the inculcation of the truth, to avoid

controversy in such a time as this. The adversaries of truth will con

tend, and must be left boastfully to occupy the field, or be opposed by

those whose business it is " to contend earnestly for the faith once deli

vered to the saints." Here again the light of history, well estimated

and improved, may have a very salutary influence upon the controver

sies of the day.

The same topicks of controversy may recur again and again, which

have long since afflicted the church, and been settled in a way that

ought henceforth to exclude them. Controversy is always attended by

some unhappy influences, although oftentimes the means of eliciting

»nd establishing the truth. When this has once been done in any given

case, the historical instruction is valuable, to diminish the attendant

eTils and confirm the happy results.

The encroachments of error at the present time are made, as in former

ages of the church's history, through the subtleties and speculations of

philosophy. The errors may have new names, and some new illus

trations, but iheir character is old, their influence long since developed,

and their disastrous results stand recorded on the pages of history, as

beacons to warn the present generation. Let the ministry be well in

structed in the history of the church, and taught how to estimate

oevly revived errors by their old character and results, and much un

profitable speculation may be saved; in which event we may look for a

шок stable, consistent and useful ministry. We are already begin

ning to see a salutary influence of this department, emanating from

some of our seminaries, and we hope for still more salutary effects yet

to be seen. Among all the inventions of the age, the novelties and

wonders are mostly produced by new associations of old facts and

principles; new combinations of old theories and speculations; and

new applications of the same philosophy, produce what is considered

new light in theology. There are, in reality, few errors that are new;

and as for theological truth, it is not susceptible of improvement. Л

thorough acquaintance with ecclesiastical history will most assuredly

confirm every judicious mind in the truth of these remarks. » » »

From the Christian Observer of Лов. ult.

CRITICAL REMARKS ON THE SICKNESS OF HEZEKIAH.

The account of Hezekiah's sickness, with which we are furnished

by the writers of the Books of Kings and Chronicles and the Prophet

Isaiah, is one of the most interesting events recorded of the history of

that excellent prince: yet it is, I think, rarely understood: and though

it is plainly calculated, if not rightly understood, to be rather dange

rous than profitable to the reader, it does not appear that any of the

more popular interpreters have pointed out what I conceive to be the

easy and natural solution of the difficulties with which it is confessedly

encumbered.

Its chief difficulties may be thus briefly stated: That a pious king

should, under a dispensation of which temporal rewards and punish

ments formed the immediate sanction, he treated with an early death;

and that so distinguished a believer as Hezekiah should prize life so

highly, and regard its termination with so much alarm.

A careful examination of the authorities which illustrate the history

of his reign has led me to think that his sickness vras judicial, and that

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. С
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death was threatened as the punishment of a grievous transgression.

This view of the subject meets the difficulties. For if it can be shown

that he had committed a great and scandalous sin, it will be acknow

ledged that there is nothing extraordinary in his being singled out as

the object of punishment. If his conscience was burthened by a sense

of guilt, it will readily be conceded that there is nothing surprising in

his fear of death.

As it is my wish to state the considerations which have led me to

entertain the opinion I have expressed as briefly as possible, 1 shall not

enter upon a vindication of the dates I assign to the events of Heze-

kiah's reign. It will be sufficient for my present purpose to follow the

chronology which Mr. Townsend, in his " Arrangement," has adopted

from Pricleaux. I will premise my remarks by an extract from his

" Table."

A. C. Yeiin of Hez.
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14

713
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One of the first acts of Hezekiah had been to shake off the disgrace

ful yoke which the sinful weakness of his father Ahaz had imposed

upon the kingdom of Judah. After acquainting us with the various

reforms which marked the commencement of his reign, the sacred

historian informs us, with evident satisfaction, that " the Lord was with

him, and he prospered whithersoever he went forth: and he rebelled

against the king of Assyria, and served him not." (2 Kings, xviii. 7.)

The last years of Sbalmanezer were occupied by the war which termi

nated in the capture of Samaria and the final conquest of the kingdom

of Israel, (2 Kings, xviii. 9— 12,) and by an attempt to reduce the revolt

ed provinces of Syria and Phoenicia. (Joseph. Antiq. ix. 14; Prid. b. 1;

Halls, vol. iii. p. 427.) His successor, Sennacherib, immediately upon

his accession turned his arms against the kingdom of Judah: "In the

fourteenth year of king Hezekiah did Sennacherib king of Assyria

come up against all the fenced cities of Judah, and took them." (2

Kings, xviii. 13.) The first determination of Hezekiah in this emer

gency was worthy of his character and his principles: he prepared

boldly to meet the foe: " he strengthened himself," by fortifying Jeru

salem, and by collecting an army for its defence. His language to his

people breathed a pious and noble confidence: " Be strong and coura

geous; be not afraid nor dismayed for the king of Assyria, nor for all

the multitude that is with him—With him is an arm of flesh, but with

us is the Lord our God, to help us, and to fight our battles." His peo

ple responded to these admirable sentiments; they " rested themselves

upon his words." (2 Chron. xxxii. 7, 8.)

But what is man! Hezekiah himself quailed before the threatening

danger. As the enemy approached, fear and distrust prevailed over

his holy resolution and confidence. We mourn as we read the hum

bling narrative. " Hezekiah king of Judah sent to the king of Assyria

to Lachish, saying, I have offended; return from me: that which thou

puttest on me will I bear. And the king of Assyria appointed unto

Hezekiah king of Judah three hundred talents of silver and thirty ta

lents of gold." Hezekiah's treasures were inadequate to pay the sum

required: he has recourse to a base expedient; he imitates the sacri
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lege of his impious father: " Hezekiah gave him all the silver that

was found in the house of the Lord and in the treasures of the king's

bouse. At that time did Hezekiah cut all the gold from the doors of

the temple of the Lord, and from the pillars which Hezekiah king of

Judah had overlaid, and gave it to the king of Assyria." (2 Kings,

xviii. 13— 16.)

Such was the melancholy progress of unbelief. The once faithful

Hezekiah had exhibited a publick and scandalous distrust of God. He

had not feared to violate Jehovah's temple. He had " given great oc

cisión to the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme." The backslider must

be chastised, or he will not be reclaimed. " In those days was Heze

kiah sick unto death." Like another Nathan, " The prophet Isaiah

the son of Amoz came to him, and said unto him, Thus saith the

Lord, Set thine house in order; for thou shall die, and not live." (2

Kings, xx. 1.) The fallen monarch was overwhelmed with grief. In

fervent prayer he besought the Lord to remember his former zeal and

piety. He did not pray in vain. His sickness (which has generally

been supposed to have been an attack of the plague) was miraculously

removed; and his repentance was succeeded by the promise of an addi

tion of fifteen years to his life, and of the deliverance of Jerusalem

from the Assyrian foe. A striking miracle was wrought to convince

the desponding penitent that " on the third day he should go up unto

die bouse of the Lord." (ver. 11.)

In accomplishment of Isaiah's prophecy, during three years " the

king of Assyria led the Egyptians prisoners, and the Ethiopians cap

tives." It is highly probable that Hezekiah had, upon his repentance,

refused the payment of the unlawful tribute, for we next find Sennache

rib again besieging Lachish. It is unnecessary to trace the history of

his unfortunate campaign. The negotiations of his proud and impi

ous ambassador, and the miraculous destruction of his powerful army,

are fully described in the sacred books. The few remarks I have yet

to make will apply, though indirectly, to the main subject of this

paper.

Prideaux (vol. i. b. 1,) seems to think that the disgraceful treaty

which averted the attack of Sennacherib was concluded subsequently

to the sickness of Hezekiah. This opinion is mere conjecture ; and I

cannot but regard it as completely refuted by the ascertained dates.

The sacred writers expressly state that the first Assyrian invasion took

place in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah; the sickness could not have

occurred till the very end of that year; for the king survived it but fif

teen years, and he reigned only twenty-nine.

Hales has fallen into a remarkable error, in supposing that the ex

pedition of Rabshakeh was prior to the invasion of Egypt, (vol. iii.

?. 427.) It is unnecessary to produce opinions upon a plain point; but

may observe that Prideaux and Townsend are against him. The

opinion of the great chronologer introduces sad confusion into the

history.

But there is one point in which this learned writer has made a dis

covery of which I am surprised to find that Mr. Townsend has not

availed himself. There can be no doubt that Merodach-baladan's em

bassy of congratulation was subsequent to the treaty with Sennacherib.

It must, therefore, have been subsequent to the destruction of the

Assyrian host. It was not till after that event that Hezekiah could

again boast of a treasure. He then " had exceeding much riches, and

prospered in all his works." (2 Chron. xxxii. 27—30.)

FRATER.
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From the JVeto York Observer.

INFALLIBILITY.

Every body knows that the church of Rome lays claim to infallibility.

She contends that there is no mistake about her; that she cannot err.

Now this very modest claim of our sister of Rome, (for in the matter of

churches I reject the relation of mother and daughter,) I am constrained

to question, and that for such reasons as the following:—

1. She cannot herself tell us where her infallibility is to be found.

She is sure that she has it somewhere about her, but for the life of

her she cannot tell where. Some of her writers say that it is with the

Pope. Others contend that it resides in a general Council. And ano

ther opinion is that both the Pope and a Council are necessary to it.

Now I think they ought to settle it among themselves who is infallible,

before they require us to believe that any one is. Let them find infal

libility and //.r it. After that it will be time enough for us to admit its

existence. But

2. We will suppose that it is the Pope who is infallible—each suc

cessive Pope. Well, where did they get their infallibility? Why, it

•was transmitted from St. Peter, to be sure. Christ gave it to him, and

he handed it down. But was Peter infallible?1 There was a day when

I suspect he did not think himself infallible—when smitten to the heart

by the reproving look of his Lord, he went out and wept bitterly.

There is no doubt that he made a mistake, when he so confidently pro

nounced, " though I should die with thee, yet I will not deny thee"—

and let it be remembered that this was after Christ had said, "thou art

Peter, and on this rock," Sec.

If Peter was infallible, I wonder he did not at once settle the diffi

culty of which we have an account in Acts xv. Why was the matter

suffered to be debated in the presence of his infallibility? It seems

that Peter on thai occasion claimed no pre-eminence. Nor was any

particular deference paid to him by the council. He related his expe

rience, precisely as did Paul and Barnabas. James seems to have been

in the chair on that occasion. He speaks much more like an infallible

person than any of the rest. He says " wherefore my sentence is, &c."

What a pity it is for the church of Rome that Peter had not said that

instead of James. We should never have heard the last of it. But it

was the Bishop of Jerusalem, and not the Bishop of Rome, who said

it. It cannot be helped now. Will my Catholic brother take down

his Doway and read that chapter?

But again, if Peter was infallible, I am surprised that Paul withstood

him to the face, because he was to be blamed. That was no way to treat

a Pope. But Paul had always a spice of the Protestant about him.

And yet Peter did not resent Paul's treatment of him, for in his 2d

Epistle he speaks of him as " our beloved brother Paul." I suppose

that Peter himself did not know he was infallible. Men do not always

know themselves.

Once more: if the superiority among the disciples belonged to Peter,

it has struck me as strange that, when a dispute arose among them

who should be the greatest, our Saviour did not take Peter, instead of

a little child, " and set Aim in the midst of them," and remind the others

that the supremacy had been given to him. I think the other apostles

could not have understood Christ in that declaration, " thou art Peter,

&c.," as the church of Rome now understands him, otherwise the dis

pute about superiority could never have arisen.
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Now, according to the Catholic doctrine, Peter being infallible, each

successive Pope inherits his infallibility; and therefore never a man of

them could err in a matter of faith—nor even the woman Joan (for in

the long- list of Papas, there was by accident in the 9th century one

Mama, though this, I am aware, is denied by some)—even she retained

none of the frailly of her sex.

It is well for the Church of Rome that she does not contend that her

Popes are infallible m practice, for if she did, she would find some diffi

culty in reconciling that doctrine with history. It is very true that

OK may err in practice and not in faith. Nevertheless, when I see a

man very crooked in practice, I cannot believe that he is always exactly

tlraight in doctrine. I cannot believe that all I hear from him is good

and true, when what I see in him is false and bad. Take for example

such a one as Pope Alexander 6th; when he, the father of such a hope

ful youth as Сгенаг Borgia, and the chief of ecclesiastics too, tells me,

with a grave air and solemn tone, that it is a shocking wicked thing for

an ecclesiastic to marry, I cannot help demurring somewhat to the

statement of Caesar's father. But I must proceed with my reasons.

3. If a man says one thing one day, and the next day says another

úk'mg quite contrary to it, I am of opinion that he is one of the days in

error. But what has this to do with the business in hand? Have not

the Popes always pronounced the same thing? Have they ever contra

dicted each other? Ask rather, whether the wind has always, ever since

fiere was a wind, blown from the same quarter. Now here is reason

why I cannot allow infallibility to belong to either Popes or councils.

4. I would just ask for information, how it was when there were three

contemporary Popes, each claiming infallibility. Had they it between

them? or which of them had it? What was the name of the one that

there was no mistake about? How were the common people to ascer

tain tbe infallible one, for you know their salvation depended on their

being in communion with the true Bishop of Rome, the rightful suc

cessor of St. Peter.

5. The more common opinion among the Catholics is, I believe, that

the infallibility resides in a Pope and general council together. Each

is fallible by itself, but putting the two together, they are infallible!

Now I admit that in some languages, two negatives are equivalent to

an affirmative; but I do not believe that two fallibles ever were or will

be equivalent to an infallible. It is like saying that two wrongs make

a right.

I may trouble you again on infallibility hereafter.

It may be well for Presbyterians to be occasionally reminded of what

a steadfast adherence to gospel truth and order cost their ancestors.

With this view let them read what follows—It is an extract from the

" Scots Worthies"—We take it from the Cincinnati " Standard."

JOHN BROWN, OF PRIESTHILL,

A Scottish Martyr.

On one of those days, when driven from his home, he fled for re

fuge, to a deep ravine, or moss hag, that had been formed by the cur

rent of a water spout, carrying shrubs, soil, moss and all before it, to

the dale land beneath, leaving a frightful chasm, amidst a vast field of

heath. Its deep mossy sides made it inaccessible to strangers: only

the neighbouring husbandmen knew where the brakens hid the rocks,
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whose shelvy sides conducted to the bottom. In the sides of this na

tural alley were dens and caves, sufficient to hide a large company. In

one of these Priesthill intended to spend the day in prayer; and had

began to pour out his soul, in the words of Lamentations iii. 40, &c.

when a sweet sound reached his ear, that seemed to proceed from an

other part of the place. At first it was in a soft under voice, as afraid

to be heard; but soon arose above all fear, joined with others; and he

heard a Psalm distinctly sung.

"It is the hallowed sound of praising God; and by some fellow suf

ferers," said John Brown, as he arose from his knees to search them

out. And to his no small joy, he found David and William Steel, his

neighbours; and Joseph Wilson, from Lesmahago, in the cleft of a

rock that jutted half away into the ravine. The Steels had had a nar

row escape the day before this. And it was to avoid such harassing

that they now fled to the ravine.—Nor did they flee in vain. They

found, to their sweet experience, this dreary waste a Bethel; and in

their harassings and hidings, as it was with Moses on the mount, they

fell nearest God when farthest from creature comforts. All day they

read God's word and prayed by turns; and during the dark and silent

watches of the night, by turns they prayed and praised.

The seventy-fourth Psalm was deeply imprinted on their memories,

from its being remarkably descriptive of their situation. The whole

of it was sung about midnight; and while the wind carried the sound

to the dale land below, faith carried the matter up to heaven. They

felt a peace that made them loth to part. Every one was sensible that

the presence of God had been with them. And in this spirit these

poor hunted saints spent the time till morning dawned, and the lark

rose above their heads, joining his note with theirs, in praise to God

for the light of another day.

William Steel, who escaped death from the persecutors, and lived

many years after the revolution, said often, if ever there was a time in

his life that he would wish to enjoy over again, it was especially that

day and night he spent in the moss hag. They all thought it would

be their last meeting on earth. He was the first that ascended from

the ravine, to look if the enemy were in view; and it being a clear

morning, and no person in sight, they all followed, and were standing

to consult on the separate paths they would take home, to prevent

them from being seen, when they were struck silent by a voice, sweeter

than any thing they had ever heard, passing over the ravine, singing

these words:—

Oh ! let the prisoner's sighs ascend

Before thy eight on high ;

Preserve those by thy mighty power,

That are ordained to die.

And again, while they stood silent, another voice sung, in tones of

exultation:—

Though ye have Iain among the pots,

Like doves ye shall appear,

Whose wings with silver, and with gold

Whose feathers covered are.

After standing for some time, looking at one another, some of them

thought they had left other worshippers in the moss hag. Others

thought that the sound echoed from a greater distance. " Whoever or

wherever the words come from, we have little concern," said John
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Brown; " one thing we may take comfort from, they are God's words

lo his church in affliction, and that is our situation."

John Brown, as usual, had arisen with the dawn, and had offered up

the morning sacrifice. His wife often told how remarkably the Psalm,

sung that morning, tended to gird up the loins of their minds. It was

Psalm xxvu. 1—4.

After worship, the gudeman went to the hill to prepare some peat

ground; the servants were also out, and engaged at some distance in

their wonted employments. Of a sudden Claverhouse surrounded the

helpless man with three troops of dragoons, and brought him down

to his own house. He left his implements of industry with great com

posure, and walked down before them, more like a leader than a cap

tive.

Meanwhile Janet had alarmed her mother, by telling her that a great

many horsemen were coming down the hill with her father. " The

thing that I feared is come upon mej O give me grace for this hour,"

said her mother, hastily taking up her boy, and wrapping him in her

plaid; and taking Janet by the hand, she went out to meet her foes,

praying in secret as she went.

The leisurely way of examining persons by law, in which there was

some semblance of justice, was now departed from. Claverhouse sim-

plj asked John Brown, why he did not attend the curate? and if he

•would pray for king James. Upon hearing his answer, Claverhouse

«id, " Go to your prayers, for you shall immediately die;" which com

mand John immediately complied with, and that in such a manner as

filled the troops with amazement. On his family it had a different ef

fect. His wife, who was great with child, with another in her arms,

and Janet at her side, stood while he prayed " that every covenanted

blessing might be poured upon her and her children, born and unborn,

as one refreshed by the influence of the Holy Spirit, when he comes

down like rain upon the mown grass, as showers upon the earth."

There is a light in the Christian's life that discovers the spots of the

wicked, and torments them before the time. When Claverhouse could

bear his prayers no longer, and had succeeded, after interrupting him

twice, with the most blasphemous language, to raise him from his

knees, John Brown said to his wife—" Isabell, this is the day I told

you of before we were married;" and added, with his usual kindness,

"you see me summoned to appear, in a few minutes, before the court

of heaven, as a witness in our Redeemer's cause, against the ruler of

Scotland. Are you willing that I should part from you?" "Heartily

willing," said she, in a voice that bespoke her regard for her husband,

and her submission to the Lord, even when he called her to bow before

his terrible things. "That is all I wait for: О death, where is thy

sting? О grave, where will be thy victory?" said John Brown, while

he tenderly laid his arms around her, kissed her and his little boy, and

lastly Janet; saying to her, "My sweet bairn, give your hand to God

as your guide; and be your mother's comfort." He could add no

more; a tide of tenderness overflowed his heart. At last he uttered

these words, "Blessed be thou, О Holy Spirit! that speaketh more

comfort to my heart than the voice of my oppressors can speak terror

to my ears!" Thus, when the Lord brought his witness to be tried, he

discovered a magnanimity, which, as he fell, conquered his persecu

tors.

"If, in the Christian's life, there is a light that discovers the spots

of the -wicked, so, in the martyr's heroic grappling with death, there is
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a heat that scorches them past enduring. It was doubtless under this

feeling that Claverhouse ordered six of his dragoons to shoot him, ere

the last words were out of his mouth; but his prayers and conduct had

disarmed them from performing such a savage action. They stood

motionless. Fearing for their mutiny, Claverhouse snatched a pistol

from his own belt, and shot him through the head And

while his troops slunk from the awful scene, he, like a beast of prey

that tramples and howls over a fallen victim, insulted the tender heart

ed wife, while she gathered up the shattered head, by taunting jeers.

1 What thinkest thou of thy husband now, woman?' ' I ever thought

mickle good of him/ said she, ' and now more than ever.' He, seeing

her courage, said, 'it would be but justice to lay thee beside him.'

She replied, 'if ye were permitted, I doubt not your cruelty could go

that length; but how will ye answer for this morning's work?' With

a countenance that belied his words, he answered, ' To men I can be

answerable, and as for God, I will take him in my own hands.' Thus

saying, he hastily put spurs to his horse, and left her with the corpse.

She lied up his head with her napkin, composed his body, covered it

with her plaid, and when she had nothing further to do, or contend

with, she sat down on the ground, drew her children to her, and wept

over her mangled husband."

We earnestly recommend to all our readers a careful perusal of the

following able and candid discussion, by a valued correspondent, of

one of the most important subjects of Christian theology.

For the Christian Advocate.

THE NATURE OF THE ATONEMENT.

No. I.

The coming into the world of God's " only begotten and beloved

Son," must have had an important object. It took place about 4000

years after the creation. It had been the subject of many promises

and prophecies: it had been foreshadowed by many types and figures;

and it had excited long and anxious expectations before "the fulness of

the time had come"—not, however, more than its importance demand

ed. But the predicted lime having arrived, he came; and found good

old Simeon waiting for him, the second temple standing in its glory,

the daily sacrifice still smoking on the altar, the sceptre of Judah just

passing into Ruman hands, and John the Baptist ready to receive him,

to set him apart to his offices, and introduce him to Israel as the pro

mised Messiah. He was " conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the

virgin Mary," announced and hailed by angels, and honoured by "wise

men from the east," who had seen "his star," and were conducted by

it to the place where he lay.

The object of all this he himself declares—"He came to give his life

a ransom for many." A ransom is a price paid for the release of one

who has forfeited or lost his liberty; for one who is either too weak to

break his chains, or too poor to pay his ransom, and whom a friend re

deems and sets free. This was the condition of our race. Our lives were

forfeited; the law of God condemned us to death—eternal death; and " the

law was holy, just, and good." The law could, therefore, afford us no

relief. We could do nothing but bear its penalty, and that would leave

us hopelessly wretched. From this condition Christ came to ransom
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us, and that ransom the passage quoted tells us was "his life;" and to

give his life for this end was the great object of his mission. That

object was accomplished on the cross; and our Redeemer's death, un

der these circumstances, we denominate THE ATONEMENT; or that on

account of which sinners are pardoned and saved.

A right understanding of this most interesting and important trans

action, we consider of the highest moment. But important as it is, a

great variety of opinions have been entertained on the subject. The

friends of the Christian system have been obliged to defend themselves

against the whole body of those who deny the Bible to be a revelation

from God. And then again, they have been put upon their defence of

the truth, by those Unitarians who claim for themselves the Christian

same, although they deny this vital part of the Christian system. In

addition to all this, the nature and extent of the atonement have been

debated at great length, and with much spirit, (not always Christian)

in the bosom of the Christian church itself.

The following definitions of the atonement will show, with sufficient

cleareess and accuracy, the views of the parties to this controversy.

The one defines the atonement to be, "a proper satisfaction to the di-

Vme\aw and justice, vicariously made by the Lord Jesus Christ, dying

as a substitute, and bearing the sins of his people in his own body on

the tree; in virtue of which they are renewed by the Holy Ghost, and

freely justified." The other has defined it to be, "a satisfaction ren-

fltred to the public Justice of God; giving him an occasion to express

his displeasure against sin, and exercise his mercy in the forgiveness

of sinners." Out of this distinction has arisen, as I think, the great

question as to the extent of the atonement. We. limit the atonement,

as to its intended application, to the subjects of salvation; but we do

not limit its value, which we fully and freely admit to be sufficient for

the salvation of all mankind, if God had so designed it. My present

object is, to inquire, what is the true nature of the atonement, accord

ing to the teaching of the Holy Scriptures. I say, the Holy Scriptures,

because we can learn the true nature of God's institutions, only from

God himself. In order to arrive at the object which I have in view,

I shall—

I. Show, That that definition of the atonement, which describes it

as" A satisfaction to the public justice of God, giving him an occasion

to express his displeasure against sin, and exercise his mercy in the

forgiveness of sinners," presents an inadequate and unscriptural idea

of its nature. In the view of this definition, I would reverently ask—

Was the death of Christ necessary, for such a purpose? Is not the

Divine displeasure against sin, sufficiently illustrated by the sufferings

and death of our whole race? by the multiplied and inconceivable

miseries under which our world has groaned, for nearly six thousand

years? and by the everlasting destruction of the finally impenitent?

And if God, as an act of mere mercy, had pardoned even the whole of

our race, would not the eternal damnation of all the fallen angels,

have been a sufficient and perfect illustration of his displeasure

against sin?

Now, if this illustration could have been made, without the suffer

ings and death of the Saviour, (as it is humbly conceived it might,)

why was it necessary that he should have died for such a purpose?

Would he have died for no higher end? God does nothing in vain.—

He does not perform a miracle, unless the occasion be worthy of it.

In all Christ's doings and sufferings, there was a needs be—" Thus it

Ch. rfdv.—VOL. XII. D
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behooved him to suffer." If there had been another way by which the

great object could have been effected, would it not have been taken?

There needed no farther illustration of what was already written, as

with a sunbeam, on the inconceivable misery of our world, and the

everlasting perdition of the fallen angels. It does appear to me, that

the atonement does mean something more, much more, than this; for

under this view of the subject, I cannot perceive, how it was necessary,

that Jesus should have died; and if not necessary, surely it would not

have taken place. Let those who entertain the sentiment I oppose,

think again on the subject.—Have they not been mistaken? Have they

not thoughtlessly endeavoured to accommodate this great scripture doc

trine to a philosophical system? Does it agree with any view of the

sufferings and death of Christ, contained in the bible?

Further—The view of the atonement, now opposed, proceeds upon

the supposition, that the pardon and justification of sinners, is an act

of mere mercy. Now, that God exercises mercy in the pardon of sin

ners, the writer feels no disposition to deny. He would cordially unite,

with all those who sing,

" О to grace, bow great a debtor."—

But he at the same time believes, that ihe justice of God is as strikingly

illustrated, in the plan of redemption, as his mercy; and so it is thought

the scriptures consider the subject. So the Apostle John seems to have

thought, when he penned the following words—" If we confess our

sins, he is faithful and just, to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us

from all unrighteousness:" And Paul, when he said, " Whom God

hath set forth, to be a propitiation, through faith in his blood, to de

clare his righteousness for the remission of sins that are past, through

the forbearance of God; to declare, I say, at this time, his righteous

ness, that he might be just, and the Justifier of him that believeth in

Jesus."

Now, how the justice of God appears, under the view of the atone

ment here contemplated, I am utterly at a loss to conceive—or even

what concern it has with justice. And yet, we are told by the Holy

Ghost, that God is just, in performing this act of grace—just, in the

view of the propitiation found in the blood of Christ. All this is

easily understood and explained, under what I believe to be a scrip

tural view of the atonement; but under the view to which I advert, it

seems to me no more than a mere flourish of words, conveying no defi

nite meaning to the mind. And, I am constrained to say, I strongly

suspect it would never have been thought of—certainly not, as sug

gested by the word of God—if some philosophical dogma had not been

hardly pressed, and that men laid hold of the first plausible imagina

tion, which presented itself to the mind. Upon this objectionable

plan, I find it difficult to ascertain what such expressions as these

mean—''The Lord, our righteousness;" " Christ Jesus, made of God,

unto us righteousness;" " Bring in an everlasting righteousness;"

" Make reconciliation for iniquity;" " He will magnify the law, and

make it honourable;"—with a multitude of others of similar import.

Is the word of God so lame on a subject of such tremendous impor

tance, involving all the hopes of our ruined race! or am I blind? Let

the men of God, the expounders of the revealed will of Jehovah, the

ambassadors of God to men, the comforters of those whom guilt has

distressed, the priests whose lips should keep knowledge, think and

inquire, whether such be the nature of the atonement? Are these the
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teachings of the Holy Ghost? Think again, and let God speak by

yOU.

The view of the atonement which I discard, appears to me to be

тегу nearly akin to a branch of Unitarianism—It certainly leaves the

law and justice of God where it finds them; for it has nothing of the

nature of a satisfaction in it. And how, without a definite satisfac

tion, duly rendered, a transgressor can escape the curse denounced,

who can tell? This is the language of the Lawgiver—" Cursed is every

one that continueth not in all things which are written in the book of

the law to do them." To deliver us from this dreadful state, " Christ

was made a curse for us"—How emphatical on this point is the Scrip

ture.—** For he hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin, that

we might be made the righteousness of God in him." The Unita

rians admit that Christ died, but not as an atoning sacrifice—not to

satisfy the divine law and justice—not to " bring in an everlasting righte

ousness"—not to free us from the curse of that law which we had vio

lated. He died, say they, as a martyr for the truth, to show that he

really believed what he taught. Thus putting the death of Christ

upon a level with the death of James or Paul. And I see not why,

xwder the view to which I am objecting, the death of these men might

not hire answered the purpose as well as the death of Christ, if it be

not considered as a proper sacrifice of atonement to satisfy the divine

\i» and justice. The alleged design, " To illustrate the divine dis-

pleasure against sin," does not alter the case. Is it to be credited,

even for a moment, that God would, for such a purpose—a purpose

too, otherwise amply provided for—would he unnecessarily have put

his only begotten Son to shame? And is there any thing in the death

of Christ which, under this view of the subject, bears a single cha-

racleristick of a real atonement? Was it not in this school that Soci-

nus received the rudiments of his education? Will men, to get but

of the mire, plunge the whole body into the bottomless slough of So-

C.

ftrtteto.

LETTERS TO PRESBYTERIANS, on the Present Crisis of the Presbyterian

churr.h in tlit United States. By Samuel Miller, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

History and Churci Government in the Theological Seminary at Princeton.

(Continued from Vol. XI., page 553.)

As professor Miller says " I cannot allow myself to doubt that a very

large majority—nay, nineteen-twentieths of the whole number of our

ministers are sufficiently near to the Scriptures and to each other, in

respect to all the essentials of truth, to be comfortably united in Chris

tian fellowship and co-operation;" and as we have expressed a very

different opinion, we feel disposed to state distinctly, from our ac

credited Standards, certain articles of faith, which seem to us to be

essential, and which notwithstanding arc openly impugned and reject

ed by preachers and writers in the Presbyterian church, without any

efficient discipline being applied to correct and prevent the evil.

In speaking of "essential truths," we observe that professor M. men

tions those which are " sufficiently near to the Scriptures." This is

the favourite language of those who do not in their hearts approve of

our Confession of Faith and Catechisms—of those who do not like

what professor M. has ably and conclusively written and published,
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to show that the very design of our doctrinal Standards is to make

known how we understand the Scriptures; and which, be it remembered,

is the understanding that every man who is licensed, or ordained in the

Presbyterian church, solemnly declares to be his own. The advocates and

propagators of unsound doctrine always profess to go right to the Scrip

tures—they sometimes even glory, in not being trammelled or restrain

ed by any frame-work raised around the Bible. They well understand,

that if they can be allowed to put their own licentious construction on

the language of Scripture, the field is open for endless controversy,

and for advocating any heresy which they may choose to adopt. They

forget—we will not say they remember to forget—that they have already

told the church how they do, or did, understand the Scriptures; that

this understanding was the ground of their admission into the church;

that if they abandon this ground they ought also to abandon the church;

and that they violate their solemn engagements, while they keep their

standing in the church, and yet set at nought the terms on which that

standing was given them, and by which alone they can with good faith

retain it. But although professor M. has used the language, we have

no suspicion that he h-.\s adopted the principles of the latitudinarians.

We are satisfied that he believes with us, that the whole authority of

our publick Formularies is derived from the sacred Scriptures; that if

they were not a just exposition of the leading truths of the word of

God, they would have, and ought to have, no authority at all; but thaV

as they do soundly expound, and clearly set forth, the doctrines of the

holy oracles, in such a manner as to discriminate truth from the end

less errors which men of corrupt minds have professed to derive from

the volume, of inspiration, these Formularies, taken in the obvious

sense which their language bears, are solemnly obligatory on every

minister of the Presbyterian church. In an argument with professor

M. therefore, it is fair for us to take our acknowledged Standards

as exhibiting "the essential truths of Scripture," as held both by him

and by us.

In chapter iii. sec. vi. of our Confession of Faith, we find the follow

ing article—" As God hath appointed the elect unto glory, so hath he,

by the eternal and most free purpose of his will foreordained all the

means thereunto. Wherefore they who are elected, being fallen in

Adam, are redeemed by Christ, are effectually called unto faith in

Christ, by his Spirit working in due season; are justified, adopted, and

sanctified, and kept by his power through faith unto salvation. Nei

ther are any other redeemed by Christ, effectually called, justified,

adopted, sanctified and saved, but the elect only." The framers of

this article appear to have intended it as a summary of doctrines, to be

afterwards explained more at large; and have placed it under the ge

neral title of " God's eternal decrees." We take it for the very same

reason that its authors composed it—as containing a summary; and

one that exhibits, at a single view, the most of the important points

that are ЛОЛУ impugned by preachers and writers in the Presbyterian

church. We mean also to add, from the Confession of Faith and Ca

techisms, a portion of what they contain on each of the topicks, in the

general statement.

As we intend to state no points which we have not, with our own eyes

and ears, seen or heard publickly opposed or denied, and which but

for the space it would occupy, and the labour of transcription it would

require, we should like to quote in the very language of the impugners,

we shall not dwell on the doctrine of particular election. We do not
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recollect to have seen or heard a direct denial of this point, among the

clergymen of our church; although of the laity we know that not a

few make no hesitation in rejecting it avowedly and utterly; and al

though many clergymen do actually contend against doctrines which,

by fair implication, necessaaily involve that of particular election—

The Methodisis have had considerable success, in some parts of our

church, in inculcating their notions on the private members of our

communion; and it is well if a number of our clergy also, are not

tinctured with their sentiments in regard to election, as we know they

ire on the subject of human ability.

Í. Then, the elect, and of course the whole human race, have " fall

en in Adam." The Confession of Faith, chap. v. sec. iv. says—"The

almighty power, unsearchable wisdom, and infinite goodness of God,

to far manifest themselves in his providence, that it extendeth itself

even to the first fall, and all other sins of angels and men*—yet so as

the sinfulness thereof proceedeth only from the creature, and not from

God, who being most holy and righteous, neither is, nor can be, the

author or approver of sin." On this point we will depart from our

general course, and make a quotation, which we think—although we

do not say or believe that the writer himself thinks—directly contra

venes the above important doctrine of our Standards. A professor

of & Theological Seminary in the Presbyterian church has made

a publication in the form of letters, in which he says (page 4) " God

is properly the AUTHOR ofthat which is produced or brought about by

his direct agency, the nature of which he approves, without any free

agency coming between his agency and the event, so as to produce it."

And again (page 8) he says—" Then according to Scripture and sound

philosophy, to God alone belongs causation, and he alone is uncaused.

While he is the HOLY EFFICIENT CAUSE of all our thoughts and voli

tions, there is no agent between him and these effects, causing them,

and producing them. But before God could be the author of sin, his

agency and causation must include an approbation of sin, and so be

sinful; to suppose which would be blasphemy." Thus it appears, ac

cording to this theological professor, that the difference between God's

being the rfuthor of sin, and theefficient cause of sin, lies wholly in this

—that the former terms imply God's approbation of sin, and the latter

terms do not imply it, but leave room to maintain that he utterly dis

approves of it. The position is, that sinful thoughts and volitions are

creatures of God's own immediate production, which he utterly dis

approves; that is, he forms, by his sole and direct efficiency, crea

tures which he hates the moment they are formed. It would be blas

phemy to say that he loved these creatures, at any instant after he has

formed them; but it is sound philosophy and theology to say that he

hates these creatures of his immediate efficient power, from the very

birth of their being. Now, in our humble opinion, this distinction

between an aullior of a thing, and the efficient cause of that thing, is

what no one would make or understand, without some sapient professor

to teach him. To us it seems to be a distinction without a difference

—And we have no doubt that whoever should say, without an expla

nation, that God is the immediate efficient cause of sinful thoughts and vo

litions, would be understood, by every one acquainted with the English

* We shall make our quotations by connecting only the clauses which bear on the

pointa we touch. We shall endeavour, in no instance, to mutilate or vary the sense ;

«nd of this our readers will be able readily to judge for themselves, by the distinct re

ferences we shall always make.
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language, and who had not heard of this theological system, as affirm

ing, unequivocally, that God is the author of sin. We once heard a man

say, when a strange thing was mentioned—it takes such things as

that, to make some of all sorts. And so it is, in the variety of theo

logical notions now afloat in the Presbyterian church—it takes such a

system as the one we have just mentioned, to make up the assortment.

Yet when the Executive Committee of the Board of Missions of the

Presbyterian Church, refused to commission two young preachers who,

it was well ascertained, had imbibed the sentiments above exhibited,

they received a letter of severe reprimand from the teacher of those

hopeful youth, and were threatened with a complaint to the General

Assembly. Nor was the threat an idle one—The complaint was made,

and very seriously discussed; and although the Committee at length

escaped without censure, yet so also did the complainant. Nor have

we ever heard, and do not believe, that this system of theological in

struction has ever met reproof, from any judicatory in the Presbyte

rian church.

In chapter vi. sec. iii. and iv. of our Confession of Faith, it is said,

speaking of the fall of our first parents, and of their sin—" They be

ing the root of all mankind, the guilt of this sin was imputed, and the

same death in sin and corrupted nature conveyed to all their posterity,

descending from them by ordinary generation. From this original

corruption, whereby we, are utterly indisposed, disabled, and made

opposite to all good, and wholly inclined to all evil, do proceed all ac

tual transgressions." In chapter vii. sec. ii. it is stated—"The first

covenant made with man was a covenant of works, wherein life was

promised to Adam, and in him to his posterity, upon condition of per

fect and personal obedience." In questions 12, 16, 18, of our Shorter

Catechism (to save space we omit the fuller statement of the Larger

Catechism) we read as follows—" When God had created man he en

tered into a covenant of life with him, upon condition of perfect obe

dience—The covenant being made with Adam, not only for himself,

but for his posterity, all mankind descending from him by ordinary

generation, sinned in him, and fell with him in his first transgression—

The sinfulness of that estate, whereinto man fell, consists in the guilt

of Adam's first sin, the want of original righteousness, and the cor

ruption of his whole nature, which is commonly called original sin"—

The eighty-second question and answer of this Catechism are as fol

lows—Q. Is any man able perfectly to keep the commandments of

God? A. No mere man since the fall, is able, in this life perfectly to

keep the commandments of God, but daily doth break them, in thought

word and deed."

Let our readers mark well how many direct contradictions of the

above extracts from the publick authoritative Standards of our church,

are at present publickly avowed, orally and in print, by ministers in

the Presbyterian church, who have solemnly adopted those Standards

at their licensure or ordination, (l) It is explicitly and repeatedly

stated, in the foregoing extracts—"That the first covenant made with

man, was a covenant of works"—that it was "made with Adam, not

only for himself, but for his posterity." But it is now denied that

there ever was a covenant of works made with Adam, either for him

self or his posterity. All the errors under this general head unavoid

ably involve this denial—whether made in explicit terms or not—The

federal headship of Adam is discarded as an antiquated notion. (2) It

is explicitly declared, in speaking of the sin of our first parents, that
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—и They being the root of all mankind, the guilt of this sin was im

puted." At present, in the Presbyterian church, the imputation of

Adam's first sin to his posterity, is absolutely scorned. We will not

say that " nineteen-twentieths" of our clergy reject it, but we do se

riously fear that at least a moiety of them disbelieve it. (3) It is un

equivocally declared in the Confession and Catechism, that " the same

death in sin and corrupted nature [of our first parents was] conveyed

to all their posterity"—that " the sinfulness of that estate whereinto

men fell consists in the guilt of Adam's first sin, the want of original

righteousness, and the corruption of his whole nature, which is com

monly called original sin." These positions of our Standards are de

nied as openly and positively, although we hope not quite so generally,

as that of the immediately preceding item. In regard to the quotation

from the Catechism, we heard a clergyman in the Synod to which we

belong, on being asked, before the Synod, if he believed it, answer

categorically, " I do not." (4) It is stated in the above questions from

our Standards, that—" From this original corruption [derived from

our first parents] we are utterly indisposed, disabled, and made oppo

site to all good, and wholly inclined to all evil—and that " this cor

ruption of his [man's] whole nature is commonly called original sin."

This fundamental point in Christian theology, for which all the Re

formers contended, (and none so earnestly and ably as Calvin,) which

\i called in some Formularies, " Birth sin," and in ours, as we have

jest seen, " Original sin," is now violently impugned and totally set

aside, by not a few religious teachers, in boih the Presbyterian and

Congregational churches. Taking ground on some dogmas of their

u philosophy, falsely so called," they maintain that " all sin consists in

voluntary action—in man's own act of CHOICE}" and consequently that

infants, before they are capable of discerning good and evil as the ob

jects of choice, are perfectly free from sin; as destitute of any moral

taint as Adam was at his first creation—from whom, it is maintained,

they inherit no corruption whatever, and to whom they sustain no other

relation, than that which every infant now bears to his father. This is

Peiagianism of the highest kind; and it is rampant, and spreading like

a leprosy, in many portions of the Presbyterian church. (5) Our quo

tation from the Confession of Faith affirms, that by man's " original

corruption" he is utterly "disabled to all good," as well as "made oppo

site" to it, and " inclined to all evil:" And the Catechism teaches, that

no mere man since the fall is able, in this life, perfectly to keep the

commandments of God." Now it has even become fashionable to

deny this outright—to maintain that man has natural ability to keep all

the commandments of God, and to keep them perfectly. We have not

long since seen it stated in print, by a Presbyterian minister, that Sa

tan never invented a more successful artifice to ruin souls, than the

preaching of the very doctrine of our Standards—the natural inabi

lity of unsanctified men to obey the commandments of God.

II. As our Confession of Faith and Catechisms teach the entire cor

ruption, depravity, and impotence of man in his natural state, so they

hold forth with equal clearness and explicitness, that his recovery to

holiness and the divine favour, is wholly from the power and free grace

of God. It is said, Confession of Faith, chap. vi. sec. iii., that " Man

by his fall, having made himself incapable of life by that covenant, the

Lord was pleased to make a second, commonly called the Covenant of

Grace—promising to give unto all those that are ordained unlo life his

Hbly Spirit, to make them willing and able to believe." And in the
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Larger Catechism, in answer to the sixty-seventh question, it is af

firmed that "Effectual calling is the work of God's almighty power

and grace, whereby—he doth in his accepted time, invite and draw

them [the elect] to Jesus Christ, by his word and Spirit; savingly

enlightening their minds, renewing and powerfully determining their

wills, so as they (although in themselves dead in sin) are hereby made

willing and able, freely to answer his call, and to accept and embrace

the grace offered and conveyed therein"—We omit the answer to the

question on effectual calling in the Shorter Catechism, which is of

the same import as that here recited.

The foregoing doctrine of our Confession of Faith and Catechisms

notwithstanding, we have heard a sermon from a Presbyterian minis

ter, the avowed purport of which was to show, what God had done for

the salvation of man, and that he had done nil that was necessary and

proper to be done; and yet the gift and work of the Holy Spirit was

not mentioned, or alluded to, from the beginning to the end of the dis

course. It was not intimated in all that was said, that in the great

concern of renovation, and the acceptance of Christ as he is freely

offered in the gospel, man needed the quickening influence and the

special aid of the Spirit of all grace—nor indeed any assistance what

ever, beyond the proper exercise of his own powers. That man is es

sentially active in regeneration—in regeneration strictly considered, and

as distinguished from conversion—is both proclaimed and printed;

although our Standards explicitly declare that he is " dead in sin."

In fact, the effective, and often, we believe, the intended impression,

made on the minds of their hearers, by the preachers to whom \ve

refer, is, that men are fully able to convert themselves, without any

other divine aid than what every man, under the light of the gospel,

already possesses—They are told that they can and ought to will it;

and if they do, they will go away renewed in the temper of their

minds. We have been credibly and recently informed, that a Presby

terian minister said—we understood, pvblickly said—that we ought not

to pray that God would convert sinners, but that he would convince

them, that they can convert themselves. And indeed this is only put

ting into words, the system which is substantially taught and incul

cated, by the whole class of preachers and writers to whom we here

refer.

III. In the chapter on justification, in the Confession of Faith (chap,

xi. sec. i.) it is said—" Those whom God effectually calleth, he also

freely justifieth—by imputing the obedience and satisfaction of Christ

unto them, they receiving and resting on him and his righteousness by

failli; which faith they have not of themselves, it is the gift of God."

Again; in the iii. sec. of this chapter, we are taught that " Christ by

his obedience and death, did fully discharge the debt of all those that

are thus justified, and did make a proper, real, and full satisfaction to

his Father's justice in their behalf." In both the Catechisms the same

doctrine is clearly laid down—We quote only the Larger Catechism:

Question 70. " What is justification? A. Justification is an act of

God's free grace unto sinners, in which he pardoneth all their sins and

accountcth their persons righteous in his sight; not for any thing

wrought in them or done by them, but only for the perfect obcdier.ee

and full satisfaction of Christ, by God imputed to them, and received

by faith alone."

Now, there are preachers and writers in the Presbyterian church,

who, if they had distinctly intended to gainsay almost every idea con
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¡ained in the essential article of our Creed, as stated above, could

scarcely have done it more effectually and explicitly, than they have

studiously attempted to do. According to them, Uie. atonement (a. word

not found in the doctrinal part of the Standards of our church) did not

consist in " Christ, by his obedience and death, fully discharging the

debt of all those that are justified; and by making a proper, real and

full satisfaction to his Father's justice in their behalf." All this is most

unequivocally denied. It is explicitly asserted that Christ did not en

dure the penalty of the violated law of God, in behalf of his people;

and of course did not discharge their debt—That the atonement is

merely an exhibition of the displeasure or wrath of God against sin,

and was made for all mankind alike and equally; was an offering made

for the race; did not by itself secure the salvation of any one; and con

sequently did not make a proper, real and full satisfaction to the jus

tice of God in behalf of all those that are saved; for these men profess

to reject the doctrine of universal salvation. In a word, all ideas of

s>A*titution, or that Christ took the sinner's place, ami obeyed and

suffered in the room and stead of his people, are completely, and by

some indignantly, rejected. And as to his righteousness, consisting of

Viis active obedience to the law of God, and passive endurance of the

penalty—being imputed to his people, as the meritorious cause of their

justification, it is regarded and treated as an absurdity, and even as

и impossibility. The old orthodox terms, of atonement, justification,

and the righteousness of Christ, are retained; for what purpose we know

not, if it is not to blind the populace, and leave them impressed with

the belief that there is no real difference between the sentiments of

these men and their orthodox brethren.

We wish it to be understood, that a principal part of our purpose,

in making the exhibit that we are now closing, is, to let our readers

see what is the doctrinal difference, between the parties that now divide

and distract the Presbyterian church. Let them look at it, and consi

der it well: And when they have done so, we ask

/. Is there not only a real, but a wide difference? To us it does seem,

after the most serious and impartial view that we have been able to

tike of the whole matter, that here are two systems—two systems which,

in their characteristic features, are directly opposed to each other. If

we understand the doctrinal system of our Confession of Faith and Ca

techisms, the principle of IMPUTATION is fundamental, and essential to

the whole. Deny the imputation of Adam's covenant breaking sin,

with its consequences, (as specified in our Standards) to all his poste

rity; deny the imputation of the sins of believers to their Surety Sa

viour, and the full satisfaction which, when imputed, he made for

their sins, to divine law and justice; and deny the imputation of the

finished righteousness of Christ to his people, for their justification be

fore God, and their title to eternal life—and you deny a very large part

of the very essence of the doctrinal standards of our church. But the

party contemplated do unequivocally deny all this; as well as the other

fundamental principle of regeneration, as being exclusively the work of

ihe Holy Spirit.—The most frank and candid among them will tell you

so expressly. Question them on each of the points to which imputa

tion applies, as stated above, and they will tell you, that they do not

hold this, that, or the other. Yet they will preach, after all, in such

a manner as to lead the people to believe, and many of their ministe

rial brethren to believe, that they cannot be far wrong—that the most

of the difference between them and their brethren, is only a difference

Ch. Mv.—VOL. XII. E
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¡n language—a dispute about words—that in reality they all think alike

—or as professor M. has it, " are sufficiently near to the Scriptures and

to each other, in respect to all the essentials of truth, to be comforta

bly united in Christian fellowship and co-operation." Great was the

delight which this declaration gave to the whole party. It was the

very thing which they wished, and which they still wish and labour to

have believed. It gained an admission of the letter which contained it,

and a few of the succeeding ones, into their periodicals. But they

found, after a while, that they must treat the professor pretty much

as a Quaker preacher treated Whitfield, when he had spoken a short

time in one of their meetings—" Friend George, said the Quaker in

terrupting him, I think thee has said about enough"—and so no more

of the professor's letters, so far as we have seen or heard, have ap

peared in any of their papers.

2. Is it credible that " nineteen-twentieths of the ministers of the

Presbyterian church, are sufficiently agreed in all the essentials of

truth, to be comfortably united in Christian fellowship and co-opera

tion?" We take it for granted, not only from what we personally

know of professor M., but from what he says in immediate connexion

with the quoted passage, that those who materially disagree, in rela

tion to the points which we have exhibited from the Constitution of

our church, cannot be comfortably united in Christian fellowship and

co-operation. It follows necessarily, that his estimate is, that not more

than one in twenty of our ministers, hold the obnoxious system which

we have endeavoured to expose. Now, without stating any calculation

of our own, we shall offer a few reasons briefly, why we think the pro

fessor's estimate must be exceedingly erroneous. We fii-st mention

the free and fearless manner in which the advocates of unsound doc

trine preach and publish their opinions. Would they do this, if they

were not well assured, that far more than one in twenty are prepared to

stand by them? Or if they would still state, preach and print as they

do, could they do it, without suffering discipline? No, assuredly—They

well know that there is a large party—in the General Assembly of the

church, probably a majority—who either through fellowship with their

errors, or reluctance to offend those who are in such fellowship, will see

them safe and sound through any jeopardy into which the orthodox,

may endeavour to bring them. Again. Look at the Theological Se

minaries in our land, that send forth their pupils to become, and who

actually and immediately become, ministers in the Presbyterian church.

Are nineteen-twentieths of these, substantially sound in the faith?

Have the professors of the Seminary in which Dr. M. sustains his

office, been able to prevent many of their pupils from maintaining and

advocating, through their whole course, several of the obnoxious senti

ments to which we have adverted; and from preaching and publishing

them, after they have left the institution? We know they have not.

But let us not be misunderstood. We believe the professors in that

Seminary have honestly and faithfully laboured to embue the minds of

their pupils with sound doctrine; and that they sincerely lament that

they have too often laboured in vain. We firmly believe the evil arises

from the minds of some of the youth being so preoccupied with wrong

views before they enter the Seminary, and from knowing that popular

opinion is much in their favour, that they can neither be convinced of

their errors from all the lectures they hear, nor restrained from de

fending, and even endeavouring to propagate them, in the institution:

And others, >vho leave the Seminary, apparently and avowedly sound
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in the faith, find so many clergymen opposed to their sentiments, and the

popular current in the places where they are located so strongly set

against them, that at length they yield and swim with the tide. Could

this take place, to half the extent to which it has taken place, if nine-

teen-twentieths of our ministers were substantially orthodox? We are

confident it could not. Once more, and finally—Whether it is known

to professor M. or not, it is known to us, that on one side there are

strong hopes, and on the other side strong fears, that in the event of

the death of any one of the present professors of the Princeton Semi

nary, a man of the same, or similar theological tenets with the de

funct, could not be chosen in his place. " Nineteen-twentieths" of out-

clergy substantially sound in the faith, when this is the case! Impos

sible—We fear that even a majority will not be found so, or not found

so with sufficient firmness and decision, whenever another professor is

to be elected in that Seminary. We are ready to weep over the pros

pect; although it is probable we shall not live to see the event. Our

duty, we think, consists in making known the danger, that measures

may, if possible, be taken to prevent its being realized.

( To be continued.)

BRIEF NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

AN ADDRESS, delivered before the

Alumni Association of Nassau Hall, on

Ike day of the Annual Commencement of

tAe College, September 25, 1833. By

Johit Sergeant, LL. D. Published by

ropiest of the Association. Princeton.

Printed by Baker and Connolly. 1833.

We have read this address with

unqualified pleasure and approba

tion; and we should wonder how

a gentleman so weightily and con

stantly occupied, as we know its

author to be, with important pro

fessional engagements, should have

acquired such an accurate and mi

nute knowledge of the whole pro

cess of a right education, if he had

not shown so satisfactorily, in this

composition, what an amount of

information, on subjects not pro

fessional, may be acquired by one

who loses no portion of his time—

This reveals the secret. We wish

that many may be benefited by the

disclosure.

The address before us is calcu

lated to be profitable, not merely to

the alumni of Nassau Hall, and to

other proficients in literature and

science, to whom it was orally de

livered. It is eminently calculated

to instruct all parents; and espe

cially those of some intellectual at

tainments, and who are able to

give a liberal education to their

children. It is also equally adapt

ed to profit all young persons, who

love and seek mental improvement.

We know not what number of co

pies have been printed, but we

hope they are numerous, and that

they will be widely distributed.

Our space is precious, but we

must give two short quotations;

and the nature of our work deter

mines us, in making extracts, to

select the following:—

" For encroaching upon the appointed

day of rest—putting aside all serious con

siderations—there is no excuse at all. It

is not an evidence of industry in one's avo

cations, but the contrary. It is not profit

able, even upon a mere worldly estimate,

but injurions. It is commonly the refuge

of laziness and disorderly habits, which,

neglecting things when they ought to be

done, suffer them to accumulate, with the

expectation that the arrears will be clear

ed off on Sunday. A man who yields to

this temptation, does not labour seven

days—be allows himself seven days to do

the work of six, and after all, the work is

not done. The thief procrastination will

bo sure to steal more than one day out of

the six, and leave to the seventh an undue

proportion of work, even though its own
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proper duty be at the same lime leu en

tirely unperformed. What was said by

Sir Matthew Hale in 1UG2, doubtless he

would havo been able to repeat in 1833.

' 1 have founu by a strict and diligent ob

servation, that a due observance of the

duty of this day hath ever had joined to

it, a blessing upon tho rest of my time ;

and the week that hath been so begun,

hath been blessed and prosperous to me.'

But apart from the considerations which

governed that pious man, and deserve the

deep attention of every one, no one who

seriously reflects, will fail to be convinced,

however paradoxical it may appear, that

more work can be done in six days, than

in seven. Tho fact is believed to support

the argument. Speaking as a witness,

after some experience, and careful obser

vation, I can say, that many of the most

industrious, and, in their respective walks,

the most eminent men I have known, have

been those who refrained from worldly

employment on the Sabbath. But to re

turn to the point under discussion—how

do those who promise themselves a period

of rest and of rational enjoyment, afler tho

fatigues of a long day of uninterrupted la

bour, propose to spend it, if in the course

of Providence it should be mercifully

granted to them? I will not attempt to

answer the question, but leave it for thoso

to reflect upon, whose experience and stu

dies have enabled them to decide what the

chances aro, that the buds, and the blos

soms, and fruit, which in the order of na

ture are the ornament and delight of tho

season of genial warmth, will come forth

in tho frosts of winter."

» • • * »

" Of all the blows that can be levelled

at this good cause, there is none so deadly

and destructive, as that which aims to

sever or to weaken the union »f learning

and religion. Our fathers thought them

inseparable. When they were to build up

an edifice for instruction, they laid its

foundation in piety, and they humbly in

voked the Divine aid to nil the whole

structure with the light of truth. Nor

did they neglect the appointed means.

Within its walls they fixed an altar, not

like that in Athens, inscribed to ' the Un

known God,' but to Him, who having al

ways manifested Himself in the works of

creation and providence, has also made

Himself known by the revelation of His

attributes, and of His holy will. Around

this altar thoy thought it right to assem

ble daily tho youth committed to their

care, and to endeavour to provide that its

lire should be fed, and its services be per

formed, by pious and learned men:—that

so the perfume of its offerings might fill

the atmosphere of the nursery of youth—

all human learning be accompanied with

the spirit of devotion, and the recollection

of our dependence, and our duties be con-

tiuually present with the effort to im

prove the faculties of the mind. Such an

institution was to be an Alma Mater. It

was to fulfil a mother's duty, not only with

a mother's affection, but with the deep re

ligious sense that is sealed in a pious mo

ther's hearl, lo guide and govern lhat af-

feclion, so beautifully exhibited, in the first

lessons of childhood, when the litilc hands

are upraised towards heaven, by the mo

ther's side, before tho tongue has power lo

give utterance to praise or thanksgiving.

But now, there are those \vho would sepa

rate religion from learning, who would ex

clude the altar from the nursery of youth,

and leave the place of instruction without

any visible manifestation or acknowledg

ment of duty to our Maker. If euch a pro

posal were limited to scoffers at religion,

to such as indulge in sneers and sarcasms

at all lhat is serious, to men who vainly

imagine they make themselves giants, by

raising their puny hands against heaven,

it would not bo surprising, and, compara

tively, it would bo harmless. They are

few in number, and of little weight. The

real mailer of astonishment, not unmixed

with deep concern, is, that it should find

favour with any one else. That it can be

entertained for a moment must be owing

to ignorance or thoughtlessness. Here,

then, the body of educated men must take

their sland. By all Ihe means in their

power they must endeavour to avert the

pestilent mischiefof desecrating the places

of instruction, of separating the cullure of

the heart from thai of Ihe mind ; and, un

der the pretence of a liberal morality, of

rejecting the only morality that is clear in

its source, pure in its precepts, and effica

cious in its influences—the morality of llio

gospel. All else, al last, is but idolatry—

the worship of something of man's own

creation, and lhat Ihing imperfect and

feeble like himself, and wholly insufficient

lo give him supporl and slrength."

THE NATURE, LAWFULNESS AND

PROPER USE OF CREEÜS. Л Ser

mon, Inj Ezra Fisli, D. D., a Professor

in the Western Theological Seminary.

The appropriate text of this sermon, is

2 Tim. i. 13.—" Hold fasl the form of sound

words, which thou hasl heard of me, in

failh, and love, which is in Chrisl Jesus."

This discourse appears as the

twentieth, in a series published

monthly at Pittsburgh, Pa., un

der the title of The Presbyterian

Preacher—which we take this op

portunity earnestly to recommend

to the members of the Presbyte

rian church, as worthy of their

patronage.
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_ We have here the last publica

tion of its lamented author. At

his request, we put into his hands

the copy now before us, which he

had not previously seen in print;

and while he \vus apparently con-

ralescent, we saw him perusing it,

lying on his bed—alas! it was his

death-bed. The discourse may be

considered as his legacy to the

Presbyterian church j which we

devoutly pray may be valued and

regarded as it oujjht to be. The

subject is treated in that clear, ar

gumentative, and convincing man

ner, which characterized all the

productions of Dr. Fisk. We

give two important quotations;

one near the Í.Bse of the sermon,

and the other the concluding pa

ragraph. By these, our sainted

brother " being dead, yet speak-

ttbj" and O, that what he here

says could reach the ears and the

hearts of every member of a

church judicatory in the Presbyte

rian church.

" My next remark is, that the same firm

and consistent adherence to our creed,

which tills subject demands of us as pres

bytère, we are bound to exact of those

«ho anile with us.

"Ifa man is to hold fast the summary of

gospel doctrine, which he professes to re

ceive, the transaction involves tlio adop

tion of botli the form and the sentiment.

This tampering with a creed, adopting a

part and rejecting a part, receiving some

of its contents according to the obvious

meaning of its terms, and others in a sense

opposite, or entirely different from the

common and obvious meaning, is intro

ducing a confusion into the church. Are

not the facts so at this hour? Are there

not many presbyteries in great difficulty,

from having neglected to require an ad

herence to the standard of faith in its ob

vious sense ? It is passing strange, how

men, claiming to be honest, can adopt a

creed, many of whose essential features

thej do not believe, and by which they do

not consider themselves at all bound. Such

cases have doubtless occurred. We ought

to guard against the admission of such

persons. VVe ought to exact of every

man, who would enter our connexion, an

»greement with us in the essential and

important articles of our confession. The

right of presbytery to examino every man,

wo «eeks admiuion as a member, is just

as clear as the obligation of the man so

admitted to hold fast " the form of sound

words" which he adopts. Can there bo

any doubt on this subject ? Certainly

every prt-suyter is bound, intelligently,

consistently, and firmly, to hold the con-

fvbsion of faith which he has adopted. Ho

owes it to his divine Master. Has ho

adopted a summary of faith from tho in

spired directiuns of his Lord, and is ho

not bound by it? If obligation can bind a

conscience, it reaches him. But he owes

it to the church, and to his brethren who

bear office in the church. They have a

right to know what he believes, and what

they may expect him to teach. The

church looks to that form of sound words,

which he has said he " sincerely receives

and adopts," as his pledge to teach them

gospel truth. To hold a Gentiment oppo

site to this would subvert all confidence,

and deslruy all security that tho church

will not become the sport of philosophical

speculation—it would unsettle the princi

ples of verity, soundness, and peace Are

ministers nf the same communion and fel

lowship, bound to keep the unity of the

spirit in tho bond of peace, and yet aro

they to have no common principles of

union, no recognised test of soundness,

and no admitted basis of peace ? The sup

position is absurd and ruinous. Every

minister who adopts the confession, owee

to the church the fulfilment of his pledge,

and the judicatory is bound to exact it, both

from all who unite with it, or come under

its care as religious teachers. At such a

time as this, the ipresbytory would be un

true to its responsibility, in neglecting to

exact of its candidates lor admission, thin

adherence to the standards of the church.

" Another remark may here be made ;

whenever a minister chunges his views of

religious doctrine, and abandons the creed

he had formerly adopted, he ought to leave

that branch of the church, and give his

presbytery the earliest notice of his change

of sentiment and instruction.

" Plain, simple honesty, demands all this

of him. The pledge which a man gives

when ho unites with a judicatory, is not a

declaration that he is infallible. I admit

that a man may honestly change his theo

logical views, and embrace doctrines at

variance with his formerly adopted creed.

But the same conscientious honesty should

induce him peaceably to withdraw from

the connexion, and connect with some

other branch of tho church. The princi

ple and object of the creed demand this

honest course.

" It also follows from the same premises,

that those who abjure their formula, and

at the same time refuse to withdraw, must

bo treated according to tho rules of disci

pline adopted along with the creed.

" Such cases of change and refusal, we
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know have occurred in many instances,

both in the earlier and later history of the

church. Bat how to reconcile them with

the principles of honesty and tnit.li, is to

me unknown. That a man should be un

der a promise to do one thing, and be

bound to do the opposite in such a case, is

inexplicable. His pledge covers his wholo

continuance in the relations assumed.

Here it should be remembered, the change

of relations only can absolve from tue

pledge. If he believes his pledge was

wrong, he must change his relation to his

brethren, in order to withdraw his consent

to abide their decision in the Lord. If he

now believes that the presbytery is not a

court of the Lord Jesus Christ, is he to

testify that by defiance ; in all the effron

tery of his self-gratulation, to trample on

the order and authority of the judicatory,

to disregard the feelings of his brethren,

and to despise their conscientious attach

ment to their creed and form of govern

ment? Because ho happens to think dif

ferently from what he once thought, and

what his brethren still think, is he to treat

them as bigots and persecutors, when they

insist on fulfilling their pledge given to

him most solemnly, and, as they think, in

the fear of God ? If he believes the for

mula, which he once adopted, is not a

form of sound words, let him orderly and

peaceably withdraw his pledge ; then, and

not till then, will we give him credit for

hie honesty, however we may regard his

zeal."
«WM««*

" I cannot forbear to remark, that those

who refuse to adopt any creed, and op

pose the use of all confessions of faith in

the abstract, are generally opposed to the

truth contained in the creed. They de-

aire to be free in the propagation of error.

Sooner or later this will be found their

principal object, and the main-spring of

their objections to creeds. I have not

time to gather the facts, which substan

tiate this remark, nor to trate the facts to

that self-exalting spirit, which leads men

to place as much confidence in the result

of their own speculations as in a " thus

aaith the Lord." But I appeal to the

whole history of the church, in which the

course and conduct of all opposera of

creeds will be found to confirm this state

ment.

" Finally, my brethren in the holy minis

try, suffer me to repeat the injunction,

" hold faut the form of sound words, which

you have heard and adopted, in faith and

love, which is in Christ Jesus." This is a

time when the enemy of righteousness is

employing his subtilty to root out the in

fluence of gospel truth in the church.

Already philosophy, so called, has trans

formed a portion of our denomination, to

say nothing of what is effected in others.

It is time, my brethren, to study well, and

use freely, the language of our formula of

doctrine. It is timo to hold it fait in iU

spirit and letter. It is time to speak out

plainly on this subject ; to call old errors,

now modelled, by their old and proper

names. The cause of truth is too precious

to be wrested from us by a specious philo

sophy. The responsibility under which

we act is too solemn and fearful for us to

be silent or indifferent. Souls are too pre

cious to be neglected or misled by danger

ous error. Let us be faithful unto death.

May the Lord keep us in the truth, as it is

in Christ Jesus."

THE PATRIOT'S PLEA FOR DO-.

MESTIC MISSIONS. A Sermon

preached before the Synod of Philadel

phia by their appointment, at Columbia,

Pa., October 31sf, 1833, by Ret. Wm.

.«. Engles, Paitar u)s the Seventh Pru-

byterian Church, Philadelphia.

The design of the author in this

discourse, will best be learned from

the following prefixed

" ADVERTISEMENT.

" The following Sermon was delivered

in compliance with the appointment of the

Synod of Philadelphia, to aid the effort« of

the Board of Missions of the General As

sembly. A number of those who were

present at its delivery expressed a desire

for its circulation through the press; urg

ing as a reason, that, from the nature of

its argument, it might reach the judgment!

of some who would not probably be affect

ed by the religious argument for Christian

Missions. From this consideration, the

author has been induced to publish it for

gratuitous distribution."

As peculiarly adapted to his

purpose, Mr. Engles selects for

his text

Prov. xiv. 34.—" Righteousness cxaltcth

a nation ; but sin is a reproach to any

people."

We heard this able discourse

delivered, and are glad to see it in

print. Not like too many ser

mons, which seem eloquent when

uttered, but are found to be vapid

and disjointed when they proceed

from the press, the one before us

is calculated to interest in the read

ing as well as in the hearing. The

following extract, which is all

we have room to insert, gives, in

our judgment, a just view of the
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perilous state of our country, and

the only effectual means by which

enduring safety can be secured.

" In the popular phrase of orators, our

country may be lauded as the land of the

free, u the asylum of the oppressed, as

«lightened, virtuous, and happy ; and

sanguine and enthusiastic Christians may

joyfully celebrate the rapid triumphs of

«Upon, and hail the dawn of the millen

nial flory already descried, but to our

mind their hoeannahs are premature, and

tie indications are more ominous of evil

Lian of good. Look around your dwelling

pjiees, and extend your observation to a

<u«Umce, and you will perceive enough of

the aboandinge of iniquity to disturb that

repose which we fear, has in many in

stance« been induced by the premature

ud ill-judged congratulations of too san-

pime Christiana. The work of reform,

» br from being completed, is scarcely

commenced ; the harness is to bo girded

со for the coming contest, and not to be

bid lade for the celebration of a victory.

Crime awfully abounds in our country,

ud it» frequent perpetration is charactcr-

iteebj even an increasing spirit of dcspe-

nleness. The public journals are loaded

with its shocking details, which might ol-

rao« stir up in the mind of the sensitive

reader, the misanthropic wish for

'• A «pot nnvieitcd by human kind

Where he might lonely live—unnoticed

die."

The criminal calendar is filled with the

atrocities of the parricide and fratricide,

of murders for revenge, and murders for

pain, of suicidée, and of bloody-minded

duellists. Robbers depredate by day and

prowl by midnight, and the dark haunts of

the libertine and gambler are multiplied.

And then again, we have vice somewhat

modified at the race-course, the theatre,

the lavcrn, and the ball-room. We are

íLíterars ano ^lulosofllucat intelligence, etc.

Institution for the Blind.—Those who

bave witnessed the institutions for the

blind abroad can well conceive the pre

cióos advantages which are to be obtained

by them. How delightful it is to behold

this class of persons, who had been cast

oft", as it were, by an insurmountable bar

rier, from communion with their fellow

creatures, now restored and brought back

»gain to the bosom of the human family,

by the ingenious contrivances which have

been invented for their education and im

provement. The halls where they reside,

instead of presenting a melancholy spec

tacle ofhelpless beings brooding over their

assailed on every hand by the muttered

blasphemies of the profane, and repelled

by the bloated visage and staggered gait

of the drunkard. And widely spreau is

the influence of infidelity and of doctrines

which are not according to God. And

almost universal is the love of gain ; the

absorbing interests of secular business,

and the dishonesties of traffic ; men hast

ening to be rich that they may pamper

their lusts, and selling their hope of hea

ven for the pelf of earth. And we have

the virulence of party politics, embittering

the mind and alienating men from their

brethren ; and the cupidity for office, and

the falsehood and slander which are em

ployed with unsparing profusion, to black

en the reputation of opponents, that in

their ruin, political ascendency may be se

cured.

" These and similar evils stalk through

the land, and instead of decreasing, be

come in most instances more manifest, and

spread a pestilential atmosphere around,

which threatens the health and life of the

body politic. Unless these dishonouring

features in our national character are ef

faced, the catastrophe seems inevitable,

which will prostrate tho best hopes of our

best citizens. What method of cure shall

be adopted ? We repeat it again ;—to

grapple successfully with a monster so

hideous and formidable, we must enter the

field armed with the panoply of God. Ho

has indicated the means and secured their

efficacy in that single declaration, " Go

ye into all the world, and preach the Gos

pel to every creature ; and lo, I am with

you always, even to the end of the world."

From the simplicity of the mean, it may

be derided by the world as the " foolish

ness of preaching," but with the pro

mised accompaniment of God's power, it

can make a Felix tremble amidst his sen

sual indulgences, and shake the purposes

of an Agrippa, in his ambitious aspirings."

irremediable fate, are now the abodes of

joy, and contentment, and happiness—

the haunts of busy industry in all the dif

ferent branches of the mechanick arts—of

studious occupation, even in many of the

higher departments of science, and of in

structive recreation in the more elegant

accomplishments. The greater sensibili

ties acquired by all the other senses make

them a substitute almost for the loss of

sight. The touch is the principal avenue

through which this flood of light has been

poured upon the benighted understanding.

The fingers now can master the most ela

borate and intricate specimens of work-
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manship, aü well without almost »9 with

the aid of vision—can perform the most

difficult pieces of mueick often better,

perhaps, because the ear also in blind per

çons is so much the more perfected—and

what is yet more extraordinary, by the

alto reliera method of marking out dia

grams and maps, i. o. by elevated lines

sensible to the touch, these persons be

come excellent geographers and mathema

ticians. For the same reasons they set up

types and lenrn to read with remarkable

facility. Could Milton have seen these

miracles which have been wrought since

his lime—could he have heard, as we

have, the halls of their dwelling places

echoing with the delightful strains of ex

quisite musick, and the sounds of glad

ness, gaiety, and merriment every where

enlivening the busy eccne of their occu

pations, he could scarcely have felt it in

his heart to hax'O penned those sublime

lines, in which ho has portrayed his own

affliction and the desolating sentiment of

despair with which it seems to have over

whelmed him !

- Thus with the year!

Seasons return ; but not to me returns

Day or the sweet approach of cv'u or

morn,

Or sight of vernal bloom or summer's roeo,

Or flocks or herds, or humnn face divine;

But clouds instead, and evcr-during dark,

Surround me; from the cheerful ways of

men

Cut off, and for the book of knowledge

fair,

Presented with a universal blank

Of nature's works, to me expung'd and

ras'd,

And wisdom, at one entrance, quite shut

oat.

Ifonrr or Security Mf.rrhftnts.—This

class derive their name of*' Security Mer

chants," chiefly from the circumstance

that no ship is allowed to open her cargo

till one of the Hongs becomes securitv for

her to the government—security ih.it no

smuggling shall take plane, and that the

crew «hull commit no outrago or disorder.

The I longs have generally acted with the

highest morrantiln good faith to Europe

ans. The Käst India Company deal al

most entirely with them. The great bulk

of Ihn foreign trade on the purt of the

Chinese is confined to ten or twelve na

tives, so called. The Americans deal

chiefly with the "outside" merchants,

who aie thus denominated because they

are not connected with the fraternity, and

who are, in fact, the retail dealers and

shopkeepers of Canton. There is less se

curity with these, but better bargains are

sometimes got from them. When the

East India Company lake out British ma

nufactures, their servants at the factory

send fur the Hong merchants, and show

ing them samples, allow them timo to

make their oners. The goods arc then

sold cither to the best bidder, or by divi

sion among the whole body, in shares.

The cottons are generally sold to the best

bidder ; but the woollens are divided

among the Hongs, according to the pro

portions of tea received from them ; not,

however, in the way of barter, for the

transactions are kept quite distinct. All

accounts are kept in the Tale, which is

not a coin, but a weight, equal to 1} oz.

and estimated in the silver of Spanish

dollars. Assuming the value of the dollar

to be 4s. 4d. the tale is worth Gs ; but the

East India Company have affixed to it an

arbitrary value of (is. 8d. in their accounts.

Very few of the Europeans know any thing

of the difficult language of China, and the

transactions with all foreigners (including

Frenchmen, Dutchmen, Danes, &.c.) are

conducted in broken English.

Heat Produced by Friction.—We stated

a few weeks since, that a machine had

been invented in this state to warm facto

ries and all Urge puhlick edifices by fric

tion. We had but little definite know

ledge then of its merits or structure, but

within a few davs we have seen it in ope

ration in this town. \Ve now speak from

personal observation. The machinery

which generales the hoat, consists of a

pair of horizontal circular plates of cast

iron, enclosed in a brick oven, about four

feet in diameter, and weighing ItilH).

They operate upon each other precisely

like a pair of mill stones, with this excep

tion, the upper one is stationary and the

lower one revolves. The ordinary speed

is eighty revolutions a minute, and the

velocity is sufficient in two hours to raise

the thermometer in the oven in which

they are enclosed to f>00 degrees. The

size of the plates, their thickness, and the

velocity with which they revolve, are

considerations which the size of tho build

ing to be heated must regulate. From

the top of tho brick enclosure or oven,

a funnel is projected, and from this the

heat can be thrown oft', as through ordi

nary furnaces, to any part of the build

ing.

We saw the machinery put in operation

when cold, and in fifteen minutes, the

heat from the mouth of the funnel in an

upper story, was almost too much for the

naked hand to bear. There is yet much

scepticism as to its final success, but we

can see no reason for it ourselves. It has

been thought tho iron plates will soon

wear out, but it is ascertained by experi

ments that these smooth, hard surfaces

will subtract from each other but very lit

tle. The machine is exceedingly simple

in itself, can be put and kept in operation

by a band passed round a shaft inserted in

the lower cylinder, snd without danger or
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attendance, kept in operation day and

night, with the aid of a water wheel.—

Northampton Courier, Mass.

The American Turf Regieter for the

present month, contains a letter addressed

by the editor, J. 8. Skinner, Esq. to Gen.

Gratiot of the United States army, on the

importance of procuring the best wild

bones of the prairies south-west of Can

tonment Gibson. The horses that are

foud running wild in herds over that vast

country, extending westward to the foot

of Ibe Rocky Mountains, or in the pos-

•ежon of the Usage chiefs, are represent

ed by all accounts to be of the finest and

rao«t powerful kind, superior to the very

best horses among us, for speed and en

durance. The celebrated naturalist, Mr.

Andubon, rode one of them more than

Лты thousand miles continuously, without

his loeing a meal, or complaining a day ;

and an intelligent officer writes to Mr.

Skinner that " no one has observed the

Os»ges galloping over the boundless prai

rie«, under their fervid sun, and maintain

ing tuis gait for hours, viewed their mus

cular and handsome steeds, and compared

bs own jaded nag with the bounding and

resiles« animals around him, but has con

fessed the superiority of their horses."

The race is supposed to be descended from

the Arabian stock, through the celebrated

Andalusien horses of Spain, brought there

by the Moors, and thence exported to the

Spanish American provinces.

Arrangements have been made through

the agency of several officers of the army,

to have «ome of the best of the kind se

lected and imported into this region, for

the parpóse oí improving the stock.

Manufacture of Salt.—A company has

been incorporated by the Legislative

Council of Florida, having for its object

the manufacture of salt at Key West. It

is stated that the enterprise affords an op

portunity for an unusually profitable in-

testment of capital. The salt pond on the

island, which is to supply the water, mea-

lores 340 acres, a greater extent of sur

face than ia furnished by any of the Baha

ma ponds, with one exception. The wa

ter is at all times at least 100 per cent,

•tronger than sea water, and in dry sea-

ions has been known to reach the point of

ulnration. The range of the thermome

ter >t Key West, is such, that the process

of evaporation can be continued without

interruption throughout the entire year.

Yat.—Good housewives, who take

pride in setting sweet and light bread be

fore their families, feel vexed at nothing

more than bad yeet. And they are some

times put to a great deal of trouble in pro

curing a good article. The following is

»id to be a good recipe for making it:

Boil one pound of good flour and a quar-

Ch.Adv.—VOL. XII.

ter of a pound of brown sugar, and a lit

tle salt, in two gallons of water for one

hour. When milk warm, bottle it and

cork it close, and it will be fit for use in

24 hours. One pint of the yest will make

ISIbs. of bread.

fftwspaptrs.—The number of newspa

pers and periodical journals published ia

any country, affords a true index of the

measure of its civilization and general in

tellectual advancement. If then, so much

depends on newspapers, they who steal

them, they who borrow, they who make

an unauthorized practice of taking the

first use of them at other's doors, and they

who neglect them entirely, are in varioue

degrees culpable, for they stand in the

way of their legitimate support and cir

culation.

In Asia, it is computed, that there i»

one paper for every 14,000,000 of inhabi

tants; in Africa, one for every 5,000,000;

in Europe, one for every 106,000 ; and in

the United States of America, one for

every 40,000 inhabitants. In precisely

the same ratio is the comparative progress

ofcivilization in these different divisions of

the earth.

The Artichoke.—English medical papers

state that this plant has been recently in

troduced into very important medical use,

particularly in rheumatic and other more

acute cases. The Boston Medical Jour

nal says, " the leaves should be gathered

before their vitality is affected by the frosts.

The fibrous and fleshy portions of them

should be cut into strips, and by bruising

in a marble mortar the juice is readily ex

tracted. In order to preserve this juice,

one-fifth part of its weight of alcohol may

be added to it, and in this way it is equally

valuable for use, if not more so, than when

wrought into the more expensive form or

tincture."

Population, Produce, Ufe. of tht Wat

India Islands.—It appears from official do

cuments that the population of the West

India islands, subject to Great Britain,

consiste of 77,460 whites, 113,890 colour

ed free, and 692,700 slaves; the annual

produce 3,816,000 cwt. of sugar, 19,769,500

Ibs. of coffee, and 7,808,000 gallons of

mm. The exports to Great Britain

amount in value to 8,603,0002., and the

imports in return to 4,025,001)/. The ship

ping employed in this immense trade

amounts to 264,700 tons.

Curious Custom in Sweden.—It is an

almost universal custom in Sweden, dur

ing the Christmas holidays, to expose а

shoaf of unthrashed corn on a pole in the

vicinity of their dwelling, for the poor

sparrows and other birds which, at this in

clement period of the year, must be in a

slate of starvation.

F
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Helífiíous Kiitrlltucucc.

FOREIGN.

Almost the whole of the Missionary Chronicle for November last,

(which is connected with the London Evangelical Magazine,) is filled

with a detailed account of an unhappy civil commotion which has re

cently broken out at the Island of Tahiti, and which also extended to

the neighbouring island of Eimeo, about twelve miles distant from

Tahiti. This commotion originated in dissatisfaction with the mar

riage of the queen; although a national assembly of the chiefs, called

for the purpose, had given it their sanction, by, it was thought, a una

nimous vote—after a considerable discussion, and difference of opinion.

The inhabitants of the smaller peninsula of the island, were most for

ward and obstinate in their rebellion. The missionaries used all their

influence to reconcile the parties and to preserve and promote peace.

But at the moment when they hoped, from appearances, that their en

deavours had proved successful, the rebellious party fired on the

queen's troops, and a short action ensued; in which the rebels were

defeated, and fourteen of them killed—the queen's party had five killed,

of whom two, it appears, were members of a missionary church.

It is shown conclusively that intoxicating liquor, which is carried in

abundance to these, islands, had much to do in inflaming the minds of

the rebellious party in the late disturbance; and that it is the exciting

cause of a great part of the vice and misery which exists, and the prin

cipal hindrance to the success of missionary efforts. This liquid poison

is imported into the South Sea Islands, by those very profligate

foreigners who bring back reports that the missionaries publish false

accounts, and that vice prevails in these islands as much as it ever did.

They promote and foster vice with all their power and influence, and

then magnify the effects of their detestable practices. We felt morti

fied, and .grieved, and humbled, in reading the following sentence of the

statement of the directors, which we also found fully confirmed by the

reports of the missionaries. " In recent years, say the directors, dif

ficulties more formidable than any produced by these causes, [the

natural indolence, fickleness, and licentiousness of the natives] have

arisen from other quarters—the increasing number of ships resorting

to the islands for refreshments and traffic, and, with the increase of

commerce, the consequent profligacy from the increased intercourse of

seamen with the most depraved portions of native society; and the

large importations of ardent spirits in English and American vessels,

chiefly the latter, consisting in what is denominated New England rum—

many vessels conveying this, and, with the exception of fire-anns and

ammunition, no other articles of barter, with which to traffic among the

natives."* After all, there is a bright side to this dark picture. The

missionaries, though sorely tried, are not discouraged, nor entirely

wanting in success. Tranquillity is restored, professing Christians

generally remain steadfast, schools are reviving, temperance societies

are beginning to be established, and it is hoped that even the late dis

turbances will be overruled for the furtherance of the gospel. The

• The linee which we have Italicised, may well make every American, and eepe-

cially every Now Englandman, blush. Can nothing bo dune to arrest this shameful

traffic—this disgrace to our country ?
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statement of the directors is interspersed with extracts from the re

ports of missionaries, and both are exceedingly interesting. But they

are too long to be given in detail in our pages—they extend through

nearly seven pages of small type letter press. We have endeavoured

to give an epitome—a brief one indeed—and shall add the conclusion

of the directors' statement.

While the missionaries, have been thus distressed by the increase of intemperance

and the calamities of war, in the immediate sphere of their personal operations, they

пате been encouraged by beholding the opening for extending the gospel among the

islands around them. Numbers of the inhabitants of the Paumotu Islands have applied

for books and instruction. Favourable accounts have been received from the inhabi

tants of Gambier'« Islands; and the report they have transmitted of the opening for

the introduction of the gospel to the Marquesas, has induced the directors to send

out two missionaries to resume the attempt to instruct tho inhabitants of these Islands

in the principles of the religion of Jesus Christ; Rev. G. Stallworthy, and Rev. J.

Rodgerson, accompanied by Rev. J. Loxton, appointed to Raialea, have embarked for

the South Sea Islands, and will be accompanied in tho commencement of their mis

sion ic the Marquesas by one of the missionaries now in Tahiti. On their behalf, on

behalf of the nation whose best interesta they are thus endeavouring to promoteltho

directors invite the earnest prayers of tho members of the society at large, as well ав

on behalf of their brethren in Tahiti and the neighbouring islands, that He who alone

it able to bring good out of evil may give that wisdom, energy, and devotedness to hie

terrants, the missionaries, which the present circumstances of the people so urgently

require—may make darkness light before them—may cause the wrath of man to praise

aim while the remainder of that wrath he restrains, and thus promote the stability,

purity, and enlargement of his church, which shall be unto him for a name and an ever-

luting memorial that shall not be cut off.

DOMESTIC.

In the December No. of Ihe Missionary Herald, is commenced a pub

lication, with some abridgments and omissions, of the last report of the

A. B. C. F. Missions. We give the first part of the article, and per

haps shall hereafter insert under our department of Religious Intelli

gence, some other portions of this interesting report. But the Mis

sionary Herald is so widely circulated and generally read, that we

extract from it far less than we should otherwise do.

MISSION TO GREECE.

Jonas King and Elias Riggs, Missionaries, and their wives.

Our work advances slowly in Greece, because tho means are inadequate, and the times

have been unfavourable. During the past year, Greece has been in an unsettled con

dition. Travelling by land has been dangerous, and our operations have been confined

almoBl to Athens ; and that city has been in Turkish hand». The new King, Otho,

with the Regency, did not reach the country until the Gth of February last, nor was it

until the 12th of April that the Acropolis of Athens was delivered up to its rightful

owners. That event consummated the deliverance of Greece from Mohammedan au

thority. A cabinet of ministers has been formed, of which Tricoupis, a Greek gentle

man of patriotic and enlightened views, is the president. The country has been di

vided into ten provinces, in which regard has been paid to ancient landmarks, and

there again have been divided into districts. Committees have been appointed by the

government to inquire and report on the subjects of education and religion ; and the

hope is entertained that order will soon be restored, and the roads become eafe for

travelling.

Mr. Riggs, whose designation to Greece was mentioned in the last Report, sailed

from Boston with his wife on the 31st of October, arrived at Malta on the Gth of De

cember, »ailed from thence on the 1st of January, and entered the port of Athens on

the 27th, where he was cordially welcomed by Mr. King, and the brethren of the Ame

rican Episcopal mission. He had previously paid so much attention to the modern

Greek as to be able to make considerable use of it in conversation, and soon took the

charge of what might perhaps be called a Bible-class, in one of the schools. Ho was

greatly interested and pleased by Mr. King's familiar exposition of tho Scriptures in bil

flourishing bellenic school.
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One great and obvious benefit arising from the location of intelligent missionaries in

different parts of the Levant, is the calling into useful exercise of native talent, when

allied, as it often is, to an ingenuous disposition, and a willingness to labour for the in

struction of the people. Mr. King has in this way exerted much salutary influence.

NiketoploB, a skilful Lancaslerian schoolmaster—George Constantino, educated by the

British and Foreign School Society in London—Baphas, educated at the Ionian Uni

versity—and Anastasius Karavelles, educated in Amherst college at the expense of the

Board, are employed, with one or two others, in the schools at Athene. The last

named person, after completing his education in this country, returned to his parent«

at Kalamata, in one of the southern districts of the Peloponnesus. In that town, the

most considerable westward of the Taygetus, he is expected to open a school, after as

sisting a while in Mr. King's hellenic school. This school, under the charge of Bap-

has, contained seventy scholars in February. A public examination of it was held at

the commencement of the year, which was attended by the greater part of the demo-

gerentes of Athens, by the bishop, and others to the number of about fifty. At the

close of the examination, the bishop made an address to the scholars highly commen

datory of the school. A number of the scholars are from other parts of Greece. One

is a priest from Sparta. A happy influence has been exerted upon the deportment of

many of the scholars in school, though not to that extent which a Christian heart could

desire. The female school, owing to a variety of causes, is less prosperous than for

merly. The whole number of scholars in the lour schools is about 250. The schools

have been favourably noticed in the government paper.

From 15 to 120 attend Mr. King's two Greek services on the Sabbath. His manner

of preaching the gospel appears to be in a high degree judicious, and not without ap

parent usefulness.

In July of last year, Mr. King visited Nauplia, the seat of government, at which time

he presented Rizos, the secretary for religion and public instruction, with a considera

ble quantity of books printed at the Malta press, which were respectfully acknowledged,

and afterwards distributed among the schools of Greece. The secretary had also re

ceived a quantity of Now Testaments in modern Greek from Switzerland, which he

disposed of in the same manner. In addition to the books presented to the govern

ment, Mr. King distributed and sold at this time nearly 1,600 school books and tracts,

and 55 New Testaments.

It is exceedingly desirable that the Greek church, and indeed all the other oriental

churches, should be induced to acknowledge the Hebrew text as the only proper

standard of the Old Testament. A translation from the Hebrew into modern Greek,

is now in progress at Corfu. But the merits and claims of the Hebrew text will never

bo appreciated in Greece, until there is an institution among them, in which an enlight

ened course of study shall be pursued in biblical literature. Such an institution our

brethren are anxious to see established somewhere in Greece.

MISSION AT CONSTANTINOPLE.

William Goodell and H. G. O. Dwight, Missionaries, and their wives.

The last Report represented Mr. Goodell as having been driven from his abode in

Pera, by the terrible fire which, a little more tban two years since, desolated that po

pulous suburb of the imperial city ; yet busily and successfully occupied in promoting

Christian education among the Greeks. It was also stated that Mr. Dwight left Malta,

with his family, on the 15th of May, 1032, for Constantinople. Ho reached that place

on the 5th of June, and immediately commenced the study of the Armenian language.

Until some time in August, the two families resided at Buyuk Dereh, the village on

the Bonphorus to which Mr. Goodell repaired after the fire. They then removed to

Orta Koy, an Armenian and Jewish village about five miles above Galata, one of the

suburbs of Constantinople. The two families, with Mr. Schauffler, missionary to the

Jews, occupied the same house. Here they were soon after obliged to shut themselves

up, and observe a strict quarantine for some time, on account of the plague, which was

unusually prevalent. And before this calamity had passed, the cholera visited the

city ; and soon the Turkish capital and throne were shaken by civil war.

THF. GREEKS.—A year and a half had elapsed at the close of the year 1832, since

the arrival of Mr. Goodell at Constantinople, end in that time nearly thirty Lanças

terian schools had gone into operation among the Greeks of the city and vicinity. In

these schools were more than 2,000 children, of whom not less than 100 were girle.

It is true Mr. Goodell was not intimately connected with all these schools, yet is it

matter of devout thankfulness, that he had been able to exert an extensive and bene

ficial influence in very many of them. The patriarch affords them liberal patronage,

and most of the bishops seemed well disposed; but by the common priesthood, for

some reason, they were not regarded with such general favour. The wise course has
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been pursued of inducing the people to help themselves in over; case SB much as pos

sible. Most of the schools are supported by the Greeks, except that the greater part

of them have been more or less assisted by supplies of books, &c. Much credit is due

to the people on account of the readiness with which a course of instruction has been

adopted, so totally unlike the former usages in all their schools. In May of last year

the patriarch made out a list, under his own hand and seal, of such books as he was

willing should be used in Greek schools and families, comprising all the publications

from oar press at Malta which had been introduced into the schools.

The only schools on account of which the mission has been at much expense, and

over which it has exercised the immediate and entire control, have been those at

Bnyuk Dereh and Galata. Both of these were mentioned in the last report. The

pipisU are numerous in the former village, and exerted such an influence upon tho

Greek bishop, who has been too ready to hearken to their suggestions, that the school

in toat place has been suspended. It is an instructive fact, that the school house in

Bayak Dereh is the only one which the mission assisted in building, and that this un

friendly interference is traceable more to that fact, than to any other. The school at

Galata is a kind of normal school, and is the general rendezvous for teachers, who

come there to learn the Lancasterian system, or to be instructed by Mr. Paspali in

arithmetic, or to ask advice, or to get elates, books, &c. for their schools. It is now

separated into two departments, one for boys, the other for girls. Not long since one

of the high officers of the Sultan came in to see the school, and on retiring left a dona

tion of 500 piastres—a proof that the disposition of the government is not otherwise

than favourable.

TBC ARKEHIANS.—It is sometimes true of communities, as it is of individuals, that

they improve on acquaintance. Such is the fact in respect to the Armenians of Con-

stiotjoople, amounting, it is supposed, to 100,000 souls. They are more ingenuous

tad frank in their intercourse, than was expected. As a body, they are intelligent.

Many regard their ritual as incumbered with numerous burdensome ceremonies, not

required by tho Scriptures, and of no practical advantage, and sigh for something bet

ter, without knowing exactly what they want—as if the Lord were preparing them

for a gracious visitation.

Mr. Goodell's time is divided between the Greeks and the Armenians, and his in

tercourse with both is chiefly through the medium of the Turkish language. Mr.

Dwight devotes his whole attention to tho Armenians, and has been busily employed

in learning their language ; or rather both their ancient and modern language, between

which there is found to be more difference, than between the ancient and modern

Greek. His helps are all in the ancient language ; the modern he is obliged to learn

as he can obtain it from the lips of the people. The modern Armenian is used much

more extensively than was at first supposed; and an order was issued by the patriarch,

•omev/iat more than three years since, requiring the children to ho instructed in the

Armenian only, in all the schools, that being properly their national tongue. Of

course our school books, to be acceptable to the people, must be prepared in that lan-

çnage. But after all the Turkish, more than any other, is the universal language of

the empire. By means of it intercourse can be held not only with Turks, but with

Jews, Greeks, papal Greeks, Armenians, papal Armenians, &c.

This fact gives importance to the translation of the New Testament into the Armeno-

Turkish language, not long since prepared by Mr. Goodell with the assistance of bi

shop Dionysins, and printed at Malta by the British and Foreign Bible Society. The

translation is in a course of thorough revision for a new edition, which it is hoped the

American Bible Society will consent to publish. Dionysius has recently completed at

Malta a translation of the Old Testament into the Armeno-Turkish; in doing which

he made use of the Arabic, Turkish, and Armenian versions, not being acquainted

with the Hebrew. The translation will be conformed to the Hebrew; and a version

of the Old Testament is believed to be specially demanded in that language. Copies

in the Armenian have become extremely rare, and can hardly be obtained at any price.

The suggestion, also, is worthy of serious consideration, whether the Armeno-Turk-

ith is not better than the Armenian for л first attempt to bring back the Scriptures de

signed for the use of the Armenians, to the standard purity of the original Hebrew

and Greek.

Measures have been taken to provide the necessary helps in the Armenian language

for Lancasterian schools. The contrast between the advantages enjoyed in this re

spect by the children of our own land and the Armenian children,, is very great,

though some good elementary books exist in the language. The Armenians have

been stimulated by the schools in operation among the Greeks. Both their former

and present patriarchs, some of the bishops, and other distinguished men of that

communion, have visited these schools, and declare themselves pleased with the sys

tem The ex-patriarch has been appointed head of the school department ; but whether

tail event be auspicious to the cause of education, or otherwise, is yet unknown.
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So different are the associations in the minds of oriental people from oars, that many

of the most affecting and popular narativcs in the series of the Tract Society, com

posed originally to be read in this western world, lose their effect almost entirely

among the people of tho east. Mr. Goodcll says there is no sort of ecclesiastical cen-

sm ship among the Armenians of Turkey in respect to books. Every man purchases

for himself whatever he likes best, and in whatever language.

But when once the spiritual and holy requisitions of the gospel are distinctly appre

hended by a considerable number of the people, opposition will no doubt arise. The

human heart is every where essentially the same ; and never is it more violent in its

hostility to the truth, than when that truth disturbs its repose behind the mass of su

perstition and folly, which constitutes the remains of the ancient Christian churches

in the eastern world.

The Researches of Messrs. Smith and Dwight in Armenia, have been published in

two duodecimo volumes, and well deserve the particular attention of the Board.

In May of last year, in company with commodore Porter, whose kindness conti

nues unabated, Mr. Goodell made an interesting tour to Broosa in the ancient Bithy-

nia. The route lay through Nicomedia and Nice, places noted in history, and ihe latter

especially in the history of the Christian church. Their modern names are Isnikmid

and Isnik. Nice, to the spectator from without,—like the churches in the east which

occe assembled there by their representatives,—still appears to exist, as its doubled

walls continue to rise upon the plain ; but the buildings and the inhabitants are gone,

and almost death-like silence pervades the empty space. Broosa is situated at the foot

of the Asiatic Olympus, and is described as one of the most beautiful cities in the

Turkish empire; with a largo number of Moslem inhabitants, about 0,000 Greeks, an

many Armenians, three synagogues of Jews, and a few papists. Mr. Goodell strongly

recommends this place for a station in Asia Minor. While the capital should by no

means be forsaken, he regards outposts in tho country as having their peculiar advan

tages. The people are less wealthy, less aristocrática! and self-sufficient, less cere

monious, and more social ; and intercourse of a religious nature is less embarrassed by

not being under the immediate observation of high dignitaries in the churoh.

MISSION TO SYRIA.

Beyroot.—Isaac Bird, Eli Smith, George B. Whiting, and William Thomson, Mis

sionaries; Asa Dodge, M. D., Missionary Physician, and their wives.

The inhabitants of Syria no longer look to Constantinople for their laws, but to the

banks of the Nile ; where a man, once a poor orphan boy in Macedonia, has raised

himself by the force of his character, to an independent and powerful sovereignly ; and

as a patron of the liberal arts and sciences, emulates the renowned among the caliphs

of Bagdad.

The mission has experienced a severe loss, during the year past, in the death of

Gregory Wortabet, which took place at Sidon, on the 10th of September last, after an

illness of only a few days. The history of this man must be familiar to the members

of the Board. He belonged to tbo order of Vartabed, or monastic priesthood, in the

Armenian church, when, in ttí'2'j, and at tho age of 20, ho became acquainted with our

brethren at Beyroot. His previous career, as described by himself in nn account pub

lished in the 24th volume of the Missionary Herald, proves him to have been an un

common character ; and his personal sufferings, both for good and evil doing, prepared

him to receive a salutary influence from his new acquaintance. His mind was then in

great darkness and confusion, ignorant of the true gospel, a prey to superstition and

infidelity. The first ray of light that entered his soul was from the example of hie

missionary friends. That he compared with their preaching, and he admired the con

sistency of the two. He then compared both with tho Scriptures, reading the Now

Testament day and night, until he had read the entire volume. Then the day broke

upon his soul. He became fully satisfied that the Scriptures were from God. He be

lieved the gospel, and committed himself to divine teaching. Ho renounced his self-

righteousness and all his dépendance upon the absolutions of the church, and, with new

joys and hopes, trusted for pardon only in the blood of the Lord Jeaus. Having adopted

the opinion that his monastic vows were unscriptural and therefore void of obligation,

near the close of 1825, he married an amiable and discreet woman, who not long after

gave good evidence of piety. Wortabct's deportment was such as became the gospel,

until the departure of Messrs. Bird and Goodell from Syria in tho spring oflf2H. He

accompanied them to Malta—as did Carabet also, or Dionysius,an older member of the

Armenian church, of the rank of bishop. This change in their circumstances was «t

their own earnest solicitation; but it was great, and how different from their anticipa

tion! cannot be known. Much allowance must be made for the feelings manifeste"I by

Wortabet while at Malta, which brought a cloud upon his Christian charocter. "ut

his morals were irreproachable in the view of the world, and, on his return to Syria, m
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1S30, the son, as if impatient of longer obscuration, broke out with increased effulgence,

and shono brightly thenceforward till his death. He was not connected with the mis

sion subsequently to his return, and yet became an efficient auxiliary. His residence

wu at Sidon. He supported himself by trade ; was upright in all his dealings; the

gospel was the grand theme of his conversation with all who came unto him; and his

influence was most salutary and was dally increasing. With such men as Wortabet

and Assad Shidiak as trophies in the forefront of our march upon Syria, and with the

promises of the Lord of Hosts, which surely apply to that land, if to no other upon

earth, we bave cause to labour in this mission with joyful expectation.

of public

EUROPEAN.

The latest intelligence from Europe is from London of the ICth of November ult.,

fruui France of tho 14th, and from Lisbon of the 20th of the same month—These

dates are but a few days more recent than those mentioned in our last number, arid the

news they announce is little, and that little of nut great general interest—We shall

notice cursorily—for to do moro would be a waste of time ¡mil paper—the items most

worthy of notice—We have not seen a single article of Jtritisli news more important

than that a treasury order has been drawn on the Bank of England fur eight thousand

pounds sterling, directed to be sent to the gallant captain Koss, for the discoveries

nude, and the hardships endured by him, in his late Arctic Expedition—In Ireland

there has been a considerable failure of the potato crop. Already great suffering has en-

eaed,and greater is in prospect.—Riots and murders, although diminished in number,

yet exist.—France is quiet, with the exception of some riots which occasionally take

pface in the towns and cities, from tho conflict of political parties, but which do not

affect the national tranquillity. The Chambers were to meet about Christmas; and it

was expected that tho ministry and government would receive additional strength and

influence, from the accession to them of that portion of the liberal party of which

General Lafayetto is the head—this party having broken with the Society of the

Right« of Man- Tho rumour appears to have been without foundation that a large

French army was marching into Spain—The civil war in this kingdom, remains much

the same as we stated last month—There has been no decisive action, nor indeed much

fighting of any kind, between the Carlisle and tho Queen's party—The latter appears

to be gaming th« ascendency, but the issue of the warfare is as yet altogether uncer

tain. It is believed the Pape might decide it, by a recognition of the Queen's rightful

claim to the throne. But his unholiness keeps silence—Don Carlos himself, with

some hundred retainers, is at a village of Portugal, about six miles from the Spanish

frontier.—In Portugal also, things remain much in statu quo. The Migueliteshadthe

belter in an action near St. Ubes. On the 4th of Nov. Miguel's main army was at

Santarem, about 50 miles north of Lisbon, and was threatening Oporto, which wee

but feebly garrisoned. Tho truth is, that the mass of the populace, both in Spain and

Portugal, are besotted Catholics, under the influence of priests, who hate liberty,

and would be glad if it were banished from the earth, as would also their lord and mas

ter the Pope.—.Austria, Prussia and Russia have not yet declared for either of the

conflicting claimants of tho crown in Spain or in Portugal. Their wishes certainly

»re hostile to both tho young queens. The dispute between Holland and Belgium is

not settled, but probably it will not produce, for a while, any more bloodshed. There

и a most melancholy account of the failure of crops, and consequent lack of the ne

cessaries of life in Russia. The want is said to be general in the empire, but most

•everely felt in the province of Ukraine, heretofore one of the most fertile of the

«bole empire. But the crops of the past year have almost entirely failed, and tho

people, perishing by actual starvation, seek sustenance from roots, and often give

themselves up to despair—the price of grain, it is affirmed, is more than fifteen

times as great as in common seasons.— Greece seems to be advancing a little in peace

and order. There has been a sanguinary opposition to Turkish rule in the island of

Sainos, which was unhappily ceded to the Sultan. Tho affairs of tho Grand Seignior

remain as they were. He is the vassal of Russia, and obliged to yield to one of big

own Pachas. An insurrection in Albania, however, it is said, has been recently and

entirely suppressed—there has been another destructive fire at Constantinople, sup

posed to be tho work of incendiaries. In Asm we notice nothing so remarkable аз

а тегу unusual and destructive inundation in China—Many lives have been lost, and

great devastation of property and consequent diminution of tho means of subsistence

ntïc been the result. From AKUICA we have nothing to report. In SOOTH AMERI

CA CÍTÜ war has again broken out, between contending political parties, at Buenos Лугег,
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but во particulars ofmoment have appeared in the public papera—In Brazil, the repre

sentatives of the abdicated emperor still retain the reins of government, but great dis-

content and frequent commotions prevail, in most parts of the empire—Mexico we

hoped had nearly reached a state of settled peace ; but it appears that there are

some military corps opposed to the government, that are not yet subdued. The

Mexican congress have decreed that money und effects belonging to churches

and convents, to the amount of a million of dollars, shall be applied to the

payment of the national debt ; and that their own vessels shall pay twenty per

cent, lees import duty, than is levied on all foreign vessels. The latter decree will

give foreigners great dissatisfaction—In Colombia, President Santander is doing

every thing in his power, and with some success, to serve his country ; but a very

uncertain state of things still exists in this great republic—In Peru there occurred,

on the 18th of September, a most tremendous earthquake. Arica, the capital of the

province ofthat name, and Tacua, another large town not far distant, have been almost

entirely destroyed. But thirteen or fourteen houses are left in Arica, and six or seven

hundred lives have been lost in these two towns. An elevated ridge of land had sunk

to nearly a level with the ocean. Two islands had totally disappeared—the sea, it is

said, rose thirty feet—The whole of Southern America is yet in a deplorably unsettled

state. Nor will it be otherwise, till the conflict between those who wish for full reli

gious liberty, and those who wish to restrain it, shall be terminated. It is perfect folly

to talk of liberty, when men are not permitted to discharge freely the first and most

sacred of all duties and obligations—the worship of God, according to the dictates of

every man's own conscience. Popish superstition and tyranny, are really at the bottom

of the troubles among our southern neighbours; and whilo the causes last, there mast

and will be trouble and confusion. Religious tyranny must either be dominant or ex

tinct—it cannot be the former, since the revolution ; and how long it will be before the

latter shall take place, none can tell—The United States, with general health at pre

sent throughout our whole land, with a superabundance of the products of the earth,

and, as it is affirmed, with an uncommon amount of monied capital in the country, are

languishing under a general stagnation of all kinds of business, the want of confidence

in monied institutions, and tho consequent want of it among individuals, who must de

pend on credit tu perform their engagements and to carry on their operations. The

cause of this strange nnd unprecedented state of things, has been, ever since the meet

ing of Congress, and still is, the subject of ardent discussion and debate in both houses

of our national legislature. On this topic, we leave our readers to form their own

opinions, every one for himself. But in our character as a Christian Advocate, we say,

that every praying man in our beloved country, will neglect an important part of his

duty, who does not daily and earnestly pray, that God may give wisdom to our rulers

and legislators, to discern what the true interests of their constituents demands, and

fidelity and firmness in doing what justice and the public good require.

TO OUR READERS.

It will be perceived that we have excluded what is called the double

column, from the greater part of the pages of our present number. It

is of no other use than to assist the eye, in tracing and distinguishing

the lines on a wide page; but our pages are not wide, and we find that

the best religious periodicals, like those of a merely literary charac

ter, now make but little use of this expedient to facilitate vision. We

gain about a page and a half of letter press in each number, by the

change.

We thus publicly return our thanks to two of our patrons who have

volunteered to obtain and forward the names of additional subscribers

to the Christian Advocate. Will not others use a little exertion in the

same way? We hope they will.

We regret that the correction proposed by our correspondent, J. L. G., in the verses

he kindly furnished for our work, did not roach us till his poetic lines had passed the

press—We do not think they stand in much need of correction.

ЕНКАТЛ in our last number.

In the Latin lines in page 530, in line lib, fur and read et. In page 541, first col.,

lino 10 froui bottom, for Tuesday read Thursday.
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A SACRAMENTAL SERMON.

Christ the Believer's Peace.

EPHISIAHS ii. 14, first part.—" For he is our peace."

These words, my brethren, point us to the Redeemer of the world.

He who is called JESUS, because he saves his people from their sins;

he who is called CHRIST, because he was anointed of the Father for this

great purpose; he through whom all the manifestations of the divine

mercy that were ever made to the children of men have been conveyed;

he, of whom, the apostle affirms in the words which immediately follow

the text, that he hath " broken down the middle wall of partition be

tween the Gentile and the Jew, and hath made both one;" he of whom

it is declared, in the verse which precedes the text, that "now in Christ

Jesus, ye who sometimes were far off are made nigh by the blood of

Christ"—HE is our peace; he alone is our peace; he is an unfailing

peace-maker.

In discoursing on the words, I will endeavour, in reliance on divine

aid, to illustrate them in the three following views:—

I. As referring to the method in which God was rendered reconcile-

able to fallen man.

II. As descriptive of the manner in which a convinced sinner first

obtains solid peace of conscience.

III. As pointing out the source from which the real Christian de

rives all his consolations and comforts.

After this, a short improvement shall conclude the discourse.

First, then, let us consider the words as referring to the method in

which God was rendered recoucileable to fallen man.

Before the birth of time, my brethren, even in the ages of eternity,

when " the counsel of peace was between them both," the Son of God,

our Lord Jesus Christ, in the foresight of the fall of man and the ruin

of our race, engaged, to the eternal Father, in the covenant of redemp

tion, to satisfy divine justice in behalf of his elect people, who were

given to him in that high and mysterious transaction. Hence, when

man had actually fallen, he was not, like the rebel angels, consigned to

immediate and hopeless perdition, but received the early promise that

" the seed of the woman should bruise the serpent's head." Hence too,

the obedience and death of Christ became, by anticipation, the ground

of all the favours conferred on a guilty world before his actual appear-

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. G
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anee in the flesh. Through the efficacy of his work, to be performed

in " the fulness of time," the saints under the ancient dispensation ob

tained both grace and glory; for he was the " lamb without blemish

and without spot—slain from the foundation of the world:" and since

his incarnation and death, his merits and intercession have still re

mained the rich- and abounding fountain, from which have flowed forth

all the blessings, both of a temporal and a spiritual kind, which the race

of man has experienced.

Dwell on the thought for a moment, my brethren, that if you exclude

from the system of the divine administration as it respects this world,

the benefits of the Redeemer's undertaking, you exclude every thing

but sin and sorrow. You open hostilities between heaven and earth,

and guilty, feeble man, becomes a creature, in whose present situation

and future prospects you can discern nothing but guilt and sufferings.

This was once actually his condition. Into this condition he was

brought by the violation of the covenant under which he was originally

placed—It was the condition of Adam, after his fall, and before the

promise of a Saviour. The law of Jehovah had been transgressed, and

his justice was pledged to punish the offence. Man had become a rebel

against his Maker, and the glory of God was concerned to see that the

rebellion should not escape its deserved punishment. The inviolable

declaration had gone forth—" In the day thou eatest thereof, thou shall

surely die." Death temporal, spiritual, and eternal, was the awful pe

nalty and doom of the first transgressor, and of all his descendants.

" By one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin, and so death

passed upon all men, for that all have sinned."

This view of the condition of man, as condemned and lost, serves to

show, most clearly and impressively, the nature and necessity of the

Redeemer's undertaking. Having humbled himself to assume our na

ture, he performed what in the covenant of redemption he assumed to

do, as the surety of his people. In this character "he fully discharged

their debt"*—He completely satisfied the divine law and justice in

their behalf. Having restored the violated honours of the law, by a

perfect and sinless obedience, he paid its penalty by his sufferings and

death. " Surely," says the evangelical prophet, "he halh borne our

griefs and carried our sorrows, yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten

of God, and afflicted. But he was wounded for our transgressions, he

was bruised for our iniquities, the chastisement of our peace was upon

him; and with his stripes we are healed. All we like sheep have gone

astray, we have turned every one to his own way, and the Lord hath

laid on him the iniquity of us all"—Of the same tenor is the language

of the apostles—" He bare our sins in his own body on the tree—Christ

hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us;

for it is written, cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree—He hath

made him to be sin for us who knew no sin, that we might be made the

righteousness of God in him." It is on this very ground that the great

apostle of the Gentiles says, " we pray you in Christ's stead be ye re

conciled to God." It is on this ground that the extension of favours

to our guilty race has became consistent with the rights and claims of

Jehovah, and that a treaty of peace is opened between God and man.

In a word, here is the plan on which "God is in Christ reconciling the

world unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them."

Christ, then, is our peace, inasmuch as he hath rendered offended

" Confession of Faith, Chap. zi. Sec. 3.
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Deity propitious. " Him hath God set forth to be a propitiation

through faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness for the remis

sion of sins that are past, through the forbearance of God—To declare

I say at this time his righteousness; that he might be just and the jus

tifier of him which believeth in Jesus." Hence, at the nativity of the

Saviour, the angels proclaimed "peace on earth and good will tomen."

The dispensation which he established was a dispensation of peace.

The commission which he gave to his apostles and ministers was, to

"preach the gospel"—the good news of salvation—"to every crea

ture." It is in virtue of what he hath clone, and in virtue of that only,

that salvation has become possible, and reconciliation with God attain

able; that we are able, with truth, to proclaim to guilty men, that they

may return to their offended Creator, with the hope of acceptance;

and that all the ordinances of revealed truth are dispensed for this pur

pose.

Be especially reminded, that it is wholly in virtue of what Christ

hath done, that you, the people of my charge, have so long and so

richly enjoyed the means of grace; that you have been waited upon,

from week to week, and from year to year, with the messages of peace;

thax. you have been and constantly are entreated, urged, and persuaded,

to be at peace with your God; and that all the most cogent motives

and affecting considerations are pressed upon you, to induce you to

choose so safe and so wise a part. Let us now—

II. Consider the text as descriptive of the manner in which a con

vinced sinner first obtains solid peace of conscience. In the process of

this work, the mind is enlightened by the spirit of grace, to see the re

ality and importance of the truths that have just been stated. The sin

ner is made to feel, with a power that nothing can resist or evade, that

" God is a consuming fire to the wicked." The eyes of his under

standing are opened,—it may be gradually or suddenly,—to behold the

abounding of iniquity in his life and in his heart, and every excuse and

palliation is seen to be of no avail. Conscience brings home the charge,

in the language of Nathan to David, " thou art the man"—Thou art

the sinner who hast offended thy God; thou art the very one against

whom the divine law and justice point their accusations; thou art the

guilty defaulter who owest ten thousand talents; who art chargeable

with sins that are of a crimson colour and a scarlet dye; who art, at

this moment, deserving and liable to be banished forever from all good;

and yet thou art the very soul who canst make no reparation for thy

ofiences—Ah! when this conviction of guilt thus takes hold on the con

science, in what an interesting light does it then appear, that Christ

Jesus is our peace. The convinced sinner sees—I should rather say

he feels—feels with the keenest sensibility, that but for Christ peace

would be impossible.

And when this convicted sinner is enabled to embrace the gospel

oner, and by faith to lay hold on Christ, in an appropriating act, as his

own Saviour; when he feels a holy freedom, delight, and desire, draw

ing him away, to make a full and unreserved surrender of himself—of

his all of hope and happiness, into his Redeemer's hands; when the

suitableness and excellence of the plan of redemption beams on the

soul, with such a lustre of evidence and beauty as to constrain it to cry

out—"this is all my salvation and all my desire"—then is every sorrow

turned into joy; and with a sweet outgoing of spirit, not to be de

scribed, he will say, " Christ is my peace: here is that peace for which

I have so ardently panted; here, at length, I have found it. I have
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been viewing myself as the enemy of God, and God as my enemy. It

seemed as if his very honour was engaged to punish such an unholy

wretch as I have been. But—it must be by the enlightening influence

of his own blessed Spirit—he now gives me to see, not only that a re

conciliation is possible, but that its taking place will even advance his

declarative glory, by showing how "mercy and truth are met together,

righteousness and peace have kissed each other," in the salvation of

the chief of sinners by Jesus Christ. I feel a supreme delight in con

templating this very method of salvation. I am sure it is that which I

would choose, if I had ten thousand choices. And it is freely proposed

—yea I am commanded to accept and trust it. I do accept it cordially

—I am conscious that I do. It is therefore—О the overwhelming

thought of joy!—it is, it must be mine. Yes, and here I will hold, in

defiance of all the enemies of my peace. Let the tempter no more per

suade me to despair or to despond. I know my sins are great and nu-

merousj I know they have gone to heaven and cry for vengeance. I

know, too, that I have no strength—that in myself I am very weakness.

But I see every thing that I need in Christ my Saviour. I see a value

in his blood that answers to every demand of God's holy law against

me. If my sins have gone to heaven, he too has gone to heaven, to

plead his merits before the throne to which my sins have risen. If

they cry for condemnation, he shows his meritsj he answers the de

mands of law and justice, and thus grants peace and pardon. He ever

liveth to make intercession for me, and he can save even to the utter

most, all that come unto God by him. He can, and he will, supply all

my need from the riches of his grace and fulness. Begone, then, ye in

sidious tempters to unbelief; ye treacherous enemies of my peace be

gone: for to all your insinuations I will still oppose this one incontro

vertible answer—thefulness of Christ. On this I feel a freedom to rely

—this is the rock of my peace, and the gates of hell shall not prevail

against it."

But-

Ill. The words before us point out the source from which the real

Christian must, and will, continue to derive all his consolations and

comforts—For we are to remember that Christ is not only the author

and cause of the freedom which is first obtained from the condemning

sentence of the law, and the accusations of a guilty conscience, and of

the first peace and joy which follow on believing; but he is also,

throughout the whole of the Christian course, the bestower of all the

spiritual blessings which the believer is made to possess. Let me il

lustrate this part of the subject, by leading you to view the offices sus

tained by our glorious Redeemer.

My brethren, it is not a tenet derived originally from the love of sys

tem, or the affectation of nice distinctions; it is not merely the creed

of children, or the sound of words, when we speak to you of the offices

of Christ. The doctrine is derived from the scripture itself, and who

ever knows the power of godliness, will know, practically and substan

tially, if not formally, its important meaning.

Christ is a king. God hath " set his king on his holy hill of Zion;'

and hath "committed all things into his hands;" and hath "given him

to be head over all things to the church." "He must reign till he hath

put all enemies under his feet." In the execution of this kingly °ffice

of the Redeemer, the peace of the believer is rendered secure, against

the numerous and powerful enemies, who would otherwise wrest it

from him in a moment. The great adversary of our souls is ever busy
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m bringing forward temptations to the mind, under various forms.

Often does the Christian find himself assaulted with these,—often in a

manner which he little expected, and always would they prevail against

his peace, were it not for the aid and protection he receives from his

almighty Saviour. But he who so often manifested his power over

the prince of darkness while here on earth, has not less ability to con

trol and defeat his designs, now that he has ascended on high. He

will not süßer his people " to be tempted above that they are able; but

will, with the temptation, also make a way to escape, that they may be

able to bear it." To open to their view the remaining depravity and

deceitfulness of their hearts, and thus to increase their humility and

their sense of dependence on their Lord, he may permit the tempter,

as in the case of Peter, to prevail to a certain length. But out of every

temptation the King of Zion will, at length and without fail, deliver his

subjects: and their peace, like a mass of iron, which settles deeper in

the earth for being shaken, shall become the more firm and stable, from

all the shocks which it receives.

The world is, also, a dangerous enemy of the Christian's peace. By

stealing insidiously into his heart, and mingling its love unduly with

the current of his better affections—by terrifying with its frowns, op

pressing- with its cares, and seducing with its blandishments, it often

destroys the holy tranquillity of the soul. But the great Captain of

salvation will not suffer it finally to prevail. By the winning influences

of his grace, or by the rod of correction seasonably applied, he will

•wean every sincere follower's heart from this unhallowed attachment,

and make him say, with his servant of old—" Return unto thy rest, О

my soul, for the Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee."

The flesh, with its affections and lusts, is likewise a most dangerous

and successful enemy to the peace of the believer. Unsanctified de

sires, propensities, emotions, and passions, frequently plead for indul

gence, and too often break forth into open sin. Coldness, indifference,

and indisposition to duty, often oppress the spirit, and make it drag

heavily along its Christian course. The mind, thus affected, may be,

for a season, at war with itself. But, Christians, Christ is your peace.

From his kingly office, you are to seek for a victory over your corrup

tions, and the removal of your spiritual sloth. He can subdue all these

enemies, and set you at liberty from your bondage to them, and quicken

you effectually in the divine life. Apply earnestly to him, and in his

own good time, he will give you that enlargement which is best; and

in the meantime, he will never suffer you wholly to fall before them.

Be mindful that in him, and not in yourselves,jlies your strength and

your safety, and to him seek incessantly, that you may " be strong in

the grace which is in Christ Jesus."

Christ is also a prophet—He was "that prophet that should come

into the world." He revealed the method of salvation more clearly

and fully than it had been known before. By his Spirit, applying the

truth of his word, he still reveals himself in the hearts of his people,

and manifests himself unto them " as he does not manifest himself unto

the world." Here is the Christian's refuge from that ignorance, blind

ness, and darkness, which sometimes so fatally destroy his peace.

Losing those clear views and that affecting sense of spiritual and eter

nal realities which once he possessed, the believer is often disquieted

and perplexed, and is sometimes ready to condemn himself as wholly

graceless. But in the prophetic office of his Saviour, he is made to find

peace. By the enlightening influence of his Spirit, the darkness is
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chased away, and the clouds which overshadowed his mind are dis

pelled: or if, in any degree, they remain, the gloom is abated; there

are intervals of light. The Sun of righteousness sheds down his beams

in such measure, as to enable him "that walked in darkness and had no

light," to perceive that he is travelling the path which will terminate

in the regions of eternal day.

Under the teachings of Christ in his prophetic office, his people like

wise obtain spiritual views of revealed truth, which unsanctified men

never possess. Real Christians, also, by divine illumination, often

perceive, in various parts of the sacred word, a beauty, an excellence,

and a suitableness of the truth to their own condition and wants, which

greatly promote their edification and animate their hopes. In short,

the Spirit of grace and truth, as the Spirit of Christ in his prophetic

office, teaches them rightly to apply and trust the promises, to under

stand their own character and state, and to discern the wise design and

benevolent intention of providential dispensations—even of those which

once seemed mysterious and trying to their faith—in such a manner as

to restore their peace when impaired, to establish it when possessed,

and to put a song of praise into their mouth, to a faithful and covenant-

keeping God.

Christ, in fine, is a priest—" He is a priest forever after the order of

Melchisedec—he hath an unchangeable priesthood: wherefore he is

able, also, to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by him,

seeing he ever liveth to make intercession for them. For such a high

priest became us who is holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sin

ners, and made higher than the heavens; who needeth not daily, as

those high priests, to offer up sacrifice, first for his own sins, and then

for the people, for this he did once, when he offered up himself."

Every practical Christian has learned from his own experience, how

essential to the preservation of his peace, is this priestly office of the

Redeemer. Deeply is he sensible of many and aggravated offences

against his heavenly Father; numerous, if not reproachful backsliding«,

he has to bewail; innumerable instances of ingratitude he sees in bis

life; inexcusable and repeated omissions of duty, present themselves to

his view, and great imperfection he discovers in his very best per

formances. Comparing, therefore, his life with the strict demands of

the law, or the purity and holiness of the nature of God, his own heart

condemns him, and he knows that " God is greater than his heart and

knoweth all things." In those eyes which cannot behold any sin but

with abhorrence, he who is sanctified but in part, must necessarily ap

pear unspeakably more polluted than in his own. But still Christ is

his peace. When, with a penitent, broken, bleeding heart for his sins,

he can get near to the throne of grace, and plead in faith the value of

the peace-speaking blood of his Redeemer, he feels that all the threat-

enings of the law are disarmed of their terrors. He views Christ, in lus

priestly office, as having made a full satisfaction for sin and transgres

sion; and when he is enabled by the arm of faith to take, as it were, a

firm hold of this satisfaction, and bring it before the throne of grace,

and there plead its glorious all-sufficiency, he feels that it must prevail-

It must prevail against the cry of all his guilt, for it is of boundless

worth, and God hath declared that whosoever cometh unto him in this

Avay he will in no wise cast out. О my brethren! when, in the exercise

of precious faith, you find a blessed enlargement of heart to plead the

righteousness of Christ—to plead it with a sense of its perfection ana

its infinite value—does it not give you " a peace which passeth all un-
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derstanding?" Does it not make you to rejoice in good hope of the

glory of God? Does it not make you feel that you have an argument

that is irresistible? Does it not, in a word, and that the word of God,

persuade you satisfactorily, that " being justified by faith, you have

peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ."

Did time permit, I might enlarge on what I shall only state in the

most summary manner.—That he who is at peace with his God, and

in peace with himself, on the terms of the gospel, will also be at peace

with the world. He will "seek peace and pursue it;" he will endeavour

to be » peace-maker among all with whom he has intercourse; and

for himself, " if it be possible, as much as in him lieth, he will live

peaceable with all men."

Го improve the subject, let us reflect—

1. If Christ is our peace, if he is so in an exclusive sense, then those

that are not united to him by a vital faith—those that are out of Christ

—are out of the path of peace. Yes, let me proclaim it with an awful

solemnity, " there is no peace, saith my God, to the wicked." Let me,

in faithfulness to the souls of those whom I am bound to watch, most

seriously admonish every Christless sinner in this assembly, that he is

travelling a peaceless path. Dear inconsiderate immortals, believe it

for your good, that while you are not reconciled to God through Jesus

Christ, there is nothing but pain in your prospects, and disappointment

in your pursuits. "Destruction and misery are in your ways, and the
•way of peace you have not known." All the demands of God's violated

law stand good against you. Not one of them is or can be cancelled,

tiU by faith you are interested in the divine Redeemer. Till then, you

are under the curse, and liable, every moment, to its full execution.

But—

2. As Christ has been made a peace offering for the sins of men,

a«d the gospel is published for the express purpose of inviting them to

return unto God, will not this prevail with every soul who is here pre

sent, to endeavour to lay hold on Christ and on eternal life by him? Is

heaven proclaiming peace, and is the guilty world for a war against the

Almighty? Is the Saviour pursuing rebels and aggressors, and almost

compelling their acceptance of his rich offers, and will they obstinately

refuse to hear, obey, and live? What madness half so desperate as

this! Men and brethren! I beseech you by the gentleness of Christ, to

turn to him for salvation. On this occasion, especially, I would plead

»ith every heart that is not wholly lost to gratitude and duty. Here,

over the emblems of the body and blood of that Saviour whom, your

sins contributed to slay; over the remains of a friend that loved us with

ilove that was stronger than death; over the ashes, as it were, of that

burnt sacrifice which was made for your peace; over the symbols which

exhibit the Redeemer " evidently set forth crucified among you"—I do

tenderly and most solemnly oblest and conjure you, that you renounce

your sins, and without delay flee to Christ lor salvation; that you " kiss

Ле son lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way."

3. Lastly. This subject speaks the most comfortable and encou

raging language to those who are about to sit down at the table of the

Lord. Christ is our peace; and now, dear brethren, we are going to

commemorate the great transaction by which peace was obtained. To

this the dear Redeemer here invites us. Let us endeavour to draw near

ш the exercise of repentance, faith, and love. Must we not be filled with

Potential sorrow, while we recollect the sins which needed such a sa

crifice to make expiation for them? Must we not be deeply grieved,
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and humbled, and abased, while we think that our sins had their full

share in the infliction of agony, crucifixion and death, on the Lord of

life and glory. Truly, the infinite malignity, and the tremendous pun

ishment due to sin, no where appear so conspicuously—not even in

the flames of hell—as in the cross of Christ. Here then, let us contem

plate our guilt and our desert; and let penitential sorrow melt our

hearts, and bring us very low before our God. But blessed be his holy

name, while the demerit and desert of sin are most conspicuously and

awfully displayed in the sacrifice of Christ, that same sacrifice exhibits,

with equal clearness, the complete atonement, the full satisfaction, the

finished expiation, which was made for that very sin, though it be " of

a scarlet colour and crimson dye," in behalf of all who look away from

every thing else, and trust their souls simply, unreservedly, and con

fidingly, into the hands of their redeeming God. So, beloved brethren,

let us now do. Let our faith embrace him without wavering. Let us

afresh " put on Christ." In the exercise of precious faith, let us draw

over us the spotless robe of the Saviour's righteousness, that it may

" be unto and upon us," to cover all our guilt and our pollution, to be

our complete justification before the throne of God, and prove our title

to eternal life. With this " wedding garment," let us go to the gospel

feast before us; and there, with the appointed symbols and seals, let us

solemnly re-ratify our covenant engagements to our blessed Lord, and

take his renewed covenant pledge that he will be " our peace" for time

and for eternity. " О the breadth, and length, and depth, and height,

of the love of Christ—it passeth knowledge." Yes, verily, we can

never know it fully in time, and it will form the delightful study and

meditation of glorified spirits throughout eternity. But we are taught

so to contemplate it now, as that we may " be filled with all the fulness

of God." Help us, gracious Lord, in these contemplations, while we

sit at thy table; and let thy " love constrain us" to consecrate our hearts

and our lives to thee; and О be thou with us, to make us faithful unto

the death, that we may receive the crown of life eternal. Amen.

From the Edinburgh Christian Instructor.

ON SPIRITUALITY OF MIND.

Religious conversation with enlightened and experienced Christians,

is a means of promoting spirituality of mind. This may be proved by

a variety of considerations. Spiritual-mindedness is a social principle.

There is nothing selfish, nothing exclusive in it. The soul in which it

has its residence, is one that is taught not only to love God supremely,

but also to love his neighbour as himself. It is the gift of the Spirit,

who unites in the bonds of Christian affection all the children of God,

to whatever denomination they belong. "They have all the same faith,

the same hope, the same baptism." The privileges of one are the pri

vileges of all. And though a regard to prudence may prevent the ex

perienced believer from making known to all men indiscriminately, the

workings of the Spirit within him, it is clear, that duty and inclination

prompt him often to say to his fellow saints, " Come and hear, all ye

that fear God, and I will declare what he hath done for my soul'"

This gives rise to spiritual conversation. The social principle is called

into action. The views and feelings, the hopes and joys that are ope

rating in the solitary breast, acquire a deeper interest by their being

communicated. " As iron sharpeneth iron, so doth the countenance of
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a man his friend." And the mutual interest that is thus awakened can

not fail to promote spirituality. The scattered embers are collected,

and fanned into a bright and steady flame. Not in solitude, in clois

ters and cells, but in the family circle, in fellowship meetings, in the

congregation of the saints, piety flourishes most. We are told by the

prophet Malachi, that in his day " they that feared the Lord spake

often tootie another, and the Lord hearkened and heard it, and a book

of remembrance was written before him, for them that feared the Lord

and thought upon his name." Then the experience of the two disci

ples with whom Jesus conversed on the way to Kmmaus, speaks vo

lumes in favour of the practice I am recommending. " Did not our

hearts burn within us while he talked to us by the way, and while he

opened to us the scriptures?" Now, why is it that this is recorded?

Why is it that we find Christ on all occasions chvei'ing on heavenly

themes when conversing with his disciples? Why is it that one dis

tinctive feature in the conduct of believers is, that they have their con

versation in heaven? Is it not lo remind us of our duly and privilege,

when we meet in private? As professing Christians, how wise, how

pure, how holy and heavenly should be our conversation! If the men

of the world talk about what is dearest to their hearts, what a reproof

does their conduct administer to the servants and people of God, if

they do not speak frequently and with the deepest interest, of the things

that belong to their everlasting peace? It is high time that the reli

gious world should assert its dignity. The low gossip of the day, the

talk of the world, is beneath those who are taught the mind of the Spi

rit. When we meet, therefore, let it be for our spiritual improvement.

Let us help one another in our journey heavenward, and like Ruther

ford, and Leighton, and Brainerd, we shall find that even here a por

tion of heaven's holiness and felicity is largely experienced, and that

to be spiritually-minded is life and peace.

JAMES VI. AND JOHN KNOX'S DAUGHTER.

^Elizabeth, the third daughter of John Knox, was married to John

Welch, who was sentenced to death, for resisting the unjust measures

of James VI. to overturn the Church of Scotland. Mrs. Welch found

access to the king, when the following singular conversation took

place:—The king having asked her who was her father, she replied,

"Mr. Kno-s.." "Knox and Welch," he exclaimed, "the devil never

made such a match as that." "It's right like," she replied, "for we

never speired (asked) his liberty." He asked her how many children

her father had left, and if they were lads or lasses. She said three,

and they were all lasses. " God be thanked," exclaimed the king,

"for an they had been three lads, I had never bruiked (enjoyed) my

three kingdoms in peace." She again requested that he would give

her husband his native air. " Give him his native air!" said James,

"give him the devil." "Give that to your hungry courtiers," said

she, offended at his profaneness. At last he told her, that if she would

persuade her husband to submit to the bishop, he would suffer him to

fevurn to Scotland; when Mrs. Welch, lifting up her apron, and hold

ing it towards the king, replied in the spirit of her father, " Please

Tour majesty, I'd rather kep (receive) his head there."—[Dr. MCrie.

Ch. adv.—Voi. XII. H
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THE DYING BELIEVER TO HIS SOUL.

Deathless principle, arise ;

Soar, l IHHI uni ¡vu of the skies;

Pearl of price, by Jesus bought,

To his glorious likeness wrought,

Go to shine before his throne,

Deck his mediatorial crown;

Go, his triumphs to adorn,

Born of God—to God return.

Lo, he beckons from on high,

Fearless, to his presence fly ;

Thine the merit of his blood,

Thine the righteousness of Gad.

Angels, joyful to attend,

Hovering round thy pillow bend ;

Wait to catch the signal given,

And escort thee quick to heaven.

Is thy earthly house distress'd,

Willing to retain her guest ?

"I'is not i linn, but she, must die :

Fly, celestial tenant, fly!

Burst thy shackles, drop thy clay,

Sweetly breathe thyself away :

Singing, to thy crown remove,

Swift of wing, and fired with love.

Shudder not to pass the stream:

Venture all thy cares on Him:

Him, whose dying love and power

Still'd ite tossing, bushed its roar.

Safe is the expanded wave;

Gentle as a summer's eve;

Not one object of his care

Ever suffer'd shipwreck there.

See the haven full in view !

Love divine shall bear thee through ;

Trust to that propitious gale ;

Weigh thy anchor, spread thy sail.

Saints in glory perfect made,

Wait thy passage through the shade;

Ardent for thy coming o'er,

See, they throng the blissful shore.

Mount, thoir transports to improve,

Join the longing choir above;

Swiftly to their wish bo given;

Kindle higher joy in heaven.

Such the prospects that arise

To the dying Christian's eyes;

Such the glorious vista faith

Opens through the shades of death.

TOPLADY.

Ultsrcllnnrous.

MEN ANSWERABLE FOR THEIR BELIEF AND OPINIONS.

The last number of "Littell's Museum of Foreign Literature, Sci

ence and Art," contains the " British Critic's" Review of "Dr Chal

mers' Bridgewater Treatise." This is a very able article, and we have

been tempted to make several extracts from it. We must, however,

for the present, content ourselves with the following.

We are happy to see that there is one piece of most egregious ab

surdity and dishonesty, which Dr. Chalmers has taken in hand, and

fairly shaken to pieces. Nothing is more common than to hear the

gentlemen of "liberal ideas" proclaiming that our belief is wholly in

dependent of our will; and nothing can possibly be better adapted

than this notable aphorism for the convenience of those great men,

who arc impatient of the house of bondage; namely, the precinct of

certain ancient, but very incommodious opinions. These opinions—

say they—may, perhaps, be very just; but if a man finds himself un

able to adopt them, how is he to help himself? His persuasions arc

utterly beyond his own control; how, therefore, can it ever be sup

posed that they will enter into the account which he has to render as a

moral agent? And how beautifully is the problem of our moral pro

bation simplified, by the rejection of this most untractablc and most

perplexing element? Unfortunately, however, for the glorious liberty

of these children of light, there is one momentous consideration,

which, somehow or other, they have chanced to overlook. It may be

true that our belief is frequently beyond the actual power of the will-

But who shall venture to affirm that belief is beyond the jurisdiction
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of the will? It happens, too often, that our passions and our conduct are

beyond the power of conscience; but our passions and our conduct as

suredly are not beyond the jurisdiction of conscience. " If conscience"

—says Butler—" had power, as it has right, it would govern the

world." In like manner, where the will has been enfeebled or de

praved, it may have but little influence in the formation of sound opi

nions. But how does it follow from this, that the will has no legiti

mate authority or influence in the matter? We have no doubt what

ever, that any man, who has long been the slave of a licentious ima

gination, or a w ayward understanding, is as much disqualified for the

office of sound intellectual judgment, as a man who has long been in

fetters is disqualified for natural freedom of motion. But what could

be more ridiculous than to hear one of Jack FalstafTs ragged knaves,

"that marched wide betwixt the legs, as if they had gyves on," laugh

ing at ihe rest of the king's subjects, for the ludicrous and undignified

suppleness of their muscles? The truth of the matter is, that these

choice spirits, who despise the herd of mankind for their flexible ac

quiescence in established notions, are themselves, very frequently, in

a state of pitiable restraint and servitude. Perhaps they know it not;

but they are, nevertheless, the slaves of passion, or the dupes of pre

judice, or the victims of mental effeminacy and indolence; and this,

too, while they are scornfully curling their lip at the servility of their

fellow creatures. And the way in which their slavery hath come upon

them, is no other than this; that, by long disuse, their will has lost

one of its most legitimate prerogatives,—its control over the attention,

—its power to fix their thoughts intently upon the evidence which lies

within their reach. When this power is gone, what is the man but a

slaver—a slave, that has abjured the dominion of his lawful governor,

only to be enthralled to many masters, and, possibly, to a succession

of masters.

That this is so, is made abundantly manifest by Dr. Chalmers:

" Attention"—he says—"is the looking organ of the mind,—the link

of connexion between man's moral nature and his intellectual nature,

—the messenger, as it were, by which the interchange between these

two departments is carried on,—a messenger, too, at the bidding of

the will, which saith to it, at one time, go, and it goeth—at another

time, come, and it cometh—and, again, do this, and it doeth it. It is

thus that man becomes directly responsible for the conclusions of

his understanding: for these conclusions depend altogether, not on the

evidence which exists, but on that portion of the evidence which is at

tended to. He is not to be reckoned with, either for the lack or the

sufficiency of the existent evidence; but he might most justly be rec

koned with for the lack or sufficiency of his attention. It is not for

him to create the light of day; but it is for him to open and present

his eye to all its manifestations. Neither is it for him to fetch down

to earth the light from the upper Sanctuary. But if it indeed be true

that light hath come from thence into the world, then it is for him to

guide the eye of the understanding towards it."

And the philosophy of the whole matter is summed up in the words

of Uncreated Wisdom. He that searches into the will of God, with

a desire and a resolution to do it, shall know of the doctrine whether

it be of God.

It is idle, then, to talk of belief as something entirely independent

of the will; almost as idle as it would be to talk of the conduct as

wmething independent of the conscience. It may indeed happen, and
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it perpetually does happen, that both the will and the conscience exer

cise their authority but languidly and irregularly. But in proportion

as this is so, man falls beneath the dignity, aye, and beneath the free

dom of his nature: for he is then transferred from a rightful govern

ment to the capricious tyranny of usurpers. The precise extent of the

abuse, and the exact degree of guilt which may attach to it, in each

particular case, is a matter of course too deep for mortal inquisition.

This must be left to Him who searcheth the thoughts of our hearts.

All that we contend for is, that there is herein a responsibility which

man cannot abjurej and if he attempts to abjure it, he attempts to ab

solve himself from one of the conditions of his being. By his opinions

(as well as by his actions and his words) shall he be justified, and by

his opinions shall he be condemned.

CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE.

The article, of which the following is a translation, appears in the

Archives du Christianisme of the 9th Nov. last, under the title of ETUDES

CHRETIENNES—Christian Studies. The editor of this excellent religious

journal, says in a note, " It is an experience which a Christian imparts

to his brethren. It is not an article of doctrine, but a history of his

impressions, which he offers to our readers." This article has been

read by us with much interest, and we hope not without some profit.

It appears to manifest a deep knowledge of experimental piety; and

it is with unfeigned pleasure we find that such views and feelings have

an existence and a currency among our Christian brethren in France—

notwithstanding the Popery, Infidelity, and Unitarianism, which are

still prevalent in that country. We are not prepared to say that we

entirely approve of every expression contained in this article; or of the

representation of the uniformity which the pious author seems to inti

mate will be found, in the method of the Lord's dealing with his peo

ple, in the process of their sanctification—That dealing we believe is

exceedingly various. Yet the writer's experience is, we doubt not,

that which many a practical Christian, and, we trust, a number of

our readers, will recognise, as, in a great measure, the counterpart of

their own.

A NARRATIVE.

After long reflection, and a very attentive examination of the evi

dences of the Christian religion, the individual who writes this narra

tive, embraced the promises of the gospel. He was decidedly a Chris

tian in intellect, and sometimes he seemed to himself to be so in heart.

He felt himself longing after Jesus Christ; the world, without Jesus

Christ, appeared to him a desert, and death a bottomless abyss; every

thing, in society and in life, appeared to him false and deceptive, ex

cept as connected with the relation established by the Redeemer be

tween God and the creature, and between man and man. He could no

longer see in those devoted to the world, any thing but wretched wan

derers; and their condition sometimes excited in him the most sensible

pity. He could have no satisfaction without seeing Jesus Christ known,

adored, and served; and he joyfully devoted himself to the propagation

of Christian truth. I will say nothing in this place of the defects of

his faith and his life; this does not fall in with my design.

At a particular time, his mind took a powerful turn towards painful

and humiliating recollections. He saw, in a new light, old sins, over
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which so many others had passed, that his memory could not advert

to them all. He called into lively remembrance, the time when the

belief of gratuitous salvation penetrated his very soul; and that this be

lief then appeared to him most necessary—to him, beset by so many

recollections, full of remorse. That omnipotent mercy which annulled,

by a single act, all those enormous iniquities, without leaving a single

one to remain standing to his charge, had seemed to him most admira

ble; he viewed it as his encouraging duty, simply to receive this incon

ceivable mercy, not to dispute with it—not to seek to be more just than

God. He, at that time, repressed, as an evil suggestion, every internal

motion whose tendency was to fashion again, out of the man of grace, the

old man of the law. In a word, he then took his resolution to rely on

grace—solely and completelyon grace. And when, from timeto time, the

remembrance of his aggravated sins was productive of remorse, he

sought to drown them in the abyss of mercy; where, according to his

conviction, all the sins of his past life were irrevocably plunged. Ne

vertheless, he had remarked with a degree of surprise, bet without giv

ing it due attention, that these recollections of his sins produced in him

a sort of inquietude, very much like that which worldly men experi

ence, in the view of their transgressions, without a remedy and without

a Saviour—an inquietude which subsisted, by a strange contradiction,

in direct opposition to the fullest conviction of the mercy of God; in

direct opposition even to a thoroughly reasoned system, by which he

was persuaded that nothing is more necessary for man, nothing more

worthy of God, nothing more favourable to the cultivation of holiness,

than the plan of mercy accomplished by Jesus Christ.

But on the late occasion referred to, the inexorable challenges of

the soul by the soul itself, became more distinct; the recollection

of his sins presented them to him with a deformity he had never

seen in them before; he was astonished, as one that has made a new

discovery; the texture of his whole life was laid open to his inspection;

he saw his nature entirely penetrated by, entirely steeped in, entirely

made up of iniquities; and those words of Hamlet came into his mind,

"I have more sins ready to be committed than I have reflection to think

of, imagination to give them form, or time to perpetrate them." Then,

with more force than ever, sin, with its natural echo, condemnation,

sounded in his ears, with confused but terrible menaces; and without

indulging a doubt of the mercy of God, through the perfect satisfaction

offered by Jesus Christ, he felt the terrors of judgment—in a word, it

seemed as if, though God had pardoned him, he could not pardon

himself.»

Sin, at that moment, was exhibited to his mind as a continued act,

ind as an integral part of his being—inseparable from that being.

Ilimielf, in all the emphasis the term can receive, was the entire of

what he had been during .... years of his existence; the entire of his

past life, which was so incorporated with him as not to be detached;

* This, and what follows, reminds из of what we have hoard told of the eminently

pious and distinguished Joiix LIVINGSTON, of Scotland. The anecdote is, that on a

review of his religious exercises, he thought he had never had that pungent sense of

the evil and awful desert of sin, which ho thought desirable ; and in consequence of

this, he earnestly prayed that God would give him to sec and feel the guilt and desert

of »in, more sensibly than he had ever yet experienced. Ilia prayer was answered be-

Tond bis expectations, or his wishes. For two or three days—if we rightly recollect—

he had such perceptions of the awful rniilt and desert of his sins, as filled him with a

horror and remorse that all but overwhelmed him. He said ho should never repeat

inch a prayer, as that which was thus answered.—ED. Си A»v.
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and he could not conceive of himself as separable from his sin, more

than of the soul as separable from the body, or extension from mat

ter, or form from sensible objects. He could not rid himself of it,

he could not strip it ofl', it was a complete whole, making up the

history of himself, as he appeared before God. And yet no distinct

idea of punishment presented itself to his mind; no view of futurity

beyond the tomb opened on his mental vision; he scarcely looked in

th^t direction at all; his feeling of punishment was internal; he expe

rienced as by anticipation something of the gnawings " of the worm

that never dies." In one word (for why should I strive to express it

better?) it was as if, though assured of the pardon of God, he could not

pardon himself.

In the midst of these strange commotions of the soul, his convic

tion of every truth of Christianity remained the same, and all the in

distinct objections which sometimes occurred could not weaken his

faith; and he therefore believed that he ought not to regard the men

tal exercise described above, as a temptation from beneath, but as an

admonition from on high. lie had no difficulty to grant from the very

first, that the state of his mind was full of contradiction; that the call

and promises of grace received from his terrors, however involuntary,

a formal contradiction; and that for the time being, consistency no longer

existed in his thoughts and feelings, and that it behooved him to con

sider how, with God's assistance, it might be re-established.

He afterward considered, that in the work of redemption, whether

we view it on the cross, from which it derives its power, or in con

version, which shows its development, there are two constituent ele

ments, which are indissoluble, and each of which has an equal demand

to be satisfied. As the image of the old man, Christ was crucified on

Calvary; as the image of the new man, he gloriously ascended to hea

ven; but it was necessary to die, in order to rise to glory. Conversion

is the reproduction, in succession, of these two states. The convert is

first crucified in his heart, and afterwards glorified in his heart. In the

same heart, by a change of region, so to speak, he finds hell and hea

ven; but he cannot enter the region of heaven, without having tasted

of hell. My meaning is, he must first have tasted the unmingled bit

terness of justice, in order to relish afterward all the sweetness of

mercy. There can be no true foretaste of the latter, without some

knowledge of the former. God might, without doubt, have so ordered,

that, struck with the charms of his love, drawn irresistibly by the at

tractions of his promises, you might have passed, with scarcely an in

tervening step, under the complete reign of grace. It may be, that for

certain reasons known to his wisdom—perhaps for the best interest of

your soul and of his government—he may have dealt with you in this

manner. But it is necessary that, sooner or later, you return to the wil

derness, to finish the period of your trial—suspended, perhaps, at the

beginning of your Christian course. There is no other way i'lto ^

kingdom of incorruptible justice. If you have not been sufficiently af-

fected with sorrow for your sins, if you have not been duly alarm

ed on account of them, if you have not had a sufficient sense of tlieir

greatness—a greatness measured by the love to which they have been

opposed—all this must be gone over again and repeated. So long as

" all that is just has not been accomplished," expect to see your sins

continually rising up before you; expect—you who have been pardoned,

you who have been redeemed—to pass through something like the ago

nies of condemnation. The work of redemption would not be as
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•worthy of the wisdom as it is of the goodness of God, if it were other

wise. This work, in one sense, is gratuitous, and that it is so, cannot be

too often repeated; in another sense, however, it is not so; the esta

blishment of the reign of grace in the heart has, and ought to have,

its correspondent state of suffering—the joy of salvation is felt by a

comparison with the distresses of reprobation.

The man of whom I have spoken made these reflections, which he

applied to himself, and to others whose joy (a joy far greater than

his own) appeared to him to be often indiscreet and premature. But

he went much farther. He asked himself—When shall I have suf

fered to the full, all the anguish of which I have already had a taste-

when shall I assuredly obtain my internal pardon? Will it be when,

submissive and broken in heart, and having surrendered at discretion

to my Judg-e, that sweet voice, which now only penetrates my outward

ears, shall be made to arise from the bottom of my heart? Yes, be

cause then, without doubt, 1 shall love, which at present I do but feebly

—love in the heart, is the seal and pledge of complete pardon. If

I love, I shall be able to forgive myself. If I love, I shall no longer

be tne same; I shall be "a new man," no longer responsible to the

oíd. My present state will be detached from my past state: my

past stare irill no longer be my present self. I shall have the convic

tion that God sees in me " a new creature," from whom he will not

demand an account of a former one. "Created after him, in righ

teousness and true holiness," I shall appear before him as his work,

and not mine; as a work which he can and will acknowledge as his

own. I shall view myself as God views me. "His Spirit bearing

witness with my spirit that I am his child," it will not be possi

ble for me to conceive that he entertains other designs concerning

me than designs of love. Then, doubtless, and perhaps more fre-

quenüy than before, a picture of my sins will still rise to my view. I

shall still weep over my sins; they will appear more odious than they

ever before appeared; but my gratitude, my joy, my love, will be the

only sentiments which I shall reimbibe from the view—I shall remem

ber my sins, that I may the better recollect how much I have been

loved. » »»*»*•

This is the experience of one of the most infirm of Christians. As a

rtal experience, it has value, just like every other truth. For this rea

son we have communicated it for the instruction of Christians, and

perhaps of those who at present are not Christians.

A SOLEMN WARNING TO THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

One would suppose that the eyes of the peace men in the Presbyte

rian church must be opened to the tendency of the new doctrines and

new measures, which many advocate and more tolerate, by the fol

lowing paper—We say the tendency of the doctrines and measures

in question; for they are here exhibited as having reached the goal—

if indeed they have yet reached it—to which they always hasten. Let

it be observed that the presbytery of Onondaga say explicitly, " we

now believe that had our brethren who first took the alarm been pre

sent with us, in all the scenes we have witnessed, they would have

judged as we judged, felt as we felt, and adopted the very course which

we took." This is the very truth. The presbytery of Onondaga

are, or rather were—for they are now alarmed—a perfectly tair spe
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cimen of the whole moderate parly in the Presbyterian church. Every

thing beyond what they were, has been, and still is, regarded by many

as Ullraism—high church notions, wretched bigotry, opposition to

revivals, and hatred of vital piety. If the mass of moderate men in

our church will take warning by this example, and come out honestly,

as the presbytery of Ononclaga have done, this church may still be

saved—"yet so as by fire." There must be a purification; but bet

ter late than never.

From the Western Recorder.

CIRCULAR

ADDRESSED TO THE CHURCHES UNDER THE CARE UK THE PRESBYTERY OF OSOSDÁC1.

During the last few years, there have, occasionally, come among us,

men who professed to have mingled much in scenes where religion was

rapidly advancing, and souls in great numbers were coming into the

kingdom of Christ. As in all similar instances, the hearts of Chris

tians were cheered, and these brethren were cordially received. Scarce

ly a suspicion was indulged, that in any respect the churches, through

their influence, would be led into opinions and practices at variance

with the Scriptures, or with the standards and approved usages of the

Presbyterian church. Though it was known that there were in the

views of these brethren slight variations from the received forms of

expressing some of the doctrines, and also an inclination to introduce

some new practices, yet we did not discover any thing which seemed

to portend serious evil.—Their ardour and their earnestness we could

not but admire: and we firmly believed they would be instrumental of

great good to the churches, and we felt it to be an imperious duty to

pass over trivial faults, and to suffer them to labour with us for the

promotion of our great object.

Among the things which we first discovered in some of these bre

thren, was a disposition to extend and apply to all Christians those

passages of Scripture which relate only to the commission of the apos

tles and early teachers of Christianity, and thus lead the devout of our

own time to expect those immediate and extraordinary answers to

prayer, which were granted only to inspired teachers of the Christian

religion. Soon the adorable name and attributes of Jehovah began to

be used without a becoming reverence, and by a gradual and steady

process this evil advanced to expressions of painful familiarity. Cor

respondent with this decline of reverence towards God, there has

grown into existence a persuasion that human depravity is not so in

veterate and extensive an evil, as it is represented in the standards of

the church. The ability and obligations of sinners have been held

forth in such a manner, and in such a proportion, that impenitent sin

ners, and even some members of churches, began practically to over

look their dependence on the Holy Ghost: and although the opinion

prevailed that God would give immediate and extraordinary answers

to prayer, yet these answers were often so represented as to produce an

impression that the reins of moral government are mainly in the hands

of the devout, and thus Jehovah is under a kind of necessity to ac

complish whatever they dictate. Under the influence of such views,

many began to believe that the churches have a species of omnipotence

in procuring revivals, and that nothing more than excitement is ne

cessary, in producing these desirable results. Instead of humility,

which leads men to take the low station before God, to which their im
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quities degrade them, there appears to have been a pride of religion,

which led them to overlook their umvorthiness, and to rush to the work

almost as a horse rusheth into the battle. Instead of confessing and

trembling. Jest with hands not consecrated they should touch the ark

of God, many hastened to it, fearless of consequences.

An unusual, a most surprising confidence in themselves, was mani

fested in some ministers and laymen, who came among us claiming

to be revival men; and this spirit was communicated to private mem

bers of churches. We have seen proceedings, even in lay brethren,

which \ve deeply deplored, but could not counteract. A confidence in

themselves, that they were under the guidance of the Holy Ghost,

baffled every effort to reclaim them. These feelings have not been ge-

oeral in the churches. A large portion of private Christians have

stood firm, and have been willing to be led no further than the Scrip

tures commanded them to go. They were not ready to regard blind

ardour as a dictate of the Holy Ghost, nor to rush forward wherever

¡tied. Though at first they were timorous, even in uttering their feel

ings against these proceedings, and hesitated lest they should be

found fighting against God: and though, contrary to their wishes, their

silence was construed into acquiescence or approbation, yet they have

been unmored. Knowing that if these things were of God, no human

power could overthrow them, and believing that he would soon show

whether these things were in accordance with his will, they prayed

»id pstiently waited. Brethren at a distance have heard and wondered

that the end was not sooner seen by us; but for a long time there was

such an appearance of obedience to Christ in these individuals, that

« could not but hope for good, and that their errors and faults were

merely incidental; and we now believe, that had our brethren, who

first took the alarm, been present with us in all the scenes we have

witnessed, they would have judged as we judged, felt as we felt, and

adopted the very course which we took.

for some time the practical tendency of these things has been ra

pidly coming to light. Many of us, who had hoped to see certain er

rors disappear, were sorely pained by learning that they were growing

more promiiient and dangerous. At length they became so glaring

and so manifestly 'injurious, that our duty to God and the churches re

quired us to abstain from ministerial intercourse with these brethren

ш the sacred office, and to discountenance certain private members

of the churches, who seemed to be introducing heresy and disorder

Miong us.

Some of the members of this Presbytery had, at various times, sug

gested to individuals of these brethren, our fears respecting the results

of their errors, and mildly and faithfully laboured to reclaim them;

but finding our efforts to avail nothing, we hoped that our silent ne

glect would induce them to amend, or to depart from us. In this too

»«have been disappointed. Our course has led them neither to aban-

'wn their errors, nor to depart from our coasts. Instead of this, they

tavc rushed into deeper and more dreadful error.

\\e regret that these brethren have not written or printed a view of

weir doctrines, and thus spoken for themselves. As this has not been

done, we are compelled to gather, either from their own expressions

or those of their disciples, the views which prevail amongst them;

sJ*ays presuming that the disciple will be as his master, or rather that

'be views which generally prevail among the " initiated" are derived

from their instructors, and we state—

Ck. Adv.—VOL. XII. I
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1. That by many of their disciples, the Scriptures of the Old Tes

tament are regarded as useless.

2. That all saints are perfect in this life.

3. That the moral law, as a rule of duty, is abrogated, in regard to

all who come into their faith.

4. That they are under the immediate influence of the Holy Ghost,

in all their feelings, words, and actions.

5. That they have the gift of discerning spirits; and by the prayer,

or even the look of an individual, they can determine whether he is a

Christian.

6. They believe that when they shall have advanced for a time in

perfect holiness, they shall work miracles.

7. They attempt to work miracles.

8. They believe that Christians may fall from grace.

9. That all are hypocrites, and going to hell, who do not adopt their

peculiarities, and call themselves perfect.

10. They are professed enemies of the Presbyterian church, uni

formly and universally denounce her doctrines and government, ordi

narily abandon her ordinances, censure her discipline, violate their

vows of ordination or private membership, and loudly, fearlessly, and

even publicly, reproach her ministers and private members.

1 1. They creep unawares into feeble churches, and use every artifice

to produce disaffection with those ministers and private members who

do not readily yield to their wishes, and receive their errors in doctrine

and practice.

12. They sustain those members of churches, who, for unchristian

conduct, are under censure. They enter the boundaries of the churches

from which these persons have been suspended or excommunicated,

hold protracted meetings with them and the malcontents associated

with them, and thus encourage contumacy in the church, and prevent

the reclaiming of obstinate offenders.
13. By the advice of such of them as are ministers, not only indivi

dual members in several churches, but a majority in one church, have

abandoned the faith, and adopted a confession which excludes the dis

tinguishing features of the gospel.
14. Lay members of this fraternity, both male and female, are going

from place to place, tarrying day after day, visiting and strengthening

those of the same views, and endeavouring to draw away others tro

the faith of the gospel. They even assert that Christ personally dwells

in them; and when asked to explain their views and proceedings, ana

to show their consistency with revealed truth, they profanely replji

" Speak to Christ in me."

These are the Perfectionists. t
The Moral Power Association appears to be connected, in several re

spects, with the same sort of persons. We are not able to state ar

objects which this Association intends to accomplish. One, '10"¡(ÍLel

of fearful calamity, has been detected. In a paper denominated

Herald of System," published periodically and gratuitously by

" Moral Power Association," is the following notice:— ... ^

" The next monthly meeting of the Moral Power Association, w» ^

held al Oran village, Ononclaga county, N. Y., Aug. I*, 18:)J' 'j

general Sabbath school review at 12 o'clock. Children, parents,

; will

teachers from abroad, are invited to attend. Preaching fby the

Luther Myrick, at 2 o'clock, P. M. The reports of the
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be presented immediately after the sermon. Preaching in the evening.

All persons friendly to the institution, are affectionately invited to attend.

" JAMES KENNEDY, Chairman.

u A. P. DOUD, Secretary.

"N. B.—The inhabitants of the following school districts in Onon-

daça and Oswego counties, N. Y., are invited to co-operate in the ob

jects of the above institution.

« WILLIAM HATCH."

This notice and invitation are given to 477 school districts by name,

and to 8-1,588 inhabitants by number. The people of Onondaga and

Oswego counties, this whole extent of territory, are notified by a com

pany with James Kennedy at their head, to put themselves in some re

spects under the instruction of the Moral Power Association; and all

the dwellers in this whole region, including the Sabbath schools, are

invited by ffm. Hatch, to co-operate. It appears that the church at

Mather's Mills have been particularly disturbed by this Association.

They formerly appointed a meeting in that place, without the invita

tion or consent of the session, trustees, or superintendents of the Sab-

batYx schools, and designated Mr. Hatch to examine the schools, and

Rev. Air. Warren to preach. Similar assumptions of authority have

been practised in other places."

Such are the errors prevailing among us, and the combinations to

sustain them and their promoters. The weak places in the walls of

Zion are carefully sought out and assailed. Those parts are especially

attacked, on which no watchman stands, and where no sentinel gives the

alarm. In some places the walls crumble before their batteries, and in

one they have for the most part fallen. And what is more strange, the

individuals claim the name of Presbyterians, and under Presbyterian

colours go forth to destroy Presbyterian churches. Some of them, in

deed, are understood to be Congregationalists; but we are happy to

say, that no people on the face of the earth would sooner disown and

abandon such disorganizes, than genuine Congregationalists.

In view of these facts, we can see but one course. We therefore re

commend to the churches under the care of this body, to withdraw

their confidence entirely from those ministers, and lay brethren and

sisters, who go about to propagate the doctrines, notions, or practices

of the Perfectionists, or Moral Power Association, and from every per

son who may assume to inspect and direct Sabbath schools, and inter

fere with the order of the churches in relation to them, without proper

authority from some accredited society, or ecclesiastical body acknow

ledged by the Presbyterian church.

The presbytery also recommend to the churches, of which some in

dividuals, who are spreading heresies and promoting disorder among

us, are members, to make a serious effort to reclaim these members;

and if they prove irreclaimable, either to keep them within their own

boundaries, or to take away from them the power of going about as

Presbyterians, to annoy, injure, and divide Presbyterian churches; and

if individuals so far adopt these errors as to abandon the sanctuary and

the Lord's table, to commence a process of discipline; and if erring

members will not be reclaimed, to exclude them from our churches.

* The stated clerk deems il proper to state, that he believes Presbytery are aware

that this Association may embrace individuals who have no fellowship witli the errors

above named; but that they arc alsu aware that in the Sabbath school operations, chil

dren aie carefully instructed in some or all these sentiments.
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" A man that is a heretic, after the first and second admonition, reject;

knowing that he that is such, is subverted and sinnelh, being condemned

of himself."

We cannot survey the churches within our bounds, without emotions

of melancholy interest. Dangers are gathering and standing thickly

around them. This is especially true of those that are without pastors.

With them we deeply sympathize; and we exhort them immediately to

cry to God, to send them able, devout, orthodox and learned men, who

shall feed the flock with knowledge and with understanding. And we

finally advise, that the members of the churches under our care, be ex

horted carefully and diligently to study the Scriptures, and to make

them the man of their counsel, and the guide of their opinions and of

their actions: " That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and

fro, and carried about by every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men,

and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive; but speak

ing the truth in love, may grow up into him in all things, which is the

head, even Christ." We would pray that the Holy Spirit may descend

upon us, not to communicate new truth, not to reveal new motives, but

to " bring to our remembrance all things whatsoever Christ hath taught,"

and by his mighty power to sanctify us through his truth. We would

humbly and earnestly implore him, soon to bring thousands around us

into the church, who are " born not of blood, nor of the will of the

flesh, nor the will of man, but of God."

ALEX. B. CORNING, Moderator.

E. С. ВЕЛОН, Slated Clerk.

Session of Presbytery, Onondaga Hollow, )

Oct. 16, 1833. I

EDITORIAL REMARKS.

In addition to what we have said as prefatory to this article, we re

mark, that the very same unsoundness in religious doctrine, may lead to

directly opposite extremes; according to the different natural tempera

ment, in connexion with some accidental circumstance, of the parties

who severally imbibe it. With those of a sanguine temperament, in a

time of religious excitement, it often produces the monstrous fanati

cism of which the preceding article furnishes an example. It is probable

that Shakerism will ultimately receive a considerable rcinforcement,from

those whom the presbytery of Onondaga describe; as it did, about thirty

years ago, from the fanatics of Kentucky. But the opposite extreme

of Unitarianism, which men of a phlegmatic temperament, joined wilh

a love of speculation, elaborate from precisely the same materials, the

identical false doctrines, that the fanatics begin with, will probably

prevail far more extensively than its antipodes. The Presbyterian

church, at present, is incubating on a large quantity of these Cockatrice

eggs; and in time, and we think the time is not far distant, the brood of

vipers will come forth, in all their goodly proportions and distinctive

characters.

A CHARGE

Delivered at the Installation of the REV. CORNELIUS C.CÜYLF.R, D.D. as Pastor of <*{

Second Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, January 14th, 1834, by ASHBKL Сиг4!

MY DEAR BROTHER,

It is known to us all that you have, for a series of years, sustained

the pastoral office in a beloved sister church, with acknowledged fide
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lity and a happy success. In addressing you, therefore, on the present

occasion, I shall not speak to you in all respects, as I should to one who

had had little or no acquaintance with pastoral duties. Still, it can

never be improper for any of us, to call those duties to remembrance}

our church order requires it at the installation of a pastor; and the

ipostle Paul did not think it superfluous to give a solemn charge to

Timothy; who, though a young minister, was not without considerable

practical knowledge of the demands of the sacred office, and to whose

fidelity the apostle himself had borne decisive testimony.*

I propose, therefore, to make a brief statement of pastoral duties;

which, as they may properly be reviewed by every minister of the gos-

pe/ present, so they are especially proper for your meditation, in the po

sition which you now occupy, by the relation which has just been for

mally constituted between you and this beloved people. The inspired

apostle shall be my guide in all I have to offer.

u Take heed unto thyself and to thy doctrine," was the apostle's di

rection to Timothy; and through him,itis the apostolic injunction, or

rather that of the Holy Ghost, to every ininister of Christ.

I. "Take heed unto thyself." I do verily believe, my brother, that

not only does the prospect of a minister's usefulness in his sacred func

tion aimost entirely depend, under Godson his personal piety, but that

the measure of his success, and the measure of his personal piety, will

generally correspond—taking into view always, the rate of talent which

is possessed by the parties severally concerned. Yes; and the want of

more success in the ministry is, in a great degree, to be attributed to

the difficulty of a minister's keeping up in his own soul habitually, that

impressive view of divine things, that holy intercourse with heaven, and

that weighty sense of the value of immortal souls, which would give

activity and energy, and the right manner also, to all his addresses, both

from, the pulpit and in private and personal interviews. Oh! when a

minister has that sacred unction which is derived from much sweet

communion with his God and Saviour, it renders every duty easy, it

makes every affliction light, it gives him a delightful alacrity in all he

does, it suggests the best thoughts and the best language, for all his

sermons and for all his private conversations; and it imparts to his

very countenance, and to all his speaking and acting, a something

which every body feels, but which it is not easy to describe. When

a man of God is in this frame, he can even reprove and rebuke,

in a way which will not be offensive; except it be to those abandoned

•wretches that our Saviour himself calls swine—May you, brother, know

much, very much, of this anointing from the Spirit of all grace: and if

you do, you will need no other guide, in taking heed to all your con

duct. You will be " an example to the believers, in word, in conversa

tion, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity."

2. " Take heed unto thy doctrine." You are aware that we have

fallen on evil times in this country—times in which sound doctrine is

no longer taught, in some places where once nothing else would have

been endured. It has, therefore, become peculiarly incumbent on

those who would approve themselves faithful as the ministers of

Christ, " to contend earnestly for the faith once delivered to the saints."

In doing this, I would by no means recommend that the general strain

of your preaching should be controversial. Far from this—There may

be occasions, indeed, in which important litigated points may, with.

* See Philippians ii. 20.
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propriety, be treated in a controversial manner, in the pulpit: but when

so treated in the sacred desk, it should always be with much of "the

meekness of wisdom." But in general, I hold it to be far better, to es

tablish the truth from scripture, reason, and experience, and in the

same way to answer objections, without directly referring to contro

versy at all: for if truth be well established and illustrated before the

people, error will of course be rejected, and its influence and prevalence

prevented. But while, in all our preaching, we are to be careful to

" speak the things that become sound doctrine," and never to speak

equivocally and ambiguously, but to use "sound speech that cannot be

condemned," we must also remember, that we are bound to declare

" the whole counsel of God." The entire revealed system, at least in

all its great and distinguishing features, must be brought into view by

the faithful minister of Christ, whose connexion with a people is of

sufficient continuance to enable him to do it.

Rightly to proportion the time and attention which we give to the

several points of theology, in our public preaching, I hold to be an im

portant duty, and yet I know it is one of considerable difficulty. The

great practical truths of the gospel—regeneration by the Holy Ghost,

faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, repentance unto life, a good hope

through grace, supreme love to God, love also to our fellow men—both

friends and enemies, saints and sinners—the indispensable necessity of

a life of holy obedience to all God's commandments, comprehending

the whole system of moral duties, as the evidence and fruit, and the

only satisfactory evidence and fruit of a new nature—death, judgment,

and eternity—Here certainly are the vastly interesting topics on which

we are most frequently to dwell, and an attention to which we are

most importunately to urge. Yet there may be intermixed, and even

connected with these, something of the history, and biography, and de

votional sentiments, of the sacred volume—conveying much instruction,

as well as giving much interest, to the main subject of discussion.

Every class of hearers is to receive due attention. Unsanctified sinners

are to be addressed, in an alarming, and yet an affectionate manner;

and to be urged, without delay, to ilee for refuge to lay hold on the

hope set before them: Sensible and inquiring sinners are to be directed

to an all-sufficient and inviting Saviour: God's own dear people are to

be fed with the bread of life—the precious truths, promises, and conso

lations of the gospel. The feebleminded are to be comforted, and the

doubting to be resolved.

" Jesus Christ and him crucified," you know, was the sum and sub

stance of the preaching of holy Paul; and so let it be of yours. It has

been grievous, very grievous to me, to observe how little of Christ

there is, both in the preaching and writing, of too many theologians

in our land, and in our church. Brother, be it your care, and I think

it will, to hang, if I may so speak, all your doctrines on the cross of

Christ: and while your preaching is, and ought to be, characteristically

doctrinal preaching, still let it all point and lead to Calvary; to " the

Lamb of God that taketh away the sins of the world."

3. The apostle Paul told the Ephesian elders, that he had not only

" taught them publicly," but " from house to house." Every minister

of Christ ought, so far as his circumstances will permit, to imitate

this apostolic example. Ministerial visitation, next to the public

preaching of the word, is probably the most important, and the most

useful service, that a pastor in the church of Christ can render to

the flock committed to his charge. It brings him acquainted with the
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peculiar circumstances of the individuals placed under his ministerial

supervision; it gives him such a hold on their affections, and such an

influence over them, as he can seldom, if ever, otherwise obtain; it will

often furnish him with the most proper and profitable subject for a pub

lic discourse; it will enable him to know and sympathize with the sor

rows of the afflicted; it will take him to the bed-side of the sick and

the dying; it will cause him to mingle his tears with the bereaved and

mourning; it will bring to his knowledge the state of labouring minds,

that he would never otherwise know; it will give him many an oppor

tunity to cherish the first motions of serious attention to religion, that

might else become extinct; it will enable him to come nearer to the con

sciences of individuals, by personally addressing them, than he could do

by public preaching; it will often put it in his power to become a peace

maker among contending members of his charge; and when any of the

professing members of the church that he serves, are walking disorderly,

or beginning to backslide, private visitation, rightly conducted, will be

likely to have more influence in reclaiming and restoring them, than

every thing beside. Private intercourse with his people, will also give

a pastor the best opportunity to become acquainted with, and to gain the

affections of the Iambs of his flock; to tenderly admonish them of their

dutr to God, as well as to their parents; and to make arrangements, and

use arguments, both with them and with those who have the charge of

them, to be attentive to Sabbath schools and Bible classes, and by no

means to neglect the catechisms of our church. As I shall not make

a distinct head of a minister's duty, in regard to catechetical instruc

tion, and its usual accompaniments in our day, I will now say, sum

marily, that I do verily believe that here is a field for usefulness, of the

most promising kind; and that the pastor who does not cultivate it dili

gently and carefully, neglects an important part of his duty.

But after all, I must distinctly remark, before I leave this particular,

that a good deal of sound discretion, and some resolution too, are ne

cessary to direct a minister in the apportioning of his time, and of his

attention to the various duties which are incumbent on him. If a

young minister of the gospel does not spend the greater part of his time

in his study, in careful theological reading, in studying the Holy Scrip

tures in the original tongues, and in a laborious preparation of sermons,

he will, invariably and forever, remain a superficial man. And what

ever be a minister's age and standing, he must take a portion of every

week to prepare for the Sabbath, if he expects to perform his pulpit

work, which is his main work, in a suitable manner—in a manner that

will show him to be "approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to

be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." The people of a con

gregation ought to be well apprized of what I here state, and to make

the proper allowance for their minister, in the article of personal and

private visitations; and the lay officers of the church, and other dis

creet and well-informed members, both male and female, ought to take

a great part of the important business of Sabbath school and cateche

tical instruction off the hands of their minister, that he may have the

more time to give to those duties which are exclusively official.

It is greatly in your favour, my dear brother, and greatly in favour of

this people, that you come to them after more than twenty years of

ministerial labour and experience; and also, by the blessing of God,

with a firm and uninjured constitution. Thus prepared, you will be

able, and I doubt not you will be as willing as you are able, to devote

a large part of your time to the service of your charge, in the way I
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have cursorily mentioned in speaking of pastoral visitation: and let me

say to you, that you will find that the interests of the Presbyterian church

at large—interests which, from the existing state of this church, must

be attended to in this city—will make a demand on your time, to no

inconsiderable amount, and yet it will be time well employed.

4. The apostle Paul told Timothy, that the intention of a part of his

epistle was, (to use his own words) " that thou mayest know, how thou

oughtest to behave thyself in the house of God, which is the church

of the living God, the pillar and ground of the truth." The context

of these words shows, that they refer to the discipline and government

of the church. A few remarks on these topics, therefore, will bring

me to the close of what I have to say on this occasion. It has often

been remarked, that a church without discipline, is like a garden with

out a fence: And truly, my brother, this seems to me to be but too just

an emblem, at the present time, of the Presbyterian church, into

which you have now entered. But there are yet some in this church,

who remember when discipline did exist, and was faithfully adminis

tered; and they have some hope, that such a time will yet return. So

far as your co-operation can have influence, in bringing about this de

sirable event, I greatly mistake if we may not safely calculate upon

you.

In the administration of discipline, whether it be in a church ses

sion, having for its objects the erring individuals of a congregation,

or whether it be in the higher judicatorios of the church, with refer

ence to immoralities or heresies there to be adjudicated upon, the in

spired injunction is, that we " do nothing by partiality." The most

candid and impartial treatment of every individual, and every case,

of whatever kind, that can come before any church court, is of the

last importance, to secure the great and only ends of discipline,—

the reformation of offenders; or failing in that, the freeing of the

church from the dishonour and scandal of protecting and fostering

transgressors. According to my observation, the first of these ob

jects—the reformation of offenders, is, for the most part, to be hoped

for from private, faithful, lender, and solemn remonstrance and admo

nition. This has often a salutary effect. But when once a regular pro

cess is commenced, although the reformation of the offender is still to

be sought, it is, I think, but rarely witnessed—To preserve the purity

and credit of the church, and to free it from the reproaches of its ene

mies, is commonly the most that can then be expected.

In regard to the solemn and important concern of ordaining minis

ters of the gospel, the express command of the apostle to Timothy is

—" Lay hands suddenly on no man, neither be partaker of other

mens' sins; keep thyself pure." I confess there is something that

strikes me in this injunction as peculiarly impressive, I had almost said,

as exceedingly awful. It is, that whoever takes part in ordaining to the

gospel ministry an unsound or immoral man, is a partaker with him,

and with those who plead for his ordination, in the sin which he may

commit, and cause others to commit, by preaching false doctrine, or

by an unholy life. Therefore, brother, if you are not satisfied with a

man's fitness for the sacred office, no matter what may be the conse

quences of rejection to him, no matter what your fellow presbyters

may think or wish, do not lay your hand upon him in an ordination

service—" keep thyself pure."

In sustaining the government of the church, it seems, at the present

time, to be particularly necessary and important, to keep in mind what
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that government is. It is not Episcopal government; it is not Inde

pendent or Congregational government. It is Presbyterian church go

vernment; to the support of which every minister, and every session,

in the Presbyterian church are sacredly pledged. I need not tell you

in detail, what Presbyterian government is—That it is, from begin

ning to end; a government by representation; that a congregation

choose their pastor and their elders, and commit to them the manage

ment of all their spiritual concerns; that presbyteries and synods are

bodies representative of churches; that the General Assembly is a

representation of all the presbyteries, and through them, of all the

churches and congregations in our connexion; that each of these bo

dies has its duties and its limits, clearly defined in a written and print

ed constitution; and that no judicatory can either transgress its ap

propriate duties or limits, or permit them to be transgressed, (so far аз

it has power to prevent the transgression) without a violation—a cri

minal violation—of that constitution which every officer of our church

courts is, by a solemn engagement, bound to sustain. You will, there

fore, my dear sir, be watchful, that in this congregation, strict Presby

terian church government shall be observed; and happy will you be, if

you shall have an instrumentality in restoring it to the church at large,

of which you have become a member.

Thus I have finished what I proposed, in the delineation of ministe

rial and pastoral duty—Of the trials and consolations of this sacred of

fice, which you, brother, hold in common with your co-presbyters, I

need not speak. You know them all; you have, I am sure, oflen expe

rimentally proved the most of them. I shall only say, in the words of

Paul to Timothy—" Be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus."

You take charge of a people who, you know, are peculiarly dear to

me; and you know that I rejoice to see them committed to your

charge: and I do earnestly pray, that your labours among them may

be more successful than mine ever were. And O! with you, and with

those converted to God by your instrumentality, or by my own, or by

any of our predecessors in the ministry of this church, let us hope—yes,

we will hope—to rejoice together, in the day when God shall make up

his jewels, and judge the world in righteousness by Jesus Christ our

Lord. Amen.

For the Christum Advocate.

THE NATURE OF THE ATONEMENT.

No. II.

Having shown that the view of the atonement to which our attention

has been directed, is entirely inadequate and inadmissible, we shall

proceed,

II. To show from the Scriptures, what its true nature is—If we

clearly understand its nature, we shall have very little difficulty about

its extent and application. In order to arrive at a scriptural knowledge

of this, I remark in the

1st place, That our race is both sinful and guilty—we are also taught

that " without the shedding of blood there is no remission." The rea

son of this is, because the forfeiture of life is the penalty for transgres

sion—" In the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die"—" The

soul that sinneth it shall die." For this state of things God has pro

vided a remedy in " the seed of the woman," his " only begotten son."

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. К
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That Son must be "made of a woman," that he might be "near of

kin," having the right of redemption, be "under the law," and have

blood to shed, or a life to öfter up. (See Gen. xlviii. 16—Job xix. 25

—Gal. iv. 4, 5.) But inasmuch as it was the divine design that four

thousand years should elapse before " the seed of the woman" should

come to perform the great work—God saw fit to have that work fore

shadowed by types, to keep alive faith in the first promise, to impress

upon the hearts of men a sense of their guilt and need, and to give

them some distinct apprehension of the mode in which atonement was

to be made—Hence the institution of sacrifices. They were of divine

institution, as we learn from comparing Gen. iv. 4, with Heb. xi. 4.

These sacrifices could do no more than I have stated, " for it is not pos

sible that the blood of bulls and goats should take away sin"—(Heb. x. 4.)

We find the whole system embraced in the Jewish ritual, and shall pro

bably be able to ascertain the true nature of the atonement, by compar

ing the scriptural account of that ritual with what is said concerning

the sufferings and death of Christ. This, it is thought, will give us a

clear view of the divine mind on the subject. We may with propriety

make this comparison, for we are told that " the law had a shadow,"

or figure, or type, of those " good things to come," the substance of

which was found in Christ.

It will not be expected, nor is it necessary for the object now contem

plated, that a detailed view should be taken of the legal sacrifices. Their

nature and object can be sufficiently ascertained without this. These sa

crifices were numerous and various. My design is to refer to two or

three of them, as explanatory of their nature, and object, and which

may serve to throw light on the great doctrine of the atonement. The

first relates to sacrifices to be made by individuals—" And he shall lay

his hand on the head of his offering, and kill it at the door of the taber

nacle of the congregation, and Aaron's sons, the priests, shall sprinkle

the blood upon the altar round about." (See Lev. iii. 2, 8, 1 3; iv. 4, 24,

29, 33.) The plain and obvious meaning of this transaction is the fol

lowing—The person bringing the offering is considered as a sinner—

the penalty it death—he feels desirous of relief—the lawgiver has ap

pointed a victim which may be received as a substitute for the trans

gressor—it has life, and must have it—"for without the shedding of

blood is no remission"—He brings the appointed victim—he lays his

hand upon its head, acknowledging his just liability to the penalty, gives

it to the demands of the law, it dies in his stead, and he is set free. And

now, should any one complain of him as a transgressor, and demand

his punishment as a violator of the law, he has an effectual and legal

plea, in bar of further proceedings, because he has offered the required

satisfaction; an atonement has been made—Who does not here think

of Paul's strong language to the Romans? "Who shall lay any thing

to the charge of God's elect? It is God that justifieth: who is he that

condemneth? It is Christ that died"—

The next instance to which I shall refer, relates to communities, viz.

the Jewish commonwealth or congregation—" And the elders of the

congregation shall lay their hands upon the head of the bullock, before

the Lord, and the bullock shall be killed before the Lord." (Lev. iv.

15.) The same general view is given, in the account which we have of

the goats in the great day of atonement, in the 1 6th chapter of Leviticus

—" And Aaron shall lay both his hands upon the head of the live goat,

and confess over him all the iniquities of the children of Israel, and

all their transgressions in all their sins, putting them upon the head of
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the goat, and shall send him away by the hand of a fit man into the
•wilderness: and the goat shall bear upon him all their iniquities unto a

land not inhabited." His fellow was slain. This is probably the most

striking and instructive type in the whole of the ancient ritual—the

most complete figure of the atonement made by Christ. No single

type could fully foreshadow the real atonement; the taking away of

sin by the sacrifice of Christ. But in this double type we have the

confession and transfer of guilt; the bearing away of iniquities, so that

they no more return to accuse and condemn, and the offering of the

atoning sacrifice. Here, therefore, we should look for the most per

fect vype of " The Lamb of God;" for here was the great day of atone

ment. I might add that distinguished transaction on Mount Moriah,
•which occurred in the days of Abraham, when, in the act of sacri

ficing his son, he was arrested by the Lord, and had his attention di

rected to the ram caught in the thicket, which he took and offered in

the stead of his son—to which occasion Jesus probably referred when

he said, " Your father Abraham rejoiced to see my day, and he saw it,

and was glad."

The leading idea, which runs through the whole system of sacri

fices is, the substitution of the animal offered, instead of the person

making the offering, including a legal transfer of the guilt of the per

son to the sacrifice, sometimes plainly expressed, and, as I think, al

ways clearly implied.—This, it appears to me, enters fully into all the

legal sacrifices, and constitutes all their character and force—That whole

system, we have seen, was typical of gospel verities, for the identification

and illustration of which the apostle employs the greater part ofthe epis

tle to the Hebrews. It was from these sacrifices, principally, that be

lievers derived their ideas of atonement for sin and acceptance with

God, from the beginning, till the full development of the gospel dis

pensation by Christ; and the main part of the knowledge upon which

their faith was founded, was illustrated by these exhibitions. If they

had any distinct understanding of the doctrine of atonement, it flowed

from this source. I am aware it may be said, These were only types

and figures: but types and figures mean something; and in this case,

they are exceedingly important. Upon a right understanding and ap

plication of them, the salvation of souls depended. They were, till

the manifestation of God in the flesh, the principal lights on the path

way to heaven. It was as necessary then to understand their nature

and application, as it now is to understand the nature and application

of the great sacrifice of " The Lamb of God." The ancient faith of

the church of God was not the belief of cunningly devised fables. The

lamb of the ancient sacrifices was a distinct symbol of " The Lamb of

God, which taketh away the sin of the world." Also the ancient

faith stood not in the wisdom of men, but in the power of God.

Now, what are we to suppose Abraham must have thought, when

he was commanded by God, to release his son, and found the ram

caught in the thicket, which he took and offered in the stead of his

son. Are we to think he had any doubt of the personal substitution?

Did it illustrate to him and his posterity what Aie seed was to accom

plish? And what must the Israelites have thought of the transaction

on the great day of atonement, when they considered it in connexion

with the language which God employs about it? Look at it with at

tention, and say, what could be thought of it? The sins of the chil

dren of Israel are confessed over the head of the goat. Their sins

and transgressions are declared to be put upon his head, and of it it is
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said, " The goat shall bear upon him all their iniquities unto a land not

inhabited." What can all this mean? How does the atonement of

Christ appear in the light of this acknowledged type? Having thus

briefly shown the nature and object of the ancient sacrifices, considered

as types of the great atoning sacrifice, which was to be offered for us in

the fulness of the time, it will now be proper to turn our attention,

2d. To the view which the Scriptures give us of that sacrifice. I

say, the scriptures, for on this subject we can borrow no light from any

other quarter. And if they should put into our hands a " two-edged

sword," let it cut its way, no matter whose system it may " pierce,"

or whose "joints and marrow it may divide asunder," or " the thoughts

and intents" of whose heart it may discern—my object shall be to

ascertain, if possible, " the mind of the Spirit." It will not be ex

pected that every passage of scripture which speaks of the death of

Christ will be quoted or noticed ; for it is not designed to write a sys

tem on the subject, but to ascertain as briefly as possible, what was the

nature and design of what Christ did, when, " through the eternal Spi

rit he offered himself without spot unto God."

Our attention shall first be directed to the light which prophecy

throws upon the subject. One of the distinguishing names by which

the Messiah was revealed to the church of old, was that of Redeemer.

The name occurs too frequently for particular reference. The idea

conveyed by the name is that of a person who procures the release of

a slave or captive, either by the payment of a valuable consideration,

or by the strong hand of power. With respect to the former, Christ

is called "a Ransom," (Job, xxxiii. 24. Matt. xx. 28. 1 Tim. ii. 6.)

With respect to the latter, " a Deliverer," (Rom. xi. 26.) When we

consider Christ as " a Ransom," his sacrifice necessarily conveys the

idea of a substitute. So the Holy Ghost seemed to consider it, when he

moved Caiaphas to say, " It is expedient for us that one man should die

for the people, and that the whole nation perish not." (John, xi. 50.)

This appears to me to be the attitude in which the facts of the case

place the subject. The law condemns us to death—Christ pays " the

ransom," by offering his own life in our stead. Is not this the con

struction which every sensible, unsophisticated mind would put upon

the language which the Holy Ghost has seen fit to employ for our in

struction? If our systems cannot bear this, let them perish. They

are not worth maintaining, at the expense of giving up the plainness

and simplicity of Bible truth.

Isaiah has been called the evangelical prophet, because he entered

more fully into the spirit of the gospel dispensation than any of his

compeers. We might then expect more light on this subject from him,

than from any other of the ancient prophets. He has also expressly

written on the subject, particularly in his fifty-third chapter. Let me

direct your attention to some of his very striking language. " Surely

he hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows." " He was wound

ed for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities; the chas

tisement of our peace was upon him, and with his stripes we are

healed. All we like sheep have gone astray, we have turned every

one to his own way; and the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity ofus all."

" For the transgression of my people was he stricken." " Yet it pleased

the Lord to bruise him; he hath put him to grief, when thou shalt

make his soul an offering for sin." " He shall bear their iniquities."

This language is so plain and definite—the ideas are so strikingly ex
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pressed—so variously, yet simply, expressed, that I scarcely know how

it is possible to be mistaken as to their meaning.

The death of Christ is here certainly considered as a proper sacri

fice? What else can the phrase, " Make his soul an offering for sin,"

possibly mean? Can any language more precisely or plainly express

that idea? He is evidently considered as charged with the guilt of

those for whom he died. Does the declaration, "The Lord hath laid

on him the iniquity of us all," import less than this? Can it by any

legitimate rule of interpretation mean any thing else than this? Let it

not be said, guilt cannot be transferred—that would be begging the

very thing in dispute. The question is, what does the Lord say, and

what does his language fairly import? We do not pretend that the

Lord Jesus Christ was personally and actually guilty; but we do say,

that he gave himself to be legally charged with the guilt of those for

whom he died, and was treated accordingly; and that the phrase which

we are now considering fully bears us out in this sentiment; and this

sentiment, which the word of God so clearly leaches, we must and will

maintain, against every objection which the wisdom of this world may

bMng against it? Here we plant the standard of the cross, and say,

"Let God be true." We shall hereafter find that this is the only view

which will consist with even a tolerable interpretation ofseveral interest

ing and important passages of Scripture. It also harmonises entirely

with that part of the chapter where it is said, " He was wounded for

our transgressions, he was bruised_/br our iniquities." It only remains

to remark, that the doctrine of substitution here stands forth in such

bold and prominent relief, that a man must have a bold, if not presump

tuous mind, who, with this chapter before him, would venture to deny

it. How could that idea be more plainly and convincingly expressed?

We have here, man, a guilty sinner, condemned by the law which he

had violated, and yet justly pardoned; and Christ, the surety, charged

with v\\e guilt incurred, and treated by God himself, (" It pleased the

Lord to bruise him") as the sinner would have been, viz. dying under

the wrath of God, wounded, bruised by God's own hand. Is this sub

stitution, or is it not? Can language make it plainer? When will men

have the grace to say, " Speak, Lord, thy servant heareth?"

Again—Jesus is expressly called, "The Lord our righteousness"

(Jer. xxiii. 6; 1 Cor. i. 30.) What is the meaning of this phrase?

Jesus is unquestionably righteous, or he could not be our high priest.

But how is he " The Lord our righteousness?" Is it not on account of

that "everlasting righteousness" which he hath "brought in," so that

tiod "might be just, and the justifier of him which beiieveth in Jesus?"

Is there another even tolerable sense in which this can be predicated of

him? With this agrees the language of Gabriel to the prophet. (Dan.

ii. 24.) " Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people, and upon thy

holy city, to finish the transgression, and to make an end of sins, and

to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in an everlasting

righteousness"—connected with the 26th verse—" Messiah shall be cut

°ff, but not for himself." Here we have God reconciled by the cutting

°ffi or death of Messiah, and " an everlasting righteousness brought in,"

°n account of which sinners are " freely justified from all things, from

which they could not be justified by the law of Moses." Do I pervert

the holy records? Do I misapply the revelation of God's grace? Let

every unbiassed mind judge.

Before taking leave of this branch of the subject, I will refer only to

'be piercing of the Saviour, (Zee. xii. 10) compared with the opening of
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the fountain, (Zee. xiii. 1) and ask, whether we are not constrained lo

connect all our hopes, both of justification and sanctification, with the

vicarious sufferings and death of Christ, considered as an atoning sa

crifice, by which the law and justice of God are satisfied, and the sanc

tifying influences of the Holy Spirit procured? Salvation, be it remem

bered, is not the mere issue of pardon to the guilty, however procured;

but the exercise of an influence which shall subdue and eradicate cor

ruption, so as to fit the soul for the enjoyment of God, flowing, as the

best reference teaches us, immediately from the blood of Christ.

This brief view of Old Testament instruction concerning the atone

ment which Messiah was to make, will, it is thought, serve to give us

a clear insight into its nature, and be found in harmony with the in

struction which we next mean to draw from the New Testament. The

view might have been much enlarged, if it had been thought necessary.

C.

LETTERS TO PRESBYTERIANS, on the Present Crisis of the Presbyterian

Church in the United States, fíy Samuel Miller, D. Z)., Professor of Ecclesiastical

History and Church Government in the Theological Seminary at Princeton.

(Continued from page 35.)

Professor Miller employs four letters of his series—the second, third,

fourth, and fifth—in examining the comparative claims and fitness of

Voluntary Associations and Ecclesiastical Bodies, to be the organs and

instruments of the friends of religion in conducting Christian missions,

and in the selection and education of candidates for the gospel minis

try. In much that the professor says in these letters, we have the sa

tisfaction l o agree with him cordially. As the volume which contains

the letters is not, we are persuaded, in the hands of most of our readers,

and it is about a year since they first appeared in The Presbyterian, we

shall extract the arguments commonly used, according to Professor M.,

by the friends of Voluntary Associations, to justify the preference they

give lo their method of promoting missions and theological training,

with some of his remarks upon them; and then, in like manner, the

considerations which he states, "lo show that it is plainly the duly ofthe

church, in her ecclesiastical capacity, to undertake and conduct such enter

prises; nay, that when she neglects to do so, she is guilty of great injustice

to herself, and of direct disobedience lo her divine Head and Lord." It

would exceedingly gratify us, if our space would permit the insertion,

at large, of the powerful, and as we ihink unanswerable reasoning, by

which the author of these letters combats the assumptions of those who

exclusively favour Voluntary Associations; and by which he maintains

the right and the duty of Ecclesiastical Bodies to conduct missions, and

the education of youth for the gospel ministry. But although we can

do little more than exhibit the propositions which are here made the

subjects of discussion, with a few leading thoughts on each, yet we

think even this may be very instructive and useful. It is of no incon

siderable importance lo those who wish to understand a subject—and

it is of importance to every member of the Presbylerian church to un

derstand this subject—to know distinctly the points of controversy, and

the allegations which are attempted to be sustained, on the one side and

on ihe other. To those who think and deliberate on what they read, it is

of great advantage to have the chief topics of thought and deliberation,
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by which the merits of a question or inquiry must be decided, clearly

presented to their view.

" 1. The first argument commonly urged by the exclusive friends of Voluntary As

sociations, in behalf of their doctrino, is drawn from the alleged fact, that almost all

the good which has been done, especially in modern times, has been accomplished, not

Ay ttte Church in her organized capacity, but by Voluntary Associations. Now the as-

Krtion here made, if 1 mistake not, is false in fact; and would deserve to be set acide

as a non seauitur, even if it were true.

" It is false in fact. That is, the alleged fact which it assumes, cannot be admitted.

The instances are numerous of much good being done by Ecclesiastical Bodies, long

before Voluntary Associations became either frequent or efficient. Has the General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland done nothing for enlightening and evangelizing

the destitute parts of their own country and other countries? Let the history of that

church telj. Have the highest judicatorics of the Presbyterian Church in the United

States dono nothing toward sending thn Gospel and planting churches among the fron

tier settlements.' The old Synod began this hallowed work, as we have seen, near

»evenly years ago, when no Voluntary Associations for this purpose were known on

this side of the Atlantic, and when most of the religious denominations around her

were fast asleep, in reference to their duty in this matter." * « *

Professor M. need not have confined the missionary character and

exertions of the Presbyterian church in this country to seventy years.

This church has always been engaged in the sacred cause of missions,

from her first existence to the present hour; a period of nearly one

hundred and thirty years. The missionary services performed by the

fathers of the Presbyterian church, even before they were numerous

enough to be constituted into a Synod, although not so systematic and

continuous, were even more arduous and self-denying, than any which

arc now performed in the United States. In deep poverty, they preached

to the destitute, without fee or reward. The present extended limits of

our church, arc to be attributed to the effects of missionary operations.

It has become fashionable to represent missionary exertions as of recent

origin. Whatever truth there may be in this representation, in refer

ence to other churches, it is not true in relation to the Presbyterian

church. We repeat, that this has been a missionary church from her

very origin—David Brainerd was a Presbyterian missionary. Neither

is the gratuitous education of youth for the gospel ministry in the

Presbyterian church, though much increased of late, a recent measure

—Witness the funds appropriated to this object in the College of New

Jersey.

"2. Another argument which has been urged in favour of the almost exclusive en

terprise and usefulness of Voluntary Associations, is, " Mai they are made up of ' Vo

lunteers,' and ' officered by men of select and devoted character;' and of course, will be

nore likely to work with zeal and energy than the members of Ecclesiastical Bodies."

Thia is most extraordinary reasoning. Is not the Christian Church in all Protestant

denominations, made up exclusively of ' Volunteers;' and is it not 'officered' by men

in the highest degree ' select and devoted .'' At least if it be not so, the fault is not

either in tho Head or in the Scriptural constitution of the Church; but in the want of

wisdom or fidelity in its administration. Is not such a character indispensably required

by the authority of its Master, and by every essential principle of its organization?

Surely, if voluntary devotion, and ardent disinterested zeal are not to be found in the

Church, it is not easy to conceive where associations out of her pale should find them.

* • * * * * » »

" 3. It is further alleged, that ' Voluntary Associations, by bringing Christians of

different denominations to unite and act tug ether, hare a tendency to promote liberal

und Catholic feelings ; whr.rcas the natural operation of Ecclesiastical Bodies is to be

get a narrow, sectarian spirit.'

"If this argument proves any thing, it will prove too much. It will show that all the

fences which divide different denominations ought at once to be broken down; that it

is criminal in any Church to ' contend for the faith onco delivered to the sainte;' and,

of course, that ill distinctive testimony, on the part of any portion of tbe Christian
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family, in favour of that truth and order which are revealed in Scripture, is uncom-

manded and wrong. Can this consequence be admitted ? * '

4. " It has further, been contended in favour of committing the benevolent enter

prises of the day to Voluntary Associations alone, rather than to Ecclesiastical Bodies,

1 that the former tends to promote freedom ; the latter despotism : that when this im

portant work is committed to Ecclesiastical Boards, it is adapted to buiid up a strong-

system of ecclesiastical government ; whereas, if it be carried on by men who are wholly

free from the trammels of Church rules and Church authority, it is attended with no

such danger.'
*»****»•*** *

" If I understand the spirit of the argument, it is this; that as long as ecclesias

tical judicalories are confined to the work of government and discipline, there is no fear

of them ; but that when they undertake to intrude into the province of doing good, they

become dangerous.
f #'».« * » * * * * » •

" The very statement of this argument, I should suppose, is sufficient to refute it.

Indeed, if the direct converse of tho allegation on which the argument resta were

made, it would, evidently, wear an aspect more like the truth. Ecclesiastical Bodies,

constantly employed in acts of government and discipline only; exercising judicial

authority ; deciding appeals ; adjusting differences ; and presiding over all investitures

with office, and all official decisions ¡—Ecclesiastical Bodies, I say, constantly engaged

in the discharge of such functions, and such only, might be imagined, by a suspicious

mind, to be in danger of having a love of power, and a spirit of encroachment and do

mination cherished by these habitual employments. But the moment such bodies be

gan to engage in enterprises of direct and unminjled benevolence ; the moment they

commenced the work of planning, preaching, and praying for the poor heathen, and

others destitute of Gospel ordinances, and of rousing themselves and others to this

labour of love;—one would imagine tint a spirit of ambition and dominion would be

one of the last that would be apt to arise as the fruit of such employments." * *

"5. A further plea in behalf of Voluntary Associations alone being employed in the

great work of Christian benevolence, is, that they can engage in new enterprises with

MORE PROMPTNESS, than Ecclesiastical Bodies, which must necessarily wait until a -ma

jority of the Church run lie enlisted in the measure, or prevailed upon to move. To

this plea I answer, that expedition is not the only, or even the chief good quality, in

religious movements. It is of more importance to move wisely and with energy, than

in haste. Many advantages may sometimes be gained by waiting a short time, and

taking the whole Church along. But there is no need of thus waiting in any case. A

single Presbytery or Synod, on becoming convinced that a certain course is proper,

may enter upon it at once, without waiting for the concurrence of the whole denomi

nation with which it is connected. Nay, this may be, in some cases, the very best me

thod of commencing ecclesiastical enterprises." * » • •

"6. It has been further urged, with great confidence, ' that Voluntary Associations

alone ought to engage in benevolent enterprises for evangelizing the world, because,

wlicn they are undertaken by Ecclesiastical Bodies, they too often give rise to controversy

and strife:—whereas, if conducted by Voluntary Societies, who are of one mind, and

no others will, of course, unite in the scheme, there will always be harmony of ac

tion.' This argument, if admitted to be valid, would prove that Ecclesiastical Bodies

ought never to undertake any thing; for I know of no subject on which they can be

called to deliberate on which diversity of opinion may not arise. Controversies often

arise in such bodies, and sometimes of a very animated character, in regard to ques

tions of government and discipline. Shall wo therefore infer, that such questions

ought never to be discussed? There was ' much disputing' in the Synod of Jerusa

lem, in the apostolic age, when the question respecting Jewish observance was under

deliberation:—still, as the Holy Ghost decided, that was very proper business for the

Synod to undertake and decide." « « » «

"7. I shall notice only one argument more which 1 have heard adduced in favour of

Voluntary Associations, as cjclusiTelij proper to be employed in enterprises of Chris

tian benevolence. It is, that such associations can more easily than Jïcclcsittstical Bo

dies, enlist the co-operation of pious public sjtiritcd LAYMEN, who have too lonir been

in the habit of surrendering almost entirely to clergymen the affairs of the church,

and all prominent agency in ' ecclesiastical matters.' This ¡>1ва, like all the rest, has

more of spnciousness than solidity. Is there any pious laymen of whose zeal and ser

vices the Church, in her organized capacity, mny not, at any time, avail herself? If

such persons cannot all be introduced into her judicatories as elders, or into her ser

vice as deacons, they can be all habitually employed by those judicatories, as mem

bers of standing committees, or permanent board», for doing the Church's work. How

many pious devoted laymen in the Presbyterian Church are, at this hour, in their ca

pacity as church-members, promoting in a very important degree, the extension of the
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Redeemer's kingdom ! And how many more might be tlins useful, if they had but a

heart for it ! » » * • .

Professor M. then goes on to say—

" That it is the duty of the Church, in her appropriate capacity, to be much oc

cupied in works of Christian benevolence, and in particular, to engage in the work of

evangelizing the world, and of selecting and training up t!io best agents she can find

for that purpose, may be clearly demonstrated, аз it appears to me, by the following

consideration*.

" 1. It IS the COMMANDED AND APPROPRIATE WORK OF THE CHURCH to maintain ils

purity; to press on the hearts and consciences of men for their sanctification, and to

propagate, as far as she has power, the religion of Jesus Christ. For this she was

constituted to be a depository of truth, a witness for God, and a blessing to the world.

Olhers may exert themselves, and ought to exert themselves, for evangelizing the na

tions ; but site must do it, or disobey her Master in heaven. » *

" To say then, that the Church in her ecclesiastical capacity, is bound to maintain

the ordinances of religion within her bosom, and to sustain discipline in its purity in

all hrr borders ; but that she ought to leave to Voluntary Societies the work of evan

gelizing the world—is, in other words, saying, that she ought to resign into other

bands, as not her appropriate work, one of the most undoubted and important of all

the trusts which her Almighty Head has committed to her and commanded her to dis

charge ! .......

"2. I*, may be urged, as an important argument in favour of our ecclesiastical judi-

catorics, аз such, being engaged in the great work of spreading the Gospel, THAT THE

ORGANIZATION OF THOSE JUD1C ATORIF.S AFFORDS A CHARACTERISTIC AND PECULIAR FA-

cjLiTYFou PURSUING THIS OBJECT. In Congregational churches, there seems to be no

possible method of combining their strength for the pursuit of any common object, but

by resorting to Voluntary Associations. No wonder, then, that those who prefer this

form of church government, and especially those who have no other form within their

Teach, should contend zealously for such associations, as alone adapted to the work of

combined and active benevolence. And to this source, perhaps, in part, we may trace

the zeal of some brethren on this subject. But, surely, in the Presbyterian Church

the difieren! portions of the whole body are bound together, and brought together, at

stated periods, by an organization at once the most complete, energetic and conveni

ent that can well be conceived." » » »

"3. When Ecclesiastical Bodies are busily and earnestly engaged in endeavouring

to send the glorious gospel ' to every creature,' THEY ARE EMPLOYED IN THAT SPECIES

OF WORK WUICH, OF ALL OTHERS, IS PERHAPS THE BEST AUAPTED TO PROMOTE THEIR

OWN SPIRITUAL BENEFIT. When judicatories of the Church are occupied, as they are

often called in the sovereign providence of God to be, in trying offenders; in examin

ing testimony ; in deciding appeals and complaints ; and in adjusting painful differences;

it cannot be said, indeed, to bo a useless occupation; for, however irksome, it is indis

pensable, and often eminently useful, as one of the means of grace. Still the imme

diate bearing of euch work on the spiritual benefit of those who perform it, is not al

ways obvious ; and it sometimes proves a severe trial to their faith and patience. But

when either the whole Church, of any particular denomination, acting by her repré

sentatives, or any subordinate judicatory belonging to the whole body, addresses her

self to the hallowed work of sending the Gospel to those who are 'perishing for lack

of vision ;' when sho calls into fervent exercise that ' charity which seeketh not her

own,' and labours for the advancement of the Redeemer's kingdom, and the welfare

of immortal souls: when she pities those who are suffering a spiritual famine, and ex

pends her resources in sending them the bread and the waters of life ; she is, undoubt

edly, employed in that way which is best adapted to promote her own spiritual bene

fit ; to draw down upon herself the blessing of her divine Head ; and to call into exer

cise all those graces in which the true glory of a Church consists." * *

"4. The duly and importance of Ecclesiastical Judicatories, as such, engaging

with zeal in the missionary enterprise, is manifestfrom the security which their agency

affords that ' llie faith once delivered to the saints,' will be maintained and transmitted

in some degree of purity.

" When voluntary, and of course, irresponsible associations, engage in the great

work of evangelizing the world, having no other bond of union than the common sen

timents, and the warm feelings which originally prompted them to associate, there is

no security that they will continue either to receive or to propagate the pure Gospel.

Such bodies may commence their operations with as much attachment to truth, and as

sincere a disposition to maintain and extend it, as any Ecclesiastical Body in the world;

but having no confession of faith, no acknowledged standards, in confurmity with which

they pledge themselves to conduct their ministrations ; and as all sorts of religionists

may become members of such bodies who choose to do so ; what is to prevent them

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. L
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from gradually and even speedily degenerating into associations, who agree in nothing

but in a warm desire to send out missionaries ; who may be prompted to do this, in the

strange and wayward course of human affaire, by motives fur from being worthy of

commendation; and who, of course, may exert an influence deeply hostile to the

spread of true religion? It is true, Ecclesiastical Bodies may also swerve from their

original character, and hare swerved in the same way. Still, it cannot be denied that

there are sources of security in the case of the latter, which do not exist, in the same

degree, with respect to the former ; and consequently, that the existence of Ecclesias

tical Boards at the same time, and in the same country with Voluntary Associations,

ought to bo desired by every friend of evangelical truth, as one of the best means

within our reach of maintaining the Gospel in its purity and power."

"5. It may not be improper, however, to take a passing notice of one suggestion

which has been publicly made. It is this; that if the General Assembly of our Church

should institute or patronise a Presbyterian Board for foreign missions it would VIO

LATE A TREATY with the American Board. This is an entire mistake. No such treaty

exists, or was ever made. The General Assembly was one of the three ecclesiastical

bodies which consented to the dissolution of the old ' United Foreign Missionary Soci

ety,' and to the transfer of all its stations, property and debts (which debts wereJust

about covered by the properly transferred with them) to the American Board. This

consent was accompanied by a recommendation of the Board to the friendship and pa

tronage of our churches. A year or two after this transfer was effected, a proposal

was privately made by some friends of the American Board, that the General Assem

bly should pass a solemn act, binding itself, or at least, resolving, not to undertake any

separate foreign missionary enterprise. This proposal, however, was firmly resisted,

and no such stipulation or resolution was over adopted. At the last General Assem

bly, when a report was brought in from a joint Committee of the Assembly and the

American Board, which recommended that the former should not separately engage in

the work of Foreign Missions, the Assembly declined expressing any opinion, or giving

any pledge on the subject, and again recommended the American Board ' to the affec

tion and patronage of our churches.' The truth is, the General Assembly has never,

directly or indirectly stipulated with the American Board not to undertake any sepa

rate missionary enterprise, nor made any engagement which can be considered as sus

ceptible of this construction. Just as reasonably might it be alleged that the Reformed

Dutch Church, or the Associate Reformed Church (the two other Ecclesiastical Bodies

which gave their consent to the transfer abovo stated) were barred by ' treaty' not to

engage in the missionary cause in their ecclesiastical capacity." * * *

"G. Thus it appears, my Christian brethren, that, from whatever point of viuw we

contemplate this whole subject, we are led to the same results. We are taught that

Judah not only ought not, but need not vox Ephraim, nor Ephraim, Judah. That

Ecclesiastical Boards ought not to cherish a hostile feeling against Voluntary Associa

tions, as long as they move in their proper sphere, without attempting to interfere

with denominational bodies or interesta; bulare rather bound to regard them as inva

luable helpers in tho great work of doing good. And that, on the other hand, Volun

tary Associations, when they cherish a desire cither to depress Ecclesiastical Boards,

or to bind them to their own machinery, take a view of the subject, and pursue a policy,

as narrow and unwise as it is mischievous. .In entire separation, and a friendly, ge

nerous competition, form the true policy of both. If they cultivate the proper spirit,

and pursue the proper course, they will be greatly quickened and aided by the opera

tions of each other; and a much greater amount oj good will lie accomplished by the

harmonious agency of both, than could possibly be done by cither, standing alone, and

occupying the w/ule field."

Professor M. always communicates his thoughts with clearness, and

not seldom \vilh a degree of energy. Hut in the chapters from which

we have mach; the foregoing extracts, he reasons with a perspicuity,

and force, and conclusiveness, which is unusual even for him; and

which, it seems to us, no candid mind can resist. In all that he says

in these extracts, and in much of their context, we do not dissent from

him in the least. But on the general subject of Voluntary Associa

tions and Ecclesiastical Bodies, we are not entirely agreed; and we

shall state wherein, and г/>Лу, we differ from the professor. We may

mention that five years ago,» we commenced a series of papers, the

whole of which were published in this work, under the title of The

" Soo Vol. vii. of Ch. Advocate, for Feb. 1Í20.
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best method of conducting Christian Missions. We have there stated at

large, what were then our views; and they have not since been altered

or modified, in any material respect. We are not opposed to all vo

luntary associations for conducting Christian Missions, or Theological

education. In two instances, and we believe in two only, these asso

ciations are both lawful and expedient—One of these instances has

been adverted to by us in the essays to which we have referred, and the

other is stated by Professor M. in one of the foregoing extracts. Let

us, for a moment, look at both—We have said

"A principal use of voluntary religious associations is, to awaken the church to a

sense of her duty ; and by proving the practicability of new plans and energetic mea

sures, to engage eventually her children generally, to unite and co-operate, in carry

ing these measures into effect, it is a mournful fact, that, in every ago, the church

ha« tended to supineness, formality, and a neglect of her duty—In every age, how

ever, it has pleased a gracious God to raise up, and preserve in the church, some men

endued at once with enlightened minds and holy zeal; and with them the work of re

formation has always commenced. They have seen what good might be done, and

what ought to be done, long before the most of their brethren have perceived the de

mands of duty at all, or were ready to believe in tho propriety or expediency of the

measures contemplated—even after they had been explained and urged on their atten

tion. Bat at length a few, and then more, have become enlightened and animated,

till at length voluntary associations have been formed, sufficient in strength to put the

measure» devised to the test of experiment; and tho success has, in tho issue, roused

the church, to awake from her criminal lethargy, and to put forth her strength in the

service of her Lord and Master. Tho extensive missionary operations of the present

day have certainly been brought about in this manner, as must be known to all who

are acquainted with their origin. »••»*•

" When voluntary societies of a missionary character have roused the church to

what was always her sacred duty, and which was commuted to her by her glorified

Head, they have then had their principal use ; and their friends should be willing, and

even rejoice, to take their place in the church, and co-operate with her in executing

those plans, struck out perhaps by themselves, which she has now adopted as her

own."

We confess that when we penned the passages here quoted, we did

not advert to the fact, that if Congregational and Independent churches

do not conduct their Missionary and Educational operations by Vo

luntary Associations, they cannot, to any considerable extent, carry

them on at all. Professor M. has supplied our oversight (for which he

has our thanks) in the " 2d consideration," above staled—and which

we hope every reader will carefully re-peruse—showing why the church,

" in her appropriate capacity," should engage in the sacred enterprises

contemplated.

Now we entirely agree with the professor, that when churches have

taken such a form as that they cannot extensively prosecute the unspeak

ably important concerns of Missions and Education, except by the

instrumentality of Voluntary Associations, they may and ought to do

it in that way. He also entirely agrees with us, if we do not greatly

misunderstand him, in thinking that an Ecclesiastical organization,

especially such as that of the Presbyterian church, is far better adapted

than any Voluntary Association whatever, for the prosecution of the

sacred enterprises now under consideration. Why then does it not

follow conclusively, that Congregationalists should confine themselves

to their Voluntary Associations, and Presbyterians adhere to their

more happily constituted Ecclesiastical Boards? Let this be done, and

no complaint shall ever be heard from us. Our complaint is, that this

is not done. It is, that after our church—always, as we have shown, a

missionary church—has been effectually roused—as we believe Profes

sor M. will agree with us that she is, or at least is beginning to be—
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there is still a continued, and to a great extent, a successful effort, to

manage missions and education, in onr very midst, by Voluntary Asso

ciations. Why, if we need more zeal, will not these zealous associated

Presbyterians bring it to us, by falling into the ranks of their own

church. Surely, if Ecclesiastical organization is the better mode of doing

this work, we ought not to patronize and promote an inferior method;

especially when the better one needs and claims all the patronage we

can give it—far more, certainly, that it has hitherto received—Let it be

observed that we are not now speaking of what associated Presbyterians

can easily be made willing to do, bul of what, on Professor M.'s own

principles, as seems to us, they would heller do.

Herein, then, we differ from Professor M. He dwells, with much in

terest and earnestness, on the propriety of cherishing Voluntary Asso

ciations, fully organized, and in active operation, IN THE BOSOM OF THE

PRESBYTEKIAN CHURCH. We say no—that is not the proper place for

their organization and operation; for by your own showing, we have, in

our church organizations, a decidedly better method of doing this very-

thing; and why should we encourage the doing of an important work

in a worse way, when we have a better, and have it in active and efficient

exercise. We would say to the Voluntary Associalions—" Your inler-

ference enfeebles our hands, and diminishes our resources. Keep in your

appropriale region of labour; keep among Congregalional churches, or

where no churches are organized; and ihen we will, ex animo, bid you

God speed. Nay, we will do more—we will treat you with as much,

perhaps with more, favour and counlenance, than we do other evange

lical corps, who are engaged in supplying the destitute with ihe pre

cious treasures of the gospel. We will help you in a time of exigency,

as we helped the Baptists when their printing eslablishment at Seram-

pore was consumed by fire; and as the Evangelical part of the Episco

pal church in Britain now afford ihe most important aid to the Mora

vian missions, by their weallhy men making, annually, very liberal dona

tions to aid the scanty funds of the Uniled Brethren. We have no ob

jection that our men of wealth, after having given liberally to Ihe funds

of their own church, should, as individuals, give something to you, and

give it annually, if they so please. But be content with this. Let us

have no organization of Voluntary Societies among Presbyterian

churches—They divide and distract us. Permit us to do our own

work in our own way, which, indeed, we think a better way than yours.

Do not interfere with us. We cannot consent to il—Leave us to our

selves; cultivate your own fields; and in this way the besl feelings will

be promoted, and the most good will be done"—Thus we differ, and

very widely too, from Professor Miller.

But we wish to state a litlle more particularly ivhy we differ.—We

say, then, that these Voluntary Associations are, in their very nature,

opposed to strict Presbyterian government. They are the offspring of

Congregationalism and Independency, and do, and will forever, possess

the disposition and tendency of their parents. While, therefore, ihey

remain organized in our church, we conscientiously believe our govern

ment and discipline never will be completely rcsiored and maintained.

They constilule what among civilians is called Imperium in imperio—a

body in the bosom of a community, having a power which the com

munity may not be able to control; but which can and will act inde

pendently of, and as often as it pleases, in opposition to the community

—nay, which will, when a good opportunity offers, altempl lo overrule

and direct the community itself. Have we not had proof palpable and
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notorious, that such an attempt has been made by these Voluntary As

sociations, on the Presbyterian church? We do not believe that any

candid and well-informed individual, even among those \vhose system

we oppose, will deny, that it was, not long since, the cherished plan

and fond expectation of the favourers of Voluntary Associations, to

bring under their influence and direction, all missionary operations,

both domestic and foreign; and all plans and funds, having for their

object the education of youth for the g-ospel ministry—in the Congre

gational, Presbyterian, and Dutch churches of the United States. Nor

did they, in the Presbyterian church, come far short of their object.

They obtained, and till recently held, all foreign missions under their

control and direction; and they have used their best endeavours to get

the General Assembly of our church to resign the foreign field exclu

sively to them. As to domestic missions, can any one who was pre

sent in the General Assembly of 1828, ever forget the conflict which

ensued, when an overture was brought in to reorganize and reanimate

the Board of Missions, acting under the Supreme Judicatory of our

church? Neither did the conflict end there. It was steadily kept up

for several years in succession, till it was found that open opposition to

the Assembly's Board was likely to injure the cause which it sought to

promote. This form of opposition was then dropped; but who is ig

norant that real opposition is still continued? On the comparative

merits of the plans pursued by the American Education Society, (a

Voluntary Association) and the General Assembly's Board of Education,

the best talents of the parties respectively, have been taxed and em

ployed in publishing controversial pamphlets, and in the planning and

carrying on of active operations. The very truth is, there is a real

opposition of principle and system, between Voluntary Associations and

Ecclesiastical Organizations. The former are not, at heart, willing

that any church, as such, should have any thing to do in the con

cerns of missions and education; the latter maintain, with Professor

Miller, " that it is plainly the duty of the. church, in her ecclesiastical

capacity, to undertake and conduct such enterprises; nay, that when she

neglects to do so, she is guilty of great injustice to herself, and of direct

disobedience to her divine Head and Lord." Now we ask, is it good

policy; nay, is it consistent with duty and self-preservation, for the

latter of these parties to foster among her own children, an organized

body of the former party? It seems to us that all knowledge of human

nature, all reason, common sense, and experience, must answer this

inquiry in the negative.

We are not to be understood as charging indiscriminately, the friends

of Voluntary Associations with bad motives, in their attempts to obtain

a paramount influence, in doing good in the way which they think best.

We believe they greatly err, and have no small share of the narrow views,

which some of them liberally impute to us—narrow -views, as it seems

to us, when they think that their plans are not only the best in the world,

but may lawfully be crowded into the place of any other, when opportu

nity offers. We are willing to admit that many friends of these Volun

tary Associations honestly and deliberately think, they are of such im

portance, that—as we have been credibly informed one of them said—

they will, and ought, to trample on any thing that obstructs their pro

gress, and will not get out of their way- Now, it so happens, that Eccle

siastical Organizations, and even the Presbyterian church itself, stand in

their way. Will they trample on us then? Not exactly so, we would hope;

at least, we hope the good men, and many good men there are among
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them, would not do this deliberately. But even these good men are

willing to unpresbyterianize the Presbyterian church, in favour of Volun

tary Associations. They have, for the most part, strong Congregational

leanings; and they do not even see—they often seem to be entirely in-

conscious—that, in certain cases, they are acting in opposition to the

principles and government which they have engaged to sustain. Now, the

very fact that this is the case with these excellent brethren, only serves

to show the more clearly and impressively, how dangerous it is to the

Presbyterian church, if she means to maintain her system, in anything

like its integrity and genuine spirit, to have a nursery of Congregation

alism, a rallying point for principles and operations hostile to her own,

in the very midst of her churches—We have something more to say

on this topick, which we must defer till the coming month.

(To lie continued.)

BRIEF NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

LETTERS TO YOUNG LADIES. By

a Lady. Hartford. Printed by P. Can-

field, 1833.

It was with characteristic mo

desty that Mrs. SIGOURNEY gave

her little book the foregoing title.

She could not more plainly have

told the reader of her work, al

though she might not have thought

so, who was its author, than by

saying that it was written by a

lady, and printed at Hartford.

Possibly there may be in Hartford,

or in some other part of the United

States, another lady, who could

have penned these letters; but if

there is, which we doubt, we should

be glad to make her acquaintance

—we mean in authorship, for we

are too old for making any other

kind of acquaintance, and have

never had any other than this with

Mrs. S.

The letters are eight in number,

and on the following subjects:—

"On the improvement of time; on

female employment«; on dress, man

ners, ami acconiplislimenls; un books;

on conversation; on (loins; good; on

self-government; on motives to exer

tion. The letters manifest an am

plitude of reading and information;

an acquaintance with real life, and

with the details of female educa

tion; a knowledge of female cha

racter; an overflowing of kindness

and benevolence; a purity of moral

principle and feeling; and an unaf

fected and deep concern to benefit

those to whom they are addressed,

which cannot fail to render them

both profitable and pleasing to

every female reader, young or old,

who possesses, or who aims at ex

cellence. They mingle much fact

and anecdote with their lessons of

wisdom and goodness; which both

illustrate and give interest to the

didactic strain of the work. The

style is remarkably chaste, spright

ly, terse, and perspicuous. The

letters contemplate young ladies

of polished education, and in the

higher walks of life, as their read

ers; but they may, as we have al

ready hinted, be read by all with

advantage; and we wish there was

a copy of them in every reading

family of our country.

Although we are writing under

the title of "Brief Notices," we

shall give a large part of one of

these letters; for we do not think

we can fill its space with any thing

more proper. Our extract is from

the sixth letter, as most congenial

with the character of our miscel

lany.

LETTER VI.

On doing Good.

Permit me to press upon your attention

л science at once simple and sublime; of

easy attainment, yet inexhaustible in in
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resources, and in its results boundless as

eternity. Some sciences require superior

intellect, and severe study, yet to their

adepts bring little, save pride and ostenta

tion. But ¡n this, the humblest and the

youngest may become students, and find

blessed fruits springing up, and ripening

in their own bosoms. It is doubtless evi

dent to you, that 1 speak of the science of

doing good. Yet I would not confine the

term to its common acceptation of alms

giving. This is but a single branch of

the science, though an important one. A

more extensive and correct explanation is,

to strive to increase the happiness, and di

minish the amount of miserv among our

fellow creatures, by every means in our

power. This is a powerful antidote to

selfishness, that baneful and adhesive dis

ease of our corrupt nature, or to borrow

the forcible words of Pascal, that " bias

towards ourselves, which is the spring of

all disorder." Benevolence multiplies our

sources of pleasure, for in the happiness

of all whom we bless, we are blest also.

It elevates our enjoyments, by calling into

exercise generous motives, and disinte

rested affections. |

Lord Bacon, that star of the first, mag

nitude, among the constellations of mind,

eays, that he early "took all knowledge lo

be his province." Will you not take all

goodness to be your province ? It is the

wiser choice, for " knowledge pufleth up,

bat charity edifieth." Knowledge must

" perish in the using," but goodness, like

itB Author, is eternal.

Dear young friend, whose eye, undim-

med by the sorrows of time, is now resting

upon this page, suffer me, from the expe

rience of an older and earth-worn travel

ler, lo urge you to bind yourself an ap-

prtntiee to the trade of doing good. He

will be your Master, whose " mercies are

new every morning, and fresh every mo

ment." í/e4vill give you a tender and

sustaining example, who came to " seek

»nd to save that which was lost." They,

too, will be your teachers, those bright-

winged ministering spirits, who hold gen

tle guardianship over us, their weaker

brethren, lest we " dash our foot against a

rtone,'' whose harps are tremulous with

joy when one sinner ropentcth. The wise

and good of all realms and nations, those

who have gone to rest, and those who still

labour, you may count as your compa

nion*, a vast and glorious assembly.

Resolve, therefore, this day, that yon

will not live exclusively for your own gra

tification, but that the good of others shall

be in incentive to your studies, your ex

ertions, your prayers. If you will be per

suaded thus to enroll yourselves among

the students of heaven, consider atten

tively your own powers, situation, and op

portunities of doing good.

Take a view of the ground which you

occupy. Look around on every member

of your own family. Contemplate all

among whom you reside, and with whom

you particularly associate. Are any igno

rant, whom you might instruct ; unhappy,

whom you mijrht console ; in error, whom . w

you might reclaim ? Make acquaintance

with the poor. See with your own eyes,

the deficiency of their accommodations,

and the nature of their sorrows. The di

rections given by the father of Louis XVI.

to thé tutor of his children, reflect more

honour upnn him than the circumstance

of his royal birth. " Take them to the

cottages of the pensanlry. 1 will have

them его and taste the black bread which

thny «at. I insist on their handling the

straw that serves the poorest for a bed.

Let them weep ; learn them to weep ; for

the prince who has never shed tears for

the woes of others, can never make a good

king."

From among the many charitable socie

ties of the day, select one, whose design is

most congenial to your feelings, or most

approved by your older friends. Enrol

yourself among its members, and study its

management, and become familiar with

the detail of its operations. Thus you will

preserve your own interest from languish

ing, and gather instruction from the asso

ciated wisdom of others. Whatever in

come you may possess, or whatever sti

pend is allowed you, set apart one-tenth

for charitable purposes. This, surely, will

not seem to you a large proportion. Some

benevolent persons have devoted a fifth of

their possessions to the poor. The pious

Countess of Warwick could not be satis

fied without distributing one-third of her

large income to the wanta of the distress

ed. To a young lady, a sweet disciple in

the school of charity, and now, I trust, a

participant ¡n the bliss of angels, who in

quired what proportion of her fortune she

should devote to sacred uses, I suggested

a tintli. But she replied, " I like better

the rule oftho publican, Lord, tho half of

my goods I give to tho poor." The lato

excellent Mrs. Isabella Graham, was in

the habit of devoting a tenth part of her

possessions to charitable uses, under every

reverse of fortune. On one occasion, after

the sale of some property, £1000 was

brought her. So large a sum was now to

her, and fearing the selfishness which is

said to accompany riches, she exclaimed,

"quick! quick! let me appropriate my

tenth, before my heart grows hard."

For the division of a tenth of our sub

stance, there sectns a kind of warrant in

Scripture, by the tithe which the Al

mighty commanded his chosen people to

render. u God," says an ancient writer,

" demandeth the seventh part of our time,

and tho tenth of our fortune, but man, in
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Ills aabbathlesa pursuit of the world, is

prono to give him neither."

Whatever proportion you decide to con

secrate, keep in a separate purse, never to

be entrenched on for other purposes. If

it be only a few cents, be faithful ; God

can make it more, if Hn sees you are a

good steward. Ponder the means of ren

dering it the most widely and permanently

useful. Study the economy of charity.

By the exercise of correct judgment, one

dollar may do more good, than ten times

that sum without it. As far as possible,

increase your portion for tile poor, by your

own industry. " Shall we call ourselves

benevolent, says the Baron Decorando,

when the gifts we bestow do not cost us a

single privation ?" To ask your parents

or friends for money, and ¡jive it carelessly

to the poor, is casting into God'a treasury

that which costs you nothing. Cither de

duct it from your regular allowance, or

obtain it by your own efforts. Thero are

many kind» of elegant needle-work, and

ingenious device, by which young ladies

may furnish the means of charity, and at

the same lime confirm industrious habits.

I have known some, who by rising an hour

earlier in the morning than usual, and

making some garment which was needed

in the family, received from their mother

the price that would have been paid the

sempstress, End thus earned the delight of

making some shivering child more com

fortable for the winter. If your time is

much at your own disposal, statedly em

ploy one hour out of the twenty-four, in

working for some charitable object. More

will be thus accomplished, than you would

it first believe. To aid in educating a

child, is one of the most commendable and

profitable designs. Facilities are recently

afforded for doing this for the children of

heathen lands, in the families of Christian

teachers. This seems to be emphatically,

" saving a soul from death." I have seen

a young lady, measuring out by an hour

glass, this consecrated portion of the day,

with her hands busily employed, and tho

ewcete.it expression upon her mind-illu

mined face. And I remembered how

tuneful among the fragrant groves of

Ceylon, would rise the hymn of praise,

from the littlo being whom she was help

ing to the knowledge of God, and the love

of a Saviour. I rellected too, with grati

tude, that at the close of the year, when

she reviewed its scenes, and every day

passed before her, with its crown of indus

try and bounty, that she would gather

more true delight from their simple re

cord, than from the tinselled recollections

of gaiety, and vanity, and fashion. Do

you think that you are too young to enter

on an organized system of doing good ? I

knew a school of fifteen members, whose

ages ranged from nix to sixteen yean,

though the greatest proportion were be

tween ten and thirteen. They were smit

ten with the love of doing good, and as

sociated themselves into a society for that

purpose. In a period of little more than

two years, they completed for the poor

Kill garments, many of them carefully

altered, or judiciously repaired, from their

own wardrobe. Among these, were 35

pair of stockings, knit without sacrifice of

time, during the reading and recitation of

a course of history, which formed a prin

cipal part of their afternoon study. That

they might render their monthly contribu

tions the fruit of their own industry, they

employed almost incredible diligence, as

lessons in different sciences were daily

required to be studied out of school hour«.

By rising an hour earlier in the morning,

time was gained for the various uses of

the needle, by which the pleasure of

alms-giving was earned. Among their

contributions, I recollect ten dollars to an

Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, five to

the schools newly established among the

Cherokees, and ten in the purchase of re

ligious books, for the children of poverty

and ignorance. The afternoon of Satur

day, was the only period of recess from

school, during the week. This single in

terval of leisure, they voluntarily devoted

to their chosen occupation of doing good.

When I have found them convened in

their school-room, on this their only after

noon allotted to recreation, and observed

them, instead of being engaged like others

of their age, in useless sports, executing

works of charity, busily employed with

their needles; planning how some gar

ment might bo best accommodated to its

object, or some little contribution render

ed subservient to the greatest good, their

eyes sparkling with the heart's best glad

ness, and their sweet voices echoing its

melody, I could not but trust that some

pure spirit of Heaven's prompting hover

ed over them. There was an interesting

period in tho history of this little institu

tion, when its almoners first commenced

distributing the " coats and garments,"

which, like Dorcas, they had made with

their own hands, for the poor. Then they

occasionally discovered instances of suf

fering which agitated their sensibilities,

sometimes learned tho lesson that grati

tude is not always proportioned to bene

fits, and often returned exulting in the

truth that "it is more blessed to^-ircthan

to rccciee." No more interesting report

of these visit» of charity was ever given,

than by one lovely girl of nine years of

age, who was deprived of the powers of

hearing and speech. Yet though her lip«

the providence of Almighty God had seal

ed, her eye, her gesture, her finely-varied

countenance, glowing with the spirit ot

benevolence, left nothing for oral «n-
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guage to utter. At this period, the win

ter was peculiarly severe, and the wretch

edness of the poor, proportionally in

creased. She had accompanied another

almoner to the miserable lodging of a fa

mily recently removed from a clime where

an extreme of penury sometimes exists,

which, in our favoured state of society,

is seldom known. She expressed strong

commiseration that there was so little fire,

when the wind was raging without, and

the snow deep upon the earth, and that a

sick baby seemed to have neither medi

cine nor food. Her description of the thin

and tattered garments of the mother, and

of her face, marked at once with sorrow

and with patience, evinced that not the

slightest circumstance had escaped her

discrimination, while the tears of exqui

site pity trembling in her eye, proved that

her heart was as little accustomed to the

woes of her fellow-creatures, as to their

vices-. 1 have detained yon longer than I

intended, with the picture of this little

group. It furnishes an example in point,

that the mind, in its early stages, is capa

ble, both of the ¡systematic arrangement,

and the judicious economy of charity. Of

ten, while gazing with delight on the circle

I have attempted to describe, I fondly be

lieved that the habits which they were

then forming would have a lasting influ

ence over their future character, and that

wherever their lot might be cast, they

would each of them be blessings in their

day and generation.

In this our highly privileged age, the

modes of doing good are exceedingly nu

merous. Be thankful to any one wlio fur

nishes you with one of these opportunities.

By a man who was distinguished in the

science of charity, it was very early in

life adopted as a maxim, that " capacity

and opportunity to do good, not only give

a right to do it, but make the doing il a

duty." Faithfully did he observe this pre

cept. He began in the family of his fa

ther, by doing all the good in his power to

hie brothers and sisters, and the domes

tics. After he became engaged in the du

ties of life, and eminent in the labours of

a sacred profession, every day was distin

guished by either devising or executing

some design for the benefit of others.

Those who intimately knew him, assert,

that not a day was suffered to pass, with

out his having devoted some part of his

income to pious purposes.

The distribution of useful books, ranks

among the most efficient modes of charity.

Make it a rule to choose none for that pur

pose, which you have not first carefully pe

rused. Thus, you will not only enrich

your own mind from their treasures, but

become qualified to judge of their adapta

tion to particular stations, characters, and

states of mind. The sacred Scriptures,

СЛ. Ato.—VOL. XII.

and simple treatises, enforcing its pre

cepts, without any mixture of sectarian

bitterness, will doubtless occupy a promi

nent place in your library for distribution.

Biographies of persons illustrious for be

nevolence and piety, will be found to ex

ercise a highly beneficial influence. Make

these gifts to such as you have reason to

think will put them to the best use. To

the young, it will sometimes be well to

lend them, on condition that at returning

them, they will render you some account

of their contents. This will generally se

cure an attentive perusal, and also give

you the opportunity of profitable conver

sation, either to deepen some precept in

their memory, or recommend some exam

ple to their imitation. Lay useful volumes

in the way of your domestics, who may

thus be induced to read them. Who can

tell how much good may result from a

hint, or train of thought thus suggested ?

Dr. Franklin, so eminent for public spirit,

and so distinguished in distant lands for

his designs of utility, acknowledges, " if

I have ever been a useful citizen, the

public owe the advantage of it to a small

book, which I met with when a boy, en

titled ' Essays to do Good,' written by the

Rev. Dr. Cotton Mather. It had been so

little regarded by its former possessor,

that several leaves were torn out, but tho

remainder gave me such a turn of think

ing, as to have an. influence on my con

duct through life : for I have always set a

greater value on the character of a doer

of good, than any other kind of reputa

tion."

The missionary zeal of Henry Martyn,

which left his name as a burning light

among the churches, was enkindled by a

perusal of the life of David Brainerd. Sa

muel J. Mill», the pioneer of mercy to

long neglected Africa, and Fisk, who in

his labours of love, followed in his Mas

ter's footsteps from despised Nazareth, to

the vales of Bethany, ascended breezy

Olivet, and wept among the shades of

Gethsemane, derived their prompting im

pulse from the same book. Nor will it bo

possible to compute, until the scrutiny of

the last account, how much of the wis

dom of the truly great, of the virtue of

those who have been benefactors to man

kind, or of the piety of the saint who

hath entered into bliss, has been the fruit

of some silent and eloquent page, per

haps accidentally read, or gratuitously

presented.

When I look back upon the sheltered

and flowery path of childhood, one image

is ever there, vivid and cherished above

all others. It is of hoary temples, and a

brow furrowed by more than fourscore

winters, yet to me more lovely than the

bloom of beauty, or the freshness of youth,

for it is associated with the benevolence of

M
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an angel. Among the tireless acts of States; for whatever may be the

bounty, which rendered her ñámela watch- prelerices atld professions of Pa-

the gift of books, and the education of in

digent children. On stated days, the

children of the neighbourhood were ga

thered around her, fed at her table, made

happy by her kindness, instructed from

her lips, and encouraged to read and un

derstand the books with which her library

was stored for their use. Surely, in some

of those hearts, the melody of that voice,

•peaking of things that " pertain unto the

kingdom of God," is still treasured ;

among the eyes that were then raised to

her with affectionate reference, some must

still delight to restore her image, as well

as that which now fills with the tear of an

undying gratitude.

AN EXAMINATION OF THE SEVEN

SACRAMENTS OF THE CHURCH

OF ROME. By John Thomas, of the

Baptist Church—late of Philadelphia.—

Priced by T. C. Ustick. 1834.

This pamphlet, of 48 octavo

pages, we are informed in a re

commendatory preface by the Rev.

G. B. Perry, " contains the amount

of two sermons delivered in the

Meeting-house of the Baptist

Church, Spruce street, of this

city [Philadelphia], on Lord's day,

November the 17th, 1833. By the

request of the subscriber, who is

the pastor of that church, with

many who heard the sermons,

among whom were some of our

eminent clergymen—together with

the hope that the publication will

serve to check error, and promote

truth—has the author been induced

to submit the same for the press.

The book, therefore, is cast forth

to mingle with such others as

have for their object the glory of

God, and the building up of Zion

on the earth, with the prayers of

many, that the blessing of heaven

may attend it."

At the present lime, when the

advocates of "the Man of Sin" are

so busy, in disseminating in our

country their soul-destroying; er

rors, every well-conducted effort to

counteract their artifices and ope

rations, ought to receive the coun

tenance and patronage of the Pro

testant population of the United

system, whenever, or where -

ever it becomes dominant, is hostile

and destructive to liberty, both

civil and religious.

The seven sacraments of the

Popish church, constitute an es

sential part of their anti-scriptural

creed.

" ' The Canons of the Council of Trent,

declare those accursed who assert, that

the sacraments do not contain the grace

which they represent ; and even confer

the grace itself on those who place no ob

structions in the way of such grace.'

They further decree, that ' if any one

shall affirm, that by the sacraments them

selves, from the performance of the work,

(ex oppere opperato,) grace is not confer

red , but that/ait/i only in the divine pro

mise, is sufficient to the obtaining of grace,

he is accursed." In the Catholic Expo

sitor, baptism is called ' The Sacrament

of the generation;' the effect of which is,

that 'all sin, original or actual, however

vile, obtains remission.' The same prin

ciple pervades the language of the cate

chisms, confessions, and prayers of the

Roman Church."

The brief exposure contained in

this pamphlet, of the absurdity

and impiety of the Popish doctrine

of the Sacraments, is written in a

spirit of candour, and is almost

wholly argumentative. We cor

dially recommend it to our read

ers, and give as a specimen of the

writer's manner, the, second argu

ment by which he endeavours to

show, and we think does show

conclusively, that the Canon of

the Council of Trent quoted above,

is diametrically opposed to the in

fallible teaching of the oracles of

God.

"2dly, The Scripture doctrine of rege

neration renders it impossible that this ac

count of the nature und efficacy of the sa

craments can be true.

" The nature of regeneration appears to

have been wholly misunderstood by the

Council of Trent. Their definition of a

sacrament, represents it as n kind of in

structive, sensitive, unintelligent impulse,

unconnected with knowledge, faith and

holiness, as if it were possible for a person

• Conçu. Trid. Sess. vu. Can. 8.
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to be regenerated, or born again, without

his being conscious of his need of salva-

tion, and persuaded of the prcniousness of

Christ аэ а Saviour. But so far is this

from being true, that the new birth and

faith are, invariably, spoken of in Scrip

ture as mutually implying each other.

Hence it is that regeneration is opposed to

the notion of imputed or ceremonial holi

ness, being, in its specific nature, a resto

ration to the soul of the image of God. In

respect to the understanding and con-

scjpnce, it is called spiritual light, a right

mind; & good understanding; a sound

heart. In reaped to the will and affec

tion«, it ii a new, good, upright heart; a

îLtterarg airt ^Philosophical Kutcilincitrr, etc.

ТА« Whale Fishery —The following ar

ticle, in relation to this important branch

of trade, 13 taken fom an English paper:

The Liverpool Times says—" We have

become aware of some facts which show

the immediate and practical utility of the

recent Arctic voyages in a very strong

light. There is every reason to believe

that, if they had not been undertaken, the

whale fishery, which employs a capital of

upwards of a million, which is one of the

best nurseries in the world for seamen,

and on which Hull, Peterhoad, Frazer-

burgh, and several other towns of the

kingdom mainly depend, would have been

lost to the country. For many years a

great change has been taking place in the

habits ofthose stupendous creatures, which

draw the enterprise of the merchants and

mariners of England and Scotland into

the Arctic eeas. When the fishery com

menced, they were so tame that they were

found floating in all the gulfs and bays of

Spitzbergen, fearless of harm, and were

taken by hundreds, and without an effort.

In a few years, however, this dreadful de

struction drove them to the more remote

bays, from whence they were soun driven

into the open sea, far away frotn land.

But the trackless ocean afforded them

no shelter from their enemies; they were

pursued, and that with so much resolution,

that the Dutch are calculated to have de

stroyed upwards of 50,000 in no very long

course of years. Retiring before their

ruthless pursuers, they next took refuge

along the line of perpetual ice, which was

their habitation when Scoresby wrote his

celebrated work. Here ns many as 1,400

of them were killed in one year. At last,

worn out by perpetual persecution, they

have plunged into the regions of eternal

ice, where the boldest whalers dare not

pursue them. The consequence is, that

the Greenland fishery, which was former

ly carried on in the sea between Green

heart of flesh ; a right spirit ; and yet, on

the principle that the sacramenta, by the

mere act of administration, can confer

grace, persons previously uninformed, ig

norant, and graceless, may continue, for a

longer or shorter period of time, the pas

sive, but unenlightened, subjects of rege

neration ; because sacraments, in them

selves, are mere symbols, that is, neither

law nor gospel; and the ordinary teach

ing of the Holy Spirit is by the word, and

not by signs. Regeneration is not inspi

ration. Therefore, either sacramental

grace must be something different from

gospel grace, or, it must be admitted that

the sacraments cannot confer grace."

land and Spitzbergen, is nearly abandoned,

and the whole trade would soon have been

atan end, if Ross had not penetrated, in

his first voyage through the mass of ice

which renders the entrance to Baffin's

Bay so hazardous, and opened to the

whalers vast seas never before fished, and

which the monsters of the deep are found

to frequent in great numbers.

The most northern parts of Baffin's Bay,

together with Lancaster Sound, Regent's

Inlet, &c., are now the great fishing sta

tions, and all these regions have been dis

covered, or at least laid down with accu

racy, by the recent navigators, who opened

the route to the less adventurous traders

—showed them that the seas abounded

with whales—broke the icy barrier which

had never been passed since the days of

Baffin, and described the coasts and har

bours so correctly, as to deprive the voy

age of the greater part of its perils. The

mere pecuniary expense of the voyages of

discovery has therefore already been re

paid many times, independent of the ex

tension of geographical knowledge and

the improvement of science.

Power of Scent in the Reindeer.—In

proceeding along the extensive and end

less lakes of Lapland, if the number of deer

be great, a close and lengthened proces

sion is invariably formed, each deer fol

lowing the foremost sledge so closely, that

the head of the animal is generally in con

tact with the shoulders of the driver be

fore. Should the guide alter his direc

tion, by making a bend to the right or left,

the whole of the deer in the rear will con

tinue their course till they arrive at the

spot where the turn was made.

It thus frequently happens, that when

the distance between the foremost and

hindmost deer is great, on the guide mak

ing a bend, considerable saving might be

obtained by cutting across. This, how

ever, it is scarcely possible to do, for should
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the deer oren be pulled by main force out

of its former course, it will immediately

turn aside from the now direction it ia

placed in, and regain the old track, in

spite of all the driver can do to prevent it.

It is useless to contend with the ani

mal ; and the time thus lost might leave

the driver at such a distance from the rest

of tbe party, as to render it a matter of

some difficulty to overtake them. This

unwillingness to separate from its compa

nions, is one feature of the instinct given

to this animal; and it is the very circum

stance that, more than any other, ensures

the safely of the traveller.

Should any accident separate him from

the rest of his party, the deer be fatigued,

or other occurrences throw him considera

bly in the rear, if he trust entirely to his

deer, it will enable him to overtake the

rest, though they should be some miles in

advance, from the exquisite olfactory sense

it possesses. The animal in this case,

holding its head close to the snow, keeps

frequently smelling, as a dog would do to

scent the footsteps of ils master, and is

thus enabled to follow with certainty the

track the other deer have gone.

Were it not for this property of the ani

mal, travelling across Lapland would be

not a little hazardous, particularly in those

parts where the weather is the darkest,

which is generally while crossing the

mountains of Finmark. It often happens

that the party is unavoidably scattered,

and the sound of the bells enables them to

rejoin each other. The bells, however,

should the weather be very thick and

stormy, can only be heard a short dislance

i iff; and it is then, by the sagacity of the

deer alone, that the difficulty is sur

mounted.

JVcic Year in China.—The festival of

the New Year, from time immemorial,

has always been observed in China by all

classes of citizens, from the emperor down

to the humblest subject. New Year's Day

is a gala day. Every person who appears

abroad, if he can afford it, ia decorated

with a .vi »• suit; and if his means arc so

confined that he cannot clothe himself in

new habiliments from top to toe, he exhi

bits some conspicuous article of his dress

as new and unsoiled. On this day era-

niums are covered with caps, and legs are

invested with snow white stockings, which

are bare the remainder of the year. The

ordinary salutations of friends are ex

changed for the most obsequious polite

ness, and two cooties may be seen bowing,

and bowing, and bowing at each other,

and grinning ridiculously in each other's

faces for several minutes, before they de

scend to the courtesies of every-day life.

Among the higher classes of Chinese so

ciety, these rejoicings are kept up for se

veral days. Important undertakings are

almost always commenced about this time,

as it is considered an auspicious period ;

and many marriages are also solemnized.

A paragraph has appeared, stating that

three members of the Society of Friends,

had gone on a voyage of pleasure to the

South Sea Islands. It is a fact that they

have gone ; but their object has been mis

stated. We have received communica

tions on the subject from three respecta

ble members of th« Society, one of whom

says—" The three members of the Society

of Friends who have sailed in the Francis

Freeling, (purchased for the purpose) to

visit the South Sea Islands, are not gone

on a journey of pleasure, but with a view

of establishing a mission, or missions, and

the visit is altogether a religious one,

though too vagrant to meet my ideas on

the subject. The funds are not provided

by the individuals themselves, but by a

subscription among a few members of the

Society." A second states, that the voy

agers will visit New Zealand, Owyhee,

Otcheuse, New South Wales, &c., and

will probably nearly circumnavigate the

globe. It is intended to combine religious

instruction with the endeavour to promote

civilization amongst the inhabitants of

those ports which have been entirely ne

glected, or but little visited by missiona

ries. The whole is at the expense of the

Society, and will cost from 4,000?. to

CÜOU/., and the time calculated for the

performance of this mission from four to

six years. A third correspondent says—

" Daniel Wheeler, of Russia, had gone on

a religious visit, or gospel mission, attend

ed by a companion and his son."—London

paper.

Observations on the Flying Fish.—"July

6.—The flying fish to-day were more nu

merous and lively. They rose in whole

flights to the right and left of the bow,

flying off in different directions, as if the

vast body of the ship alarmed and disturb

ed them. Others, however, at a greater

distance, kept rising and falling without

any visible cause, and apparently in the

gladness of their hearts, and in order to

enjoy the sunshine and the temporary

change of element.

Certainly there was no appearance or

probability of any larger fish being in pur

suit of even one-hundredth part of those

which we saw, nor were there any birds

to endanger their flight ; and those writers

who describe the life of these animals as

a constant succession of alarms, and ren

dered miserable by fear, have never, I

conceive, seen them in their mirlb, or

considered those natural feelings of lieallli

and hilarity which seem to lead all croa-

tures to exert, in mere lightness of heart,

whatever bodily powers the Creator ha»

given them. It would be justas reason

able to say that a lamb leaps in the mea-
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dow for fear of being bitten by serpente, the records of ¿uch matters in the aggre-

or that a horse gallops round his pasture gate. During the year last past, for ex-

only because a wolf is at his heels, as to ample, a man named Bogard,died in Ten-

infer, from the flight of these animals, neseee aUtlio age of 118; and a revolu-

tli.it they are always pursued by the bo- tionary so\iier, named Martin, aged 10U,

nito."—Bishop Heber's Journal of a Voy- at Knoxville. Mrs. Pierce, of North Ca-

age to India. rolina, was supposed to be 111; and that

The skeleton of the painter Raphael, was the ascertained age of Mr. Thompson,

has been disinterred at Rome, after having of Maryland, whose oldest son, by the

been undisturbed for several hundred »ay, is 92. Worthmgton, of Baltimore, a

yeais. The Marquis Biondi delivered an slave we believe, was 110. A person died

interesting lecture upon the remains, ш this city at 105; all during 1833.

which were afterwards formally examined Important to Milkmen.—By a variety of

and identified by a commission of sur- experiments, it has been ascertained that

peons. They were then exposed for four milk, placed in vessels made of zinc, in-

day s to the public, and were to be rein- crease the quantity of cream beyond what

tombed with great pomp, and the Pantheon can be obtained in vessels of the ordinary

to be illuminated, Oct. 18th. kind—the quantity of butter obtained is

American Longevity.—The number of computed at one-third more.— Goodsell't

those persons who attain to what is consi- Gen. Farmer.

dered a very advanced age, is probably Quere.—Will any deleterious conse-

much greater than would be at first sup- quences follow from the use of zinc, aa

posed, by people not accustomed to notice milk pans?

iUlfQious Kutcilujriirr.

We fill this department of our Magazine for the present month,

with an account of African Missions, taken from the American Quar

terly Register.

WESTERN AFRICA.

The principal missionary establishments on the western coast are within the terri

tory of the British colony of Sierra Leone, and under the charge of the Church Mis

sionary Society. They were commenced about sixteen years since. Freetown, the

capital of the colony, on the south side of the river Sierra Leone, seven miles above

its entrance into the Atlantic ocean, is the seat of the mission. Branches are esta

blished at Fourah bay, Kissey, four miles from Freetown, Wellington seven miles,

Hastings thirteen, Gloucester four, Regent six, and Bathurst seven. The last three

ire in the mountain district, laying south and south-east of Freetown :. the three pre

ceding are in the river district, east of Freetown. On the first of January, 1833, the

average attendance on public worship, at all the stations, was about 2,700 in the morn

ing, and 1,500 in the evening, communicants li'.Mi, candidates for communion 332, day

scholars 1,027, evening 262, Sabbath 1,080, total scholars 2,999. At Fourah bay is

a seminary, called the Christian Institution, containing 14 scholars. Its design is to

prepare native teachers and assistants. The conduct of most of the communicants is

reported to be consistent with their profession. Some have been excluded for Sabbath

breaking, adultery, and other sins. One of the missionaries has been separated from

the society, in consequence of his openly falling into sin. It appears that the worship

of idols is not yet entirely eradicated from among the liberated Africans. The want

of labourers ia a painful obstacle. The climate is such as frequently to prove fatal to

a European constitution.

The Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society established a mission at Freetown in

1810. There are now five out-stations. The meetings at the chapels are generally

well attended. The same society have missions at Bathurst, a town on the St. Mary's

island, at the mouth of the Gambia, and at McCarthy island, about 300 miles up the

Gambia. The 6rst was established in 1321, the last in 1832. McCarthy island is con

sidered as ve-y well adapted for a missionary settlement. The Gamboa is navigable

about 400 mi. -s, and enters the ocean in north latitude 14 deg. 23 min., about 6 deg.

Dorth of Sierra Leone.

Going down the coast about two degrees from Sierra Leone, wo come to the Ame

rican colony of Liberia. The Baptist mission at the colony has been relinquished. A

free school for the benefit of recaptured Africans has been for several weeks in suc-

cessful operation, under the care of the Rev. James Eden. Mr. Savage is making ar
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rangements to establish a liunual labour school at Milleburg. There were previously

five schools in operation. Sufficient attention has not, in our opinion, been paid to

this point, by the managers of the Colonization Society. It is of fundamental impor

tance. We are sorry to say, alv>, that a portion of the colonists, including some of

the most respectable persons, * re engaged in the traffic in ardent spirits. We are

aware that it is said that no treaties could be made with the natives, and scarcely any

intercourse carried on, without the assistance of ardent spirits. But has a full expe

riment been made > Is it perfectly clear, that it is morally right to make use of ar

dent spirits in any such way ? Can the natives be induced to give up the expectation

of receiving ardent spirits in barter, gradually? Ought not decisive and uncompro

mising ground to be taken at once ? Would not really useful articles, if double or tre

ble in value, be received in lieu of spirits?

Three American Missionary Societies, the Western Foreign Missionary, the Me-

tbodist Missionary, and the American Board, will establish missions on the western

coast, probably in the vicinity of Cape Monserado, or Cape Palmas, in the course of

two or three months.

The Germnn Missionary Society established at Basle, in Switzerland, have an esta

blishment at Ussa, a negro village, near the Danish fort Christianburg, on the Gold

coast. This mission commenced in 1Й28, is about one degree south of Liberia. The

Gold coast has long been visited for the gold dust and slaves which it furnishes.

The forts and counting-houses belonging to Europeans in this quarter are about 40 in

number.

The following are the names, stations, &c.of the different missionaries on the west

ern coast. We dn not give the assistants :—

John G. Wilhelm,

John Raban,

G W. E. Metzger,

John Gerber,

W. K. Betts,

G. A. Kissling,

J. F. Schon,

Moister,

John B. Pinney,

John ClouJ,

LairH,

John L. Wilson,

S. O. Wright,Spaulding,

Christian Mission.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Western Mission.

Western For. Mission.

do.

do.

A.B. C. For. Mission.

Methodist Mission.

do.

Freetown,

do.

River District,

do.

Mountain District,

Not stationed,

do.

St. Mary's Island,

Not stationed,

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Considerable interest is now felt in the project in which the Landers are engaged, of

establishing settlements, and promoting commercial intercourse in the interior of

western Africa. Mr. Lander left tho steam-boats on the 14th of April last, about 400

miles up the Niger, opposite the lake Tschad, and proceeded to Fernando Po, on the

coast, to procure necessaries, &e. During the first month after the expedition left the

coast, not less than 20 deaths occurred, in consequence of the fever which was caught

on the coast. In every other respect the expedition has been successful. Great con

fidence is expressed of the final accomplishment of the commercial objects of the ex

pedition. The natives had received it in tho most friendly manner, ft is intended to

form a settlement at Patashie, a large island in the Niger, one day's journey below

Boosa.

" Africa," remarks Mr. Douglas, of Cavers, " is still more helpless than Asia, and

farther removed from all influences of good. Preparations, however, are already be

gun for a renovating change of that unhappy continent. The liberated blacks are

beginning to return, with the seeds of knowledge, and the rudiments of the true reli

gion; and America will sonn senil them forth in great numbers, and spread them over

those shores which are opposite to the new world."

SOUTH AFRICA.

" If the sight of the wild boy in the wood learning his letters be, according to Dr.

Chalmers, the most sublime spectacle on earth, what heart can be insensible to the

grandeur of those effects, which are likely to arise from tho introduction of a printing

press, schools, the circulation of the Scriptures, literature, and science, among the

hitherto barbarous tribes in the interior of South Africa ?" The efforts for the benefit

of South Africa, may be considered under four divisions—Cape Town, the Hottentots,

Caffres, and the more distant tribes.

Cape Town is a well built place ; and is said to contain 22,000 white and coloured

inhabitant*. The places of worship belong to the Calvinists, Lutherans, and Roman

Catholics. A chapel is connected with the London Missionary Society. An English
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Episcopal chare h le building. The Mohammedan priests, are mid to be тегу zealou*

in making proselytes. The inhabitants prefer servants of this religion on account of

their sober habits, drunkenness being said to prevail greatly among other sects. A

philanthropic society is established for the emancipa on of deserving slaves. They

have already emancipated 100 slave girls, and given t .em good education. A Tem

perance Society has numerous members. New lending-libraries are forming, and

others are enlarging. In two schools in Cape Town, and 24 elsewhere, belonging to

the ' Bible and School Commission,' there are 1,267 scholars. In Cape Town, there

are 12 private schools for boys, and 10 for girls. Two schools of industry have 140

scholars ; an infant school 60; a grammar school, begun in 1834, is supported by go

vernment. A college, commenced in 1839, supports itself, and is the first institution

in the colony, which has rendered it unnecessary to send children to Europe for edu

cation, and will be the means of raising many competent teachers for the district

schools. The Dutch inhabitants have a school preparatory for the college, with 130

scholars. Rev. John Philip, D. D., superintendent of the missions of the London so

ciety, has morning and evening service on the Sabbath, a Bible class, Sunday school,

<fcc. The Wealeyans employ at the Cape, and the surrounding districts, Messrs. Bar

nabas, Shaw, James Cameron, and E. Cook. In Cape Town and the adjoining coun

try, there are 50,000 Mohammedans and Pagans.

Hottentots. Among this people, the Brethren have five stations, Groenekloof, Gna-

denthal, Hemel-en Aardo, Elim, and Enon. Groenekloof is 40 miles north of Cape

Town, and has 563 inhabitants. The mission premises are surrounded by a wall, and

the church and other buildings are stuccoed. Gnadenthal is 130 miles north-east of

Cape Town. So abundant are the vegetable productions, that it is called a ' place of

fruits.' The settlement contains 1319 persons. The communicants are 605, baptized

children 391. The day scholars are 300, and the infant school 120. " Nothing can

exceed the delight of the Hottentots at the unexpected present of an organ for the

church. Many of them melt into tears when it is played." llemel-en Aarde is a hos

pital for the relief of lepers. The communicants are 38. As the malady is not con

tagious, the institution will probably be given up. Elim is 180 miles from the Cape—

it has 200 inhabitants. Enon is on the White river, near Algoa bay, about nine days'

journey from Gnadenthal. The White river flows close to the settlement. Commu

nicante 123. scholars 125.

The London Society has missions at Bosjesveld, 40 miles north of the Cape, at Paarl,

35 miles north-east, at Tulbagh,75 miles north-east, at Caledon, 120 miles east, at IV

caltsdorp, 145 miles east, at Hankey, not far distant from the last named town, at

Bethelsdorp, 450 miles east of the cape, and Uitenhage, an out-station at Theopolis,

550 miles east, at Grahamstown, Graaf Reinet, and Cat river. The number of com

municants at all these stations is about 500. Temperance societies are formed at most

of them. " Intemperance has hitherto been one of the chief means, by which Satan

has maintained his sway. No one can reflecten the almost universal custom in our

villages, of paying for occasional services with nothing but brandy, without horror."

The Wesleyans have stations in the Albany district, in the eastern part of the colony,

comprehending Grahamstown, Salem, Somerset, and other stations. The congrega

tions on the Sabbath are large and attentive. The French Protestants have a mission

at Wagenmaker valley, the resort of (¡(10 or 700 slaves, 10 of whom have been bap

tized; and tho Rhenish Society another station at Wupperthal, near the Cedar moun

tains, five days' journey north of Cape Town. " In a little valley surrounded by huge

rocks, which seem to shut it out from the world, the missionary Von Wurnib, and his

wife, with his associate Leipnldt, fixed themselves at the beginning of 1830, having

purchased the land for about 11,000 francs. The Rhenish Society have also a mission

it Stellenbosch."

î'tcto or iJutilt'c affairs.

It is seldom that more than two months elapso, without bringing intelligence

from Europe to the United States. Such however is the fact at present. The latest

dates from Britain are of tho 25th of November—There has been an arrival from St.

Ubes, bringing information from that place, to the 27th of November, but the informa

tion is of little interest; it is merely that the armies of the hostile brothers remained

much as they had been for some time previously ; the forces of Don Miguel about 18

miles distant from the city; skirmishing frequent, but not decisive ; the Miguelites a

good deal depressed and discouraged; and the fleet and all the important sea ports still

in the hands of Don Pedro. In Spain, the only event of importance that haa recently
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occurred, is the defeat of 5,'Q priest Merino, the devoted partisan of Don Carlos, by

General Saarsfield, commanding the troops of the existing regency, whose prospects

seemed to have a favourable increase. Л large French force is stationed along the

whole line of the Spanish frory;cr; doubtless intended to favour the regency, but not

to act without a manifest neceiwtty—The Russian minister has demanded of the court

of France to stop the public press of Paris in its abuse of Russia. An evasive answer

has been returned. At Rome, it is stated that great agitation exists in the Papal cabi

net ; and that three cardinals were about leaving the capital, to endeavour to form an

Italian confederation ; which, it is affirmed, had been recommended by the northern

powers. This is not improbable; as the last advices speak of a league entered into by

Russia, Austria, and Prussia, to suppress all future attempts to resuscitate the kingdom

of Poland—each power, in such an event, to furnish 35,000 troops, to suppress all at

tempts at insurrection—The affairs of Holland and Belgium remain in statu quo—In

Germany, it appears there have been some difficulties with those powers who have

granted legislative rights to their subjects; but it is doubtful whether they will pro

duce any important results—In France, the elections were going on, and some riots

occasionally took place. It is stated that at Marseilles two-thirds of the candidates for

saate in the Chambers were Carliste. But this does not prove that one of them will be

chocen. In Britain, the season had been so remarkably mild, that pear trees were in

blossom, and a second crop of ripe gooseberries was produced. Lord Grenville was not

expected to survive the long indisposition under which he had laboured ; and at bis

death, the true author of the Letters of Junius, it was confidently believed, would be

fully ascertained. The Cholera was prevailing in the north of Europe—in Norway in

particular. The controversy between the Turkish Sultan and some of his rebellious

Pachas, as well as with the inhabitants of Samos, was still unsettled. From Asia and

Africa we have no intelligence of importance that can be called news. In South Ame

rica, it appears that the civil broil at Buenos Ayres is settled for the present. The ob

noxious, but constitutional governor, finding that the rebellious army which environed

the city was likely to capture and plunder it, asked counsel of the legislature, and was

virtually, but very gently, advised to resign. He did so—voluntarily by compulsion.

The besieging army then marched through the city, without doing much injury to the

inhabitants—their military chief being made governor, in place of the one deposed.

But what a state of things is this! It is nothing better than a military government, in

which an aspiring commander has only to gain his army to his wishes, in order to be

eure of governing the State. It reminds us of the worst period of the Roman empire,

when emperors were made and unmade by the Roman legions, as often as they pleased.

In the other Southern American States, no event of importance has recently occurred.

President Saniander, in addition to his other enlightened measures, is labouring to in

troduce a universal toleration in matters of religion, in the great republic of Colombia.

We wish him success with all our heart; but fear that Popish influence will prevent it

—Till toleration, however, or rather the equality of all religious sects, as to political

claims and patronage, shall be established among our southern neighbours, they never

can be really a free people, nor exempted from sanguinary civil broils.

Such is our meagre chronicle of Public Affairs for tbo present month. But ours is

not the fault. We keep no home manufactory of news; and when importation fails,

we must wait for the foreign supply.

As to our own beloved land, our readers are acquainted with its state and prospects,

as well as ourselves. We consider the present aspect of our public affairs as gloomy—

never more so, since the existence of tho Federal Constitution. The great question

which has occupied and agitated our Congress, ever since its present session com

menced, is still undecided. Parties are increasing in ardour; and unless that same

kind Providence, which has so often interposed for our preservation—and for which we

have never been sufficiently thankful—shall still prove benignant, and grant us an un

deserved deliverance, we greatly fear for the issue. " Help us, О Lord our God, we

rest on thee."

ERRATUM in our last number.

Page 7, line 14 from bottom, expunge the word last.
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THE SOUL RESTING IN GOD.

PSALM cxri. 7.—" Return unto thy rest, О my soul ; for the Lord hath de»lt bountifully

with thee."

Notwithstanding the questions which have been raised relative to

the author of the psalm in which these words are found, we hesitate

not to ascribe them to that eminent saint, who is called in the sacred

records, " the sweet Psalmist of Israel," and " the man after God's

own heart." This distinguished personage was not only, by divine

designation, the king of the ancient chosen people of Jehovah, and the

successful warrior whose conquests had put into their possession the

whole domain that had been promised to their fathers; but he was also

richly endowed with the gifts both of prophecy and poetry. His inspi

red lyrics have formed the principal source of devotional song for the

church of God, in every age since their publication. The psalms of

David unquestionably abound in such lofty descriptions of the divine

attributes, such exalted strains of adoration and praise, such heavenly

aspirations of soul, and such wonderful examples of the communing

of the human spirit with the great Father of spirits, as have never

been surpassed, perhaps never equalled, except in the case of our

blessed Redeemer, who, in one mysterious person, united our nature

with the Godhead. Yet the spiritual depressions of the royal psalmist

seem to have been correspondent to his elevations; and the exemplifi

cation of this in the psalm before us, decides our belief that it is his

composition. Strong, and striking indeed, is the language of the con

text, in describing its author's deep affliction and distress. " The sor

rows of death, he says, compassed me, and the pains of hell gat hold

upon me; I found trouble and sorrow." Under such feelings, even if

inspiration had not guided him, he could not have spoken lightly on

the subject of rest. His language, notwithstanding, is the language of

confidence, when he tells us, not only where he had once found it, but

where he might find it again. " Return unto thy rest, О my soul; for

the Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee."

In speaking on this passage of holy writ—principally on the first

part of it—I will, in reliance on divine assistance, endeavour—

I. To show where, and in what it was, that the psalmist confidently

expected to find the relief which he so much needed and desired.

II. To evince that it possesses all the properties which he ascribes

to it, when he calls it emphatically his REST.

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. N
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III. To show what will enable and entitle us, to appropriate and

apply to ourselves, the consolatory language of the text.

After this, a short improvement shall conclude the discourse.

Frst, then, we are to consider where, and in what it was, that the

psalmist confidently expected to find the relief which he so much need

ed and desired.

It scarcely seems necessary to observe, that the author of the text

must have intended something more by it, than merely that he would

attempt to quiet and compose his mind, by the ordinary means and

endeavours which are used for that purpose. The manner of his ex

pression, as well as the whole connexion of the words, plainly demon

strates, that he had in view some distinct and peculiar object, toward

which he might turn the current of his thoughts, and by centring

them on which, they would naturally and certainly obtain composure

and quiet. He speaks of this rest as a fixed and unfailing resource, to

which he might return as to a home, whenever he wanted refreshment

and enjoyment for his mind.—My brethren, this object, this resource,

this home, this resting place for the soul, is God himself. The psalm

ist clearly intimates this in the latter part of the text.—" Return unto

thy rest, О my soul; for the Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee"—

That is—" Let thy meditations fix themselves on thy God, who hath

bountifully supplied all thy necessities, whenever thou hast fled from

the broken cisterns of creature reliefs to him alone." The same senti

ments are expressed and repeated, immediately before and immediately

after the text. " Gracious is the Lord and righteous, yea our God is

merciful. The Lord preserveth the simple, I was brought low and he

helped me—Thou hast delivered my soul from death, mine eyes from

tears, and my feet from falling. What shall I render unto the Lord

for all his benefits towards me. I will take the cup of salvation and

call on the name of the Lord. Precious in the sight of the Lord is the

death of his saints." The whole of these expressions point us to God

as the rest of the psalmist's soul. In contemplating the infinite excel

lence of the divine nature; in surveying the glory of the divine attri

butes; in calling to mind that a God of boundless wisdom, power and

goodness, would infallibly order every thing for the best; in recollect

ing and believing that this God was in covenant with his soul,—recon

ciled to him through the blood of the covenant, and engaged to be to

him, and to do for him, infinitely more and better than he could con

ceive,—to be his protector now and his portion to all eternity;—in the

indulgence of these meditations; in the cultivation of these exercises;

in the consciousness of such possessions, and the cherishing of such

expectations, he expected his mind to be fully tranquillized and satis

fied. However great his troubles, however imminent his dangers,

however involved his perplexities, however keen his anguish, here was

one remedy for all; here he would be at rest—Here was a peaceful re

gion, where the storms of distress could never gather, to which the

blasts of discontentment could never reach. Here he would feel himself

secure from the world,—secure from all possible accidents, and would

experience all those desirable sensations which arise from a mind se

rene and satisfied. Very properly, therefore, might he call this a rest

ing place for his soul, and resolve to flee to it for refuge, against the

calamities which had been pressing him so heavily and painfully. This

I am to show more fully, by endeavouring—

II. To evince that the psalmist's resource possesses all the proper-

lies that he ascribes to it, when he calls it, with emphasis, his REST.
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Let us here consider a few of the circumstances essential to rest, and

see if they are not always the concomitants of the resource we con

template—

1. In order to be at rest we ought to be in safety. Without safety

there can be no rational or durable quiet. The thoughtless and stupid

may, indeed, be free from alarm in the midst of danger. But this is

insensibility or infatuation, rather than rest. Dreadful, surely, and not

desirable, must be that composure which wholly depends on ignorance,

or the want of consideration—on not knowing, or not considering,

what one's true situation is. It is not only bad while it lasts, but it is

continually liable to detection. He who reposes on forgetfulness or

falsehood, may, at any moment, be awakened to misery; and if never

awakened, his protracted slumbers can only end in perdition. Of that,

therefore, which deserves the name of rest, safety is an essential attri

bute. Now this attribute of safety was not peculiar to the condition

of the prince and prophet who uttered the text. It equally belongs to

the state and situation of every child of God. The closest examina

tion, and the imagination even of the most numerous and singular cir

cumstances, will but tend to demonstrate the extent of his security.

Say that there is a dark aspect spread over human affairs in general,

or over those in which the saint is more immediately concerned. Sen

sible of his interest in the divine favour, and having his own will swal

lowed up in the will of God, he may and ought to indulge in such medi

tations as these—" My heavenly Father is the absolute Sovereign and di

rector of all events: and will not the Judge of all the earth do right? Do

I not desire that his counsel should stand, and that he should do all his

pleasure? Mournful, indeed, is the contemplation of human misery, and

it is my duty to use my utmost efforts to prevent or to diminish it; but

still, I am warranted to take comfort in the thought, that come to pass

what may, God will eventually overrule it for good. He, especially,

who controls all things, and without whose superintending care a

sparrow falleth not to the ground, He, assuredly, will take care of a

child who looks to and depends upon him. Yes, he hath promised to

do it, and he cannot deceive. He hath promised ' to withhold no

good thing from them that walk uprightly.' He hath declared 'that

all things work together for good to them that love God;—that all

things are theirs, things present and things to come, life or death, all

are theirs.' What is best for me or for others, I know not: But my

heavenly Father knoweth, and with him it is my privilege to leave it.

It may, indeed, be the loss of something that I value, or the refusal of

something that I wish. But if the loss or the refusal will terminate in

my ultimate advantage, let me welcome a merciful disappointment.

Confident, therefore, that he who directs all events will not permit me

to be afflicted unless it be for my good, and desirous of affliction if it

will, I will be at rest; for I have trusted all rny concerns into his hands,

and there they must be safe." Brethren—Here is no exaggeration—

Here is nothing but practical truth, and unquestionable Christian ex

perience. The triumphant language of the prophet Habakkuk is

in strict and full accordance with the representation I have given.

" Although the fig-tree shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the

vines, the labour of the olive shall fail, and the fields shall yield no meat,

the flock shall be cut off from the fold, and there shall be no herd in

the stall: Yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God of my

salvation."

Say, again, that the man who has made God his refuge, is beset with
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enemies; which seems to have been in some measure the cause of dis

tress to the author of the text—Still he will realize that he is safe,

under the divine protection. He will recollect the declaration which

saith—" Surely the wrath of man shall praise thee; the remainder of

wrath shall thou restrain," and the gracious assurance—" He will keep

thee as the apple of his eye." His trust, therefore, is in God, and

here, being safe, he is at rest.

Or say that even the life of him who has the psalmist's resource is

threatened—Still he has the consolation to reflect that he is safe. Death

to him can bring no danger. I assert not, that it will not some

times bring a degree of alarm. The consciousness of remaining cor

ruption, a deep sense of ill desert, the weakness of faith, the impor

tance of the unchangeable state on which he is entering, the natural

dread of dissolution, may, by their separate or combined influence,

excite some perturbation. But still you will observe, he is safe—safe

in fact, although he cannot take all the comforts to which he is enti

tled. His case is the very reverse of that of the impious man, who is

in danger while he is unalarmed. One dark step will terminate all the

gloom of the child of God, and usher him into the regions of eternal

day. But this, you will recollect, is putting the case at the very worst.

Frequently—very frequently—the saint is able to repose, in unshaken

confidence, on the faithfulness of Him in whose eyes "the deaih of his

saints is precious." Supported by this confidence, the bed of death is

to him a bed of the sweetest rest, as well as safety. He can say, ала

the speaker has heard it from expiring lips—

" Ji'snu can make a dying bed

Feel HI. II as downy pillows are;

While on his breast I lean my head,

And breathe my life out sweetly there."

Yes, the believer can say—casting the eye of faith on the mansions

•which his Saviour has promised and gone to prepare—" Return unto

thy rest—thy eternal rest, О my soul." I now see it near; it is full in

view; the rest that remaineth for the people of God. " Come, Lord

Jesus—even so—come quickly."

Thus it appears, that the attribute of safety, which is so essential to

rest, will, in every possible situation, be found by the man of undis-

sembled piety. Unbelievers themselves must allow, that his state is

the safest of all. If they think that his religion is false, they must

still admit that it is safe—that it cannot injure him beyond the grave.

He is, therefore, like a merchant whose goods are all gratuitously in

sured. He can lose nothing; and whatever is to be gained, he is sure

to gain it. He is on the safe side of the momentous question, and is,

consequently, entitled to be at rest.

2. Freedom from pain and anxiety, is a circumstance necessary to

rest.

My brethren—The present stale was intended to be a state of trial.

No individual, therefore, of whatever condition or character, will be

wholly exempted from affliction. The Deity hath never promised that

his own children shall escape it. On the conirary, he hath promised

that, when necessary, they shall endure it—"For whom the Lord lov-

eth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth. If ye

endure chastening, God dealeth wiih you as with sons; for what son is

he whom the Father chasteneih not." It is, however, the happy lot of

the people of God to be perfectly assured that they shall be preserved

from all unnecessary distress, and that what they suffer shall not only
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be sanctified to them in the end, but that they shall find solace or sup

port during its continuance. This is to speak within the bounds of

the strictest verity. The word of life declares, and experience wit

nesses to its truth,—" That the Lord is a strong hold in the day of

trouble:" And to possess the soul in peace, to have internal quiet and

satisfaction, is to pluck from affliction its most envenomed sting.

When the mind can lean with confidence on some stable support, ad

versity, pain and suffering, are half annihilated.

These, then, are the favourable circumstances in which those who

have confidence in the divine favour will encounter the pains of the

body, or the anxieties of the mind. While the satisfying sense of the

Jove of God abides on their hearts, they will be able to say with the apos

tle—" We rejoice even in tribulation"—and—" Though our outward

man perish, yet the inward man is renewed day by day—For our light

affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceed

ing and eternal weight of glory. While we look, not at the things

which are seen, but at the things which are not seen: For the things
•which are seen are temporal, but the things which are not seen are

eternal." The representation of the apostle here is, that the attention

of a suffering saint, even while he is immediately under the rod, may

be so taken up with the contemplation and assurance of better things to

come, that he will but lightly feel, and little regard, the pain of the stroke

which is inflicted. This certainly is a matter of Christian experience.

The pious mind may be, and often is, so engaged, in the hour of afflic

tion, with holy meditations and consolations, that pain, or other af

flictive circumstances, lose largely the effect which they are wont to

produce—Nay, the Christian is sometimes ready to give thanks for all

that he endures, finding it accompanied with a divine support, not or

dinarily experienced. And when, for a little, his mind is drawn off, and

his attention becomes engaged with the circumstances which afflict

him, which certainly is often the case, still this unfailing and consola

tory resource is ever at hand. Recollection comes speedily to his aid,

and pointing to heaven, admonishes the soul—" Return unto thy rest.

Let thy thoughts fix again upon thy God. Flee away from all thy

cares and thy griefs, and solace thyself with divine consolations." But

this is anticipating what I propose to state distinctly—

3. That a circumstance essentially necessary to mental rest is, that

there be some subject to dwell upon, which is pleasing, soothing, satis

fying, and delightful—This seems to have been most directly in the

view of the sacred penman of the words before us. He had been

greatly perplexed and agitated with distressing, anxious, and pain

ful emotions. Worn out with them, at last, he resolves to banish them

from his mind, by turning his thoughts on God, his exceeding joy.

This it is which gives force to the word return. He had wandered

from the place of his rest, lo which he now determines again to resort.

My brethren—discontent, uneasiness, anxiety, gr'u-f, and perturbation,

may steal into the hearts of the best of men, and grievously corrode

them for a time. But it is their peculiar privilege to escape at length

from these disquieting intruders, by recurring to that source of plenary

satisfaction, which a consciousness of the divine favour opens for them.

I am aware that I have already called your attention to this considera

tion. But I must enlarge upon it a little; it is worthy of a more dis

tinct notice. Judge, then, I say, if that man has not a subject for me

ditation calculated to speak peace to his troubled spirit, who can con

template infinite wisdom, power, and goodness, with the pleasing
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the deer oren be pulled by main force out

of its former course, it will immediately

turn aside from the new direction it is

placed in, and regain the old track, in

spite of all the driver can do to prevent it.

It is useless to contend with the ani

mal; and the time thus lost might leave

the driver at such a distance from the rest

of the party, as to render it a matter of

some difficulty to overtake them. This

unwillingness to separate from its compa

nions, is one feature of the instinct given

to this animal; and it is the very circum

stance that, more than any other, ensures

the safely of the traveller.

Should any accident separate him from

the rest of his party, the deer be fatigued,

or other occurrences throw him considera

bly in the rear, if he trust entirely to his

deer, it will enable him to overtake the

rest, though they should be some miles in

advance, from the exquisite olfactory sense

it possesses. The animal in this case,

holding its head close to the snow, keeps

frequently smelling, as a dog would do to

scent the footsteps of its master, and is

thus enabled to follow with certainty the

track the other deer have gone.

Were it not for this property of the ani

mal, travelling across Lapland would be

not a little hazardous, particularly in those

parts where the weather is the darkest,

which is generally while crossing the

mountains of Finmark. It often happens

that the party is unavoidably scattered,

and the sound of the bells enables them to

rejoin each other. The bells, however,

should the weather be very thick and

stormy, can only be heard a short distance

ofT; and it is then, by the sagacity of the

deer alone, that the difficulty is eur-

mounted.

JVeio Year in China.—The festival of

the New Year, from time immemorial,

has always been observed in China by all

classes of citizens, from the emperor down

to the humblest subject. New Year's Uay

is a gala day. Every person who appears

abroad, if he can и fiord it, is decorated

with a new suit; and if his means are so

confined that he cannot clothe himself in

new habiliments from top to toe, he exhi

bits some conspicuous article of his dress

as new and unsoiled. On this day era-

niums are covered with caps, and legs are

invested with snow white stockings, which

are bare the remainder of the year. The

ordinary salutations of friends are ex

changed for the most obsequious polite

ness, and two coolies may be seen bowing,

and bowing, and bowing at each other,

and grinning ridiculously in each other's

faces for several minutes, before they de

scend to the courtesies of every-day life.

Among the higher classes of Chinese so

ciety, these rejoicings are kept up for se

veral days. Important undertakings are

almost always commenced about this time,

as it is considered an auspicious period ;

and many marriages are also solemnized.

A paragraph has appeared, stating that

throe members of the Society of Friends,

had gone on a voyage of pleasure to the

South Sea Islands. It is a fact that they

have gone ; but their object has been mis

stated. Wo have received communica

tions on the subject from three respecta

ble members of the Society, one of whom

SByS_" The three members of the Society

of Friends who have sailed in the Francis

Freeling, (purchased for the purpose) to

visit the South Sea Islands, are not gone

on a journey of pleasure, but with a view

of establishing a mission, or missions, and

the visit is altogether a religious one,

though too vagrant to meet my ideas on

the subject. The funds are not provided

by the individuals themselves, but by а

subscription among a few members of the

Society." A second states, that the voy

agers will visit New Zealand, Owyhee,

Olcheuse, New South Wales, Л г . and

will probably nearly circumnavigate the

globe. It is intended to combine religious

instruction with the endeavour to promote

civilization amongst the inhabitants of

those ports which have been entirely ne

glected, or but little visited by missiona

ries. The whole is at the expense of the

Society, and will cost from -I, ¡i!«i/ to

COOOi., and the time calculated for (be

performance of this mission from four to

six years. A third correspondent says—

" Daniel Wheeler, of Russia, had gone on

a religious visit, or gospel mission, attend

ed by a companion and his son."—London

paper.

Observations on the Flying Fish.—"July

6.—The flying fish to-day were more nu

merous and lively. They rose in whole

flights to the right and left of the bow,

flying off in différent directions, as if the

vast body of the ship alarmed and disturb

ed them. Others, however, at a greater

distance, kept rising and falling without

any visible cause, and apparently in the

gladness of their hearts, and in order to

enjoy the sunshine and the temporary

change of element.

Certainly there was no appearance or

probability of any larger fish being in pur

suit of oven one-hundredth part of those

which we saw, nor were there any birds

to endanger their flight ; and those writer*

who describe the life of these animals as

a constant succession of alarms, and ren

dered miserable by fear, have never, I

conceive, soon them in their mirth, or

considered those natural feulings of health

and hilarity which seem to lead all crea

tures to exert, in mere lightness of heart,

whatever bodily powers the Creator has

given them. It would be just as reason

able to say that a lamb leaps in the mea-
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dow for fear of being bitten by serpents, the recorde of .auch matters in the aggre-

or that a horse gallops round his pasture gate. During the year last past, for ex-

only because a wolf is at bis heels, as to ample, a man named Bogard, died in Ten-

infer, from the flight of these animals, nessee at.the age of 118 ; and a révolu

that they are always pursued by the bo- tionary soldier, named Martin, aged 100,

nito."—Kishop Hebcr's Journal of a Voy- at Knoxvillo. Mrs. Pierce, of North Ca-

age to India. rolina, was supposed to be 111; and that

The skeleton of the painter Raphael, was the ascertained age of Mr. Thompson,

has been disinterred at Rome, after havmg of Maryland, whose oldest son, by the

been undisturbed for several hundred way, is 92. Worthington, of Baltimore, a

years. The Marquis Biondi delivered an slave we believe, was 110. A person died

interesting lecture upon the remains, ш thls С"У at lor> • a11 dlirlng !833.

which were afterwards formally examined Important to Milkmen.—By a variety of

and identified by a commission of sur- experiments, it has been ascertained that

geons. They were then exposed for four milk, placed in vessels made of zinc, in-

days to the public, and were to be rein- crease the quantity of cream beyond what

tombed with great pomp, and the Pantheon can be obtained in vessels of the ordinary

to be illuminated, Oct. 13th. kind—the quantity of butter obtained is

American Longevity.—The number of computed at one-third more.— Goodsell's

those persons who attain to what is consi- Gen. Farmer,

dered a very advanced age, in probably Quere.—Will any deleterious conse-

inucli greater than would be at first sup- quencos follow from the use of zinc, as

posed, by people not accustomed to notice milk pans?

We fill this department of our Magazine for the present month,

with an account of African Missions, taken from the American Quar

terly Register.

WESTERN AFRICA.

The principal missionary establishments on the western coast are within the terri

tory of the British colony of Sierra Leone, and under the charge of the Church Mis

sionary Society. They were commenced about sixteen years since. Freetown, the

capital of the colony, on the south side of the river Sierra Leone, seven miles above

its entrance into the Atlantic ocean, is the seat of the mission. Branches are esta

blished at Fourah bay, Kissey, four miles from Freetown, Wellington seven miles,

Hastings thirteen, Gloucester four, Regent six, and Bathurst seven. The last three

are in (he mountain district, laying south and south-east of Freetown:- the three pre

ceding are in the river district, east of Freetown. On the first of January, 1833, the

average attendance on public worship, at all the stations, was about 2,700 in the morn

ing, and 1,500 in the evening, communicants 690, candidates for communion 332, day

scholars 1,027, evening 282, Sabbath 1,080, total scholars 2,999. At Fourah boy is

a seminary, called the Christian Institution, containing 14 scholars. Its design is to

prepare native teachers and assistants. The conduct of most of the communicants is

reported to be consistent with their profession. Some have been excluded for Sabbath

breaking, adultery, and other sins. One of the missionaries has been separated from

the society, in consequence of his openly falling into sin. It appears that the worship

of idols is not yet entirely eradicated from among the liberated Africans. The want

of labourers is a painful obstacle. The climate is such ae frequently to prove fatal to

a European constitution.

The Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society established a mission at Freetown in

1816. There are now five out-stations. The meetings at the chapels are generally

well attended. The same society have missions at Bathurst, a town on the St. Mary's

island, at the mouth of the Gambia, and at M'Carthy island, about 300 miles up the

Gambia. The first was established in 1821, the last in 1832. M'Carthy island is con

sidered as very well adapted fnr a missionary settlement. The Gamboa is navigable

about 400 mi. -в, and enters Iho ocean in north latitude 14 dcg. 23 min., about 6 deg.

north of Sierra Leone.

Going down the coast about two degrees from Sierra Leone, we come to the Ame

rican colony of Liberia. The Baptist mission at the colony has been relinquished. A

free school for the benefit of recaptured Africans has been for several weeks in suc

cessful operation, under the care of the Rev. James Eden. Mr. Savage is making ar-
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rangements to establish a iSdnual labour school at Millsburg. There were previously

five schools in operation. Sufficient attention has not, in our opinion, been paid to

this point, by the managers of the Colonization Society. It is of fundamental impor

tance. We are sorry to say, al> ->, that a portion of the colonists, including some of

the most respectable persons, '10 engaged in the traffic in ardent spirits. We are

aware that it is said that no treaties could be made with the natives, and scarcely any

intercourse carried on, without the assistance of ardent spirits. But has a full expe

riment been made .' Is it perfectly clear, that it is morally right to make use of ar

dent spirits in any such way P Can the natives be induced to give up the expectation

of receiving ardent spirits in barter, gradually? Ought not decisive and uncompro

mising ground to be taken at once ? Would not really useful articles, if double or tre

ble in value, be received in lieu of spirits?

Three American Missionary Societies, the Western Foreign Missionary, the Me

thodist Missionary, and the American Board, will establish missions on the western

coast, probably in the vicinity of Cape Monserado, or Cape Palmas, in the course of

two or three months.

The German Missionary Society established at Basle, in Switzerland, bave an esta

blishment at Vssa, a negro village, near the Danish fort Christianburg, on the Gold

coast. This mission commenced in 1828, is about one degree south of Liberia. The

Gold coast has long been visited for the gold dust and slaves which it furnishes.

The forts and counting-houses belonging to Europeans in this quarter are about 40 in

number.

The following are the names, stations, &c. of the different missionaries on the west

ern coast. We do not give the assistants :—

John G. Wilhelm, Freetown, Christian Mission.

John Raban, do. do.

G W. E. Metzger, River District, do.

John Gerber, do. do.

\V K. Betts, Mountain District, do.

G. A. Kissling, Not stationed, do.

J. F. Schon, do. do.

Moister, St. Mary's Island, Western Mission.

John B. Pinney, Not stationed, Western For. Mission.

John ClnuJ, do. do.

LairH, do. do.

John L. Wilson, do. A.B. C. For. Mission.

S. O. Wright, do. Methodist Mission.

Spaulding, do. do.

Considerable interest is now felt in the project in which the Landers are engaged, of

establishing settlements, and promoting commercial intercourse in the interior of

western Africa. Mr. Lander left the steam-boats on the 14th of April last, about 400

miles up the Niger, opposite the lake Tschad, and proceeded to Fernando Po, on the

coast, to procure necessaries, &c. During the first month after the expedition left the

coast, not less than 20 deaths occurred, in consequence of the fever which was caught

on the coast. In every other respect the expedition has been successful. Great con

fidence is expressed of the final accomplishment of the commercial objects of the ex

pedition. The natives had received it in the most friendly manner. It is intended to

form a settlement at Patashic, a large island in the Niger, one day's journey below

Bonea.

" Africa," remarks Mr. Douglas, of Cavers, " is still more helpless than Asia, and

farther removed from all influences of good. Preparations, however, are already be

gun for a renovating change of that unhappy continent. The liberated blacks »re

beginning to return, wilh I he sends of knowledge, and the rudiments of the true reli

gion ; and America will soon send them forth in great numbers, and spread them over

those shores which are opposite to the new world."

SOUTH AFRICA.

" If the sight of the wild boy in the wood learning his letters be, according to Dr.

Chalmers, the most sublime spectacle on earth, what heart can be insensible to the

grandeur of those effects, which are likely to arise from the introduction of a printing

press, schools, the circulation of the Scriptures, literature, and science, among thn

hitherto barbarous tribes in the interior of South Africa ?" The efforts fur the benefit

of South Africa, may be considered under four divisions—Cape Town, the Hottentots,

Cadres, and the more distant tribes.

Cape Toten is a well built placo ; and is said to contain 22,000 white and coloured

inhabitants. The places of worship belong to the Calvinists, Lutherans, and Roman

Catholics. A chapel is connected with the London Missionary Society. An
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Episcopal church ¡s building. The Mohammedan priests, are eaid to be very zealoui

in making proselytes. The inhabitante prefer servants of this religion on account of

their sober habits, drunkenness being said to prevail greatly among other sects. A

philanthropic society is established for the emancipe Ъп of deserving slaves. They

have already emancipated 100 slave girls, and given bJem good education. A Tem

perance Society has numerous members. New lending-libraries are forming, and

others are enlarging, in two schools in Cape Town, and 24 elsewhere, belonging to

the ' Bible and School Commission,' there are 1,267 scholars. In Cape Town, there

are 12 private schools for boys, and 10 for girls. Two schools of industry have 140

scholars ; an infant school 60; a grammar school, begun in 1824, is supported by go

vernment. A college, commenced in 1829, supports itself, and is the first institution

in the colony, which has rendered it unnecessary to send children to Europe for edu

cation, and will be the means of raising many competent teachers for the district

schools. The Dutch inhabitants have a school preparatory for the college, with 180

scholars. Rev. John Philip, D.D., superintendent of the missions of the London so

ciety, has morning and evening service on the Sabbath, a Bible class, Sunday school,

Sift. The Wesleynns employ at the Cape, and the surrounding districts, Messrs. Bar

nabas, Shaw, James Cameron, and E. Cook. In Cape Town and the adjoining coun

try, there are 50,000 Mohammedans and Pagans.

Hottentots. Among this people, the Brethren have five stations, Groenekloof, Gna-

denthal, Hemel-en Aarde, Elim, and Enon. Groenekloof is 40 miles north of Cape

Town, and has 563 inhabitants. The mission premises are surrounded by a wall, and

the church and other buildings are stuccoed. Gnadenthal is 130 miles north-east of

Cape Town. So abundant are the vegetable productions, that it is called a ' place of

fruits.' The settlement contains 1319 persons. The communicants are 605, baptized

children 391. The day scholars are 300, and the infant school 120. " Nothing can

exceed the delight of the Hottentots at the unexpected present of an organ for the

church. Many of them melt into tears when it is played." Hemel-en Aarde is a hos

pital for the relief of lepers. The communicants are 38. As the malady is not con-

tagioue, the institution will probably be given up. Elim is 180 miles from the Cape—

it has 200 inhabitants. Enon is on the White river, near Algoa bay, about nine days'

journey from Gnadenthal. The White river flows close to the settlement. Commu

nicants 123, scholars 125.

The London Society has missions at Bosjesveld, 40 miles north of the Cape, at Paarl,

35 miles north-east, at Tulbagh,75 miles north-east, at C'aledon, 120 miles east, at Pa-

caltsdorp, 145 miles east, at Hankey, not far distant from the last named town, at

Bethelsdorp, 450 miles east of the cape, and Uitenhage, an out-station at Theopolis,

550 miles east, at Grahamstown, Graaf Reinet, and Cat river. The number of com

municants at all these stations is about 500. Temperance societies are formed at most

of them. " Intemperance has hitherto been one of the chief means, by which Satan

has maintained his sway. No one can reflecten the almost universal custom in our

villages, of paying for occasional services with nothing but brandy, without horror."

The Wesleyans have stations in the Albany district, in the eastern part of the colony,

comprehending Grahamstown, Snlem, Somerset, and other stations. The congrega

tions on the Sabbath are large and attentive. The French Protestants have a mission

at Wagenmaker valley, the resort of 600 or 700 slaves, 10 of whom have been bap

tized; and the Rhenish Society another station at Wupperthal, near the Cedar moun

tains, five илу»' journey north of Cape Town. " In a little valley surrounded by huge

rocks, which seem to shut it out from the world, the missionary Von Wurmb, and his

wife, with his associate Leipoldt, fixed themselves at the beginning of 1830, having

purchased the land for about 11,000 francs. The Rhenish Society have also a mission

at Stellenbosch."

ib'íeto of public affairs.

It is seldom that more than two months elapse, without bringing intelligence

from Europe to the United States. Such however is the fact at present. The latest

dates from Britain are of the 25th of November—There has been an arrival from St.

Ubes, bringing information from that place, to the 27th of November, but the informa

tion is of little interest; it is merely that the armies of the hostile brothers remained

much as they had been for some time previously ; the forces of Don Miguel about 18

miles distant from the city; skirmishing frequent, but not decisive ; the Miguelites a

good deal depressed and discouraged; and the fleet and all the important sea ports still

in the hands of Don Pedro. In Spain, the only event of importance that has recently
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occurred, ¡в the defeit of ^'o priest Merino, the devoted partisan of Don Carlos, by

General Saarsficld, commanding the troops of the existing regency, whose prospect«

seemed to have a favourable increase. A large French force is stationed along the

whole line of the Spanish fror • .;r; doubtless intended to favour the regency, but not

to act without a manifest noce, .ty—The Russian minister has demanded of the court

of France to stop the public prêts of Paris in its abuse of Russia. An evasive answer

has been returned. At Rome, it is stated that great agitation exists in the Papal cabi

net ; and that three cardinals were about leaving the capital, to endeavour to form an

Italian confederation ; which, it is affirmed, had been recommended by the northern

powers. This is not improbable; as the last advices speak of a league entered into by

Russia, Austria, and Prussia, to suppress all future attempts to resuscitate the kingdom

of Poland—each power, in such an event, to furnish 35,000 troops, to suppress all at

tempts at insurrection—The affairs of Holland and Belgium remain m statu quo—In

Germany, it appears there have been some difficulties with those powers who have

granted legislative rights to their subjects; but it is doubtful whether they will pro

duce any important results—In France, the elections were going on, and some riots

occasionally took place. It is stated that at Marseilles two-thirds of the candidates for

seats in the Chambers were Carliste. But this does not prove that one of them will be

chosen. In Britain, the season had been so remarkably mild, that pear trees were in

blossom, and a second crop of ripe gooseberries was produced. Lord Grenville was not

expected to survive the long indisposition under which he had laboured ; and at bis

death, the true author of the Letters of Junius, it was confidently believed, would be

folly ascertained. The Cholera was prevailing in the north of Europe—in Norway in

particular. The controversy between the Turkish Sultan and some of his rebellious

Pachas, as well as with the inhabitants of Samos, was still unsettled. From Asia and

Africa we have no intelligence of importance that can be called news. In South Ame

rica, it appears that the civil broil at Buenos Ayres is settled for the present. The ob

noxious, but constitutional governor, finding that the rebellious army which environed

the city was likely to capture und plunder it, asked counsel of the legislature, and was

virtually, but very gently, advised to resign. He did so—riduntarthj by compulsion.

The besieging army then marched through the city, without doing much injury to the

inhabitants—their military chief being made governor, in place of the one deposed.

But what a state of things is this! It is nothing better than a military government, in

which an aspiring commander has only to gain his army to Ыя wishes, in order to be

sure of governing the State. It reminds us of the worst period of the Roman empire,

when emperors were made and unmade by the Roman legions, as often as they pleased.

In the other Southern American States, no event of importance has recently occurred.

President Santander, in addition to his other enlightened measures, is labouring to in

troduce a universal toleration in matters of religion, in the great republic of Colombia.

We wish him success with all our heart ; but fear that Popish influence will prevent it

—Till toleration, however, or rather the equality of all religious sects, as to political

claims and patronage, shall be established among our southern neighbours, they never

can be really a free people, nor exempted from sanguinary civil broils.

Such is our meagre chronicle of Public Affairs tor the present month. But ours is

not the fault. We keep no home manufactory of news ; and when importation fails,

we must wait for the foreign supply.

As to our own beloved land, our readers are acquainted with its state and prospects,

as well as ourselves. We consider the present aspect of our public affairs as gloomy—

never more so, since the existence of the Federal Constitution. The great question

which has occupied and agitated our Congress, ever since its present session com

menced, is still undecided. Parties are increasing in ardour; and unless that same

kind Providence, which has so often interposed for our preservation—and for which we

have never been sufficiently thankful—shall still prove benignant, and grant us an un

deserved deliverance, we greatly fear for the issue. " Help us, О Lord our God, wo

rest on tlice."

ERRATUM in our ln.il number.

Page 7, line 14 from bottom, expunge the word lust
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THE SOUL RESTING IN GOD.

PSALM CXT'I. 7.—" Return unlo thy rest, О my soul ; for the Lord hath dealt bountifully

with thee."

Notwithstanding the questions which have been raised relative to

the author of the psalm in which these words are found, we hesitate

not to ascribe them to that eminent saint, who is called in the sacred

records, " the sweet Psalmist of Israel," and " the man after God's

own heart." This distinguished personage was not only, by divine

designation, the king of the ancient chosen people of Jehovah, and the

successful warrior whose conquests had put into their possession the

whole domain that had been promised to their fathers; but he was also

richly endowed with the gifts both of prophecy and poetry. His inspi

red lyrics have formed the principal source of devotional song for the

church of God, in every age since their publication. The psalms of

David unquestionably abound in such lofty descriptions of the divine

attributes, such exalted strains of adoration and praise, such heavenly

aspirations of soul, and such wonderful examples of the communing

of the human spirit with the great Father of spirits, as have never

been surpassed, perhaps never equalled, except in the case of our

blessed Redeemer, who, in one mysterious person, united our nature

with the Godhead. Yet the spiritual depressions of the royal psalmist

seem to have been correspondent to his elevations; and the exemplifi

cation of this in the psalm before us, decides our belief that it is his

composition. Strong, and striking indeed, is the language of the con

text, in describing its author's deep affliction and distress. " The sor

rows of death, he says, compassed me, and the pains of hell gat hold

upon me; I found trouble and sorrow." Under such feelings, even if

inspiration had not guided him, he could not have spoken lightly on

the subject of rest. His language, notwithstanding, is the language of

confidence, when he tells us, not only where he had once found it, but

where he might find it again. " Return unto thy rest, О my soul; for

the Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee."

In speaking on this passage of holy writ—principally on the first

part of it—I will, in reliance on divine assistance, endeavour—

I. To show where, and in what it was, that the psalmist confidently

expected to find the relief which he so much needed and desired.

II. To evince that it possesses all the properties which he ascribes

to it, when he calls it emphatically his REST.

t'A. Mv,—VOL. XII. N
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III. To show what will enable and entitle us, to appropriate and

apply to ourselves, the consolatory language of the text.

After this, a short improvement shall conclude the discourse.

Frst, then, we are to consider where, and in what it was, that the

psalmist confidently expected to find the relief which he so much need

ed and desired.

It scarcely seems necessary to observe, that the author of the text

must have intended something more by it, than merely that he would

attempt to quiet and compose his mind, by the ordinary means and

endeavours which are used for that purpose. The manner of his ex

pression, as well as the whole connexion of the words, plainly demon

strates, that he had in view some distinct and peculiar object, toward

which he might turn the current of his thoughts, and by centring

them on which, they would naturally and certainly obtain composure

and quiet. He speaks of this rest as a fixed and unfailing resource, to

which he might return as to a home, whenever he wanted refreshment

and enjoyment for his mind.—My brethren, this object, this resource,

this home, this resting place for the soul, is God himself. The psalm

ist clearly intimates this in the latter part of the text.—" Return unto

thy rest, О my soul; for the Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee"—

That is—" Let thy meditations fix themselves on thy God, who hath

bountifully supplied all thy necessities, whenever thou hast fled from

the broken cisterns of creature reliefs to him alone." The same senti

ments are expressed and repeated, immediately before and immediately

after the text. " Gracious is the Lord and righteous, yea our God is

merciful. The Lord preserveth the simple, I was brought low and he

helped me—Thou hast delivered my soul from death, mine eyes from

tears, and my feet from falling. What shall I render unto the Lord

for all his benefits towards me. I will take the cup of salvation and

call on the name of the Lord. Precious in the sight of the Lord is the

death of his saints." The whole of these expressions point us to God

as the rest of the psalmist's soul. In contemplating the infinite excel

lence of the divine nature; in surveying the glory of the divine attri

butes; in calling to mind that a God of boundless wisdom, power and

goodness, would infallibly order every thing for the best; in recollect

ing and believing that this God was in covenant with his soul,—recon

ciled to him through the blood of the covenant, and engaged to be to

him, and to do for him, infinitely more and better than he could con

ceive,—to be his protector now and his portion to all eternity;—in the

indulgence of these meditations; in the cultivation of these exercises;

in the consciousness of such possessions, and the cherishing of such

expectations, he expected his mind to be fully tranquillized and satis

fied. However great his troubles, however imminent his dangers,

however involved his perplexities, however keen his anguish, here was

one remedy for all; here he would be at rest—Here was a peaceful re

gion, where the storms of distress could never gather, to which the

blasts of discontentment could never reach. Here he would feel himself

secure from the world,—secure from all possible accidents, and would

experience all those desirable sensations which arise from a mind se

rene and satisfied. Very properly, therefore, might he call this a rest

ing place for his soul, and resolve to flee to it for refuge, against the

calamities which had been pressing him so heavily and painfully. This

I am to show more fully, by endeavouring—
II. To evince that the psalmist's resource possesses all the proper-

tics that he ascribes to it, when he calls it, with emphasis, his BISST.
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Let us here consider a few of the circumstances essential to rest, and

see if they are not always the concomitants of the resource we con

template—

1. In order to be at rest we ought to be in safety. Without safety

there can be no rational or durable quiet. The thoughtless and stupid

may, indeed, be free from alarm in the midst of danger. But this is

insensibility or infatuation, rather than rest. Dreadful, surely, and not

desirable, must be that composure which wholly depends on ignorance,

or the want of consideration—on not knowing, or not considering,

what one's true situation is. It is not only bad while it lasts, but it is

continually liable to detection. He who reposes on forgetfulness or

falsehood, may, at any moment, be awakened to misery; and if never

awakened, his protracted slumbers can only end in perdition. Of that,

therefore, which deserves the name of rest, safety is an essential attri

bute. Now this attribute of safety was not peculiar to the condition

of the prince and prophet who uttered the text. It equally belongs to

the state and situation of every child of God. The closest examina

tion, and the imagination even of the most numerous and singular cir

cumstances, will but tend to demonstrate the extent of his security.

Say that there is a dark aspect spread over human affairs in general,

or over those in which the saint is more immediately concerned. Sen

sible of his interest in the divine favour, and having his own will swal

lowed up in the will of God, he may and ought to indulge in such medi

tations as these—" My heavenly Father is the absolute Sovereign and di

rector of all events: and will not the Judge of all the earth do right? Do

I not desire that his counsel should stand, and that he should do all his

pleasure? Mournful, indeed, is the contemplation of human misery, and

it is my duty to use my utmost efforts to prevent or to diminish it; but

still, I am warranted to take comfort in the thought, that come to pass

what may, God will eventually overrule it for good. He, especially,

who controls all things, and without whose superintending care à

sparrow falleth not to the ground, He, assuredly, will take care of a

child who looks to and depends upon him. Yes, he hath promised to

do it, and he cannot deceive. He hath promised ' to withhold no

good thing from them that walk uprightly.' He hath declared ' that

all things work together for good to them that love God;—that all

things are theirs, things present and things to come, life or death, all

are theirs.' What is best for me or for others, I know not: But my

heavenly Father knoweth, and with him it is ray privilege to leave it.

It may, indeed, be the loss of something that I value, or the refusal of

something that I wish. But if the loss or the refusal will terminate in

my ultimate advantage, let me welcome a merciful disappointment.

Confident, therefore, that he who directs all events will not permit me

to be afflicted unless it be for my good, and desirous of affliction if it

will, I will be at rest; for I have trusted all rny concerns into his hands,

and there they must be safe." Brethren—Here is no exaggeration—

Here is nothing but practical truth, and unquestionable Christian ex

perience. The triumphant language of the prophet Habakkuk is

in strict and full accordance with the representation I have given.

"Although the fig-tree shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the

vines, the labour of the olive shall fail, and the fields shall yield no meat,

the -flock shall be cut off from the fold, and there shall be no herd in

the stall: Yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God of my

salvation."

Say, again, that the man who has made God his refuge, is beset with
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enemies; which seems to have been in some measure the cause of dis

tress to the author of the text—Still he will realize that he is safe,

under the divine protection. He will recollect the declaration which

saith—" Surely the wrath of man shall praise thee; the remainder of

wrath shall thou restrain," and the gracious assurance—" He will keep

ihee as the apple of his eye." His trust, therefore, is in God, and

here, being safe, he is at rest.

Or say that even the life of him who has the psalmist's resource is

threatened—Still he has the consolation to reflect that he is safe. Death

to him can bring no danger. I assert not, that it will not some

times bring a degree of alarm. The consciousness of remaining cor

ruption, a deep sense of ill desert, the weakness of faith, the impor

tance of the unchangeable state on which he is entering, the natural

dread of dissolution, may, by their separate or combined influence,

excite some perturbation. But still you will observe, he is safe—safe

in fact, although he cannot take all the comforts to which he is enti

tled. His case is the very reverse of that of the impious man, who is

in danger while he is unalarmed. One dark step will terminate all the

floom of the child of God, and usher him into the regions of eternal

ay. But this, you will recollect, is putting the case at the very worst.

Frequently—very frequently—the saint is able to repose, in unshaken

confidence, on the faithfulness of Him in whose eyes " the deaih of his

saints is precious." Supported by this confidence, the bed of death is

to him a bed of the sweetest rest, as well as safety. He can say, and

the speaker has heard it from expiring lips—

" Jesus can make a dying bed

Feel null as downy pillows are ;

While on hie breast I lean my head,

And breathe my life out sweetly there."

Yes, the believer can say—casting the eye of faith on the mansions

•which his Saviour has promised and gone to prepare—" Return unto

thy rest—thy eternal rest, О my soul." I now see it near; it is full in

view; the rest that remaineth for the people of God. "Come, Lord

Jesus—even so—come quickly."

Thus it appears, that the attribute of safety, which is so essential to

rest, will, in every possible situation, be found by the man of undis-

sembled piety. Unbelievers themselves must allow, that his state is

the safest of all. If they think that his religion is false, they must

still admit that it is safe—that it cannot injure him beyond the grave.

He is, therefore, like a merchant whose goods are all gratuitously in

sured. He can lose nothing; and whatever is to be gained, he is sure

to gain it. He is on the safe side of the momentous question, and is,

consequently, entitled to be at rest.

2. Freedom from pain and anxiety, is a circumstance necessary to

rest.

My brethren—The present stale was intended to be a state of trial.

No individual, therefore, of whatever condition or character, will be

wholly exempted from affliction. The Deity hath never promised that

his own children shall escape it. On the conu-ary, he hath promised

that, when necessary, they shall endure it—"For whom the Lord lov-

eth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he recciveth. If ye

endure chastening, God dealeth with you as with sons; for what son is

he whom the Father chasteneth not." It is, however, the happy lot of

the people of God to be perfectly assured that they shall be preserved

from all unnecessary distress, and that what they suffer shall not only
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be sanctified to them in the end, but that they shall find solace or sup

port during its continuance. This is to speak within the bounds of

the strictest verity. The word of life declares, and experience wit

nesses to its truth,—" That the Lord is a strong hold in the day of

trouble:" And to possess the soul in peace, to have internal quiet and

satisfaction, is to pluck from affliction its most envenomed sting.

When the mind can lean with confidence on some stable support, ad

versity, pain and suffering, are half annihilated.

These, then, are the favourable circumstances in which those who

have confidence in the divine favour will encounter the pains of the

body, or the anxieties of the mind. While the satisfying sense of the

love ofGod abides on their hearts, they will be able to say with the apos

tle—" We rejoice even in tribulation"—and—" Though our outward

man perish, yet the inward man is renewed day by day—For our light

affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceed

ing and eternal weight of glory. While we look, not at the things

which are seen, but at the things which are not seen: For the things

which are seen are temporal, but the things which are not seen are

eternal." The representation of the apostle here is, that the attention

of a suffering saint, even while he is immediately under the rod, may

be so taken up with the contemplation and assurance of better things to

come, that he will but lightly feel, and little regard, the pain of the stroke

which is inflicted. This certainly is a matter of Christian experience.

The pious mind may be, and often is, so engaged, in the hour of afflic

tion, with holy meditations and consolations, that pain, or other af

flictive circumstances, lose largely the effect which they are wont to

produce—Nay, the Christian is sometimes ready to give thanks for all

that he endures, finding it accompanied with a divine support, not or

dinarily experienced. And when, for a little, his mind is drawn off, and

his attention becomes engaged with the circumstances which afflict

him, which certainly is often the case, still this unfailing and consola

tory resource is ever at hand. Recollection comes speedily to his aid,

and pointing to heaven, admonishes the soul—" Return unto thy rest.

Let thy thoughts fix again upon thy God. Flee away from all thy

cares and thy griefs, and solace thyself with divine consolations." But

this is anticipating what I propose to state distinctly—

3. That a circumstance essentially necessary to mental rest is, that

there be some subject to dwell upon, which is pleasing, soothing, satis

fying, and delightful—This seems to have been most directly in the

view of the sacred penman of the words before us. He had been

greatly perplexed and agitated \viih distressing, anxious, and pain

ful emotions. Worn out with them, at last, he resolves to banish them

from his mind, by turning his thoughts on God, his exceeding joy.

This it is which gives force to the word return. He had wandered

from the place of his rest, to which he now determines again to resort.

My brethren—discontent, uneasiness, anxiety, grief, and perturbation,

may steal into the hearts of the best of men, and grievously corrode

them for a time. But it is their peculiar privilege to escape al length

from these disquieting intruders, by recurring to that source of plenary

satisfaction, which a consciousness of thé divine favour opens for them.

I am aware that I have already called your attention to this considera

tion. But I must enlarge upon it a little; it is worthy of a mnre dis

tinct notice. Judge, then, I say, if that man has not a subject for me

ditation calculated to speak peace to his troubled spirit, who can con

template infinite wisdom, power, and goodness, with the pleasing
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confidence that they are engaged for his protection and happiness?

May not he with good reason be at rest, who can reflect that God Al

mighty is his friend, by solemn covenant and oath? That he who sits

at the helm of the universe will govern and direct all his concerns, in

such a manner as shall issue in his safety and advantage? Are not

these reflections adapted to slill the agitation, soothe the anguish, or

dispel the darkness of the mind? May not he who is entitled to in

dulge them, say with great propriety—" Return unto thy rest, О my

soul—Leave these perplexing concerns, about which thou art so

anxious. Thou hast disquieted thyself too much already; turn thy

thoughts upon thy God; there thou wilt not fail to find peace and re

pose; there thou wilt see thy present safety and thy future glory; there

thou wilt see how little and unworthy are the things which give thee

so much uneasiness; there thou wilt see their short duration; there

thou wilt see thyself raised above them; there thy God will hide thee

in his pavilion, and shelter thee from every annoyance. Return, there

fore, return unto thy rest, О my soulj ' for the Lord hath dealt bounti

fully with thee.' "

Let us now, very briefly, consider—

III. What will entitle and enable us to appropriate and apply to our

selves the language of the text. In addresses from the sacred desk, my

brethren, it is often quite as important to inculcate truth, as to teach

or explain it; to endeavour to bring home to the hearts and consciences

of our hearers the doctrine which, in abstract speculation, they will

readily admit. So I think it is with the subject before us. There is

¡iltle need of argument to show, that if we would be partakers of the

psalmist's privilege, it is indispensable that we possess a portion of

the psalmist's temper. It is manifest at once, that there can be no

rest, where there is enmity against the party in whose favour and lov

ing kindness rest must be found. Now the oracles of infallible truth

assure us, that " the carnal mind is enmity against God," and of course

God cannot be the rest of the carnal mind, while its enmity remains.

The thing, you perceive, is a natural impossibility. It is so, because

the sinner never will, in fact, seek rest in God; and if he did, he would

find nothing but what was hostile, as well as hateful to him. It be

hooves each of us, therefore, to let the truth sink deep into his heart,

that, before it be possible for him to appropriate and apply to himself

the language of the text, he must possess such a temper as that his de

sires may be gratified, and the highest pleasure of his mind be furnish

ed, by the contemplation of all the divine attributes and dispensations.

Yes, beloved hearers, you must be transformed by the renewing of your

mind; you must be born again—and born of the Spirit; you must be

made to love what God loves, and to hate what he hates; you must, in

a word, be truly reconciled to God through Jesus Christ, before the

soul of any one of you can rest in God. Without this, no one can be

entitled to use the language of the text, for the obvious reason that he

cannot use it with truth or propriety. Hear the oracle of God—" The

wicked are like the troubled sea when it cannot rest, whose waters cast

up mire and dirt."

But, my brethren, if we would be able, at all times, to find our rest in

God, we must not only be truly reconciled to him, but we must be

much engaged in holy intercourse and communion with him. This is

the only method by which we can be enabled to take up our rest in him

in the time of need. Alas! it is because we make so little use of our

rest, that we are so often brought into doubt whether we have a title to
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it; and thus exclude ourselves from its benefits, when the necessity of

them is most sensibly felt. Our souls fix and centre on God so seldom,

that they become inapt for the exercise. Yes, and the people of God,

sometimes look so much to the creature for their rest, that they feel

afraid and ashamed to look to God for it, when the creature fails; and

they have to pass through a deeply humbling1 process, before they

can get back to their rest. Let us see the importance, then, of being

familiar with this blessed rest, that we may be able to resort to it with

ease, when pressed by necessity. Let us earnestly endeavour to keep

our title to it clear and free from doubt. Let us, so to speak, often

travel the path which leads to it. Let it be the daily employment of

our souls to commune with God. Thus shall we be able speedily and

easily to fly to him as our rest on every emergency; and at all times

shall be entitled and enabled to appropriate and apply to ourselves the

language of the text, with humble holy confidence.

For the improvement of the subject, we may learn from it—

1. What is the precise difference between the righteous and the

wicked in this life, in point of enjoyment—The good man has a rest

ing place for his soul, and the bad man has not. This is the line

which divides, and will forever divide, their portions, even in this

world. Nor is this an inconsiderable difference. It is, on the con

trary, inconceivably great. A sense of unconditional safety; a refuge

in all seasons of distress; a subject of high, delightful, and satisfactory

contemplation; and a well-founded expectation of an eternal weight of

glory—This is now the portion of the sanctified man, and it is the por

tion of no unsanctified man.

It is true, indeed, that pious men may have their glooms, their

doubts, and their fears; but these ultimately bring them more fully to

their rest, and even heighten by contrast the delights it affords. Their

seasons of darkness, therefore, are only like shades in a picture, which

increase on the whole the beauty of the piece. It is also true, we ad

mit, that wicked men may, at present, sometimes forget their situa

tion, be ignorant of their danger, enjoy the world, and indulge in its

pleasures. But this forgetfulness, it must also be remembered, only

enhances their misery, when a sense of their danger is forced upon

them. Then their pleasures are often converted into pains; and at the

best they can never satisfy the mind. They forever leave in it a dread

ful, craving void. That great, permanent, soul-filling portion, which

confidence in the divine favour bestows, they never do or can possess.

Most pitiably, therefore, do impenitent sinners mistake, when they

suppose that to become religious would diminish their pleasure, and

destroy their happiness. Alas! without religion, they can never know

what true pleasure, what solid happiness is. Therefore,

2. Let me from this subject exhort those present who have hitherto

been looking to the world as the only source of their enjoyment, now

to seek it in a reconciliation with God through Jesus Christ. " Come

unto me, said the blessed Saviour, all ye that labour and are heavy

laden, and I will give you rest." Lovers of pleasures more than

lovers of God—why will you not listen to this invitation of the Sa

viour? In your present pursuits, believe me, you are like the dove that

was sent forth by Noah. Direct your course as you may, there is no

thing but troubled waters beneath you. Above the threatening billows,

you may indeed be borne for a short space, on the wings of excited

fancy and passion. But these deceptive pinions will not long sustain

you, they will soon droop and fail; and then, if you are excluded from
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the ark of safety, you plunge and are lost forever in the bottomless abyss.

Listen, therefore, to the voice of the Saviour, now inviting you to quit

your wanderings, and to take refuge, and find rest in him. Now, if you

will be obedient to his call—If abasing yourselves in the dust of humi

lity for your sins; if imploring and receiving the aid of his good Spi

rit, you truly renounce every false way, and rely on his merits,

righteousness, and intercession alone, for salvation, he will not reject

you; he will receive you into his favour, and will assuredly give you

rest—Rest from the torments of a guilty conscience; rest from the ty

ranny of your lusts; and at last, an eternal rest from all sin and all sor

row, in the abodes of heavenly peace.

Finally—Although the rest which the people of God enjoy in him at

present, is derived, in great part, from the assurance of better things

to come, and although to this I have already made frequent references,

yet I cannot conclude this discourse without calling your undivided at-

terrtion, for a moment, to the apostolic declaration, that " there remain-

cth a rest for the people cf God"—What they have at present, is only

an earnest, a foretaste, of what awaits them in a future state. In the pre

sent life, their sanctification is imperfect; and hence their rest in God,

although it seems at times to antedate heaven, is, as we have seen, often

interrupted—The remainders of corruption operate to interrupt it; and

not only this, but the connexion of the soul with the body, will not ad

mit of high and unbroken spiritual enjoyment. If the necessary con

cerns of life did not, as they certainly do, prevent such enjoyment, the

human mind cannot at present endure a long continuance of that holy

excitement which is its inseparable attendant. In view of these causes

of the interruption and imperfection to which the spiritual repose and

felicity of the believer is subject, while he dwells in the body, the apos

tle, in the words I have quoted, speaks of a rest which remaineth—

speaks as if what is enjoyed here, is so inferior to that which is to be

possessed hereafter, that the present is hardly worthy of the name; it

is a rest, but it is not the rest, which shall be known in the mansions

above. Yes, beloved brethren in the Lord, such is unquestionably the

fact. The grace of God has opened in your souls " a well of living

water;" the water is "springing up," but it has not yet reached, to

" life everlasting." You have at present only a prelibation—compara

tively only a drop, and that not an unmingled drop—of " the rivers of

pleasure" which flow at God's right hand—

" There you shall bathe your weary soul

In »ела of heavenly rest;

And not a wave of sorrow roll

Across your peaceful breast."

Let this glorious prospect soothe every sorrow; dry every weeping

eye; put the world under your feet; animate you in the cause of God;

and fill you with a holy, but well-regulated desire, to depart, and to be

with Christ. There you will know that " far better" rest, and those ce

lestial joys, which eye hath not seen; of which no mortal ear hath

heard, and of which an adequate conception hath never entered an un-

glorified spirit. Amen.

From Searle's Christian Remembrancer.

ON PRAYER.

Prayer is the very breath of faith, and the first evidence of new and

spiritual life in the soul. The Lord said of Paul, behold he prayeth:
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because the Lord had then given him a heart to pray. Doubtless, he

had often fasted and prayed before, as far as the lips were concerned.

But the spirit, not words; life, not expression only, constitute prayer

with God. Language may give it a form: but language alone is like

mere body without a soul; and he that so oners it, renders to God a

dead, unclean carcase for a living sacrifice, which is an abomination in

his sight. Whatever hath life, must breathe; and if the life be sound

and strong, it will breathe freely. Short, irregular, disordered breath,

discovers either great exercise or ill health. It is the same in the life

of faith. If the soul be quickened by Christ, it will breathe out its de

sires after him, perhaps like a child at first, mingled with strong, cry

ing, bitter sobs, and many tears; but still it breathes on, and prays on;

its breath of prayer is not stopped, but struggles for life and increase.

If the prayer be faint and weak, disordered and low, the person is not

in full life and health, or else some great temptation oppresses him

heavily. The Physician of souls must be looked to for medicine and

for deliverance. Certainly all is not right, and a speedy help should

be sought for and applied.

When the mind is truly touched by grace, it will and must pray. If

the heart cannot find words to carry up its request, it will send them

forth in earnest groans. Prayer can no more be kept from ascending,

than flame from the fire. The Spirit (said one who understood this

matter well) helpelh our infirmities; for we know not what we should pray

for as we ought; but the Spirit itself makelh intercessionfor us, with groan-

ings which cannot be uttered. The cries of a drowning man are above

the formality of words, and forcibly pierce the ear for help; so the

deep-felt anguish of a convinced heart is inexpressibly eager for mercy,

and with moans and groans sues it out from God in right earnest. It

does not seek a florid oration, or theatrical starts, but pours forth as

pirations, at limes too ardent and mighty for words. О how God

loveth such addresses as these! One Abba, Father; one tearful sigh;

one inward groan; are beyond and far better than all the fine speeches

in the world.

Let not the broken-hearted sinner grieve then too much that he can

not find language to express the fulness of his desires. His desires

are the better for being found in his bosom too large and too strong for

utterance. There is more of heaven in them, and they will break out

at last the swifter towards heaven. If he can find fit words let him use

them: if he cannot, let not their absence increase his concern. God

knows and loves the language of the heart, and in due time will an

swer the prayer.—See 1 Sam. i. 13— 15.

MATERNAL INSTRUCTION.

A chaplain to seamen, in one of our southern ports, was one day

called to the sick bed of a sailor, apparently at the gate of death, from

the effects of licentiousness. The chaplain addressed him affection

ately upon the state of his soul. With a curse, the sick man bid him

begone, and not harass his dying bed. The chaplain, however, told

him plainly he would speak, and he must hear, for his soul was in

jeopardy of eternal death. The man remained sullen and silent, and

even pretended to sleep, during his faithful address and prayer. Again

and again the visit was repeated, and with similar ill success. One

day, however, the sick man made use of an expression, by which the

Ch. Alv.—Voi.. XII. О
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chaplain suspected he was a Scotchman. To make sure of the fact,

the chaplain repeated a verse of that version of the Psalms, still in use

among the churches of Scotland,

Like pity » a father hath

Unto bis children dear ;

Such pity hath the Lord for those

Who worship him with fear.

The chords of his heart vibrated to the well-known language. His

eyes glistened with unusual moisture. The chaplain knowing the uni

versality of religious instruction among the Scotch, ventured an allu

sion to his mother. The poor prodigal burst into tears. He admitted

himself to be the child of a praying mother, who had often commended

him to God. He had left her long before, to become a wanderer on

the face of the great deep. No longer he repelled the kind attentions

of the chaplain; and his monitor had the satisfaction of seeing him

arise from his bed, he verily believes, a child of God. It may be, the

glorified spirit of his mother was one of the angels, before the throne

of God, who rejoiced over his repentance; or, if living, subsequently

rejoiced over him that was dead, but was alive again—was lost, but

found.—Mother's Mag.

For the Christian Advocate.

LINES

WRITTEN DURING A SEASON OF SPIRITUAL DARKNESS.

Once, thou dear, deserted Saviour—

Once this heart waa all thine own—

Have these moments fled for ever ?

Has sin usurped Irninatiuel's throne?

Then lloved thee, most supremely ;

Ev'ry comfort flow'd from thee;

Now I struggle, ah ! how vainly,

As I once have been, to be.

Sin, repented, not forsaken—

Pray'd against, yet present still—

Oh, my very soul is shaken,

Struggling 'gainst that monster's will.

Thus forsaken by the Spirit,

How conflicting every hour,

Feoling all a Saviour's merit,

Tet obeying Satan's power.

Tell me, ye who share the favour

Of the blessed King above,

Tell me where to seek the Saviour,

Object of your changeless love?

Oh, this sin-sick soul would find him,

At his feet to weep and pray ;

How my circling arms would bind him !

How my soul would urge his stay !

Bible ! book of consolation,

Can thy precious page afford

No sweet promise of salvation,

Perfected in Christ the Lord ?

Eatton, Pa. Feb. 1834.

O'er the sacred record turning,

Nought but threat'nings can 1 see;

Fires of wrath forever burning,

Quenchless flames for guilty me.

Seek I not, with tears, repentance ?

Yet, like Esau, seek in vain;

Have thy lips pronounced the sentence,

Dooming me to endless pain?

Bless me also, O, my Father !

Though my birthright sold have I ;

Clouds of vengeance o'er me gather,

Bless me, save me, or 1 die !

See this bruis'd and broken spirit—

See this sin-abhorring soul—

Saviour, for thy suff'ring's merit,

Bind my bosom, make me whole;

Nothing can I bring before thce

But my sorrowing soul's distress;

Can I vow to si ill adoro thee,

Feeling hopeless guiltiness !

Hark, a still small voice is stealing

Through this soul-bewild'ring night,

From his word his will revealing,
• At ev'ning time it shall be light."

O'er this sacred Anchor bending,

Now my sinking soul I stay,

Longing for the brilliant ending

Of this dark and cloudy day.

J. L. G.'

* Two months since, the writer of these lines favoured us with some excellent ones,

going to show that "The triumphant death of a Christian is not wonderful;" and in

making our acknowledgment, we eaid, speaking of the writer, " We feared he had

forgotten us." We are now informed that we aro indebted to a lady, and not to a gen

tleman, far both the former and the present favour. Ala,s! what wretchedly proud lord
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THE WORLD TO COME.

BY J. BOWRIlfG.

If all our hopes and all our fears, Where not a sunbeam breaks the gloom,

Were prisoned in life's narrow bound— And not a flow'ret smiles beneath—

If, travellers in this »ale of tears, Who could exist in such a tomb—

We saw no better world beyond— Who dwell in darkness and in death ?

Oh what would check the rising sigh,

What earthly thing could pleasure give? Yet 8ucn were '.'"»i without the ray

Oh, who would venture, then to die— From our divine RELIGION given :

Orjwho would venture then to live ? "T'e tn's 'bat makes the darkness day—

'Tie this that makes our earth a heaven !

Were life a dark and desert moor, Bright is the golden sun above,

Where mists and clouds eternal spread And beautiful the flowers that bloom—

Their gloomy veil behind—before, And all is joy, and all is love,

And tempests thunder over head; Reflected from the WORLD то COME !

miscellaneous.

Fer the Christian Advocate.

THOUGHTS ON NATURAL ABILITY.

To the Editor of the Christian Advocate.

Rev. Sir,—If you think the following thoughts on a much litigated

point of theology worthy of being communicated to your readers,

please to give them publication in the Christian Advocate.

COOITANS.

Is not the disposition to perform a moral duty an essential element of

the ability to perform that duty? Was any moral duty ever performed,

or con it be performed, without a disposition to perform it? Certainly

not. An act done contrary to the disposition or inclination of the per

former, has no moral character, or if any, a bad one. In civil society

such an act is regarded as forced, or constrained, and therefore as ut

terly invalid. In courts of law, the qiw animo, as the jurists call it,

the stale of the mind, (as to design, intention, or disposition) with which

an action is performed, is always considered as rendering the doer of

the act innocent or guilty, deserving of praise or blame, reward or pu

nishment. If, then, according to the nature which man possesses,

disposition is a constituent part of his ability to do a moral act, how can

he be truly said to have a natural ability to perform such an act, when

he has not the disposition to perform it; and especially, if in place of

such disposition, hr has an utter aversion to the performance? Surely it

will not be said that the causa sine qua non of a thing, is not essential

to the existence of that thing. That thing, then, which is called na

tural ability, does not and cannot exist, with reference to moral acts,

without the disposition tc perform them, which is a causa sine qua non,

an indispensable pre-requisite to their performance.

Again. Is not disposition—good or bad—a natural attribute, or fa

culty, of every human mind—something that belongs to its very na

lings we men are—to suppose whatever is excellent must belong to our sex. The error

here, too, is the more inexcusable, because the muses are all of the feminine gender;

and really, in the United States, at least, and especially in all that relates to religion,

they appear to afford their inspiration to their own sex, moro frequently and purely

than to ours. We can only cry peccavimus—and promise hereafter that when we get

»»me beautiful poetic linos, we will not lake it for granted, that lit, and not site, wrote

thorn.
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ture? Was there ever yet a sane man, without the consciousness of a

disposition to do some things, and to avoid others; a consciousness as

clear and unquestionable as that he possesses the faculties of under

standing, will, memory, conscience, or any natural faculty whatever?

It is believed that no one will affirm, that such a man ever yet existed.

A man who should say that he never felt any disposition, inclination

or propensity, to any one thing more than to another, would immediately

be considered as insane, or as a liar: And if so, disposition must be ad

mitted to be a part of man's spiritual nature, a natural attribute, pro

perty or faculty, of every human mind. Then it follows, unavoidably,

that there is no complete natural ability to perform moral acts, without

a disposition to perform them. Whatever other natural faculties for

the performance of these acts may be present; an essential one is not

present—not only so, but in its place there is aversion, or a disposition

opposite to the performance of moral duty—The whole confusion and

controversy in which this subject has been involved, appears to have

been occasioned, by considering the natural and moral principles or

powers of the human mind, as forming two distinct classes, in all re

spects separate and distinct. This, it is believed, is a great error.

Conscience is a natural principle, faculty or power, of the human mind.

It has received, and justly, by writers on the philosophy of mind, the ap

pellation of the moral sense—it has a moral character. The same is true,

and more evidently true, of disposition. It is something—call it what

you please—a faculty, power, property, or attribute—which belongs

to the very nature of the soul of man, and yet it has a moral character.

Again. It is particularly worthy of notice, in reference to this sub

ject, that the manner in which a disposition to do evil has been acquired,

is never regarded as freeing the evil doer from guilt, blame, or punish

ment. A thief, or a murderer, is never acquitted from a consideration

of the way or manner, in which he came to possess the disposition

which led him to steal or murder. This bad disposition, itself and

alone, is regarded, in estimating the culprit's criminality. The way

in which he came by that disposition, or the cause or origin to which

it may be traced, is not taken into view; at least not so as to exculpate

him. The same holds true in regard to all moral acts. The disposi

tion itself, good or bad, and not the source from which it is derived, is

that alone which is considered; in estimating a man's actions as inno-

eent or criminal, praiseworthy or blameworthy. Whatever may be the

speculations or reasonings that men may adopt, in relation to the ori

gin of their evil dispositions; or whatever may be the conclusions at

which they arrive, still, an evil disposition is, and ever will be, con

sidered as involving guilt. This is the universal sentiment of man

kind; and what is more, it is the sentiment of evil-doers themselves,

in regard to themselves. Till the conscience becomes callous by re

peated violations, or by long continued sophistry, transgressors cannot

escape remorse and self-condemnation for their evil deeds; although

they may have been hurried into them by the strength and violence of

their dispositions, or propensities to evil.

The result is, that disposition is an integral and essential part of na

tural ability to do good; and that wherever there is a disposition to do

evil, it is per se, and without reference to its origin, or cause, consider

ed as involving guilt and blameworthiness, both by the general senti

ment of mankind, and the testimony of the consciences of transgres

sors themselves. Hence it follows, that in attempting to convince im

penitent sinners of their criminality in the sight of God, all reasoning
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about their natural ability to love him and obey his commandments, is

worse than useless. Such reasoning is sophistical, and its effect inju

rious. After the truth has been stated, and when necessary, established

from Scripture, experience, common sense, and sound reason, a di

rect appeal to the consciences of sinners, is the proper and most effectual

method to awaken their feelings to a sense of their guilt and danger,

in neglecting or refusing to perform their duty. This is the scriptural

method. Let the advocates of an impenitent sinner's natural ability to

love and obey God show us something, if they can, in the oracles of

inspiration—show it, not by elaborate inference, but in plain and di

rect statement*—that will justify their speculations. A single exam

ple of a sacred writer urging impenitent sinners to exert their natural

ability to render a cordial obedience to the commands of God, would-

be infinitely more satisfactory than all the metaphysical reasoning that

ever was, or ever can be made to bear on this point, t

I have said that the scriptural method of addressing sinners, in order

to awaken and lead them to repentance, is, by a direct appeal to their

consciences. Permit me, then, to make a few quotations, in place of

many that might be made, which plainly assert the natural inability

of men to love and obey God; then a few passages to show that the

consciences of sinners, notwithstanding, condemn them as guilty;

and finally, the direct appeals made by inspired writers and speakers,

to the consciences of sinners, in order to bring them to repentance. 1.

Of inability. Jer. xiii. 23—"Can the Ethiopian change his skin and

the leopard his spots? then may ye also do good, that are accustomed

to do evil." John vi. 43, 44—" Jesus therefore answered and said unto

them, murmur not among yourselves; no man can come to me, except

the Father which hath sent me draw him." Rom. via. 7—" Because

the carnal mind is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the law

of God, neither indeed can be." 1 Cor. ii. 14—"But the natural man

receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God; for they are foolishness

unto him; neither can he know them, because they are spiritually dis

cerned." 2. Of the condemnation of unsanctified sinners by their

own consciences. John viii. 8—" And they which heard it, being con

victed by their own conscience, went out, one by one, beginning at the

eldest even unto the last, and Jesus was left alone and the woman

standing in the midst." Rom. i. 18, 19, 20—The apostle, speaking of

the heathen, says—" Because the wrath of God is revealed from heaven

* It is readily admitted that fair and legitimate inference from passages of scripture

a always lawful, and ölten proper. But in regard to important doctrines, what is in

ferred from one passage is commonly found explicitly stated or affirmed in another.

The doctrine of natural ability to do good, is represented by its advocates to be ex

ceedingly important—all important. We ask for a passage of scripture, where this

all important doctrine is directly and explicitly taught.

t In regeneration the disposition is changed. No new faculty is given. The dis

position is still a part of the nature of the mind—of Ihn new nature given in renova

tion. The stony heart is taken away, but still there is always a heart—it is now a heart

of flesh. Disposition, the writer is well aware, is only a modification or operation of

the affections, denoting their tendency or bias. He has chosen to use the term, as

most distinctly and briefly indicating the ideas he desired to communicate. That the

witl and affections undergo a change in regeneration \e admitted by all orthodox wri

ters. Yet these are not supposed to be new faculties, but the former ones having a

new tendency ; a tendency so altered, as to choose and delight in new objects—objects

which previously caused aversion, instead of choice and pleasure. The understanding

and memory, also, have the objects of their chief attention and attraction changed.

The conscience, likewise, is sanctified—purilicd by atoning blood—" purged from dead

works, to servo the living God." Thus, he who is regenerated, is truly and empha

tically " a new man"—"a new creature."
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against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men—because that

which may be known of God, is manifest in them, for God hath show

ed it to them—so that they are without excuse." And in the 2d chap,

verses 14, 15, he says, " When the Gentiles which have not the law, do

by nature the things contained in the law, these—show the work of the

law written in their hearts; their conscience also bearing witness, and

their thoughts the meanwhile accusing or else excusing one another."

Tit. iii. 10, 1 1—" A man that is a heretic, after the first and second ad

monition, reject. Knowing that he that is such, is subverted and sin-

neth, being condemned of himself." Acts ii. 36, 37—" Therefore let all

the house of Israel know assuredly, that God hath made that same Jesus

whom ye have crucified, both Lord and Christ. Now when they heard

this they were pricked in their heart, and said unto Peter, and to the

rest of the apostles, men and brethren what shall we do?" This, it

will be observed, was before they had received the " gift of the Holy

Ghost," which is mentioned in the next verse; although we doubt not

that it is the quickening influence of the blessed Spirit, operating on

the natural conscience, that, in all cases, engages unsanctified sinners

to seek salvation in good earnest.

3. The passages in which the inspired writers and speakers ap

peal to the consciences of sinners, are too extended to be quoted at

large; a reference to them, is all that the limits I prescribe to myself

will admit. Of the method of address for which I contend, our Saviour

himself was the most illustrious example. Read his sermon on the

mount. The beginning, and much of the whole, is didactic; correcting

errors and teaching important truths. It contains, however, a number

of appeals, which, if examined, will be found to be addressed, some

times to reason, in its simplest principles; sometimes to common

sense; and in connexion with both of these, to the consciences and

moral feelings of his hearers. But look at the close of this inimitable

sermon, in which an application is made of his whole discourse. Here

the appeal is evidently and entirely to the consciences, hopes, and

fears of those to whom he had been speaking. The address, alto

gether, is at the farthest possible remove from abstract reasoning—

there is no feature of resemblance to modern philosophical preaching,

in any part of it. The same may be said of all his other discourses.

Many of them consist of parables, and the manifest and ultimate ten

dency of the most of them, after communicating instruction, is, to reach

the consciences of those to whom they were delivered. In these, in

deed, as in the sermon on the mount, the appeal is often to the hopes

and fears of our Lord's hearers. But these hopes and fears were to

be reached and excited, chiefly through the operation of conscience.

This was to be first touched, that the truth delivered might operate

effectually on those who heard it.—Look next at Peter's sermon on the

day of Pentecost. After showing the falsehood of the supposition

that the disciples were intoxicated, his discourse consists of explaining

and applying ancient prophecy, asserting the divine mission and final

exaltation of his blessed Lord, and charging home on the multitude

the awful guilt of having, with wicked hands, crucified and slain the

Lord of life and glory. The direct appeal was to conscience, and we

have already seen in part what was its eflect. His hearers were

" pricked in their heart," and cried out, "Men and brethren what shall

we do? and the same day there were added to them about three thou

sand souls." His address to the multitude, that clustered around him

and John after the miraculous cure of the lame man who lay at the
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beautiful gate of the temple, is exactly of the same character, followed

by a solemn call to immediate repentance. In the same style, also, he

addressed the Jewish rulers, when he and his brethren were called be

fore themj and although they were not brought to repentance, but took

counsel to slay the apostles, and probably would have done it, but for

the interposition of Gamaliel, yet we are told expressly, that "they were

cut to the heart:" and it is commonly the cutting appeals which faith

ful preachers make to the consciences of persecutors, which inflame

their rage, when repentance and reformation are not produced. A me

morable instance we have of this in the case of Stephen, the first Chris

tian martyr. His address was exactly of the same kind as that of

Peter last mentioned, and precisely the same was also its efiect. His

persecutors were " cut to the heart, and gnashed on him with their

teeth," and in violation of all law and decency, they stoned him to

death. Finally, look at the addresses, and examine the epistles of Paul,

the great apostle of the Gentiles. They abound in doctrinal instruc

tion and powerful reasoning. Nor let it be supposed, that any thing

now said has been intended to disparage these. Preaching that is not

chiefly doctrinal, is of little value. Reasoning also, if it be of the right

kind, is highly important. It is against the necessity of such reasoning,

as that which accompanies the maintaining of " natural ability to give

the heart to God, and to keep his commandments," that what is now

said is directed—It is to point out a better way of making men feel

their guilt; and to show that this way was that which was adopted and is

exemplified by the manner in which Christ and his apostles always ad

dressed those to whom they spoke and wrote. Paul was a great rea-

soner, as his epistles abundantly show. He reasoned before Felix, but

not about his natural ability to keep God's commandments, in the fla

grant violation of one of which he was habitually living with Drusilla

—He spoke "concerning the faith in Christ," and "he reasoned of righ

teousness, temperance, and a judgment to come." In this way he got

at the conscience of the Roman governor, and plied it so closely that

" Fe(ix trembled, and answered, go thy way for this time, when I have

a more convenient season, I will call for thee." Show, in all that the

apostle ever said or wrote—in his speeches or in epistles—a single

sentence, in which he speaks of man's " natural ability to obey the gos

pel call," and I will say of it as Cowper says of a quip or jest, in

Paul's writings—

" I consent you take it for your teit,

Your only one, till sides and benches fail."

No, Paul was no teacher of natural ability " to love God and keep

his commandments." He denied it utterly and explicitly, as we have

shown. And yet he was the most successful preacher that ever pro

claimed the gospel of Christ. In vain, therefore, do the advocates of

this doctrine pretend that it is necessary to make men feel that they are

inexcusably guilty. Are they wiser than Christ and his apostles? Has

a better method than they adopted been discovered, to convert sinners?

If our improved preachers do not say this in words, their practice says

it. Alas! it is to be apprehended that many of their converts need to

be " converted over again." So much is made of this natural ability,

that deluded mortals get to think that they can and do convert them

selves—The notion is so current at present, that it has greatly dimi

nished the pleasure which sober Christians, of eminent and fervent

piety, used to feel, when they heard of revivios of religion. They fear
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greatly that many of the lately reported converts, are fatally deceived;

are yet in their natural, carnal, unsanctificd state. May the Lord

speedily deliver his church from this, and every other soul-ruining

delusion.

INTERESTING LETTER.

There is a simple, touching, pathos in the following genuine letter,

unequalled by any fictions, or imaginings, we have ever read—It is taken

from The Journal of Commerce.

Letter written by Charlotte E. Richmond, in her 7th year, to her sister, Mrs. Marshall,

in Scotland, on the death of her brother, William Wilbcrforce.

Scarcely any of our readers need to be told that Legh Richmond,

father of the writer of this letter, was the author of the " Dairyman's

Daughter," the " Young Cottager," and several other delightful publi

cations of a religious character, which have been read wherever the

English language is understood, and translated into several foreign

languages. His son, Wilberforce, died in youth, and a memoir of his

life has recently been published, which is hardly less interesting than

that of his father, who is also dead, as well as several other members

of the family.

" My Dear Mary—It is a long time since I wrote to you; but I have

not forgotten you, for you know I love you very much. Were you not

sorry to hear clear Willy was dead? He was asleep, and I did not

know that he was dead, and I asked them why they cried so much.

He did not look any different, only he looked a little pale; so I did not

think this meant dying; but they told me dear Willy was dead, and

would never speak to me any more. It made me cry very much too;

but poor papa cried the most, and took him up in his arms and kissed

him very often; so did poor Fanny, and mamma, and Mrs. Gasking;

and it was a sad, sad time. Then papa went into the parlour to tell

Legh, for all the others were at church; and papa told him he was cry

ing for joy, because dear Willy was in heaven; and then Legh cried

too; but I do not think Legh cried for joy, for he looked so sad and

cried so much. Papa took us into the study, and made a beautiful

prayer, and thanked God very much for Willy's being in heaven, and

asked God to let all his brothers and sisters, and papa and mamma, go

there too; and papa told us to pray that God would take us to that holy

place where our Saviour, and Willy, and the baby arc, and where they

will never die again, and live with God, and be so very beautiful and

glorious.

" I will tell you what dear Willy said to me when he sent for roe on

Sunday. He told me to come and kiss him, and he said to me, " When

poor Willy dies, shall you be sorry?" I said, " Oh yes, dear Willy:"

he said, " Oh, but I am going to God in heaven, dear Charley, and you

must be a good girl and come to me in heaven; but then, promise me

before I die, that you will never come out of your room in the morn

ing, or lie down at night, without reading the Bible, or praying to

God." I said I would not, and I hope I do not. Dear Mary, I want

very much to be good, and go to God and dear Willy in heaven. Dear

Willy said, "I will give you something to remember me by when I am

dead, and you must often repeat it. ' Suffer little children to come

unto me and forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of heaven.'

He said, " Jesus said thLi, and dear Charley may come too, and he will
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love you and fetch you also to heaven." Then he told me to say it to

him before he died, and I said it to him, for Fanny had taught it to rne

a long time ago. I think it is a very pretty verse, dear Mary, do not

you? I can say a pretty hymn about it. Willy died in Fanny's room,

in her bed. Sometimes she lets me sleep with her, and it makes me

think of him so much. They laid him with the baby in the church,

and we all looked at him; it looked so dark and sorrowful, but the coffin

was very pretty. It was blue, and it had silver angels on it, and one

angel had a Bible in his hand, and pointed to the word " Eternity," and

it was something very pretty. I think papa said it was a pot of in

cense; but I forget what it meant. There was a beautiful basket upon

it, and " Wilberforce" was written on the coffin, and "aged 18;" and

Mr. Tandy told us to look, for it was the last time we should see my

dear brother, and it made me cry very much to leave him in that dark

place, and so did every body, papa and Mr. Grimshaw; but they told

me he did not see the dark, for it was only his body, and his mind was

in a holy, glorious, light place above the sun, a long way with God,

singing very sweet with the angels, and singing to Jesus Christ on a

golden harp, and a golden crown on his head, and shining all over very

lovely, and it made Theophilus and Legh and me give up crying, and

Ann Palmer taught us to pray to be like him and to go to him, and

then she read us all about Willy and heaven in th.e Revelation, and

showed me what he sung, in the 5th chapter. Will you find it, if you

have a Bible, it is so pretty; and she theh prayed. Every body cried,

but every body did not cry for joy, or they would not be so sorry; and

I walked with Theophilus, and he had a cloak made of black on, and

it made me cry so much; but Mr. Grimshaw had a white one on, and

Mr. Ayre, and Charles, and Mr. Higgins, and a great many more, and

every body but papa and our brothers; and Mr. Grimshaw read out

loud, up the church yard, some beautiful things about dying and rising

again, from the Bible. James, the clerk, could not speak for crying,

for he loved Willy very much; his little boy is ill—I have got a pretty

tree in my garden. Willy brought it from the field and planted it there

—it grows so much I love it. Once I remember he pulled a sprig of it,

and ate the berries of it, and I take care of it for my dear Willy's sake,

because he set it, and I am so glad it is in my garden. The snow

drops are all out. Dear Willy looked like one of them, when he was

dead. His room was full of flowers, and there was flowers in his coffin,

but he looked the prettiest. Do come, dear Mary, and comfort dear

Fanny, and we will take you to dear Willy's grave, and show you where

he is in his pretty blue coffin;—but his soul is in heaven—only his body

in the coffin. I hope the worms will not come to him for a long time and

spoil him, for he was so very beautiful; but papa told me not to think

of that, for God could make him more beautiful a great deal, and I

cannot help thinking of it; and Theophilus prays with me in the nur

sery, and we pray that God will take us to dear Willy. Write to me

if you please, dear Mary—pray do, and tell me about Willy in heaven.

I love to hear of that best. Good bye, (leur Mary.

" I am, your affectionate, dear little girl,

"CHARLOTTE E. RICHMOND."

СЛ. Adv.—VOL. XII. P
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Fur Me Christian Advocate.

THE NATURE OF THE ATONEMENT.

No. III.

Having directed our attention to the views which the voice of pro

phecy gives of the death of Christ; and having shown its harmony

with the typical sacrifices by which it was prefigured, let us now at

tend to the views which are given in the New Testament of the same

subject.

From it we learn that Christ has actually been " found in fashion as

a man," and after dwelling in a tabernacle of clay for about thirty-three

years, that he died under very remarkable circumstances. What does

the New Testament say about his death? " He was made of a woman,

made under the law, to redeem them that were under the law." His

death actually took place under form of law. Hence the Jews said,

" we have a law, and by our law he ought to die." By this law, how

ever unjustly, they procured his death. The apostle, however, in the

passage quoted, does not refer to this, but to the relation in which he

stood before God as Mediator. His death was a legal act, under the

divine government; and its object was redemption. Hence it is writ

ten, " we have redemption through his blood," (Eph. i. 7.) " Ye were

not redeemed with corruptible things, as silver and gold, but with the

precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and without

spot." (1 Pet. i. 18, 19.) The blood of Christ, then, was shed to sa

tisfy the demands of the divine law and justice. This is the only prin

ciple upon which we can account for his sufferings, cither in the gar

den of Gethsemane, or on the cross. In the garden, his sufferings

were purely mental, yet so severe as to cause " the bloody sweat."

What occasioned them? " the cup," which he drank. What was

that cup? Was it any thing but the wrath of God? Did it or did it

not fulfil the declaration of Isaiah, " the chastisement of our peace

was upon him." And what was the burden of his complaint on the

cross? All seems to have been swallowed up in this one soul absorb

ing consideration—"My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?"

This was the iron which entered into his soul. Whatever the atone

ment was, here it was made, and here we may profitably study it, and

learn its true nature. Several things appear in this transaction with

the clearness and force of a demonstration, viz. that Jesus died—that

he died under the law of God—that his sufferings were inconceivable,

and principally mental—that God treated him as u sinner, putting upon

him the chastisement which was due to others—that he could not justly

thus have suffered unless he had taken upon himself the responsibilities

of others, and occupied their place under the law—and that his death

was accepted as a complete legal satisfaction. This is abundantly

proved by the justification of every believer, and the declared fact that

God is just in so justifying him. Christ's death, then, was a proper

sacrifice of atonement under the law of God. It was vicarious.

The next passage to which I would refer as illustrating the nature of

the atonement is (2 Cor. v. 2.) " He hath made him to be sin for us,

who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of God in

him." The view here taken of the subject is certainly very remarka

ble and striking, and the language very characteristic. Let us look at

some of its characteristics. Jesus Christ " knew no sin." " He was

holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners." He had no moral
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defilement; no legal obliquity. This was his real character. " He

was made sin." How could this be? Did he ever become a sinner?

Certainly not. He was always immaculate. What then does the ex

pression mean? That he was treated as a sinner. That is, he was le

gally charged with guilt, and then punished. But why? Because he

had assumed the legal responsibilities of others, having become their

surety. But how could this be? He was a free, independent agent,

having power to lay down his life, and to take it again. Why was he

thus made sin, or a sin-offering, for this appears to be the proper

meaning of the word, "for us"—on our account—in our stead? Pe

ter says, " he bore our sins in his own body on the tree." Why is

not this the true meaning, as it certainly is the obvious and consistent

one? for it fully agrees with the latter clause of the verse, " that we

might be made the righteousness of God in him." By this I under

stand, that we have in this sin-offering a divine and divinely provided

righteousness, on account of which we are freely justified, in virtue of

our union to Christ by faith; for, " there is now no condemnation to

them that are in Christ Jesus." Here, again, we have Christ, a sacri

fice, vicariously making atonement, and the interpretation verified by

making believers " the righteousness of God in him." Such a con

struction is plain and simple. It requires no great learning, no con

fused, perplexing, metaphysical argumentation, to arrive at the conclu

sion. The unlettered man, and even the child can grasp it.

Take another example. " Christ hath redeemed us from the curse

of the law; being made a curse for us." The law curses all who have

violated its precepts. Nothing but a satisfaction in kind meets its de

mands. The curse must be borne, otherwise the demands of the law

remain in full force against the transgressor. Left to ourselves, that

curse must have remained upon us for ever. Hence the necessity of a

Mediator: for if our bearing it for any finite period would have answer

ed the purpose, would God have given his " only begotten Son" to have

suffered as he did? From this dreadful and hopeless condition Christ

was given to redeem men. This seemed to have been the only way

left. But how should he effect this all-important object? The passage

now under consideration, tells us how he has done it. " Being made a

curse for us." What does this fairly imply? What is its meaning?

The expression is a very strong one, and would never have been em

ployed by the Holy Ghost, without an important reason. Does it not

mean that he bore the penalty of the law which man had violated?

that God the Father treated him as though he had been a sinner? and

why? "For us," in our stead, that he might "redeem us from the

curse of the law." This he undertook, and must fulfil. There was no

letting off. The cup must be drunken to its very dregs. And from

the infinite dignity of his person, although his sufferings were tempo

rary, this became available for the redemption of all to whom God

should see fit to apply it. Can language more fully express substitution?

IVt were, under the curse—Christ became a curse for us; and thus we are

redeemedfrom the curse of the law. Will the words bear any other con

sistent, or even tolerable construction?

Take another specimen—" who his own self bare our sins in his own

body on the tree." (1 Pet. ii. 24.) Christ was always immaculate, as

we have already shown. , There could, therefore, have been no transfer

of sin. But the guilt of our sin could be charged or imputed to him,

and he, as our surety, could be treated as guilty, and have the penalty

exacted from him. This actually took place, and what Isaiah declared
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beforehand was verified—" He was wounded for our transgressions."

Bearing our sins, is only another mode to express this; so every un

prejudiced mind would understand it. Nothing but the pride of false

philosophy, would ever halt here.

I might extend my remarks to many other passages of Scripture,

couched in similar language, and evidently bearing the same meaning;

but it appears to me so unnecessary, that I shall content myself with

simply quoting a few, and leaving them for the attentive and prayerful

consideration of the reader, without note or comment. I shall confine

myself principally to the epistle to the Hebrews, because it treats pro

fessedly of Christ's priesthood and sacrifice, and shows their connex

ion with the Levitical ritual—" He offered up himself." (Heb. vii. 7.)

" By his own blood, he entered in once into the holy place, having ob

tained eternal redemption for us." (Heb. ix. 12.) " How much more

shall the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered him

self without spot unto God, purge your consciences from dead works

to serve the living God." (Heb. ix. 14.) " But now once in the end of

the world, he hath appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself."

(Heb. ix. 26.) "So Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many."

Heb. ix. 28.) " By one offering he hath perfected for ever them that are

sanctified." (Heb. x. 14.) "For Christ also hath once suffered for

sins, the just for the unjust, that he might bring us to God." (l. Pet.

Hi. 18.)

The sum of the whole matter is this—that the Scriptures do most

fully and assuredly teach us, that the death of Christ is a proper sacri-

ßce of atonement—that it completely satisfies all the penal demands of the

divine law andjustice; so that God is just, as well as merciful, in the par

don andjustification of believing sinners—and that it is, strictly speaking,

vicarious—that is, that he substituted himselffor, or in the stead of, those

for whom he died. Or, as the apostle Peter expresses it, speaking in

the person of believers, " who his own self bore our sins in his own body

on the tree." Or, as Isaiah speaks, " all we like sheep have gone

astray, we have turned every one to his own way; and the Lord hath

laid on him the iniquity of us all." This I consider as being the scrip

tural view of the atonement, giving a clear exhibition of its true na

ture, and limiting its application to its legitimate objects. Nor do I

believe it will be found as objectional in the end, as those loose, meta

physical views, which are frequently taken of it, for the purpose of ren

dering it more palatable to carnal minds. The writer's object has been

to ascertain the mind of God on the subject; and if he has succeeded

in this, he would anchor his own soul's hope there, and urge all others

to go and do likewise.

I am not unaware that this view of the atonement has met with a

variety of objections, and some of a plausible and captivating nature.

My object, however, has not been to arrive at a system to which none

could or would object. Of that, any man might well despair; but to

ascertain what God has revealed on the subject. If that object has

been attained, the writer has abundant reason to be satisfied; and if he

shall induce others to examine the subject by the light of God's word,

he will be very thankful. ^'

OBITUARY.

DIED, at his residence in Philadelphia, on the 12th of Feb. ult. in the

69th year of his age, Mr. JOHN MOORE, a ruling elder of the Second
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Presbyterian church of this city. His mortal remains, very numer

ously attended, were, on tlie 15th, conveyed to the house appointed for

all living. Previously to their being deposited in the grave, they were

placed in the large lecture room belonging to the congregation of

which Mr. Moore had been a member, and in which those who attended

the funeral procession, with the mourning relatives of the deceased,

were convened. The pastor of the congregation, the Rev. Dr. Cuyler,

and who, in the absence of his own family from the city, had, for some

weeks previously, been an inmate of the family of Mr. Moore, delivered

a very impressive and appropriate address; which was followed with a

prayer, and the usual benediction, by the Rev. Dr. Green, one of the

former pastors of the congregation.

Under the guidance and smiles of a kind Providence, Mr. Moore had

been, what some have denominated, " the architect of his own fortune."

He not long since told a friend, that the whole of his proper school in

struction, had not extended beyond three months. Yet this man, by

good sense, steady industry, sterling integrity, and undissembled fer

vent piety, without other patronage than these qualities obtained for

him, acquired, in the mechanical occupation, first of a bricklayer, and

afterwards of a builder and measurer, a handsome fortune; and also, a

most respectable and influential standing among his fellow citizens at

large, and the esteem, affection, and confidence, of all the friends of vital

piety by whom he was known, and especially of those with whom he

was immediately connected in Christian fellowship and communion.

He may therefore be held up to youth, even when destitute of early

education and patronage, as an example of what, in this free country,

is still in their power and prospects, under the blessing of God, and the

steady exertion of their own faculties.

The characteristic feature of Mr. Moore's mental powers, was good

common sense, and a sound discriminating judgment. These he possess

ed in a degree beyond what is ordinary; and greatly improved them by

exercise and observation. He always loved and sought improvement;

and after he acquired property and the command of some leisure, he

read a good deal—His reading, however, was not very various. It was

confined principally to what was immediately useful, and a great part

of it was on religious subjects. On these subjects he was well in

formed. He understood, loved, and held fast, the doctrines of grace,

and beautifully illustrated their influence in his whole life and conver

sation. His natural temper was amiable, frank, and kind; rendering

him, not only peculiarly exemplary and greatly beloved in the whole of

his domestic relations, but also popular and influential among men of

business generally, and with his mechanical brethren in particular.

His possession of the general esteem and confidence of his fellow citi

zens, was evinced by his being elected, for several years in succession,

to a seat in the city councils. His unbending integrity, united with

his thorough acquaintance with whatever belonged to his professional

engagements, made him an umpire in controversies, from whose judg

ment it was discreditable to appeal, and from which an appeal was

seldom made. We have been well informed, that his simple certificate

in writing, was taken as evidence, equivalent to that which in ordinary

cases is required to be sanctioned by oath, or legal affirmation. In ac

quiring property, he did not, as is sometimes seen, contract covetous-

ness. He was kind to the poor, and liberal and cheerful in his contri

butions to benevolent objects. His kind and Christian attentions and

services at the City Aims-House, and the Widows' and Orphans' Asy
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lums, are in the grateful remembrance of many of their inhabitants.

His piety was the crowning excellence and ornament of his whole cha

racter. It shone with a steady, but mild lustre. He loved conference

meetings, and prayer meetings, and was gifted as a leader in prayer;

yet he never sought to lead—His piety was remarkably humble, as well

as fervent. The house of God was his delight; and all opportunities

for receiving religious edification he never failed to improve, when not

restrained by necessity, or by other controlling duties. He was greatly

esteemed and beloved by his brethren of the Session, who deplore as

their loss, what they rejoice to believe is his unspeakable and eternal

gain. He met the approach of death, not as the king of terrors, but as

the messenger sent to call him to his heavenly home. " Mark the perfect

man, and behold the upright; for the end of that man is peace." How-

happy, how amiable, how influential, is a consistent Christian! Yet

this is a character which requires no brilliancy of genius, no eminence

of science, no elevation of worldly rank, in its possessor. It is formed

by the grace of God, operating on the common powers of men in

every station and walk of life. It is a living witness of the truth and

excellence of the religion of Christ, does more to promote that religion

than the most splendid eloquence without it, and at the day of final ac

count, will set its possessor as the object of envy to thousands of grace

less legislators, sages, poets, philosophers, kings, and conquerors, who

have received the plaudits of erring mortals, but must then receive the

condemnation of the great Judge of all, and be clothed with everlasting

shame and contempt, before the assembly of the quick and the dead.

"Gather not my soul with sinners, nor my life with bloody men—I will

walk in my integrity; redeem me, and be merciful unto me."

We have felt it incumbent on us, in sustaining the character of a

Christian Advocate, to pay a particular attention to the subject of GEO

LOGY; for this is the field of science in which infidel philosophers have,

for a few years past, laboured with the greatest assiduity, to establish

facts subversive of the verity of the sacred Scriptures, particularly of

the Mosaic account of the creation, and of the Noachian deluge. From

PENH'S first work on this subject—we have not yet seen his second—we

inserted large extracts in the first volume of our Miscellany; and have

since, once and again, reverted to the subject. We have been grieved to

observe that FABER, and other Christian writers, have yielded so much to

the infidel geologists, on the subject of the various formations found in

the little that is known, or that ever can be known, of the materials which

compose the body of our earth, as to give a construction to what are

called the days of creation, inconsistent, as seems to us, with that sim

plicity of meaning and import in the language of the sacred writers,

in which not only their beauty and utility, but their veracity also, is

deeply concerned. We have always been persuaded that as the science

of geology, (confessedly in its infancy as yet) should advance, and the

attention of scientific Christians be drawn to a thorough investigation

of the subject, that would happen in this instance, which has happened

in every other hitherto—the truth of divine revelation would be cleared

and confirmed by true philosophy, or a fair exhibition of the facts and

phenomena of the case.
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The following article is taken from the London Christum Guardian,

and exhibits a tolerably correct general view of the volume to which it

relates. The work has been republished in this city by Key and Bid-

die, and we now have it in perusal—probably we shall hereafter give

farther extracts from it. We have read enough already, to satisfy us

that the author has not written without a long and deep study, and a

good knowledge of his subject—His manner is argumentative and un-

impassioned, and his constant appeal is to •unquestionable, and gene

rally to acknowledged facts.

THE GEOLOGY OF SCRIPTURE. In which the Unerring Truth of the Inspired

,\'arrative of the Early Events in the World is exhibited, and distinctly proved by the

corroborative Testimony of Physical Facts, on every part of the Earth's Surface.

By George Fairholme, Esq. Pp. xïi. and 494. Bidgway. 1833.

Truth is great and shall prevail—

The correctness of this position has been strikingly evinced by

every successive inquiry into the circumstances recorded in the Holy

Scriptures. Many of our readers are aware that some eminent philo

sophers and geologists of our own, as well as of foreign countries, have

hazarded assertions relative to the original constitution of the earth,

and its subsequent changes, which require considerable ingenuity to

reconcile with the unvarnished narrative of the Mosaic record. The

insufficient grounds on which these assertions were hazarded, and the

appalling results to which they led, were ably demonstrated by Mr.

Bugg, in his Scriptural Geology,* a work at which it has been very

much the fashion to sneer, and which, on mere literary grounds, is not

very inviting; but which contains a series of facts and reasonings

which may more easily be contemned than refuted; and which has ac

cordingly, as far as we are aware, been left without any attempt at re

ply, to the present moment. Mr. Fairholme's work will, however, we

doubt not, command more serious attention; he is not, as Mr. Bugg, a

divine, but like Mr. Bugg, he is zealous for the word of God; and pos

sesses the additional advantage of being well acquainted with the sci

ence of geology, which Mr. Bugg had not very closely studied, and an

attentive observer of each successive discovery which has recently been

made, in that interesting department of philosophical inquiry. The re

sult of his investigations is announced in the title of the work before

us; and though there are some points in which we hesitate entirely to

adept Mr. F.'s views, we yet conceive his conclusions are substantially

correct, and as such deserving of attentive perusal, and careful investi

gation.

The following extracts from Mr. Fairholme's preface, will evince

the object which he has in view in this investigation.

" In presenting the following pages to the judgment of the world, I

have reason to fear, that the very title of the work will excite, in the

minds of some, feelings by no means favourable to an unprejudiced pe

rusal of it.

" I am fully aware of the objections which have frequently been raised

to the endeavours to connect physical facts, with the details of Scrip

ture; and I am, also, aware of the mischief that has sometimes ensued

to the cause of religion, from the imprudent, or unskilful defence, made

by those whose wishes and intentions were the most friendly to it.

' See Chriatian Guardian for 1828, p. 267.
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"The course of every science must be progressive; beginning in

faint attempts to dissipate the obscurity of ignorance, and gradually

advancing towards the full light of truth. To this usual course, the

science of geology cannot be considered as an exception, having already

passed through some of its early stages, which were avowedly marked

with obscurity and error. During these stages of geological ignorance,

I am free to admit, that the attempt to connect the supposed discove

ries in the physical phenomena of the earth with the truths announced

to us in the Sacred Record, could not but tend to injure either the one

cause or the other; because it is impossible that any concord can exist

between truth and error. In this case, it unfortunately happened, thai

the assertions of philosophy were uttered with such boldness, and so

supported by the deceptions evidence of physicalfacts, seen under a false

light, that it was difficult for the supporters of Revelation, ignorant as

they generally were of the nature of these facts, to hold their ground

with success, or not to weaken their own cause by an apparent failure

in its support.

" The necessity which has, however, been acknowledged, of rejecting

the geological theories of those days, opposed, as they were, to the Mo-

saical History, was, therefore, a fair source of hope and encourage

ment, to such as advocated the unerring character of inspired Scrip

ture. It at least left that Mosaic narrative uninjured by the assault;

and encouraged a hope, that, as in all other cases, the truth would

finally appear and prevail.

" Of late years, accordingly, fact after fact has been gradually accu

mulating; each tending to temper the wild character of a hypothetical

philosophy; and every day produces some new evidence of the hasty

and erroneous conclusions from physical facts, to which the friends of

revelation had found it too often necessary to succumb.

" Each of these errors in philosophy has been a source of triumph to

the cause of truth; and the time is gradually approaching, if it be not

yet fully come, when the trial must be brought to a positive issue, and

when those undeniable physical facts, seen in a new and more correct

light, will lend their aid to the support, instead of to the destruction of

our confidence in Scripture; and when the simplicity and consistency of

the geology of Scripture, will make us regard with astonishment .and

contempt, schemes that could so long have exerted so powerful an in

fluence over our reason and understanding."—pp. ix. xi.

In a sensible introductory chapter, Mr. F. enlarges on these ideas,

and points out the impossibility of accounting by any secondary causes

for the formation of our globe, which must therefore be referred to the

power and wisdom of the Great First Cause.

"In entering, then, upon our geological inquiries, it appears the

more natural course to proceed upwards, from material things as they

are now presented to our senses, to the First Great Cause, by which

alone they could have been produced; and then, consulting such his

tory as may be within our reach, to retrace our steps downwards, from

the beginning of all things, to the present time. We may thus enter

tain a confident hope, that all the appearances on the surface of the

earth, upon which the theories of philosophy have been founded, may

be accounted for by an attentive, an unprejudiced, and, above all, a docile

consideration, of the three great events recorded in history, viz. the

creation of the earth; theformation of a bedfor the primitive sea, with the

natural cause» acting within thai sea,for upwards of sixteen centuries; and,

lastly, the Deluge, with its crowd of corroborative witnesses, together
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with the subsequent action of natural canses from thai time to the present

day, or for upwards of 4,000 years."—pp. 22, 23.

Those who are conversant with geological pursuits, are aware that

it is very common for philosophers to speak of the earth as a kind of

outer shell, covering a hollow interior; thus, at the last meeting of the

British Association for the advancement of Science, held at Cam

bridge, a learned professor intimated, that the crust of the earth was

probably not more than sixty miles thick; that the interior was proba

bly filled with volcanic firej that the irruption of a horse-pond might

at any moment produce a terrific explosion, Sec. Now we are free to

confess, that all this appears to us little better than sheer nonsense; and

the more so as another philosopher, on the very same day, intimated

that the utmost depth yet penetrated below the earth's surface, and

that merely in one place, was only aboul a mile; and we know, there

fore, just as much of the interior of our globe, as the insect which

eats through the paprr covering of the terrestrial globe on our study

table, can be supposed to know of the material of which that instru

ment is made; on this subject Mr. F. justly remarks—

" Some philosophers, undeterred by the apparent impossibility of

auy satisfactory result, have attempted to ascertain the mean density of

the earth. This problem only admits of an approximated solution,

derived from the principles of universal gravitation. For our actual

view of the interior of the earth does not extend, as has been before

said, to more than one-sixteen thousandth part of the whole. The cal

culations of Dr. Maskelyne, from observations on the attraction of the

mountain called Schehalien, in Perthshire, followed up by Mutton,

Playfair, and Cavendish, lead ns to the same conclusions, which, a pri

ori, we should have expected; viz. that the central parts of the earth

abound with some species of heavy and solid matter; and as our in

quiries, with regard to the surface of the globe, are in no way affected

by the question of its interior structure, which will probably remain

for ever unknown to us; and as the above result is in no way contra

dictory, either to our reason, or to history, we may safely assume the

internal solidity of the earth as a fact, until stronger reasons are ad

duced in opposition to it.

"We have, then, presented to the mind, on the first day of the crea

tion, and created out of nothing, by the incomprehensible power of the

Almighty, a solid mineral globe, with its surface invisible, (from being

covered with a thin coating of water, and there being as yet no light,

• for 'darkness was upon the face of the deep.') And here, it is not

without effort, that the mind is restrained within the limits to which

our present inquiries must be confined. For when we consider that

this great globe is but a small member of a most stupendous system}

and that even that system is lost in the immensity of other systems

throughout boundless space, the apparent similarity of all which

suggests the probability of each revolving sphere being destined to the

same ends as our own; the mind is overwhelmed with the extent of the

prospect, and with our own comparative insignificance, which would

almost induce a doubt of the reality of those numerous blessings which

we feel have been conferred upon us by our Maker. There is, indeed,

nothing that so completely overwhelms the finite mind of man, as the

discoveries which his genius and his reason have enabled him to make

in astronomy; by which he finds, that, great as our solar system is, the

immensity of space is filled with such systems, each moving in its own

sphere, and all retained, in the most wonderful regularity and order,

CA. Adv.—VOL. XII. Q
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by the laws lo which the Creator has submitted them. When we raise

our thoughts from our own little planet, to the contemplation of so

boundless a creation, it is not without the utmost effort of the mind

that we can connect time, and more especially a short time, with such

immensity. But we must keep in mind, while dwelling on such sub

jects, that mun's most erroneous notions of creation, arise from the ne

cessity he experiences of connecting length of time, with extetit, or dif-

ficulty of operation in his own finite labours. We must not forget that

most of our great astronomical discoveries have been founded on our

own earth, and its single satellite, as a base: and if, in the study of this

earth, we find it revealed to us in the most unequivocal manner by his

tory, and corroborated by physical facts, that our planet has not existed

more than what may appear to us infinitely too short a time for the for

mation of so great and so perfect a body, we have no power to limit

this discovery to an individual member of the solar system; we must

extend it to the whole, upon the same principle of analogy on which so

many astronomical discoveries have been suggested, and subsequently

demonstrated to be true; our reason must bend, with whatever difficulty,

to so conclusive a corollary. But this is a field much too wide for our

finite comprehensions. We cannot proceed far in such inquiries at the

present, without the conviction being pressed upon us, that ' the ways

of God are not as our ways, nor his thoughts as our thoughts.' We

feel the necessity of curbing our curiosity respecting the state of other

planets, and of other systems; and we must be satisfied and thankful

for the merciful dispensation it has pleased the Almighty to bestow so

abundantly upon our own."—Pp. 54—58.

Our readers will possibly recollect that Mr. Faber has ventured to

argue, that each of the six days of creation must have been periods of

at least six thousand years,* and other philosophers have extended

these days still farther. On this subject Mr. Fairholme justly re

marks—

"The idea of assigning unlimited periods to the days of creation, as

recorded by Moses, has only arisen from the necessity of a longer pe

riod than twenty-four hours, for the completion of so great a chemical

process as the supposed production of the earth from chaos. But if first

formations were not the consequence of a chemical process, which

Newton considered most unphilosophical, and which our reason and

common sense most decidedly condemns, then the extension of the pe

riod demanded for their production becomes unnecessary.

"It may here be objected, that if an Almighty power were able to

create the universe in a. perfect slate, why should the work have occupied

a period of six days? Why should not all things have started into be

ing, as light is described to have done, instantaneously? The only an

swer that can be made to such objections is, simply, that it was the

will of God, who, in his wisdom, appears to have had, in this, an ulte

rior moral view for the good of mankind, and for the commemoration

of his own power and glory, by his creatures. Time has accordingly

been, by his express command, subdivided into six days of labour, ana

one of rest: and so much of the Divine Wisdom may be traced in this

arrangement, that it has been generally admitted by the wisest men

who have considered the subject, that no human ingenuity could im

prove upon it.
" There is also a strong argument to be found in the divine command,

* See Christian Guardian for 1833, p. 267.
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which establishes the hebdomadal division of time, against the theo

ries which demand an extension for the days of the creation:—' Six

days shall thou labour, and do all that thou hast to do; but in the se

venth day thou shall do no work; for in six days the Lord made hea

ven and earth, the sea, and all tJiat therein is, and rested the seventh

day: therefore remember the seventh day, to keep it holy.' In this

commandment the days of creation, and working days, of ttoenty-foitr

hours, are so completely idenlified in the sense and consiruclion, lhat

nothing but that species offeree, so often resorted to by philosophy, in

support of a weak but favourite theory, can separate them.

" Now, a creation, by an almighty power, may as easily be the work

of one moment, as of a thousand years; and though the laws of chemis

try are now found to produce crystals, under the hands of the chemist,

the great mind, even of a Davy, has never yet produced either a vege

table, or an animal formation; and there is, consequently, no ground

for this demand for time, with respect to any of the Mosaic days on

which these creations were first called into being.—But we have no rea

son to suppose that there was any variation in the length of the Mosai-

cal days, which are each defined in a manner so similar and distinct.

We can, therefore, come to no other conclusion, than that the Mosai-

cal days were such periods of twenty-four hours as have ever since

continued in succession, and will continue, till ' time shall be no more.' "

Mr. Fairholme traces in successive chapters, the progress of crea

tion; the constant changes produced in nature; the successive forma

tions consequently produced, and then comes to the great question of

the deluge. This he conceives according to the scriptural account to

have been universal, and he states and examines with great acuteness,

the traditional evidence of that event; the Mosaic account; the re

newal of the face of the earth; the organic remains of a former world,

and the various theories and hypotheses of learned men on these to

pics. On all these points we should rejoice to extract largely, but we

must refer those who are interested in such inquiries to the work itself,

•whilst we hasten to some extracts from the last chapter, entitled con

clusions to which toe are naturally led by the general tenor of theforegoing

inquiry.

" We have found, that, as it ii unreasonable to suppose the first man

to have ever been an infant, or the first oak tree to have sprung from an

acorn, we are forced to the adoption of the only other alternative left

for our choice; and we must, therefore, conclude, that both animal

and vegetable productions were, at first, CREATED in their mature and

perfect forms, and were then submitted to those laws which have ever

since been in action in the world. And when we are unavoidably led

thus far by our reason alone, and when we then consult the only history

of the early events of the world that is within our reach, we find this

record announcing, in the most unequivocal terms, that, ' In the be

ginning, God CHHATED the heaven and the earth;' and that in six days

He made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is, resting on

the seventh day, and hallowing it,' as a day of rest and of worship for

all the generations of men.

" And with respect to the nature and duration of those six days, so

particularly defined in the record, which it pleased the Creator, for an

obviously wise and beneficent end, to occupy in this incomprehensible

work of creation, we can have no reasonable doubt that they were such

days as are now, and ever have been, occasioned by one revolution of

the earth on its axis; first, because a perfect creation may be as easily
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the work of one day, or of one moment, as of thousands of years; se

condly, because the supposed longer periods of philosophy were only

called for on the erroneous idea of gradual perfection, from an imperfect

creation, which idea we have found such reason altogether to condemn;

and, thirdly, because that record, on the evidence of which our confi

dence has been confirmed, on the subject of perfect creation, has dis

tinctly defined each of these days by its evening and its morning, which

remarkable terms, so often repeated, can be, in no way, applicable to

the supposed indefinite periods above alluded to.

" Secondly. We have found reason to conclude, that the first great

geological change, which took place after the créaiion of the solid mass

of the globe, was occasioned by that^zaí of the Almighty, on the third

day, by which the waters, equally covering the whole mineral surface,

during the first and second days, were ' gathered together into one

place,' that the 'dry land' might appear: and as this 'gathering toge

ther of the waters' of the sea, could not have taken place, according

to the laws of gravity and of fluids, by accumulation, it must have been

effected by a depression of a portion of the surface of the earth, into

which the waters would naturally flow. This depression could not have

taken place without a partial derangement of a thin portion of the

earth's surface; and from this partial derangement, acted upon by the

laws which have, at all times, governed the ocean, we derive the ear

liest secondary formations now found resting upon the primitive mine

ral mass.

" Thirdly. We discover an adequate and reasonable origin for a

great portion of the other secondary formations, now found upon the

earth, in the action, during a period of sixteen hundred and fifty-six

years, of those laws of nature, by which a constant removal of mineral

debris is taking place, from the dry land, to the bed of the ocean: and

in considering the existing action of those laws, which govern the wa

ters, we find a natural and easy solution of the problem of horizontal

stralißcation, and individual mineral arrangement, which has occa

sioned so many erroneous conclusions in some schools of philosophy.

And we further discover the most convincing proof of the erroneous

nature of the Wernerian theory, of primitive rocks having been formed

in an AQUEOUS chaos, in the circumstance of no primitive ciealion, such

as granite, having ever been discovered amongst what are denominated

secondary rocks, although these latter are known to have arisen in the self

same AQUEOUS medium.

"Fourthly. We have found, in considering the subject of the deluge,

that, as the phenomena, presented to our consideration, over every

part of the present dry lands, correspond minutely with the terms of the

Mosaic record, where it informs us of the intention of the Almighty

to destroy the antediluvian dry lands, as well as their inhabitants; that

great and awful judgment must have been occasioned by the gradual

interchange of level between the former seas and lands: that we are, con

sequently, now inhabiting the bed of the antediluvian ocean; and that

all the fossil remains of animals, or vegetables, now discovered in our

rocks or soils, were either embedded in the course of the gradual for

mation of the secondary strata, under the waters of the former sea,

(as in the case of the marine productions in chalk, and many other

calcareous marine formations) or were thrown into their present situ

ations by the waters of the deluge, and embedded (as in the case of

quadrupeds, vegetables, human beings, and other land productions,) in
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the soft soils and strata so abundantly formed at that eventful period,

by the preternatural supply of materials for secondary formations.

Fifthly. As it can be plainly understood, by existing causes and ex

isting phenomena, that the animals and plants, the fossil remains of

which are now found in uncongenial climates, could not have existed

in a living state, where their remains are often now discovered} as a

general inundation could not possibly take place upon the globe with

out the entire destruction of animal life, and the total overthrow of the

whole vegetable kingdom; as it is a well known law of nature, that

animal bodies, when destroyed by drowning, invariablyßoat at one pe

riod of their decomposition; and that almost all vegetable substances,

being specifically lighter than water, must always come to the surface

at least, for a time; and as such floating animal and vegetable bodies

could not but follow the action of the winds, the tides, and more especi

ally, Ike CURRENTS of the then universal ocean, some of which cur

rents have, at all times, a tendency from the equatorial regions towards

the polea; from all these several reasons, we cannot come to any other

rational conclusion, but that all the fossil remains of land produc

tions, over the whole surface of the present dry lands, became em

bedded in their present situations at the period of the Mosaic deluge;

and that, consequently, the climates of the earth have been, in no way,

suddenly changed, as some philosophers have thought it necessary to

suppose; but that, on the contrary, the antediluvian animals, and plants,

must have been distributed over the various climates of the former dry

lands, and in nearly the sauu- latitudes, in which similar existing species

are now respectively found.

" Sixthly. As we have found the most conclusive proofs, that,

amongst other animal fossjjs, the remains of the human race are not un-

frequently found; although, in that small numerical proportion to

those of pther species, which the Sacred History would lead us to ex

pect, we must entirely reject those doctrines of philosophy which teach

9. gradual perfection in the animal creation; and which suppose, that

man was not yet created, at the period when (hose animals, the remains of

which we now discover, existed on the earth.

"Seventhly. We feel our belief in the Mosaic record of all these

wonderful events strengthened and confirmed, by the many traditional

and other proofs that have been brought forward, of all the present

human race, in every climate of the world, having sprung from onefa

mily, and from one period, which period was that of the Mosaic deluge:

and that that postdiluvian family origin must have first arisen in .V.w/,

is proved by the affinity of so many common expressions in the lan

guages of even the most remote islands, with the original languages of

that portion of the globe.

" Lastly. As all these conclusions, to which we have been naturally

led, in the course of this inquiry, tend to corroborate, in the most dis

tract manner, the history of the early events on the earth, as given in

the Mosaic, and other books of Scripture, our confidence in the uner

ring accuracy of these records is firmly established; for by such colla

teral evidence we should try the veracity of any other ancient history:

but when we add to the usual qualifications of a correct historian, the

incomprehensible guidance of DIVINE INSPIRATION, so clearly evinced by

numerous prophecies distinctly fulfilled, we feel, that the conclusions to •

which our inquiries have conducted us, by the simple evidence of rea

son and of facts, are only such as might have been anticipated, when

we consider the unerring source from which this divine guidance or
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inspiration flowed: and that both the events, and the inspired record

of them, which has been so wonderfully preserved for our information,

are SUPERNATURAL AND DIVINE."—pp. 486—493.

Long, however, as these extracts are, we feel it important to convey

some more adequate idea of the views entertained by our author on

the subject of the deluge, and we shall attempt this by connecting to

gether a few detached passages.

" The most common notion entertained of this catastrophe, is, that

by some means, incomprehensible to us, the sea rose upon the dry land

to the height of the highest mountains; and after destroying every

living thing, excepting those whom it pleased God to spare, the waters

gradually retired to their hidden retreats, leaving the same dry land,

that had before been inhabited—though variously changed in its actual

surface, by the wreck and ruin with which it remained charged.

" It would be difficult to say from what source this erroneous idea of

the deluge has first arisen; the mode by which this fatal event was

brought about by the councils of the Almighty, has not indeed been

given us by the inspired historian; but the clearness of the recital, to

gether with the effects, which we now every where find to corroborate

it, can leave no doubt in an unprejudiced mind, that the abovementioned

common opinion is altogether false, and has given rise to many of the

equally false doctrines and theories of the chaotic geology.

" In the Mosaic record we are told ' And God said unto Noah, the

end of all flesh is come before me; for the earth is filled with violence

through them (mankind,) and behold, I will destroy them, TOGETHER

WITH THE EARTH.'

" Here we have it distinctly announced by the voice of the Almighty,

that he was not only to destroy mankind/row» off" the earth, which would

have implied the earth remaining as at first, to become the habita

tion of a postdiluvian race, but they were to be destroyed TOGETHER

WITH THE EARTH, on which they dwelt. It is also afterwards declared

by the Almighty in establishing a covenant with mankind, ' And I will

establish my covenant with you, neither shall all flesh be cut off any

more by the waters of a flood; NEITHER ahull there any more be a flood

to DESTROY THE EARTH.' The latter part of this sentence would have

been altogether unnecessary, were we not given to understand by it,

that the earth, or dry land, of the antediluvian world, had then been

destroyed, as well as its wicked inhabitants.

" These passages show that the destruction of ' the earth that

THEN WAS,' formed a part of the effects of that awful judgment; and

the phenomena presented to our view in the whole ' earth that NOW

is,' establish the truth of the historical record, in a manner the most

conclusive.—p. 142.

" Many disputes have arisen, and theories been formed, among phi

losophers, respecting the mode by which a deluge might have been

brought about by natural causes: but like the theories of first forma

tion», they lead the mind, at every step, into obscurity and contradic

tion. Some have supposed the earth to be hollow, and to contain water,

which, issuing out by some incomprehensible means, deluged the earth,

and again retired to its hidden abode. Others have supposed, that by

a great earthquake, a heaving up of the superincumbent mass of one

portion of the earth might have raised the waters of the ocean, so as

to form one vast wave on the surface, which swept over the remaining

parts of the earth. In supporting this theory it is truly stated, that,

during partial earthquakes, an agitation of the sea, somewhat similar,
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takes place, the effects of which have often been most destructive in

low countries. But this theory implies one sweeping convulsion which

could have lasted but a short time, and been but partial in its effects:

whereas, both history, supported by the traditions of the most obscure

nations, and physical facts, tend to convince us that the deluge must

have lasted some considerable time, and been universal in its destructive

effects.

" As to the theory of the cavous nature of the globe, in order to con

tain water for the purpose of one particular deluge of a few months'

duration, we have, amongst other powerful objections, this especial one,

that such an arrangement would be in contradiction to all the general

laws of the Creator. . . . We have not a vestige of ground for suppos

ing that there was any superabundance in the primitive creation of water ;

nor that any portion of it was, as it were, locked up from common use,

and reserved for one especial occasion. Besides this objection of

reason, we have also one of fact: for when we come to measure the

depths of the sea, and the quantity of water existing on our whole

planet, by the great and only true scale before mentioned; and when

we find its medium depths, all over the earth, not to exceed, compa

ratively, a thin coat of varnish on a common artificial globe; we shall

at once perceive how utterly unnecessary it would be to demand so

great a quantity of water as a hollow earth would contain, for the sole

purpose of effecting so diminutive an end. No. The ends of the Al

mighty are brought about by much more simple means; and when we

are informed by the Inspired Record, that not only the inhabitants of

the first " dry land," but also that "dry land" itself was to be destroyed,

we can, without any strain upon our reason, and in perfect accordance

with surrounding physical facts, imagine the same Great Being by

•whose power the waters were, at first, gathered together, issuing his

second mandate for the execution of this terrible decree, and saying,

' Let the level of the dry land be lowered, and let the foundations of

the great deep be broken up: and it was so.'

"But if we insist on discovering or inventing a mode by which the

Almighty caused this destructive interchange of sea and land to take

place, we shall find ourselves in the same inextricable difficulties, as

when endeavouring to account for the mode of first formations by se

condary coûtes. We must make our reason bend to the inscrutable

ways of the Omnipotent, and submit, with whatever rebellious reluc

tance, to the great truth every where impressed upon us, that ' the

ways of God are not as our ways, nor his thoughts as our thoughts.'

All our reasoning must end in this point, that the Deluge, like the

Creation, was л preternatural event, which could by no means be brought

about but by preternatural means} and consequently that we should in

vain search for a cause in the mere laws of nature."—Pp. 1 43— 1 46.

We must, however, hasten to conclude. The result of Mr. F.'s

reasonings is, that at the period of the deluge, the bottom of the then

existing ocean was raised, and the then existing land depressed—that

what was then land is now sea, and what was then ocean is our habit

able earth—that the chalk, and salt, and shells, Sec. now found on

hills, &c. were the deposits at the bottom of the antediluvian ocean—

that the coal was formed by the deposit of antediluvian forests at the

time of the flood—that the organic remains are the relics of men and

animals destroyed by the deluge, and subsequently petrified and formed

into rock—that these relics were collected from considerable distances

by the long-continued action of the currents, during the time that the
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waters prevailed, and that the hypothesis of Dr. Buckland and others,

that the remains of animals found in Kirkdale cave, 8cc. are the relics

of animals once living in its immediate vicinity, is utterly unfounded.

It will thus be seen that the conclusions of Mr. Fairholme are entirely

contrary to those of Dr. Buckland, Mr. Lyell, and other eminent ge

ologists, while his work contains some very striking instances of the

absurd consequences, resulting from the hypotheses which some of

these eminent men have adopted.

" With regard, however, to the actual age of the world, and the

actually short period during which secondary causes have been in

action on the portions of the globe we now inhabit, we may safely refer

the subject to the powerful evidence produced in such abundance, and

with so much industry, by this author, Mr. Lyell himself. I have had

occasion in a note, in another part of this treatise, to notice the start

ling facts produced by Mr. Lyell, with respect to the quantity of mud

daily imported into the sea by the single river, the Ganges: it is there ad

mitted by Mr. Lyell, that even at the lowest estimate, viz. one part in a

hundred, of mud, in the waters of that river, there is imported daily

into the Bay of Bengal, 'a mass, more than equal in weight and bulk

to the great pyramid of Egypt.' It does not suit the theory of Mr.

Lyell to admit the correctness of Major Rennell's estimate, in which

it is shown, with much clearness, that the daily deposit of that single

river, in the flood season, instead of only once, is nearly equal to SE

VENTY-FOUR times the weight of that gigantic monument. If we even

divide the difference between these two authors, and admit the amount

to be not more than/row» thirty to forty times the size of the pyramid per

day, and if we extend our view of a similar action to all the rivers of the

earth, and then consider the comparative actual extent of the whole

mass of secondary formations over the surface of the primitive globe,

we shall at once perceive that such violent transporting powers, acting

for a million of years, must have produced a mass of secondary forma

tions, infinitely greater than what actually exists upon the earth, which

may, probably, be considered as of not greater medium thickness than

about one mile. But one million of years is not sufficient for those
•who advocate the view of the subject adopted by Mr. Lyell; no author

of that school has ever yet been able to bound his views within any

nameable period; and we may, with much truth, transpose their own

animadversion, and consider it as not very wonderful if they find them

selves involved in inextricable confusion and difficulty, when they cal

culate upon thousands of years instead of hundreds, and millions instead

of thousands.'—Pp. 32—34.

LETTERS TO PRESBYTERIANS, on the Present Crisis of the Presbyterian

Church in the United States. By Samuel Miller, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical

History and Church Government in the Theological Seminary at Princeton.

(Continued from page 8C.)

We have already said, cursorily, when we had another point chiefly

in view, that Voluntary Societies among Presbyterian churches divide

and distract us, and that their interference enfeebles our hands and di

minishes our resources. These remarks have such an important con

nexion with this whole subject, that we wish to draw the attention of

our readers to them distinctly and specially—as worthy of the most

serious consideration. We first ask, can the facts be denied? Not, we

think, by those who have been attentive to the course of things in the
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Presbyterian church for a few years past, and who will review that

course, and consider our present state, with care and candour. What

was it that produced the unhappy excitement and conflict, which took

place in the General Assembly of 1828, to which we have already re

ferred; and what was it gave rise to a state of feeling and action, still

more ardent, contentious, and reproachful, in 1831? Precisely and

confessedly, in both instances, it was a contest between the friends of

the General Assembly's Board of Missions, and the friends and advo

cates of the American Home Missionary Society—between an Eccle

siastical Organization on the one side, and a Voluntary Religious As

sociation on the other. This open opposition has, for two years past,

been forborne. But has the leaven which produced the violent and

visible fermentation, at the periods referred to, ceased to work? Not

for a moment, we do verily believc. We would indeed hope, and are

willing to admit, that there has beeh an abatement of exasperated and

unkind feelings, in both parties. But as to a change of views, purposes,

and favourite objects of pursuit, we do not believe there has been, on

cither side, any alteration that is worth an estimate. After attentive ob

servation and serious reflection on the subject, we are deeply convinced,

that an attachment to the interests and views of Voluntary Associa

tions, have had an influence in almost every question of importance that

has come before the Supreme Judicatory of our church, as well as in

many of the inferior judicatories, for a period of several years duration;

and that this influence is not materially less now, than at any former

time. We believe, as heretofore intimated, that frequently it is not re

cognised, by those who are under its power and guidance. Like other

strong propensities of the mind, it has an effect, in numerous instances,

in which its operation is not observed by those on whom it acts—It

has many latent associations and sympathies, of which those who are

moved by them, are little aware. Voluntary Associations, it has al

ready been seen, are the offspring of Congregationalism and Indepen

dency, and that, very generally, they carry with them the spirit of their

parentage. Hence, their zealous advocates have a kind of family feel

ing, for every measure in our church that bears Congregational fea

tures on its face. On the contrary, for a strict Presbyterianism mea

sure, they have, at first sight, a sort of instinctive dislike—it is alien to

their partialities. From this cause it is, that the devoted friends of

Voluntary Associations in our ecclesiastical judicatories, (in nearly all

of which they are found, and in several are a majority) become the ad

vocates of whatever is lax in government or discipline, and decidedly

opposed to whatever is calculated to sustain strict Presbyterianism

against their favourite Congregationalism. We do not believe that we

greatly err, when we say that from the cause now indicated, more than

one-half of all the propositions that have demanded attention in the

General Assembly of our church, for the last ten years, have been met,

previously to all reasoning, either with friendly or adverse feelings, in the

minds of the ardent friends of Voluntary Religious Associations. And

as certainly as that any given cause will be followed by its natural and

appropriate effect, so certain is it, that distracted and divided counsels,

with all their unhappy consequences, will continue in our church, so long

as Voluntary Education and Missionary Societies exist and are cherish

ed in it, as they are at present. The principle of action and reaction in

philosophy, is completely exemplified in what takes place between Con

gregationalism and Voluntary Religious Associations—the former ori

ginates the latter, and the latter react, to produce and cherish the former.

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. R
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What is history good for, if it is not to make us wise, by the experience

of times that are past? It was in the hope that our church might learn

something useful in this way, that we have painfully and carefully re

viewed her whole history, since her existence in our country; and have

shown, we hope satisfactorily, that from first to last, the admixture of

Congregationalism with Presbyterianism, has been the fruitful seed of

controversy and discord, in our ecclesiastical counsels and measures.

Shall we, with this experience to instruct and warn us, keep up a hot

bed for the sowing of this seed of animosity and division, and from

which the germs it produces shall be transplanted to mature and bring

forth fruit, in every part and portion of our church? Consent to this,

whoever may, we never can.

Professor Miller, in his third letter, pleads with earnestness and elo

quence, and we doubt not with entirely upright motives, for a cordial co

operation of Voluntary Associations and Fcclesiastical Boards, in

promoting missions and education in our church—lie thinks that they

may and ought to act as sister institutions, sincerely attached to each

other, as well as to the immensely important objects which they seek

to promote; and that from the operations of this system, unspeakably

more good will result than from any other that can be devised. From

all this we dissent— 1. Because, so far as experience has hitherto gone,

it is diametrically opposed to the professor's plan and expectations.

All our past experience, has shown, as we have seen, that Ecclesias

tical and Voluntary organizations do not work harmoniously together.

In our church, for six years past, these sisters, so far from regarding

each other with mutual affection and confidence, have felt and acted

more like jealous rivals, each regarding the other with suspicion; each

willing to get away the other's admirers, and attach them to herself;

and each seeking to promote her own influence, not only regardless of

the other, but, to say the least, not grieving, if it were at the expense

of a diminution of the other's influence. 2. Notwithstanding the pro

fessor's wishes, counsels and expectations, we verily believe that the fu

ture is likely to resemble the past—that what has been will be—that till

Christians have reached much nearer to perfection than the world has

yet seen, organized bodies, as well as individuals, who have a common

and a very precious object in pursuit, will each be better pleased with

its own than with its neighbour's success, and that where patronage is to

be sought from the same sources and individuals, there will sometimes

be unfair means used to gain that patronage; that this will at least be

suspected, and that suspicion, if not real foul dealing, will beget jealou

sy, rivalship, and alienation. Such is human nature; yes, alas! this is

human nature, even among Christians, who are sanctified but in part.

A few individuals, we readily admit, are occasionally found, who can

live together, and love each other, and rejoice in each other's honour

and success, when circumstances make them competitors. But these

are always regarded as such rare instances, as to be objects of admi

ration and wonder. How seldom is it seen that ministers of the gps-

pel, who are co-pastors and colleagues, continue to act with entire

mutual confidence and harmony? How often is every thing, the exact

opposite ofconcord, painfully witnessed? The difficulty of sustaining the

collegiate charge, at once with personal comfort and to the edification

of the people served, has nearly or quite banished such charges from

our church; although, but for this, they would, in many cases, be ex

ceedingly desirable. Now, we maintain that it is not less, but far

more difficult, for Voluntary Associations and Ecclesiastical Boards,
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to pursue missionary enterprises and educational plans, in the same

church, with zeal, cordiality and permanent harmony, than it is for

two ministerial brethren to serve the same congregation, without

jealousy and unhallowed competition. It is manifestly far more prac

ticable to find two individuals who shall sustain a delicate and difficult

relation to each other, with affection, concord, and cordial co-operation,

than to faul two numerous bodies of individuals who shall do this—bo

dies in which there will unavoidably be found some indiscreet persona,

whose acts may render the preservation of harmony absolutely impos

sible. We repeat, then, that we do conscientiously believe that it is

far more difficult for Voluntary Associations and Ecclesiastical Organ

izations to act, side by side, in the same church, and for the promo

tion of the same objects, and yet avoid jealousy, strife and contention,

than it is for two ministers of the gospel to have charge of the same

flock, and continue to act with entire affection and uniform concert.

3. Principle itself—the solemn obligation which conscientious men

feel to promote the cause of God, in the best and most efficient way

in their power, will operate to produce alienation between Volun

tary Associations and Ecclesiastical Organizations, when their plans

and measures are to be formed and executed in the same church,

and among the same people. The friends of each of these corps, un

questionably think that the method they have respectively adopted

is the best—their very choice, or act of adoption, proclaims this.

And are they never to endeavour to promole a plan for doing good,

in the way which each of them believes is preferable to that of the

other? Can a Presbyterian minister, who solemnly believes that the

great Head of the church has committed to his church, in its dis

tinctive ecclesiastical character, the sacred trust of evangelizing the

•world, and that the preservation of sound doctrine among those who

shall be evangelized, is far more likely to be secured, when missionary

operations are conducted by the church, as such, than when managed

by Voluntary Associations, that have no acknowledged creed, and may

become corrupt by a speedy change of the associates—can a Presby

terian minister, we say, who solemnly believes these truths, forbear to

inculcate them? He cannot—and so surely as he does it, he will give

umbrage to the friends of Voluntary Associations. Professor M. is an

example in point to sustain us here. He has written most ably, as the

quotations in our last number show, in maintenance of the very ideas

suggested in our last interrogatory. And has he done it without—

let us choose the mildest term we can select—without displeasing the

friends and advocates of Voluntary Associations? We know he has

not. The professor has indeed done much to soothe and reconcile

them, by pleading for the continuance of their patronage—inconsist

ently as we think—in the Presbyterian church. But still, we know

they do not like his conclusive reasoning, in favour of a better system

than the one of their choice—If the powerful arguments of the pro

fessor have appeared in a single periodical devoted to the service of

Voluntary Associations, it has entirely escaped our observation. We

insist, therefore, that men who conscientiously believe that the way

in which they are seeking to promote the cause of Christ and the sal

vation of souls, is more eligible, efficient and successful than any other,

are bound to use their endeavours to enlist others to co-operate with

them in this way, in preference to any other; and that the doing of

this by the friends, respectively, of Voluntary Associations and Eccle

siastical Organizations, both operating in the same church and among
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the same people, will produce collision, dissatisfaction and discord.—

The only way, as far as we can see, for the avoidance of the evil, is,

for the parties to take separate fields of action, as we have heretofore

stated. Let the Voluntary Associations cease to form and to maintain

their affiliated societies in the bosom of the Presbyterian church, and

let them operate in fields not preoccupied by the Boards of this church,

and then we will bid them God speed, with our whole soul; then we

shall have more peace and order among ourselves, and cherish nothing

but fraternal feelings and good wishes toward them; we shall view them,

as we view other evangelical bodies, that are engaged in missionary

and educational enterprises; and all information of their growing in

fluence and increasing success, will gladden our hearts and animate

our prayers.

Professor M. expresses his conviction with earnestness, that much

more good may be done by having in the Presbyterian church two

kinds of organizations, for the promotion of missions and the edu

cation of youth for the gospel ministry, rather than one only. We

frankly confess that the time has been, when we yielded to this opi

nion, although always contrary to that which our own reasoning and

observation led us to adopt—We found so many of those with whom

•we had been accustomed to think and act, of the mind of the professor,

that we distrusted our own opinion, and consented to act on theirs.

It has been, on a more careful and thorough examination of the sub

ject, aided by an attentive observation of the practical effects of the

operation of two distinct and competing organizations in the same

church, that we have, although with real reluctance, decisively adopted

the sentiments contained in this part of our Review. By so doing we

have only returned to our original views—after giving proof that we

have not been so obstinate and unyielding, as some seem willing to re

present us. We have consented that an experiment should be made,

in which a multitude had much confidence, but in which ours was al

ways little; and the result has been a complete conviction that the plan

tends to the prostration and ruin of the Presbyterian church, and to a

very injurious interference with the best method of prosecuting Chris

tian missions, and the education of men for the ministry of the gospel.

When the London Missionary Society was fitting out its first mission

to the island of Otaheite, now called Tahiti, a wonderful zeal was

awakened to organize societies of the same kind in the Presbyterian

church in this country; and one such society was actually formed and

put in operation in the state of New York. We then used all our in

fluence in opposition to this plan; observing that our church was al

ready organized, in the best form, for the prosecution of missions both

foreign and domestic; and that those who had zeal on this subject,

which we were glad to witness, had only to turn that zeal into the channel

already opened for it, in the missionary operations going on under the

direction of the General Assembly of our church. The opinion which

we advocated at that time prevailed; and several Indian Missions

were commenced, and prosecuted for a time, with encouraging success.

The fate of these missions we shall not now particularly notice—-

Some account of them may be seen in the Appendix to the General

Assembly's Digest, from which it will appear, that in the Cherokee

nation, the missionary operations of our church broke up the ground,

and sowed much of the seed, from which the missions of the A. B. C.

F. M. have since reaped such a blessed and glorious harvest. The

sum of the matter is—that Board, till the recent institution of " The
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Western Foreign Missionary Society," had obtained the possession and

direction of all the incipient missionary establishments and operations

of the Presbyterian church, which had for their object the evangelizing

of the heathen: and in the mean time, the A. H. M. S. endeavoured to

obtain a like ascendency in regard to domestic missions; and cotempo-

raneously with both, the American Education Society, sought to draw

to itself the strength of our church, in aid of its operations. Our

church, or rather a part of it, at length became alarmed, at seeing her

very existence threatened, by taking from her the vital organs, on which

her existence depends—for vital organs of any Christian church, Mis

sionary and Educational institutions unquestionably are. Now the plea

is, "divide your strength, and the general cause will prosper, better than

if you lay it all out in support of your own operations." We do not

believe in this doctrine—It seems to us a palpable absurdity. It can

not be sound doctrine, unless it be also true, that what we give to Vo

luntary Associations, will be better managed than if we kept it in our

own hands, and managed it ourselves: and if they can manage apart

better than we, then certainly they can do the same with the whole;

and if this be so, then we say, give them the whole, and let our church

have no more to do with Missions and Education. But Professor M.

himself, is not prepared for this. Then we say, keep your means in

your own hands. All you give, beyond what individuals may choose

to bestow of their superfluity and liberality, is just so much taken from

your own resources.

The Voluntary Associations are, at this moment, manifestly enfeeb

ling our efforts. We especially want all our means, just at this time,

to sustain our infant Foreign Missions; and, lo! the synods and pres

byteries at the south, are organizing themselves in support of a Volun

tary Missionary Society—an excellent one we grant, but one already

wealthy and powerful. Is this right? Is this acting as avowed Presby

terians ought to act? So it does not seem to us. Will it be said that

many will give to Voluntary Associations, who will not give to our

own Boards? Yes, and the whole strength of Professor M.'s plea, lies

exactly in this very point. And why is this the fact? It is so, because

such pleas as the professor has made, have been, and still are, urged

by such men as the professor ranks with—by men of talents, influence,

and station. Only let them change the direction in which their elo

quence, and their entire influence shall be exercised, and employ them

to persuade the members of the Presbyterian church to fall into the

ranks of the ecclesiastical Missionary and Educational Organizations,

of their own creation—organizations demonstrated by the professor

himself, to be superior, in several particulars, to any Voluntary Asso

ciations—let this be done—let us act like Presbyterians—and it will

not long be true that many members of our church will prefer foreign

organizations to their own. This whole church, which is now pretty

thoroughly roused to a sense of its duty to promote Missions and Edu

cation in some way, will be seen, rallying its undivided force under

its own standards. Then will divided councils in a great measure

cease; and we solemnly believe that more, far more good will be done,

than ever can be done, while the existing collision and competition

shall continue, and the very being of the Presbyterian church, in any

thing but in name, shall be kept in jeopardy, by the existence, in her

very midst, of organized bodies alien to her government and order.
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Mehemet Pacha.—The Vice Roy of

Egypt, Mehemet Pacha, may now be con

sidered as one of the moat powerful princes

of the East. His dissatisfaction, and that

of hia son Ibrahim, without the aid of any

other power, would have caused the Sul

tan to totter on his throne. Mehemet may

yet become the founder of an empire—at

all events he may justly be regarded as

one of the most remarkable men of the

age. The following description of Me

hemet, is condensed from an account of

him in Dr. Ehrenberg's Travels in North

Africa, in 1820.

With regard to the exterior of the Pa

cha, it is imposing, by its vivacity, to the

Orientals, but not to Europeans. His

well proportioned stature, of middle size,

betrays its Albanian origin, by the small

face ; the Turks having generally a large

head, and a long physiognomy. The Pa

cha has none of the Turkish phlegm in

his appearance, and he possesses a re

markable sprightliness, although it does

not so readily strike the Europeans, on ac

count of bis oriental dress and manners.

He was born in 1767, at Cávala, near the

coast of the Greek Archipelago, in the

ancient Macedonia. His father, Ibrahim

Aga, was head of the police of the town.

The son was fond of military life, but car

ried on for some time the trade of a to

bacconist. At the time of the French ex

pedition to Egypt, he came with the Turk

ish troops to Africa, and was finally ap

pointed the Chief of his countrymen, the

Albanians. Ho was never scrupulous

about his means, and never sincere m any

agreement with his adversaries; neither

was he noted for his harshness, injustice,

or cruelty towards the lower classes.

Since 1804, he has become master of all

Egypt, when, after the Albanians had

taken possession of Cahira, he was recog

nised by the government at Constantino

ple. He neither opposes nor favours the

efforts of the Christian missionaries for

the conversion of Jews, and is himself but

an indifferent Mahometan, although he

has built several mosques at his own ex

pense. The nature of his administration

may best be understood, from the answer

a Fellah (peasant) gave to Dr. Ehrenberg,

who had remarked that the people ought

to be satisfied with the Pacha, since he

had made the country a garden, and built

towers in all their villages. " Allah

Kerihm !" retorted the Arab; "God is

great. Our master (the Effendina) giveth

with one hand, and taketh with two!"

Silliman's Journal contains two articles

on the subject of the late meteorological

phenomenon, observed throughout the con

tinent on the 13th of November, one by

Professor Hitchcock, of Amhert College,

the other by Professor Olmstead, of Yale

College. Professor Hitchcock, refers the

phenomena to the same origin as that of

the Aurora borealis. In support of his hy

pothesis, he brings to view the relation

which the Aurora borealis and the pheno

mena of the shooting stars, are both sup

posed to have exhibited to the direction of

the magnetic needle. On this point he

mainly builds his theory:—

" May we not then be permitted on the

principles of a rational philosophy, to re

gard the splendid meteoric phenomenon

which we have recently seen, as a mere

modification of the Aurora borealis : or

rather, might it not be appropriately styled

Aurora auslralis ; and can we hesitate to

regard it as an electro-magnetic pheno

menon, aided perhaps by phosphorescent

and inflammable gasees ? Such a view of

the subject would certainly tend to remove

every superstitious fear that may have

arisen in my mind, and lead every one,

who had the privilege of witnessing the

spectacle, to feel thankful that an experi

ment so beautiful and magnificent, should

have been performed within the lofty and

transparent dome of nature's temple, by

the display of her hidden energies. It i«

too rich an exhibition to be repeated to

the same generation."

Professor Olmstead's article, though oc

cupying 48 pages, is unfinished in the pre

sent number. From the facts which he

has taken great pains to collect, and the

heads under which he has arranged hi»

subject, be probably refers the magnificent

spectacle to the principles of electricity.

Value of the Precious Metals.—There

are about five hundred towns or principal

places in Mexico, celebrated for the ex

ploration of silver that surround them.

These five hundred places comprehend to

gether about three hundred mines. The

whole number of veins and masses in the

exploration, is between four and five thou

sand. The ore is generally in wne,

rarely in beds and masses. The vein ol

Guanaxuato, is the most extensive. I' '*

from 120 to 150 feet thick, and is explored

in different places for a distance of nine

miles. The quantity of silver in the ore»,

averages from three to four ounces the

quintal, or from l-446th to l-597th of the

weight of ore. The annual produce ot

silver in Mexico, during the lost year'' »'

the seventeenth century, was l,l-'-M-

pounds.—SiUiman's American Journal'1

Science.

A prevailing notion among many Pe''

sons who have not turned their attention
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to the subject, is, that the gold and silver

of tliis continent is more valuable than any

other products of the country.

The produce of all the mines of America,

25 years ago, never came up to the value

of the present crop of cotton, and their

produce at this time is not half the value

of our four hundred million pounds of cot

ton, when delivered in Europe, or even at

the porta of shipment. Now, the iron of

England in it» raw state, is actually worth

moro than the entire products of the gold

and silver mines of America. The annual

amount of the straw hats of New England,

is even worth os much, or more than the

annual products of the much talked of

gold minee of the Southern! States.—Bos

ton Atlas.

The Scorpion.—Pananti states, in his

account of Algiers, that the natives fre

quently amuse themselves by a curious

kind of warfare, which is created by shut

ting up a scorpion and a rat together in a

close cage, when a terrible contest ensues,

which has been known to continue some

times for an hour. It generally ends by

the death of the scorpion; but in a little

time after, the rat begins to swell, and in

violent convulsions soon shares the fate of

his vanquished enemy. It is also a favour

ite diversion of the Moors to surround one

of these reptiles with a circle of straw, to

which fire is applied; after making seve

ral attempts to pass the flames, it turns on

itself, and thus becomes its own execu

tioner. The trait last named, came under

the personal observation of a friend of ours

in the navy.—Boston Journal.

Savings Banks.—The credit of having

projected Savings Banks has been various

ly claimed for different persons in Great

Britain, and their origin has been traced

to different places in that country. The

best authenticated statement we have seen

gives the first suggestion of the system

called ' Frugality Banks' which was pro

mulgated, about the year 1797, and was

from time to time pressed upon the atten

tion of leading politicians and practical

men in England, and rejected as visionary.

In 1811, it was printed with other works,

and laid on the table of the house of com

mons. Subsequently, Savings Banks—

which were founded on part of the plan of

Bentbam's Frugality Banks—were carried

through parliament by the influence of the

well known member, George Rose, Esq.

who has been claimed as the author of the

м-1 m. The English system is much

more extensive than ours. Besides the

usual simple accumulations, it adds the

conversion of deposites into annuities and

endowments, a part of the business which

might be advantageously engrafted on

some of our own institutions of the kind.

The amount invested in this way in Eng

land, is not leas than 16,000,000 sterling.

Curious Anecdote of the Heart.—Since

the statement recently made respecting

the insensibility of the human heart to ex

ternal touch, we have met, in an old Edin

burgh Medical Journal, with the following

case:—A buck that was remarkably fat and

healthy in condition, in August, 161(1, was

killed in Bradbury Park, and on opening

him it was discovered that, at some distant

time, he had been shot in the heart, a bal!

being found in a cyst in the substance of

the viscus, about two inches from the apex.

The surface of the cyst had a whitish ap

pearance. The ball weighs 292 grains, and

was quite flat. Mr. Richardson, the park

keeper, who opened the animal, was of

opinion that the ball had struck some hard

substance before entering the body of the

deer. That the animal should subsist long

after receiving this ball, is endeavoured to

be accounted for from the instance of a

soldier, who survived 40 hours after re

ceiving a bayonet wound in the heart;

however, the recovery from a gun-shot

wound in an animal inferior to man can,

in no respect, materially alter the impor

tance of the fact, and of the great extent

to which this vital organ may sustain an

injury from external violence.

Earthquake.—About half past 10 o'clock,

on Wednesday night last, we had some

thing like the shock of an earthquake, at

tended with a considerable noise. The

shaking of the houses was such, as in soroo

instances, to extinguish lamps, and the

people generally were so alarmed as to

rush to the windows, or into the streets.

It did not exactly resemble former shocks

of earthquakes which we have felt and

heard, and we should be rather inclined to

attribute it to the explosion of a quantity

of gunpowder, were we aware that there

was a sufficient quantity to produce the

effect within the necessary distance.—Lan

caster Jour. Fell. 7.

There is in the library of a gentleman of

New Haven, Connecticut, eight volumes

of the " Mercurie," the first newspaper

ever established ; comprising part of the

reign of James 1st, Charles the first, and

the Commonwealth under the protection of

Cromwell and his son Richard. The size

of the paper is three inches wide by »even

long, and abounds with quaint sayings and

singular notices.

JVeta- Haven, Connecticut, Feb. 20, 1834.

The Season.—Never within our recollec

tion has there been so mild a winter as the

present. We have hid hardly any snow,

—not two inches at any time,—no severe

storms, and generally a temperate atmos

phere. The last few days have borne all

the attributes of early spring,—a bright

sun, a soft and balmy air,—with the song

and flight of birds, as if April was antici

pated. A flock of blackbirds was observed

this morning passing over the city.
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Itcltuíous ïiitrUûjciirr.

THE MORAL CONDITION AND INFLUENCE OF PARIS.

This is the title of the concluding article of Religious Intelligence,

in the " Supplement" to the " London Evangelical Magazine, for the

year 1833;" and we assign to it the whole of this department of our

Miscellany for the present month. In our judgment, no portion of the

population of the whole earth more urgently needs the influence of the

gospel, than the inhabitants of France. It is this influence, and this

only, which can ever give them stable and permanent liberty and order

in their political institutions, as well as prepare them for the infinitely

more important felicities of eternity. Of this, the best men in France

itself appear now to be sensible; and they deserve the deep sympathy

of all who know by their own happy experience, what the blessed in

fluence of the pure gospel is. Much of the concluding part of the fol

lowing article, although addressed to British Protestants, is applica

ble to Protestants of the United States—We can, and we ought, to

help our brethren of France, not only by our prayers, but by sending

them Bibles and tracts; and if we need, as we certainly do, a warning

to beware of the progress and influence of Popery, nothing can be more

instructive than an attentive consideration of the moral condition of

France, which Popery, as the ultimate cause, has unquestionably

produced.

In approaching a great city, it is not uninteresting to speculate on the predominant

thoughts and feelings of the multitudes who, from every point, converge toward» it.

To guess at the idea which governs the crowds who conduct thither the products of

their fields, and gardens, and manufactories, is sufficiently easy. Nor is it difficult to

place yourself, by an effort of memory, in the condition of the child, whose eager gaze

is, for the first time, rivettod by the towers and spires which announce the metropolii

of his country. Thither hurries the statesman to sustain his wavering, or to impel his

victorious party; the artist to refine his taste, by the imitation of the master-pieces of

genius ; and the student to explore, with youthful enthusiasm, the unknown depths of

literature and of science. Dissipation owns its votaries, and vice its ministers,—all

pressing towards the same point, as the focus in which kindred minds are to concen

trate their thoughts, and passions, and deeds. But, amidst the mass, how few are to be

found who, steadily contemplating the example of Him " who went about doing good,"

ever esteem sensitive, intelligent, immortal man as far more interesting than his noblest

works and the wants and miseries of his spirit as the most afflictive aspect of nil wo !

Nor will the writer, through whose mind the preceding obvious thoughts passed as be ap

proached, for the first time, the metropolis of France, arrogate to himself a measure of

these hallowed sentiments at all commensurate with the moral importance, and moral

wretchedness, of that splendid city. He will only say, that at such a state of mind

he feebly aimed, and that, although providentially removed from the spot where these

emotions were awakened, he earnestly desires still to cherish, and, by intercourse with

kindred minds, to multiply, their impression.

The moral condition of Paris is, therefore, the topic to which the attention of the

reader is primarily invited. A brief sojourn within the walls of this interesting city,

under circumstances unfavourable to extensive observation, will only justify a rapid

•ketch of this affecting subject. A Christian whose residence has been fixed in Paris,

during several years, could unfold a tale of sinfulness far more harrowing ; and a vi

cious individual witnesses there, in a single hour, scenes which the man of moral ha

bits, during a protracted life, only suspects. But, ah ! what " hidden things of dark

ness," both in the haunts of vice, and in the recesses of the human heart, are visible to

the Omniscient! The full revelation of iniquity, as of holiness, is reserved for the tri

bunal of God. And, it is granted, that, as the prospect of every created eye is limited,

we may deem a city better than it is, because vice is artful ; or worse, because virtue

is retiring. But there are some broad features of sin which, whatever may be thought

of the minor peculiarities of moral physiognomy, reveal, with awful dislinctned, the

animating spirit of iniquity. Let us glance at these.
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nç the indications of a sad proficiency in impiety, no fact more powerfully im

presses the Christian visiter of Paris, than that flagrant violation of the Sabbath which

obtrudes itself on his notice. As soon аз he awakes, and the thought, this is the Sab

balh, occurs to his mind, the clamour and the hum of trade which burst upon his ear,

induce a doubt as to the correctness of his impression. On going abroad, he finds,

perhaps, a quarter of the shops closed, while another fourth, partly shut, exhibit some

recognition of the day of rest. In these latter, nevertheless, business is transacted,

and tho rcmnining half, at least, present not even an external acknowledgment of the

existence of the Sabbath. Tho markets are open. Labourers, optionally, pursue or

abandon their occupations. As the day advances, almost every shop is closed ; busi

ness has ceased, to give place to dissipation. The royal gardens are crowded ; the

Champs Elyeces are thronged by the dense population of Paris, in pursuit of frivolous

amusement; and, in the suburban villages of this immense city, you may witness, every

Sabbalh, numerous assemblages enjoying the silly dissipations of an English pleasure

fair, wilb all the eager volatility of the Parisian character. Sunday, too, is the day on

which the neighbouring towns celebrate the annual fetes of their patron saints, and at

tract a large portion ol the inhabitants of the metropolis. Then, rustic sports, shoot

ing matches, dances, and joutes (a species of tournament on the water,) are the ele

menta of Sabbalh occupation. These joutes are also, sometimes exhibited on the

Sunday, at Paris, on the Seine. At other times, horse-races are contested in the

Champ de Mars. In the evening, the theatres are universally open, and attract far

more numerous assemblies than the churches in the morning. Nor is this desecration

of the sacred day confined to the less intelligent classes. Science and art claim the

Sabbath as their own. Then, and then only, the museums of painting and sculpture

aro visible by tho public. Then the Professor of Geology conducts his pupils to tbo

country, to collect specimens, and the Lecturer on botany leads forth his class to her

borise. Sunday, in short, is the universal holiday. Nor can it be needful to suggest

to a pious mind, the connexion of this desecration of the day of God, with the progress

of all iniquity. It is at once the effect of irreligion and its cause ; nor is it possible to

trace all the ramifications of sin which the certain reaction of Sabbath violation, at

once habitual and universal, produces.

Another marked feature of the Parisian population, ¡в its passion for gaming. The

houses where this ruinous system is pursued, are licensed by the government; and

their number is truly immense. Billiard-tables, cards, dominos, meet your eye conti

nually. The government lottery-offices are scattered over the whole city; while mul

tiplied rames of chance, of the more vulgar kind, incessantly present their attractions

to the labouring classes, and educate the youthful population in thé habit of gambling.

This attachment to play is so inveterate, that gaming may be considered one of the ne

cessaries of life to a Parisian : so much so, that in a table of the annual expenses of the

city of Paris, recently published, the items, " lottery, 25 millions of francs" (about а

million sterling), and "gambling 24 millions of francs" follow, as matters of course, tho

more obvious particulars of ordinary expenditure. Can it be necessary to indicate the

reckless selfishness which such a system must cherish, or to trace the personal and so

cial misery, which, frequently conducting to suicide, is its unavoidable result?

There is yet another prominent aspect of society in Paris, which, although most im

portant in its moral relations, cannot be fully developed to the public eye—I mean its

abandoned profligacy. The exterior symptoms of general laxity of morals may not be.

more obtrusive than in other large cities; but facts which reach you in your daily ob

lervation, as the prevalent characteristics of the literature, engravings, and sculptures

of the capital, or in your daily intercourse, as, for instance, the large proportion of

wives abandoned by their husbands, with still more afflictive but unutterable circum-

elances, convey to the mind, without the possibility of mistake, the awful truth. And,

not to rest in vague and general impressions, which may vary in the experience of every

individual, let us appeal to the moral statistics of the city which occupies our atten

tion. In 1828—and the proportions have not since materially varied—20,806 children

were born in Paris. Of these, 10,392 were illegitimate, and of these unhappy inno

cents, 8,084 were abandoned by their parents to the heartless support of public cha

rity. Let any reflecting Christian dwell on the fact, that of every three children born

in Paris, one. at least is destitute of the attentions which the sacredness of the marriage

bond secures; lot him remember, how small a portion of existing profligacy is revealed

by this statement, appalling as it is, and he will seem to stand on the heights that over

looked Gomorrha, and to see the heavens blackening, and flashing with the coining

rtorm of fire.

But here, I anticipate an objection which, although it could not, if established, destroy

the facts to which wo have adverted, might still, if not noticed, annihilate their com

parative impression. Some may bo disposed to say, but is not the moral condition ol

l„ondon equally distressing ? That the masses of vice which exist in London are trulj

Ch. MV.—VOL. XII. S
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deplorable, and demand the deepest sympathy and the most active exertions of London

Christiana, cannot be denied. But, whon the question becomes one of comparison, a

little consideration will clearly show, that Paris bears away, without a struggle, the bid

pre-eminence. I will not now touch directly the questions of gambling and profligacy,

because a fair comparison of the two cities would demand the inspection of statistic

documents, which, if they exist, are not in my possession. In confining my reply,

however, to the subject of Sabbath-breaking, iho fruitful parent of all vice, I must sug

gest topics, some of which will necessarily bear on every other species of iniquity ; and,

if Paris can be proved to bo worse than London, on the first day of the week, no Chris

tian will doubt that it is so during the remaining six. An objector then may say, re

gard the dissipated multitudes who throng the environs of London on the Sabbath,

and say, whether Paiis can present a picture more frightful to the pious mind? In

reply, I maintain, that the Sabbath aspect of our metropolis, heart-rending as it is, will

not bear a comparison in moral degradation xvith that of the capital of France. The

most obvious proof that could bo oflered, would bo the actual inspection of the two

cities. This convincing argument, cannot, however, bo made sensible to those who

have never visited the French metropolis. They must be satisfied with the testimony

of unsuspected witnesses; and if one honest and intelligent traveller can be found who

will assert, that the same regard is ordinarily paid to the Sabbath in both cities, I con

sent to surrender my cause. Two considerations may, however, suffice for the convic

tion of the liritish Christian who has never stepped on a foreign shore.

One of these is, The. aiillwrizittion of StMatlt neglect, in Paris, by municipal and

government regulation. In August, 1ЙЗИ, horse-races took place, on the Sabbath, in

the Champ do Mara. The arrangements for the preservation of order were made, by

the police of Paris, and placarded on the walls of the capital. The Sundays of Au

gust and September are the days on which the splendid water-works in the parks of

Versailles and St. Cluud play, by royal authority, for the gratification of Paris and the

adjacent country. The appointment of the fôtes, too, which, under tho direction of

the government, celebrated the anniversaries of July, last summer, clearly exhibits

this dark aspect of Parisian Sabbath-breaking. Tho 28th of July was Sunday, and

the second day of the rejoicings. The following extract I translate from a handbill

which was previously circulated by authority.

" Second Dny.—On the üálh, tho statue of Napoleon will bo inaugurated on the co

lumn in the Place Véndame, in presence of his Majesty. The column will be orna

mented with garlands and tri-colour streamers. At the base of this immortal monu

ment, the national guard and the troops of the line, after having been reviewed by his

Majesty, will defile. In the evening, the column and statue will bo illuminated.

" During tho day of the 2Sl!i, tho ship" (a three decker, constructed on the Seine,

for the occasion), "will bo richly adorned will) flags, and, in Iho evening, will be at

tacked by a flotilla carrying artillery and lire-works. The combat will terminate by a

grand display of fire-works, the d i lièrent parts of which will be displayed in almost

the whole length of tho basin contained between tho Pont Royal and the Poht de la

Concorde. In the course of the same evening, nearly uOO musicians, placed in an or

chestra which will bo erected in the garden of the Tuilleries, will execute, under the

direction of M. Hebuncck, pieces of harmony."

And this programmé, published by tho government, was, on the day of God, punc

tually executed. All Paris, headed by thi: king and court, like the multitudes on the

plains of Dura, prostrate before tho golden image of tho Assyrian monarch, paid its

homage to the statue of the emperor, in tho Place Vendàmù, maddened with the en

thusiastic remembrances of recent military glory. Ofthat Sabbath, Napoleon was the

deity ; and France worshipped at his feet. Now, let it bo acknowledged, that govern

ments, in the present day, must receive, in a measure, the moral impress of the peo

ple, over which they rule, and the official appointment of these horrid violations of the

Sabbath reveals in thunder tho predominant sentiments of the population of Paris.

Will any one venture to assert that similar exhibitions could, in the present state of

religious feeling, have occurred in London, under tho authority of the British go

vernment?

The other thought which I advance to establish tho statement, that Paris is inc»lcu-

lably worse than London is. the absence of tlwsc moral counteractives in the trench

nirtrupolis tchichei/stin the ftritisk. In London, there arc hundreds of churches and

chapels in which evangelical instruction is dispensed; and thousands of Sabbath school

teachers and tract distributors, who present to the hosts of vice a solid phalanx to1

extended and too de-¡p to be despised. In Paris, it is not so. There doubtless are true

Christians hidden under the mass of Catholic superstition, but Iho number of those

who, within tho Komisli pale, escape alike sensuality and pharisaism must be, by tno

rmnniun laws of human nature, lamentably small. Now, omitting these, besides t»«

French Protestant churches and one Lutheran, in which you may hear preaching allot
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nately evangelical and its opposite, there are but three French preaching stations,

connected with that new class of Protestants who reject the pecuniary support of the

government, and among whom principally the flame of vital religion burns, in all Paris.

The congregations at the stations cannot, at present, exceed 1500 persons; a thousand

would more commonly include them all. And although the existence, and especially

the gradual increase, of these Christian assemblies are most delightful facts, still,

their number, when compared with our London sanctuaries, is altogether insignifi

cant. If the Christians of London are a phalanx, the Christians of Paris are a hand

ful. We could turn the stream ; tlicy can barely maintain their footing in the current.

The moral aspect of the two cities, then, are subjects, not of comparison, but of

contrast.

We may, therefore, surrender ourselves, without the fear of erroneous impression,

to all those sad emotions which a transient glance at Parisian irreligion, gambling, and

profligacy has excited. And who can survey such a mass of wo unmoved? Who can

contemplate that misery which sin ever produces in tho transgressor, in tho shapes of

agitation, disappointment, and remorse, and that wretchedness which it diffuses through

the whole social circle, without weeping over a million of rational beings, a prey to

its corroding influence, and instrumental in the transmission of its venom? But every

moral object, from its very nature, bears not only on the present, but also on the fu

ture. And who, with this impression, can walk through the beautiful cemeteries of

Paris, or penetrate the vaults of its Pantheon, without shuddering at the prospect of

that mental anguish which must there follow the blast of the archangel's trumpet?

What multitudes whose ashes now repose beneath splendid monuments, ovnrshadowed

by the dark cypress and the graceful acacia, will then awake in the everlasting confu

sion of that false philosophy which now announces, with oracular solemnity, that

" Death is an eternal sleep!" How many of those, whose bones now rest in glory,

within that splendid temple, which grateful France has dedicated to her illustrious

children, will then shrink inlo all their moral littleness, and be overwhelmed by the

frantic execrations of those very millions who now idolize their names!

Such a view of the present and future results of iniquity, though confined to Paris,

would be deeply affecting. But when you consider the immense influence ofParis on

the whole of France, tho imagination is utterly appalled. For it is a fact, universally

admitted, that the control of Paris over the whole country, is absolutely paramount.

This supremacy, resulting from the government patronage, concentrated in the me

tropolis, and from tho talent of the Parisian journals, has been acknowledged in every

revolution which, during the last forty years, has agitated the millions of France. The

republic, the empire, tho limited monarchy, having successively subjugated the capi

tal, have found the provinces an easy prey. The partial opposition of any section of

the departments has always been transitory: and tho next political change in this fic

kle land, will probably brinsr a new illustration of this established truth.

Nor is the intellectual and moral operation of the capital on the provinces less cer

tain than its political domination. This arises from the fact, that Paris is not only the

centre of civil power, hut the home of science and of literature. In this respect, Lon

don is not its parallel. Oxford, Cambridge, and the northern universities, divide the

intellectual influence of the British metropolis, and, in some respects, counterpoise

its political power. But Paris contains the universities, the libraries, the Institute of

France. Thither the youth of the nation flock, and, while they study law or medi

cine, or general science, imbibe Parisian literature and manners, and, finishing their

academical courses, diffuse the moral poison through the land. It is evident, there

fore, that Paris is the brain and heart of the country. The million of Paris rules the

thirty millions of France. If then, you can produce an impression on the capital, you

may propagate good or evil, a philosophical or a political theory, Deism or Christianity,

from the channel to the Mediterranean, and from Calais to tho Pyrenees. Nor, as Bri-

tiih history clearly proves, does this influence cease to operate at the frontiers of the

kingdom. Steam-vessels and the press communicate the impulse ; and if it is true that

the thunder of the barricades nroused the British lion, it is equally tine, that Parisian

manners tinge the habits of the British nobility, and that Parisian infidelity, repaying

its obligations to our earlier freethinkers, poisons the mind of the British mechanic.

All Europe can supply proofs of a kindred influence: nor can there be a doubt that a

moral renovation in Paris would be quickly feilt at its antipodes. And yet this is the

city, the impiety and viec of which rend the reflecting mind, and provoke the forbear

ance of the Eternal himself!

And whither shall we look for a remedy r Not, surely, to political changes. Tho

dreams, both of democracy and despotism, during the last half century, have been un

realized. France has been morally the same under every changing government, or

rather, every new system has added something to the vicious influence of its prede

cessor. The reigns of infidelity, of war, and of superstition, have served only to
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aggravate human depravity. The river has passed through various scenery, but g»-

thoring pollution from every Boil, its waves roll on, turbid and poisonous still. Nor

can we anticipate a salutary change from the mere infliction of the divine judgments.

If chastisement could have reformed, Paris would now have been a miracle of purity.

Let tila spot where once stood the insatiable guillotine, the public edifices still spec

kled with the bullets of July, the gravee of the victims smitten by the relentless hand

of the terrific cholera,—all testify. God has given the Parisians " blood to drink;"

but they have " not repented, to give Him glory." But education, you say, will avail

to arrest the moral plague. We appeal, in reply, to a most distressing but most in

structive, fact. Those departments of France which are the best educated are, though

less ferocious than the others, the most immoral; in them, cold-blooded villany anJ

heartless profligacy have reached their acme. On this point, tables carefully con

structed from onicial documents, leave no doubt. And as long as the common educa

tion of France consists in conveying the power of reading and writing, and then din-

misses its disciples to roam amidst the seductive but perilous fields of popular litera

ture, what other result can be expected ? injurious as arn the cftects of popery and

ignorance, nothing is gained to morality by the substitution of education and infi

delity.

We must, then, doubtless, turn for an antidote, to that gospel whose truths are des

tined to purify the world. No argument will be necessary to enforce this statement on

Christian minds: they will only inquire, in what manner can these truths be most

easily disseminated? We reply, under the present government of France, in any

way that experience may suggest. You may, by ordering certain civil formalities,

distribute tracts, sell Bibles, establish schools, or build chapels, in Paris. You may

do, British Christians ! all that is in your hearts,—all that is commanded by your Lord.

And shall there be a deficiency in your plans, resolutions, or sacrifices;1 Contemplate

the encouragements which excite you to improve the present moment. And without

dwelling on that political toleration of all sects which forms the grabd facility for im

mediate effort in the metropolis of France, and the readiness of the existing ministry

to favour the dissemination of scriptural information, consider those indirect advan

tages which arise from the present diffusion of education, and which will result from

the recent law of primary instruction. We have admitted, that the power of reading

bad books may render an educated man worse than an ignorant one. But then, the

educated man possesses the power of reading good books. And this capacity is che

rished by a very large proportion of the inhabitants of Paris. Paris, in tact, is a city

of readers. The universal interest taken in politics makes the lowest classes anxious

to attain the power of perusing the journals; and, as you pass through the streets,

you may observe, not only these, but other publications in the hands of the porters,

the water-carriers, and the fruit-women. You have not, then, in Paris, as in a savage

land, to create a written and a printed language, and to convey to barbarians the power

of perusing it ; but civilization and mental culture have already prepared machinery

for the use of Christianity. The readers of Voltaire, if English Christians are not de

ficient in their duty, will become readers of the Bible.

The existence of tho French Catholic, in distinction from the Roman Catholic

church, is another encouraging fact. It will be remembered that, at the time of tho

late revolution, a considerable number of priests separated from the dominant religion

of France. Experience has proved that the great mass of these were influenced solely

by political feelings. The schism, however, exists. Two churches of the first seces

sion are found in Paris, in which tho dogmas of Socinianism arc promulgated under

the garb of popery. Another church, consisting of eeceders from these original sepa

ratists, has arisen, professing to hold the orthodox creed of the Romish church, and

yet to maintain its religious emancipation from episcopal and papal interference. Whe

ther much genuine piety exists among this class, the writer is not prepared to state.

An inspection of their profession of faith, and » passing glance at their worship, would,

perhnps, justify the conclusion, that political, rather than religious feelings, are the

inspiration of the sect. They profess to take, as the basis of their doctrine, this max

im : " The voice of the people is the voice of God." On this base, sufficienlly unsta

ble fora religious system, they erect a superstructure which comprises атопц its ma

terials, Ilia equality of the clergy, the ordination of priests by priests, the election of

curatos by their parishioners, the изо of the French language in worship, t lio adop

tion of liberal political principles by the clerical order, the abolition of excommuni

cation and ecclesiastical censures, the option of auricular confession, perfect liberty as

to fasts and abstinence, tho marriage of priests, ihe support of ministers by voluntary

contribution, simplicity in the service of God, and tho reformation of the liturgy.

Their discourses, which were attended by an assembly of some hundreds et the lime

оГ the writer's observation, bore the following designations in the placard which an

nounced the order of the services:—"Against Ihe inlullibility of the popes and bishops
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assembled in council"—" Against the divine right of kings"—" For the marriage of

priests"—and " The funeral oration of Napoleon the Second." These specimens of

the creed, and of the nature of the ministrations of the French Catholic church con

firm the idea, that a desire among a portion of the priests to accommodate themselves

to the popular movements of the day, rather than an anxiety for the purity of reli

gion, has been the mainspring of this attempted reformation. At the same time, every

thinking Protestant will hail with satisfaction the existence of a schism which excitée

thought, by severing religion from a servile dépendance on Romish supremacy, and,

by its assaults on papal usurpations, attracts to religious subjects the attention of a

considerable number of the Parisian population; a population, be it remembered, con

taining many individuals restless and dissatisfied for want of a settled creed, and, con

sequently disposed to investigate every system which professes to supply the defi-

ciency. We may, therefore, certainly expect, that this French church, if it does not

disseminate many vital truths, will, at least, eradicate some established errors: though

it may not impel the chariot of our approaching Lard, it will assuredly prepare his

way.

But we cannot merely speak of a population capable of reading, and partially ex

cited to religious thought, but of a city in which the machinery of evangelical truth

a in action. The gospel is faithfully preached in Paris at the six stations already men

tioned, by ministers not salaried by the state; some of these congregations steadily in

crease ; one church, of consistent Christians, at least, exists ; a few in the higher ranks

of society adorn and diffuse the truth ; upwards of 70U children, independent of tho

schools attached to the established Protestant churches, receive daily instruction based

on Christian principles; tracts are widely distributed; Bibles and Testaments are pub

licly sold ; religious periodicals are published; and thus vital Christianity circulates

even through the corrupted mass of Parisian society. The difficulties of a commence

ment are vanquished; it remains with you, Christians of Britain! instrumcntally, to

say, whether the sequel shall be languishing or vigorous; whether the church of

Christ in France shall remain " a little flock," or shall burst forth on astonished and

intimidated Europe, " clear as the sun, fair us tho moon, and terrible as an army with

banno re."

Donations, appropriated to the diffusion of the gospel in Paris, presented to the

Bible, Tract, School, or Continental Societies—donations springing from love to Christ,

and accompanied by fervent prayer for divine influence—will render you, privileged

Englishmen '. important auxiliaries in this benevolent warfare. Ob ! withhold not aid

which involves so slight a sacrifice ! Stifle not the present dictates of concicnce with

thoie objections which an ingenious, but enslaved, judgment will most readily minis

ter to a covetous heart." Do not recaí the events of national warfare now passed, as

ноте professors of religion do, to check the stream of Christian charity. Suppose

that French politics did ruin your trade, or that French steel did destroy your friend,

take now a Christian's revenge. Circulate in Paris a thousand Testaments, or ten

thousand tracts; establish a school or build a chapel there: in a word, " Love your

enemies." Do not say, Franco is a wealthy nation; let it provide for its own spiritual

wants. What avails wealth without the disposition to employ it? Can you expect

that Roman Catholics and Deists will devote their property to destroy Popery and in

fidelity ? Was Judea, whence the early missionaries of the Christian faith proceeded,

richer than Greece and Italy which they evangelized? Nor object, that the French

are volatile, and that you cannut calculate on their steady adherence to any system

cither of politics or of religion. Are they more volatile than the Athenians to whom

Paul preached.' Or, shall the fickleness of human hearts be too mighty for the om

nipotent grace of God ? Yea, does not France, at this hour, produce stable and de

voted believers? Nor let the solemn fact that pure Christianity once existed in French

churches, and that they have lost its spirit, by awful declension, discourage, as useless,

your exertions. Have backsliding churches, then, never been revived? Ask the

history of the British Establishment, and of British Dissenters, during the last centu

ry. Or, are you authorized to limit the command which enjoins the publication of tho

gospel to "every creature?" Indeed, the numerous conversions in France which, at

this moment, arc reaching human knowledge, fully commensurate with the extent

of the means employed, repel the suggestion. It is not for us to maintain that exer

tion is useless, when the spirit of God, liy living arguments, is refuting tbc sentiment.

Nor périrait even your concern for the heathen world, well-founded as that solicitude

id, «nlirely to divert your attention from your anti-Christian neighbours. If you soy,

thu moral destitution of some countries is greater than that of France, wo grant it.

There aro lands in which, as Гаг аз men can discern, a single Christian exists not; nnd

France numbers as we believe, its thousands. But is it scriptural totally tn negli-ct

our neighbours in order tu benefit strangers? Did not the precept which directed tho
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promulgation of the gospel to " all nations," enjoin its commencement "at Jerusalem ?"

And did not the apostles, in the spirit of this command, evangelize Samaria, and Ли-

tioch, and Cyprus, and Asia Minor, before they passed into Europe ? Nor can you

inore surely benefit heathen lands than by attempting to christianise France. The

enthusiasm of the French character, directed by religion, will undoubtedly prompt to

missionary enterprise. You already see the first fruits of the incipient revival of

French religion: a missionary institution exists in Paris, and three French missionaries

are at this moment employed in Southern Africa.

If, then, these replies are satisfactory, and if the whole statement which has been

now, without exaggeration, submitted to you, is deeply affecting, delay not, Christians

of England ! to respond, by wrestling supplication, and by generous contribution,

promptly to the appeal. Oh ! defer not, lest the storm of war, whose thunders are

now muttering in the distance, should sweep across the Continent, and drown in its

fury "the still small voice" of the peaceful truth. Defer not; lest death, whose un

sparing dart smites annually, within the boundaries of France, a million victims, should

hurry beyond the reach of human compassion the objects of your sympathy. Defer

not; lest your Lord should come, suddenly, to demand the surrender of your stew

ardship, and you be " ashamed before Him at his coming."

E. С. Т.

Cítete of public affairs.

EUROPE.

Several arrivals from Europe have reached the United States within the last month

—The lotest advices are from London, of the 27th of January, from Madrid of the 17tfa,

and from Paris of the 29th, of the same month.

BRITAIN.—It appears that the Dissenters in England, are making strong remon

strances to the British ministry, in reference to the political disabilities of various kind«

to which they have long been subject ; and it is stated that the ministry have inti

mated to them, that they may expect relief, to every extent that will not interfere with

sustaining the established church. A case of considerable importance, says a London

paper, has recently been decided by the Vice Chancellor. U was whether a certain

charity, founded by Lady Hewlcv more than two hundred years ago, had not been di

verted from its proper channel. The testator directed the funds bequeathed should be

for the maintenance of certain " poor and godly persons of Christ's holy church.'1

These funds had a long time been under the control of the Unitarians. After a Ion?

argument, the Vice Chancellor has decided that the Unitarians are not Christians, and

consequently not entitled to the charity. The case involves property to the amount of

£200,000 sterling. We have seen a detailed account of this most extraordinary trial.

It appears that the decision of the Vice Chancellor did not directly assert that the

Unitarians were in no sense Christians; but that they were not such Christians as

those to whom the money which they unlawfully held, had been left as a legacy by

Lady Hewley—An unusual storm of wind and rain was experienced at Liverpool, and

along the adjacent coast, on the 31st of December, which drove all the ships from their

moorings, and their fate was not known at the date of the last accounts. Five Ameri

can packet ships hnd gone to sea two or three days previously—In Ireland, disturb

ances still existed ; but less violent and sanguinary than they were a year ago. There

was much speculation in England, in regard lo the warlike preparations which were

being made in that country, in concert with France. Some supposed that their object

was to intimidate Russia, and prevent her grasping the territory of the Turk; but one

of the most recent accounts states, that Russia had made explanations and declarations

relative lo Turkey, that were entirely satisfactory both to Britain and France—The

object of the warlike preparations was not publicly known. The British parliament

was to meet on the 4th of February.

FBASCE —Tho French Chambers assembled on the 23d of December, ult. There

was a numerous attendance both of Peers and Deputies; of the former about one hun

dred, and nf the latter three hundred M. Dupin was re-elected President at 'he

Chamber of Deputies; the votes for him were 220, and for General La Fayette, •!•>•

At twenty-five minutes past one o'clock, says a Pnris paper, the king, accompanied by

the Duke of Orleans, Nemours, and the Prince do Joinville, entered~i.he Clumber, and

took his seat on the royal estrade, amidst repeated cries of l 'irr le Roy! When these

had conned, the king read hi» speech in a firm and distinct voice. Of this speech, we
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shall not give a full analysis. Its leading object manifestly is, to give a very favourable

view of the state of France, as the result of the measures pursued by the government;

and to secure a perseverance for the future, in the course which was adopted by the

predecessors of the present members of the Chambers. But, although the speech be

gins with the declaration, that " France has continued in undisturbed tranquillity since

the last session, and the enjoyment of the blessing's of peace and order," it contains

plain indications th»t there are parties and projects prevalent in France, which have

already given trouble to the government, and which are the source of anxiety for the

future. On this subject the king holds the following language—" An increasing vigi

lance is still necessary ; insensate passions and culpable manœuvres are at work, to un

dermine the foundations of social order. We will oppose to them your loyal concur

rence, the firmness of the magistrates, the activity of the administration, the courage

and patriotism of the national guard and the army, the wisdom of the nation, enlight

ened as to the danger of those illusions, which those who attack liberty, in pretending

to defend it, still seek to propagate—and we will ensure the triumph of constitutional

order, and our progress in civilization. It is thus, gentlemen, that we shall at length

put an end to revolutions, and accomplish the wishes of France. I thank her for the

token» of confidence and affection with which she has surrounded me. I received them

with emotion in such of the provinces as I have been able to visit ; and I render thanks

to Providence for the blessings which our country already enjoya, and for those of

which the future holds out a promise." Several subjects of legislation are proposed.

The death of the King of Spain is noticed, and information is given that the successors

of the Queen Regent, and her daughter, had been recognised. Concert and a stale of

amity with Great Britain, are particularly mentioned ; and tho Chambers are informed

that the relations of peace are maintained with all other powers, and that the assurance

of its continuance has been received. The renewal of diplomatic relations with Por

tugal, under the sovereignty of Donna Maria, 'ч also announced; and the continuance

of the military establishments, without diminution, is declared to be demanded, by the

state both of the Spanish peninsula, and the Ottoman empire. It appears that the

House of Peers responded, speedily and cordially, to the speech of the king; but in

the Chamber of Deputies, there was a warm altercation on the answer which should

be made to the speech, and the debate was not terminated at the date of the last ac

counts. We have remarked in our article of Religious Intelligence, which we hope

will receive an attentive perusal, what all the information recently received from

France, goes to confirm ; that a settled state of this interesting country, in its political

concerns, cannot exist, without a change for the better in its moral condition—It ap

pears that the Duke of Orleans intends to visit, and to spend the greater paît of the

present year, in the United States—His arrival will probably be announced in the

present or coming month.

SPAI.I.—Till the last arrival, tho Carliste, or opposers of the present regency of

Spain, were represented as gaining advantages, and becoming very numerous and for

midable, in tho northern provinces of the kingdom; and that the Queen Regent had

rather frowned on a communication made to her of the embodying of a large army of

Constitutionalists under a general of the name of Llander, in the province of Catalonia.

But accounts direct from Madrid, of so recent a date as the 17th of January, bring the

following interesting intelligence. On the 16th January, a most daring and deep-rooted

conspiracy of the Carlist party was discovered. The plan was to destroy the Queen

Regent, her two daughters, the Infant, Don Francis, his wife, and all his children—in

fact, to destroy all the royal family. Many of the most distinguished persons, of all

ranks, had been arrested and thrown into prison. The Liberals became so indignant

at the conduct of the Premier, Zen Bermudez, and his fellow ministers—by whose ne

gligence the conspiracy had been so near being accomplished—that they repaired to

the house of Zea Bermudez, on the night of the 16th, for the purpose of destroying

him; but being unable to find him, they vented their rage by destroying his furniture

and valuables. The excitement was so great that the Queen Regent changed her go

vernment at once, by removing all her ministers except Zarco Del Valle, of the War

Department. Martinez de la Rosa, is appointed Premier, in the place of Zea Bermu

dez: Gareli is called to the Department of Justice; Vasquez Fiqueroa, Minister of the

Marine; and Aranaldc, to thn Finance Department. Nearly all the Captains-general

of the various Provinces, have addressed the most energetic representations to tho

Queen, requiring a representative government, and demanding the immediate assem

bling of the Cortes. A new slate uf things hud laken place ; the Liberals were again

in puwnr; and exiles from foreign countries, were reluming to the land of their nati

vity.—The Pope and the King of Naples, still continuo to refuse to recognise the In

fant, Donna Isabella, as the lawful sovereign of Spain. They doubtless still hopo to

sea lucir friend, Don Carlos, on the throne of this kingdom.
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PORTUGAL.—The cause of Don Miguel in Portugal, is waning. His whole force is

said not to exceed 6,000 men. He, however, atill occupies several fortresses, which will

require a far larger number of troops to subdue them, than those by which they are

garrisoned ; and troops, it appears, do not abound under the direction of Don Pedro.

A frigate of 48 guns, from Goa, in the East Indies, with a rich cargo and £20,000

sterling in cash, intended for Don Miguel, lately саше into the port oi Lisbon, unin

formed of the surrender of the place to Don Pedro. The frigate wis allowed to pursue

her course, till she was completely under the command of the forts, and was then ap

prized of her situation. No resistance was made, and the next day the flag of Donna

Maria was hoisted, in place ofthat under which the ship had come into port.

Since writing the above, an arrival from Havre, which was left on the 30th January,

brings information, "that intelligence had been received in England, of an important

advantage gained by the troops of Don Pedro, over those of Don Miguel."

GREECE, TÜRKEY in Europe, AUSTRIA, PRUSSIA, HOLLAND, BELGIUM, DESMARK,

SWEDEN.—We have noticed nothing in the public papers, for the last month, relative

to political changes or occurrences in any of these States, of such importance as to

claim a place in our brief chronicle. There has, however, been an occurrence in Ger

many, relative to an individual, which we think wo ought to notice. In our number

for September last, we inserted, from the Eclectic Review, an extended article, relativo

to a most extraordinary youth, by the name of CASPAR HADSEK. It was mentioned in

that article, that after he was taken from the prison, or rather hole, in which he had

been immured from infancy, and with a manifest intention to make that infancy per

petual, an attempt had been made to assassinate him. The attempt at that time was

unsuccessful ; but recent information has been received, that he has at length been

made the victim of the assassin's poniard. The motive of this horrible deed is not

known. We have seen a conjecture, that poor Caspar was probably the illegitimate

son of some ecclesiastic, who was fearful that if ho lived, the knowledge of his patron

age would bring disgrace, and perhaps degradation, on his father. What probability

there is in this conjecture, we are unable to decide—He was induced to meet a stranger

in a retired place, and received two wounds from a dagger, of which he died the fol

lowing day. The murderer escaped, and had not been discovered at the date of the

last accounts.

RUSSIA.—The south of Russia is suffering by famine. Whole villages, near Odessa,

had been deserted for want of food.

ASIA.

A famine is raging with great severity at Cashmere, in the hither India. The ac

counts of the number who have perished by real starvation, are shocking in the ex

treme. In the mean time, upwards of 50,000 have died in six weeks, of the Cholera,

in the city of LucknoMr. Onde, Cawnpoor, and Banda, are the regions or places most

afflicted.

AFRICA.

The Pacha of Egypt is stated to be taking every precaution for meeting the dearth,

and other disastrous consequences, expected to follow from the failure of the overflow

ing of the Nile. Although his armies were completely victorious over those of tho

Grand Seignor, he has recently paid an enormous sum, as a tribute to his nominal

master.

AMERICA.

The republic of Peru, it appears, is suffering under another revolution ; and in the

contiguous country and city of Guayaquil, a counter-revolution, instigated and con

ducted by General Mina, is reported to have taken place in November last. Alas!

When will revolutions cease among our Southern neighbours! Our prayer is, that

they may there come to an end, and not invade our own endangered country—of which

we have nothing to add to what wo slated in our last number.
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XUUgtous orommunítattons.

THE INCALCULABLE WORTH OF THE SOUL.

, xvi 20.—" For what is a man profited if he shall gain the whole world and lost)

his own goal ? or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul ?"

These, words were addressed by our Saviour to his disciples, as an

admonition against the folly of forsaking him, on account of any dan

ger or difficulty which an adherence to his cause might induce. He

had reminded them that to save, or to prolong their mortal life, by

apostatizing from him, would prove in the event the greatest loss, as

it would preclude them from an eternal life beyond the grave: And

that, on the other hand, if by an inflexible attachment to him, they

should subject themselves to death itself, their gain would be im

mense; as the death of the body would immediately introduce them to

a happy and unending existence in heaven, as the reward of their fide

lity. Having clearly held forth these important ideas in the context,

he gives them, in the words on which J discourse, a weighty and pow

erful enforcement, by putting two questions, the answers to which are

obvious, and yet so overwhelming as to forbid expression—As if he had

said—" What will it profit a man though he gain the whole world, if

he lose his soul in getting it? Or if he barter away his soul, what will

he give in exchange for it, that it may be restored to him again?"

In discoursing on these interrogatories of our Saviour, a real difficulty

arises, from the circumstance that they contain truth so piaillas almost to

preclude illustration, and so important as to render enforcement seem

ingly superfluous, if not disadvantageous. This, perhaps, would truly be

the case, if lamentable experience did not teach us, that our meditations

are apt to be desultory, wandering, slight and superficial, in regard

even to the most interesting topics of a spiritual kind, and there

fore have much need of something to fix and deepen them. The

preaching of the word is the instituted ordinance by which this effect

is usually produced, even when that which is delivered is neither novel

as to the matter discussed, nor striking as to the form in which it is

presented. Let me then entreat you to go along with me into a train

of leriaus thinking, on the familiar but important truths which the

passage before us suggests—lifting up your souls to God for the aids

of his grace, that our meditations may be richly blessed to our spiritual

edification—" What shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole

world and lose his own soul? or what shall a man give in exchange for

his soul?"

It is the evident intention of these solemn questions, to call our

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 2 В
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attention to a comparison between the value of the soul, and that of any

other possession or consideration, for which it may be exchanged or

lost; and to induce us to make and act upon a just view and estimate of

this great concern. I see no method of treating them, therefore, more

proper than to consider dictinctly—

1. The value of the soul: Or to show rather, that it is altogether

invaluable, and incapable of having an adequate price set upon it.

II. That it must, of course, be unspeakable folly to exchange it for

any consideration or possession whatsoever, on account of which il

may be sacrificed: And

III. To apply and improve the subject.

On each of these points I shall detain you but a few minutes; but

O! that they may be minutes of close and solemn attention.

1. We are to consider the value of the soul: Or to show, rather,

that it is altogether invaluable.

We must begin here with an idea hinted at in the text, and which is

distinctly staled by one of the evangelists by whom it is recorded. The

idea is, that the soul of man is himself, and consequently that nothing

else can be equally precious to its possessor, however it may be esti

mated by others, or whatever may be its value in itself. The word

which is here rendered soul, is in the original the same which, in the

preceding verses, is rendered life; and it appears that the text, in this

view, had become proverbial among the Jews. When they wished to

express the palpable and gross absurdity of giving, as the price of any

proposed good, the very capacity of possessing and enjoying it, they

said—" What will it profit a man to gain the whole world by the loss

of his life?" Our Lord, probably alluding to this proverb, and using

the word that signified life to denote the soul, or the principle of life

itself, which the language in which he spoke fully allowed, gave a spi

ritual turn and application to the adage, and accommodated it to his

purpose with great energy and beauty. He urged them, and he urges

us, to think of the indescribable folly of those, who for the sake of

grasping at the fleeting shadow of a world, subject themselves by the

very act to the total perdition of their souls—of souls which, being once

lost, the losers can neither enjoy the object for which they gave them,

nor recall the act by which they bartered them away. If it would be,

as I am sure you would think it, a trifling with your understandings,

to enter into a formal argument to prove that a man must be literally

beside himself, who should deliberately sell his soul, though he actu

ally obtained the whole world in stipulating for its price—think, then, I

beseech you, how severe is the censure which this very circumstance in

flicts on the greater part of mankind, who are actually and constantly

doing a thing, which is too manifesily and awfully absurd to justify ar

gument or admit of illustration. The fact, alas! is incapable of de

nial—Indeed I can scarcely think without horror, on the probability

that many of those who now hear me, are concerned in this shocking

traffic of giving themselves for the offers of the world—Giving _their

souls to the world, and therefore giving them/or it; so that if this co

venant with death be not speedily broken, final, irretrievable perdition,

must be the consequence. For " the friendship of the world is enmity

with God; whosoever therefore will be the friend of the world is the

enemy of God."
2. The incalculable worth of the soul appears from the price whicn

was paid for its redemption.
Is it not probable, brethren, that this consideration was in the view
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of the Saviour, when he pronounced the text? Being himself the Cre

ator of the world, and the Redeemer of the soul, he knew the value of

both—He knew that the world was made by a word; but that to save

the human soul it behooved him to come from heaven to earth, and to

lay down his life as a ransom for it. Verily this is a thought that de

serves to be most seriously pondered by us. It is indeed true, that

the exhibition of the divine glory before the whole intelligent creation,

is the ultimate purpose of the Deity in all his works. But this cir

cumstance takes nothing from any representation which can be made

of the importance of man's redemption, as it is argued from the me

thod in which it was effected—The circumstance rather adds weight

to the argument. It shows that the salvation of a number of our lost

race, was an event so intimately and essentially connected with the

highest of all possible objects, the glory of God, that infinite wisdom

determined to provide for it, even at all that amazing expense which

the attainment of it required, and which it actually cost. Remember

then, dear brethren, that " We were not redeemed with corruptible

things, as silver and gold—but with the precious blood of Christ."

Consider whatever could be done or endured by the eternal Son of God,

" the brightness of his Father's glory and the express image of his

person," as a matter of price or worth; and then search your imagi

nations for another object of equal value. Consider the humiliation of

such a great and glorious being, his assuming " the form of a servant,

and becoming a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief"—Consi

der him as persecuted, despised, insulted, and derided, while " found

in the likeness of sinful flesh"—Consider him as having heaven, earth

and hell set against him; so that in his agonizing conflict " he sweat

great drops of blood falling down to the ground: and exclaiming on

the cross, " My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?"—Consi

der him, at last, as dying with the vilest malefactors, and himself re

presented as the greatest of all—While you consider these things, ima

gine that you were ignorant of the plan of redemption, and were called

on to point out an object, or a purpose, worthy to be achieved by such a

treatment of the Son of God—Would you be able to name it? Would

you dare to say that you judged it proper that the Author of all things

should give himself in this manner for any of his works, or for all of

them collectively? You would not—you ought not. Yet oh I the sove

reign mercy and compassion of the Redeemer!—Having the right

to do it, he has—may I so express it!—outbidden all our estimatee,

hopes and expectations, and set this very price on the human soul.

Though he was himself to pay the ransom, he set it thus high, and he

discharged it. He actually gave himself to all the dreadful sufferings

we have contemplated, that our immortal spirits might not be lost. A

judge perfectly qualified and competent, has thus fixed the value of our

souls, at a higher mark than our own conceptions, when challenged to

the effort, could otherwise have reached. Infinitely, therefore, do we

undervalue them, when we give them for any created object—Nay, the

whole material creation is but the dust of the balance, when brought

into this competition: For the Creator hath given himself for us—It is

the language of Scripture—" He gave himself for us, that he might

redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar people

zealous of good works."

3. The inestimable worth of the soul appears also, from its immor

tal nature, and the happiness or misery of which it must be the subject

throughout eternity. To this consideration there has been necessarily
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an implied reference in the former particulars, but as the weight of

the text rests upon it, let it now command our direct and undivided

attention.

That thinking principle, my brethren, by which you now attend to

this subject,—that power within you, which enables you to apprehend,

reason and judge; which makes you the subjects of joy and sorrow, of

hope and fear, of hatred and love, of every emotion, affection or pas

sion which you feel;—that thinking principle, in every individual who

hears me, will live and act for ever. Never, never, will it cease to

operate. You cannot look forward to the period when it will be no

more—Make the attempt. Task your imagination to the utmost, and

fix a point as far off as you can in the endless region of futurity.

Over the whole space which divides the present moment from that dis

tant point, each of our souls will actually pass. There we shall at

length arrive, and there eternity will still be all before us. Then will

this conscious spirit which each of us now feels within him, be even

more vigorous and active than at present. We cannot extinguish it,

though we were desirous of its annihilation. It cannot terminate its

own existence, and no other creature can destroy it. God formed it

for immortality, and as long as God himself exists, so long shall you

and I, my hearers, continue our existence.

But this is not all. Our existence is not only to remain, but we are,

very soon, to change the mode of it, in a very interesting manner. We

are here placed in a kind of mixed state. We experience alternate re

turns of pleasure and pain, and yet we experience neither in the high

est degree. But when we pass—as pass we speedily must—the bounds

of this mortal life, pleasure and pain, happiness and misery, will be

no longer mingled together. They will be entirely separated, and in

each of our souls there will be nothing but happiness, or nothing but

misery, to all eternity—Nay, it is probable that unmingled happiness,

or unmingled misery, will increase upon us, in an endless progression.

The powers of the human mind have a kind of expansive property—

They gradually grow more and more capable of taking in a larger por

tion of any thing of which they are susceptible. This property, there

is reason to believe from analogy, will continue throughout the whole

of our existence. If, therefore, we fall into condemnation, increasing

anguish may come upon us without end. We may sink, and sink, and

sink, from one degree of torment to another, through all the depths of

unfathomable wo. The enlarged spirit may be still filling up with an

guish, and still expanding to receive a greater measure—Whose soul

does not turn sick with horror at this prospect! Yet oh! remember,

the prospect will not only be realized, but exceeded, by every one who

loses his soul.

On the other hand, he who is saved, may rise perpetually in the

scale of happiness and glory. His faculties may constantly grow

larger, by partaking of the banquets of heavenly bliss, and drinking

to the full of " the waters of life." To his augmented, and perpetu

ally increasing powers, the infinity of the Deity, and the boundless ex

tent and variety of his works and ways, will still afford scope, and still

furnish objects new and delightful; se that the point at which Gabriel

now stands may, perhaps, my Christian brethren, be reached by you

—Nay, without this supposition, it may be shown, that, estimating hap

piness by quantity, through one of your souls a greater measure of

happiness may pass, than all the glorified saints and angels have yet

enjoyed. For this sum we know is finite, and in eternity you may ex
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haust it all, and be still but entering on the immeasurable bliss which

there awaits you. How do these ideas animate and swell the soul!

The good seems too great to be real; and we are ready to ask ourselves

whether it be a dream or a reality. A reality it is, my brethren, not

to be questioned more than your existence—A reality which every

child of God who now hears me, shall begin to experience for him

self, in a very short space.

Attend, then, to the point, which, from this representation you are

called to consider—It is, whether you can think of any thing that

should induce you to sacrifice all the happiness, and incur all the mi

sery, of which you have just heard? Can you think of any thing so

desirable as the one, and so dreadful as the other? Can you conceive of

any possession or enjoyment that you would choose to have, on condi

tion that it should subject you to the torments, and deprive you of the

glories, that have been set before you? No—reason and common sense

turn instantly with disdain and abhorrence from the thought. Here,

then, you unite with the inspired penman and say " The redemption—

the purchase price, of the soul is precious, and it ceaseth forever."

Consider, then,

II. That it must be unspeakable folly to exchange it for any consi

deration or possession whatsoever, on account of which it may be sa

crificed.

My brethren, I told you in the entrance of the discourse, that this

subject was so plain that it was difficult to illustrate it, and I now feel

the full force of the remark. I seem to have anticipated all that can

properly fall under this part of my plan—For if the soul be of such

immense worth that the whole world is not an equivalent for it; if it

far transcends every oner that can be made for its purchase; the con

clusion is already formed, and formed with the utmost force, that to

exchange or lose it, for any low consideration, is folly for which we

have not a name. But alas! still it is a folly often witnessed; and

therefore, though it is impossible to add strength to the argument, you

must bear with me, while I point out some striking instances of the

melancholy fact.

One such instance you see, in those who are devoted to the pleasures

of the world. At the shrine of these pleasures their souls are sacri

ficed. Devoted to that mirth which enchantingly agitates the mind

and drowns reflection; or fascinated by that ceaseless round of fashion

able amusement which leaves no time for serious thought; or hurried

on by the gratification of those appetites which extinguish conscience

and sensualize the whole soul; the care, and almost the existence of the

soul, is forgotten and disregarded. Suppose then, ye votaries of plea

sure,—suppose what is not likely to take place—that you enjoy your

idol without interruption to the very close of life, and then that you

miss the heaven, and sink, as you certainly will, into the hell that has

been described—where, I demand it of you, where is the wisdom of

your choice? Have you laid your plans for enjoyment aright? Have

you not rather acted the part of infatuation? For a few fleeting indul

gences, you have lost an interminable and inconceivable happiness,

and subjected yourselves to hopeless and endless misery.

Again—The possessions of the world, are another consideration for

which thousands of souls are continually bartered away. Bad as the

bargain is, wealth is commonly and greedily accepted, in exchange for

the immortal part of man. So true and so frequent is this, that we

have the authority of omniscience itself to say, that riche» and the sal
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vation of the soul are only not incompatible—" How hardly shall they

that have riches enter into the kingdom of God?" Busied, and bur

dened, and perplexed, by the cares, exertions and anxieties, by which

their worldly interests are to be advanced and wealth secured; or else

with their whole thoughts and hearts engrossed and occupied by those

contemplations, passions and pursuits, which affluence begets and che

rishes, rich men are apt to undervalue and neglect the true riches, and

to give themselves for the bribes of the world. Grant them, then, for

the sake of a case—grant them the full attainment of the object which

they seek. Allow—ye who are so intent on accumulating gain—allow

that your most sanguine wishes shall not only be realized, but exceed

ed. Let it be admitted that you become the very darlings of fortune,

and be rich even to a proverb—Admit it all, and then answer me—ye

men of calculation, answer, to the plain question of profit and loss,

which the Saviour proposes in the text—" What is a -man profited

though he gain the whole world, and lose his own soul." When the

awful sound, which struck the ears of one of your brethren, shall be

rung in yours—" this night thy soul shall be required of theej" and

when, with another, you shall " lift up your eyes in hell being in tor

ments"—how will your estimates then appear? Ah! you will then dis

cover an error awfully great—an error which it will be forever too late

to correct. Your account will then be unchangeably settled. You

have lost your souls, and you have nothing to give in exchange for

them, to redeem them from the prison of despair, whence you cannot

escape "till you have paid the uttermost farthing."

Again—Another object at which many grasp so as to lose their souls,

is " the honour which comelh from man." To be esteemed great and

wise, to possess reputation and influence, to be the object of admira

tion with the living, and secure a name and applause beyond the grave,

this is the illusion which enchants a number, and persuades them to re

sign the hopes of the gospel, in the attempt to seize the phantom.

Assume then as a fact the greatest improbability. Imagine that these

men who idolize fame, become her most successful and happy vota

ries. Imagine that they obtain universal admiration and esteem while

living, and that their names, when dead, become synonymous with

genius, or learning, or wisdom, or patriotism, or heroism—with

any thing, or with every thing, in chase of which the soul may be lost

—And then tell us—Ye oracles of wisdom, I put the inquiry to your-

•selves—tell us what it will avail you to be praised and envied in this

world, when, at that very moment, you shall be tormented with hopeless

anguish in the world to come? Will the recollection that your fellow

.worms are admiring you, sooth the pain of the fire that never shall be

•quenched? Will the applauses of mortals comfort you under the wrath

•of God, and a final banishment from his presence? How will the part

you have chosen appear in the day of judgment, and at the tribunal of

Christ? When you shall be separated to shame and everlasting con

tempt before the assembled universe, how ineffably foolish will that

wisdom appear, which taught you to prefer " the honour which cometh

from man, before that which cometh from God only?" Yes, then it

will be seen in a stronger light than the truth can now receive, that

those who have endured the most contemptuous sneers, the most in

sulting ridicule, the bitterest scoffs, the most cruel persecution, and

death itself, rather than forsake the Saviour, have chosen a portion in

finitely desirable and valuable; and that those who have been induced,

by any considerations, to desert the cause, or be ashamed of the name
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of the Redeemer, have acted a part more infatuated and injurious to

themselves, than imagination can paint. The one class have preferred

time, to eternity—the other, eternity to time; the one experience a

loss that is infinite—the other reap a gain that is incalculable.

Once more—Thousands lose their souls through mere carelessness,

indifference, and inaction. They do not remarkably indulge inordinate

passions, but neither do they cordially embrace the gospel. They are

asleep in a carnal and unregenerate state. They hear the gospel, but

they do not obey it. They are unwilling to think on religion, because

it interrupts their peace. They voluntarily indulge an indolent

thoughtlessness of their condition, and nothing can engage them to

" strive to enter in at the strait gate." In a word, they are at ease

in their sins, and they hate to be disturbed ; and as the kingdom of

heaven " suñereth violence," they lose it, because they will not " take

it by force." We will grant you, then, ye slothful souls, ye sleepers

under the call of the gospel—we will grant that your consciences shall

never sting you, nor your minds be disturbed by religion, till your final

hour. But beyond that hour your stupor cannot last. Then you will

be roused by the gnawings of " the worm that shall never die." And

when you see heaven lost, and final perdition incurred, by your invin

cible carelessness and neglect, how will you upbraid yourselves in

agony, that you would never exert your faculties, till exertion could

only augment your misery.

But, my brethren, justice to my subject requires that I now recall

all the concessions that I have made for the sake of argument. The

worldling does not always obtain wealth; the man of pleasure does not

always escape pain; the pursuer of fame does not always attain re

nown; the careless sinner is not always able to preserve his quiet to

the last. On the contrary, the chance to any individual is very small,

that he will be fortunate enough to realize his hopes and expectations

to any considerable extent; and great disappointment and vexation he

will certainly experience. Often do the men to whom I have alluded»

suffer more, even in this life, than many other men suffer. So that in

fact, they often give up their interest in both worlds—" First dragged

through this, then damned in that to come." On the other hand—true

religion is not inconsistent with wealth, with pleasure, with character,

or with ease, so far as they are real ingredients in present happiness:

Nay, unfeigned piety gives us the best enjoyment of all these—" God

liness is profitable unto all things, having the promise of the life which

now is, and of that which is to come." •

Here, then, is the true and correct statement—Men lose their souls,

forfeit heaven, and sink into hell, for something here which, after all,

they do not obtain. They are often wretched in time, and wretched

throughout eternity, for the sake of grasping at an object which they

cannot reach. And all this, when, by true religion, they might really

possess the greatest enjoyment in this life, and secure eternal felicity

in the life to come. Behold, here, the wisdom of this world ! Language

cannot express the madness of its absurdity, nor describe the conse

quences of listening to its dictates. Let us, then—

III. Carefully apply and improve this subject. And here the first

point that each of us ought to settle, is—whether he be concerned or

not, in this fearful business of giving his soul for the world? It is a

question of infinite importance, and I do entreat you to put it honestly

to your consciences and hearts. I beg of every individual to ask him

self fairly and seriously, whether he loves God, or the world, the most?
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This decides the point—If you love not God supremely, you have no

such love to him as will save your souls. He will not share your af

fections with any rival. " You cannot serve God and mammon." The

one, or the other, is your lord and sovereign. Decide the question—

which is it? Do you hesitate? If you belong to any of those classes

or descriptions of character that I have just set before you, you need

not deliberate a moment. You have chosen the world, and your soul

is the forfeiture. Are you really doubtful about your state? Then

come, and let us investigate it closely. Have you ever felt that you

were by nature and by practice a lost and perishing sinner? I ask not

whether you have speculatively believed this—I ask if you have felt it.

Has the sight and conviction of your sin, given you such uneasiness

that you have felt willing to give up the world, as your supreme good?

Yea, felt that if you had owned a world, you would have been ready

to give it freely, if this had been the price of obtaining pardon and

reconciliation with your Maker? In these circumstances, has the

Lord Jesus Christ been presented to your view, as the only, and the

all-sufficient Saviour? Have you renounced all your own doings and

righteousness, as of no avail, and cast yourselves—helpless and hope

less from any other quarter—on him, as the entire hope, and only re

fuge of your souls? Have you ever been drawn sweetly to resign your

selves to him, to save you from the power and dominion of sin, as well

as from its punishment? Have you, in consequence of this, found Christ

Jesus unspeakably precious? Have you solemnly renounced the world,

and all that it can offer, so far as it shall come in competition with

the laws and service of God? Have you chosen God in Christ, as your

portion and supreme good; determined to undervalue and treat as

" dross and dung," every thing inconsistent with his love and favour?

Have you been able to keep this purpose—not perfectly, for none

do this—but yet so prevailingly that you do prefer the ways, the

favour and the glory of God, before all other considerations? Can you,

and do you, give up the possessions, the pleasures, and the good

opinion of the world, when they are opposed to Christian duty? Are

your heart, your treasure, and your affections, in heaven? Do you

study to adorn the doctrine of God your Saviour, in all things—by a

meek, and humble, and exemplary deportment; and by the faithful,

diligent, and conscientious discharge of every social and relative duty?

If so, you are the Lord's, and he will keep that which you have com

mitted to him. A few days of trial more, and you will enter on that

glorious state of endless and increasing blessedness, which has been

faintly described in this discourse.

But my principal business is with those whose consciences inform

them that they must answer the inquiries proposed in the negative.

Let them know assuredly, that they have trifled or trafficked away their

souls. Dear deluded immortals! Count me not your enemy because I

tell you the truth. Behold,! come to you this hour with a message, that

you ought to receive with the greatest thankfulness and joy. I come

to tell you, that it is not too late to retract thefatal transaction, by which

you have lost your souls. I come to proclaim to you in the name of

Jehovah, that your " covenant with death," may, and ought to be dis

annulled; and your " agreement with hell," to be broken. I come to

persuade you immediately to renounce and cast far from you, the

wages of eternal death. Will you not listen, with all the powers of

your souls, to this information? If you will, you may yet be saved.

Such is the transcendent mercy of God, and the wonderful condescen
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sion of the Saviour, that he invites you to come to him, although you

have hitherto been the property of his enemies, and refused all the

kind and merciful oners that he has made to win you to himself. He

is still carrying on the treaty of peace. He is still " reconciling the

•world unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them." If

you will now break your league with your idols and your lusts, cast

yourselves at the foot of his mercy, confess your sins heartily, forsake

them truly, and trust to the finished righteousness of the Redeemer, as

the ground of your acceptance, your souls will yet be saved, and will

yet rise and shine in the mansions of eternal glory. Can you need any

arguments to persuade you to choose this, rather than to go on and

perish forever? I know of none that can be offered more powerful than

those you have already heard. Ponder them, I beseech you, till they

rouse into action every energy of your minds. Remember your souls

are at stake; and if they are worth more than a world, they are surely

worth a conflict for their salvation. Look to God, to aid you by his

grace; for without this, whatever impressions you may feel, whatever

resolutions you may form—all, I know, will be effaced and lost. You

will become again insensible and infatuated, till you are forever undone.

Pray, therefore, in forming every purpose, and in making every effort, for

the effectual aid of God's Holy Spirit; and resolving in divine strength,

and looking constantly for divine assistance, make no delay in beginning

the work; undervalue and disregard all that shall oppose you in it—

and the prize is yours. You shall be delivered from the power of sin

and the slavery of Satan; you shall be saved from the pit of destruc

tion; you shall be numbered with the adopted children of God on

earth; and you shall, with them, possess hereafter " an inheritance, in

corruptible and undented, and that fadeth not away, reserved in hea

ven, for those who are kept by the power of God through faith unto

salvation, ready to be revealed in the last time." Amen.

From the Evangelical Magazine for March, 1834.

THE WISE MAN LOOKING IN EVERY DIRECTION.

" The wise man's eyes are in his head."—ECOLES, ii. 14.

Where should a man's eyes be but in his head? There is no other

place for them. The eyes of a fool have the same local position as

those of the wisest man upon earth. The words of Solomon which

head this paper must, therefore, be figurative, referring not to the bo

dily sense, but to mental vision. This need not surprise us; the lan

guage of Scripture is frequently figurative, and the eyes of the body

are not seldom used as descriptive of the understanding or rational fa

culties of the soul. The beauty of this figure none may question; for

as the eye is the most expressive part of the body, so it is most appro

priately employed to pourlray the activity of the mind. In the passage

before us it is applied to the mind of a wise man, to show that, in op

position to a fool, his knowledge is turned to a good account. " The

eyes of a fool are in the ends of the earth," roving on vanity, and in

termeddling with what he has no business; but " the wise man's eyes

are in his head," understanding what he does, and doing every thing

with prudence. And who is such a wise man? He is one whom the

Spirit has graciously taught the way of salvation by Christ Jesus, and

who is made willing to walk blamelessly in all the ways of the Lord.

Of such a one it may be well said, " The wise man's eyes are in his

Ch. Adv VOL. XII. 2 С
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head;" for as his eyes are not set in his face but for the greatest utility,

so his powers of mental discernment are not given him in vain, but for

the best of ends.

The wise man's eyes are in his head—to look upwards to his God.—It

is said by an ancient historian, that whilst God made the beasts with

their heads looking downwards to the earth, he made man with an erect

countenance to look up to himself; and without doubt it is the first

principle of all religion to believe that there is a God—a belief which

is pressed upon every rational creature. The manifestation of God is

seen every where in his works; but though the earth is full of his

praise, it is the heavens that more especially declare his glory. It is

not, however, the contemplation of external worlds, nor the considera

tion of their management; it is in the display of the Divine perfec

tions as seen in the work of redemption that we best perceive the glory

of the Divine character; and here we must penetrate, with the mental

eye of faiih, the heavenly veil, and behold God, in his elective love,

choosing sinful man in an appointed Saviour; we must behold him de

signating that Saviour to his work, sending " a multitude of the hea

venly host" to announce his advent, and opening the heavens, and pro

claiming, " This is my beloved Son, hear ye him." This beloved Son

of God having given himself to death as a ransom for sinners, is now

exalted " a Prince and a Saviour, to give repentance unto Israel, and

remission of sins;" and his voice lo us all is, " Look unto me, and be

ye saved, all ye ends of the earth." Now, how are we to look to him

but by the eye of faith? and through what medium can we see him but

in the ordinances of his grace? The wise man has therefore his eyes

in his head, to improve these ordinances, to look up to his risen Sa

viour, and to trust in him for all promised blessings.

The wise man's eyes are in his head—to look downward to hisfootstep».

—A lively looking to God must necessarily produce dutiful homage.

" Faith worketh by love; and this is the love of God, that we keep his

commandments. The fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart

from evil is understanding." Such wisdom is seen not less in spirit

ual than in temporal things. It is the part of a wise man to keep to

himself what a fool is ever prone to utter, and to refrain from doing

that which a fool is equally ready to rush upon. Hence the wisdom of

the Psaimist's declaration, " I said, I will take heed to my ways, that I

sin not with my tongue." Fools make a mock at sin; but wise men

stand in awe, and fear to offend. There are many stumbling-blocks

placed in the way, and the wicked wait for the halting of the righte

ous; but a wise man knows that his standing is not in himself, and

therefore he lifts up his soul to God and prays, " Hold up my goings

in thy paths, that my footsteps slip not." And whilst he prays, he

also fights and struggles against the evil of sin. He has fallen, it may

be, in pursuing his heavenward course, and trembles lest he should,

by future falls, disgrace the Christian profession. He consequently

asks, " Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way?" and listens

to the answer, " By taking heed thereto according to thy word." And

if he does take heed to his footsteps, lest he should fall into sin, he

may say even to liis God, "Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a

light unto my path. I have sworn, and I will perform it, that I will

keep thy righteous judgments." In short, there will be a complete

surrendering of the soul as well as body unto the guidance of the Holy

Spirit, " who takes of the things that are Christ's, and shows them
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unto them that are his, and who leads in the way of all truth, perfect

ing holiness in the fear of the Lord."

Tht wise man's eyes are in his head—to look inward to his heart.—The

tnotto which Pythagoras made every one of his pupils wear was,

" Know thyself;" and certainly, next to knowing his God, the know

ledge of his own heart is the study which every wise man would wish

to pursue—a knowledge, however, which is not easily attained, for

" the heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who

can know it?" It is nevertheless the duty of every one who has named

the name of Christ, not only to depart from all iniquity, but to study

to know himself as much as he can. The powers of the mind are ca

pable of being turned inward to search the heart; and when it is search

ed, as with a lighted candle from the Lord, what a sight does it pre

sent! one of the most loathsome in the world: it is covered all over

with the cancerous ulcération of sin, and the lesson that is taught is,

not only that the old heart must be taken away, and a new heart given,

but also that the heart must be kept with all diligence, for out of it are

the issues of life. The wise man, therefore, humbles himself before

his God, and presents his supplications, saying, " Search me, О God,

and know my heart; try me, and know my thoughts; create in me a

clean heart, О God, and renew a right spirit within me." Should he,

on strict examination, discover the grace of salvation in his heart, he

will adore his God and Saviour, and admire the sovereignty of drvine

love, in pitching upon him, so worthless and hell-deserving a creature,

exclaiming, " Who am I, O Lord God, and what is my house, that

thou hast brought me hitherto?" And he will hear the question, and

attend to the injunction, " Who is a wise man, and endued with know

ledge among you? let him show out of a good conversation his works

•with meekness and wisdom."

The wise man's eyes are in his head—to look outward on the world.—A

•wise man not only asks whence, and what am I, but also/or what am I?

Finding, from the word of truth, that the end of his creation is to glo

rify God, he looks around him for opportunities of doing good; and, as

prudence dictates and ability affords, he feeds the hungry, clothes the

naked, and sweetens the cup of adversity to the sufferer; but, above all

things, he desires to minister to their spiritual wants. He seeks to

honour God not only by his own salvation, but does what he can that

others may glorify him in the same way. He seeks the welfare of his

kindred, and neighbours, and countrymen; but although his charity

begins at home, it ends not till it encircles the world. He hears his

Saviour's ascending command, " Go ye into all the world and preach

the gospel;" and if he be one that cannot go personally, he will com

municate of his substance to aid them that go; and, that he may still

further participate in obeying this commandment, his prayers will be

fervent and frequent for the success of the gospel amongst all kindreds,

and nations, and tongues, on the face of the earth. The wise man is

not one of those that asks himself how little he may do for the cause

of God, and pass unnoticed in society; but he inquires how much

of his time and his means he can bestow, in forwarding the work of

God's church in the earth. He is zealous for the Lord of hosts, but his

zeal is not without knowledge—it is knowledge properly reduced to

practice. He sees what is good, and follows it with impassioned eager

ness. He works while it is day, knowing that the night cometh, wherein

no man can work.

The wise man's eyes are in his head—to look backward on time,—Our
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world has now existed for nearly six thousand years, and it were

strange if the history of that period was not fraught with instruction.

Man, unlike the inferior animals, has the power of transmitting his ad

vancement in science and art to his successors; and posterity have the

advantage of knowing former defects and latter improvements. But,

in reference to religious matters, we have a surer testimony than that

of man, to which we do well to take heed. In the book of inspiration,

which is our only unerring guide, the faults of those that have long

since given in their account, are there recorded, as beacons set up to

warn the unwary of danger; and their works of godliness are there nar

rated, that their successors in the faith may be taught to follow their

example. Every wise man will, therefore, exercise his faculties in re

flecting on the past, that he may learn the wisdom of former ages; but,

while he gathers instruction from the history of other men and other

times, he will not fail to improve on his own past experience. The re

volutions of the seasons as they roll, will bring to his mind that revo

lution in his own existence which must soon pass upon him—a revolu

tion which is fast coming upon all living men. The year that has

closed has been numbered with those before the flood, and, however

misspent or wasted, its hours cannot be recalled. The price of rubies

could not buy back a single moment. To make a vigorous improve

ment of the present time, and progress in preparation for eternity, are

thereby taught. Many have, during the last year, " passed that bourne

from which no traveller returns;" and we know not how they have

been variedly stationed in the world of spirits. " Whoso is wise, and

will observe these things, even they shall understand the loving kind

ness of the Lord."

The wise man's eyes are in his head—to look forward to eternity.—An

hereafter is on all hands pressed on our minds for consideration. The

year on which we have entered may sweep not a few of us into the land

of forgetfulness. Many years we cannot see. The graves are making

ready for us, death is beckoning us away to judgment, and eternity is

stretched out before our view; and he is not a wise man that would turn

his eyes away from the sight. " Who is wise, and he shall understand

these things; prudent, and he shall know them?" Death is a terror to

every awakened conscience that is not prepared for it; but it is a mes

senger of peace to every believing, sanctifled mind. The believer

knows he must submit to the sentence for sin—" Dust thou art, and

unto dust thou shall return;" but at the same time he listens to his

Saviour's voice, saying, "I am the resurrection and the life: he that

believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live." He can

therefore say, in the prospect of leaving his defiled body for the grave,

" I know that my Redeemer livelh, and that he shall stand at the latter

day upon the earth; and though after my skin worms destroy this

body, yet in my flesh shall I see God." Such a peace and triumph of

mind can only be obtained by a sure preparation for eternity—a prepara

tion which must be made now, or it will not be made hereafter. There

is no middle state; after leaving this world, we must pass immediately

to the judgment-seat, and, from the judgment, either into heaven or

hell, where we shall abide, not a year nor an age, but for ever and ever.

A wise man will, therefore, solemnize his mind by contemplating eter

nity, exercising faith in his Saviour, and cultivating that holiness, as a

meetness for heaven, without which no man shall see the Lord.
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Oh, that to me the dove's light wing,

And trackless speed, were given,

That thus my soul might upward spring,

And seek its rest in heaven !—

For, ah! though fair earth's landscape

glows

Beneath the tints of even,

Yet all is nought to Sharon's rose,

Which blooms so bright in heaven !

How oft, when heart to heart is bound,

The cords apart are riven!—

From tlit. Evangelical Magazine.

ASPIRATION.

Then, oh, how sweet to feel no wound,

To fear no blight, in heaven !

Oft. too, with doubt, and secret sin,

The contrite soul has striven:

Transporting prospect, to begin

A cloudless course in heaven !

Then liiir.li. my soul, the waves are dark

On which thou'rt onward driven ;

Yet every surge which strikes thy bark

But wafts Ihee nearer heaven !

R. HOIK.

HE WALKED WITH GOD.

BV MBS. HEMANS.

" And Enoch walked with God :

He walked with God in holy joy,

While yet his days were few ;

The deep glad spirit of the boy,

To love and reverence grew,

Whether, each nightly star to count,

The ancient hills he trod,

Or sought the flowers by stream and fount,

Alike he walked with God.

and he was not; for God took him."—GENESIS,

Chap. 5. т. 24.

And calmly, brightly, that pure life

Melted from earth away ;

No pang it knew, no parting strife,

No sorrowful decay,

He bowed him not, like all beside,

Unto the Spoiler's rod,

But joined at once the glorified,

Where angels walk with God.

The graver noon of manhood came,

The full of cares and fears ;

One voice was in his heart—the same

It heard through childhood's years.

Amidst fair tents, and flocks, and swains,

O'er his green pasture sod,

A shepherd king on Eastern plains,

The Patriarch walked with God.

So let us walk—the night must come

To us that comes to all ;

We through the daikncss must go borne,

Hearing the trumpet's call.

Closed is the path for evermore

Which without death he trod ;—

Not so that way, wherein of yore,

His footsteps walked with God!

From the Boston Recorder.

The following hymn, written by Mrs. SIGOUHNF.Y, was sung at the

annual meeting of the Massachusetts Colonization Society, held on the

10th ult.

HYMN.

Oh Afric ! famed in story,

The nurse of Egypt's might,

A cloud is on thy glory,

And quenched thine ancient light.

Stern Carthage made the pinion

Of Rome's stern eagle cower;

But brief was her dominion,

Lost is her trace of power.

And thou the stricken-hearted,

The scorned of every land,

Thy diadem departed,

Dost stretch thy fettered hand :

How long shall misery wring thee,

And none arise to save ?

And every billow bring thee

Sad tidings from the slave ?

Is not thy time of weeping,

Thy night of darkness o'er?

Is not heaven's justice keeping

Its vigil round thy shore ?

1 see a watch-light burning

On lone Liberia's tower,

To guide thy sons, returning

In freedom's glorious power.

The pyramids aspiring,

Unceasing wonder claim,

While every age admiring,

Demands their founder's name.

But more enduring glory

Shall settle on his head,

Who blest salvation's story

Shall o'er thy deserts spread.
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From the ffeia York Obserrer.

THE HEAD OF THE CHURCH.

The church is represented in the Scriptures as a body.. Of course

therefore it must have a head; and that same blessed book tells us who

the head is. And who, think you, is the head of the church? Who but

Christ himself? Who else is fit to be its head—its source of influence

and government? I will produce the passages of Scripture in proof of

Christ's headship presently.

But the Catholics say that the Pope is the head of the church. Ah,

is he? Where is the proof that he is? Now there is nothing which

irritates a Catholic so soon as to ask him for proof'. " Proof indeed!"

he says. " Do you ask proof of an infallible church? What is the use

of infallibility, if we must prove every thing? These are truly most

degenerate days. The time was when nobody demanded proof; but

now every little sprig of a protestant must have reasons to support as

sertions. He calls for proof. And he must have it from the Bible. He

will not believe any thing in religion unless some text can be cited in

support of it. Things have come to a pretty pass indeed." It is even

so. We plead guilty to the charge. For every thing alleged to be a

doctrine of Christianity, we confess we do require some proof out of _

the writings of some evangelist or apostle. And since our Catholic

brethren will not gratify us by adducing the Scriptural warrant for be

lieving the Pope or Bishop of Rome to be the head of the church, we

will do them the favour of consulting the Scriptures for them. Well,

we begin with Genesis, and we go through to Revelation, searching

all the way for some proof that the Pope is the head of the church.

But so far are we from finding any evidence that he is the head of the

church, that we find not a particle of proof that he is that or any thing.

We find no account of any such character as a Pope—not a word

about him. The subject of the proposition, i. e. the Pope, does not

seem to be known to that book at all. I really do not wonder that it

frets a Catholic when we send him to the Bible for proof that the Pope

is the head of the church.

But though we discover nothing in the Bible about a Pope, yet we

find much about the head of the church. In Ephesians i. 22, 23, Christ

is said to be " the head over all things to the church, which is his body."

Now, if the church is his body, surely he must be the head of it, as well

as head over all things to it. Will any one say that the Pope of Rome

is the head of Christ's body? That is shocking. And yet the Catholics

are told that they must believe it; and seing they cannot help it, they do

somehow or other contrive to believe it. In Eph. v. 23, it is explicitly

declared that" Christ is the head of the church." The same is repeated

in Col. i. 18: " He (i. e. Christ) is the head of the body, the church."

Our brethren of the Catholic church have long been in the habit

of asking where our religion was before the reformation. They may

see where one doctrine of it was 1 500 years before the reformation. One

would suppose from the way they talk that they supposed the Bible was

written a considerable time after the reformation, and it was then

got up to support the Protestant heresy! I might ask them, butthat

they do not like to be asked questions lest they should not be able tc

answer them, where their doctrine of the Pope's headship of the church
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was when the New Testament was written, i. e. some 1750 or 1800

years ago. But I will withdraw the question. It may seem unkind to

press it.

Now, since the Bible says that Christ is the head of the church, if the

Pope also is, there must be two heads of the church. But there is only

one body. Why should there be two heads? Is the church a monster?

Besides, if there had been another head, Christ would have been spoken

of in the Scriptures as one of the heads of the church, or as a head of

the church. But he is called the head of the church. The article is

definite, denoting only one. There is not a syllable in the Bible about

another (head. Indeed the language of the Bible does not admit of

there being another. Yet the Catholics say there is another; and it is

their Pope. "Christ being absent, they say it is necessary there should

be a visible human head to represent him on earth." Now the Pope,

they say, is this visible head of the church—the head that you can see.

But is their assumption correct, that Christ is absent? Is he absent?

Hear: " Lo I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world."

" Where two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in

the midst of them." Was he absent from Paul? He says: "I can do

all things through Christ which strengtheneth me."—A visible head!

What do we want of a visible head? Of what use to us—the part of the

body here, is a head a way off at Rome? It is no better than a coput

mortttum to us.

But what if we admit the possibility of a visible human head of the

church; who made the Pope that head? Did he inherit this also from

St. Peter? Was Peter head of the church? He, more modest than his

pretended successors, does not any where claim that title. I know the

Catholics hold him to be the rock—the foundation of the church, but I

really did not know that they regarded him, whom, however they exalt,

they still consider but as a mere man, as capable of being head of the

church too. It is not too much to speak of Christ as both the foundation

and head of the church, but to speak of Peter, poor Peter, as we are ac

customed to call him, when we think of the scene of the denial, as both

foundation and head of the church, is really carrying the matter rather

far. How little Peter thought he was both, " when he went out and

wept bitterly!" How little he knew of himself.

The pope the head of the church ! ! Then the church is the Pope's

body! ! Alas for the church! M. S.

ON PATERNAL AND CONJUGAL AUTHORITY IN MATTERS OF

RELIGION.

Translated foi the Christian Advocate, from the Archives du Christianisme of

3d February last.

The authority of a father over his children, and the authority of a

husband over his wife, are sacred rights. On this point the divine

law agrees with human laws: it commands children to obey their pa

rents, and the wife to obey her husband; attaching great promises to

the performance of the duty, and terrible threatening to its violation.

When sophists have attempted to break or to change these relations

between the head and the several members of a family, the public sen

timent has covered them with merited disdain.

But if the public is unanimous in the recognition of these rights, it

is not less so, in prescribing to them certain moral and social limits,
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•which they can never be permitted to overleap. Suppose a father

should order his son to commit a crime, or a husband should order his

wife to perform a dishonourable act—is a son or a wife, in such a case,

to obey? No, certainly—answers the public voice, unanimously. But

why is obedience, in such a case, no longer obligatory? Because—it

is answered with the same unanimity—paternal and conjugal authority

are never to transcend the moral and civil laws. When a father, or a

husband, does not respect these inviolable bounds, he abdicates his

powerj and criminality, in such an event, would consist in obedience,

and not in disobedience. This is so true, that human legislation ren

ders a wife or a child (if the latter is above a certain age) responsible

for their actions, although they should even allege in their defence, the

orders of a father, or a husband—The divine Legislator subjects them

to the same responsibility.

These points being established, I demand whether, if paternal and

conjugal authority has moral and civil limitations, has it not also reli

gious limitations? In other words, if a father, or a husband, has not

the right to cause a child, or a wife, to transgress the maxims of con

science, and the limitations of the penal code, has he the right to cause

the one or the other to violate the duties of religion? In still other

terms—If obedience ceases to be due to a father, or a husband, when

he enjoins what would be criminal, or infamous, in the eyes of man, is

obedience due to him, when he attempts to impose the profanation and

contempfof the commandments of God?

There is but one answer to these questions among Christians. To

them the Bible appears, to say the very least, to be worthy of as much

respect as the penal code; the will of God, as obligatory as the pre

scriptions of the civil law; the practice of religion as essential as obe

dience to the rules of social order; the salvation of the soul as impor

tant as the preservation of individual liberty; and they think that if

they ought not te expose themselves to be put in prison, for obeying a

father or a husband, they certainly ought not to expose themselves to

the everlasting condemnation of God.

These ideas carry with them the most perfect evidence of truth;

they may be calumniated by exaggeration, but they cannot be fairly

refuted.

Here, nevertheless, is apparent, one of the most lamentable wounds

which has been sustained by our religious manners; and it would be

little to say that it affects us, for indeed it fills us with terror. Ask

the greater part of those about you, not only those notoriously irreli

gious, but those who entertain a good opinion of their pious feeling—

they will tell you that children and wives ought implicitly to obey their

fathers and husbands, in every thing that relates to religion. But sup

pose a husband should order his wife not to set her foot in a church,

because the truths of Christianity are displeasing to him—What then.

She ought to obey him, is the answer. And what if a father should

order his children to profane the Lord's day, in the grossest manner?

They ought to obey him. But what would you say, if a father and a

husband should forbid all the members of his family ever to open the

Bible, the book of God? They ought to submit. Then it follows that

the authority of a father and a husband is supreme, over all the duties

and all the acts of religion. Yes, without doubt it is;—the peace o!

the household is above every other consideration. What then, if tne

head of a family should order his wife, or his children, to steal some

thing from a neighbour? Ah! that is a very different matter.—How
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so? would not the peace of the household be disturbed by disobedience,

in this instance, as well as in the other? O, sir, that question is not to

the point.—I understand you. We ought not to preserve the peace of

a household at the price of a theft; but what matter is it, though the

law of God should be violated by the grossest transgressions?

The most frightful materialism lies at the bottom of these maxims,
•which reign throughout almost the whole of France, and which every

one may prove to exist, wherever he pleases to make an investigation.

They exist even among men of reflection; yea, even among persons
•who esteem themselves sufficiently pious. These maxims, however,

are nothing else than a version of the following language—u All reli

gions are equally true, equally false, and equally useless. It is a mat

ter of indifference whether any one of them is followed, or not followed.

As long as my wife and my children choose to conform to one of them,

and that conformity cause me no uneasiness, it is very well. But if

religion occasions me the least trouble in the world—if one of my chil

dren, for example, adopt ideas or practices which do not accord with

my own, then perish religion! I will forbid that child to go to church;

I will take his Bible from him ; I will prevent his ever hearing a word

of religious exhortation. If he resists me, I will see in him nothing

but a disobedient, rebellious, fanatical child, who is forgetful of my

just aulhority."

And this man, let it be observed, executes what he says, to the very

letter. He vociferates that his paternal and conjugal authority are

disregarded—however little his wife and child persist in reading the

Bible and frequenting divine service, after he has given them his orders

to the contrary. He cries aloud of the disobedience, of the rebellion

of the members of his family; and thousands of voices, inclusive of

those of a pharisaical spirit, are united with his own. They do not

imagine that the authority of a father, or a husband, has sacred limits,

in respect to the commandments of God. They would rise up with

indignation against the head of a family, who should attempt to com

plain of his wife or his child, for not obeying a command he should lay

upon them to commit an outrage, for which they would be amenable

to a civil court; but if he complains of acts which are only a violation

of the duty which is due to God, they, with one consent, encourage the

head of a family to trample the religion of the whole family under his

feet. If this is not a manifestation of the most astounding materialism,

then tell us what is.

In general, (and we have very often the grief to make it prominent

in our articles, entitled Religious Manners,) religion exists in scarcely

more than in words, and in certain forms; as soon as we search into

opinions and actions, materialism appears in its perfect form.

We shall put an end to these short reflections, by reciting an anec

dote of very recent occurrence. A pastor was called to visit a young

person who was rapidly approaching the end of her earthly pilgrimage.

Notwithstanding the sufferings in which she was found, her father,

who was present, complained bitterly that his daughter had disobeyed

him. What then had been her fault? She had chosen to sanctify the

day of sacred rest, according to the appointment of God! To re

proaches so unjust, and so unseasonable at such a solemn period, the

young woman answered nothing; but she opened the New Testament,

and with her finger pointed her pastor to the first verse of the sixth

chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians: Children, obey your parents,

IN THE LORD.

Ch. Лаг.—VOL. XII. 2 D
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EDITORIAL REMARKS.

That paternal and conjugal authority have their limits, beyond

which submission to them is not a duty but a sin, must be obvious to

every reflecting mind; and we have never seen those limits more

clearly and strikingly marked out, than in the first part of the foregoing

essay. The undue exercise of parental and conjugal authority, in mat

ters of religion and conscience is, we rejoice to say, far less frequent in,

the United States, than it appears to be in France; and for this we

have much cause to be thankful to God, for a favourable allotment of

his providence in our behalf. With us, we believe there are a hundred

instances of pious parents finding a reluctance in their children to give

a due attention to the concerns of their souls, for one, in which pious

dispositions and a conscientious regard to duty, in a child, are frowned

upon and interfered with, by parental authority or influence. Yet we

know that cases of the latter kind, and some of a flagrant character, do

exist among ourselves; and perhaps it is a thing of still more frequent

occurrence, that a pious wife finds it difficult to reconcile the duty

which she owes to God with the wishes, and perhaps the commands, of

an impious husband. Every such case demands much Christian sym

pathy; and as public sentiment with us, is certainly not as it is in

France, in favour of, but in strong and direct opposition to, the unhal

lowed and tyrannical claim of a parent, or a husband, in the matter

before us, the guilt of the offending party is peculiarly odious, as well

as greatly aggravated.

We have reason, likewise, to be thankful, that materialism is much

less prevalent in our country than in France. Yet of this also we have

no inconsiderable portion. The Owenism, and Fanny Wrightism, which

have more than a few admirers, not to mention the avowed atheism,

which is organized, and openly defended in print, in a neighbouring

city—all this is materialism, of the very worst character.* Nor is it

dormant and tolerant, but awake, active, and malignantly hostile to all

religious and moral principle and action. We know, indeed, that

atheists and materialists sometimes talk of morals; but their morality

can have no other sanction than self-interest, and the opinion of socie

ty—feeble restraints, indeed, to the impulses of sensual appetite, im

petuous passion, and insatiable cupidity. Morals, properly so called,

always imply a lawgiver, whose laws they are, and who has given them

to the subjects of his moral government, and to whom they are respon

sible for obedience, or disobedience. We never talk of the morals

of dogs and horses, and the ground on which we tread; and the term

can with as little propriety be applied to any being who differs from

dogs and horses, and the dust of his feet, only in form, animation, or a

larger measure of instinct; and yet such are materialists and atheists, ac

cording to their own reckoning. In sober truth, infidel materialism is

a most appalling and horrible system; against the prevalence of which,

not only every Christian, but every patriot, and every friend of his

species, should use all his influence, as against that which, in its very

nature, is destructive of all social happiness, all respectability, and all

moral obligation, as well as all hope of future and eternal happiness.

* There have been many matérialiste who professed to believe in the resurrection

of the body, and a future elate of rewards and punishments, and who have also avowed

their full belief in the Christian religion. These, although deeply erroneous, are totally

düTerent from atheistic and infidel materialist*.
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ABSENCE OF RELIGION IN CHILDREN OF RELIGIOUS PARENTS.

In the Christian Observer for March last, we find the following; just

remarks, on the groundless allegation that the children of religious pa

rent» are worse than others.

"We do not believe that the children of religious parents Jo turn out

worse than others, in any respect, moral, religious, or literary. On the

contrary, we think that God is pleased in a very visible manner to ful

fil his promises made to those who bring up their offspring in the nur

ture and admonition of the Lord. Taking any number of the sons and

daughters of religious parents, and the same number of young persons

from families similarly circumstanced in other respects, but in which

the fear of God is not inculcated, we have not the slightest apprehen

sion as to what would be the result. To suppose it otherwise than

highly favourable to the Christian side of the balance, would be contra

ry to theory, to Scripture, and, we are persuaded, to fact.

"But, still, the children of religious parents have by nature the same

evil hearts as others, and there are many circumstances which may lead

to a popular exaggeration of the alleged failures in their education. In

the first place, the world expect, and justly, more from them than from

others; so that their faults are more noticed and commented upon than

those of the children of irreligious parents. It is much to the honour

of religion that a higher standard is thus set up; but it greatly influ

ences the results ofthe comparison. Then, again, because men by nature

hate the purity of the Gospel, they are glad of every argument to dis

parage it: so that if here and there the son of an exemplary Christian

turns out ill, the good conduct of a score of others is passed by, and the

whole vicinity is deafened with irreligious triumph respecting this in

dividual, while hundreds of other young persons are following the very

same evil course unscathed. To this we may add, that religious exer

cises and restraints, however judiciously enforced, will be displeasing

to an ungodly youth: so that the reaction may be stronger than where

such checks did not exist; more especially as the very guardedness of

a Christian education may often cause temptations to evil to appear

more seductive, on account of their novelty; and a young man who

throws off the restraints of religious discipline is sometimes induced to

go beyond his fellows in what is wrong, just to show that he does not

retain his early scruples. We may further remark, that all good men

are not judicious, and none are perfect; so that it were more correct to

say, not that religious education or example, but what is defective in

either of those particulars, or misjudged in the application of theory to

practice, causes the evils complained of. But, even after every excep

tion, we fall back upon our general position, that among a thousand

young persons, or persons of riper years, taken indiscriminately, the

balance of good in every respect is clearly in favour of those who have

been religiously trained. We only wonder that any man can for a mo

ment doubt it."

THE LAST DAYS OF WILLIAM WIRT, ESQ.

Late Attorney General of the United States.

BY HIS DAUGHTÏH.

Our readers, we are confident, will not complain that we fill several

pages of the present number of our work with the following letter; al

though our last No. contained a short memorial of the distinguished
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man, to whom the letter relates—This is a production which we might

insert merely as a specimen of literary talent of a high order, employed

on an interesting subject. But it has far higher merit—it is calculated

to make every reader adopt with earnestness, and possibly lead some,

under the divine blessing, to realize the wish, of one who never obtain

ed what he wished—" Let me die the death of the righteous, and let

my last end be like his."

The writer of the letter has certainly inherited no small portion of

the talent of her father; and what is better, she seems to have received

what she could not inherit—much of that renovating and sanctifying

grace, which she so admirably describes, as having marked the closing

scenes of her illustrious parent's life. We have heard that Mr. Wirt

carefully superintended, amidst all his public duties, the education of

his own children. Behold his rich reward!

We are indebted for this article to the " States' Rights Sentinel,"

of Georgia} and we, insert the well written introduction of the editor.

The following interesting and deeply affecting letter, is from the pen of the third

daughter of the late lamented Mr. Wirt. In consenting to give it to the public, the

has reluctantly and tremblingly yielded to the urgent solicitations of her friends, en

forced by the resistless argument, that it would be read with interest by all ; and by

the church, would be received as an invaluable treasure. We need not remind the

reader, in excuse for the minuteness of its details, and the freedom with which the

amiable writer speaks of the virtues of her deceased parent, that it is a confidential

communication between relatives suffering from a common losa, and feeling a deep and

heart-pervading interest in every incident connected with their common bereavement.

The relation which Mr. Wirt sustained to the community in which he lived, was nearly

enough allied to that which subsisted between him and the sister to whom the letter a

addressed, to awaken her feelings and interests, in the heart of every reader. Hi*

name a in every family in the vast republic; his honour is reflected upon his country;

liis countrymen enjoy the fruits of bis labours, and his death is a national affliction.

And yet, without this letter, his country had never known him. We have seen him,

the enlivening social companion—we have listened with pleasure and improvement, to

his sober instructions in the character of " The Old Bachelor"—we have followed him

with delight through the varied and eventful scenes of Henry's life—we bave bun;

with admiration upon the compass and richness of hie forensic eloquence, and we have

kindled into holy rapture at his sublime description of the august and venerable Wad-

del ; bat it is the character in which we here behold him that he appears in bis true

majesty. All his worldly honours are unwelcome intrusions upon our mind«, con

templating him weeping in the sanctuary at the story of redeeming love, bowing with

his loved ones around him, in lowly devotion at the family altar, receiving in a dying

hour from the lips of his children and his bosom-friend, the consolations of the religion

which he taught them, and calmly reposing upon the Redeemer's bosom amidst the

ruins of his earthly hopes, and in the immediate presence of the King of Terrors.

Welcome be his own daughter to the honour of such a picture of the lamented Wirt.

It will bo viewed with admiration when the genins of the original shall be forgotten:

a moral will bo deduced from it which shall tell upon the hearts of his countrymen

when the precepts of Wirt shall have lost their weight with the American people-

And what shall we say of the unpractised hand to which we are indebted for «"*

masterly delineation?—what of those tender years, which can sketch with such dig

nity and grace ?—what ofthat heaven-born piety which blends its winning adorno*011

with every line ?—The father's mantle hath descended upon the daughter.

Washington, Feb. 22, 1834. Saturday morning-

My dear Aunt,—This is the first time my pen has ever traced this

endearing appellation in reference to yourself; but, believe me, it l5

not the first time, by very many, that my heart has felt drawn towards

you, with the yearnings which it would naturally feel towards the only

near surviving relative of my precious and sainted father; and now,
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there is a sacredness in this feeling, which no other tie can give, and
•which will be enshrined in my heart until it shall cease to beat.

Your dear son, Judge C., who has indeed been to us the kindest of

friends in this season of our deep affliction, interested us all very much,

some few weeks ago, in an evening visit to my father, by narrating

with how much care you treasured up every thing relating to your

much loved brother, particularly every thing which threw light on his

religious views and sentiments—and it is in the hope of affording you

gratification and comfort, under this irreparable loss, that I sit down

to give you as minute and detailed an account of the last illness and

death of our dear departed one, as the present confused and collapsed

state of my mind will permit.

I cannot, dare not, dwell on the loss which his family has sustained

in their head, husband, father, and household priest; for when my

thoughts revert to this aspect of the case, I feel as if my heart would

break; and I press my hand on it to still its rebellious risings, and raise

my eyes and soul to the hills whence cometh all our help,—and indeed,

my dear aunt, this help has been extended to us almost miraculously;

for had I been told two short weeks ago, that he who was the dearest

and most absorbing object of our earthly affections, was so soon, so

very soon, to be taken from us, methinks the sudden shock would have

made us quit our hold of our Almighty Refuge, and driven us into

wailing and despair. And yet, when the fiat came, and we knew it to

be inevitable and irrevocable, God held us up, and dried our tears, and

hushed our lamentations, and enabled us to stand around the dying bed,

to speak and to receive, words of consolation.

He whom we loved, and. whom tlie Lord loved, (precious thought)

was a picture of renovated health on the morning of Sunday, the 9th

inst.—so much so, that dear mother, at the breakfast table, said to him

playfully—" You are looking so much more like yourself, my dear hus

band, than I have seen you for years, that I really think you ought to

have your picture taken." On the previous evening, Saturday, he had

been preparing himself for an argument on the following Monday, in a

very important case, and had been in the Capitol library examining au

thorities, in addition to those of his own office: and altogether, ex

pressed himself better satisfied with his preparations, than he had been

for a long time; for in this, as in every thing else, his humility often

made him undervalue himself so as to distress us.

Directly after breakfast, Sabbath morning, 9th inst, he assembled

us, as usual, in his chamber, at family prayers; and never did I hear a

more solemn and fervent outpouring of the soul at the footstool of the

Mercy Seat. He prayed " for the extension of the Redeemer's king

dom with a holy earnestness; for his children present and absent; for

his enemies, if he had any; and for all his friends, every where; espe

cially for those who had not yet been brought to know, and love, and

serve the Saviour; finally, he prayed that his own soul, and that of

those so dear to him, might be sprinkled afresh with pardoning blood,

and that the ascended Saviour would, through the influence of his Holy

Spirit, keep him, and all of in, in His fear, and enable us to walk in

his commandments through life; sustain and cheer us in the hour of

death, and at last receive us to himself, a reunited and blessed family,

to worship forever around his throne, to the glory of God the Father,

Son and Holy Spirit."

His heart being thus attuned to worship God in his public ordi

nance, he walked with my sister Ellen, Mr. Alexander Randall, of An
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napolis, (the brother of my brother-in-law, Judge Randall, of Florida,)

and myself, to the Capitol, to hear the chaplain, Mr. S»*«»*»*, preach.

It was not actually raining, but so exceedingly damp that some persons

had their umbrellas up, to turn the drizzling moisture. It is to this

walk that the cold, which terminated in his death, is attributed. Yet

he had sometimes walked in as bad and even worse weather before,

without serious injury; and the physicians had urged upon dear mother,

the absolute necessity of his taking exercise in all weather, except fast-

falling; especially after breakfasting upon meats, instead of his usual

diet of rice and milk, which was the case that morning. Therefore,

although it was damp, yet, as the exercise seemed to be advisable, and

he was anxious to go to church, (the very inclement weather having

prevented his doing so the three previous Sundays that we had been

here,) it was decided that he might venture. And, though bitter pangs

of self-reproach, for having been accessory to his fatal cold, gave my be

loved mother one of the most violent and agonizing nervous paroxysms

I ever witnessed, yet she and all of us have, I trust, been brought to feel,

that this could not have happened, without the special design and in

terposition of God, who accomplishes the most mighty ends, by the

instrumentality of means apparently totally inadequate to their ful

filment.

Mr. S**»****'s text that morning was 1st Cor. 1st chapter, 23d, 24th

verses: " We preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a stumbling block,

and unto the Greeks foolishness; but unto them which are called, both

Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God, and the wisdom of God."

And he did, indeed, prove most convincingly, that it was the wisdom of

God, in falling upon the only plan which could, at the same time, sa

tisfy and be concordant with, his equal attributes of justice and mercy.

And the power of God in accomplishing, by the instrumentality of one

who was " despised and rejected of men," and of his few obscure and

illiterate followers, the salvation of a world—a work which no earthly

monarch, however universal his empire, could ever accomplish. The

subject was a sublime one; and it was treated with a force of argu

ment, and a pathos of eloquence, which I have rarely if ever heard

equalled. My dear father sat immediately behind my chair, so as oc

casionally to rest himself upon it, and I heard him more than once sob,

in a sort of convulsed soltó voce, as was his habit when deeply affected:

he ejaculated several times, too, his approbation and admiration of

parts of the discourse; and on rising, when the service was closed, said

to the gentlemen next him—" A most capital preacher, sir—one of na

ture's orators—he is a great favourite of mine, and goes straight to my

heart." He stopped and shook hands with Mr. S******* as we came

out, making some kind inquiries about his health, which were recipro

cated. He and Ellen walked fast, and got home before me; and I

found, when I went to his chamber, that he had taken off his coat, and

put on his wrapper, not feeling well. By Mr. Randall's desire, how

ever, he came down to the parlour and shook hands with him, as he

•was to leave town the next day; and said " God bless you, sir—fare

well!" This was the last time he ever left his room.

On returning from church, he asked mother to " look if he had cut

his ear in shaving, as it felt painful." Mother examined it and found

no such mark, but a hard knot in the glands of the throat, just below the

right ear—a swelling, as she presumed, from cold—and advised him to

lie down and cover himself up warm, hoping that he would be relieved

by perspiration. This was between two and three o'clock, and we then
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went down to dinner. A little before three o'clock, I came up, with

my bonnet on, to go to church again, and kissed him. He said, " Tell

your mother, my dear, that I feel very chilly, as if I were going to have

an ague." She immediately ordered hot bricks to his feet, and addi

tional covering, and sent for Dr. H****. When I came home he had a

fever, but talked cheerfully; when I gave him a description of Mr.

S******»'s discourse. After remaining silent a few moments, he said—

" Wife, it will not do for me to expose myself in church as I doj I am

a mere baby in the command of my sensibilities and nerves; I can

scarcely refrain sometimes from tears, and indeed, I have frequently

been obliged to relieve myself by giving way to themj" and, as he

spoke, the same feeling seemed to overcome him. I said, what I think

true, that " no Christian ought to be ashamed of intense feeling at the

review of his own unworthiness, and of the vivid emotion of gratitude

and love to the Saviour which caused tears."
'• But it is so unmanly, and people around don't know what to make

of it."

His fever continued to be higher and hotter, and seemed to be ag

gravated rather than relieved, by the warm applications which were

prescribed, in the hope of forcing a perspiration—steaming his face,

and bathing his feet in hot water; and, as a genuine vapour-bath could

not be procured, by laying hot bricks all along on both sides of him in his

bed, from his feet upwards. His fever raged all night with an intensity

which, mother says, she has never known with him; certainly forjifteen

year», if ever. Next day, the whole right side of his face was much

swollen.

On Thursday night I sat up with him: he rose twice in the -night,

with the assistance of dear mother and a servant, thinking it would

make him feel more comfortable to change his posture a little while,

and have his bed made: in doing so he expressed his surprise at his

extreme weakness, which was greater, he said, after those few days ill

ness, than after his long and exhausting attack at the springs last sum

mer. The last time he rose, as he sat in the easy chair, he asked

mother if she would "read the Bible to him?" She did so; and it was

the 55th Psalm. In reading this, she omitted all those passages which

relate more particularly to David's enemies, and read all the rest, which,

you know, was particularly applicable to himself; he seemed to feel it

deeply, and after she had finished reading, she saw his lips moving in

prayer. This was the last time he was able to listen to this precious

volume, or to rise from his bed. Towards morning he became slightly

delirious, and it was deemed advisable to call in another physician; and

Dr. H***, a young physician here, who has great reputation for skill and

talent in his profession, was sent for. Father, himself, said at first it

was not worth while to consult 'another physician, but at last consented.

That morning (Friday morning) he called mother to his bed side, and,

^in the presence of my sister Ellen, gave certain directions " in case of

'his sudden death." He then seemed to speak with some difficulty, and

in the course of that day, and throughout, the next, talked wildly at

intervals. His mind seemed chiefly to dwell on his law cases. He

would call us to him by name, and then begin, as if he was addressing

the judges of the supreme court, carrying on a continuous argument

for several sentences together.

Dr. H»*** and Dr. H»** consulted together, at 9 o'clock, Monday

morning, and decided to blister him around his right ear, which they

did; afterwards, on both wrists and both limbs, from the ancles up
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wards; and finally, his head was shaved and blistered. Forty leeches,

also, were applied, two or three different times, to the kft temple, and

behind the leu ear; yet these, and all other remedies, were of no avail.

On Sunday and Monday he lay in a kind of lethargy, from which it

was difficult to arouse him to swallow his medicine and food. Both

eyes, too, were closed from the inflammation, and the right eye covered

with a blister; but we continued bathing the left with warm milk and

water; in hope that it might possibly open.

When asked if he would swallow any thing, he always answered,

" Yes, I'll try"—though it was with difficulty that he swallowed to

wards the last, from the swelling and soreness of the mouth, tongue, and

mucous membrane. His sense of hearing, however, never lost its

acuteness until Monday evening. Dr. H****, thinking it must have

done so, spoke to him in a loud tone of voice, and was gently rebuked

by him saying, " Doctor, you are not speaking to a regiment of sol

diers." He distinguished our voices easily, though his eyes were

closed, and when one of his attached young friends and students, James

C*******, asked him, Mr. Wirt, do you know James? He replied, " to

be sure I do."

Ellen's twin-sister, Rosa, now Mrs. Dr. Robinson, of Baltimore, came

down with her husband on Saturday, having been informed by letters

from us of his alarming illness. When she first kissed him, he said—

" Why, my dear, how came you here? High, high !" But, at that time,

made no other remark. The next day, however, (Sunday the 16th,) he

asked, with some difficulty, for " Ais Rose?" And when she came to

him, said, " My darling, God bless you!"

On Monday morning, we thought him dying; and, dear mother, un

able any longer to control her pent up feelings, retired to another room

and gave vent to them. The thought that he was indeed to die with

out looking on his family any more, taking leave of them, and express

ing his own resignation, was insupportably agonizing.

But, as if to show the power of God, while she was thus abandoning

herself to grief, the eye that had been so long closed, opened suddenly,

as I hung over him, and fixed itself on me with a kindling intelligence

which I had not seen since his first wanderings. " My father, do you

know your Catharine!" "Yes." " Do you trust in God?" (raising my

own eyes to heaven, to make the question more significant.) " Yes,"

with solemnity, and raising his own eye in the same direction. I flew

into the next room to communicate the intelligence to dear mother,

and she calmed herself and returned with me. She approached the

bed-side—he looked at her, and said, " Wife, Icon going before you!"

I feared this would overpower her; but God upheld her, and she an

swered meekly, " Yes, my beloved, you are going before me, and you

will see our dear angels in heaven, sooner than I shall. There are five

of our children in heaven now, Availing to receive you, and you leave

five more on earth under my care—it will only be for a little while, and

we, too, shall come and join you. Do not fear for us, who are left be

hind—God will take care of your widowed wife and fatherless children!"

There was a struggle in his frame and heart, but he sought strength

where he had never failed to find it, and it was given him. His eye

next lighted on me—I kissed him, and asked—" My beloved father, is

your soul at peace, now, stayed on Jesus?" "Yes." "Do you now

feel the truth of the promise, ' When thou walkest through the valley

of the shadow of death, fear not—God will be with thee, his rod and

staff, they shall comfort thee!'" "Yes, oh yes!" raising his eyes to
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heaven, with a mingled expression of faith, gratitude, and submission.

His eye then fell on Rosa—she kissed his hand, and bade " God bless

you, my beloved father." Then on Ellen; and she did the same. He

looked alternately once more on each of us, as we stood around his bed,

then raised his hand and eyes to heaven, as if invoking a farewell

blessing.

During this solemn and affecting scene, all had left the room, except

his own immediate family. At this crisis, however, our former pastor

when we lived here, Mr. P***, (a meek and holy man, to whom father

always bore a strong attachment, and for whom I had despatched a

hurried messenger, at the first sign of returning intelligence,) arrived}

and with whom there entered several of father's friends, old and young,

to the number of fifteen, including the family. Mr. P*** took his hand,

and asked him, " if he was resigned to die now, if it pleased God to

take him?" He answered, unhesitatingly, " Yes." " Then," said

mother1, " we resign you, my beloved, into the hands of God—he will

take care of us in your absence, and not suffer us to want; and, at last,

will reunite us all—all, I trust, in heaven." He struggled hard to

speak, but the utterance was denied. Mr. P*** then asked him several

other questions, as to " the composed and happy state of his soul?"

"His views of the plan of redemption through the Saviour?" "His faith

in the atoning merits of Jesus for the pardon of all his sins, and for his

salvation?" To all of which he replied in the affirmative. Mr. P«**

then asked him, " if it would be agreeable to him, that we should unite

in offering a prayer for him?" He replied, with great vivacity, " Yes,"

and nodded his head affirmatively, three times, in quick succession;

thereby signifying, the great pleasure the proposition afforded him.

We all instantly knelt down, as with one impulse, while the solemn

appeal ascended to the Throne of Grace. It was a spectacle so sub

lime, that angels might contemplate it with delight and awe. My

father's eyes were raised to heaven with the prayer. At one time Mr.

P*** prayed that, " if it was consistent with the intentions of the Al

mighty, his sick and suffering servant might be raised up from that

bed of languishing, to the enjoyment of health, to be a further blessing

to his family and friends, and an honour to his country and to the

cause of God on earth"—immediately the eye was withdrawn from its

imploring gaze upwards, a shudder passed over his frame, and he shook

his head negatively, and, Mr. G*********** insists, audibly said, " No."

But when Mr. P*** closed with the prayer, that, " if God should take

him now, he might be received into the mansions of glory, to dwell

forever and ever, at the right hand of his God and Saviour; and that his

family might be sustained and comforted in his departure"—his hand

and eyes were raised once more, and, for the last time, to heaven: and

thenceforth motionless and at rest. Mr. P*** pressed his hand in tak

ing leave, saying, he " would not fatigue him farther then, as the re

sult of that interview was perfectly satisfactory to him; but would see

him again."

It did seem as if God had, at that very moment, unclosed his eyes,

once more, to look for the last time on earth, upon his assembled fa

mily; to witness their resignation and to cheer them by his own; and

that the pressure upon the brain was, during this blest half hour, re

moved for the same benevolent purpose. The expression of his eye

was not dim and wandering; but clear, firm, intelligent, beaming, hea

venly. The voice, too, distinct and full of feeling, and the motion of

Cft. Mv VOL. XII. 2 E
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the head and of the hand, fis it was raised with an effort from the bed,

and then dropped, not lifelessly, but reverentially, spoke in a manner not

to be mistaken by those who witnessed it—" Thy will, oh God, thy holy

will be done—Lord Jesus, into Thy hands I commend my spirit."

Throughout this lingering and painful sickness, uncomfortable as he

must have felt from the pressure of the disease, and the severe reme

dies, (for all the blisters drew,) he never uttered a repining word.

Once, when his feet were immersed in hot poultices, he said, " Is not

this enough to drive a man mad; to be between two fires, one at his

head, and the other at his feet!" Yet, when I asked him, not long after

wards, "how he felt?" He simply said, " not well."

Such child-like submission I never witnessed, and such unmurmur

ing patience. On Monday morning, 17th, Dr. R****»**^ after some ef

forts, succeeded in making him understand, that he wished him to take

another dose of medicine. His reply was, " / am a child, you may do a>

you please with me." But the last time they teased him to swallow

some nourishment, he gently, and almost inaudibly whispered, " Let me

be." My mother says she has often heard him express the opinion,

that " dying persons ought not to be disturbed in their last moments,

by the importunities of their friends to call them back to life; for that

most probably the souls of such persons were then absorbed in the con

templations of eternity, and holding communion with the inhabitants

of heaven." We know not but his half-emancipated soul was at that

moment thus engaged, and it seemed almost cruel to w aken his wrapt

spirit to consciousness.

When, with the restlessness of pain, he would throw the cover from

his hands, and make an effort to reach far back with th«m, perhaps to

indicate by this mute gesture the seat of pain, and dear mother would

say, " For wife's sake, my beloved, try to keep your dear hands warm,'

he would patiently resign them to be covered; sometimes saying,

" Well, if it must be so"—but most generally in silence.

After the farewell interview with us, and with Mr. P***, which I have

so minutely described, and which took place on Monday, the 17th, he

did not again unclose his eyes or speak. Once, afterwards, that night,

as I sat by him holding his hand, and moistening his mouth with wine

and water, and watching his very regular, but gradually diminishing

breathing, he whispered, " The door is open." I thought he might feel

oppressed, (though there were not, at the time, more than two other per

sons besides myself in the room, which was large, airy, and cool,) and

threw open the door to admit the air. But I think it highly probable

that, at that moment, he had a glimpse of the heaven on which he was

about to enter—the thought struck me at the time, that then he stood

• " Where Mosca stood,

And viewed the landscape o'er;

Not Jordan's stream, nor death's cold flood,

Could fright him from the shore."

All night we watched, expecting every breath to be the last; and yet,

although his hands were cold and clammy, and his pulse almost and

sometimes quite imperceptible; yet the hot bricks seemed to keep his

feet warm to the last, and his breathing was as tranquil as that of a

sleeping child.

There was a favourite bird of dear mother's in his room, (a young

mocking-bird,) which she had brought with her from Baltimore. И •*»

you know, the habit of this bird to cease singing all winter; and it is
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only when the bright spring suns disperse the clouds and glooms of

•winter, that he begins once more to attune his voice. Monday was a

dark, rainy day, and the corner of the chamber in which the bird's cage

hung, was also dark. No sooner had Mr. P*** concluded his solemn

prayer, than we were all surprised to hear a strain of sweetest melody

warbled by this little bird; and this continued, at intervals, for the

space of an hour. It did, indeed, sound like the music of heaven, in

answer to our prayer; and was as soothing, as it was novel and unex

pected.

It was not until eleven o'clock, Tuesday morning, the 18th inst., that

the last breath was drawn. We all stood around him, and I held his

left hand between both of my own. So faint and so interrupted was his

breathing for the last five minutes, that it was difficult to know when

it did actually cease. Once I held my breath, thinking it was all over}

but, after a short interval, there came one more feeble, flickering re

spiration, and then there was rest until the resurrection

morn. At that instant, the sun, which had been all the morning veiled

in clouds, burst into the room with full meridian splendour; and the

same little bird, which had been, since the thrilling music of the pre

ceding day, hanging silent and unobserved in his cage, struck up a re

quiem note, so subdued and so sweet, that it might well nigh be mis

taken for the rustling of an angel's wing.

My poor dear mother threw herself into our arms, and exclaimed,

" The seal of happiness to him, but of misery to us!"

Sunday Morning, 23d February.

In my father's little memorandum book are copied these two verses

—the first in his own hand-writing, and the last in that of dear Ellen's,

•who wrote it, at his request, last summer, at the White-Sulphur Springs

of Virginia, where he was lying sick on his bed:

Firtt terse : " Set a watcb, О Lord, before my mouth ; keep the door of my lips."—

Psalm cxli. v. 3.

Second verte : Follow peace with all men and holiness ; without which no man shall

see the Lord."

His pocket-book also contains, instead of bank notes, many little

pieces of paper on which he had, at different periods, written extracts

from the sacred volume of precept and of promise, which he always

wore near his bosom as his treasure. And it was to him, and ever shall

be, " a treasure laid up for him in heaven, where neither moth nor rust

doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through and steal," and

this treasure may no man take from him.

It was often one of his Sabbath delights to put down on paper, the

pious emotions of his soul; and these effusions do not fall very far

short of those of his prototype, the sweet psalmist of Israel. These,

and all his other writings, as well those which have been published, as

his letters of advice to his family and friends: his descriptive letters,

(written at Niagara, Boston, the mountains of Virginia, Sec. which are

beautifully graphic and pictorial) his essays, &c. Sec. it is the purpose

of my dear mother to collect together in some enduring form, which

may, perhaps, by a general and extensive circulation, contribute to the

benefit of present and future generations, and thus, even after death, re

dound to the glory of the God, whom while on earth, it was his chief

delight to honour and serve.

And now, my dear aunt, shall we mourn for this loved one, as those

who have no hope? Shall we not rather rejoice that a spirit so lofty,
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and so pure and holy, that the breath of dishonour would have wounded

mortally; to whom the toils and cares of struggling for a subsistence

for those who were dependent on his daily exertions, were onerous, be

cause they distracted his thoughts from heaven; the measure of whose

earthly fame was full, and whose tender affections had been wrung by

the death of his beloved children, and uprooted from this earth—shall

we not rejoice that all sorrow and suffering for him is at an end, all

tears forever wiped from his eyes, and his delighted spirit, unfettered

from this earthborn coil, is revelling in the beatitude of Heaven; bath

ing in the pure stream which flows around the throne of the Lamb;

and that the mighty intellect whose grasp imperfect human science

could never satisfy, is now ranging among worlds and adamantine

spheres, communing with the sages of classic days, and with the Pa

triarchs, Apostles, and the Fathers of the Church!

It is a striking coincidence, that the day of his death, the 18th of Fe

bruary, was also that of the great Luther.

There is a moral sublimity in his life, in his death, and in the as

surance of where his spirit now is, that I pray God may sink deeply

into the hearts of all he has left behind, and may we also be ready to

join him when the summons shall come to us.

Sunday Afternoon.

We are in the midst of the confusion of preparing to leave this

city; the scene, once, of so much happiness, lately of so much anguish.

It will now ever be a consecrated spot to us; for here rest the mortal

remains of him who was our earthly idol; and those of my sister Agnes

are to be brought from the vault in Baltimore, and placed by his side.

No doubt Judge C****** has sent you all the papers containing ac

counts of the last honours paid him who was worthy of all honour.

This event has exhibited perhaps more strikingly than any thing else

could, the deep and universal attachment which he had excited. Young

and old, rich and poor, learned and illiterate, noble and humble, all, all

crowded the house with kind and anxious inquiries until the last an

swer was given, which seemed to clothe the whole city and country in

mourning. Unobtrusive as was his piety, it was yet so consistent and

so mingled with all the affairs of life, that it could not but be manifest

to all associated with him. A little anecdote illustrating this, occurs to

me at this moment, which I will repeat. When we first arrived here,

1 Hh January, and took up our lodgings, we were prevented by an acci

dent from having our private table, as had been stipulated; and we took

our meals with the family with whom we boarded—a very genteel one,

by the by; they are not in the habit of »(tying grace, which father bore

several days without comment; but after the second day, he consulted

us what was to be done about it, and, though there was a considera

ble struggle in his mind lest he should appear officious or overscru

pulous, he at length came to the conclusion, that it was his duty to bear

this cross. On entering the breakfast-room next morning, he greeted

the family with his usual winning smile, and they stood respectfully for

him to be first seated—he then spoke, and said: " Before we sit down,

I wish to ask you, master and mistress of the house, if you have any

objection to my saying grace at our meals? It has always been my

habit in my own family, and I feel as if I could not enjoy my meals

without it." Of course they gratefully acceded to it: such an example,

from one entitled to so much respect, I hope they will imitate. I see

him now vividly before me, as his manly and majestic form bent lowly
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over the table, his eloquent hand spread in supplication, while his wav

ing curls were thrown back, by the movement, from his intellectually

beautiful forehead. Such a man, in such an altitude, might well im

press every beholder with veneration and love!

When the undertaker came to perform his duty, I am told my

father's weeping servants were giving him an account of his peaceful

and glorious exit: " When the angels came down from heaven to re

ceive him," said one, " the sun shone out, and the bird began to sing."

" Yes," said another, " I have been in his service this many, many

years, and seen how he lived—the Bible and prayer were his daily food,

and never was there a kinder master than I have had; it was right he

should die the death of the righteous, and I only hope my last end may

be like his."

My mother sends you a sister's love, with the enclosed profile like

ness of my father, which, in our opinions, is infinitely better than any

which has been taken. The features are exact, even to the last of his

life, and it only wants the scintillation of genius and feeling to make

the resemblance complete—he, himself, thought it so good, that he left

each of his children one from the same plate. When his works are

completed, you, of course, my dear aunt, shall have the first copy.

We leave here, in a day or two, for Baltimore, to wind up our af

fairs there as speedy as possible, and then proceed with our uncle,

Judge C*****, (who writes us word he will meet us in Baltimore) to our

future home in Richmond.

If it will interest you, my dear aunt, I will continue to write you an

account of our family and proceedings.

This is indeed a long letter, but the interest of the subject will justify

it with you, I am sure.

Dear mother, Rosa, and Ellen, unite in warm affection for you, to

gether with,

Respectfully and affectionately,

Your young niece,

CATHARINE G. WIRT.

Mrs. ELIZA CLAYTON, Augusta, Ga.

PRAYER FOR RULERS.

In our View of Public Affairs for the last month, we briefly suggested

the importance, in the present agitated state of our country, of look

ing through all the secondary causes of our present distracted state as

a nation, to the procuring cause of all—our sins as a people, which have

brought over us the rod of the divine displeasure. We have also, not.

only of late, but frequently during the whole of our editorial course,

inculcated the duty of praying for those who have the management of

our public political affairs. On these subjects, circumstances have for

bidden us, for the present, to prepare original articles. On the latter

topic, we have found the following remarks in the Episcopal Recorder,

extracted from the American edition of Biddulph on the Liturgy; and

although written originally by a foreigner, and a member of a different

communion from ourselves, we think it may be perused by our readers

with much profit; and we accordingly recommend it to their serious

attention.

It may be safely assumed as an axiom in divinity, that he only is a
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Christian, who labours to demean himself according to the spirit of

the Gospel, and the rules which are laid down as a directory of our

conduct in the holy Scriptures. No one has even a pretence for rank

ing himself among the disciples of Christ, who is not solicitous to

know, in order that he may practise the will of God. So soon as a per

son is in any measure renewed in the spirit of his mind, so as to have

his will and affections turned to God, he begins to study his Bible, if he

has the ability of reading it; and if not, he will necessarily embrace

every opportunity of conversation with his more enlightened brethren,

and of a diligent and conscientious attendance on all the means of

grace, in order that he may furnish himself with a knowledge of its

contents: and in this pursuit he keeps in view, not only the necessity of

a more enlarged acquaintance with the way of salvation through faith

in Jesus; but also of a more comprehensive and distinct perception of

the path of duty, in which he is to walk. When Saul of Tarsus had

heartily embraced the principles of the Gospel, he immediately disco

vered an anxiety after conformity to its precepts, and therefore asked,

" Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?" A foreigner, who had been

naturalized in this country, and admitted to a full participation of its

privileges, if he were a wise and good man, would be desirous of know

ing its laws and customs, that he might conform himself to them.

And can we hesitate to denounce that man to be void of every spark of

divine life, who has no wish to know, or practise, so far as he knows it,

the whole will of God? The love of Christ has a constraining influ

ence on the human soul, and consequently on the life of every sound

professor. The mighty power thereof, when it is shed abroad in the

heart by the Holy Ghost, on every branch of the believer's deportment,

may be illustrated by the instance of some light body floating on the

surface of an impetuous stream. So soon as the path of duty is made

known, the believer, whose heart is occupied by emotions of gratitude

to his Saviour and Lord, resolves without delay to walk therein, with

out any deviation to the right hand or the left. Every one, who is de

sirous to know the whole will of God, and is thus divinely disposed to

do it, must soon discover that it is the command of the King of kings

and Lord of lords, that all, who are his subjects, should pray earnestly

and affectionately for all those, in whose hands his providence has

placed the reins of authority; and thenceforward consider himself as

under the most sacred obligation to a performance of this duty. The

exhortation of the Apostle, writing under the inspiration of the Spirit,

has on his mind all the force of an express command from God: if any

doubt before existed in his breast, it is at once removed, when he reads

the following decisive words: " I exhort that first of all supplications,

prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks be made for all men: for

kings, and for all that are in authority, that we may lead a quiet and

peaceable life in all godliness and honesty; for this is good and accept

able in the sight of God our Saviour, who will have all men to be

saved, and to come to the knowledge of the truth."* " If, (says every

genuine disciple of Christ) this be good and acceptable in the sight of

God my Saviour, I have no further inquiries to make: his will is my

law. Henceforward at every season of public worship, and frequently

in my family circle, and when in my closet I bend my knees before my

father who seeth in secret, I will endeavour in the spirit of prayer to

* 1 Tim. ii. 1, &c. It has been observed that this injunction was given, when lhat

monster Nero wore the imperial purple.
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carry my rulers and those who serve under them, to the throne of

grace. I will pray that every personal, domestic, and national blessing

may be bestowed on them. And this I will do in simplicity on this

ground, that it is my Saviour's will." The political as well as the re

ligious creed of every follower of Christ is taken from the Bible, so far

as it affords him information and direction on the subject.

If the person of whom we are speaking, be at all acquainted with

ecclesiastical history, he will naturally consider the conduct of the pri

mitive Christians, as affording a lively comment on the precepts of

scripture. He will perceive, that in those early days, more precise at

tention was paid to the rules of the Gospel, than is given them in the

present licentious age: that Christians were then more insensible to

worldly interests and maxims, and more alive to eternal things, than

the generality are at the present day; and will therefore wisely con

clude that their example is worthy of imitation. Though the positive

declarations of Scripture will prevail with him against the united opi

nion and practice of the whole world} yet where any doubt arises, he

will without any impropriety inquire, how did my elder brethren, who

lived in an age not so distant from the apostolic times, and who appear

to have been so much more under the influence of the principles of the

Gospel than their degenerate followers of the eighteenth century, act in

such a case? When this inquiry has been made with respect to the

behaviour of the disciples of Christ towards the government under

which they lived, he will find that though the emperors of Rome were

heathens, from the time of the first propagation of Christianity, until

the reign of Constantine the Great; and though they were enemies to

God, and persecutors of his Church; yet Christians looked on the ex

isting powers as ordained of God, and made it their constant practice

to offer up supplications on their behalf. Very remarkable are the

words of Tertullian, who died A.D. 216, in his Apology for the Chris

tians, addressed to the emperor Severus. " We pray (says he) for

the safety of the emperors to the eternal God, the true, the living God,

whom emperors themselves would desire to be propitious to them,

above all others who are called gods. We, looking up to heaven,

•with out-stretched hands, because they are harmless; with naked head,

because we are not ashamed; without a prompter, because we pray

from the heart, constantly pray for all emperors, that they may have a

long life, a secure empire, a safe house, strong armies, a faithful senate,

a well moralized people, a quiet state of the world, whatever Caesar

would wish for himself in his public and private capacity. I cannot

solicit these things from any other than from Him, from whom I know

I shall obtain them, because he alone can do these things, and I am he

who may expect them of him, being his servant, who worship him

alone, and lose my life for his service. Thus then let the hoofs pierce

us, while our hands are stretched out to God, let crosses suspend us,

let fire consume us, let swords pierce our breasts, let wild beasts tram

ple on us, a praying Christian is in a frame for enduring any thing.

Act in this manner, ye generous rulers; kill the soul who supplicates

God for the emperor. Were we disposed to return evil for evil, it

were easy for us to revenge the injuries we sustain. But God forbid

that his people should vindicate themselves by human fire, or be. reluc

tant to endure that, by which their sincerity is evinced. Were we dis

posed to act the part, I will not say of secret assassins, but of open ene

mies, should we want forces and numbers? Are we not dispersed

through the world? It is true we are but of yesterday, and yet we
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have filled all your places, cities, islands, castles, boroughs, counsels,

camps, courts, palaces, senate, forum. We leave you only your tem

ples. To what war should we not be ready and well prepared, even

though unequal in numbers, we who die with so much pleasure?—were

it not that our religion requires us, rather to suffer death than to inflict

it. Were we to make a general secession from your dominions, you

would be astonished at your solitude." He afterwards takes " notice

of the extreme readiness with which Christians paid the taxes to go

vernment, in opposition to the spirit of fraud and deceit, with which

so many acted in these matters. But I must not enlarge; the reader

may form an idea of the purity, integrity, heavenly-mindedness, and

passiveness under injuries, for which the first Christians were so justly

renowned."* The foregoing anecdote presents a beautiful portrait of

the spirit and conduct of the primitive Christians, while the imperial

throne was filled by heathens. Afterwards, when the kings of the

earth became professors and defenders of the faith; they were remem

bered in the prayers of the church in the most affectionate and respect

ful manner, as the ancient liturgies, which are still extant, fully evince.?

If the conduct of these persons were not only consistent with the gene

ral spirit of the Gospel, but also with the express commands of Scrip

ture, what conclusion must we draw, however reluctant, but that, if any

modern professors of the same religion act a different part, they are so

far defective in these important features of the Christian character.

The servants of God, though their primary regard be unquestionably

due to his word, yet are allowed also to have a subordinate respect to

their own real interest in the line of conduct, which they are called to

pursue. And such are the unsearchable riches of the wisdom and

goodness of God, that his law is so constructed as to promote the hap

piness and welfare of those who submit themselves to its requisitions.

It is not only "holy and just," but it is also "good." Obedience is

happiness, and disobedience misery. Gracious Father, what wisdom

and love appear in all thy revealed will: in the preceptive, as well as

the promissory part of it! " Grant unto thy people, that they may love

the thing which thou commandest, and desire that which thou dost

promise; that so, among the sundry and manifold changes of the world,

our hearts may surely there be fixed, where true joys are to be found,

through Jesus Christ our Lord."

We may illustrate the connexion that subsists between our duty and

our interest, in the point which forms the subject of the present essay.

Are our wives and our children dear to us? Do we wish to retain our

property, and to have that and our lives protected from insult and in

jury? The wish is natural; and, while we are praying for the life of

our rulers, and the prosperity of their administration, we at the same

time promote the continuance of our civil rights. The command of

God to his people, while they were captives in Babylon, shows us at

once our duty and our interest. "Seek the peace of the city, whither

I have caused you to be carried away captives, and pray unto the Lord

for it: for in the peace thereof shall ye have peace."t What motive

could exist to bind a Jew to a compliance with this injunction, which

does not lie with tenfold weight on every citizen of the United States.

Are our religious liberties valuable? Do we justly prize them above

» Milner's History of the Church, vol. i. p. 308.

» See the liturgies of 8t Cbryaoitom, St. Basil, and St. Cyril.

! Jer. zziz. 7.
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all our other possessions? Do we pray for the peace and prosperity of

our Zion? These questions must be answered with a hearty affirm

ative by every believer in Jesus. Are not our religious liberties, and

our Christian privileges, as extensive as can be desired? Is not the

prophecy of Micah experimentally fulfilled in us who are the inhabitants

of this favoured land? “They shall sit every man under his vine, and

under his fig-tree; and none shall make them afraid.” May not the

Lord address the people of these United States in the same language,

with which he appealed to his ancient Church? “O inhabitants of

America, judge I pray you between me and my vineyard. What could

have been done more to my vineyard, that I have not done in it?

Wherefore when I looked that it should bring forth grapes,” (even the

fruits of cheerful obedience and lively gratitude) “brought it forth

wild grapes,” ingratitude, discontent, and murmuring? -

That part of Christian duty, of which we are treating, does not stand

alone and unconnected, it involves in itself an obligation to various

other branches of genuine godliness. Those virtues which are im

planted in the believer's heart, and adorn his life, are mutually combi

ned, like the golden links of the chain which suspended the beautiful

breast-plate of the Jewish pontiff. They follow each the other, as the

comely train of virgins, which accompanied the Egyptian princess,

when introduced to her royal husband. The connexion is so close,

that none of them can be conscientiously regarded, whilst any of the

rest are treated with neglect. “Fear God and honour the king,” (or,

in application to the people of these United States, our rulers) are so

intimately blended, that, what the Bible hath joined together, no man

can put asunder.
—-º-

BRIEF NoTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

THE BIBLE COMPANION. Designed

for the assistance of Bible Classes, Fa

milies, and Young Students of the Scrip

tures, illustrated with Maps and En

gravings. From the last London edition.

Revised and adapted to the present times,

with an Introduction, by Stephen H.

Tyng, D. D. Rector of St. Paul's Church,

Philadelphia. Edward C. Mielke, No.

181, Market street. 1833.

This neat little 12mo volume is

introduced by a commendatory pre

face by the Rev. Dr. Tyng, of Phi

ladelphia, who says, speaking of

his revision of it—“I have found

some alterations and some addi

tions absolutely necessary.” We

will add, although our inspection

of the volume has not been gene

ral, that in the biographical

sketches of the writers of the sa

cred Scriptures, particularly those

of the New Testament, a number

of the statements which are given

as authentic historical facts, are, at

best, but apocryphal, and should

have been so represented. But

whatever may be the imperfec

tions of this publication, which,

so far as we have examined it, ap

pear to be as few and as of little

importance as might be expected

in a work so multifarious and con

densed, it must prove highly useful

to that description of Biblical stu

dents for whom it was chiefly in

tended; and as such we cordially

recommend it. To show the na

ture of the work, we insert the

table of contents—A map of Pales

tine is given; and a beautiful en

raving, exhibiting the Crucifixion,

ronts the title page.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

PART I. Chap. I. Title of the Bible—II.

Antiquity of the Bible—III. Excellency of

* Micah iv. 4.

Ch. Adv.–Vol. XII. 2 F
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the Bible—IV. Inspiration of the Bible—

V. Design of the Bible—VI. Authenticity

of the Bible—VII. Translation of the Bi

ble—VIII. State of Mind necessary to

read the Bible—IX. Rules for the profit

able reading of the Bible—X. Geography

of the Bible, particularly of the Old Tes

tament—XI. Hebrew Offices—XII. He

brew Festivals—XIII. Divisions of the

Bible—XIV. Analysis of the Books of the

Old Testament—XV. Chronological Or

der of the Books of the Old Testament—

XVI. Jewish History between the Times

of the Old and New Testament.

PART II. CHAP. I. Title of the New Tes

tament—II. Biography of the Writer« of

the New Testament—III. Analysis of the

Books of the New Testament—IV. Har

mony of the Gospels—V. Chronological

Tables of the New Testament Scriptures

—VI. The Miracles of Christ—VII. Re

corded Parables of Jetu« Christ—VIII.

Remarkable Discourses of Christ—IX.

Jewish Sects—X. Heresies among the

Apostolical Churches— XI. Fulfilled Pro

phecies of Scripture—XII. Unfulfilled

Prophecies of Scripture—XIII. Figura

tive Language of the Bible—XIV. Index

to the Symbolical Language of the Bible

—XV. Character and Influence of Chris

tianity, and its Claims upon Mankind—

XVI. Geographical Gazetteer of the

New Testament—XVII. Scripture Money,

Weights, and Measures—XVIII. Chrono

logical Index of the whole Bible—XIX.

Scripture Names.

EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY. By

Thomas Chalmers, D. D. To which are

added, Remarks on the Nature a/ Testi

mony, and on the argument derivedfrom

the commemorative rites of the Christian

Religion: by John MererотпЫе, M. D. F.

R. S. " The same Works that I do, bear

witness of me, that the Father has sent

me."—John v. 36. Philadelphia: Edward

C. Mielke, 181 Market Street. 1833.

This is another neat I2mo. vo

lume of 216 pages, printed at the

same press from which the "Com

panion of the Bible" was issued.

The design of the publication is
•well stated in the following short

"Advertisement of the American Editor.

The present edition of Dr. Chalmers'

Evidences of Christianity has been pre

pared for the ase of schools, by adding a

copious set of questions. On a subject of

each importance and interest, furnishing

loch a wide field of illustration, the intel

ligent teacher will, of course, add nume

rous explanations and questions ofhis own.

Some instiucters will entirely disregard

those furnished by the editor; but the pu

pil cannot fail to derive advantage from

having with the lesson a set of question«

which serve to direct his attention at once

to the leading and important points in the

argument.

It is hoped that this work may be found

useful as aseries of Sunday lessons for the

pupils of our common schools; or even as

a text book for the higher classes in the

Sunday-schools.

Some striking and convincing work on

the Evidences of Christianity should be

put into the hands of every young person ;

and it i> believed that Dr. Chalmers has

placed the argument on as strong ground

as any among the learned and pious advo

cates of our religion.

The remarks of Dr. Abercrombie on the

nature of testimony have been introduced

on account of their affording a very con

clusive answer to the famous sophism of

Mr. Hume, which has certainly attracted

more attention than either its weight or

plaimibility deserved.

The remarks of the same writer, on the

commemorative rites of the Christian re

ligion, have been admitted on account of

their presenting a most satisfactory histori

cal evidence, which has not hitherto been

dwelt on with that attention which ita im

portance merits."

This excellent tract of Chalmers,

which was originally written for

the New Edinburgh Encyclopedia,

and first appeared as forming the

article CHRISTIANITY, in that work,

is too well known, and too highly

esteemed, to need any commen

dation from us. We have repe-

rused the two concluding chap

ters; and hope hereafter to make

some extracts from the last, in

which he exposes in his own

masterly manner, the folly and

guilt of those who attempt to put

any other construction on the lan

guage of scripture than that of its

plain grammatical meaning. We

have also read the whole of the re

marks of Abercrombie, on " The

Nature of Testimony and the Com

memorative Rites of the Christian

Religion." They are sound and ju

dicious, and not tedious; and there

fore form a proper appendage to

the work of Chalmers. We think

the questions at the end of this little

volume will be useful both to ena

ble the student to fix the leading

ideas of the preceding tracts in his

mind, and to facilitate an examina

tion by the teacher.
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SPEAKING THE TRUTH IN LOVE.

Л Discount, delivered in the Presby

terian Church, on the evening of the

ttccnty-sctentk of October, 1833, before

the Temperance Society of the City of

Trenton and its Vicinity. By the Rev.

Symmes C. Henry. Pastor ofthe Pres

byterian Church of Cranbury, Sf. J.

Trenton : Published by D. Fenton. 1833.

This sermon is well adapted to

promote the cause which it advo

cates. It is a plain, perspicuous,

popular address, on the vastly im

portant and interesting subject of

temperance—of temperance as it

consists in a total abstinence from

ardent spirits, of every description.

We were glad to find that the au

thor confined himself to this single

point. We are persuaded that

those who do so, for the present at

least, will prove the truest friends

and most able and successful ad

vocates of the temperance cause.

Here is a subject whose limits

are perfectly definite, and within

which, total abstinence may be in-

controvertibly proved to be right,

salutary, obligatory, and highly

advantageous. For we do not con

sider the prescription of ardent

spirits, any more than the pre

scription of opium or arsenic,

when ordered by a skilful physi

cian for a medical purpose, a real

exception to the rule. A large

part of the Materia Medica is ei

ther poisonous, or highly delete

rious, when not taken in small

quantities, and judiciously pre

scribed; and we would have ar

dent spirits confined to the apo

thecary's shop, and to be there

dealt out, as other poisons are, for

medical purposes merely. But

when we go farther than this, we

certainly enter, to say the least, on

debaleable ground. Accordingly

we find, that very recently, after a

long debate in the temperance con

vention of Pennsylvania, the ques

tion, whether all fermented liquors

ought to be proscribed? was ad

journed, for consideration at a fu

ture day. The extravagance to

which some have gone on this sub

ject, is certainly calculated, in our

humble opinion, to produce a re

action, and greatly to injure the

general cause. We have actually

heard a temperance advocate, at

a public meeting, distinctly inti

mate, that the best use that could

be made of all the. apple trees of

our country was to cut them down,

and use them as fire-wood. It is

also well known, that it has been

maintained that even in the sacra

mental supper, no wine ought to

be used, into which any portion of

alcohol, however small, had been

introduced, and this merely for

the purpose of preserving the li

quor in a sound state—as if all fer

mented liquors did not, from their

very nature, contain the alcoholic

principle, and generally those the

most of this principle, which re

tain their soundness without any

extraneous addition. In like man

ner, it has been seriously consi

dered, whether some other solvent

could not be found as a substitute

for alcohol, in the preparation of

camphoreted spirits, liquid lauda

num, and other drugs of the apo

thecary's shop. These we consi

der as extremes—which always in

jure a good cause. In the mean

time, let it not be understood that

we are advocates for wine bibbing,

cider bibbing, or beer bibbing; for

we verily believe that pure water,

for persons in perfect health, is

not only the safest, but the most

wholesome and healthful drink

that can be used.

If our space would permit, we

should like to extract largely from

this excellent discourse of Mr.

Henry. We can, however, afford

room only for the following, on the

use and importance of temperance

societies.

" But, in order to give thie influença а

mor* efficient and extensive operation on

the community, it muet be gathered up

wherever it is found, and concentrated in

temperance societies, and thrown forth

from them in every direction, во ae to be

seen and felt and respected. The power

and importance of associated exertion, ш
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universally acknowledged. The day in

which we live affords abundant evidence

of tins. Every great and benevolent pro

ject that has scattered its blessings over

the land and the world has risen and been

lastained, and is carried forward and

grows more mighty by co-operation. It

cannot be doubted that the whole progress

and glory of the temperance reformation

must be attributed, under God, to the in

fluence exerted by these societies. Hun

dreds and thousands of the temperate, in

dividually weak, have become collectively

strong. By coming together they have

embodied their examples, their resolu

tions, and their efforts; emboldened the

fearful and faint-hearted ; confirmed the

wavering and strengthened the weak;

awakened attention ; produced inquiry ;

interested many of all classes and ages ;

brought the public ear to listen ; the pub

lic mind to reflect ; tbo public prejudice

to soften down ; the public conscience to

feel, and the public sentiment to give a

verdict in their favour ; and last, though

not least, they have collected and distri

buted an amount of information on this

subject most surprising and spirit-stirring,

information which but for their instrumen

tality would never have been obtained :

and thus a thousand facts have been

brought to light, and a thousand energies

have been put in motion in behalf of this

glorious cause, which no insulated human

industry, no plan of unassociated action

could have ever reached. I am free to

admit, that previous to the formation of

these societies, there were many who saw

and deplored the evils of intemperance,

and who attempted, and to some extent

practised on the principles of abstinence ;

nut being separated from each other,

without encouragement and without con

cert, they were not able to stem the cur

rent of public opinion and practice. So

far as their example extended, it was no

doubt attended with good effects; but no

great impression was made—no head

way against the wide-spreading evil—no

diminution in the sale of liquors, and no

general amendment became visible on the

face of society."

The only thing in this discourse

to which we would object is, the

application of the words omnipotent

and omniscient, to the influence of

temperance societies. We are

well aware that these terms are

used in a rhetorical sense, by

some good writers. Still, we stre

nuously object to such a use, on

any occasion. Long and well-es

tablished usage, has appropriated

these terms as descriptive of two

of the attributes of God; and, to

our ears at least, they seem to sa

vour of profaneness, when employ

ed for any other purpose.

AN ADDRESS to the Congregational

Churches in Connecticut, on the present

state of their Religious Concerns. By an

Observer. Hartford: Printed by Peter

B. Gleason and Co. 1833.

An 8vo. pamphlet of 58 pages,

under the foregoing title, has been

very recently sent us by a friend in

Connecticut; and for which he has

our cordial thanks. It lays open

the sources of the errors which dis

turb the Congregational churches

of New England; and they are

the very same which distract the

Presbyterian church under the su

pervision of the General Assembly.

The pamphlet, which is ably but

temperately written, is anonymous;

and we are not able even to fix a

conjecture on any individual as its

author. He however is decidedly

of the opinion, that the Orthodox

Congregational churches of Con

necticut ought to separate from

the communion of those who have

adopted the New Divinity and the

New Measures, which are descri

bed in the extended extract that

we insert from this interesting

pamphlet—a pamphlet which we

earnestly wish might be read

throughout, and deeply meditated

upon, by every member of the Ge

neral Assembly of the Presbyte

rian church, whose Sessions are to

commence on the 15th of the pre

sent month.

In selecting our extract, we have

been influenced by a question ear

nestly addressed to us, on the very

day on which we write—" What is

the New Divinity that we hear of

so frequently? Pray can you tell us

what it is?" To all who are dispo

sed to make the same inquiries we

say—Read this article, and you will

get the information you seek. In

the Presbyterian church, New Di

vinity and New Measures are the

same that are here described—not
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a whit better, if not something

worse.

HEW DIVINITY, AND NEW MEASURES.

After all that has transpired within a few

Tear« past, in this State, it were mere af

fectation to pretend, that there is not a dis

tressing division, both in regard to doc

trines and measures, among our ministers

and churches. It can no longer be con

cealed, and if it could, the attempt would

be worse than useless, that a system of

doctrines and a course of practice have

been within a few years past, introduced

into our Theological Seminary, our Col

lege, and some of our churches, which

were unknown to our pilgrim fathers, and

which are extremely adverse to the habits

ofoar denomination for the last fifty years.

That such is the lamentable fact, is, I pre

sume, now too generally known to need

any proof. And though the claim of these

doctrines and measures to novelty in a

general view, is inadmissible, yet I shall

call them, as they have been frequently

called by their advocates, " neta doctrines,"

and " new measures." I might call them

Armmian or Pelagian, and fanatical,

without any violence to my own convic

tions, or those of many others. But the

terror or prejudice of a name is not a wea

pon which 1 have any occasion or inclina

tion to wield. To designate this new

scheme by any personal epithets seems

hardly fair. For though ¡it early made it«

appearance in this State, and in our theo

logical school, y et it seems to have been а

kind of simultaneous effusion in all parts

of the country, and spread through the

combustible materials, prepared for it, with

the rapidity of lightning, and with the

smoke and explosion of " spark on nitrous

grain." It is therefore difficult now to tell

of what person or place this divinity, and

these measures are the offspring. Suffice

it then to call them, as their friends appear

to concur in calling them, NEW DIVINITY,

and NEW MEASURES. The first question

then which occurs here, is, what is the new

divinity ; what are the new measures ?

This question, till quite recently, has been

a very difficult one to answer. It has been

much more easy to tell what they are not,

than what they really are. Either the

projectors of this new scheme designed to

keep their sentiments in concealment, or

they have not been capable of being intel

ligible ; fur the fact is, all in respect to this

scheme has been obscurity and confusion.

The difficulty has been, not to refute doc

trine* and argumente, but to learn what

they are. This difficulty however seems

now to be in some measnre removed. A

spirit of more frankness and directness

seems to have been imbibed, and certain

recent events, which I shall have occasion

to notice in the lequel, have removed the

injunctions which have rested on the sub

ject, and we can now see the system in

some of its distinct features.

I design then, in a few succeeding re

marks, to take up the inquiry—what is the

пего divinity, and what are the new mea

sures, and endeavour to throw some light

upon it. But I have first a word or two to

say. It will be remembered, that the plea

of those suspected of departing from the

faith of their fathers, has all along been—

no difference but in terms. And it is well

known that those who have suspected

more difference than this, have been stig

matized as jealous or malicious. The man

ner in which these speculations have been

stated, has been hypothetical and ambi

guous. And when any specific charge has

been preferred, the advocates of new doc

trines have uniformly made a movement

to the rear, by saying, we are misunder

stood and misrepresented. The language

of these innovations, has uniformly been

that of doubt and scepticism, rather than

that of manly statement. "I do not know;"

" How do you know," and " /( may be that

no one can prove," &c., are the phrases,

which, like a magic wand, have made

truth and error appear alike. You all re

member the entire creed which came forth

some eighteen months since, with a huge

appendix of note and comment, an anomaly

in the history of creeds. And you remem

ber the patriarchial solicitude which was

manifested on the occasion, to draw out

and set before you, a/яг'г, honourable, and

honest statement of the new doctrines, to

prove to your satisfaction, that they are in

no wise different from established ortho

doxy. This was the plea, and the only

plea, a year and a half since. But now

this plea has become stale, and its efficacy

is exhausted. Now we hear from some of

the subaltern writers and printers of the

new divinity, that the difference exists in

one point only, and thai point respects the

moral character of infants. It seems now

to be admitted that in this point, there is a

difference, though a very small, unimpor

tant difference, as we are told. And this

small difference respects the moral state

and character in which man commences

his existence. But how comes it to pass

that this concession is now made ?—I have

an explanation to offer ; you will judge for

yourselves of its correctness. Professor

Stuart, in bis Commentary on the Ro

mans, with a boldness and recklessness,

which unhappily often characterize bibli

cal critics, has, by a dash of assertion,

swept away the testimony of Paul to the

native depravity of infante. Professor Stu

art has the reputation of learning, and the

advocates of new divinity seem to be

greatly encouraged, by gathering together

under the wing of the learned Professor.

They have plucked new courage, and have
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dared it length to own one sentiment, as

their legitimate offspring. This circum

stance is certainly important, aa it fixes a

rule ofexegesis, by which the declarations

of new divinity are to be interpreted. And

that is, that all those pointe, about which

doubt has been expressed, will be openly

avowed as subjects of full belief, as soon as

the advocates of new doctrines are embol

dened to do it, by finding the shield of some

great name. And if Professor Stuart pro

ceeds, in his adventurous criticism, to

carry out his principles to their conse

quences, we shall be in the way to have a

complete creed, without note or comment

very speedily. If this has been done in one

instance, why will it not probably be done

in others? Men who have waxed so valiant

ai to admit one point of difference, con

trary to their repeated asseverations, may

find their courage rise to the point of

another, and another concession, until we

have the whole scheme.

But the foregoing concession is not the

only development of the new doctrines

which has recently occurred. As friends

and advocates have multiplied, caution has

diminished, and from various sources we

may now gather the following summary

as comprising the essential peculiarities of

new divinity.

1. Men are born into the world without

any moral character, as free from moral

defilement or sinful propensity, as Adam

before he fell.

2. Adam was created without any moral

character, and the image of God in which

he was created, means nothing more than

a rational soul.

3. Sin consists, not in any specific oppo

sition of heart to God or the truth, but in

preference of the world. The opposition

to God is secondary, arising from a sup

posed interference of the divine will with

the inclinations of men. Consequently

depravity in man is nothing more than

misapprehension as to the character of

God and the nature of happiness.

4. Regeneration therefore consists in

the correction of this misapprehension,

and is effected in all cases, and must ne

cessarily be, by the instrumentality oftruth

presented to the mind.

5. The office work of the Holy Spirit is

to present truth to the mind, not to prepare

the heart for its reception. And the greater

efficacy of the operations of the Spirit, than

those of men, is owing to the greater clear

ness with which truth is presented.

6. In his moral government God does

the best he can. And the occurrence of

sin in the government of God is charge

able to the defectible nature ofmoral agen

cy, as something which God cannot con

trol, and, therefore, like friction in (a ma

chine, a necessary evil to which he must

submit. And the divine wisdom and good

ness are manifested in so managing this

uncontrollable evil as to produce the least

possible mischief.

These, to say nothing of others, are all

points of difference between the new divi

nity and orthodoxy, as I shall presently

show. Those therefore who assert that

the difference lies in one point only, assert

what they know, or ought to know, is false.

It is not my design to enter on a minute

examination ofthis creed, my principal ob

ject being to show wherein the new divinity

essentially consists. There are a few re

marks, however, which can hardly be

omitted, though they will probably occur

to every attentive reader.

It is supposed in this scheme that man

was created without any moral character.

He was made a rational being, and furnish

ed with powers to be a moral agent, and

there he was left by his Creator, without

any moral character or quality. His moral

character and acts, of course, must come

by the movement of his powers. But the

question is, what moves these powers, or

so moves them, as to produce moral acts'

Here is a set of powers having no moral

quality, and placed in circumstances hay

ing no moral quality. Now can any one of

Adam's race tell how such powers, thus

situated, can produce acts having moral

qualities? These powers, ifthey are not mo

ral in their first creation, I suppose must be

physical. And the inSuence to which they

are exposed, before they act, being not

moral, must be physical. Here then is а

wonder indeed, physical influence opera

ting on physical powers, produces moral

effects! Here, for example, is a water

wheel; this is a physical power, but it

will not move without some moving cause.

It is adapted to be acted upon by water, a

physical agent. You let on the water acd

the wheel moves. Now why are not those

movements moral acts, and why does not

that wheel acquire, by moving, a moral

character ? The answer is, the power ha*

no moral quality, the agent or cause has

no moral quality, therefore the effects or

acts can have no moral quality. Very well,

all correct so far. But here are certain

powers of mind, which are supposed to be

as destitute of moral quality as the water

wheel, and placed in circumstances which

are supposed to be as destitute of morel

quality as the water. And yet, these

powers, under this inSuence, are supposed

to produce moral acts, and to be the origin

of moral character. And this is called

Îhilnsophy, now divinity. Now I say, and

trust every reasonable man will justify

me in saying, all this is absolutely ridicu

lous and absurd. Here, for instance, is a

man that has power to murder bis neigh

bour, if he is disposed. But he is not dis

posed; in fact, lie bos no disposition, one

way or the other. He has power of mus

cle, and he has a will, that will choose if

any thing moves it to choose. Bat be
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haï no moral character or quality, and can

hare none until he acts. Now the ques

tion Í8, how can he act, in a moral sense,

or produce moral acts, in this situation ?

The strength of his arm, it is true, may

take away his neighbour's life, but he has

no disposition or intention concerning it.

He did not choose to do it, for he had

nothing to lead him to choose. The truth

of the case is, according to the new di

vinity, he cannot have a moral state or

character until he acts and makes one; and

it is evident to every mind, that he will

not act till he has some moral quality: so

we must dismiss the man as nothing more

than a reasoning animal, or, as to all moral

relations, a stone or a post.

The article in the new divinity which

ascribes regeneration to the instrumen

tality of truth, deserves one or two re

marks. I have already, in treating on es-

penlial truth, shown the inconsistency of

this theory. But as it comes to view now

in the form of an article, and as the office

work of the Holy Spirit is declared to be

the employment of truth as an instrument,

I cannot dismiss this vital subject without

a few moment's further attention. In-

•trnmentality may be divided into com

mon and special. Common instrumen

tality depends on some existing law of

nature, and all agency or instrumentality

of this kind, consists in making such ar

rangements as to take advantage of that

law of nature. But when these arrange

ments are properly made, the effect is uni

form and certain. Thus the power of

gravitation renders the pendulum an in

strument of dividing time, and the water

wheel the instrument of moving machine

ry. The expanaiveness of water renders

steam an instrument of raising or propel

ling heavy bodies. The law of nature,

that a harder substance, in certain forms,

will displace a softer, renders the axe an

instrument of felling the tree. But in re

spect to this kind of instrumentality, it is

essential that the effect be uniform and

certain, in proportion as the cause is

brought into a situation to operate. If

the effect does not follow, it is an indica

tion of the intervention of divine power.

If the pendulum does not move when

placed under the operation of the law of

gravity, or if the wheel does not follow

the impulse of the water, or the axe does

not enter the tree, when suitably applied,

it ia by all esteemed a miracle. For he

only, who made the laws of nature, is

competent to suspend them. Now, if the

•upposed instrumentality of truth in

changing the heart be of this kind, the

effect must always be the same. If truth

is like the axe in felling the tree, why

does not the axe always cut, or the tree

always fall ? Perhaps it will be said the

axe u sometimes doll, or ii not skilfully

used. But this does not reach the diffi

culty. I admit that, in natural or com

mon instrumentality, the effect will be va

ried in different circumstances according

to the application of the cause. But this

is only a circumstantial variation. If a

man has strength and skill to cut down

one tree, we conclude that, with the same

strength and skill, and the same instru

ment, he may cut down another, and any

tree he pleases. But this will not hold in

the instrumentality of truth. If Peter

could so present truth as to convert, by

its instrumentality, three thousand at Je

rusalem, why could he not, by the same

instrumentality, convert Simon Magus, or

hie murderers at Rome? If Paul could be

get many at Corinth and Ephesus, through

the Gospel, why could he not by the same

means, renew Felix or Agrippa? And if

the truth, properly presented, will change

the heart, why should our Saviour say, be

cause I tell you the truth, ye believe not ?

Certainly, no rational man will pretend

that truth has an instrumentality of this

kind, in changing the heart. If it has, why

is not every sinner who hears the Gospel

converted ? And if the axes of orthodoxy

are too dull, why do not the sharp and

burnished tools of the new divinity pro

duce the effect ? Why is any man uncon

verted, especially who comes in contact

with the new divinity urged home by the

new measures? And yet there are trees

so sturdy that they do not fall, though

they have been hacked and hewed for

years. Are all these cases miracles? Ig

the failure owing to the intervention of

God, or a suspension of the laws of na

ture?

Another kind of instrumentality is call

ed special, because it depends on the spe

cial appointment and intervention of God.

And this kind of instrumentality is, in all

cases, miraculous. It was the instrumen

tality of the rod of Moses, in dividing the

Red Sea, or the ram's horns, in levelling

the walls of Jericho, or the word of Joshua,

in causing the sun and moon to stand

still. But will any man contend that the

change of the heart is a miraculous ope

ration? If so, why has it not ceased with

other exertions of miraculous power I If

neither of these kinds of instrumentality

is suppnsable in the case, it will follow

that truth has no instrumentality at all in

changing the heart. And thus it is repre

sented in the Scriptures, as I havn already

shown. " He that commanded the light

to shine out of darkness, hath ahined in

our hearts," &c. What instrumentality

was employed in commanding the light ta

shine out of darkness ? And if the cases

are parallel, as an inspired Apostle repre

sents them to be, what instrumentality ia

employed in shining in the heart when the

light u put there? But is truth then of
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no use ? 1 answer, it has an instrumen

tality in enlightening the understanding

and convincing the conscience, according

to natural principles. It has also an in

strumentality in sanctifying those who are

regenerated. But farther than thin, the

Scriptures do not warrant us to go. To

represent the Holy Spirit then as a mere

secondary agent, in using the instrumen

tality of truth, in renewing the heart, a

entirely derogatory to that divine agent,

and is robbing God of the glory of Mis

most wonderful work.

But I forbear farther comment. The

point now in view is the difference be

tween new divinity and orthodoxy. ТЫ*

difference will be best seen by placing the

two systems side by side.

ORTHODOXY. HEW O1TIHITT.

" God created man after his own image, " God created man a rational being,

in knowledge, righteousness, and holi- without any moral character.''—Mannt

ness."—Jlndover Confession of Faith, Sermon.

"Adam, the federal head and represen

tative of the human race, was placed in a

state of probation, and in consequence of

hie disobedience, all his descendants are

constituted sinners, and by nature, every

man is personally depraved."—.'linlurir

Con/.

" No means whatever can change the

heart of a sinner, and make it holy—re
generation and .••.nullification are effects of

the creating and renewing agency of the

Holy Spirit. By convincing us of oursin

and misery, and enlightening our minds,

working faith in us, and renewing our

wills, the Holy Spirit makes us partakers

of the redemption purchased by Christ."—

.•linUiri.r Con/.

"It is the prerogative of God to bring

good out of evil, and he will cause the

wrath and rage of wicked men and devils

to praise him ; and all the evil which has

existed, and will forever exist in the moral

system, will eventually be made to pro

mote a most important purpose, under the

wise and perfect administration of that

ALMIGHTY BEING, who will cause all

things to work for his own glory, and thus

fulfil all his pleasure."—Jlndover Con/.

" Men are born destitute of moral cha

racter, and become sinners by their own

act."—Slaart on Romans— Taylor's Cited.

" Regeneration is produced by the in

fluence of the Holy Spirit, operating on

the mind through the truth."— Taylor'*

Creed.

" I do not believe that sin can be proved

to be the necessary means of the greateat

good, and that as such, God prefers it to

Holiness in its stead. But I do believe

that holiness, as the means of good, may

be better than sin; and that it may be

true, all things considered, that God pre

fers holiness to sin in all instances in

which the latter takes place."— Taylor's

Comment on his Creed.

See also Fitch on Permission of Sin, in

Chr. Spec.—(See Jfott.)

From the above specimen, every one

can judge for himself whether there is no

difference between orthodoxy and new di

vinity, or whether that difference is con

fined to one point. And who will say, in

this view of the subject, that the differ

ence is not essential ? If these points, in

which the difference lies, are not essential

truths in the Gospel system, then I ask,

what is? Which of these points can be

omitted, and the omission not have a de-

• molishing influence on the whole system ?

The truth is, and it is now so far disclosed

as no longer to escape general notice,

there is a radical difference in these two

schemes,—a difference which will array

them in opposition to each other. One

of these systems can succeed only by the

subversion of the other. And whoever

questions this consequence, muet be igno

rant or dishonest, in respect to this sub

ject. This is a consequence which is per

fectly well understood by the advocates of

now divinity in secret conclave, and they

have mutual gratulation in every instance,

in which they suppose that new divinity

obtains a triumph over orthodoxy. They

confidently anticipate the day when or

thodoxy will be driven from the land, and

new divinity left without a rival. And

yet some of their adherents will say,

there is no difference, except in one small

point.

But we must hot forget the now mea

sures; these are the legitimate fruit of

new doctrines. And though, like the ele

ments of a hail storm, they originated in

different regions, yet their affinity soon
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produced a mutual attraction, and the/

came together, one furnishing the matter,

and the other pouring it out. But the

question is, what are new measures ? To

this I answer. To exhort sinners to im

mediate repentance, or to hold them to

their obligation, Í3 not a new measure.

This has been the practice in the ortho

dox churches, long before new doctrines

or new measures were heard of. To re

present then, that sinners have been, by

ministers of our denomination, till lately,

told to wait God's time, and that they

would bo excusable in so doing, is a slan

derous report. Sinners havo always been

told, since I can remember any thing

about the matter, that God required them

immediately to repent, and that such is

their indispensable duty. But they have

also been told, as the Scriptures and facts

teach, that they will not come to Christ

that they may have life. And if left to

themselves, they never will come. So

that through their own perverseness and

fault they are entirely dependent on sove

reign grace for salvation. And is not this

true ?

But new measures, so far as I under

stand them, consist chiefly in the follow

ing things, viz.

1. In exhorting sinners to resolve to be

Christians, or to promise that they will

make religion their great concern ; and

in representing such a promise or resolve

M equivalent to the duty. Therefore, the

great object of new measures appears to

be to mike people believe they are con

verted, rather than to secure their real

conversion.

2. New measures imply, that a person's

declaration in his own case, hastily ex

pressed, is to be admitted by himself and

others, as decisive evidence of his state.

Consequently a leading object of new

measures, seems to lead people to proclaim

their conversion, either by direct declara

tion, or by taking certain seats, or posi

tions, or by certain signs previously con

certed ; and especially to lead them hasti

ly to proclaim this opinion, by hurrying

themselves, in great multitudes, into the

churches.

3. New measures imply, that every ex

citement which assumes the name of a re

vival, or any of its aspects, is to be re

garded as really such. Hence those ad

dicted to new measures are generally in

discriminate in their annunciations and

praises of all movements, that put on the

appearance of revivals. And hence they

are censorious and uncharitable towards

those who make distinctions between ge

nuine and spurious excitement, stigmatiz

ing them as enemies to revivals, as cold

and formal, or dead.

4. Another feature of new measures is,

to use up the excitable materials of the

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII.

human system, without discretion or mer

cy. The process is entirely on the sti

mulating principle. And no calculation

or provision is made for the unavoidable

decline of excited feeling and heated pas

sion. The whole object of these mea

sures seems to be, to drive the elements

of the animal system into entire commo

tion. And if four days are not sufficient,

ten, or twenty, or thirty days must be oc

cupied.

5. A certain consequence of new mea

sures, therefore, is, to blunt and efface

moral sensibility, and to prostrate all ge

nuine moral feeling, by the substitution

and excitement of animal passion, and

thus, in the result, to induce a stupor,

which often ends in scepticism or infide

lity. These measures also corrupt and

distract the churches, by lumbering them

with unmanageable numbers and unwor

thy members, and by unhinging all order

and regularity of proceeding. This effect

is already sufficiently evident from the

state of our churches in the land, which

have in the greatest degree fallen under

the influence of these measures. Look at

those churches where these measures have

been rife and popular, urged on by revival

men of the new stamp; and what is their

present state—what their future pros

pects? We shall, perhaps, be better able

to answer this question in the sequel, as I

design to lay before you some testimony

from these very churches. But, for the

truth of these views of new measures, I

appeal to every person who has had oppor

tunity to observe, and to the transac

tions of many a protracted meeting in our

land.

To the churches, therefore, of the Con

gregational connexion, is the appeal made

—are these things to be admitted and ap

probated by us.? Will you receive these

doctrines, or countenance these measures ?

Why will you do it? Have not our churches

been eminently prosperous, united, and

happy, under the influence of orthodoxy?

Havo they not been blessed of God, and

enjoyed his smiles almost beyond all ex

ample ? And has not the harmony and

fellowship of our churches been uninter

rupted since they came under the influ

ence of the doctrines taught by Edwards

and Bellamy? Have not the fruits of

righteousness been increasing ? Have

not charitable institutions sprung up and

flourished under the auspices of our faith ?

What do we expect more ? What benefit

are we to hope for from a change of our

ground ? And instead ofany rational pros

pect of benefit, are we not putting our

dearest interests in jeopardy ? Are we

not running into unknown and danger

ous seas, without chart or pilot ? Is not

our advance in moral improvement already

checked ? Is not the Holy Spirit grieved,

2G
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and revivait, are they not becoming rare ?

la not the hum of preparation for contro

versy already heard in our camp. Is not

our College losing its hold on Christian

sympathy and confidence ? and our candi

dates for the ministry that are now pre

Ht'trrars anï Philosophical ïiitrUiflcurr, etc.

We congratulate the literary and scien

tific world on the safe arrival of Lieut.

Burnes of the East India Service, from

bis perilous travels over the hitherto un

explored regions which lie northward be

tween the Indus and Oxus rivers. The

latter river embraces in the range of its

onco famous valleys, and now wide wil

derness, a tract which Tartarian annals

have filled with remembrances of deepest

interest. Mr. Burnes was sent on the ex

pedition by our government, about three

years ago, for the purpose of visiting the

different native tribes, (a service of no

small danger,) and bringing back accounts

of their present manners, customs, mutual

relations, &c. This he has accomplished

with a persevering intrepidity, and a pa

tience of research, worthy of his country

and of his errand. Besides the main ob

jects of civilization, and probably future

commercial views, we anticipate, when

the work is published, to have lights for

the historian; in which we may find cor

roborating proofs of the accuracy of Mr.

Rankin's learned deductions concerning

the ancient people of that country, which

be has set forth so ingeniously and ably in

his splendid work on the " History of the

Mongols and Tartars." We may say, with

a warrantable pride, that our travellers

form some of the brightest rays in the

glory of England.—English Paper.

In our last paper we published a receipt

for the Rheumatism, which was simply

this:—"Take a strip of gum elastic, and tie

it round the joints affected." This would

not endanger life, and was well worthy

the experiment. So we say. It was tried

upon a gentleman of this place, who had

resorted to almost every other remedy, and

to his surprise, had the desired effect. In

fact he was so much reduced by this dis

ease as to lose the use of his limbs, and in

making the experiment, he has not only

been relieved of the pain and weakness so

incident to its nature, but is finally gain

ing and enjoying nearly the wonted

strength of his system.—We recommend

the remedy.—Lebanon Gazette.

The origin of the Indians has always

been a vexed question. The Encyclope

dia Americana says, "The only hypothe

sis on this subject, founded on any better

evidence than conjecture, is, that America

was peopled by the way of Bearing's Strait.

senting themselves—but I forbear. Bre

thren, you have new doctrines and new

measures before you; with you it remains

to say whether you will bid them God

speed.

It is certain that an easy communication

has existed between the two continents at

this point for several centuries."

Dr. Coatee, however, successfully show

ed that that supposition was not the most

rational one. That a continent, eight

thousand miles in length, (one-third of the

circumference of the globe,) embracing

tribes of such different habits, language,

religion and appearance, should all be de

rived from the most distant and inacces

sible extremity is scarcely possible. The

fact of the great diversity, in many re

spects, that exists among the Indians

themselves, has not been sufficiently ad

verted to in this inquiry; and the learned

Doctor was thence induced to believe that

their origin was derived from various

sources; and whilst he freely admitted that

the Esquimaux or Northern Indians were

probably derived from the Mongol or Tar

tar race, that the other tribes were proba

bly descended from the Malays, a very

active and enterprising people, and from

the New Zealand, Sandwich, and other

Islands of the Pacific Ocean, from whence

the continent of America was easily ac

cessible during the prevalence of the trade-

winds.

Since the syllabic alphabet was formed

for their language, many of the Cherokee»,

adults, have learnt to read by their own

efforts, without any teacher but them

selves, and with no other impulse to the

undertaking, but such as originated in

their own minds.

Children with an English father and

Cherokee mother in almost every case

learn to speak the language of the first be

fore that of the last, which seems to prove

that the English language is more easily

learnt than the Cherokee. Several of the

children in the school at New Echóla, ride

five miles and back daily to attend it.

Several Cherokees who have had long

and extensive acquaintance with their na

tion, say that they have never known two

Cherokees quarrel unless they were intox

icated.

LATE EARTHQUAKE is INDIA.—The re

cent convulsion of nature in our East In

dia territory, says a late London paper, has

been productive of considerable injury to

property of every description, coming, aa

it did in some quarters, in the train of ex

tensive and ruinous inundations.
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EASTON, Pa. April 18, 1834. head of the reptile must have been ail-

Kemar/iiilile Circumstance.—On Satur- vanced high up in the throat of the bird.

day last Mr. William Leidy of this place, as the whole head and part of the neck,

shot a robin which he took home to pro- were severed with the head of the bird.

pare for cooking. Upon cutting off the Strange as this occurrence may eeem, it is

head he discovered that he had also taken nevertheless true. At least half a dozen

off the head of a snake, which was con- witnesses are ready to testify to the cir-

tained within the body of the bird. He cumatances as wo have related them, ai

then drew out the body of the snake from occurring at the time the head was cut off,

the maw and intestines of the robin, and and we ourselves were an eye witness of

it proved to be a light green snake, of a the fact of the head of the snake sticking

kind entirely unknown in this part of the in the severed throat of the bird, and ofthe

country, 14J inches long, and about one- process of drawing out the remainder of

third or one-halfan inch thick. The robin the snake which was most unequivocally

was sitting when shot, upon a tree, and and undoubtedly alive when we saw it

apparently in full life and health. The drawn out.

lieUsions J-ntrlh'acHcr.

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Of the Presbyterian Church in the United States, will, with the leave of

Divine Providence, meet in Philadelphia on Thursday, the 15th of the

present month, at 1 1 o'clock A. M., in the Seventh Presbyterian Church,

and be opened with a sermon by the Rev. Dr. William A. M'Dow-

ell, the Moderator of the last year. We hope there has been, and

will be, much and fervent prayer, that the God of all grace and wisdom

may shed down upon this Assembly the copious influences of his

Holy Spirit, that the deliberations and decisions which shall take

place, may be such as he will approve, and richly bless, for the promo

tion of the purity, peace and prosperity of our beloved church.

" The Foreign Missionary Chronicle" for April, furnishes us with the

following articles. This little unpretending pamphlet has already be

come very interesting from the communications of the missionaries of

the W. F. M. S., and as these communications become more numerous,

its interest and importance will greatly increase. It ought to receive

the patronage of the whole Presbyterian church. But as yet, this pa

tronage is, we believe, very limited—Till it is enlarged, we shall take

from it extracts for our work, as extensive as our space will permitj

that our readers may not remain destitute of information, in which, both

as Christians and Presbyterians, they ought to feel and cherish a special

interest.

The following official letter of Messrs. Lowrie and Reed, contains their reasons in

favour of the position which they have selected for the mission.

Calcutta, JVor. 1, 1833.

Dear Brother Swift :

You will learn some of the particulars concerning our voyage and our arrival from

other letters which we send. It is not necessary to refer to them now, unless to remind

ui, that goodness and mercy have still followed us ; and that we have been brought

under new obligations by the care and goodness of Providence, to devote our lives en

tirely to the service of God.

One of the first objects requiring attention, after our arrival, was to select л field of

future'laliour. In making our selection, we have tried to secure divine direction, and

have sought information and advice from all who were able to aid us in these matters.

Oar chief immediate difficulty has been to decide where, out of so many places; for tlm
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whole land, almost, is before us, and millions are accessible in every direction. We

feel grateful, that the path appears to be marked out so plainly, and that it leads us to

the section of country contemplated before we left the United Slates.

In riew of the best light we can obtain, we feel clear in deciding on Umbala, Loo-

diana, or some other place in the Punjab, or territory between the Jumna and Sutledge

rivers, as the place of our future labour, if the Lord please.

This territory is under the protection of the British government, though the chiefs

enjoy a kind of independent authority. The people north of the Sutledge, in the terri

tory of Lahore, are under the influence of Runjeet Singh, long the most formidable

enemy of the British, but in friendship at present. They are all one people on both

sides of the Sulledge, called Seiks or Sikhs; speaking the same language, the Punja-

bee ; having the same religion and the same customs ; so that we may hope our influ

ence will not be confined to I hi-, side ofthat river. Their number is between one and

two millions, among whom no efforts have yet been made to introduce the gospel ; while

they are described as more free from prejudice, from the influence of Brahmins, and

from caste, than any other people in India. Indeed, the Seik religion is quite distinct,

the founder of the sect having rejected many of the doctrines and practices both of the

Hindoo and Mohammedan systems, and having endeavoured to form a more perfect

system out of them. We are informed that they are in a good degree teachable, and

that there is, at present, among their chiefs and better classes, a great desire to be

come acquainted with English, in consequence ofa recent order of the English autho

rities of this country abolishing Persian, and substituting English, a» the Court lan

guage. This desire, it is believed, may be turned to good account, and become a pass

port to other kinds of instruction, and more direct efforts for their good.

This region of country is connected, by commercial business, with Afghanistan,

Cashmere, and Tibet, in all of which countries, no efforts whatever have been made to

fulfil our Saviour's last commandment.

As to hi-iilih, this region is described to us in very favourable terms. Its vicinity to

the Himmaleh mountains, and its being so far north, (none of the places named being

in less than 30° N. lat.,) make thu information we have received very probable. In

deed, Simlah, one of the principal sanitary refuges, is not very distant from Umbala;

10 that if health should become impaired, it would be quite convenient as a place of re-

»ort, and perhaps render it unnecessary to return to our own country.

The communication, for some time, must bo tia Calcutta ; though it is said that

measures are now in progress to open the navigation of the Indus, and some of its

branches; extending as far up as Loodlana, at least. When these are completed, the

moat direct communication will be to Bombay. Should the steam communication from

Bombay to England be carried into ctfect, of which very confident hopes are enter

tained, the time necessary to hoar from our friends in the United States, would be

greatly shortened ; at least, the facilities would bo increased. In the mean time, let

ters or parcels can be sent to us by the Dak, (Dawk,) or post-office runner establish

ment; requiring not inure than twelve or fifteen days from Calcutta for loiters. The

mails hero are carried by men ; one fellow running ten miles with the mail-bag, and

then another proceeding a like distance ; thus running about one-hundred miles in

the twenty-four hours. Large parcels could be sent by Bangby, (a slower kind of

Dak,) or by occasional boats up the rivers.

At this time of the year, which is much the cnost pleasant, it will require four or five

months for us to mnko the journey, the winds being against us. Much less time is

necessary when the winds are favourable.

It is supposed, that the txpcnse will be se moderate in that region as in any other

part of India, after we arc established ; while the productions of the country are more

of the kinds we have been accustomed to, than those of iho southern province.

For these reasons, we have preferred this section of country as our field of labour,

and we are glad to know that our decision meets the views of all the brethren here.

Rev. Mr. Duff, of the Scotch Kirk in this city, had occasion to make inquiries in refer

ence to the expenditure, by the established Church in Scotland, of a large sum of

money for the moral and religious benefit of this very region. He came to the conclu

sion, that it was the roost promising, unoccupied field of labour in India. It is much

to be regretted, that the failure of the house in which the money had been invested,

frustrated the scheme. One of the gentlemen, who has strongly recommended it, and

has given us much information, is Mr. Travclyah, one of the secretaries of the gover

nor-general. We have sent a memorial to the governor-general, soliciting permission

to proceed, after stating our object, and our hopes that others would follow us, thus se

curing encouragement for the future, if his answer should be favourable. We have

not yet received a reply ; but no difficulty is anticipated. The present governor-gene

ral, Lord Bentinck, is very liberal in his views, and a great friend to the native popu

lation.
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Missions in this country are more expensive than many suppose. The general plan

is to give the missionaries a regular salary—either paying the expense of house furni

ture, or making the salary so large as to cover that expenditure. The Wesleyan mis

sionaries receive £300, and house and travelling expenses, &e. Many others receive

that sum without the house. The American brethren in Ceylon, who live as economi

cally я» any others, and are at as little expense, as they have not as much* intercourse

with Europeans, receive £150 per annum. At first a house and an allowance of furni

ture are given ; but no subsequent allowance is made for these objecta. We under

stand their expenses for travelling on the business of the mission are also allowed. In

regard to this subject, it is our wish to be as economical as possible ; but, from all we

have heard, we will perhaps find it best to wait some time before any permanent ar

rangements are made. Much depends on the particular circumstances of each mission

station; and the expense is always greater at first than after experience has been ac

quired. We have deemed it best to purchase, in this cily, the greater part of the fur

niture and "things" needed in a family; as they can be had much cheaper than " up

the country;" and we propose that each of us be charged with the amount we may in

dividually expend. There will be considerable expense attending the journey; when

we arrive, we shall probably find it necessary immediately to build a Bungalow, as

none are to be rented where there are but few Europeans, and this will involve a far

ther expenditure of a consideiable sum, perhaps §500, at the lowest calculation.

* »>« к « * * « * * » *

We have not quite decided in regard to the time of commencing the journey. In

the present state of Mrs. L.'s health, it is impossible for one of us to leave until some

change takes place. And whether it would be expedient for brother and sister Reed

to go on at once, or for us all to remain perhaps several months, does not yet appear

entirely plain. « •••«•* .,

In regard to our operations, the first thing will be to learn the language. We may

also commence an English school immediately, with a view of ultimately forming an

establishment, similar in many respecte to the seminary at Batticotla, in Ceylon, which

is very generally approved. There is a Punjabee grammar, and a translation of the

New Testament ; but perhaps few other books to aid us in acquiring the language.

If we form a high-school among them, as from information received will most probably

appear expedient, we shall need apparatus, of instruments, maps, globes, &c. Per

haps we may obtain the confidence of the chiefs, so that they will assist us in procur

ing suitable books and instruments. Indeed, we are led to expect some of them will

place under our care, youths for instruction, at their own expense. Concerning these

points, we can write more definitely hereafter. If we walk according to the light we

have, we shall receive more when the Lord sees that we have need of it.

And now, dear brother, you will bless the Lord with us, that he has made our path

so plain, and that he appears to be directing us to so important a section of the coun

try. May we have grace given to improve the opportunities of usefulness which Pro

vidence may open before us ! We feel that we greatly need the prayers cf the Lord's

people, or rather, that we greatly need that guidance, wisdom, and help, which God is

usually pleased lo bestow in answer to prayer.

We wish also that there were many others to aid us. This field does seem to be

тегу white unto the harvest ; and though the missionaries have not yet been permitted

to see many conversions from heathenism, they are not discouraged. The brethren

whom we have seen, extend to us a cordial welcome, and expresa strong hopes that we

may be followed by many others. A gentleman, high in political life, hopes that " In

dia may have her share in the noblo army of American missionaries." We are fully

of the opinion, that if you can send out one hundred missionaries, there is as much

work ал they all can accomplish, and far more which must be done very soon, or mil

lions will die without hearing that there is a Saviour.

If you can find any judicious, pious physician, willing to come, do not hesitate a mo

ment to send him. He might commence theological reading, with a view to becoming

a minister, and his medical knowledge would very greatly promote his usefulness. We

do not doubt that such a man might do far more for the cause of the Saviour in this

land, than in the United States.

At present, we think of nothing else of special interest to communicate, and hope

to write again by the Star, expected to sail in a few weeks. Desiring our affectionate

and moit respectful remembrance to the several members of the Exeautive Committee

and other missionary friends, and assuring you, dear brother, of our very sincere Chris

tian lore,

We remain yours in the cause of the Saviour,

JOBS C. LOWRIE,

WIJ.T.IAM REED.

RIT. E. P. SWIFT, Cor. Secretary of the Weitern Foreign Missionary Society.
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LETTER OF MRS. REED TO MR. AND MRS. NEWCOMB.

We have been favoured with the perusal of a letter from Mre. Reed, wife of the

Rev. William Reed, of the mission to Northern India, addressed to Mr. Hervey New-

comb and wife, of Allegheny Town; who have kindly permitted us to make some ex

tracts for life gratification of our readers. It was written principally on board the ship

Star, on her voyage from Madeira to Calcutta, but partly after her arrival at the latter

place; and it bears different dates from August 13, to November 3, 1833.

Skip Star, Atlantic Ocean, South Latitude 18°, August 13, 1833.

Dear Brother and Sister—I shall ever look back upon the time spent in your family

as one of the happiest periods of my life. It was connected with so many interesting

circumstances and important events, that I shall ever feel that it was of the Lord'«

doing, for which I would ever praise his holy name. From your example and pre

cepts I am reaping daily advantage, and hope to profit more and more through life;

though it is with grief I have to acknowledge, that I am slow to learn and practise

what I know. Yet, through the abounding love of God, I can testify that he baa been

gracious to me, and caused me to make some progress in my heaven-ward course,

though it was truly " by a way which I knew not." You know what seasons of de

pression I used to have when looking forward to my future life, on account of my un-

worlhiness and unfitness for the work. These seasons have continued; but since I

came on board the ship they have been much more frequent and severe. I have felt

that the eye of the Lord was upon me continually, searching my heart and trying my

motives; and sometimes I have been almost ready to despair, and fear that I have

" run without being sent ;" but, of late, I have been enabled to cast my worthless self

at the feet of my Master, and now feel willing to be any thing or nothing, to do the

most menial service, if I may but advance his cause in any respect; and I have since

been much encouraged, in reading the Bible, to find that God has, in so many in-

etances, chosen the weak things of this world to accomplish his purposes ; and also,

that it is " not by might nor by power, but by his Spirit" the work of the Lord is to be

carried on, and the world converted to God. I feel that I cannot get low enough be

fore the cross, or sufficiently love and adore that God who has so signally blessed me

with a knowledge of the plan of salvation, and is now giving me the prospect of

making that way known to the dark and benighted Hindoos. I long to have my cold

and frozen heart melted, my dormant affections kindled into a constant holy flame, and

my lips touched with the hallowed fire. I want more faith, more love to God and

never dying souls. I feel my need of being dead to the world, and of consecrating

myself entirely to the work of God. How great is the responsibility resting upon me !

How solemn and awful the account I shall have to render at the bar of God ! In view

of these things, will not my dear brother and sister, yea, all my dear friends, be im

portunate in their supplications for us? In reading the memoirs of Bishop Heber, we

find that there are many things to discourage, and many to encourage, the missionary

of the cross. But in the Lord is our hope. To him we look for direction and succès*.

He has promised to give the heathen to his Son for an inheritance ; and bis promise«

cannot fail. But how much faith, persevering effort, and untiring zeal, wiU we need!

But the Lord has assured us, he can cause " one to chase a thousand, two to put ten

thousand to flight." Then what can he not pause four of us to do.' Our hope is in

the Lord_."

Speaking of the declining health of Mrs. Lowrie, Mrs. Reed says:

" I think the Lord is gently taking down her earthly tabernacle, and preparing her

•oui for the mansion above. It is most likely, when you read these lines which 1 am

now writing, with my dear sister on her berth at my side, that she will be lying in her

cold and silent grave ; and I shall be left without one female friend to cheer and sym

pathize with me. But what will be loss to the churches, to her husband, and to me,

will be to her infinite gain. I desire to be submissive to all the dealings of the Lord

with us; but I hope her mantle will fall on some other dear sisters among you, and

they will soon be treading in her steps."

" 8. lot. 36°, E. long. 9°, Aug. 30."---After some notice of the climate, and the pro

gress of the ship on the mighty deep, Mrs. Reed mentions her beloved relatives at

home, and says, " I frequently dream and imagine myself one of your happy number ;

and no one ever appears more happy than sweet little S. May her life be precious in

the sight of the Lord, and her name engraven on his heart! I have felt very happy

to-day while meditating on bis precious promises. His declaration, " My grace is suf

ficient for thee," quiets my rising fears and causes me to hope that God will yet en

able me to glorify him among the Heathen."

" South lot. 28 , Sept. 2."—After describing the tremendous gale which commenced

on the 3d of September, and the danger« to which all on board were subjected, Mrs.
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R. sayg, " The captain pulled down hie hat over his eyes, and now and then brushed

away the falling tears. I felt solemn, and that this was the time to expérience the

comforts of religion; and they were not few nor small. While all was still ns the

grave within, I commenced singing the hymn, ' How firm a foundation,' itc., though

my voice trembled so that I could scarcely sound a note. It was like an electric shock ;

and, before we were done, every one seemed to look more cheerful and happy. I felt,

that I had great cause of thankfulness, that my hope did not fail at that trying hour. I

can truly say, I was not sensible of four. The prospect of being so soon delivered

from sin and of going home filled my heart with joy. Still, if it was the will of the

Lord, I was willing to live and suffer much more, if I might but glorify him." Speak

ing of Mrs. Lowrie, under the influence of her disease, Mrs. Reed says, " She is per

fectly resigned, and is an example of patience and loveliness, and testifies daily in her

example the excellencies of her religion."

" South, lat. 2!)', E. Ion. 82°, Oct. 1.—You see by this, that we are now within twenty-

nine minutes of the Equator, yet, even here, we do not suffer with the heat. We

have had favourable winds, and most of the time, pleasant weather, since we lefl the

southern latitudes. These mercies cause us to forget, in some measure, the terrors

through which we have passed, and feel a kind of security in our vessel, and a san

guine hope that we shall arrive in safety to our destined port."

"Bay of Bengal, JV. lat. 14°, Oct. 7.—We have been nearly becalmed for the last 24

hours. The captain says, we are just five days too late for the northwest monsoon,

and have no winde on which we can depend to take us into port. But I believe the

Lord knows what is the best time to land in this sickly country. The cool season has

hardly commenced; and if the air is as Bishop Heber describes it, like the heat from

the mouth of a furnace, I do not feel very anxious to leave our cool sea breezes. Yes

terday was a very rainy, unpleasant day without; but we had preaching in the cabin

in the morning, and at 4 o'clock, P. M., we had the sacrament of the Lord's supper.

We had several reasons for this. One was the uncertainty of Mrs. Lowrie being able

to attend church, if she should reach Calcutta; and her desire, as well as our own,

once more to celebrate it together here on earth, caused us finally to do so. Our usual

congregation attended, and manifested much solemnity; and I could not but hope it

was a blessing to them, as well as ourselves. But I am more and more convinced that,

without the Spirit of God, all the truths which have been spoken will only prove •

" savour of death unto death."

DEATH OF MRS. LOWRIE.

On the 25th of March, the ship Star, on her return from Calcutta, arrived at the port

of Philadelphia. She brought as passenger, Rev. Mirón Winslow, of the Ceylon Mis

sion. Letters, received by this arrival, communicate the mournful tidings of the de

cease of Mrs. Lowrie. No official intelligence of this painful occurrence has been re

ceived at the office of the Western Foreign Missionary Society. But we learn from a

letter of Mrs. Reed in the Presbyterian, and from other sources, that she died in No

vember last. During the day of her decease, she appeared as well as usual, and slept

sweetly in the evening. About nine o'clock, she awoke with a severe pain about her

heart. She asked to be raised up ; which was done by the kind friends standing at her

bed-side; who saw that she was dying. She retained the exercise of her reason to the

lut; but was able to speak little. All that could be understood was—" Is this dying?"

—and " O, my Saviour !" After four or five minutes she expired ; and we trust is now

•inging in heaven the praises of God and the Lamb. The letters published in the pre

sent number of the Chronicle bear ample testimony to the excellence of her Christian

character. Her undissembled piety, fervent zeal for the glory of God and the conversion

of the world, self-denial in his cause, patience under affliction, and entire resignation to

the will of heaven, even in prospect of a speedy dissolution, ought to be long remem

bered, and imitated by all the professed followers of Christ. Her bereaved friends—

especially her affectionate husband—felt deeply their loss, in circumstances in some re

spects peculiarly trying; but they appeared to bow in humble submission to the will of

God. It is hoped, that her decease will be so far from damping missionary zeal in the

churches that it will tend to kindle a holy flame, which will excite many devoted ser

vants of the Lord, to go speedily forth as labourers in the extensive field of the heathen

world.
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of ïîuWc Affairs.

European intelligence has been received to the 5th of April from Liverpool, and to

the 3d of that month from London. There had been an interval of twenty days be

tween Ihn last arrival and any that had preceded it; and yet no news or change! of

importance are announced. Indeed it IH expressly stated, that the political affaire of

England, France, Spain, Portugal, und the Continent generally, remain in the annie

state as at the last advices The only articles of any interest that we have seen, re

late to some transactions in the French Chambers. The project of a law for indem

nities has been discussed and passed. General La Fayette was not present, bul sent a

étalement of facts in favour of the claims of the United States. These claims were

under discussion in the Chambers, and not decided on, at the date of the last account«.

An indemnity to the amount of 25 millions of francs, for losses sustained by American

merchants, by the operation of the Milan and Berlin decrees, has been awarded by the

Commissioners appointed to settle the American claims; but the former Chambers

were dissolved without making any provision for payment. Appearances are now said

to be auspicious."

A law has passed the Chambers, relative to the suppression of certain associations,

or societies, supposed by the government to be dangerous to the peace of the nation—

One of the most conspicuous and offensive of these associations was The Society of the

Rights of Man. The law was passed by a large majority in the Chamber of Deputies

—24(i to 154; but it is represented as exceedingly unpopular. General La Fayette

was not in the Chamber of Deputies at its passage, but he immediately sent in a short,

but very pointed and energetic protest against it, in writing. Its details are repre

sented as oppressive and tyrannical in a high degree ; and the English paragr&phieti

do not hesitate to predict that it will produce another revolution, and overthrow the

throne of Louis Philippe.

The English Journals are principally filled with news from the United States. The

debates in Congress, the correspondence with Mr. Duane, the petitions to Congress,

together with the distresses of the country, are all spread before the English readers,

with the remarks of editors.

The Republics of Sonthern America are still in an unsettled state. In Mexico and

Colombia the Popish superstition has, in a great measure, lost its dominant influence;

but in both these States there are still civil broils, and in the latter some тегу serious

commotions. But the most noticeable occurrence which has arrested our attention

during the past month, is an awful earthquake, which took place in the south-western

part of Colombia, in January last. The following is a condensed account of this tre

mendous visitation:

The City of Pasto destroyed.—One of those fearful convulsions of nature, which

sometimes occur to make man feel his impotence, as compared with the omnipotent

power of his Creator, occurred in the mountainous districts of New Grenada, near the

western frontier, and also near tho Equator, on the 20th and 22d of January, which

has been attended with results of the most terrible fatality. The city of Paito, with a

population of from 12,000 to 15,000 inhabitants, has been almost completely destroyed,

and upwards of fifty lives lost. The city of Popayan, containing near 30,000 inhabit

ants, has also been destroyed. The entire country, for leagues around Pasto, has been

converted into a scene of complete desolation and mourning. A volcanic mountain

overhangs the city of Pasto, which is situated in latitude 1 J 13' N. long. 77° 11'—and

as the ridge of the Andes, which stretches a little to the westward, was severely af

fected, there is every reason to apprehend that the city of Quito and the republic of

Equador have experienced the effects of the same calamity.—Two letters, addressed

to the Secretary of Slate, give full and melancholy details of this appalling visitation.

From them it appears that the shock was experienced at seven o'clock in the morning

of the 20th January, when an awful motion of the earth commenced, which continued

for nearly four hours without interruption, and which on the 22d were again succeeded

by several others still more violent—which completed in one chaos of destruction what

parts of the city the former had spared.

The state of our own country is as well known to tho most of our readers is to our

selves. In another part of this Number, the duty of praying for rulers is particularly

explained and inculcated; and to what is there said we have at present nothing to add.

* Since writing as above, the information has reached us, and it appears to be au

thentic, that the Chamber of Deputies has, by a majority of 8, absolutely refused to

provide for the stipulated indemnity to our merchants, of 25 million of francs.
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THE NATURE AND EFFECTS OF REGENERATION.

2 Сов. ir. 6.—" For GOD, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath

sinned in our hearts, to give us the light of the knowledge of the glory of Goo, in

the face of Jesus Christ."

That the god of this world hath blinded the eyes of the children of

men, is a truth which Scripture and experience unite to confirm. In

sensible, by nature, of the beauty and excellence of holiness, we wander

in pursuit of the unlawful pleasures which our corrupted passions

suggest, and easily fall into the snares which the enemy of our salva

tion spreads for our destruction. Natural conscience, rendered insen

sible by repeated perversions and violations, ceases at length to do its of

fice, and the unhappy offender is left to the fatal consequences of an unre

strained indulgence of his corruptions and lusts. This, although a dark,

is not an unjust picture, of the natural state, and tendency of man. It

is, in effect, the picture which the Apostle has given, in the verses im

mediately preceding the text. And on the justness of this representa

tion, is founded the necessity of that great change which we are now

to illustrate from the inspired declaration,—" That God, who com

manded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts—

meaning the hearts of those who believe—to give us the light of the

knowledge of the glory of God, in the face of Jesus Christ."

In this declaration of the Apostle, the three following important

points, seem to be implied—

I. That the change which, in regeneration, ir, wrought by God in the

hearts of sinners, is a work of creation.

II. That the consequence of this change is, a new and impressive dis

covery of the glory of God; and

III. That this discovery is made through the medium of the charac

ter and work of Jesus Christ.

Previously to entering on the illustration of the general doctrines

laid down, it may not be improper just to take notice, that divines have

sometimes been divided, respecting the manner in which the operation

of the Spirit of God produces its effects on the heart. It is said on the

one hand, that the change is wrought by light conveyed to the under

standing, in such an irresistible manner that the approbation of the

heart of necessity follows. On the other hand, it is alleged, that

oftentimes there is no need of any further illumination of the under

standing, but only of a new temper, disposed to love the truths already

clearly and sufficiently apprehended. It does not seem a matter of

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 2 H
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much consequence, to enter far into this discussion. Whether the under

standing or the heart be first applied tu, on either supposition, the event

is the same. The mind which was before at enmity, is now changed,

and filled with love to God. Perhaps in this, as in many other disputes

which have divided the Christian church, truth lies not wholly on the

one side or the other. Probably, both the understanding is enlight

ened, and the heart, by a direct influence, renewed unto holiness, at the

same time. Absolutely to pronounce on the ways of God, is beyond

the knowledge and the duty of man. Our inquiries, therefore, on these

subjects, ought ever to be made with reverence and humility. In the

economy of grace, as well as of nature, undoubtedly there may be

various ways of producing the same effect. In the present instance, it

is probable, as has been said, that a change of heart is most frequently,

if not always, accompanied with an uncommonly clear apprehension of

divine things. But which of these is necessarily first, in the order of

nature, is perhaps a point on which it belongs not to us to pronounce.

Neither would it be a matter of great importance, could we be abso

lutely decided on this, or any such question. For on any subtlety, or

nice distinction, in regard to the mode of the divine operations, the es

sentials of religion do not depend. Are we not taught reserve on this

subject by the declaration of the Saviour himself?—''The wind bloweth

•where it listeth, and thou nearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell

whence it cometh and whither it goeth; so is every one that is born

of the Spirit." What is clearly revealed in the divine word, and what

we proposed first to illustrate from the words of the text is—That the

change which, in regeneration, is wrought by God in the hearts of sin

ners, is a work of creation. This seems evidently to be taught, by the

Apostle's comparing the power of God in the original creation of light,

with his operation in producing the light of life in the unholy heart—

" God who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined

in our hearts." As if he had said—" The same creative power, which

made light to spring out of the darkness and confusion of chaos, hath, by

a similar operation, made divine light to shine, amidst the darkness and

disorder which sin had introduced into the hearts of his people. This

sentiment, somewhat diversified in the manner of its expression, is de

livered in many other passages of Scripture. Sometimes it is repre

sented as a new birth. " Ye must be born again," said our Lord to

Nicodcmus. " If any man be in Christ," saith the Apostle, "he is a

new creature, old things are passed away, behold, all things are become

new." Sometimes, it is spoken of as a great change or transformation.

"Beholding, as in a glass, the glory of the Lord, we are changed into

the same image, from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the

Lord." "Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye

may prove, what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God."

But whatever figure, or mode of expression is used, the idea is still pre

served, that a creative power has been exerted on the soul. "Put on

the new man which, after God, is created in righteousness, and true

holiness."

Let us examine this doctrine, so clearly and explicitly taught in Holy

Scripture, by the test of facts and experience. Look abroad into the

world, and consult your own observation. You shall find a man who

was once proud and overbearing, now meek and humble; one who was

once revengeful, now forgiving; one who was once selfish, now benevo

lent; one who was once impure and sensual, now chaste and holy. In

short, you shall find every moral bias, and habit of the mind, taking a new
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and a contrary direction. Nor shall we find these persons tl-.us altered,

by philosophical reasoning on the superior pleasures of virtue, above

those of vice. Many of them, perhaps, never put the question to them

selves, whether religion and piety do, or do not, lead directly to present

happiness. Or if they have, the event has been, that so far from con

sidering; them as favourable to present enjoyment, they have rather

viewed them as the bane of every worldly pleasure, and only necessary

a* a refuge aud security against future punishment. But the Spirit of

God has laid hold on their hearts, and co-operating with conscience,

has, after many reluctant struggles, subjected them to the yoke of

Christ. I do not mean that men are regenerated against their inclina

tion. " Thy people, says the Psalmist, shall be willing in the day of thy

power." Those whose minds have been directly opposed to faith and

repentance, have, in their renovation, a disposition to these graces,

sweetly, but powerfully wrought within them. Now what is this but

creation? Darkness is turned into light; sin into holiness; hatred into

love; and pollution into purity.

In describing these striking effects of the Spirit's operation, it is not

intended to mark the uniform manner of his influence. Such examples

are adduced, only as the most visible and irresistible proofs of the

proposition to be established. In other, and perhaps in more nume

rous instances, the change from nature to grace, is much less conspi

cuous. In some, it may have been very silent, and apparently gradual.

The habits of education and instruction may have so prepared the mind,

that though there must have been some period when grace was first

implanted in the heart, yet so small has been the sensible alteration

produced, as not to be observed at all by others, and hardly known, but

by its growth, to the individual in whom it has taken place. Still, how

ever, a work of creation must have been wrought. Widely different

are the silent stream and the gentle breeze, from the roaring torrent

and the boisterous tempest; yet the agents are the same, and the bene

volent designs of the Deity are alike accomplished by all.

It will only be necessary to observe, further, on this part of the sub

ject, that in the creation contemplated, we do not mean that any addi

tion is made to the natural powers of the soul. The moral disposition,

or the heart, is the chief subject of the work of which I have been

speaking. Those affections and feelings which before were employed

and pleased only with sensual or temporal things, are now disposed to

relish and delight supremely, in those which are spiritual and divine. For

II. The consequence of the great change of which I have spoken, is

a new and impressive discovery of the glory of God. " To give us,

says the text, the light of the knowledge of the glory of God." This

is an expression so highly wrought, as not to be altered, or amplified,

without losing something either of its beauty or strength. The Apos

tle is not contented to say, simply, that the light, or the knowledge, or

the glory of God, is revealed. But it is the light of the knowledge of

the glory of God—the clearest communication of the highest species of

knowledge, even that of the glory of God, which is made to the new

born soul. The whole is likewise heightened, by the contrast which

it forms with the description of unbelievers, in a preceding verse.

There it is said, that "the god of this world hath blinded the minds of

them who believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ,

who is the image of God, should shine unto them."

A perception of the glory of God consists in a just view of the infinity,

harmony and moral beauty, of all the divine attributes. Some faint traces
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of several of the perfections of the Deity, the sinner might indeed per

ceive, and in a degree admire. The wisdom, the power, and the goodness

of the great Creator, are noble objects of contemplation, for every intel

ligent creature. But to view the Supreme Being in a partial manner, is

so far from beholding his glory, that it is rather a degradation of his ex

cellence. Is he wise? His wisdom is not confined to the formation and

government of the material creation. It extends, likewise, to the moral

perfection of his system. And here he often "taketh the wise, in their

own craftiness; and the counsel of the froward is carried headlong."

But it is in devising and executing the plan of redemption by Jesus

Christ, that the wisdom of God is most displayed, and appears the

most glorious, both to saints and angels—" To the intent, says the

apostle, that now unto the principalities and powers in heavenly places,

might be known by the church the manifold wisdom of God." Is he

powerful? Not merely in creating and upholding the visible universe,

but likewise in executing all his plans and purposes for the salvation of

his people; in defeating and punishing his enemies, and in protecting

and rewarding his own children. So that he saith to the former, " I

will break the pride of your power." "If I whet my glittering sword,

and mine hand take hold on judgment, I will render vengeance to mine

enemies, and will reward them that hate me." To the latter he saith

—" He giveth power to the faint, and to them that have no might, he

increaseth strength." "He shall send from heaven, and savethee from

the reproach of him that would swallow thee up." Is God merciful?

His mercy is not a weak and changeable pity, to contradict and destroy

his other perfections; for " his work is perfect, all his ways are judg

ment, a God of truth and without iniquity, just and right is he." Let

the unholy heart view the Creator in this light, and it will rise in re

bellion against him. But it is in this light that the renewed soul de

lights to contemplate him. The saint cannot be satisfied with a par

tial view of the divine excellence. Having found by experience that

his highest happiness consists in beholding fully and clearly the glory

of his covenant God, nothing short of its most perfect perception, which

the present state of man can admit, will satisfy his desires. Interested

too, like an affectionate child, who is convinced that his father's cha

racter will appear the more amiable, the more closely it is examined,

he dwells on every part of it with supreme delight. With these devout

and pious dispositions of heart, God is well pleased; and reveals him

self to the holy soul, in a manner in which he doth not reveal himself

unto the world.

It is true, that in the present state, " we know but in part, and see

through a glass darkly." Our imperfect natures could not endure the

full effulgence of the divine glory. But that degree of it which is here

given to man to know and to bear, is the source of the believer's high

est joy; and with humble and patient expectation, he anticipates the

happy period, when "this mortal shall put on immortality, and we shall

know even as we are known."

When it was said that the believer delights not in contemplating a

partial Deity, I did not mean to intimate that there are not some of the

divine perfections, in which he may feel himself peculiarly interested.

To the mercy by which he is saved, and from which he derives his

daily comforts and his eternal hopes, he may look with uncommon

pleasure. But he never excludes one of the perfections of God, by an

unreasonable extension of another. He adores the justice that punishes

the obstinate sinner, as well as the mercy that pardons the returning
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penitent. He considers all the divine attributes as perfectly consistent

and harmonious, and, in the highest degree, worthy of his admiration

and praise—He sees that in the plan of redeeming love, " mercy and

truth are met together, righteousness and peace have kissed each

other." The believer is enabled to take this just and delightful survey

of the attributes of God, because—

III. He views them through the medium of the character and work

of Jesus Christ.

The character of our great Redeemer is, as it were, the mirror which

exhibits to the eye of faith the glory of God, in its greatest lustre. It

was long an object of anxious inquiry among the most enlightened of the

heathen world, how God could be just, and yet the justifier of sinners,

even when repentant. Perfectly holy and righteous himself, no expec

tation of a return of indulgence could induce him to bestow pardon on

the guilty; and how the moral government of the universe could be

sustained, if every offender did not receive the punishment due to his

transgressions, was a question of difficult solution. But by the death

of Christ, this dark, important problem, was solved at once. The jus

tice of God, which would not be pacified without satisfaction, when the

life of his own Son was the price of its vindication, appeared awfully

conspicuous; and the mercy, which would provide and pay such a

price for offending sinners, shone forth in all the splendour of its

charms. Here, then, in the redemption of Christ, the glory of God

appears to the renewed soul, in a way of which the wisest of the an

cient heathen were totally ignorant, and for which the men of the

world, in every age, have had no relish. In creation and providence,

they may have perceived his power, and admired his wisdom. Evi

dent as they are to the eye of sense, it would not have been easy to re

sist them. But the consistency and harmony of the divine perfections—

the union of justice and mercy—the very light of the knowledge of his

glory, can be seen only by the eye of faith, in the plan of redemption—

and to the lustre of this, the heathen were perfectly blind, and gospel-

ized sinners are insensible and stupid. Nor is the union of justice with

mercy, loudly demanding, as it does, our admiration and wonder, the

only display of the divine glory, which is seen through the character

of Jesus Christ. " He is himself the brightness of his Father's glory,

and the express image of his person." In him the perfections of God,

without being degraded, are, as it were, humanized, and brought more

within the bounds of finite conception. In him the rays of uncreated

glory are all concentred; and from him they beam forth in all their

separate or blended beauty, to the eye of the believing mind. Does it

behoove us to contemplate God as a being pure and spiritual? In

Christ Jesus the believer is " filled with all wisdom and spiritual under

standing." " He is blessed with all spiritual blessings in heavenly

places." " He that is joined to the Lord is one spirit." The Redeem

er's kingdom is continually represented as spiritual. His saints " as

lively stones, are built up a spiritual house, an holy priesthood, to offer

up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus Christ." Does the

immensity of the Supreme Being overwhelm the contemplative mind?

Christ Jesus is " the fulness of him that filleth all in all." Do we ad

mire the wisdom of God? " Angels desire to look" into the depth of

that wisdom which was displayed in the redemption of Christ. Are

we struck with amazement, when we contemplate the Almighty power?

By Christ " the worlds were made." When here on earth, " the winds

and the seas obeyed him"—When he was assaulted by sinners, " twelve
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legions of angeh" stood ready at his call. When he died, the sun was

darkened, the rocks rent, the earth quaked, and the dead arose. When

he was laid in the grave, the bands of death could not confine him—He

broke them in sunder, and plucked away the sting of death for the be

nefit of all his followers. In his very submission to his enemies, he

triumphed over them; and defeated their designs, by those events in

•which they thought them fulfilled. " When he ascended up on high, he

led captivity captive, and gave gifts unto men." Exalted to his fa

ther's right hand, God halh "set him far above all principality, and

power, and might, and dominion, and every name that is named, not

only in this win-Id, but also in that which is to come; and hath put all

things under his feet, and given him to be head over all things to the

church." Do we adore the justice of the Deity? How inflexible was

that justice which did not spare in Christ the incarnate God, when

he became the sinner's substitute; but cried, "awake, О sword, and

smile the man that is my fellow." Are we transported with the divine

mercy? Behold, in the Redeemer the God of mercy dying for sinful

man. "Feed the church of God, said the apostle Paul to the Ephesian

elders, which he hath purchased with his own blood." "He loved not

his life unto the death. He was delivered for our offences, and raised

again for our justification." And hence it is triumphantly declared,

that "neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers,

nor things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any

other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God which

is in Christ Jesus our Lord." Would we confide in the truth and

faithfulness of our heavenly Father? "By two immutable things—his

promise and his oath—in which it is impossible for God to lie, we have

a strong consolation, who have fled for refuge to lay hold on the hope

set before us: which hope we have, as an anchor of the soul, both sure

and steadfast, and which entereth with that within the veil; whither the

forerunner is for us entered, even Jesus, made an high priest forever

after the order of Melchisedec." In this manner, it would be both

easy and pleasing to pursue our subject, till we had shown how all the

attributes of God are united, rendered harmonious, highly illustrated,

and made strikingly visible to the eye of faith, in the character and

work of the great Redeemer. Leaving this, however, to employ, as it

often will, the retired hours of every real Christian, let us endeavour to

improve what hath already been said on this subject, by reflecting,

In the first place, how absolutely we are dependent on God for our

salvation. To effect it we have seen that a work of creation must be

wrought on the heart. How ought the reflection to awaken our con

cern, and quicken our diligence? But to what purpose, it will proba

bly be said, would be our most strenuous endeavours? The work is

not ours but God's; to renew the heart, it has been affirmed, is be

yond the reach of human power and finite exertion. This objection,

however intended, expresses a solemn, and what ought to be an affect

ing truth. Would to God that those in whose mouths it is the oftenest

found, felt in their hearts its high importance and its just consequences.

It would not then be so frequently pleaded as an excuse for sinful in

dulgence. It would be the most powerful of all motives to watchful

ness and care. Are sinners dependent on God for the renovation of

their natures? and yet are they careless how much they offend him ?

how many provocations they give him to withhold the necessary influ-

ence of his Spirit for so important a purpose? Do men act thus, when

they feel that they are utterly dependent on a fellow creature for an im
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portant favour? Remember, then, О sinner! that although you cannot

save yourself, yet you may destroy yourself—You may put yourself, if

not absolutely beyond the reach, certainly beyond the reasonable hope

of salvation. And this you are in danger of doing, if you plead an

appointment of God, as an excuse for offending him—It may be said

of you, as of Ephraim of old, " he is joined to his idols, let him alone."

Ah, remember!—there is such a thing as divine dereliction; and that
•when it takes place the individual whom it affects, is as sure of perdition

as if he were already in the place of torment. In infinite goodness and

condescension, God has instituted certain means, for your instruction

and reformation. In what manner these means possess an influence on

the absolute determination of God, we know not. But we know the

facts of the case—We know, that without the use of the means—which

are as much in our power as any thing can be in our power—we have

no just ground to expect or hope for the divine interposition. And on

the other hand, we have reason to hope that if we are diligent and faith

ful in the use of the appointed means, and at every step look earnestly

to God to attend them with his blessing, to work in them and by them a

work of saving grace on our hearts—the result will be salutary. Not,

be it remembered, as a matter of merit, or desert, but a gratuitous favour

conferred on those who are found in the way, in which he has com

manded sinners to seek him. Pervert not, therefore, the divine sove

reignty into an argument for careless impenitence, and stupid security

in sin. Use it rather as the most powerful motive to diligence and

care; lest you provoke God to give you up to strong delusion to believe

alie. Cry mightily to him for his effectual aid, and endeavour, without

delay, to cast yourselves truly and unreservedly on his mercy in Christ

Jesus. Never did he spurn from' the foot of his throne of grace, the

soul that humbly resolved to be saved or to perish there.

In the second place—From what has been said, let us learn how im

portant and sublime are the discoveries and employments of the

Christian religion. The light of the knowledge of the glory of God, is

the object which the gospel dipensation reveals, in every renewed mind.

It leads to the contemplation of the Almighty, in all his majesty and

in all his grace, as one of the most delightful exercises of all the true

disciples of Christ. Is any thing more worthy than this of our rational

nature? Is any subject of thought more noble, more sublime, more cal

culated to show the moral elevation of the human powers. Deprive man

of his religious character, exercises, and hopes, and you condemn an im

mortal, immaterial being, to the concerns of a moment, and the indul

gences of a brute. Never was there a more unjust and groundless slander,

than that which the enemies of our holy religion have sometimes endea

voured to fix upon it, by representing it as an object suited only to

weak, superstitious, and timid minds. What indication is there of

a weak and timid mind, in delighting in the contemplation of bound

less power, wisdom, and goodness? What can be more rational and

important, than to discover the source of all our present and future

happiness? What can be more firm and magnanimous, than, in confi

dence of his love and favour, to look up with holy boldness, satisfaction,

and pleasure, to the King of kings, and the Lord of lords? Or in the

decisive crisis of an endless existence, to exclaim in triumph, "O

death where is thy sting! О grave where is thy victory!—Thanks be to

God who giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ." Well

might the Apostle say " if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are

lost." Assuredly men do not slight or revile religion because it wants
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charms, but because they want sight to perceive, or taste to relish them.

No sincere Christian ever yet complained, that his master's service

was unimportant, unpleasing, or without reward. Its object is to

honour and please the greatest and the best of Beings. Its plea

sures are the purest and highest delights of an immortal soul. Its re

ward, is an eternity of unmixed and unsatiating felicity. Christians, I

appeal to your own hearts—Which have been the happiest moments

of your lives? Those in which the world has smiled most upon you? or

those in which you have had the most intimate communion with your

God and Redeemer? I know your answer—I am sure, you will tes

tify, that the pleasures of religion have rendered the smiles of the

world trifling, and its frowns contemptible. Now to rest the truth, of any

position on fact and experience, is to place it on its fairest, and firmest

basis. To fact and experience, religion dares and wishes to appeal, for

the confirmation of all its pretensions. Believe it, impenitent sinner,

as yet you are ignorant of the noblest pursuits, and the highest gra

tifications, of which your nature is capable. And since your business,

Christian brethren, is so noble, important, and pleasing—"forgetting

those things which are behind, and reaching forth uulo those things

which are before, press toward the mark, for the prize of the high call

ing of God, in Christ Jesus." For to him, let us remember,

In the last place, we are under infinite and eternal obligations^—

Had not the Redeemer come in the flesh, vain would have been all

our discoveries of the divine nature, even supposing that without him

they might have been perfect. To little, or rather, to a dreadful pur

pose, should we have studied the perfections of God, had the employ

ment, as it certainly would, only have taught us the more clearly, that

they were all engaged for our destruction. The light that blazes only

to destroy, may indeed possess its splendours, but it cannot be beheld

without dismay and horror. Yet even this wretched condition of ex

istence would not have been ours. The god of this world hath blinded

the eyes of the children of men, and we should have gone blindfold to

destruction. If we had amused ourselves with dreams of future happi

ness, they would all have been founded on dark and false conjecture;

and the fire that never shall be quenched, would have flashed truth and

torment together upon us. From this dreadful situation, Christ the

Redeemer, at the expense of a life of sorrow and a death of agony and

infamy, hath delivered our guilty race. To make a return adequate to

so great a favour lies not within the limits of created capacity. Such

a return is not required—The benevolent interposition of God our Sa

viour, was intended to be in every view entirely gratuitous. All that

is demanded of us is, by ardent gratitude to the bestower, and true and

steady obedience to the precepts he has left us, to secure to ourselves

the benefits of his ineffable grace. These favourable terms are, them

selves, new and strong ties of obligation. How justly aggravated,

therefore will be the condemnation of those " who neglect so great sal

vation"—Sinner, blest with the clear light of the gospel, remember,

that your lot is cast for an extreme. If you perish, no middle region,

in the world of wo, will be your allotment. By the atonement and in

tercession of Christ, a way is opened to the highest heaven, or the

deepest hell. The one, or the other, of these important alternatives, in

evitably awaits us all. One would think there need not be any great

hesitation in making a choice—Oh be determined, immediately u to

kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way."

To you, Christian brethren, who have already tasted that the Lord is
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gracious, it would be natural to conclude that nothing need be said, to

awaken a sense of obligation and gratitude. But alas! lamentable ex

perience convinces us, that forgetfulness and ingratitude are not pecu

liar to unsanctified hearts; although in such hearts alone, can forgetful-

ness and ingratitude become habitual and predominant.—In the house

of his friends the Saviour is often wounded. My brethren; can we

seriously reflect on what the Redeemer of our souls endured for us—

that he became a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief; that he was

treated with indignity from his birth till his death—from the manger

to the cross; that he endured the contradictions of sinners and the as

saults of the powers of darkness; that in his agony he sweat great drops

of blood falling down to the ground; that he expired on a cross, for

saken by his friends, and suffering even the hidings of his Father's face

—О can we think of all this—of all this endured for our sakes; and yet

act as if we wished to open his closed wounds anew, and to crucify

him afresh by our sins! What baseness inutterable! What blushing,

and shame, and self-abhorrence, should we feel, when we dishonour our

Saviour before the world—yea when we think of that want of ardent love

which is known only to him and to ourselves; of the defect of that pu

rity of motive which should characterize all our services; of those imper

fections which cleave to all we do; and of that lack of holy zeal, and of

entire devotedness in his cause and service, of which we must be con

scious. Let us remember it is but little that we can do for him, who

has done and suffered much for us—О let not even this little be ne

glected—But " whatsoever our hand findeth to do, let us do it with

our might;" that we may give evidence to the surrounding world, by

our conduct as well as by our profession, that "God who commanded

the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give us

the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus

Christ." Amen.

CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO CHRISTIAN OBLIGATION, PARTI

CULARLY AS IT PERTAINS TO THE APPROPRIATION OF PRO

PERTY.

Now that the great Head of the church is opening such an unbound

ed field to benevolent and missionary efforts, and making so many of

his servants willing to go forth to publish the glad tidings of salvation,

how very desirable it is that all the energies of the Christian church

should be brought into motion. Trie particular object I now have in

view is to call the attention of Christians possessing property, either in

or out of business, to their obligation to consecrate that property to the

service of Christ; it is a subject of immense importance, nor should I

have entered upon it but for the conviction that it is generally too little

thought of to be rightly understood. I desire, without offence to any,

earnestly to engage the prayerful and conscientious regard of everyone

to it who has properly entrusted to him.

Let it be asked, From whom have I received my property?—for what

purpose?—and am I so using it, as that when the Lord shall say, "Give

an account of thy stewardship," I shall be able to do so without confu

sion? Rather let it be considered thus: " 1 am called a servant of Jesus

Christ; I often pray that I may live to him, that I may be entirely his;

if at any time I so apprehend the love of God in Jesus Christ as to be

suitably affected by it, and feel that I am not my own, but that I am

bought with a price, then let me inquire what the will of the Lord is.

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 2 I
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One thing is certain, my obligation is always equal to my ability; let

this be impressed on every heart." It is the high privilege of the true

Christian to possess a motive to the discharge of this extensive obliga

tion, combining with it the most exalted pleasure. This motive, is

beautifully expressed in 2 Cor. v. 14—''For the love of Christ con-

straineth usj" and following upon it is the end we should keep in view,

" That we should live to him who died for us and rose again." In

•what is the love of Christ to constrain? In every thing. Are we war

ranted to plead a single exception? No. The healthful Christian de

sires not an exception; he knows that his happiness consists in being

subject to this law of love to Christ, and he wishes to adjust all his

conduct and practice by it. It is a deadly evil to be influenced in our

practice in the affairs of business by the views of the world, or while

under that excitement too often produced by our intercourse with it,

rather than by a conscientious regard to the will of God. What peace

and security would follow upon the daily consideration of these ques

tions—Am I influenced by a regard to the glory of God in all my en

gagements?—and is there any thing connected with the management

of my affairs contrary to Christian principle? To be conscientious in

every thing is the Christian's security. The blessing of God, with

whom are the secret springs of prosperity and adversity—rthis blessing

will crown the devoted Christian. I do not suppose it would be at

tended with benefit for one Christian to determine for another what he

should possess, what he should provide for his family, or what he

should contribute to works of benevolence and mercy. No; all that is

needful is this—and it is needful for every Christian, for ministers who

possess property more than they really want, as well as for private

Christians,—Am I living under the constraining power of a Saviour's

love?—is my expenditure regulated by it?—is the amount of property

entrusted to me appropriated by it?—do I hold back any sum which I

could by some little sacrifice spare, and which, if rightly appropriated,

would put in motion an agency which would rescue souls from death?

Some one will ask, Do you forbid accumulation? I reply, Yes, unless

you are constrained to it by the love of Christ, and a desire thereby to

glorify God; it is sin without this. Whoever lulls conscience to sleep,

and will not try every part of his stewardship by this test—Is this ac

cording to the will of Christ? such an one can never be a happy Chris

tian? What is the gratification of self-indulgence, worldly splendour,

or covetousness, compared with the peace of God ruling in the heart?

When once the idolatry of covetousness is estimated by professing

Christians, as it was by the apostle, a new course will be marked out,

and instead of contributions to missionary societies being generally

confined to sums of £l to £5, the love of Christ will decide the ability

to give, and the treasury of the Lord will be abundantly supplied. May

the Author of every holy conviction attend this subject with his bless

ing! Z.

[Etang. Mag. for .¡prit.

From the Dublin Christian Herald.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

When from icatter'd land« afar Matt. zxiv. 6—8.

Speeds the voice of rumour'd war ; Luke xxi. 25.

Nation) in tumultuous pride, Hag. ii. 7.

Heaved like ocean1» roaring tide. Heb. xri. 26—29.
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When the solar splendours fail,

And (he crescent waxeth pale,

And the powers that star-like reign,

Sink dishonour'd to the plain.

World ! do ihnn the signal dread,

We exalt the drooping head,

We uplift the expectant eye,

Our redemption draweth nigti.

When the fig-tree shoots appear,

Men behold their summer near;

When the hearts оГ rebels fail,

We the coming conqueror hail.

Bridegroom of the weeping spouse,

Listen to her longing vows,

Listen to her widuw'd moan,

Listen to creation's groan!

Bid, О bid thy trumpet sound,

Gather thine elect around,

Gird with saints thy flaming car,

Summon them from climes afar,

Call them from life's cheerless gloom,

Call them from the marble tomb,

From the grass grown village grave,

From the deep devolving wave,

From the whirlwind and the ñame,

Mighty Head thy members claim !

Where are they whose proud disdain

Scorn'd to brook Messiah's reign?

Lo! in waves of sulphurous fire,

Now (hey taste his tardy ire,

Fetter'd till the appointed Hay,

When the world shall pass away.

Quell'd are all thy foes, О Lord,

Sheath again the dreadful sword,

Where the cross of anguish stood,

Where thy life, dislill'd in blood,

Where they mock'd thy dying groan,

King of nations! plant thy throne.

Send thy law from Zion forth,

Speeding o'er the willing earth ;

Earth «-hos« Sabbath glories rise,

Crown'd with more than paradise.

Sacred be the impending veil!

Mortal sense and thought must fail !

Yet the awful hour is nigh,

We shall see thee, eye to eye.

Be our souls in peace possest

While we seek thy proinis'd rest,

And from every heart and home

Breathe tho prayer, O JESUS, come I

Haste to set the captive free,

All creation groans for thee.

Matt. xxiv. 29.

Rev. xvi. 12.

Malt. xxiv. 29. .

Joel ii. 10, 31.

Luke xxi. 26, 33.

27, 28.

Eph. i. 14.

Rom. viii. 19, 23.

Matt. xxiv. 22, 23.

Luke xxi. 29, 31.

Isa. lix. 18, 19.

Rev. xix. 11, 16.

7,8.

vi. 10.

Luke xviii. 3, 7, 8.

Rom. viii. 22, 23.

1 Thee. iv. 16.

Matt. xxiv. 31.

Jude 14.

Isa. xxiv. 13—15.

Matt. xxiv. 40, 41.

Rev. xx. 4—6.

Luke xiv. 14.

Ps. xlix. 14, 15.

1 Thus. iv. 17.

Col. i. 15.

Luke xix. 12, 27.

Matt. xiii. 41, 42.

Luke xvii. 27, 30.

Rev. xix. 20, 21.xviii. 3, 8, 9.

2 Pel. ii. 9.

Rev. xix. 15, 21.

Pe. ex. 5, 7.

Isa,, lui. 3, 5, 12.

Mark xv. 27.

29.

Isa. xxiv. 23.

Zech. viii. 3.

Dan. ii. 35, 44.

Isa. xl. 1, 9.

Ps. Ixxxvii. 6.

1 Cor. xiii. 12.

1 John iii. 2.

Luke xxi. 31,35.

Rev. xvii.

2 Thes. iii. 5.

Heb. iv. 9.

2 Tim. iv. 8.

Rev. xxii. 20.

Isa. xlix. 9.

Rom. via. 19.

miscellaneous.

From the London Christian Guardian.

NARRATIVE OF A PIOUS VILLAGER.

There is a peculiar sweetness in that epithet given by an Apostle to

the pious poor, " the brother of low degree," and the exhortation that

follows is strikingly appropriate to express the effect which the gospel

produces on the minds of that class of Christians, let him " rejoice in

that he is exalted." For it is surprising to observe, that as soon as di
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vine grace enters the soul of one of the very lowest grade of society, it

not only produces that great change of heart and conduct which is the

ordinary characteristic of its work, but it also softens down the asperi

ties and enlarges the faculties of the rudest and most neglected mind.

It exalts him at once to a superior stand in society, and endows him

with a degree of intelligence and cultivation, of which he seemed be

fore to be utterly incapable.*

It was my lot, about two years ago, to pass a few months in a small

hamlet in Yorkshire, beautifully situated on the banks of a fine river,

bedded with deep woods, and surrounded in the distance by the varie

gated slope of richly cultivated fields. Many a happy hour did I

spend, wandering among these rich spread varieties of divine benefi

cence and love, now and then calling in at the scattered cottages of the

poor, or visiting the bed-side of some sick villager; and in that lonely

hamlet there were not wanting those who, in their humble walk of life,

adorned and rejoiced in the blessings of that gospel, so emphatically

called the gospel of the poor.

Secluded from, and unknown to the Christian world, they seemed, as

it were, to belong to that "seven thousand in Israel," whom the des

ponding prophet knew not of, but whose unstained and faithful walk

had long been marked by the approving eye of their Father in heaven.

And though, as Keeble beautifully expresses it,

Love's a llmver that will not die,

For lack of leafy screen,

And Christian hope can cheer the eye

That ne'er saw vernal green.

Yet the retired life of a pious villager is doubtless peculiarly favour

able to foster that simplicity of character which is such a rare but en

gaging fruit of the Holy Spirit.

In one of my walks I sometimes noticed a little lonely cottage, half

hid in a range of fir-trees which skirted the grounds of a gentleman of

fortune. I had been deterred from calling there by reports which I

had heard concerning ils inmates. The man, indeed, hired on the

estate, bore an excellent character, but his wife, who was evidently

much disliked in the village, was said to be all but deranged; and as he

was very seldom at home, being employed in the fields most of the day,

I suffered for some time this slightly-grounded prejudice to deter me

from paying a visit'to the cottage. How careful ought we to be against

the inroads which an unjust and hastily conceived bias will often make

on brotherly love and Christian charity! At length, however, one fine

noon in March, accompanied by a friend, I went. The husband, a fine

looking young man, had just returned from his work, and was sitting

down to his simple meal; his little girl was on his knee, another child

lay in a cradle beside him, and his wife sitting opposite, with a Bible

on her knee, was reading a chapter of St. John aloud, while her hus

band ate his dinner; every thing in the apartment bore the appearance

of cleanliness and comfort, and a more engaging interesting scene I

have seldom witnessed. They rose and welcomed us kindly, and on

conversing with them, we found that it was their custom, as he went so

early to his work as to hinder the possibility of their joining together

in morning worship, to have family prayers every noon and evening;

* It ii evident that this expression of the Apostle, " he is exalted" originally refer»

to those noble effects of the Gospel whereby the humblest believer is exalted to "fel

lowship with the saints in light," to be an " heir with God, and joint heir with Christ."

I only adopt it here, as applicable in a lover tense to Ihu peculiar effect of divine grace.
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and as he was only allowed to be absent one hour from the field even

at that time, she used to read the chapter to him while he dined, and

then they both knelt together, and offered up their simple heartfelt sa

crifice at the throne of grace. Surely God was the God of the family.

The remainder of the narrative will show that he proved so.

From that time forward there was no walk to me so interesting as

that to T.'s cottage. Many a precious chapter have we enjoyed, and

many a sweet conversation have we held together. One day especially

I found him getting his dinner alone, as his wife was at market. " Oh,"

said he, "I was just thinking how dull this hour passed without my

chapter!" (for he could not read.) "Many a time," continued he,

"have I thanked God for giving me a wife that could read the Bible to

me, and above all, that could help her poor ignorant husband on the

way to heaven." I found, that till his marriage, he had been utterly

careless on the subject of religion. His wife, though of an unhappily

weak and fretful disposition, was a pious woman; as I said before, he

could not read, and on the long winter evenings, she persuaded him,

among other things, to allow her to read a chapter of the Bible to him

every night. They began with the historical parts; the book was quite

new to him; every evening he liked it better and better, at length all

other books were laid aside, and night after night, after a hard day's
•work, would they sit up to a late hour, she delighted to read, and he

all eager to listen to this wonderful Bible.

The word ПОЛУ began to reach his heart; every vacant moment was

seized for this one study. Now, too, Satan began to tremble, and

stirred up his old companions in wickedness, that favourite deadly en

gine of the prince of darkness, to draw him or scare him back again.

Many a night, his wife has told me, while they two have been sitting

by the fireside happily engaged in this sweet employment, have these

men come in, and by their noise, and curses, and jeers, have tried to

frighten her from her purpose, or shame him out of his religion; at first,

this was a sore trial; she kept reading on, but sometimes in tears, fear

ing that they might prevail over her husband, and often lifting up her

heartfelt prayer to her Lord; and, doubtless, he heard these broken sup

plications. It was a still severer struggle for the weak, tender faith of

poor T.: he would sit opposite, with his eye fixed on the book, not daring

to look aside, or return an answer to their rude jeers. At length, find

ing that he was not to be so shaken, they left him. And thenceforth

he grew day by day in the knowledge and love of the Saviour, and out

stripped his instructress in holy meekness and heavenly disposition.

The grace of God indeed shone forth in him; at church, in the field, at

home, he was the same steady, humble, consistent Christian; his little

girl was diligently brought up in the knowledge of that precious Sa

viour he had found, and it seemed his greatest delight to hear her repeat

her hymns and verses to him; his dark eyes would brighten up, and

sometimes he could hardly refrain from uttering aioud the full praises

of his grateful heart. Gratitude indeed seemed a leading feature in his

character. He suffered much from a swelling on his knee, (which ter

minated in his death,) and which grew more painful, from the constant

exercise to which his occupation obliged him. Once, indeed, the pain

so overpowered him, that he fell down senseless on the road. This he

knew would not long allow him to pursue his labours, and he anxiously

foreboded that it must terminate in his leaving the quiet cottage, the re

tirement of which he highly valued, where so many happy years had

been spent. I asked him if he was not sometimes tempted to complain.
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—" Oh," he said, "I seldom feel a pain from this knee, but I thank God

that the other is spared me. I often look at my sound knee and think,

what should I have done if this too had been taken away? and that

makes me thankful." Especially his affection for his wife as the first

instrument of his conversion, was beautifully manifested; he seemed

always to feel himself inferior to her, and to be scarcely sensible of her

weaknesses. "We are all weak," he would say, "and must try to

strengthen one another."

The swelling on his knee had now grown so painful, that he was

unable any longer to pursue his usual occupations in the fields. This

was a great trial, as, besides the distress in which it involved his family,

he loved his employment; " there," he would say, " he could see God all

about him, and get his fellow-labourers to talk of Him too;" and so

anxious was he humbly to lead them to that Saviour whom he loved,

that he would often ask one or'other of them into his cottage, to share his

simple meal, that they might have the opportunity of joining in prayer

with his little family, and hearing his daily chapter. His master now

kindly allowed him to leave his work for awhile, and place himself under

the care of some noted medical practitioners near the town of H ,

by whom a severe operation was to be performed on his knee. The

next time that I saw him, I was alarmed at the change that had taken

place in his appearance. The effect of the severe treatment he had un

dergone, had been too much for his weak frame, his strength and his

spirits had sunk under it, and he was now in the early stage of a rapid

consumption. He had been absent nearly two months from his home,

and his liltle stock of money, the hard-earned savings of many years,

being quite spent, he had at last returned, "incurable." But during

that long absence from his beloved family, his Lord had not forsaken

him; for a while, himself being unable to read, and confined to a sick

and lonely chamber, his situation was very trying; but He who sent his

angel to Hagar in the wilderness, opened the heart of the druggist's

boy, who brought his medicines, to visit him twice a day, and read to

him the Bible and other religious books. For a while after his return,

the sight of ¡his'cottage, his wife and his darling children, seemed to

have revived him, but soon the deceitful malady returned with re

doubled force; when it was now evident that he must soon be confined

to his chamber, he asked to be carried down stairs, and taken into Ins

garden. There he seemed to take his last look of every thing around

him. " Now," said he, " carry me back again;" and after that he never

left his sick room.

Once during his illness, his wife said to him, " D , I wish I heard

you pray oftener, you seldom pray aloud." "My body is too weak," he

said, " but my heart prays." " Then how do you feel for eternity?" "A

poor sinner, but thank God, on the right foundation." (Alluding to

Matt. vii. 25, a passage which was often on his mind, as referred to

Jesus Christ, the rock of ages.) " Do you ever think," she asked,

" what will become of your poor wife and children when you are gone!"

"Ah," he said, "I have had many a bitter thought there, but not now; I

can leave you, God will take care of you."

Many a sweet and precious testimony to the faithfulness of Him who

passeth through the waters with his servants, dropped from the mouth

of this humble Christian. At last the hour of death arrived, his friends

perceived the change on his countenance, and knew that it was the

hand of the last messenger; he asked for a cup of water, and drank a

little, " thank you all," he said, and leaned back on his pillow; he now
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raised his eyes, and with a holy smile began, " Bless the Lord, О my

soul, and all that is within me, bless his holy name: bless the Lord, О

my soul;"—and here his voice failed, he closed his eyes, and in a few

moments he breathed his last.

How blest the righteous when he dies!

When sinks a weary soul to rest,

How mildly beam the closing eyes,

How gently heaves th' expiring breast!

Yes, and that " holy quiet" so sweetly described in the following

verse, seemed to rest for weeks after on the bereaved cottage. The

hours I spent with him, during my stay in that little village, have been

among the happiest of my life, and my last prayer ascends, that my

last end may be like his, and that I may at last be allowed to meet

again that blessed spirit in the kingdom of a heavenly father, " where

is neither bond norfree, but Christ is all and in all."

D.

For the Christian Advocate.

THE HEART IS NOT UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE WILL—THE

WILL CANNOT CHANGE THE HEART.

Mr. Editor,—With your permission, I wish to oner to you and your

readers a short narrative, and to apply it to an important point in

theology.

Many years since, (for I am now an old man,) a young lady submitted

to me, as her confidential friend, the following statement, and asked

my opinion and advice in regard to the matter of her duty. " I am

earnestly solicited, said she, to give my hand in marriage to a man to

whom I find that I cannot give my heart. He is a most worthy man;

I really think him one of the best men living. He is a man of liberal

education, a gentleman in his manners, a physician by profession, has

travelled abroad, is a man of principle and religion—the friend of my

family; my parents earnestly wish me to marry him. He is also my

personal benefactor—I have been sick, and am indebted to him for

assiduous attentions, and successful medical skill and advice. He is

most deserving of my love—I do wish I did love him; I have tried

hard to love him; I would give any thing I lawfully might, if I could

love him. He has been my suitor a long time, and has pressed me

with his solicitations, till I have given him some reason to expect I

shall yield to his wishes. But the truth is, I do not love him; although

I think him all that I have told you, and know him to be most deserv

ing, yet the moment I think of him in the character of a husband, my

whole heart and soul rise up against it.—What shall I do?—what

ought I to do?"

The foregoing, Mr. Editor, is no fiction. It is the statement of a

case in real life. The whole of the young lady's language on the occa

sion, I do not profess to give exactly; but the narrative is, in every

material circumstance, a true narrative. I have only to add that the

parties were never united in marriage. The lady told the gentleman,

by my advice, the substance of what she told me. He had the mag

nanimity to release her from her qualified engagement, and to continue

to be her friend. They were both afterwards happily connected in

marriage, with those to whom they could give their hearts as well as

their hands. Both have been dead for several years past; and each

has left children, who are now living. Both died, after having been
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long in the full communion of the church, and I trust they were real

Christians; and if so, they have met in heaven, where there is perfect

love, but where is " neither marrying nor giving in marriage."

Often, and very often, Mr. Editor, since there has been so much said,

pro and con, about the ability of a sinner to give his heart to God, have

I thought of the case of the young lady, as stated above. It seems to

me to be exactly in point. Whether the object be an earthly or a

heavenly one—the creature or the Creator—the question is exactly

the same.—Can the will change the bias and state of the heart? It

seems to me that the question must be answered in the negative; and

that this is demonstrated by the narrative I have given, and by a hun

dred other cases, of a similar kind, that might easily be mentioned.

When a sinner is awakened from his carnal security, and becomes

convinced of his guilt, he is often brought into a state, closely analogous

to that of the young lady I have mentioned. He is intellectually con

vinced, that the character of God is truly excellent—is altogether wor

thy of his love; that his happiness would be greatly promoted by

giving his heart to God. His understanding is perfectly satisfied of

all this, as well as of the awful consequences of withholding his heart

from his Maker. But when he consults his feelings, he finds that he

does not love God; and when he tries to force his heart to love, he

finds it all in vain; its rebellion only becomes more active and sensible.

In a word, his reason and judgment powerfully dictate love to God,

and yet his heart is all against it—obstinately set against it—filled with

aversion, instead of love. Is not this a matter of constant experience

with awakened and inquiring sinners? Is it not so undeniably? I

think it is. They find, that do as they may, they cannot change their

hearts; that they are in themselves absolutely impotent and helpless in

this great concern. And is it not commonly the case, that when they

are brought to feel this impotence most sensibly; to feel that if God

does not interfere and take away the heart of stone and give a heart of

flesh, they are undone forever;—is it not then, I say, that help from

God is commonly near at hand? He has brought them to see and feel

the truth; to see and feel to whom they must be indebted for the whole

of their salvation; and now he brings salvation nigh. He exerts his

almighty new creating power on their hearts, changes them from aver

sion to love, and enables and disposes them to commit their souls,

most willingly, unreservedly and joyfully, into the hands of the Lord

Jesus Christ; who is thus " made of God unto them, wisdom, and

righteousness, and sanctification and redemption." So I think, so I

believe, so I hope I have found in my own experience; and so, there

fore, I speak and teach.

Allow me to say a few words more on this important subject. Is it

not right and proper, when the reason, understanding and judgment of

a moral and accountable being, are fully and feelingly convinced that he

needs help from God to give him a better heart than he possesses, to

ask that help in earnest prayer? Is not this constantly done by every

child of God? Does not he pray for a better heart. Surely this is so.

Why then may not a convinced, but as yet an unconverted sinner, do

the very same thing—earnestly pray that God would give him a better

heart; take away his hard and rebellious heart, and give him a soft and

obedient heart; a heart of love instead of a heart of aversion and enmity.

It is indisputable that awakened sinners do commonly act thus in fact;

and I think it is right and reasonable that they should—all dogmatism

and metaphysics, to the contrary notwithstanding.
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One word more, and I shall have done. When unconverted sinners

are told that they have only to will it, and they will be true Christians

at once; and under this instruction do mil it, and in consequence of

thus willing to be Christians, believe they are such, rejoice greatly in

this belief, and immediately make a profession of religion—is there

not great reason to fear that their hearts, in numerous instances, are

not changed at all; and that they will either show this by apostacy, or

be fatally deceived to the last? Verily, I have no confidence in con

versions that are produced in this way, and do greatly fear that many

of the revivals of religion that we now hear of, have abundance of

chaff mingled with the good grain—if indeed there b.e in some of them

any thing better than chaff. " SENEX.

THE BENEVOLENT HOWARD.,

This is the appellation, by which the distinguished individual has

long been known, of whose servants an account, taken from the April

number of the London Evangelical Magazine, is inserted below. We

think it proper to give a very brief sketch of the character of this great

Christian philanthropist, that what is said of his servants—hired do

mestic* they would be called in this country—may be better under

stood.

JOHN HOWARD was born at Hackney, or Enfield, in 1727, and died on

the 20th of January, 1790, about the age of sixty-three. He inherited

from his father a very handsome fortune, the whole income of which

fae devoted to benevolent objects; after defraying his family expenses,

which were rendered small by avoiding all splendour of equipage, and

using as much frugality as hospitality and a neat country establish

ment would permit. His father having died in his infancy, his guar

dians apprenticed him to a grocer; but he bought his indentures, and

indulged his curiosity in a tour through France and Italy. On his re

turn he fell into an infirm state of health, from which he gradually

recovered, by adopting an abstemious regimen.. He lived entirely on

vegetable food, unless what he called his luxuries, milk and butter, be

considered as an exception. By this system of diet, connected with

exercise, he acquired a hardihood of constitution, and a capacity for

bearing fatigue and exposure to all kinds of weather, which perhaps

was greater than any other man of his time possessed. In one of his

journeys of benevolence, on the continent of Europe, he rode in his car

riage for twenty successive clays and nights, without taking off his

clothes, or going into a house longer than while the horses were

changed at the post-houses;—he slept in his carriage. He -was twicfe

married, but outlived his last wife several years. He had only one

child, a son, who early became insane, and we believe never recovered

his reason.

Mr. Howard was taken prisoner by a French privateer, on his first

going to the continent, and suffered greatly by his confinement. This,

and his afterwards performing the duties of the sheriff's office, which

he held for some time, brought him acquainted with the sufferings of

prisoners, and the wretched state of prisons—their bad arrangements,

and the abuses of those who kept and directed them. What he had

experienced and witnessed, determined him to attempt a reform; and

his attempt was successful. He repeatedly visited all the prisons in

England, Ireland, and Scotland. He then, in pursuit of the same ob-

Ch. ¿dr.—VOL. XII. 2 К
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ject, travelled through almost every country of Continental Europe,

and examined all the prisons and hospitals to which he could gain

access; and he was seldom refused admission to any—for his fame as

a philanthropist had given him a character which rendered infamous

the man or the corporation who refused his requests. Princes stood

in awe of him. His charities in relieving prisoners, his kindness in

conversing and sympathising with them, and his personal exposure to

infectious diseases, in hospitals and places of conincment, demon

strated the purity of his views, and the ardour' of his benevolence.

The results of his explorations were published in England, and he ob

tained the repeated interference of the British Parliament, and the

passing of laws and ordinances for the belter regulation of prisons

throughout the kingdom. He may be regarded as the original projector

and great patron ofthat improved state of prison discipline, which ha»

been going forward for about forty years past. One of the most splen

did bursts of eloquence that ever broke from the lips of the celebrated

Edmund Burke, was in an eulogy on Mr. Howard. In. a speech, at

Bristol, previous to the election of 1780, Mr. Burke said, after men

tioning the name of Mr. Howard, " I cannot name this gentleman,

withou.t remarking, that his labours and writings have done much to

open the hearts and eyes of mankind. He has visited all Europe—not

to survey the sumptuousness of palaces, or the stateliness of temples;

not to make accurate measurements of ihe remains of ancient gran

deur, nor to fqrm a scale of the curiosity of modern art;—not to collect

medals, or collate manuscripts;—but to dive into the depth of dun

geons; to plunge into the infection of hospitals; to survey the mansions

of sorrow and pain; to take the gage and dimensions of misery, de

pression and contempt; to remember the forgotten, to attend to the

neglected, to visit the forsaken, -and to compare .and collate the dis

tresses of all men in all countries. His plan is original; and it is as

full of genius as it is of humanity. It was a voyage of discovery—a

circumnavigation of charity. Already the benefit of his labour is felt

more or less in every country; I hope he will anticipate his final re

ward, by seeing all its effects fully realized in his own. He will receive

not by retail, but in gross, the reward of those who visit the prisoner;

and he has so forestalled and monopolized this branch of charity, that

there will be, I trust,- little room to merit by such acts of benevolence

hereafter."

But although Howard received the eulogies and admiration of his

countrymen, the obtaining of fame formed no part of the motives by

which he was influenced. He sincerely sought to avoid human applause.

While he was travelling on the continent, in prosecution of his bene

volent designs, measures were taken in Britain, and a subscription

opened, to rear a monument to his virtues and his memory. As soon

as he heard of it, he opposed it most strenuously; and finding that

those who had engaged in the enterprise were unwilling to relinquish

it, he let them know that if they did not abandon their designs; he

would abandon his plans and exertions. This was effectual—the

contemplated public honours were withheld till he died. He would

not even sit for his picture; and all the likenesses of him that were

ever taken, were from transient views of him by portrait painters.

No—the motive of all his exertions, and sacrifices, and perils, was

deep-seated practical piety—the love of God and man pervading his

•whole soul, and consecrating him and all that he had, or could do, to

the service of his Creator and Redeemer. He was a moderate Calvin
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i»t in his doctrinal creed, and belonged to the Baptist denomination;

bet would readily join in communion with other orthodox dissenters,

and perhaps (but of this we are not sure) with the established church.

He held true fellowship wiih all who appeared to love the Saviour,

of whatever name. He was eminently devout. He habitually lived

near to God, and this raised him above every fear. His last ex

pedition, and that in which he died, was undertaken with a view to

discover the cause, and if possible to find out a remedy, or a preven

tive for the plague; and for this purpose he expected to visit Egypt,

and other places where the plague had the most frequent and extensive

prevalence. From this expedition his friends endeavoured to dissuade

him; but he refused to yield.—" The way to heaven is as short from

Grand Cairo as it is from London," was his reply to those who urged

him to give up his undertaking. He died at Cherson, a Russian settle

ment, on the borders of the Black Sea, attended only by his faithful

servant. At the earnest request of a young lady, who was dangerous

ly ill of a malignant fever, he paid her a visit, and gave her some

medical advice. But from her he took the fatal disease, which car

ried him off in a few days. A modest monumental erection marks his

grave, not far distant from the place where he died; but a splendid

monument is erected to his memory in St. Paul's Church, in London.

To a man like Howard, pious domestics would be those only whom

he would employ, if he could obtain them. And it appears Ъу the fol

lowing narrative, that he did obtain them, and that his example influ

enced them to the last. It was not wonderful that he should make

some provision for their comfort in their declining years; for he did

this even for his brute animals. The horses that had been in his ser

vice till their vigour was exhausted, he would never sell, nor suffer to

be killed, however past their labour; but provided for them the most

proper, easily taken, and nutritious food, till they died a natural death.

Such was the hrnerolent Howard; and such he was made by the influ

ence of true evangelical piety.

MEMORIALS OF FOUR OF HOWARD'S SERVANTS.

To the Editor of the Evangelical Magazine.

DEAR SIR,—I hope you will afford a place in the pages of your Ma

gazine for a brief record of four pious servants of the late eminent phi

lanthropist John Howard, Esq., of Cardington, Bedfordshire.

The first of these individuals, Mr. John Prole, finished his course

about the close of the last century or the beginning of the present.

He had travelled many miles over various parts of England with his

excellent master, on his tours of benevolence in favour of the outcasts

of society; and it would have warmed the coldest heart to have wit

nessed the sparkling of his eye, and the natural eloquence of his lips,

when John Howard was the subject of his discourse. There was but

one theme that animated him more—the love of his God and Saviour.

I remember standing by his bed-side when he was just ready to de

part, and to have seen the glow that covered his cheek and gave bril

liancy to his eye while he repeated from Watts the beautiful stanza,

" God is my all-sufficient good,

My portion, and my choice;

In him my vast desire« are filled,

And all my power« rejoice."
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Soon after his departure, his family found an epistle addressed to them,

which was printed for circulation among their friends in 1801. In this

epistle he recites some of the leadings of Divine Providence, and deli

verances from imminent dangers. He particularly mentions being di

rected to that " worthy, benevolent, and good man, Mr. Howard." Ad

dressing himself to his children, he says, "I would wish and pray you

to make it your study to copy the example of my much-esteemed and

worthy master, Mr. Howard, especially his diligence and activity in

promoting tin4 honour and glory of God, and the real good of all his

fellow-creatures. What an example has he left! No time was lost

with him, but improved to the most valuable purposes; no parade of

equipage, nor outward show; no superfluities, nor indulgence in eating,

but the strictest abstinence from every thing that could be a let or hin

drance to him in performing what he well knew was his incumbent

duty as a rational and immortal being. Acquaint yourselves now with

God, and Christ, and the eternal world to which you are all going aft

fast as the wings of time can carry you. Let not the world tire your

strength, nor exhaust your spirits, but keep them for the best things—

those things that belong to your everlasting peace and comfort. Be

not too solicitous to know what God is doing, or will do, in the world,

but see that the work he has appointed you be well done. Be contented

•with your present condition, and avoid the detestable character given

of some who were murmurers and complainers, or persons who find

fault with that which a wise and good God has given them. To pre

vent this, reflect on your prospects as Christians, and hope and quietly

wait for the salvation of God. A pious minister, when he was just de

parting, being told he was going to receive his reward, said, ' Brother,

I am going to receive mercy.' Yes, my dear children, when our jour

ney through life is finished, and we are on the verge of immortality—

when we are just launching into the invisible world, and all before us

is vast eternity—oh! may we then be enabled to look to the ever- blessed

and adorable Jesus, and see, each of us for ourselves, by a strong and

lively faith, the Lord Jesus as the only way to everlasting mansions,

and the only door to eternal life and happiness! Oh, blessed be God

for the precious and glorious Mediator of his own appointment, with

out whom I dare not pray, I cannot hope, I dread to die! My dear

children, ae I think my time here with you cannot be long, let me, as a

good man did to the church with whom he laboured for many years,

put these questions to you:—Are you begotten again to a lively hope

of that inheritance which is incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth

not away? What do your thoughts mostly dwell upon, the things that

are seen, or those that are not seen? On what are your morning and

evening thoughts employed? Do you converse much together about

the promised inheritance, and a meetness for it? What is the object

of your wishes, desires, and prayers? Does the hope of heaven purify

your hearts, excite you to cleanse your hands, and mortify your cor

rupt affections? Do you endeavour to follow peace with all men, and

holiness, without which no man shall see the Lord? Finally, are you

engaged with all your hearts in seeking the pearl of great price? Oh,

let me beg of you to study the certainty, the excellency, aud the glory

of what you have in view, till your hearts are ravished with the pros

pect! Surely he who lives in expectation of all this will not be sloth

ful, formal, dull, and negligent;' surely he will run with eagerness and

steady perseverance the race set before him, and hope to the end for
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the grace that is to be brought unto him at the revelation of Jesus

Christ."

Such are part of the contents of this pious father's legacy to his chil

dren; and it is gratifying to record that these children are most of

them walking in communion with Christian churches of the Congre

gational order, and some of them honourably fulfilling the office of

deacons in the house of the Lord.

After continuing in a state of widowhood thirty-three or thirty-four

years, Mrs. Prole, the relict of Mr. John Prole, was called to follow

her faithful husband into the paradise of God. Her pilgrimage was

lengthened out to ninety-four years, a greater part of which she spent

in humbly following the footsteps of Jesus, much of whose meek and

lowly spirit she also appeared to possess. She highly respected and

venerated the memory of the excellent philanthropist, and her counte

nance beamed with joy whenever she spoke of, or listened to others

who commended him. She was much esteemed for prudence and

sage counsel; and, as long as she was able, she attended with her fa

mily on the public worship of God at the Old Meeting-house, Bedford;

and sometimes opened a large barn on her own farm, where she could

attend occasionally, when, by her infirmities, she was prevented from

travelling so far as Bedford, and was delighted to see hundreds of the

villagers taking the opportunity of seating themselves beneath the joy

ful sound of the gospel.

When her last affliction increased, and the unusual vigour of her

body and mind gradually declined, she was calm and submissive to the

Divine will; and, though occasionally her mind became clouded, she

showed a soul panting after heavenly rest: sometimes, with a slight

alteration, repeating a verse from Dr. Watts, and saying,—

"If I could read my title clear

To manoiims in the skies,

I'd bid farewell to ov'ry fear, .

And wipe my weeping eyes."

The twenty-third Psalm often revived her, and encouraged her to rest

in God as her Shepherd,~.who could support hel- by .his red and staff,

and cheer her by his presence, in her passage through the dark valley.

She frequently repeated, as expressive of her humble confidence and

fervent prayer,— >

" A guilty, weak, and helpless worm,

On thy kind arms I fall ; '«

Be thou my strength and righteousness,

My Jeaus, and my all!"

She once complained of the pressure of affliction to one of her sons,

and said, "My dear boy, what hard work is this!" and wheii he an

swered, "Yes, mother, but dying is to you but going home," she re

plied,—

" JCSUR, my God, I know his name,

His name и all my trust ;

Nor will he put my hope to shame,

Nor let my soul be lost."

She would say, " It is the Lord, let him do what seemeth good in hie

sight." Many other passages of the Holy Scriptures, and verses from

the Psalms and Hymns in which the sentiments of scripture are deli

vered in harmonious numbers, afforded her support and comfort during
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a long and wearisome affliction. Her last end was peace, and she com

mended her spirit into the hand of him who had redeemed it, and thus

sweetly and calmly fell asleep in Jesus. .

Mrs. Mary Crockford, the wife of Mr. Joshua Crockford, died a few

years before Mrs. Prole; and never was any poor weary pilgrim more

ready to lie down to rest, than she appeared to obey the summons of

her Lord. She had passed the extended boundary of fourscore years

and ten, and for a considerable time had been confined to her bed, on

which she waited with patience and hope for her blessed change. Se

veral years previous to the time of her affliction, she had the privilege

of residing in the house of her benevolent master, and continued to

manage the affairs of it even after the illustrious traveller had finished

his voyages of beneficence and his course of charity.* During her ill

ness, she was sometimes seized with fainting-fits, and, when she re

vived, would say with a smile, " Well, I thought I should have slipped

away from you all into eternity." Till this period her husband had

enjoyed a remarkable share of health of body and vigour of mind, but

these beginning to fail, she observed, " Well, I always thought he

would survive me: now it seems as if he was going to leave me be

hind; but it does not signify: whoever goes first, it will be only a few

days before the other shall follow. We shall not be separated long;

and when we meet again, we shall meet to part no more." Believing

in the promise of eternal life, she waited on the Lord, and at length en

tered into his joy. Thus was dissolved, for a few weeks only, the in

tercourse between this aged saint and her venerable companion, which

had subsisted sixty-five years from their marriage. Joshua Crockford,

as has been just observed, did not long survive his endeared wife.

Of them and their humble pilgrimage it may be suid,—

" Far from the maddening crowd's ignoble strife,

Their sober wishes never learned to stray;

Along the cool, sequestered vale of life

They held the noiseless tenor of their way."

The circle in which Joshua performed the duties of life did not, like

that of his beloved master, comprehend all the nations of Europe; it

was nearly limited by the fence of a neat little garden (of which he had

the charge, and to which the philanthropist loved to retreat). Here he

moved and laboured with a desire to be approved and accepted by his

God through the merits of his blessed Redeemer, having a mind con

tented with the station assigned him, and thankful that he had a mas

ter on earth, who was desirous that he should prove himself a faithful

servant to his master in heaven.

Mr. Howard seemed to esteem Joshua in proportion as he was es

teemed by him, and speaks of him in one of his published letters as

" faithful, wise, and prudent," and desires his thanks may be given to

him for his conduct.

After Mr. Howard had finished his travels, and reached his heavenly

rest, the house and gardens at Cardingtou were rented by the late

Samuel Whitbread, Esq., M. P. for Bedford, endeared as a patriot to

* Mr. Howard died at Cherson, in Russian Tartary, a victim to the perilous and

humane attempt to ascertain the cause of, and to find out an effectual remedy for the

plague. His characteristic humility appears in the short inscription which, by hi« re

quest, was placed on tfae tablet erected to his memory in Cardington Church : " Christ

ii my hope." »
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all who were best acquainted with his talents, and exertions for his

country's liberty, peace, and welfare. Mr. W. took pleasure in having

the gardens preserved as nearly as possible in the saine order as they

had been left by their former proprietor; the same gardener was en

gaged to superintend them, and was allowed to show them to the nu

merous visiters who, mindful of Howard's deserved celebrity and ex

traordinary virtues, resorted thither to admire his rural taste, and to

be sensibly impressed with a more lively recollection of his immea

surable philanthropy.

Nor was the gardener, as he advanced in age—his temples .adorned

•with those hoary locks which are a crown to a man when found in the

•way of righteousness—less an object of interest than the garden which

he cultivated, especially after Mr. Whitbread, by the following inscrip

tion on a stone near the gale of entrance, expressed his sense of Joshua's

retiring but unwearied virtue. .

. *

INSCRIPTION.

This garden was formed,

The root-bouse built,

And the trees which overshadow and adorn them,

wore planted in the year ITH'J, by

JOHN HOWARD, the Philanthropist,

Who lived for many years in this retirement

,- before his virtuous energies were called into action,

. _ And he quitted it to become the benefactor of

Mankind.

To this spot ho eagerly returned

To paaa the intervals between those labours which

ended in his death,

And have insured to him a guiltless and imperishable

fame.

JOSHUA CROCKFORD,

Whose hand put the seedlings into the earth

'. Under his master's- eye,

Has spent the intervening years

In constantly watching and assisting their growth ;

Exhibiting in this narrow circle a model

Of sobriety, industry, and neatness.

• He «till lives, in hie 60th year, ,

Faithful to his duties and strong to perform them, .;•,. . ,.

Contented in his station,

Pleased with his charge,

And full of the remembrance of h'is beloved master.

In one thing the gardener copied the example of the philanthropist,

and it is desirable that their united pattern may be followed by all who

are acquainted with it, whether in the. higher or lower classes of so

ciety. It is recorded of John Howard, that, avoiding the increase of

unnecessary labour to his domestics, or -infringing on the time of re

ligious improvement on the Sabbath, it was his constant practice (if

the weather permitted) to walk from Cardingtori to Bedford, a distance

of nearly three miles, before the morning service, and to return in the

same manner directly after the conclusion of that in the afternoon.

Till he was between eighty and ninety years of age, and within a few

months of his death, Joshua Crockford showed the same regard to the

house of God by an early and regular attendance upon its institutions;

and, when unable to walk, he was kindly conveyed by the son of his

friend and fellow-servant, Mr. Prole, to the sanctuary, where he had

formerly associated with his beloved master, to listen to the doctrines

of salvation by the cross; and where he and his companion in life, with
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Mr. and Mrs. Prole united for many years in the petitions and songs of

Zlon. He could not bear to be too late to join in the singing with

which the services commenced, and seldom failed to speak to the

minister before be ascended the pulpit. The last time of his attendance

upon the public worship of God was to hear a funeral sermon preached

on the death of his wife, in a cottage which had been fitted up and con

secrated by Mr. Howard, to promote the- devotion and religious in

struction of the villagers, and has probably been used for that purpose

more than sixty years. Though he never complained of his loss, it was

evident he felt it severely. While his body still continued upon earth, his

mind seemed to be gone after his faithful companion. Yet it was not

with Her only he communed; for when the seventy-third Psalm was

read to him, and that verse in particular, " Whom have I in heaven

but thee, and there is none upon earth that I desire besides thee," he

said, "Yes, that is it—that is right!" He soon after called a btloved

grand-daughter to his bed side, and when she asked if he had any thing

to say, he answered, " My girl, walk close with God—walk close with

God!" These were nearly his last words, and the impression they

made on the mind of her who received the charge, was deep and abi

ding. He entered into rest February 1 Ith, 1823. SAMUEL HILLYARD.

Bedford, Feb. 1834.\

P. S. There was another indi vidual who died, I think, in the same

year with Mr. and Mrs. Crockford, John Nottingham, and who lived to

be more than eighty. He also had been employed in the service of

Mr. Howard, and was a member of the same church where the others

communed; but for a season he became cold and negligent of his spi

ritual concerns. Never will his pastor and fellow members forget,

while the faculty of memory remains, the simplicity and godly sin

cerity, the holy indignation he expressed against himself and hie folly,

and the overwhelming sense he manifested of the Divine goodness,

when he came to declare that the Lord had restored his soul, and was

leading him in paths of righteousness for his name's sake.

He who reads the above briefmemorials will not forbear to reflect on

the blessing of serving a master who, like Abraham, commanded his

household to serve the Lord. How happy are those fellow-servants who

travel together on pilgrimage to the celestial cityj and what a faithful

covenant God is he in whom the believer trusts—to whom as he ad

vances he prays, " Cast me not off in old age; forsake me not when my

strength faileth. Now, also, when I am old and grey-headed, forsake

me not." And by whom he is assured, "Even to old age, I am he, and

even to hoary hairs I will carry you. I have made, and I will bear,

even I will carry and witt deliver you." ,

THE TWO-FOLD NATURE OF CHRIST.

From a Sermon entitled CHRIST тнж MEDIATO«, lit/ Rtv. DANIEL Илкг.к, nj Georgia.

But if the two-fold nature of Christ, be a mystery, I repeat it, it is a

blessed mystery, full of sweetness, as well as of wonder. For observe,

How Ix-autifiil/i/ itfall» in with the account given of our blessed Saviour

whilst he tabernacled here on earth. In this account, circumstance« of

humility, and circumstances of grandeur, are made strangely and

sweetly to blend together, indicating at the same time, both his human

and divine nature. See the blessed Saviour in Bethlehem ! Born of a
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woman—born in a stable—and laid in a manger. Here are circum

stances of humility pointing out his human nature. But mark the cir

cumstances of grandeur denoting his Липе nature. A star announces

his birth", and angels sing his natal song! See him at the grave of La

zarus. He weeps, like a man! and then says, Lazarus, come forth, like

a God! Approaching the barren fig tree, he hungers, like a man! And

then, with a word, withers the fig-tree away, like a God! During a

raging storm on the sea of Tiberias, he lay in the hinder part of the

ship. With his head upon a pillow, he slept, like a man! Being called

upon, he arose, and rebuked the winds and the sea, like a God! Having

wrought a stupendous miracle, he goes into the mountain apart to pray,

like a mon! And at the fourth watch of the night, he comes to his

disciples, walking upon the water, like a God! О see the hope of Israel,

on yonder bloody tree, nailed to the cross: he suffers, like a man! Then

opens the gates of Paradise to the dying thief, like a God! In yonder

sepulchre!—Alas, in yonder sepulchre, wrapt in a winding sheet, my

blessed Jesus lies, pale and cold in death, like a man! But, on the morn

ing of the third day, by his own immortal energies, he burst the

bands of death, and rose triumphant, like a God! And see him, also,

after his resurrection, meeting with his disciples: he takes a piece of

broiled fish, and of an honey comb, and did eat with them, like a man!

Ar.d then, he leads them out to Bethany, and blesses them, and as he

blesses them, he ascends in radiant mjjesty far above all heavens—a

God confessed.1 " God is gone up witK a shout! The Lord, with the

sound of a trumpet! Sing praises unto God; sing praises! Sing praises

unto our King, sing praises!"

" All bail the power of Jesus' name,

Let angels prostrate Tall !

Bring forth the royal diadem,

And crown him Lord of all."

ЗШегага anïr philosophical Entrlliaence, etc.

Hydrophobia—its Treatment and Cure, bodies. Finally, he drank with difficulty;

—M. Buisson, a learned French physi- and the sight of water was still more

cían, writon to the Academy of Science distressing to him than the pain in ¡us

to claim a small treatise on a case of throat.

hydrophobia, which was his own. He These symptoms occurred every fire

ввув in a complaint of this kind, he bled a minutes, and it appeared to him as though

Eatient at her own request, who died, as the pain commenced in the affected fm-

e expected, but in performing the ope- ger, and extended thence up to the shoul-

ration, he got his hands bloody, and after der. From the whole symptoms he judg-

washing them, wiped them with a towel ed himself affected with the hydrophobia,

that had been used to wipe the mouth of and resolved to terminate his life, by

the patient—that there were little enres stifling himself in a vapour bath. Having

on bis hands, and he took the infection, entered one for this purpose, he caused the

Nine days after he felt the symptoms of heat to be raised to 42 degrees Reaumur,

hydrophobia, being in his cabriolet, he (170 degrees 36 minutes Farenheit,) when

was suddenly seized with a pain in the he was equally surprised and delighted to

throat, and one still greater in his eyes, find himself free from all complaint. He

The saliva wns continually pouring into left the bathing-room, well, dined heartily,

bis mouth ; the impression of a current of and drank more than usual. Since that

air, the eight of brilliant bodies gave him time, he says, he has treated in the same

painful sensations, his body appeared to manner mor? than eighty persons bitten,

him so light, that ho felt as though he in four of whom the symptoms had de-

could leap to a prodigious height; he clared themselves, and in no case has he

experienced, he «id, a wish to run and failed except that of one child, seven

bite, not men, but animals and annual« years old, who died in the bath.

Ch. ¿dr.—VOL. XII. 2 L
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Д Burning Prairie.—An intelligent

correspondent of the New York American

has been for some lime furnishing letters

for that paper, descriptive of the " Far

West." After mentioning the dangers

which are not unfrequently encountered

by travellers, in their journeys across the

prairies, at the inclement seasons of the

year, he gives the following vivid de

scription of an extensive prairie of Lower

Illinois, which was on fire on every

side around him at the time he passed

over it.

" The hour was near midnight, and the

•pectaclo was magnificent beyond de

scription. An illustration by Westell's

pencil, of the Rich Man in the Burning

Lake, which I have seen somewhere,

would give as near an idea of the scene

as the painter's art could convey. In one

place the prairie presented exactly the

appearance of a brood burning pool, in

others the flames swelled up like seas of

fire, rolling the liquid element in solid co

lumns over the lind, and then, like the

waves of the sea itself, when they break

upon the shore, a thousand forked tongues

of flame would project themselves far be

yond the broken mass, and greedily lick

up the dry aliment that lay before them.

Our horses did not seem to mind the phe

nomenon at all, and we drove so near the

fire as to feel the heat very sensibly. But

though we probably incurred no danger,

it was almost startling at times to see a

wall of fire aa high as our horses ears, in

some places stretching along the road

side, while the flames would shoot to the

height of twenty feet or more, when a

gnst of wind would sweep the prairie."

British and Foreign Bible Society.—

On Wednesday (May 7th) the annual

general meeting of this society was held

in the Great Room of Exeter Hall,

Strand; several thousand persons were

present. Lord Bexloy, the newly ap

pointed President, took the chair. The

report, which was adopted, stated that

the society was first formed in 1804. Its

object had been promoted in Europe, Asia,

Atrica, and America, Ъу more than 5,000

kindred institutions, of which 3,400 have

been formed in Great Britain and Ireland.

It had printed and distributed the Scrip

tures in 121 different languages and dia

lects, in 72 of which no part of the Word

of God had before been printed, and the

society was now engaged in translations

into SO other languages. The society

since its formation had circulated

13,000,000 copies of the Bible, or portions

of it.

The society's issues had gradually in

creased from 50,000 to 500,000 copies an

nually. The expenditures of the society,

since its establishment, has amounted to

upward« of £2,000,000. The total re

ceipts for the past year amounted to

£83,000, odd—being an excess of £8,400

over that of last year; but for the last

two preceding yearn there had been a de

ficit of several thousand pounds. The

number of Bibles distributed for the past

year was (we believe) 900,000 copies. A

liberal subscription was collected at the

doors, and after a silting of some hours,

the meeting separated.

African Expedition —Death of Mr.

Lander.—We regret to learn that intelli

gence has been received of the death of

the enterprising African traveller, Rich

ard Lander. He was fired upoa and se

verely wounded by the natives on the

Nunn river, where he had gone for the

5urpose of trade, early in the month of

anuary, and he died at Fernando Po, on

the 2d of February. The following ex

tract of a letter from Captain Fuge, of the

Crown, contains all the particulars of this

melancholy event that are yet known.—

Mr. Lander was buried by Captain Fuge,

on the day he died.

" Mr. Richard Lander expired at Fer

nando Po, on Sunday, the 2d of February.

He was wounded on his way up into the

interior with a schooner boat, loaded with

goods for trade, and two canoes which

were towed from Capo Coast by the cotter

•Crown. He was attacked on all sides by

bushmen, all armed with musketry. One

white and two black men were killed; one

woman and child, with a boy were taken

prisoners. Mr. Lander and the remainder

fortunately managed to get into one of

the canoes, and pull for their lives. Mr.

Lander received a shot in his hip; a sea-

' man and two Kroomen were also severely

wounded. They left the Crown to pro

ceed up the river on the 13th, and return,

ed to the cutter on the 21st of January.

They lost every thing belonging to them,

excepting what clothes they had on them.

Mr. Lander lost all his papers, not one

remains to be shown. The Crown got

under weigh, and arrived at Fernando

Po, on Sunday, the 26th.—Mr. Lander'i

wound had mortified, but he died quite

composed."

Л new Alphabet in Africa.—The Rev.

J. Leighton Wilson, who has recently re

turned from an exploring tour on the

western coast of Africa, states that «orne

of the natives in the northern part of Li

beria, have very lately invented written

syllabic, characters, in which that people

can read and write their own language,

with very little instruction from the in

ventors. May not this be one of the

means which the God of providence will

use, to diffuse in those dark places of the

earth the knowledge of the glorious gos

pel of his Son, Jesus Christ?— Southern

Kel. Tel.
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Emigrants.—During the past «even-

teen years there have arrived at the port

of Quebec, G9,I75 passengers from Eu

rope. The greatest number in une year

was, 18,231, in 1631—the least number

u-™ 90, in 1824.—The number arrived the

present season to the 3d of June, was,

from England 2,884, Ireland 6595, Scot

land 1348, lower ports 19—total 10,846.

Same period last year, 3,175.

The following are the number of pas-

•engers that have arrived at the port of

New York, since the first of January,

1834, to June 4th, as taken from the reve

nue books.

January, . . . 420

February, ... 400

March, . . . 1454

April, . . . 3959

May, . . . 9653

June, ... 809

16,755

Asthma.—We learn from an intelligent

friend, who has long been afflicted with

this most distressing complaint, that the

fumes of burning paper, saturated with

a solution of saltpetre, gives him perfect

relief. He keeps a quantity of the paper,

which has been simply soaked in strong

saltpetre water, and afterwards dried,

constantly on hand, and on the recurrence

of a paroxysm obtains almost instant re

lief, from burning half a sheet or a sheet

in his room. Others who have been simi

larly affected, have tried it with corres

ponding benefit. In no case has it been

known to fail, so far as his information

extends. We deem the testimony suffi

cient to warrant the publication of the

prescription, which certainly has the

merit of simplicity. If it shall prove ge

nerally efficacious, its value is beyond

price. It can be ruadily tested.—Newark

Daily Adv.

Safe Method of Exterminating Ritt.—

Let those who wish lu poison rats, in

stead of applying to the chemist, intimate

ly mix a pound of pluister of Paris, (in

its unslaked state) with about double the

quantity of oatmeal.—Let them place this

within the reach of the rats; they will

eat it greedily, and without being de

terred by any bad taste. Through the

humidity contained in their stomachs,

the plaister of Paris will " set," and form

an indigestible hard mass, which will, in

fact, present, upon dissection, a good cast

of the rat's stomach, and speedily produce

a kind of Aldermanic death, i. e. by irre

mediable indigestion.

Tea.—The Amsterdam Handelsblad

fives the following extract of a letter

from Batavia:—"M. Jacobson, inspector

of the cultivation of tea in Java, has as

sured me that in a few years a whole

cargo of tea, prepared entirely in the

Chinese fashion, may be exported from

this place to the mother country. The

skill and zeal of this gentleman cannot be

sufficiently extolled. At the hazard of his

life, he has repeatedly brought hither

from China, Chinese labourers, and mil

lions of tea plants, and numerous ma

chines necessary in the preparation of

tea ; and has formed many plantations of

tea, which are extremely flourishing."

Manner of making Castor Oil very pa-

latal/U to Children.—Take the quantity of

oil you propose for a dose, and boil it lor

a few minutes in an equal quantity of

milk; then sweeten it with a little sugar.

When the mixture has cooled, stir it well,

and give it to the child. There will be

no necessity of giving the child any thing

to drink after taking the mixture, for the

taste of it is more pleasant than any drink

you can give.

Cotton Seed Oil.—The Natchez Cou

rier announces the complete success of

the effort to obtain an oil from cotton

seed, which should answer a better pur-

U>se for burning than spermaceti oil.

sed as lamp oil, it is said to " burn beau

tifully, giving an excellent light without

smoke, and free from any perceptible

smell." An establishment for clarifying

the oil, has been put in operation in that

place ; and it is said to be a good substi

tute for linseed oil, for many purposes,

even without undergoing that process.

A remarkable peculiarity in the eye of

some persons consists in a want of power

to discriminate colours. The late Profes

sor Dugald Stewart could not perceive

any difference in the colour of the fruit of

the scarlet Siberian crab and that of its

leaves; and Dr. Dation, Ihe celobraled

chemist, of Manchester, informs us, that

when he looks at the prismatic spectrum,

he can only distinguish three colours,

namely, blue, yellow and purple, while he

is incapable of perceiving either the green

or Ihe red rays. The cause of this has

never been satisfactorily explained.

The multiplying power in some in

stances, animal as well as vegetable, is

astonishing. An annual plant of two

seeds produces, in 20 years, I .(> !.-,:,?( I ;

and there are plants which bear more than

40,000 seeds. The roe of a codfish is

said to contain a million of eggs; mites

will multiply to a thousand in a day ; and

there are viviparous flies which produce

2000 at once.
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HeUgiou» EutclHtjrutr.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

Agreeably to appointment, the General Assembly of the Presbyterian

church in the United States convened in the Seventh Presbyterian

church of Philadelphia, May 15th, 1834, at 1 1 o'clock, A. M., and was

opened with a sermon by the Moderator of the last year, the Rev. WIL

LIAM A. M'DowELL, D. D., from Psalm cxxii. 6—" Pray for tha peace

of Jerusalem." The number of the members present, as near as we

have been able to- ascertain it, was about 210. The sessions of the As

sembly were unusually protracted, having- been continued till the even

ing of the 4th of June—three weeks. We shall at present give no de

tail of the subjects which occupied the attention of this Judicalory. It

is our purpose, if life and health permit, to review the principal acts

and doings of this Assembly; when we shall quote the articles which

•will be the subjects of our remarks—We know not when the minutes,

in pamphlet form, will make their appearance; as we learn that there

is a deficiency in the funds necessary for their publication in extenuó.

In the mean time, some of them have already been published in the re

ligious newspapers, and the remainder will probably soon appear in the

same way.

We have witnessed, either as a spectator or a member, the proceed

ings of probably more than nine-tenths of all the General Assemblies

of our church that have hitherto been convened in the United States.

Within ten years past we have seen greater excitement, on some occa

sions, than appeared at the recent sessions. But we have never seen

an Assembly like the last, in one particular—the majority disregard

ing, as it were by system, both the feelings and the arguments of the

minority, and going straight to their object, with so little modification

of any favourite measure, and so little apparent, concern as to the man

ner in which it might be viewed or felt by those in the opposition, or in

the church at large. It has hastened a crisis which has been for some

time threatened, and which we think the true interest of our church

required should not have been precipitated, but if possible avoided al

together—We hope our readers will give a very attentive and consi

derate perusal'to the two extended papers which we subjoin—The first

refers to the second, and the treatment which the second received from

the Assembly, was deeply concerned in producing the first.

With all respect, but with all solemnity, we desire to put it to the

conscience of every minister, and every ruling elder of the Presbyterian

church, who has eyes to see the error and heresy that are coming into

this church like a flood, and that its discipline is prostrate, whether he

is not bound to give in his adherence to the following ACT and PRO

TEST. From God, and from the church at large, is all our hope—It is

gone, entirely gone, from the General Assembly; till an influence shall

come on that body which has not governed it for several years past.—

The Act and Protest would have received a number of signatures con

siderably larger than that which appears, if the paper could have been

prepared for subscription, before those who were parties to it in con

versation and purpose, had left the city. Let them, and all who are
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willing to join with them, direct a note, post paid, with as little delay

as possible, to the publisher of the PRESBYTERIAN, No. 9, George Street,

Philadelphia, requesting their names to be added to the list of sub

scribers—After three or four months, this Act and Protest will be pub

lished in a pamphlet form for more extensive circulation.

ACT AND TESTIMONY.

To the Minister», Elders, and Private Members of the Presbyterian Church in the

United States.

BRETHREN BELOVED 1.4 THE LORD:—In the solemn crisis to which our church has

arrived, we are constrained to appeal to you in relation to the alarming errors which

have hitherto been connived at, and now al length have been countenanced and sus

tained, by the acts of the supreme judicatory of our church.

Constituting, as we all do, a portion of yourselves, and deeply concerned, as every

portion of the system must be, in all that affects the body itself, we earnestly address

ourselves to you, in the full belief that the dissolution of our church, or what is worse,

its corruption in all that once distinguished its peculiar testimony, can, under God, be

prevented only by you.

From the highest judicatory of oar church, we have for several years in succession

Bought the redress of our grievances, and have not only sought it in vain, but with an

aggravation of the evils of which we have complained. Whither then can we look for

relief, but first to Him who ia made Head over all things to the church which is his

body, and then to you, as constituting a part of that body, and as instruments in his

band to deliver the church from the oppression which she sorely feels.

We love the Presbyterian church, and look back with sacred joy to her instrumen

tality in promoting every good and every noble cause among men; to her unwavering

love of human rights; to her glorious efforts for the advancement of human happiness;

to her clear testimonies for the truth of God. and her great and blessed efforts to en

large and establish the kingdom of Christ our Lord. We delight to dwell on the things

which our God has wrought by our beloved church ; and by his grace enabling us, we

are resolved that our children shall not have occasion to weep over an unfaithfulness

which permitted us to stand idly by, and behold the ruin of this glorious structure.

" Brethren," says the Apostle, " I beseech you by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,

that ye all speak the same thing, and that there be no divisions among you, but that

ye be perfectly joined together in the same mind, and in the same judgment." In the

presence of that Redeemer by whom Paul adjures us, we avow our fixed adherence to

those standards of doctrine and order, in their obvious and intended sense, which we

bave heretofore subscribed under circumstances the most impressive. In the same

spirit we do therefore solemnly acquit ourselves in the sight of God, of all responsi

bility arising from the existence of those divisions and disorders in our church, which

spring from a disregard of assumed obligations, a departure from doctrines deliberately

professed, and a subversion of forms publicly and repeatedly approved. By the same

high authority, and under the same weighty sanctions, we do avow our fixed purpose

to strive for the restoration of purity, peace, and scriptural order to our church; and

to endeavour to exclude from her communion those who disturb her peace, corrupt her

testimony, and subvert her established forms. And to the end that the doctrinal errors

of which we complain may bo fully known, and the practical evils under which the

body suffers be clearly set forth, and our purposes in regard to both be distinctly un

derstood, we adopt this ACT and TESTIMONY.

As REGARDS DoCTRlKE.

1. We do bear our solemn testimony against the right claimed by many, of inter

preting the doctrines of our standards in a sense different from the general sense of the

church for years past, whilst they still continue in our communion : on the contrary,

we aver, that they who adopt our standards, are bound by candour and the simplest

integrity, to hold them in their obvious, accepted sense.

2. We testify against the unchristian subterfuge to which some have recourse, when

they avow a general adherence to our standards as a system, while they deny doc

trines essential to the system, or hold doctrines at complete variance with the system.

3. We testify against the reprehensible conduct of those in our communion, who

hold, and preach, and publish Arminian and Pelagian heresies, professing at the same

time to embrace our creed, and pretending that these errors do consist therewith.

4. We testify against the conduct of those who, while they profess to approve and

adopt our doctrine and order, do, nevertheless, speak and publish, in terms, or by no
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ceseary implication, that which is derogatory to both, and which tendí to bring; both

into disrepute.

5. We testify against the following as a part of the errors which are held and taught

by many persons in our church.

ERRORS.

1. Our relation to Adam.—That we have no more to do with the uní sin of Adam

than with the eins of any other parent.

2. Native Depravity.—That thore is no such thing as original sin: that infants come

into the world as perfectly free from corruption of nature as Adam was when he was

created: that by original sin nothing more is meant than the fact that all the posterity

of Adam, though born entirely free from moral defilement, will always begin to «in

when they begin to exercise moral agency, and that this fact is some how connected

with the fall of Adam.

3. Imputation.—That the doctrine of imputed sin and imputed righteousness ¡я a

novelty, and is nonsense.

4. .'Ibilitij.—That tho impenitent sinner is by nature, and independently of the aid of

the Holy Spirit, in full possession of all the powers necessary to a compliance with the

commands of God : and that if he laboured under any kind of inability, natural or

moral, which he could not remove himself, he would be excusable for not complying

with God's will.

5. Regeneration.—That man's regeneration is his own act; that it consists merely

in the change of our governing purpose, which change we must ourselves produce.

G. hi rmi Influence.—That God cannot exert such an influence on the minds of men

as shall make it certain that they will choose and act in a particular manner without

destroying their moral agency; and that, in a moral system, God could not prevent

the existence of sin, or the present amount of sin, however much he might desire it.

7. .-Ниш mi-Hi.—That Christ's sufferings were not truly and properly vicarious.

Which doctrines and statements, are dangerous and heretical, contrary to the gospel

of God, and inconsistent with our Confession of Faith. We are painfully alive also to

the conviction, that unless a speedy remedy be applied to the abuses which have called

forth this act and testimony, our Theological Seminaries will soon be converted into

nurseries to foster the noxious errors which are already so widely prevalent, and our

church funds will be perverted from the design for which they were originally contri

buted.

As REGARDS DISCIPLINE.

The necessary consequence of the propagation of these and similar errors amongst

us, has been the agitation and division of our churches, and ecclesiastical bodies; the

separation of our ministers, elders, and people, into distinct parties; and the great in

crease ofcauses of mutual alienation.

Our people are no longer as one body of Christians; many of our church sessions are

agitated by the tumultuous spirit of party ; our presbyteries are convulsed by collision«

growing out of the heresies detailed above, and our synods and our Assembly are made

theatres for the open display of humiliating scenes of human passion, and weakness.

Mutual confidence is weakened ; respect for tho judicatory of our church is impaired ;

our hope that the dignified and impartial course of justice would flow steadily onward,

has expired ; and a large portion of the religious press is made subservient to error.

The ordinary course of disciplino, arrested by compromises, in which the truth is always

loser, and perverted by organized combinations to personal, selfish and party ends,

ceases altogether, and leaven every one to do what seems good in his own eyes. The

discipline of the church, rendered more needful than ever before, by the existence of

numberless cases, in which Christian love to erring brethren, as well as a just regard

to the interests of Zion, imperiously call for its prompt, firm and temperate exercise,

is absolutely prevented by the operation of tho very causes which demand its employ

ment. At the last meeting of the General Assembly, a respectful memorial presented

in behalf of eleven presbyteries, and many sessions, and individual members of our

church, was treated without one indication of kindness, or the manifestation of any dis

position to concede a single request that was made. It was sternly frowned upon, and

the memorialists were left to mourn under their grievances with no hope of alleviation

from those who ought to have at least shown tenderness and sympathy, as the nursing

fathers of the church, even when that which was asked was refused to the petitioners.

At the same time they, who have first corrupted our doctrines, and then deprived us of

the ordinary means of correcting the evils they have produced, seek to give permanent

security to their errors and to themselves, by raising an outcry in the churches, against

all who love the truth, well enough to contend for it.

Against this unusual, unhappy and ruinous condition, wo do bear our clear and de

cided testimony in tho presence of the God of all living; we do declare our firm belief
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that it (pringa primarily from the fatal heresies countenanced in our body: and we do

avow our deliberate purpose, with the help of God, to give our beet endeavouri to cor

rect it.

As REGAKDS CHURCH ORDER.

We believe that the form of government in the Presbyterian church in the United

States, is, in all essential features, in full accordance with the revealed will of God ;

and therefore whatever impairs its purity, or changes its essential character, is repug

nant to the will of our master. In what light then shall we be considered, if professing

to revere this system, we calmly behold its destruction, or connive at the conduct of

those engaged in tearing up its deep foundations ?

Some of us have long dreaded the spirit of indifference to the peculiarities of our

church order, which we supposed was gradually spreading amongst us. And the de

velopments of later years have rendered it most certain, that as the perversion of our

doctrinal formularies, and the engrafting of new principles and practices upon our

church constitution, have gone hand in hand; so the original purity of the one rannot

bo restored, without a strict and faithful adherence to tho other. Not only then for

its own sake, do we love the constitution of our church, as a model of all free institu

tions, and as a clear and noble exhibition of the soundest principles of civil and re

ligious liberty ; not only do we venerate its peculiarities, because they exhibit tho rules

by which God intends the affairs of his church on earth to bo conducted ; but we cling

to its venerable ramparts, because they afford a sure defence for those precious, though

despised doctrines of grace, the pure transmission of which has been entrusted as a

sacred duty to the church.

It is, therefore, with the deepest sorrow, that we behold our church tribunals, in

various instances, imbued with a different spirit, and fleeing on every emergency to ex

pedients unknown to the Christian simplicity and uprightness to our forms, and repug

nant to all our previous habits. It is with pain and distrust that we see, sometimes,

the helpless inefficiency of mere advisory bodies contended for and practised, when the

occasion called for the free action of our laws ; and sometimes the full and peremptory

exercise of power, almost despotic, practised in cases where no authority existed at all.

It is with increasing alarm that we behold a fixed design to organize new tribunals upon

principles repugnant to our system, and directly subversive of it, for the obvious pur

pose of establishing and propagating the heresies already recounted, of shielding from

just process the individuals who hold them, and of arresting the wholesome discipline

of the church. We do therefore testify against these departures from the true prin

ciples of our constitution : against the formation of new presbyteries and synods, other

wise than upon the established rules of our church ; or for other purposes than the edi

fication and enlargement of the church of Christ ; and we most particularly testify

against the formation of any tribunal, in our church, upon what some call principles

of elective affinity; against the exercise by the General Assembly of any power not

clearly delegated to it; and the exercise even of its delegated powers for purposes in

consistent with the designof its creation.

RECOMMENDATION то THE CHURCHES.

Dear Christian Brethren, you who love Jesus Christ in sincerity and in truth, and

adhere to the plain doctrines of the cross as taught in the standards prepared by the

Westminster Assembly, and constantly held by the true Presbyterian church ; to all of

you who love your ancient and pure constitution, and desire to restore our abused and

corrupted church to her simplicity, purity, and truth, we, a portion of yourselves,

ministers and elders of your churches, and servants of one common Lord, would pro

pose most respectfully and kindly, and yet most earnestly—

1. That we refuse to give countenance to ministers, elders, agents, editors, teachers,

or to those who are in any other capacity engaged in religious instruction or effort, who

hold the preceding or similar heresies.

2. That we make every lawful effort to subject all such persons, especially if they be

ministers, to the just exercise of discipline by the proper tribunal.

3. That we use all proper means to restore the discipline of the church, in all it«

courts, to a sound, just, Christian state.

4. That we use our endeavours to prevent tho introduction of new principles into our

system, and to restore our tribunals to their ancient purity.

5. That we consider the presbyterial existence or acts of any presbytery or synod

formed upon the principles of elective affinity, as unconstitutional, and all ministère

and churches voluntarily included in such bodies as having virtually departed from the

standards of our church.

6. We recommend that all ministers, elders, church sessions, presbyteries and synods,

who approve of thia act and testimony, give their public adherence thereto, in such
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manner as they shall prefer, and communicate their names, and when a church court,

a copy of their adhering act.

7. That inasmuch as our only hope of improvement and reformation in the affaira of

our church depends on the interposition of Him who is King in Zion, that we will un

ceasingly and importunately supplicate a Throne of Grace, for the return of that pa

rity and peace, the absence of which we now sorrowfully deplore.

8. We do earnestly recommend that on the second Thursday of May, 1835, a con

vention be held in the city of Piltsburg, to be composed of two delegates, a minister

and ruling elder from each presbytery, or from the minority of any presbytery, who

may concur in the sentiments of this act and testimony, to deliberate and consult on

the present state of our church, and to adopt such measures as may be belt suited to

restore her prostrated standards.

And now, brethren, our whole heart is laid open to you, and to the world. If the

mnjority of our church are against us, they will, we suppose, in the end, either see the

infatuation of their course, and retrace their steps, or they will, at last, attempt to cut

us off. If the former, we shall bless the God of Jacob; if the latter, we are ready, for

the sake of Christ, and in support of the testimony now made, not only to be cut off,

but if need be, to die also. If, on the other hand, the body be yet in the main sound,

as we would fondly hope, wo hare hero frankly, openly, and candidly, laid before oar

erring brethren the course wo are, by the grace of God, irrevocably determined to pur

sue. It is our steadfast aim to reform the church or to testify against its errors and

defections, until testimony will be no longer heard. And we commit the issue into the

hands of him who is over all, God blessed for ever. Amen.
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A MEMORIAL ON THE PRESENT STATE OF THE PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH.

The following is the Memorial referred to in the preceding paper.

Many copies of it, in pamphlet form, have been sent throughout the

Presbyterian church; yet we question whether a fourth part of our

readers have ever seen it. We therefore offer it to their inspection,

and request them to give it a full and considerate perusal; that they

may be able to decide for themselves, whether it merited the frowns,

censure and rejection, which it received from the General Assembly.

CIRCULAR.

Dear Brother:—Your kind and Christian attention is respectfully invited to the Fol

lowing memorial on the present state of the Presbyterian Church, under the care of

the General Assembly.

It seems to us a matter of notoriety, that not a few of her fundamental doctrine*

havo been denied—and that in many instances her discipline haa been disregarded, by

which her purity is tarnished, her peace broken, and her unity in jeopardy.

Deeply afflicted with this state of things, and ardently wishing speedily to diminish

and ultimately remove from the Church these distressing evils, a number of minis

ters and ruling elders, from several Presbyteries, have held conferences, that by prayer

and consultation they might learn their duty in the present important crisis.

At these meetings, and by correspondence, they have obtained the sentiments of a

number uf brethren from thirteen Presbyteries. The communications received have

been both sorrowful and encouraging. A general concurrence of opinion respecting

the present state of the Church, and the duty of making some united effort to arrest

the progress of evils, by which all her real friends must be grieved, has led us to pre

pare the following memorial to the next General Assembly, in which we hope you

can cordially unite.

We ask the co-operation of those who love the doctrines and discipline of our

Church. If the orthodox will all unite in one effort for reformation, the Church may

yet be purified. This may perhaps be best done by having the memorial adopted by

your Presbytery, or, if this cannot be done, have it signed by Church sessions, or as

many ministers and ruling elders as possible. Union is strength. Hitherto, the sound

part of our Church has acted with little or no concert, while the promoters of innova

tion have advanced in united and persevering efforts.

In the memorial herewith presented we have intended to present nothing but truth,

yet in soliciting your influence, we expect you to judge for yourself. Should you

make any alteration, we hope your modifications may not diner m any essential points

from our views and wishes. Let us all speak and mind the same things, that there be

no divisions among us.

Should we be under a mistake with regard to your opinions, we seek no conceal

ment, and only regret that any who have the name should not have the feelings and

sentiments of sound Presbyterians.

Ministers.—Francis Monfort, Robert B. Dobbins, Arch'd. Craig, Thomas Barr,

Jno. L. Bolville, T. B. Clark, P. Monfort, James Сое, Simeon H. Crane, Daniel Hay-

den, Adrian Aten, John Burtt, Jno. P. Vandyke, Robert Rutherford, W. R. Smith,

J. L. Wilson, Sayrs Gazlay, John Hudson, R. G. Linn.

Elders.—Thos. Kirker, Daniel Voorhis, John Reid Dick, John Monfort, Win. M.

Orr, Joseph Owens, Robert Hunter, James Cunningham, Cyrus Johnson, William

Lowry, Samuel Lowry, James Gwmn, Henry B. Funk, Wm. Cumback, Philip Skinner,

James M'lntirc, Francis Kennedy, Frederick A. Kemper, George Layman, Samuel

Newell, Wiiriam King, Peter II. Kemper, G. Wallace.

MEMORIAL; to the Moderator and Members of¿he General Assembly of the Presby

terian Church in the United States, to meet in the City of Philadelphia, on the ШA of

May, 18У4.

REVEREND FATHERS AND BRETHREN,—

We, the subscribers, ministers and elders of the Presbyterian Church, respectfully

present to you this our memorial, praying you to take into your most serious conside

ration, the subjects to which it asks your attention.

It would be inconsistent with the opinion whkh we entertain of the intelligence of

your reverend body, to offer any proof of what is too lamentably notorious, that from

Ch.Adv.—VOL. XII. 2 M
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sundry causes, our once united and harmonious church, for some time past, has been

afflicted with alienations, strifes and divisions. These evils have greatly disturbed

the peace of our Zion, paralyzed its strength, and exposed it to reproach; and not

withstanding the efforts which have been made to arrest their progress, nothing satis

factory has been accomplished. It is the deliberate opinion of your memorialists, that

these evils and their causes, arc so deeply rooted and so widely spread, that unless

speedy and decisive measures are adopted for their removal, divisions and separations

of a more distressing and permanent character must inevitably ensue. To prevent, if

it be the will of God, an issue so much to be deprecated, your memorialists call upon

your reverend body, as the supreme judicatory of the Presbyterian Church, to exercise

your constitutional powers of "deciding in aíl controversies in doctrine and discipline,

—of reproving, warning, or bearing testimony against error in doctrine, or immorality

in practice, in any Church, Presbytery or Synod—and of suppressing schismalical

contentions and disputations."

Plainly as the path of duty is marked out in our excellent Constitution, it is with

grief thai we feel constrained to say, that for some years past a policy of an evasive

character has distinguished many of the proceedings of the General Assemblies, as

also a number of inferior judicatories, wherein they have, apparently at least, sought

to avoid a prompt dischnrgo of their constitutional duties, and have substituted а

course of procedure unknown and repugnant to the prescribed order of our form of

government. Although this has been applauded as a policy wisely calculated to

prevent evils and preserve peace, yet we are compelled to view it in a dînèrent light,

and as indicating that there is a widely spread principle of evil operating ¡n the Pres

byterian Church, to the general change of its form of government, and the character

of its creed.

We feel alarmed at the evidences which press тдроп os, of the prevalence of un-

soundness in doctrine, and laxity in discipline; and wo view it as an aggravating con

sideration, that the General Assembly, the constitutional guardian of the Church's

purity, oven when a knowledge of such evils has been brought before it, in an orderly,

manner, has, within a few years post, either directly or indirectly refused to apply

the constitutional remedy. Appeals, references, complaints and memorials, from in

dividuals, Presbyteries and Synods, have been dismissed on some slight grounds, per

haps not noticed at all, or merged in some compromise which aggravated the evil«

intended to be removed. But that your reverend body may be convinced of the jus

tice of our complaints on these subjects, we shall come to particulars, and present

distinctly to your consideration certain acts and proceedings, in our opinion, unsound

and unconstitutional in themselves; some of which have been the precursors and in

lets of other evils.

That we may not be misunderstood, we premise hero our free admission, that some

of the measures about to be complained of, were adopted at the time with the best in

tentions, and if the results could have been foreseen by the authors of those measures,

they would never have been carried into effect.

I. We believe this to have been particularly the case with regard to the " Plan of

Union" with Congregational churches, adopted in 1801. A careful comparison ofthat

Plan, (See Digest, p. 297,) with the constitution of our church, will make it evident,

that the General Assembly of 1801, in adopting it, assumed power no where assigned

to them in the constitution. They established an ecclesiastical tribunal for the go

vernment of a part of the Presbyterian church, such as is not acknowledged by the

constitution, and is plainly repugnant to it. We allude to the " Mutual Council" re

cognised in that Plan. In the same act, the Assembly also granted the powers and

privileges of ruling elders to " committee-men," which was contrary both to the spirit

and letter of the constitution, as is now generally conceded. But a " mutual council"

as an ecclesiastical court for Presbyterians, is, if possible, more evidently unconstitu

tional than the powers of committee-men. Without dwelling on the details of the

" plan," we merely place in opposition to the whole of it, c. xii. sect, ü, of our Form

of Government, viz: " Before any overtures or regulations proposed by the Assembly

to be established as constitutional rules, shall be obligatory on the churches, it shall be

necessary to transmit them to all the Presbyteries, and to receive the returns of, at

least, a major^y of them in writing approving thereof." This provision of our consti

tution was not attended to then, nor at any subsequent period ; and still the " plan" is

in force, and acted upon, to the annoyance and injury, both of the purity and the

peace of the Presbyterian church.

In the original adoption of this measure, it was intended for application in those

" new settlements," the inhabitants of which, literally consisted of Presbyterians and

Congregationalists: and had the " plan" been strictly confined in its operations to its

first and only object, the evils resulting from it would have been less, although its un

constitutional chancier would not hare been changed. For a short period, it was
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probably ihn» limited to iti primary object; but as the whole plan was a real departure

from Presbyterian principles, it wae soon found convenient to apply it to congregation«

where there was not a single Presbyterian, and to othem where there was but a soli

tary individual or two, ofthat denomination. A little further extension of the plan,

led to the formation of entire Presbyteries, consisting of Congregationalists, in which

neither the ministers adopted our Confession of Faith, nor the congregations our Form

of Government. Although remaining strictly Congregational, yet they appointed

committee-men to represent them, and to deliberate and vote in Presbyteries, Synods,

and General Assemblies. The Western Reserve Synod, with its Presbyteric's and

churches, strongly testified to tho truth of these statements. Л larger proportion of

the churches in that Synod are, or very recently were, really and truly Congregatign-

•1, in principle and practice; ond we leur that the same is true, of nearly as largo a

proportion of the ministers. We could refer to other Presbyteries in the east, north

and west, almost in the same circumstances, exhibiting the same practical results.

This want of conformity to Presbytertonism, is defended and justified by an appeal to

the terms of the " plan of union." This course of things was, at first, overlooked, and

then connived at, until the leaven so fermented the whole mass, as in a great degree

to change the tone and character of Prcsbyterianism.

II. Closely connected with the influence of 'Congregational prepossessions and prin

ciples introduced gradually into our church, we regard the existence of a sentiment

now avowed by numbers who bear tho Presbyterian name, thai every man in profess

ing to receive and adopt our ecclesiastical formularies, has a right to put thereon hi»

own construction, without being responsible for the construction, or the character of

fais explanations. They who hold this principle, practise accordingly : and thus an

unnatural mixture of conflicting elements is brought into the bosom of the church, un

favourable alike to its purity and peace.

III. We next notice another course of unconstitutional proceedings, which adds to

the evils that now afflict us. We refer to the practice of Presbyteries, in ordaining

men, sine titulo, to preach and administer the ordinances of the gospel, in other parts

of the Presbyterian church, where Presbyteries already exist, and are ready to perform

their constitutional functions, as the necessities of the churches under their care re

quire. There is also just ground to suspect, that in many cases of such ordination, it

is done to suit the convenience of men who are not prepared to pass through the con

stitutional ordeal when applied by those Presbyteries, within whoso bounds they ex

pect to labour, either on account of their lack of ministerial furniture, or because they

do not cordially receive, either onr creed, or form of government: hence, they prefer

to receive lieensuro and ordination in such Presbyteries as are known, or supposed to

be, not particular on these points.

Especially do we complain of, and testify against, what has more than once occurred

during the last few years, viz. The ordaining of six, eight, or ten young men, at a

time, most of them just licensed, who have been reared up from infancy to manhood,

in Congregational views, feelings and habits, and who am thus suddenly, nominally

and geographically converted into Presbyterian ministers, before it was possible, in

tho nature of things, that they could have cleat and just views of Presbyterianism.

For where could they acquire them ? Certainly, not in the Congregational churches,

in which they were trained up; and not in Congregational Theological Schools; for

in them, no provision is made for expounding the doctrines of the Presbyterian Con-

fesiion of Faith and Form of Government. The fact is, that, every year, numbers of

these Congregationalists come directly into Presbyteries and Presbyterian churches,

in the West, with certificates of their standing, as ministers of the Presbyterian

church, while in many instances, it is evident that they aro almost entire strangers to

that Confession of Faith, which, unless their certificates be an imposition, they must

in the most solemn manner, have " received and adopted," as their confession offuilh.

Among the many references which might bo made in illustration of the justice of our

representations under this hoad, WP point only to tho instances afforded by the Now-

buryport Presbytery, and the Third Presbytery of New York : the former of which, a

few years ago, ordained nine young men at one time as evangelists, for the A. Homo

Missionary Society, six or seven ot whom were in a short lime located in Ohio, in

which state there were, at that time, fourteen Presbyteries exercising ecclesiastical

jurisdiction. Tho latter Presbytery, in the fall of 1631, ordained ten young men at

one lime, for the A. Home Missionary Society, most of whom were sent directly into

the bounds of Presbyteries in the West. The same Presbytery, in 1832, received the

Rev. L. Beccher, D. D., from a Congregational Association, and forthwith, at tho

вате meeting, dismissed him to join the Presbytery of Cincinnati, to which place he

was journeying to take charge of the Lane Seminary, upon condition that he should

be acknowledged as a minister of the Presbyterian church. The Third Presbytery of

New York, moreover, did thia without his personally appearing before them, and upon
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his written request simply, although they knew at the time they received him in

this manner, that he was not to bo a day related to them as a co-Presbyter ; and al

though they were well aware of the existence of the Cincinnati Presbytery, in con

nexion with which Dr. Beecher intended to labour, and to which, of right, and accord

ing to all propriety, his credentials should have been primarily submitted.

These and similar abuses of the power of Presbyteries, are great evils, and a gross

infringement of the rights of those Presbyteries to which, and into whose churches,

these men'are immediately sent. Such a practice occasions just offence, and inevitably

creates jealousies, suspicions and divisions, where otherwise they might never have

existed.

IV. We also ascribe to the principles of independency, introduced through the me

dium of the compact already noticed, another departure of the General Assembly from

the due discharge of its own constitutional duties, ßrst, in conniving at an irrespon

sible, voluntary association, in assuming to a great extent, thu management of domestic

missions within the Presbyterian church ; and secondly, in that when the General

Assembly had become convinced of the duty of giving increased energy to the exercise

of their appropriate functions, in this matter, they nevertheless not merely connived at

the continued exercise of the powers which the A. H. M. Society has usurped, but

actually encouraged them by л recommendation, in 1829,—a measure which at the time,

deceived many Presbyterians, as to the nature of that institution, inducing a belief that

its operations and influence were compatible both with the constitution and interests

of the Presbyterian church.

By these means, distractions and divisions within the church were greatly increased:

and in 1831, instead of putting an end to the divisions from this source, by causing the

operations of that (institution to cease in all the churches under their care, the Gene

ral Assembly almost forced upon the western churches, by their compromising reso

lution of that year, the measure of consulting and determining upon the best mode of

carrying on domestic missions in our destitute and feeble churches. This did not pro

duce the requisite remedy : for although the implied pledge was given, that the deter

mination to which the western churches would come, would be confirmed, when, with

this understanding, the said churches decided by a large majority, that the best and

only way to be pursued by the General Assembly, was to gel the church to do her own

work, by her own responsible functionaries ; yet this decision, made almost under the

injunction of the Assembly, was wholly disregarded, and the former divisive courses

were permitted to proceed..

We sincerely lament the indecisive

and we are constrained by a sense of

General Assembly, by recommending an irresponsible association to the churches, and

encouraging it to conduct missionary operations in Presbyterian congregations, and in

its own name to commission missionaries to labour in these congregations, whose offi

cial reports of labours performed are returned to this association, and not to the su

preme judicatory of the church itself, or to an organ under the control and oversight

of the supreme judicatory,—is a relinquishment by the Assembly, of a solemn trust,

specially and unalienably committed to them by the Lord Jesua Christ, and by the ex

press terms of that constitution, under which the Assembly exist» and acts. (See Form

of Gov. o. xii. sect. 5; also c. xviii.) We do not hesitate to declare it as our decided

opinion that every minister, or licentiate, labouring as a missionary, in any part of the

Presbyterian church, ought to be there only as commissioned by the General Assembly,

or by some of its Constitutional organs, directly amenable thereto, and to which alone

he should report his labours, let bis compensation come from what quarter it may.

The church ought to do her own work, and by her own functionaries : otherwise,

she puts herself under, at least, the indirect influence of those who do her work, by

stepping into her place.

It is in the very nature of things that the missionaries commissioned and compen

sated by, and amenable and reporting to, a society independent of the church, should be

under an influence from that sosiety paramount to that of the church, whose ministers

they profess to be: and this influence will extend to the particular churches aided, and

even to the Presbytery, within whose limits this irresponsible society thus operates.

The influence is not the less powerful or real, because it may not be seen : it is felt, and

is effective, and probably the more so because it operates unseen. Any person who has

attentively noticed the course of things within the Presbyterian church, for the last five

years, can be under no mistake as to the fact, that the A. H. M. Society exercises a

"patronage" within that church, detrimental to her true interests, and subversive of

her whole system. Without detailing all the facts and arguments, which might be

produced in support of this view of the effects arising from the influence ofthat society,

we urge any one who has doubts, to examine the matter candidly ; and he will perceive

that, on almost all questions, involving departures from the doctrines, or violations of

t the indecisive proceedings of the Assembly upon this subject ;

by a sense of duty, to declare our solemn conviction, that the
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the order of our church, which have been discussed and acted upon in the General As

sembly, for these four or five years past, the Missionaries and Agents of the A. H. M. So

ciety, and those known to be the exclusive adherents of that institution, have, with a

very few exceptions, voted and acted in a way to favour these departures and inno

vations. Witness the arguments and votes, inl^SS, against riMirtrnnizing the Assembly's

Board of Missions, upon a more efficient plan; the bitter anil velu-rncnt attack upon the

report of the Assembly's Board, in Ib2!) ; the arguments and votes for several consecu-

tivu years, to the subject of committee-men; tho discussions and votes, in 1831, on the

Barnes' case; on the report of the Assembly's Board, for that yenr ; and on the election

of a new Board. Witness moreover, the discussions ami votes in 1832, respecting the

unconstitutional division of the Presbytery of Philadelphia. In some of the cases re

ferred to, the votes are on record, an examination of which will show, that our state

ment is correct; and it may be added, that the same men, or men of similar character,

in about the same proportions, took a similar course on all other questions of a nature

involving the purity and order of the church.

Again; let it bo well observed, that the A. IJ. M. Society commissions in its own

name, and by its own authority, men, nominally Presbyterian it is true, to officiate in

various parts of the Presbyterian church, under responsibility to that institution; and

in a number of instances, these men are found labouring for months, within the limits

of some Presbytery, without having put themselves under its care. Now, if any Pres

bytery should act in this manner towards '• co-ordinate Presbytery, it would be uncon-

etitutional, and that Presbytery would bo justly liable to censure. (See Form of Gov.

c. xviii. and Digest, p. CO, sect, vi.) And shall a voluntary association be countenanced

in doing what would subject any Presbytery in our connexion, to merited rebuke? The

conduct of tho Presbyterian church, as i l respects this point, presents a singular anomaly

among Christian denominations. All others, consistently and honourably, claim and

exercise the right of managing the internal concerns of their own churches, without

the intervention of foreign and irresponsible hands, whom they will not trust for an

hour with what they feel to be a most important duty, and a vital interest. Against

the conduct that consigns the duties and interests of the church, to a foreign and irre

sponsible institution, to the evident injury of the purity and peace of the church, we

solemnly protest and remonstrate.

V. We now proceed to show, that these relaxing principles, which are undermining

the beauty and order of our Zion, have developed themselves in the proceedings of tho

General Assembly, and we may add, of inferior courts also, when called upon to decide

on points of doctrine. That we may not be tedious, we shall confine ourselves to ono

case, which occurred in the proceedings of the General Assembly.

In order to understand the real nature and influence of these relaxing principles, the

operations of which we are attempting to illustrate, let the proceedings ofthe Assembly,

in 1831, in the Barnes' case, be contrasted with the proceedings of former Assemblies,

in the cases of Mr. Batch, in 1798, and of Mr. Davis, in 1810. For a full account of

these cases, see Digest, pp. 129—134, 144—148, and the minutes of 1831, for that of

Mr. Barnes. In Mr. Batch's case, two of the most prominent errors charged upon

him were, 1st, his " setting aside, in effect, the idea, of Adam's being the federal head,

or representativo of his descendants, and the whole doctrine of the covenant of works :"

2d, his "asserting that the formal cause of a believer's justification, is the imputation

of the fruits and effects of Christ's righteousness, and not that righteousness itself."

In the issue, he was required to acknowledge, before tho Assembly, that he was

wrong in publishing these sentiments, and to renounce the errors charged upon him;

which he did accordingly. Some of the errors held by Davis, and condemned by tho

Assembly, were that " God could not make Adam, or any other creature, either holy

or unholy;" that "Regeneration must be a consequence of faith—Faith precedes

regeneration;" and that " if God has to plant all the principal parts of salvation in a

sinner's heart, to enable him to believe, the gospel plan is quite out of his reach, and

consequently does not suit his case, and it must be impossible for God to condemn a

man for unbelief; for no just law condemns or criminates a man for not doing what he

cannot do." The Assembly, on the whole, resolved, "That this Assembly cannot but

view with disapprobation, various parts of the work entitled 'The Gospel Plan,' of

which William C. Davis is stated in the title page to be the author. In several in

stances, in thin work, modes of expression are adopted, so different from those which

are sanctioned by use, and by the best orthodox writers, that the Assembly consider

them as calculated to produce useless or mischievous speculations. In several other

instances there are doctrines asserted and advocated, as have been already decided, con

trary to the Confession of Faith of our church, and the word of God; which doctrines

the Assembly feel constrained to pronounce to be of very dangerous tendency: and the

Assembly do judge, and hereby do declare, that the preaching or publishing thorn

ought to subject the person, or persons, so doing, to be dealt with by their respective
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Presbyteries, according to the disciplino of the church relative to the propagation of

errors." In llio result, Duvis was deposed. In these two cases, wo perceive what, in

those days, were tlie regard lor Irutli as exhibited in our standards, and the deep sense

of obligation to discharge constitutional duty, so as to suppress error, and preserve doc

trinal purity.

But what a marked declension is observable in 1831 ! The Presbytery of Philadelphia

had found, in Barnes' sermon on the " Way of Salvation," the following erroneous sen

timents, viz.: A denial of the federal and representative character of Adam—An asser

tion that " the notion of imputing sin is an invention of modern times"—that " Christ

did not endure the penalty of the law' —that " the atonement secured the salvation of

no one"—that it was made equally for all—and that " if God requires more of men, in

any sense, than they are able to perform, then in the practical judgment of all men, he

is unjust." These sentiments, on the whole, appear to be quite as exceptionable aa

those lor which Balch and Davis were censured. Yet, when the case ot Air. Barnes

was referred by the Presbytery to the General Assembly, they evaded a decision of the

question upon its doctrinal merits, and smothered the claims of the tiuth in their well

known compromise. Instead of judging, as the Assembly in 1-10 had done, that the

preaching or publishing of such sentiments "ought to subject the person, or persone,

во doing, to be dealt with by their respective Presbyteries, according tu the discipline

of the church relative to the propagation of errors," they expressed their opinion, that

" tho Presbytery ought to have suffered the whole to pass without further notice," and

judged that tho Presbytery " ought to suspend all further proceedings in the case."

The Assembly proceeded oven a step farther in favour of error and innovation, by re

solving, " That it will be expedient, as soon as the regular steps can bo taken, to divide

tho Presbytery in such a way as will bo best calculated to promote the peace of the

ministers and churches belonging to the Presbytery." Here, the Assembly broached

the principle of" elective affinity," for the accommodation of the unsound, or the fac

tious, as the case might be, than which, a principle more subversive of order and good

government was scarcely ever advanced.

We could easily add other cases, recently decided in a manner something similar to

that now adduced, by Synods and Presbyteries; all showing most undeniably, that the

duty of "judging ministers" for their errors is little regarded, however flagrant may

be their departures from the truth; and that to " reprove, warn, and bear testimony

against errors in doctrine," which was formerly considered a special constitutional ob

ligation upon church courts, has become a strange thing among us.

VI. In connexion with these tokens of the prevalence of a relaxing and corrupting

influence, in the Presbyterian church, we complain of a course of procedure, in churcu

courts, commenced and sanctioned by the General Assembly, which has a tendency to

render all the principles ofour constitution nugatory, and the government of the church,

no better than a spiritual anarchy. Wo refer to tho " compromising plan," brought

into signal operation, in I - ¡1 , in the case of Mr. Barnes, and on tho question of tho

election of the Board of Missions for that year. In both cases, this plan was evidently

resorted to, in order to avoid the direct and decided course, which would have been

agreeable to the spirit of pure Prcsbylerianism. A committee of compromise, in such

cases, is of the same nature as a council among tho Congrcgationalists, with this pe

culiar disadvantage attending it, that by the aid of tho Assembly adopting the report of

the committee, it becomes authoritative, precluding all appeal except to first principles:

whereas, among the Congregalionalists, after such a committee or council has decided,

it is optional with the parties at issue, to acquiesce in tho decision, or not. We testily

against this innovation as a perversion of the constitution, a violation of ordination en

gagements, and a virtual denial of the rights of individual church members, and of the

subordinate judicatories. By showing that the latter is true, Uie truth of the allega-

gations will bo established. Surfer us, therefore, to take a brief view of the rights

secured by tho constitution to members and inferior judicalorics of the Presbyterian

church.

In the Form of Government, c. viii. sect. 1, it is declared "absolutely necessary that

the government of tho church be exercised under some certain and definite form."

This is just and reasonable. An uncertain, undefined exorcise of governmental powere

will inevitably result in tyranny, and gross injustice. Therefore, to relinquish our clear

and well defined rules, for adjudications upon the shifting principles of temporary ex

pediency, and to substitute tho action and reports of committees of compromise, for

the regular action and decisions of the judicalory, is to leave tiie certain for the uncertain

mode of government, which, as we see, is unequivocally unconstitutional.—Again ; in

tho Book of Discipline, c. iv.scct. 15, it is said, that "trials shall be fair and impartial."

But on the compromising plan, this is impossible. Very generally, on this plan, the

really guilty escape either with impunity, or under a censure by no means proportionate

to tho degree of their ott'enco ; while, on the other hand, the innocent aro unjustly iin
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plicated, and subjected to evils of a vexatious nature, from which a proper adminis

tration of government would have protected them. Again : Form of Government, c.

xxii. sec. 2, it is made the duty of each commissioner to the General Assembly, "to

consult, vote, and determine on all things that may come before that body, according

to the principles und constitution of this cliurrlt, and t/tc word of God'1 Now, to sub

stitute compromise for the regular action of our judicatorieg, in the legitimate applica

tion of the laws of our constitution, is no principle of Presbyterianism, or article of our

Form of Government. It is something approximating to, but worse than Congroga-

tionaHsm, being destitute of its redeeming qualities.

VII. We solemnly remonstrate against the act of the General Assembly, in 1832,

for dividing the Presbytery of Philadelphia. Aside from the principle upon which thoy

separated the ministers and churches, we consider that act, under the circumstances in

which it was passed, as a gross violation of the constitution, being an evident usurpa

tion of a power vested e.\clusively in the synod. See Form of Government, c. zi.

»ect. 4. No such power is given to the Assembly co-ordinately with synods. In the

act of the Assembly of 1833, confirmatory of the act of the preceding year, we perceive

the same principle of disregard to the constitution, aggravated by the refusal to con

sider the remonstrances from distant synods against the said act. Against thcso un

constitutional proceedings we complain and testify; and call upon your reverend body

to apply the proper remudy, and rectify what has been done amies.

VIII. In the last place, we remonstrate and testify against the following errors,

which aro held and taught within the Presbyterian church, and which the General

Assembly are constitutionally competent to suppress, by warnings, recommendations

and injunctions to the churches, presbyteries and synods under their caro, and by

faithfully and constitutionally deciding on cases brought before them by reference,

complaint or appeal.

1. That Adam v.'as not the covenant head, or federal representative of his posterity,

and sustained no other relation to them than that which subsists between every parent

and his offspring. For proof that this error is held and taught within the Presbyterian

church, soe Barnes1 Sermon on the Wny of Salvation, p. 7. DufHeld on Regeneration,

pp. 2Я8. 2'Jl, 2<J2, 301, 303, :«>!», 374, :Ъ7, 391, 392.

2. That we have nothing to do with the first sin of Adam more than with the sin of

any other parent; and that it is not imputed to his posterity. See Barnes' Sermon on

the Way of Salvation, pp. G, 7. Duffield on Regeneration, pp. 287, 288, 371, 373, 389,

390,391,393.

3. That infants have no moral character,—that they are neither sinful nor holy.

See Duffield on Regeneration, pp. 378, 379, 394, 395, 397.

4. That all sin consists exclusively in voluntary acts or exercises, and consequently

that there is no innate, inherent or derived corruption in the souls offallen men. See

Duffield on Regeneration, pp. 277, 278, 263, 284, 302, 310, 379, 380. Dr. Beecher's

Sermon, National Preacher, Vol. II. p. 12.

5. That man in his fallen state is possessed of entire ability to do whatever God re

quires him to do, independently of any new power or ability imparted to him by the

gracious operations of the Holy Spirit. See Barnes' Sermon on the Way of Salva

tion, p. 14. Dr. Beman's Sermons, pp. 119, 120. Duffield on Regeneration, pp. 318,

319, 322, 542. Dr. Beecher's Sermon on Dependence and Free Agency, pp. 9, 10, 11,

14, 2Ü. 27, 29, 34, 37.

0. That Regeneration is essentially a voluntary change, which the soul is active in

producing ; and that the Holy Spirit acts only mediately, in the way of moral suasion,

by the presentation of motives. See Duffield on Regeneration, pp. 200, 202, 204, 20C,

210, 211, 212, 215, 227, 230, 231, 440, 484, 492, 493, 510, 511, 512, 515.

7. That Christ did not become the legal substitute of sinners,—did not pay the debt

of his people, or endure the penalty of the law in their behalf. See Dr. Bernan's Four

Sermons on the Doctrine of the Atonement, pp. 34, 3C, 38, 42, 45, 46, 47, 53, 54, 70,

71, 72. 73. Barnes' Sermon on the Way of Salvation, pp. 10, 11.

8. That the Atonement is merely an exhibition of the wrath of God against sin—an

expedient for enabling God to forgive sin, consistently with the welfare of the uni

verse—of itself, not securing the salvation of any one, and not satisfying divine justice.

See Dr. Beman's Four Sermons on the Doctrine of the Atonement, pp. 30, 02, (J3, Go,

78, 8ti. Barnes' Sermon on the- Way of Salvation, p. 11.

9. That the Atonement is general, made for all men alike, as much for the non-elect

IB for the elect. See Dr. Beman's Four Sermons, &c., pp. 74, 94. Barnes' Sermon

on the Way of Salvation, p. 11.

The spirit manifested, and the acts passed, in former days, by the superior judica-

tory of the Presbyterian church, not only warrant us to believe that your reverend
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body has the requisite power, but also to call upon you for the exorcise of that power,

for the suppression of these and other errors that are held, preached, and published by

ministers of our denomination. In 1703, when the two synods of New York and Phi

ladelphia, which had been separated for 17 years, mainly in consequence of the opera

tion of Congregational principles, were once more about to be united, they look special

care to guard against any loose or indefinite mode of adopting the standards of the

church ; so that no apology might bo furnished for holding errors, such as we have

enumerated, while the connexion between the church and the person holding them,

remained unbroken. In an article, lying at the basis of their re-union, they declared,

with a reference to the Westminster Confession of Faith, and Larger and Shorter

Catechisms, aa follows: " We do still receive the same as the confession of OUR faith,

and also the plan of worship, government, and discipline, contained in the Westmin

ster Directory ; strictly enjoining it on all our members, and probationers for the

ministry, that they preach and teach according to the 'form of sound words' in said

Confession and Catechisms, and avoid and oppose all errors contrary thereto." ID

another article of the same instrument, they say further, " That no presbytery shall

license or ordnin to the work of the ministry, any eandidate, until he give them com

petent satisfaction as to his learning and experimental acquaintance with religion, and

tikill in divinity and cases of conscience, and declare his acceptance of the Westminster

Confession of Faith and Catechisms, as the confession of ins faith, and promise sub

jection to the Presbyterian plan of government in the Westminster Directory." Di

gest, pp. 118, 119.

The same united Synod, 28 years afterwards, having occasion to declare their doc

trinal views, observe, that "The Synod of Now York and Philadelphia adopt, accord

ing to the KNOWN AND ESTABLISHED MEANING OF THE TER.MS, the Westminster Con

fession of Faith, as the confession of THEIR faith ; save that every candidate fur tile

gospel ministry is permitted to except against so much of the xviii. chapter as gives au

thority to the civil magistrate in matters of religion." Digest, p. 119. Called by some

circumstances in the Presbytery of Abington, in 1798, Ц> address the ministers and

churches therein, the General Assembly, among other things, make the following de

claration : " Wo take the present occasion of declaring our uniform adherence to the

doctrines contained in our Confession of Faith, in their present plain and intelligible

form; and our fixed determination to maintain them against all innovations. We ear

nestly wish that nothing subversive of these doctrines may be suffered to exist, or to be

circulated amongst the churches; we hope that even new erp/n nations of our known

principles, by u/isound and offensive, phrases, will be cautiously guarded against, lest

the feelings of Christians should be wounded, the cause of religion injured, and the

enemy take occasion to triumph and blaspheme." Digest, p. 134. How happy it

would have been for the church, at the present day, if nil our General Assemblies had

been animated with the same sentiments, and held the same language as that of 1793!

See other instances of the spirit and views of former Assemblies, in relation to the

same general subject, in their correspondence relative to the Cumberland Presbyte

rians, in 1807 and 1811, Digest, p. 137, 339.

In the pastoral letter of the Assembly to the churches, 1817, we find the following

noble declaration and affectionate advice: "Besides the common bond of Christian

affection, which unites the great family of believers, the ministers and members of the

Presbyterian church are cemented by a compact, which every honest man cannot fail

to appreciate. We mean the Confession of Faith of our Church. While we believe

the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to bo the only infallible rule of faith

and practice, we do also, if we deal faithfully with God and man, sincerely reccivi and

adopt this Confession, as containing the system of doctrine taught in the Holy Scrip

tures. Let us adhere to this standard with fidelity, and endeavour to transmit to our

children, pure and undented, a treasure which our fathers, at great expense, have

under God bequeathed to us."

If the foregoing views and sentiments of former Synods and Assemblies possessed

that influence over all the members and judicatories of our church, which they ought

to possess, we should be a happy, pure, and peaceful people. But so great a declen

sion appears in tho spirit and views of many of our judicatories and members now,

that although wo still bear the same name, and use the same forms, it might some

times be a question аз to our denominational identity. We lament the existence of

the evils which we have presented to your notice, and which have become so manifest,

that all the other denominations of Christians perceive it, and while some mourn over

us, others reproach and triumph. Yet such is the strange indifference, or infatuation,

of many among ourselves, that they are ready to characterize aa "slanderers and dis

turbers of the peace," those who perceive, oppose, and endeavour to correct those in

novations in principle and practice, which defile and trouble the church

We also feel in some degree mortified, to think that, when in various place* vigoróos
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efforts are successfully put forth for the restoration of corrupt Protestant churches, to

their first purity, it should be the unhappy lot of the Presbyterian church, in this

country, to be retrograde. Still, although not at present permitted to rejoice in the

onward course of our church, ae a body, towards purity and perfection, we are never

theless encouraged by the example and the success of other churches, and more espe

cially by the predictions and promises of God, respecting the future slate of His

church, to exert ourselves to what extent we can, in recalling the attention and the

stops of our brethren to the " uld paths." It is with this view, and in this hope, that

we urge your reverend body, by all the considerations arising from a view of the facts

presented, and the consequences which must inevitably follow, if an effectual remedy

be not speedily applied, to adopt at once such measures, as in your wisdom, may be

the best calculated to afford the necessary relief. Let the members and judicatories

of our beloved church act with sincerity, fidelity and decision, upon their own publicly

acknowledged principles, and all will yet be well. This, we repeat it, is our object,

desire and prayer, in this memorial ; and should your respected body, taking the fore

going statements into solemn consideration, and being convinced of the duty and ne

cessity of a reform, proceed with promptness and energy, in a system of action, which

would afford good grounds for believing that the evils complained of will be corrected,

as soon as in the nature of things this can be done, then would our hearts rejoice.

In hope of this, we present a condensed view of the matters of grievance, and the

nature of the redress which we ask; and while we ask it with all due deference and

respect, we claim il as a restoration of those rights and privileges, secured to us by

the constitution of our church, which rights and privileges have been so impaired by

the courses pursued, that we have no longer that free enjoyment of them, that profit

from them, and that comfort in them, to which in justice we are entitled. To you,

therefore, fathers and brethren of this Assembly, as the supreme constitutional organ

for restoring the disjointed concerns of the church to their original symmetry and

order, we apply, and of yon we earnestly request,

I. That the " Plan of union between Presbyterians and Congregationalista in the

new settlements," adopted in 1801, be wholly abrogated, and nothing similar be sub

stituted in its place ; also, that so much of the "Plan of union and correspondence"

between the General Assembly and the several Associations, or Conventions, of the

Congregational churches of the New England States, as regards the reception of

licentiates and ministers, on certifícate, from the said churches, be repealed; and that

the same order be observed in receiving ministers and licentiates from them, and all

other denominations in the United States, as is required in the case of foreign minis

ters and licentiates. See Digest, pp. 280—285.

II. We call upon the Assembly to take some decided measures for restraining Pres

byteries that abuse their own privileges, and interfere with the rights of others, by

licensing and ordaining ministers, ana receiving and dismissing members, not for the

service of their own churches, or the watering of their own waste places; not for the

purpose of labouring within their own bounds, but in order to send them into the

bounds of other Presbyteries, to the great annoyance, in many instances, of said Pres

byteries, and affording strong ground to suspect that they were sent to serve party

purposes.

Ill We call upon the General Assembly to resume the full exercise of their own

functions, in conducting missionary operations within the Presbyterian church ; and

to take some effectual measures for having it so arranged, that every missionary,

labouring any where within the said church, be there as commissioned and directed

by the Assembly, or some of its constitutional organs, and bound to render to them a

regular report of his labours. The Presbyterian church will never be safe from the

inroads of error, and will always lie open to the aggressions of ambitious or designing

men, so long as a non-ecclesiastical, irresponsible association is permitted to select, and

introduce, and control a large number of her officiating ministers.

IV. Wo call upon the General Assembly to bear full and solemn testimony against

the many errors, preached, published, and circulated in the Presbyterian church, in

contradiction to tho doctrines contained in our standards, such as we have already

mentioned; and strictly to enjoin it upon the Synods and Presbyteries, to attend

promptly and faithfully to all cases of this kind, within their several limits, and under

their jurisdiction.

V. We insist upon it as a mutter of constitutional right to your mémorialiste, ai

well as of Obligationen the part of your reverend body, and of duty to the whole church,

that the AsHcmbly expresa an unequivocal opinion upon the following points, concern

ing which conflicting sentiments exist, creating difficulties, perplexities, and tenden

cies to division.

1. Whether it follows as a matter of course, and of constitutional right, when any

Ch. Jdv.—VOL. XII. 2 N
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member in good and regular standing with one Presbytery, presente to another Ргев-

bytery unquestionable evidence of such standing, and requests to be admitted as a

member of this latter Presbytery, that he must be received without further question

or inquiry: Or whether, on the contrary, it is not the privilege of every Presbytery

to judge, primarily, of the qualifications of each, and all of it« own members; and te-

inquire and examine, (if it be deemed proper so to do,) not only into tlioir moral cha

racter, but into their soundness in the faith, and other ministerial qualifications ; and

receive applicants, or refuse to receive them, according as reception or rejection may

appear to the Presbytery to be demanded by a regard to its own welfare and to the

purity and peace of the church: it being understood, that every decision of a Presby

tery in such cases, is subject to be appealed from, or complained of, to a higher judi-

catory,by any individual who may consider himself to have been aggrieved or injured;

and the Presbytery be liable to have its doings, in such cases, reversed and censured ;

provided, that on an appeal, or complaint, or on any other review of its proceedings,

by a higher judicalory, such Presbytery shall be found to have acted oppressively, ca

priciously, partially, or erroneously.

2. Whether, by the constitution of the Presbyterian ohurch, it is not competent to

any Presbytery to take up and examine any printed publication, and to pronounce it to

be erroneous and dangerous, if so they find it, without, in the first place, commencing

a formal prosecution of the author, even supposing it to be known and admitted, that

the author is a member of its own body: Or whether a Presbytery, in every such

case, must, when disposed to act on the same, forthwith commence a formal prosecu

tion of the author of the publication, which is believed to contain erroneous and dan

gerous opinions, or doctrines?

3. Whether, in receiving and adopting the Confession of Faith and Catechisms, the

candidate for licensure, ordination, or admission from a foreign body, is at liberty to

receive and adopt them according to his own private construction of their meaning,

while that construction may be unusual as well as different from the most obvious

sense,—or while he adopts them as containing the system of doctrine taught in the

Holy Scriptures generally, he is at liberty to reject a« many particular propositions as

be pleases to consider contrary to the said " system," without stating what those pro

positions are, to the Presbytery, at or before the time of his being licensed, ordained,

or admitted: Or, whether every such person is not bound to receive and adopt the

said formularies, according to the obvious, known, and established meaning of the

terms, a» the confession of his faith; and if any proposition appear to him objectiona

ble, to state freely and candidly his scruples, leaving it for the Presbytery to decide

upon the propriety of licensing, ordaining, or admitting him, as his objections may be

judged consistent with soundness in the faith, or otherwise.

VI. We request the General Assembly to disannul the act passed by the General

Assembly, in 1632, dividing the Presbytery of Philadelphia, and unequivocally to dis

avow the principles which that act goes to establish, viz.- that Prcsbyteriti may be

formed without regard to district, upon the principles of elective affinity ; and that

the General Assembly possesses m indínate putee r with Synods, to ditide Presby

teries.

Your memorialists respectfully and earnestly insist that tho needful work of reform

be commenced without unnecessary delny, and that measures be adopted, such as the

wisdom of your reverend body, acting in the fear of God and with a view to divine

direction and assistance, may suggest, which will in the shortest and safest manner

regulate and restore the affairs of the church, and remove the evils of which we com

plain. If needless delay or temporizing measures are resorted to, we shall reluctantly

feel compelled to look upon them »s evasive, and amounting to a denial to the church,

and to us, of our right to a redress of grievances from the supreme judicatory of that

body, of which we form a part. With the state of things which has been presented in

this memorial, ynur memorialists have borne long. They have witnessed, with the

keenest sorrow, the progrese of cniruption, and that the means employed fur arresting

it, through the indecision of our judicatories, have been inadequate in their nature,

and impotent in their application and operatinn. Perceiving matters to grow worse,

from year to year, it is their belief that the lime lins come, when fidelity to tho great

Head of the Church, imperiously demands that something should he done for the re

moval of the evils, so long borne, and now pressed upon your attention. Your memo

rialists feel it to be their duty, and they have formed the determination, to persist in

the uso of every lawful measure, to obtain that redress of grievances, which they are

solemnly convinced is necessary to the purity, peace and prosperity of tho Presbyte

rian church. Should these measures fail, and the supreme judicatory of our church

refuse, or needlessly delay, to adopt those prompt and practicable means of providing

for the safety of the church, which duty to God and to tho souls of men requires, your

memorialists tremble for the consequences, and in subscribing this document, would
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leave it on record, that however imperfectly, they nevertheless sincerely endeavoured

to avert the evils of error, disorder, and division from the Presbyterian church.

Philadelphia, April 15th, 1834.

At a Stated Meeting of the Presbytery of Philadelphia, a Memorial directed to the

General Assembly, on the present state of the Presbyterian church, was acted upon in

tho manner following, viz:

" The Presbytery proceeded to the order of tho day, in the consideration of the

Memorial to the General Assembly, and after deliberation, it was unanimously

adopted.

Whereupon it was Resolved, That the above minute be appended to the Memorial,

properly attested, and that the commissioners to the Assembly be directed to present

it to that judicatory, at its approaching sessions."

A true extract, WM. M. ENGLES,

Clerk of Près. pro. tern,

WESTERN FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

The Second Annual Meeting of this Society was held in the First Presbyterian

Church in Pittsburg, on the Cih and 7th of May. Public religious exercises were held

on Tuesday evening and on Wednesday morning. On the former occasion, the report

of the Executive Committee was read, and addresses delivered by Rev. A. W. Black,

of the Reformed Presbyterian Church, and Rev. A. D. Campbell; and on Wednesday,

the annual sermon was delivered by Rev. David Lewis.

By the Report it appeared, that, during the past year, seven ministers of the gospel,

and sixteen persons in all, had been sent out under the auspices of the Society, to la

bour among the heathen; and that, during tho second year of its existence, the sum

of $16,206 4Щ had been contributed to its funds. Although very serious impediments

to the progress of its operations were experienced in consequence of the want of suit

able labourers for the missionary field, there was a prospect of its being able to com

mence one, or two new missions, as well as of sending a reinforcement to two or three

already established. It also appeared that some additional Presbyteiies had become

constituent parts of the Society; among which those of Kaskaskia, West Tennessee*,

end Madison, were reported. The board adjourned to meet in the city of Philadelphia,

on the Tuesday preceding the second Thursday in May, 1635, at 3 o'clock, P. M.

To the Board of Agency and Correspondence in Philadelphia was referred the subject

of the requisite arrangements for that meeting ; and Rev. Robert J. Brcckenridge, of

Baltimore, and Rev. William W. Phillips, D. D., of New York, were appointed as

preachers for the occasion.

SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD.

After a few introductory remarks, the Executive Committee, in this Report, express

their sense of obligation to God for having graciously permitted the Society to prose

cute its work amidst the increasing support and co-operation of the churches, the

gratifying augmentation of missionary labourers, and the continued indications of the

Redeemer's favour. Through the good hand of God upon the Society, it has been

enabled to send out, in the second year of its existence, sixteen persons, to bearthe

tidings of everlasting life to the benighted heathen ; and the number and zeal of its

friends and supporters have constantly increased. After noticing the decease of Rev.

Dr. John M'Millan, one of the oldest and most venerable vice-presidents of the So- ¡

ciety; Thomas T. Skillman, Esq. one of its earliest life-members; and Mrs. Louisa A. /

Lowrie, a highly esteemed member of the North Indian Mission, the Committee give

an account of the missions established and sustained by the Society. The following

are extracts from the report.

" In proceeding to lay before the hoard a general view of the missions already esta

blished, or in contemplation, the committee adopt the order of the dates of their per

manent commencement, and the period at which the purpose of their establishment

vas formed.

MISSION TO NORTHERN INDIA.

The Mission to Northern India, according to this arrangement, first claims our

attention.

The last annual report stated, that the Rev. Messrs. William Reed and John C.

Lowrie, with their wives, were expected to leave this country in a few weeks after

wards, to commence their contemplated mission to Hindostán. Arrangements were

accordingly made for their embarkation in the ship Star, of the port of Philadelphia,

in May last. Never, it is believed, was the mind of the Christian public, in that city,

шоге deeply interested in the foreign missionary enterprise, than during the presence
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of the minion there, and the religious exercises which were connected with their final

departure from it. The closing meeting will long be remembered by many, as well

from the peculiar circumstances which tended to give effect to it, and the divine in

fluence which seemed to pervade it, as the early and lamented removal of that excellent

woman, who then, for the list time on earth, participated in the exercises of the sanc

tuary. This little band finally bid adieu to their native land, and the ship Star put to

sea on the 30th of May, and arrived at Madeira on the 34th of June following. The

temporary abode of the missionaries at that fertile and lovely spot in the ocean, tended

not only to mitigate the fatigues of a long sea voyage, but somewhat to recruit the

strength of Mrs. Lowrie, whose health had begun to be so far impaired, during the

last few weeks of her residence in this country, as to threaten a confirmed pulmonary

affection. The voyage was resumed on the 15th of July, and the Star arrived in the

port of Calcutta, on the 15th of October. The change of air incident to her passage

into the southern hemisphere, and severe gales in doubling the Cape of Good Hope,

appeared, the committee regret to state, to confirm all the fears which had been enter

tained as to the character of Mrs. Lowrie's illness, and from that period she began

gradually to waste away, so that before the arrival of the Star in port, all hopes of her

recovery were blasted.

The mission was received at Calcutta with every mark of respect and affection; and

to the Rev. William II Pearce especially, will they and their friends in this country

feel long and deeply indebted, for the hospitality and kindness which were shown

them. They were immediately taken into his family, and amidst the assiduous and

affectionate attentions of Mr. and Mrs. Pearce and their friends, Mrs. Lowrie lingered

until the 24th of November, when she expired ; and from this hospitable mansion her

mortal remains were borne to the house appointed for all living. To her deeply af

flicted husband, thus early bereft of a partner in a strange land, to the other two sur

viving members, to the society and the cause of missions in India, the death of t ins

amiable, intelligent, and devoted woman, must be regarded aa a very severe affliction.

Her desires to devote herself to the spiritual good of the heathen were fervent, and her

qualifications for the station were, to human view, uncommon: but He, for whom

glory she left her native land, and bore her feeble, exhausted frame half round the

globe, was pleased, doubtless for wise reasons, to disappoint her earthly hopes, and to

require her earthly associates a few short weeks after their arrival, to consign her to

the dust, there to proclaim, as she sleeps in Jesus on India's distant shores, the com

passion of American Christians for its millions of degraded idolaters ; and to invito

others from her native land, to come and prosecute the noble undertaking in which

*be fell.

(To It continued.)

Wttto of Нише affairs.

EUROPE.

Advices have been received from Liverpool of the 16th of May, from London of the

15th,.and from Paris about two or three days less recent. The details of intelligence

possess some interest, but no important event or change is announced.

BRITAIN.—The most important article of intelligence from Britain relates to a treaty,

which it appears bos been entered into between Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal,

(the two latter powers represented by the two young queens) for the pacification of

the Peninsula. The articles of the treaty we believe have not been published, but of

its existence there appears to be no doubt—The result will probably be, that Don Car

los and Don Miguel will have to resign all their claims to the crowns for which they

and their partisans have so earnestly contended. We suspect, however, it will be long

before either Spain or Portugal will enjoy internal quiet—It will be prevented by the

artifices of the Roman Catholic priesthood, and the blind bigotry and superstition of a

considerable part of the population—In the House of Commons, April 21st, Lord Al-

thorpe brought forward his proposition for abolishing church rates, and substituting in

lieu of them, a charge of £250,000 on the land tax. Mr. Hume and several members

objected to any rate for the church on principle. After a long and interesting debate,

however, the original motion was carried by 256 to 140. England appears to be in

some danger from combinations among the working men as well as France. Societies

called " Trades Unions" have been formed extensively throughout the kingdom, and

in consequence of their regular organization, are able, if they are so disposed, to make

a formidable resistance to the civil authorities. At Oldham, near Manchester, on the
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14th April, there was a serions riot, in consequence of the seizure of two members of

the Trades Union of that town by the police. One or two of the mob were killed in

an attack on the properly of a manufacturer. The London Trades Union, to the num

ber of 50,000, walked in procession on the 22d of April, to the office of the Home De

partment, to present a petition asking that the sentence of seven years' transportation

passed upon six members of the Dorsetshire Union, for taking unlawful oaths in joining

»aid Union,, might not be carried into effect. Lord Melbourne declined receiving the

petition under such circumstances. Great apprehensions were felt that disastrous con

sequences would ensue from this procession, and several regiments of troops, together

with 2000 police officers, were put in readiness to act at a moment's warning. Hap

pily there was ne occasion for their interference. The whole number of men belong

ing to the London Union is about 250,000. Ireland is in a state of great excitement.

The peasantry cherish the moat deadly hatred against the policemen. Three of the

latter were recently murdered in open day, in the most shocking and barbarous man

ner. It is supposed that a conspiracy on а тегу extended scale exists in Tipperarv.

Tythes are the principal, but not the exclusive cause, of discontent and not—Mr.

O'Connell, agreeably to a notice previously given, moved in the House of Commons

to take measures preparatory to a repeal of the act of union, by which Ireland was de

prived of a parliament, or legislative body, separately from that of Britain. Ho is re

presented as having made an eloquent and able speech, but on taking the question, on

the evening of the 29th of April, his motion was negatived by an overwhelming ma

jority. Immediately after this vote, a motion was made, by those who had opposed the

motion of Mr. O'Connell, for an address to the king on the subject of the repeal, which

motion was carried by 523 votes—only 33 voting against it. The following day, April

Until, the House of Lords, after a speech from Lord Grey and Lord Chancellor

Brougham, resolved to join with the Commons in their address to the throne, and the

king nad appointed the first day of May for receiving it—We have noticed in another

part of this No. the unwelcome intelligence of the death of Richard Lander, the dis

coverer of the course and outlet of the river Niger.

FRANCE, has lately been seriously agitated by riots and insurrections, rendered for

midable, it is asserted, by the union of the Republican and Carlist parties. It is

affirmed, that a plan was laid for concerted action in more than fifty of the principal

cities of France. However this might be, the attempts made in the two first cities of

the kingdom, Paris and Lyons, and especially in the latter, were productive of conse

quences, over which every friend of humanity must lament. In Lyons, the number of

insurgents amounted to some thousands, and at first they overpowered the military

force established in the city ; that force, however, was soon augmented by troops not

far distant, and then a most obstinate and bloody conflict ensued. Barricades were

erected in the streets, and the troops were fired on from the windows of houses. For

four successive days, the warfare raged without intermission, and both parties fought

to desperation. It would seem that the insurgents had calculated on the defection of

the soldiery, or on their refusal to act. In this they were disappointed ; and were in

the event completely defeated—and tranquillity restored to the city, desolated by the

hostile parties. The number of the insurrectionists who were killed, is stated, (proba

bly understated) at six hundred; of the number of wounded, and the loss of life on the

part of the governmental troops, we have seen no account. The conflict in Paris wa*

of much shorter duration, not exceeding twenty-four bonis ; and the number of the in

surrectionists was far less than at Lyons—yet not inconsiderable. About twelve or

fourteen of the soldiery were killed ; the number slain of their opponents, is not certain,

but it was far greater than that of the military. There was no appearance of defec

tion, either in the national guards or the troops of the line ; and it is slated that they

spared no one, male or female, in the houses from which they were fired on. The

king's two eons were in the thickest of the fight ; and were received and obeyed with

the greatest promptitude. The day after the insurrection was quelled, the king re

viewed the troops, and was received with cheers. The Chamber of Deputies expected

soon to finish their silting, and a new Chamber was to be elected, to convene in the

coming autumn. There is every indication that the existing government of France

is established in the hearts of the people, taking the nation at large ; and yet the fac

tions are very formidable. Our nation's friend, General Lafayette, is among the dii-

satisfied; but, true to his principles, he has resolutely refused the solicitations of the

Society of the Bights of Mart, to join them, in resisting the laws.

We had written the most of the above, when an arrival from Britain brought news

of a later date than any received before. We shall give the summary of this recent

intelligence, just as we find it in the paper before us ; and with this conclude our I'ii ю

for the present month—How much lying is produced by stock-jobbing—by the sacra

fames uu.ri! We should have given as fact, or probable fact, the surrender of Don

Carlus to the English, if this arrival had not come in time to prevent it.
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LATEST FROM EUROPE.

NEW YORK, June 16.—The packet ship Orpheus, Capt. Bnrsley, arrived on Saturday

night from Liverpool, having sailed thence on the 16th ultimo, to which date we have

received our regular liles of papers, &c., including London papera of the 15th.

Tin- political intelligence is unimportant.—It appears that the report received by the

last arrival, that there was a prospect of a speedy arrangement between the contending

parties in Portugal, was without foundation.

The London Times of the 15lh says—It has been before mentioned, that the treaty

of the quadruple alliance lately agreed to in London, has been accepted and ratified by

the Court of Madrid. Our Madrid correspondent, in his letter of the 5th inst., con

firms this information. The intelligence received by the last packet from Lisbon

states that the government of Don Pedro had likewise sanctioned the treaty by its

ratification. The Spanish army is, therefore, now acting in conformity with the stipu

lations of the convention.

From France there is nothing of interest. Arrests and occasional encounters be-

tiveen the gendarmes and people, still take place. It would appear by a paragraph

which we copy, that the intelligence received by the last arrival from France of the

unfortunate occurrence on firing a salute from the U. 8. Frigate United States, is cor

rect.

Colonel Ogdcn, Consul of the United States at Liverpool, was presented to the king

on the 14th, by Mr. Vail, U. S. Charge d'Affaire«.

It is said that the Cabinet of Vienna has consented to an arrangement by which the

Prussian Commercial League will comprehend a great part of the Austrian domi

nions.

Accounts from Holland are to the 13th ult. The Prince of Orange had again left

the Hague for the army.—The extensive range of stables at Utrecht, occupied by the

horses of the Lancers Corps, had been entirely destroyed by fire, together with about

50 horses, and a large quantity of forage.

Accounts from Constantinople, mention the death of Prince Milosch, the Sovereign

of Servia.

Letters from Madrid are to the 6th ult., by which it appears as if no contract for a

lean would take place, until the meeting of the Corles, July 1. It is also stated, that

the promulgation of the Royal Statute is producing much satisfaction in all the pro

vinces, except those decidedly committed to the cause of Carlos. The entire arrange

ment with the public creditors of Spain will be left to the same body, upon the liberal

disposition of which, the holders of Cortes bonds will in consequence have mainly to

depend.

Despatches were sent from London on the 10th ult. to the Governors of the West

India Islands, and to the Governors of the American provinces.

The British Government are about to restrict the operations of the Trades Unions.

Two of the East India Company's ships were sold, May 15, at Lloyd's.—The Can-

nine, 1400 tone, for 5!)00i., and the London for 5750Í.

The French Government talk of establishing a camp of 80,000 men at Lyons.

A Copenhagen paper mentions many particulars of some family fracas among the

nobility, which rendered Prince Frederick's situation so intolerable, that he was to be

sent to Jutland as colonel of a regiment, after he shall have been formally divorced

from his consort, the beloved Princess Wilhelmina.

A Committee of the House of Commons have reported in favour of a grant of 5000

pounds to Capt. Ross.

Jerome Buonaparte arrived in London on the 10th ult. from Ostend.

There are now building in the different ports of England 42 ships of war.

The papers contain the following extract of a letter, dated Toulon, May 4. " The

Maritime Prefect went yesterday on board the American frigate United Slates, accom

panied by the Count de Labrotlonicre, Major General of the Marine at Toulon. The

master gunner of the frigate was in irons, and about to be tried by a court martial.

The commander of the ship has, it is said, sent 50001". as relief for Hie families of the

men killed and wounded by the deplorable occurrence of the 1st; but the Prefect re

fused the money, saying that it was an affair to be settled between the two govern

ments. This morning a boat with Americana came to shore. The authorities, having

timely notice of her arrival, placed a picket of gendarmes on the quay, in order to

prevent them from being assailed by the French sailors, who are in a state of despera

tion."

FRAHCE.—Paris cannot be said to be tranquil.—Conflicts between the students who

frequent the Guinguettes (tea gardens) in the quarter of Mont Parnasse, and the

police, and between the populace and some soldiers of the 35th regiment, took place on

Thursday last, outside the barriers, and appear, indeed to be of hourly occurrence.
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Groat numbers of arresta and domiciliary visits continue in Paris and throughout

France. On the other hand, the Chamber of Peers daily discharge scores of prisoners,

against whom no evidence appears on the investigation of their cases.—Dr. Gervais,

and the Editor of the Messenger, having refused to go to trial on Saturday, they were

condemned respectively to fines of 1000 francs, and to imprisonment for an alleged

libel on the police. A new trial will be the consequence of this curious proceeding.

We regret to learn that very serious apprehensions are entertained for the conse

quences of the first public discussion of the late melancholy events in Paris.— Morning

Herald.

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.—It was announced on the authority of a telegraphic despatch,

received at Paris from Bayonne, and dated the 6th May, that an arrangement had

taken place between Don Pedro and Miguel—lhat Don Carlos had given up the con

test in Spain, and embarked for England, and as a necessary consequence, that the

civil war in Spain and Portugal was at an end. The statement was very circumstantial ,

and no doubt was expressed of its correctness. It now turns nut, however, to have been

nothing more than a stock-jobbing report, wholly without foundation. By the African

steam-boat we have intelligence from Lisbon to the 5th inst. She brings despatches

from Lord Howard do Waiden to the British government, the nature of which has not

yet transpired. They are said to relate to the reception by Don Miguel of the propo

sition made to him, founded upon the treaty of amity between the Four Powers. The

tenor of his answer is not known, but from all that can be gathered, it was repul-

8Íve. The armies are still idle, and remain in the same position as before. Mi

guel is still represented as strong in force, his troops well found and well disciplined,

and the country in his rear well cultivated and productive. Of his other resources, too,

there is no lack reported of the stock of obstinacy, for the Don has expressed his de

termination to hold out to the last extremity.

Letters from Paris state that the fortress of Elvas had proclaimed Donna Maria on

the 27th ult., as soon as the Spanish troops crossed the river. The garrison of the

fortress had previously been ordered to encounter Colonel S. on the frontiers of the

Algarvea.

The statement as to the movements of Don Carlos, turns out to be equally untrue.

Instead of retiring from the contest, it appears that he was meditating an expedition

into Spain, in propria persona, the effect of which would certainly be to encourage

his partisans and protract the war. The last accounts mention several trifling suc

cesses of the Carlista in Biscay and Navarre. The Cortes are convoked for the 1st of

July.

A correspondent of the Morning Herald, who writes under dales of Lisbon, May 5th,

•tales that intelligence had been received of Ihe capture of Coimbra, by Ihe Duke of

Terceira, and lhat Admiral Napier had started with 300 men in the City of Edinburgh

steam-boat for Figueras, though he expected that the port bad already surrendered to

Captain Bartram of the Don Pedro frigate.

LONDON, May 15.—There was no foreign intelligence of Ihe least interest yesterday.

A hope is entertained that the arrival of the new crops of iho East and West India

produce, will tempi purchasers into Ihe market lo make investments.

There are complaints amongst our merchants, that Portuguese and Spanish securi

ties are absorbing such large portions of capital, as to leave but little for investment in

mercantile matters. Trade generally is much brisker on the continent than it is here,

and our neighbours are taking away our business.

By advices from Vienna, we learn that it was understood in that capital, that the

Congress of Germanic ministers would continue to sit to the tenuinalion of June.

Austria, it is again aeserled, will join Ihe greal Germanic Commercial Convention;

but that the union will be confined to the provinces norlh of Ihe Danube, which will

include Vienna. This arrangement is understood to be adnpled on llic conviclion,

that the manufactures of Bohemia, Moravia, and the provinces north of Ihe Danube,

have attained such a degree of perfection, as lo enable them lo compete wilh Ihose of

Prussia and Saxony. To Ihe provinces south of the Danube, such a compelition would

produce the most serious conséquence».

Jlccident at Toulon.—In Ihe Chamber of Deputies on Wednesday, M. Eschasserieux

begged leave to remind the Chamber of an unfortunate event, which took place at

Toulon the day of the King's fete, when an American frigate in that port fired seven

times upon a French vessel called Le Su tiren, and killed two of the crew. He was

inclined to think that Ihis misfortune must have been the result of mistake or accident.

As a proof of this, 1 sliall read a letter written by the captain of the American frigate

to the Maritime Prefect. It is as follows :—" Sir, it is with the profoundesl regrel,

lhat on my arrival from Marseilles, I learned the sad accidcnl occasioned by Ihe salute

fiven by my frigale in honour of the king's futé. Il is impossible for me lo express what

feel upon this occasion. To understand it, I beg ofyou to put yourself for a moment
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in my situation, and I lie;* of you to accept the most positivo assurance I can gire you

of the profound grief of all the officers and crews of the American vessels, who were at

Toulon when this fatal accident happened." The letter then states, that the man

whose negligence had caused the accident, had been put under arrest, and should be

brought to a court martial.—The captain terminates his letter by entreating, that as a

testimony of the regret felt for the accident, a sum of5000Г, which had been subscribed

by the officers and crews of both the American vessels, should be given to the famille*

of the sufferers.

f'/wlcfn in Paris.—Some of the French Medical journals, state a certain number of

cases of cholera have been met with in Paris during the last month ; it does not appear,

however, that they have been of great severity ; indeed from those which are given in

detail, they should be disposed to say that the disease was no more than is usually met

with when the weather becomes warm, and such as would not have attracted the

slightest notice anterior to the irruption of the more formidable disease from the east.

NOTICES.

The late appearance of our number for the present month, has been occasioned by

the editor's time being entirely engrossed for three weeks, by his duties as a member

of the last General Assembly, and of the Boards with which it is connected. To the

same cause is to be attributed the omission, for the present month, of the whole de

partment assigned to Reviews. And, indeed, if leisure for writing had been at com

mand, the space which a Review, or short notices of recent publications, would have

occupied, was urgently demanded for other matter, which seemed to require immediate

publication.

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

We doubt if any periodical publication in our country has been paid for more gene

rally and punctually than the Christian Advocate; and this is acknowledged by the

editor with gratitude and pleasure. Still, there are a number of his subscribers who

are indebted to a considerable amount; and the avails of their subscription are urgent

ly needed to pay the printer, to whom for the want of these avails, and from this want

only, the editor is in arrear. Will others pay their debts, and enable him to pay bis?

All parties will feel better when this is done. " Owe no man any thing, but to love

one another."

*»* The Editor begs indulgence for a little egotism while ho states, that the first article

of the present number, consists of the first sermon he ever wrote. The teit was given

him as the subject ofa popular discourse, when he was on trials for the gospel ministry in

the Presbytery of New Brunswick, N. J.. and was composed in his room, in Nassau Hall,

when he was a tutor in that institution, in the summer of the year 1785. After being

read to the Presbytery in private, it was, several months afterwards, delivered mcmorittr,

in the church in Princeton, the first time that the author preached after his licensure—

Dr. Witherspoon sitting in the pulpit with the preacher, and insisting that he should

not show a note. His injunction was obeyed, and as the young licentiate walked from

the house of worship with his highly respected teacher, he received from him, for hi«

encouragement, the only praise ever given him to his face by that venerated man. It

was moderate praise—Gently tapping his pupil on the shoulder, he said—" Well, well,

continue to do as well as that, and we'll be satisfied." It was a maxim with this emi

nent scholar and divine, to which he admitted of but very few exceptions—" Never to

praise a man to his face, and never to speak evil of him behind his back, uniese called

to do so, as a matter of obvious duty, and for a useful purpose."

After the Inpne of nearly half a century, the Editor finds himself in possession of the

very same sentiments on the great doctrine of Regeneration, with which he com

menced his ministry. Копе of the fancied improvements in Theology have moved

him a bait's breadth on this topic. He endeavoured in this discourse—and he rejoices

to observe that he began to preach on this plan—to sustain every one of his important

positions, by the quotation of a plain and pertinent passage from the Holy Scriptures.

The word of God can never change ; and boast or improvements and the march of

mind, ss innovators may, and do, there can be no improvement on the dictates of tho

Holy Ghost. They are, on all important points, perfectly clear and full; intelligible

to every careful, prayerful, and candid reader ; and havo been as well understood by

•generations past, as they will ever he by generations to come. Human reasonings and

opinions fluctuate iofinilely , " but the word of God shall stand forever."
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THE SIN AND DANGER OF BOASTING OF TO-MORROW.

PROV. xxvii. 1.—"Boaet not thyself of to-morrow; for tliou knowcst not what a day

may bring forth."

The complaint has been long and justly made, that the conduct of

men is frequently in open hostility with their reason and sense of pro

priety. It is against an evil of this description that the text remon

strates. We all acknowledge the impropriety and imprudence of

trusting to an uncertain futurity, for that which may, and ought to

be ensured, by present attention. Yet, in direct opposition to this

acknowledgment, and the sanction which its truth and importance re

ceives from the constant experience of the world, procrastination, or de

lay, is a fault of the most frequent occurrence. Present reluctance,

or the imaginary prospect of more favourable circumstances, disposes

the mind to postpone, till some future period, the performance of a

duty which now demands regard, and which conscience might not

suffer us to neglect, did we not flatter ourselves that it might hereafter

be performed with more advantage. Let me then, possess your serious

attention, while I endeavour, in discoursing on the text before us—

I. To ascertain, distinctly, the evil which it condemns.

II. To show how unreasonable and malignant this evil is in itself,

and how dangerous in its tendency and consequences.

First, then, let us endeavour to ascertain distinctly the evil which thç

text condemns. In doing this, it is proper to begin with observing,

that it cannot be intended to condemn, indiscriminately, all con

cern about the future events of life, nor all provision for meeting them

лтЬеп they shall occur. Both reason and revelation are opposed to such

an idea. The business which cannot be completed to-day must be de

layed till to-morrow, and we may indulge a degree of concern, as well

as make the necessary arrangements, that it may then be accomplished.

In the very chapter which contains the text, its author tells us, that " a

prudent man foreseeth the evil and hideth himselfj but the simple pass

on and are punished;" intimating plainly that there is on the one hand,

a lawful and commendable anticipation of the .occurrences of life, and

preparation for them, which is productive of advantage; and that, on

the other, there is a foolish and blameable thoughtlessness and impro

vidence, the certain consequence of which is inconvenience and injury.

While this allowance, then, is fairly and fully conceded, we may recog

nise the evil after which we inquire in the two following particulars?

Hrst, in placing a too confident dépendance on futurity for the perform-

Ch.Jldi:—VOL. XII. 2 О
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anee of things lawful in themselves, and necessarily demanding delay;

and, Secondly, in placing any dépendance at all on the time to come,

for that which we ought immediately to perform, or attempt, and

especially for that which we ought never to attempt or intend.

It has already been intimated, that to provide for the support and

comfort of ourselves, and of those who depend upon us, is not only a

permitted but commanded duty. He who neglects to do this is de

clared to be " worse than an infidel." In discharging this duty, It has

also been stated that plans of future industry and management must

be laid and pursued. But be it now remembered, that these plans are

to be concerted and executed, without that excessive anxiety which im

plies a distrust of providence, and a supreme devotion to worldly con

cerns and acquisitions. "Take no thought for to-morrow," says our

Saviour,—or as it should be rendered—" be not anxious for to-morrow,

for to-morrow shall be anxious for the things of itself; sufficient unto

the day is the evil thereof." But if painful and distrustful solicitude

about futurity be contrary to the spirit of the gospel, much more so is

that confident and presumptuous reliance upon it, which implicitly

denies our dépendance on God. This is boasting of to-morrow in a

very impious manner; even though the design which we propose to

pursue be not unlawful in itself. Hear how pointedly this presumption

is condemned by the Apostle James—" Go to now, ye that say to-day,

or to-morrow, we will go into such a city, and continue there a year,

and buy and sell and get gain;—whereas ye know not what shall be on

the morrow: For what is your life? It is even a vapour, that appearelh

for a little time and then vanisheth away. For that ye ought to say,

if the Lord will, we shall live, and do this or that. But now ye rejoice in

your boastings; all such rejoicing is evil." We see then that the offence

condemned in the text, is committed by those who, in contemplating

and planning even the necessary occupations and pursuits of life, do

not keep in mind that they may die before their purposes are accom

plished; that they are constantly and absolutely in the hand of God,—

entirely dependant on his sovereign will, not only for the prosperity of

their schemes, but for the coniinuance of life itself.

2. But the evil we are seeking to ascertain is chargeable, in its high

est degree, on those who place any dépendance at all on the time to

come, for the doing of that which they ought immediately to perform

or attempt; and especially for doing that which they ought never to

attempt or intend. The author of our text elsewhere admonishes us

in these words—" Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy

might, for there is no work, nor knowledge, nor device, nor wisdom, in

the grave whither thou goest." We are here reminded, that as life is

utterly uncertain, we can have no assurance that duty neglected or de

layed, shall ever be performed. Whenever, therefore, it calls for dis

charge, and we do not immediately set about it, we give up a certainty

for an uncertainty; we risk the danger of final delinquencyywith all its

endless train of unhappy consequences—In every such neglect or delay

then, (as we cannot be supposed to intend our own injury) we boast of

to-morrow. We arrogantly challenge and count upon it as a certainty;

we act upon it as a matter of which we have the possession and dis

posal.

But especially, when the things which we purpose to do at a future

time are things unlawful in themselves, and which, consequently, we

ought never to do or to intend, this boasting reaches its ultimate point

of criminality. It is, at cnce,_to claim to-morrow as our own, and to
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appropriate it to a service worse than neglect itself. This leads us to

consider the high concern to which the text chiefly and immediately

points, and which is, undoubtedly, the salvation of the sovl—To this,

therefore, our attention shall be confined through the remainder of the

present discourse. In this most interesting business of human life—the

care of the soul—men boast of to-morrow in the manner just pointed

out. The call and command of God, constituting their duty, with all

its solemn sanctions, is—" To-day if ye will hear my voice, harden not

your hearts"—That is, "To-day lay most seriously to heart the situa

tion in which you are placed, while enemies to me by wicked works.

To-day resolve, in reliance on divine grace, that you will break off

your sins by repentance, and that you will make it your great and prin

cipal concern, to secure a saving interest in Jesus Christ. Resolve de-

terminately to-day, that this all-important business shall no longer be

delayed; but that it shall occupy the most serious and engaged atten

tion of your minds, till it be satisfactorily accomplished—till you have

good evidence that, by the renovation of your nature, manifested by a

true faith in the Redeemer's merits, and a life of cordial holy obe

dience to all his requisitions, you be truly reconciled to your of

fended God." " No—no,"—replies the practice of every delaying sin

ner—''To-morrow—a far distant to-morrow, shall be the period of

obedience to t.his call. A considerable space I must yet spend in pur

suing the devices of my own heart. But when I have spent it, then I
•will yield to the command; then, assuredly, I will embrace the offered

mercy; then, without doubt, I will avail myself of the benefits of the

Redeemer's purchase." Is not this impiously boasting of to-morrow?

first to continue in sin, which ought never to be intended, and finally

to obtain salvation, when the opportunity for it may be past forever.

But I am anticipating—

II. The second division of the subject—where we are to consider

distinctly, how unreasonable and malignant is the offence we contem

plate, and how dangerous in its tendency and consequences. This, I

apprehend, may best be effected, by showing more particularly and

fully than has yet been done— 1. That when sinners boast themselves

of to-morrow, they act in a manner highly impious, inasmuch as they

assume to themselves the prerogative of God, at the very time that

they presume on his indulgence or forbearance: 2. That it is immi

nently dangerous, because the time may never arrive, at which they

even purpose to begin a serious attention to their souls: 3. Because, if

this time actually arrives, it is probable they will not be more, but less,

disposed to enter on this important business then, than now: 4. And

finally, because delay grieves the Spirit of grace, and may provoke him

to withhold from them at last, those aids which are essential to repent

ance and reformation.

My brethren—The nature of this subject seems to demand that doc

trine should be mingled with, and not separated from, enforcement and

exhortation—This method, therefore, will be adopted in very shortly

illustrating the particulars I have specified; and you must expect me

to address myself as directly and pointedly as possible, to those who

are concerned in the subject.

First, then, boasting of to-morrow is highly impious, because it is an

assumption of the prerogative of God, at the same time that it is a pre

sumption on his patience or forbearance. The full and absolute know

ledge of futurity is possessed by God alone. To his creatures he has,

indeed, revealed it on some occasions, and in a partial and limited man
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ner, in the execution of his purposes of wisdom and goodness. But to

none of his creatures, not even to the highest angel, hath he given

the capacity or the privilege of discerning, indiscriminately, the events

which are slumbering in the womb of 'time. We are told expressly

that—H Of that day and that hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels

•which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father." When, there

fore, we assuredly rely on the future for the performance of a duty or

a business, do we not, by assuming that future as a certainty, practi

cally usurp to ourselves this right of omniscience? Do we not act as

if we saw with certainty, that it would then be in our power to perform

•what, in our own minds, we thus engage? Deceive not yourselves, my

hearers. Is there one amongst you who does not intend to secure the

salvation of his soul? Where is the person who will say he does not

even intend it? Not one will do it—and yet there are many—I appeal

to your consciences—there are many, who depend on carrying this in

tention into effect, on the morrow; on the next year; at that period

of their lives, be it when it may, which they fancy will be more favour

able to their designs than the present. What is this but assuming that

period to yourselves as a certainty? Do you not verily challenge it as

your own, by setting it apart to the execution of the most important

purpose of your whole lives ? Would you throw into it the decision of

your everlasting destiny, if you did not assume it as a certainty ? Dis

guise it as you will, and delude yourselves as you may, the very lan

guage of your conduct and your heart, is all in the style of this offen

sive arrogance. In this very manner it impeaches the exclusive right

of God to know and to dispose of the events of futurity. Not that the

reason or conscience of any man will, when consulted, justify ;or ea-

dure such language. But on this account the criminality is the greater.

Reason and conscience testify, at once, that it is, in thé last degree,

absurd and wicked' thus to act. They testify that you most grossly

trifle, and most impiously presume, in thus hazarding your eternal all.

They testify that you add provocation to presumption, when you make

the expectation of living, an encouragement to continue in sin. Let

me reinforce the dictates of reason and conscience, by a plain illustra

tion of this impiety. Suppose that a number of men in civil society

should rebelliously wrest from their sovereign a portion of his prero

gative; and not content with this, should then actively employ what

they had insolently taken, in giving the most deliberate provocation to

him to whom they owed allegiance. What would you say? what do

you say, in such a case? You say every thing that can express your

sense of the daring character of such guilt. But impenitent and delaying1

sinners act this very part to the Sovereign of the universe. The fact

has been clearly shown. I beseech you to view and detest its baseness,

to fear and dread its consequences, and to secure yourselves against its

danger, by making the forbearance and goodness of God an argument

to lead you to immediate repentance, rather than the ground of har

dening yourselves against him: For be it deeply impressed on your

minds—

2. That delay is unspeakably dangerous, not only for the reason al

ready assigned, but because the time may never arrive, at which you

even propose to begin a serious attention to the eternal welfare of your

souls. What force is given to this remark by the considerations al

ready suggested? How very probable is it that the God whose- pa

tience and grace you are so awfully abusing, will not spare you to the

time which you have appointed to seek his favour; will not suffer an
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encouragement to such wickedness to be given to others, by permitting

its plans, in any instance, to be realised. Remember the case of the

worldling and sensualist, whose destiny is described by our blessed Sa

viour. While this miserable sinner was pleasing himself with the

prospect of unhallowed pleasure, for a long time to come, the awful de

claration was made—" this night thy soul shall be required of thee."

And has not the intention of this scriptural example been enforced upon

you, by what you have seen with your own eyes? How many have you

known whose period of years, whose vigour of constitution, and whose

precautions against danger, were as flattering as your own, who have

been swept away by the sudden stroke of death. Without apprehen

sion—with all their fears drowned in the tide of " superfluous health"

—perhaps they were rioting, in imagination, on the luxury of unlaw

ful pleasure which to-morrow was to bring to their embrace, when

the chilling hand of death was laid upon them, and the opening buds

of sensual enjoyment were blasted forever. If such awful instances as

these do not prove a warning to those, who observe them, verily they

have reason to fear that they themselves shall next be cut off, with a

sudden destruction.

But alas! presumption, with many, is not satisfied with asking for

to-morrowj if by this we Understand a short period, to be devoted to

impenitence. It is not till years shall have rolled away in the indul

gence of their lusts, that they have fixed the time, even in imagination,

when they will listen to the invitations and accept the offers of divine

mercy. Often, indeed, the time is so distant, that if a worldly concern

of any moment were to depend on their continuance in life to the pro

posed age, its insurance would be at the highest price. Often it is the

hour of sickness and distress, which is to furnish the occasion for re

flection and repentance. Very often, it is delayed till a more easy and

comfortable state of their worldly affairs shall afford them more leisure

to set about it—Inconsistent mortals! hear me, I beseech you. Would

you defer till a far distant period the securing of a rich inheritance,

which you might now make your own? If persuaded to such a delay,

would you not immediately snspect that he who persuaded you was

desirous that you should never possess it? Would you not instantly

answer him, that the risk was too great to be hazarded on any terms,

but that it would be folly in the abstract, to endanger so valuable a pos

session, when it might as well be made secure. In this example, then, see

a faint picture of your folly. An unfading inheritance, an eternal weight

of glory, is actually now offered to your acceptance: and yet you will

risk the final loss, of it, for years on years to come, rather than secure

it by present attention. Oh why will you venture thus! Why will you

be wise in the fading enjoyments of time, and yet exercise no prudence

or care, in relation to the infinite felicities of eternity? Why will you

suspect a man when he tempts you to injure your temporal interests,

and why will you not suspect the adversary of your immortal souls,

when he tempts you to put them to the most awful hazard?

Is it in sickness that you propose to attend to this great concern?

And do you believe that it is a favourable season for the mind to be

employed on the most important of all subjects, involving the destinies

of eternity, when the body is racked and tortured with disease ? Or

•what assurance have you, that even the use of your reason will be left

you then ? How numerous are the instances in which danger is not

suspected, or, if foreseen by others, is concealed from the sick, till, by

delirium or stupor, it becomes utterly impossible to make the least
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preparation for death: and will you hazard eternal happiness or misery

on such unpromising chances as these? It is an infatuation, this, which

forbids us to reason with those who practise it. Suppose at once, the

veil to be lifted, which covers eternity from mortal eyes. Look into

the mansions of hopeless misery. Ask there—what has peopled those

dreadful abodes? Scarcely one despairing ghost that descended thither

from under the light of the gospel, but will tell you, that he intended,

as you do now, to escape that place of torment. But before he had

reached the period, or found the promised circumstances for repent

ance, his eternal, hopeless destiny, was fixed by death: And will you,

now, travel the same .path that has led those who thus warn you, to

endless perdition! God forbid it! Heaven and hell forbid it! Im

prove the present hour. Begin to cry to God from those very seats

on which you now sitj and never cease to cry, till you have escaped

the danger that awaits you—Be farther urged to this,

3. By considering, that if the time to which you have postponed an

attention to your eternal concerns shall actually arrive, it is not proba

ble you will be more, but less, disposed to regard them seriously Uten,

than now. If experience has left any thing incontestable, it is, that all

habits strengthen by indulgence, and that every escape from danger

hardens the mind against it. These principles apply with as much,

force to religion, as to any other subject. Hear them recognised

in the following strong terms, from the orac.les of unerring truth.

" Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his spots, then

may ye, also, do good, that are accustomed to do evil—Because sen

tence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the heart

of the sons of men is fully set in them to do evil." The representation

here is, that the habits of sin strike such a deep shade of darkness

through the whole texture of the soul, as to render it all but impossi

ble that it ever should be purified; and that the divine forbearance it

self, which affords time for reformation, is generally perverted into an

encouragement to offend with the more daring obstinacy. \Ve know,

indeed, that the power and grace of God are competent to cleanse the

most polluted spirit, and to reclaim the most daring rebel. But we

know, also, that they are not often employed for this purpose—only

often enough to preserve a penitent prodigal from absolute despair.

In the spiritual, as in the material or natural world, the general system

of operation is conformed to what is called the order of nature—which

is God's order. Youth is the season for forming and furnishing the

mind, maturer age for confirming it by experience, and fixing it by

habit. That this holds in religion, as in every thing else, all observa

tion demonstrates. He who passes youth and middle age without re

ligion, is likely to pass through life, and into eternity, without it.

Those, then, who are now in youth, have, at this hour, the most fa

vourable period for attending to their souls, that they will probably

ever have. In like munm-r, those w-ho are advancing, or who have

considerably, or even greatly advanced into life, have, at the present

instant, an opportunity the most conducive to success, that their past

negligence has left within their power. Every step they go forward,

they are rendering their situation still worse and worse. The very

point on which they are standing, is the point from which, with the

most advantage, they may start, if they ever mean to start, in the

Christian race. That at any future time, after certain circumstances

are arranged to their mind, they will be more disposed to this great

concern, is all a delusion—a delusion which all experience, which hu
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man nature itself, cries out against. It cries—" You will be less dis

posed then than now; now, therefore, attend to your souls, if you do

not intend to lose Лет forever." An additional reason for this I am

now to assign, in the last place—

4. Namely, that delay grieves the Spirit of grace, and may provoke

him to withhold from you, at last, those aids which are essential to re

pentance and reformation. That there is such a thing'as outliving the

day of grace, must be allowed by all who admit the authority of divine

revelation. The scripture speaks of some who seek admittance when

"the door is shut;" of some who are "given over to a reprobate mind;"

of some to whom " strong delusions are sent"—But listen, in particu

lar, to the following terrible representation. '^Because I have called

and ye refused, I have stretched out my hand and no man regarded:

But ye have set at nought all my counsel and would none of my reproof;

I also will laugh at your calamity and mock when your fear cometh:

When your fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction cometh as

a whirlwind, when distress and anguish cometh upon you. Then shall

they call upon me, but I will not answer; they shall seek me early, but

they shall not find me: For that they hated knowledge, and did not

choose the fear of the Lord: They would none of my counsel, they

despised all my reproof; therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their

own way, and be filled with their own devices." Instances of the kind

here described, where sinners are brought to a sense of their danger

when it is too ,late to escape it, are often, and perhaps only seen, in that

very place—on that very bed of disease and death—where they had

presumptuously flattered themselves they should not fail of making

their peace with God. Brought to the burning verge of eternity, they

have found that they could not command divine aid at their own plea

sure; they have found it refused them; their eyes have opened on their

danger just time enough to leave an awful warning to others, but too

late to escape it themselves. But generally, and perhaps always, ex

cept in such cases as I have just mentioned, when the strivings of

God's Spirit are finally withdrawn, the unhappy subjects of the derelic

tion remain insensible to the last. Do you ask for examples of this?

I fear you may see them very frequently, in persons who were once,

and perhaps long or often, impressed with a serious concern for their

souls; but by neglect, by carelessness, by delay, they lost their impres

sions; became first cold, then indifferent, then hard as the nether mill

stone, and remained so to their dying hour. Certain it is, that the

Spirit of grace was once working on the hearts of these unhappy crea

tures; and equally certain is it (so far as we can judge) that he after

wards deserted and left them forever.

But perhaps some will be ready to turn this argument against the

speaker, and say—"How can we know but that the. Spirit of grace has

deserted us already; and if he has, vain will be all our exertions, and

fruitless all our anxiety"—I answer, God only knows whether some to

whom I am speaking, may not actually be among the number of those

who are given np to judicial hardness. Those are the most likely to

be so, who can hear this subject discussed without anxiety and alarm.

But those whose minds are tenderly affected with what they hear—

those who are ready to say, "we would now delay no longer, if we may

hope for divine assistance"—all such have an evidence, in their present

feeling, that they are not yet finally deserted; for if they were, they

would not be likely to experience this sensation. What they now feel

they should consider as one more call from the Spirit of grace, to delay
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nolonger: and if- the emotion now felt, shall not be suppressed and lost—

ifit shall be indulged, cherished, and pursued—there is reason to hope

for the most salutary event. But while I say this, I must solemnly warn

you, that if you extinguish your present convictions, or refuse the pre

sent admonitions, you will greatly increase the danger that your day of

grace may be over, even though your life should be prolonged. Here,

then, having pursued the deceitful heart through many of its windings,

and shown, as far as reason or Scripture can show it, the danger of all its

pretences—here I close niy address. I close it with offering you, on the

authority of God's word, life and eternal salvation, if you to-day repent

of your sins, and cast your guilty souls into the arms of Jesus Christ.

To-day, if. you do -this, salvation is yours; though your past transgres

sions be as crimson or as scarlet. But if you boast of to-morrow—wit

ness against yourselves—I tell you- that you are likely to perish. I tell

you the probability is against you. I tell you there is every reason to

fear, that the pretences which have so long deceived you, will deceive

you to the last. May God dispose you, " while yet it is called to-day,"

to turn and live. Amen.

. , From the Gospel Messenger.

SIR MATTHEW HALE.

This able civilian and eminent Christian held the employment of

time in very great estimation. Щз biographer gives the following ac

count of his arrangement of the several parts of the day, and in relation

to the situations in which he might be placed. The notes below are

stated by the biographer, to have been taken from the original manu

script, evidently never intended for the public eye, yet showing the full

and warm heart of the writer towards his duty to God and man. The

phraseology is imperfect, but the sentiment is pointed to things most

lovely and of good report.

MORNING,

I. To lift up the heart to God in thankfulness for renewing my life.

II. To renew my covenant with God in Christ. 1. By renewed acts

of faith receiving Christ, and rejoicing in the height of that relation. 2.

Resolution of. being one of his people doing him allegiance.

III. Adoration and prayer.

IV. Setting a watch over my own infirmities and passions, over the

snares laid in our way. Perimus /iritis,

DAY EMPLOYMENT.

There must be an employment, of two kinds;

1. Our ordinary calling, to serve God in it. It is a service to Christ

though never so mean. Colos. 3. Here faithfulness, diligence, cheerful

ness. Not to overlay myself with more business than I can bear.

2. Our spiritual employments; mingle somewhat of God's imme

diate service in this day.

REFnESHMENTS.

I. Meat and drink, moderation, seasoned with somewhat of God.

II. Recreations. 1. Not our business. 2. Suitable. No games, if

given to covetousness or passion.
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Poetical Remains of a Clergyman*» Wife.

IF AI. ONE.

!„ Beware of wandering, vain, lustful thoughts? fly from thyself

rather than entertain these.

II. Let thy solitary thoughts be profitable, view the evidences of thy

salvation, the state of thy soul, the coming of. Christ, thy own mortality,

it will make thee humble and watchful.

COMPANY.

Do good to them. Use God's name reverently. Beware of leaving

i ill impression of ill example. Receive good from them if morean ill impression

knowing,

EVENING.

Cast up the accounts of the day. If aught be amiss, beg pardon.

Gather resolution of more vigilance. If well, bless the mercy and

grace of God that hath supported thee.

From the Christian Observer.

POETICAL REMAINS OF A CLERGYMAN'S WIFE.

The following pieces are from a pleasing little volume of " Poetical

Remains of a Clergyman's Wife," presented to the world, at the re

quest of friends, by her sorrowing relict, whose initials only are eiven

"T. M. F., Islington." "

SUNDAY EVENING.

Oh! if there be an hour that brings

The breath of heaven upon its wings,

To light the heart, to glad the eye,

With glimpses of eternity ;

It is the hour of mild decay,

The sunset of the holy day.

For then to earth a light is given,

Fresh flowing from the gales of heaven;

And then on every breeze 1 hear

Angelic voices whispering near;

Through veiling shades glance seraph

eyes,

One step—and all were Paradise.

" FOLLOW ME."—Matt. iz. 9.

My Saviour, can I follow thee

When all ¡a dark before?

ЛУЫ1е midnight rests upon the cea,

How can I reach the shore :

Oh, let thy star of love but shine,

Though with the faintest ray,

Twill gild the edge of every wave,

And light my stormy way.

Then gladly will I follow thee,

Though hurricanes appear,

Singing sweet carols o'er the sea :—

What can I have to fear?

" TBERE WAS SILENCE IK HEAVEN."—ReV.

viii. I.

Can angel spirits need repose

In the full sun-light of the sky?

And can the veil of slumber close

A cherub's bright and burning eye '

t'A. ¿dr.—VOL. XII.

Have seraphim a weary brow,

A fainting heart, an aching breast ?

No: fur too high their pulses glow

To languish with inglorious reit.

How could they sleep amid the bliss,

The banquet of delight, above ?

How bear for one short hour lo miss

The vision of the Lord they love ?

Oh! not the death-like calm of sleep

Could still the everlasting song:

The fairy dream, or vision deep,

Entrance the high and lofty throng.

Yet not the lightest tone was heard

From angel harp or angel hand,

And not one plumed pinion stirred

Among the bright adoring band;

For there was silence in the sky,

A j'py that angels could not tell,

As from its veiled fount on high

The peace of God in silence fell.

Oh, what is eilence here below .-'

The quiet of concealed despair,

The pause of pain, the dream of wo!

It in the reel of rapture there.

And to the way-worn pilgrim here

More needful seems that perfect peace,

Than the full channt ofjoy to hear

Roll on, and never, never ceaie.

From earthly agonies set free,

Tired with the path too slowly trod,

May such a silence welcome me

Into the temple of my God.

2P
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THE TWO-FOLD NATURE OF CHRIST.

In our last No. we inserted a short extract from a sermon, entitled

" Christ the Mediator," by the Rev. Daniel Baker. We now offer to

our readers two extracts more; and recommend that if they have the

opportunity, they do not permit it to pass without obtaining a copy of

this very excellent popular discourse on a most important subject.

The extract which we published the last month came between the two

now given.

How essential the two-fold nature of Christ is to the various parts of his

mediatorial work. For example—he must have a HUMAN NATURE, to

obey that law which man had violated, and thus to magnify the law,

and make it honourable. But it is equally necessary, that he have a

DIVINE NATURE, to give merit to his obedience. Suppose that Jesus

Christ were a mere man, what could his obedience avail? He would

have to say, as we do, I am an unprofitable servant. But according to

the Scriptures, " by his obedience shall many be made righteous." He

must, therefore, have a Human nature to obey the law, and a Divine

nature to give merit to his obedience. Again: He mtist have a HUMAN

NATURE to suffer, and a DIVINE NATURE to give efficacy to his sufferings.

The Mediator must suffer. "It behooved Christ to suffer." "Ought

not Christ to have suffered these things," say the Scriptures. Nay,

" without the shedding of blood," we are told, " there is no remission."

But the Divine nature cannot suffer—cannot be wounded for our trans

gressions, nor bruised for our iniquities. Therefore, Christ must have

a HUMAN NATURE, to suffer. But here again he must have a DIVINE NA-

TURK, to give, as \ye have said, efficacy to his sufferings. For, if Jesus

Christ were a mere man. what could his sufferings avail ? The mar

tyrs suffered much—their blood flowed in torrents! but we never hear

that the blood of the martyrs availed, to the washing away a single sin

of their own; but with regard to this sufferer, it is expressly said,, "His

blood cleanseth from all sin." And again: "Behold the Lamb of God,

which taketh away the sin of the world." We see then the necessity

of both natures in this matter also. But some man may say, Sir, you

have thrown some light upon the subject, but this point is not clear ytt.

You admit, that the Divine nature cannot suffer; then, after all, how

cati the sufferings of the Human nature be stamped with such value?

There need be no difficulty. Here is a clod of earth. In that form,

you may strike it about at your pleasure; no harm done. But let this

clod of earth be formed into the body of a man—let it be united to the

soul of a man, a Prince, a King, or a Conqueror; and, verily, you may

not not« strike it about at your pleasure! Who does not see that an

injury done to that clod of earth, in its new form, as united to the soul

of a man, a Prince,'a King, or a Conqueror, is to all intents and pur

poses the same, as an injury done to the soul of that man, that Prince,

that King, or that Conqueror? The case, then, is simply this: Al

though the Human nature cannot merit, nor the Divine nature suffer, yet

by virtue of the UNION' of the Human and Divine nature, the sufferings

of the Human are as if they were the sufferings of the Divine nature.

It is the aliar which sanctifies the gift. The very words of Christ

himself!
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But again: He must have a HUMAN NATURE, to have a brother's heart.

\Ve need one that can come near, and yet not overwhelm us. One that

can be touched with a feeling of our infirmities; having been tempted

in all points, like as we are, yet without sin. Such a Mediator, we

poor children of the dust do greatly need. You recollect that when

God descended in awful majesty upon Sinai's Mount, the people,

greatly alarmed, removed, and stood afar off, and said unto Moses,

" Speak thou with us, and we will hear; but let not God speak with

us, lest we die." Nay, even Moses himself said, " I do exceedingly

fear and quake!" How natural then is it to wish,- with the man of Ur,

that there were some Daysman, to put his hand upon both parties. In

our Redeemer, this desire is fully met. He has a HUMAN NATURE, to

have a brother's heart!—and a DIVIDE NATURE, to have an Almighty arm!

Both are necessary. Suppose he had a Human nature, and thus could

sympathise with us, being touched with a feeling-of our infirmities.

This would be soothing—but if this, were all, amid all his tender sym

pathies, we might sink down in hopeless sorrow! But O! delightful

truth. Our Mediator is, in all respects, fitted for his appointment. He

has a Human nature to sympathise with us, and a Divine nature to

succour and to save. A Human nature, to have a brother's heart—and

a Divine nature, to have an Almighty arm! О glorious Mediator! О

precious Redeemer! One that has all the glories of the God, tempered

with the milder beauties of a perfect man! One so distant, and yet so

near! Verily, this is the Mediator that meets my case! This is the

one, w4iom my soul loveth. /wish none beside!

" 'Till God in human flesh I see, . .

My thoughts nu comfort find ;

The Holy, Just, and Sacred Three,

Are terrors to my mind.

But if Immunuel's face appear,

My hope, my joy begins ;

His name forbids my slavish fear,

His grace removes my sins.

While Jews on their own law rely,

And Greeks of wisdom boast;

I love the incarnate mystery,

And there I fix my trust." ,

But if the two-fold nature of Christ be a mystery, I repeat it, it is a

blessed mystery, full of sweetness, as well as full of wonder.

»**,»*»»»

• If the doctrine of God, manifest in the flesh, be a mystery, I repeat

it once more, it is a charming, blessed mystery. For observe,

How dearly und beautifully it harmonizes tltose passages of Scripture

which, at first view, appear at variance with each other. For instance, in

one place, Jesus Christ is called a man; in another place, God. In

one place, David's son: in another place, David's Lord. In one place

he says, my Father is greater than I; in another place, I and my Father

are one. In one place, he is said to be a Lamb slain; in another, the

Prince of Life, who only hath immortality. Now, deny our doctrine,

and I defy any man on earth, or angel in heaven, to reconcile these pas

sages. Admit the doctrine, and there is no difficulty—all is beautiful

and harmonious! With regard to his Human nature, Jesus Christ is a

man; with regard to his Divine nature, God. With regard to his Hu

man nature, he is David's son; with regard to his Divine nature, Da

vid's Lord. Referring to his Human nature, he can say, my Father is

greater than 1} referring to his Divine nature, he can also say, I and
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my Father are one. As to his Human nature, he is a Lamb slain; as

to his Divine nature, the Prince of Life, who only hath immortality.

And now, to place the beauteous crown upon the whole, hear the words

of our blessed Saviour himself. " I am the root and offspring of David,

and the bright and morning star." This is one of the most remarkable

passages in all this volume) and it 'most clearly, and powerfully, and

beautifully confirms all that we have said;—'•for observe! If Jesus

Christ possessed the DIVINE NATURE only, he certainly could be David's

roof—the source of David's being; but, in the name of common sense,

how could he be David's offspring? And on the other hand, if he pos

sessed the HUMAN NATURE only, he could then be David's offspring.

But here again, how could he be David's root? the source of David's

being? But possessing, in union, both the Divine and human nature,

he can say,. as he does say, " I am the ROOT and OFFSPRING of David,

and the bright and morning Star!" "Rising," asoné remarks, "in

his incarnation, he introduced the gos'pel day;—rising, in the influences

of his spirit, he introduces the day of grace and comfort in the soul;—

rising, in power, he will bring on the latter day glory;—and rising, at

last, in his appearing to judge the world, he will usher in the corona

tion day—the day of a blest eternity!" Bright and morning starj

Rise upon my soul! Star of hope to the dying sinner! Star of hope to

a sinking world! O! shine upon this waiting crowd! O! shine upon

this heart of mine!

CHRIST THE LORD OF THE SABBATH.

We recommend to our readers a careful perusal of the following

well written article, on a most important topic—We take it from the

Evangelical Magazine for May. The writer's remarks relative to the

continued observance of the Sabbath, notwithstanding the attempts that

have been made to abolish or desecrate it, are worthy of the particular

notice of Christians in the United States, at the present time. The go

vernment of our country has desecrated, and steadfastly persists in de

secrating the Sabbath, by the transportation of the mail and the open

ing of the post offices on this holy day. Let this only serve to render

those who truly fear and love the Lord of the Sabbath, more careful,

more strict, more spiritual, and more prayerful in the spending of holy

time—more strict individually and in their families, and more prayer

ful, especially for those who misspend and profane the Lord's day, and

for a general reformation.

Our Lord's claims to supreme authority were put forth in a very dif

ferent mode from that in which the pretensions of men are advanced.

They were never made in ostentation or vain glory, but in a manner

worthy of him who was meek and lowly in heart; and, when he felt

himself called to the avowal, it was done not with hesitation and re

serve, but with the firmness of conscious majesty and sovereign power.

The necessity which required the disclosure was such as made silence

impossible. It was when the insolence and falsehood of his enemies

behooved to be repressed, the course he was pursuing to be vindicated,

and the hearts of his disciples encouraged amidst fear and peril, that

he bore witness to his equality with God. Thus, when charged with

blasphemy in forgiving sins, he said, " That ye may know that the Son

of Man on earth has power to forgive sins, he said to the sick of the
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palsy, Man, take up thy couch, and go into thine house; and he did so

immediately, and went into his own house glorifying God." And then

when charged with conniving at the profanation of the Sabbath, be

cause he censured not his disciples for plucking a few ears of corn

when they were hungry, he states, " that acts of necessity and mercy

were sanctioned of heaven on that day—that the Sabbath was made not

to punish or oppress man by superstitious rigour and austerities, but

to bless him with light, rest, and peace, and that the Son of Man was

Lord of the Sabbath."

Christ showed himself Lord of the Sabbath by asserting its true cha

racter in opposition to the restrictions imposed on it by the Scribes

and Pharisees. Placing religion in outward forms, and sanctification

in external ablutions, these hypocrites attached no importance to the

state and exercise of the heart. The most needful offices of humanity

they avoided as a work which desecrated the Sabbath, and gave to the

selfishness and avarice of their conduct the epithet of strict piety. But

Christ showed in his conduct his abhorrence of such base scruples, en

riched the Sabbath by his lessons and deeds of mercy, and inculcated

that the great duty of .that clay was to go to God as our exceeding joy,

and to walk with our brethren in the light of the Lord. An impostor

would have laboured to exceed them in austerities, and would have

shrunk from the abuse which liberality of conduct would have drawn

down on him; but the Lord Jesus disregarded their censures, and de

lighted to act a part suited to the character of the only begotten of the

FuthiT, full of grace and truth.

Christ showed himself Lord of the Sabbath by changing the time of

its observance from the seventh to the first day of the week. That this

was done by our Saviour is evident from the fact of the meetings for

religious worship being/held on that day by the early Christians; and

this they would not have done without some express intimation of our

Lord's will. During the forty days that he continued on earth before

his resurrection, this was, doubtless, one of the things pertaining tathe

kingdom of God which he made known to them; and in their assem

blies on that day he came to them, .and favoured them with the kindest

assurances of his grace. Attached as the apostles and early converts

among the Jews were to the letter of the Mosaic law, the adoption of

the change so instantaneously and cheerfully, without a scruple, and

without a murmur, must have been owing to the full conviction of its

divine authority.

The worship of the Sabbath is according to his appointment and

regulation. He hath abolished the rites and offerings of the former

economy, and hath substituted in its place a service more simple, easy,

and spiritual. By his ordination repentance and remission of sin are

on this day preached in his name; in that name supplication, prayers,

intercessions, and giving of thanks, arc- made for all men; and in the

dispensation of baptism and the Lord's Supper, we are led to the blood

of sprinkling, and to that dedication of the heart to his love, and of the

life to hrs service, which is the whole duty of man. He claims all its

moments, and he can bless them all; and the services in which they

are to be occupied, while they are characterized by a pleasing variety,

do all point in their object and spirk to Him who died, rose again, and

revived, that he might be the Lord of the dead and of the living.

Ha has maintained the observance of the Sabbath. When we think

hew many institutions have passed away which were strongly rooted

in public affection, and which were supported by all the influence of
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secular power, and how the Sabbath still exists in such veneration and

observance, we must be convinced that it abides by aid more than

human. Against it the pride, the folly, and -the avarice of man have

combined all their power to abolish it; persecution hath issued her

edicts, filled her dungeons, and raised her scaffolds; infidelity hath

poured forth her cavils and sarcasms, and licentiousness hath decked

her paths with roses; yet still in all places there are many who call it

a delight, the holy of the Lord, and honourable, and we are assured

that it will continue as long as the sun. It is most absurd to ascribe

its continuance to the temporal power employed to guard it, for that

power can exercise no influence on that spiritual worship which is its

essence, and. can only check those outrages on its rest and rules which

would endanger the peace and welfare of society. It is the influence

of religious principle whkh calls for the repression of such disorders;

and that Christianity had a power to maintain its ordinances indepen

dently of the elements of the world—nay, in opposition to them when

they are marshalled against it—is evident, from its progress and tri

umphs for so many years in the early times, when the observance of

the Sabbath was the nvark which directed to their, assemblies the feet

swift to shed blood, and the day of rest was the special day of martyr

dom. While Christians, therefore, may warrantably apply to civil

rulers for the prevention of those excesses which are so hateful to the

quiet of the land, they must raise their eyes to Christ for that influ

ence without which the help of man is vain, and with which the church

is secure against all the art and fury of the gates of hell.

It is this day which he especially blesses. As there are periods and

occasions which kings delight to distinguish by their munificence, so

the Sabbath is a season in which the king of Ziön dispenses his bless

ings most amply. It is the day on which he most frequently gives to

the repenting rebel the assurance of pardon, confers marks of honour

on those who have been zealous in his service, loosens the bonds of the

oppressed, cheers the hearts of th« sorrowfu!, and strengthens and pre

pares the faiihful for arduous duties. In other times there are drops

from heaven, but on this one there are showers of blessing. It is the

day of his coronation in the churches, and the day of the gladness of his

heart.

He is Lord of the Sabbath, for at his command it will close. It will

close to every individual at death. The period hastens on when our

last Sabbath will dawn, and our last entrance into Zion's gates shall

be made. It will dawn for others, but not on the night of the grave.

They will open for others, but it is not to the dead that the call can

extend, " Go ye up to the house of the Lord." There js no man that

hath power over the spirit to retain the spirit, nor over time, to retain

it; neither hath he power in the day of death to deliver from it, or to

retard it. Oh, it would be wise for us to associate the opening grave

•with the opening sanctuary, and the voice of the gospel with the silence

of death!

And at Christ's command the Sabbath shall finally close as to all.

It is from him the angel shall receive his mandate, who shall lift up

his hand and swear by him that liveth for ever and ever, that there

shall be time no longer. Among the seasons of anxiety, the nights of

sorrow, the eras of glory which that proclamation will terminate, there

are none so important as the Sabbath, and no knell so solemn as that

which announces its close.

And he is Lord of the Sabbath, for to him men shall give an account
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of the manner in which they have employed it. This will form a most

essential theme of inquiry on that day, when God shall judge the se

crets of men's hearts by Jesus Christ, according to the gospel. And

let us think what shame and tears will fill those who on that day went

not beyond bodily service, who spent it in brutish sloth, wasted it in

scenes of dissipation, or insulted it in open profanity! Oh, what evi

dences will deserted close! s in their dwellings, their empty seats in the

sanctuary, the house of mirth, or the scene of idle saunter or gay dis

play, furnish of their impiety! And what is the doom that awaits

them? " They shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is

poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation, and shall

be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels,

and in 'the presence of the Lamb." Then the great day of his wrath

is come, and who shall be able to stand? But for the purer observers

of the Sabbath the sentence of mercy is fixed, the song of salvation is

preparing, and an everlasting rest remains. " Therefore are they be

fore the throne of God, and serve him day and night in his temple: and

he that sitteth on the throne shall dwell among them. They shall

liunger no more, neither thirst any more; neither shall the sun light on

them, nor any heat. For the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne

shall feed them, and shall lead them unto living fountains of waters:

and God- shall wipe away all tears from their eyes."

These remarks should lead us to cherish high impressions of the

character of Christ» What mere man, however eminent in office or in

piety, ever presumed to call himself lord of any rite of religion, though

of lesser importance? Moses never styles himself lord of the ark or

tabernacle, or of any of the ceremonies of the most holy place; but

Christ calls himself Lord of the Sabbath, and is to be honoured as we

honour the Father. It is impossible to explain the high character of

Jesus consistently with his humility and with truth, but by admitting

his supreme power and Godhead. Let us keep the Sabbath as a mo

nitor of his authority, and as a memorial of his grace.

Let us look to him, as Lord of the Sabbath, for the grace which is

requisite for its devout observance. His stores are inexhaustible, and

his heart is as kind as these are ample. Let the sanctification of the

Sabbath be the first lesson of the young, and its value be the last testi

mony of the old.

And let us on every Sabbath evening, as we retire to rest, call our

selves to account for the manner in which we have spent it. What

conscience condemns let us carefully avoid, and in what it approves let

us labour to abound more and more. Unless this is the case, such exa

mination will only aggravate the horrors of our final account. Much

reason have we to close our eyes on thé Sabbath evening in tears, that

of holy time we have lost so much, that with it we have trifled so long.

Let us be wise for the time to come, and, when we give in our last ac

count, may we be able to say, " I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day,"

and may the Judge of all find us complete in him!

H. B.

EXTRACTS.

The Sun an Emblem of its Creator.

" There is one circumstance in reference 'to the sun that has for

many years been very instructive and consolatory to my own mind, in
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connexion with my Maker, which I do not remember, through all these

years, ever to have introduced, and which may yet be very suitably in

troduced now; and that is—there is this great peculiarity in reference

to the sun, that you cannot bear to look at it; you know that it exists;

you are sensible of the importance of it to the would; you see its light,

you feel its heat, are perpetually enjoying the beneficial effects of it—

but you cannot bear to look at the sun itself; if you were to make the

attempt it would in a few moments dazzle and blind you; and it is the

only object in nature that you cannot bear to look at; you can perceive

and enjoy it only in its effects. It appears to me that, in this view, it

is a most striking and unique image of its Maker. This is exactly our

case mentally and spiritually with respect to God. We are as sure as

we are of our own existence that there is a God. The heavens declare

his glory.

. 'A thousand starry beauties there, •

Л thousknd radiant marke appear,

Of boundlees skill and power divine.'

We see him in the operations of his hand every where about us; con

verse with him in his providence and his. word; perceive him in ten

thousand beneficial influences; but we cannot bear to look dicectly at

God. When we think of his essence—the essence of his nature, as

never beginning to be, as every where present, we are confounded,

overpowered, buried, and lost in our thoughts. Hence he himself

says, ' My face shall not be seen:' ' No man can see my face and live;'

'Who can by searching find out God?' 'Who can find out4he Al

mighty unto perfection?' Looking at the divine essence is gazing at

the sua; we arc soon blind; and 1 do think it literally true, that if it

pleased God to let loose a full thought of his essence upon the human

soul, it would literally crush it, as completely as a globe of adamant,

if it were to fall upon the bcdy, would crush that. No created mind

can bear a full thought of God."

The Distinguishing Chcrrftrler of Sinners described, and their Ingratitude

and Folly remonstrated against.

" If a person were to come to me and say, ' You had two of the kind

est parents that ever nourished or loved a child, but your whole busi

ness seemed to be to slight them, and break their hearts; and I really

believe that yovr behaviour helped to bring their grey hairs with sor

row to the gravT,' I think such a charge, if conscience told me there

was foundation for it, would go through me like a dagger; I could

hardly bear it. And yet, perhaps, to some here, this charge comes

home in a more just and aggravated sense, in regard to one greater,

and kinder, and nearer, than the fondest and most affectionate parent

that ever breathed. I mean Him who is the breath of your nostrils,

the health of your countenance, and the life of your souis; to whom

you owe the mercies of your birth, the tenderness of your parents, and

all the blessings of your early days; I mean Him who sent you every

penny you ever possessed, every morsel you ever ate, every garment

you ever wore, every hour's rest you ever enjoyed, every friend that

ever smiled upon you, and every agreeable sensation you ever felt. I

mean Him who is constantly about your paths and your bed, has al

ways been the guardian of your sleeping and your waking hours; who

has been providentially with you, and blessed you through all the
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stages of life, all the changes of life, all the dangers of life, all the trials

and sorrows of life, and is now throwing a thousand blessings from the

inexhaustible storehouse of his goodness before you and around you.

This is the Being I mean, who has sent you instructive parents, pray

ing friends, faithful ministers, interesting providences, regular Sab

baths, and put into your hands the oracles of eternal truth and salva

tion. I mean Him, my friends, whom you least like to think of; I

need not say Him whom you think it the greatest hardship to serve-

think it a drudgery and task to worship—think much of spending a

quarter of an hour in his presence and converse—deem his day a wea

riness. I mean Him whose enemy you are cherishing in your hearts,

and giving to that enemy your time, and strength, and powers, and

privileges, and blessings. I mean Him! And, oh! do you then re

quite the Lord? Has he not been a Father lo you? Well might he

call upon the heavens and the earth to be desolate, because having thus

nourished and brought up children they had rebelled against him."

ON A PARTICULAR PROVIDENCE.

In the Christian Observer for May, there is " A Sketch of the Life

of Lord Teignmouth," the late distinguished president of the British

and Foreign Bible Society—an office which he held from the origin of

that noble institution to the time of his death—a period of about thirty

years. In this sketch there are several quotations from papers which

his lordship contributed, during a series of years, to the Christian Ob

server. We extract one on " a particular providence." We shall also

be indebted to this sketch, for an account of the closing scene of his

lordship's exemplary life.

" Л particular providence seems discernible in effects which cannot

be traced to visible causes, or which do not appear to correspond with

them: as in cases where men act without apparent motives, or from

what is called chance; in the preservation of individuals by modes ex

traordinary, unforeseen, and improbable; in unexpected recovery from

sickness, or relief from misfortune; in the prevention, discovery, and

punishment of murder, and other atrocious crimes; in the fatuitywhich

makes criminals furnish the means of their own detection, or in the re

morse which leads to the confession of their criminality; in the retri

bution which follows the perpetration of crime under circumstances

unconnected with it, and at very distant periods; in the stings of a

wounded conscience; in remarkable dreams; in the effects attending

profane imprecations; and in the mode in which premeditated evil re

coils on the contrivers; of all which, instances might be collected from

historians and biographers. We often see a particular providence re

markably exemplified in the preservation of children and of drunkards,

as well as of other individuals incapable of providing for their own se

curity.

"It has sometimes happened, that a determination apparently casual,

and seemingly of no importance—such, for instance, as the preference

of one road to another—has saved the life of an individual, and has led

to great moral consequences. There are cases related, in which the

purposes of men have been unaccountably overruled; and occurrences

of great moment have sprung from a direction given to the mind, of

which it was at the time unconscious. God ' goeth by me, and I see

Ch. MV.—VOL. XII. 2 Q
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him not; he passeth on also, but I perceive him not.' (Job ix. 11.)

There are few people, but the most careless and profligate, who caa

recollect the occurrences of their lives, but will in some of them see

reason to acknowledge providential interpositions, by which they have

been rescued from dangers and temptations. 'God speakelh once, yea

twice, but man perceiveth it not. In a dream, in a vision of the night,

when deep sleep falleth on man, in slumberings on the bed; then he

openeth the ears of men, and sealeth their instruction, that he may

withdraw man from his purpose, and hide pride from man. He keep-

eth back his soul from the pit, and his life from perishing by the

sword.' (Job xxxiii. 14— 18.)

" The doctrine of supernatural suggestions, which may be considered

as proceeding from a special providence or special grace, is established

by various passages both in the Old and New Testament. In the lat

ter we read, that when our Saviour sent forth his Apostles to preach

to the lust sheep of the house of Israel, he warned them that they

should be brought before kings and governors for his sake, for a tea-

timony against them and the Gentiles: he instructed them at the same

time to take no thought what they should speak, for it should be given

to them in that hour what they should speak; adding, ' For it is not ye

that speak, but the Spirit of my Father which is in you.' From the

Acts of the Apostles we further learn, that Paul and Timothy ' were

forbidden of the Holy Ghost to preach the word in Asia;' and that

•when ' they essayed to go into Bithynia, the Spirit suffered them not.'

And in the case of temptations or trials, St. Paul tells the Corinthians,

' God is faithful, who will not suffer you to be tempted above that ye

are able, but will with the temptation also make a tray to escape, that

ye may be able to bear it.'

" But the capacity to distinguish supernatural suggestions from the

dictates of our own understanding, is not inherent in us, nor always

imparted. Neither is it necessary: a pious mind will feel the deepest

gratitude to the Almighty, for every danger escaped, or temptation re

sisted, or blessing received, whether it be owing to that prudence

•which is the daughter of religious fear and knowledge, or to the im

mediate act and inspiration of the Deity; in either case, he knows that

the security or the enjoyment proceeds from the care and appointment

of his heavenly Father.

"The incapacity of man to distinguish special from ordinary opera

tions of Providence, occasions the principal difficulty attending the

doctrine, and has led some to impiety, and others to superstition.

Some pious men deeply impressed with the truth of the text, that 'not

a sparrow falls to the ground without our heavenly Father,' not only

consider themselves, and justly so, under the guidance of Providence,

but expect a special and extraordinary assistance and direction in the

most common and trifling occurrences. There are others of a very

different character, who conceive all events to be linked together by

the indissoluble chain of cause and effect, and thus, in fact, deny the

existence of Providence altogether.

" It is not uncommon to read in the writings of some pious men, in

stances of particular interpositions of Providence on the most trifling

occasions;—thus, in an account published by some of the earliest reli

gious emigrants to America, it is presumptuously stated, as a remark

able passage of Providence in their favour, that 'God was pleased to

sweep away great multitudes of the natives by the small-pox, before

they went thither, to make room for them.'
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" These misconceptions, on so awful a subject, must be imputed to

the deceitfulness of the human heart. If, on the one hand, it be absurd

to admit the operation of chance—if it be irreligious to forget for a

moment our dependence on God, and impious to exclude or limit his

interference in human affairs, or to suppose that any events can happen
•without his knowledge and permission; it seems, on the other, arro

gant to appropriate to ourselves, as special, dispensations which, for

aught we know, may take place in the ordinary course of his natural

or moral government; or, even supposing them special and extraordi

nary, may proceed from motives which we cannot penetrate, and may

be referable to causes or consequences distinct from our concerns.

"It is nevertheless undeniably true, that those who make the Scrip

tures the rule of their conduct, and pray constantly and devoutly for

the guidance of the Holy Spirit, may be said to enjoy the Divine pro

tection in an especial manner. They are less exposed to the common

temptations and accidents of life; and they have strength in time of

need to oppose them. They have an inward monitor to direct them—

a conscience enlightened by the word of God, and by his Spirit which

dictated it; and they will escape a variety of seductions, which involve

others in worldly and criminal embarrassments: Ч Wisdom dwell with

Prudence.' All this, however, may be considered as falling within the

ordinary rules of Providence—God blessing the means which he re

quires us to use for enjoying his protection; and in this sense it is

most true, that godliness is profitable unto all things, having the pro

mise both of this life and that which is to come.

" But if, by a mistaken notion of their dependence on God, pious

men should expect the laws of his natural or moral government to be

suspended in their favour; if they should presumptuously expose them

selves to dangers and temptations, from which they can only escape by

a miraculous exertion of his power, they adopt an extravagant opinion

for which there is no warrant in Scripture, and may be said to tempt

the providence of God. It is at the same time true, that they may yet

be saved by it.

" We must also remember, that as the Almighty causes the rain to

fall and the sun to shine both on the just and the unjust, so good men

as well as bad are exposed to the usual accidents of life, and must

adopt equal vigilance and precaution against them. Although God

keepeth the feet of his saints, he has no where promised them an ex

emption from common calamities. Pain, infirmity, and disease, are

the lot of all the children of Adam. The tempest which overwhelms

the vessel in the ocean, the hail which mars the labours of the hus

bandman, the earthquake which destroys the city, and the pestilence

which depopulates whole provinces, comprehend in their devastations

the just and the unjust."

From the Christian Observer.

THE FIRST MOMENT IN HEAVEN.

"Absent from the body—prêtent laith the Lord."

"Carried by angels into jibruham's boiom."

Where am I ? gentle strangers, say ; A bitter pang my bean oppressed ;—

I pray you apeak me fair. I can recall no more.

Thi« brightneei, is it earthly day ? i ]„ft the mourners round my bed ;

Thi« fragrance, mortal air ? My children too were near ;

My coach wai dark, disturbed my reit ; My gentle wife, who thought me dead,

But now all pain in o'er : Will joy to find me here.
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For all thing« here thrice-happy seem,

And beautiful to view.

I« it a dream ? Yet 'tis no dream

That I am happy too.

I could not emile, I could not ipeak,

I could do nought bat feel:—

This gala hath Tanned my hectic cheek

These balms my spirits heal.

I hanger not; no more I thirst,

Nor feel the scorching ray;

I lave where living waters burst ;

My tears are wiped away.

Some cherub seems my soul to wall ;

Cooled is my parched brow ;

No more I taste the nauseous-draught ;

I can breathe freely now.

Where am I? gentle strangers, tell;

And who are ye, I prsy ?

IB this the palace where ye dwell?

What king do ye obey ?

Why do I see before yon throne

Those radiant Spirits seven ?

On eaith such brightness u аз unknown ;

-—Sure I roust be in heaven !

I left of late a restless scene

Of falsehoods and of snares;

Bat here, this andistarbed serene

No hollow aspect wears.

Ye would not mock your stranger guest:

That soft and heavenly smile

Tells me this is a place of rest,

A world unknown to guile.

These robes of white, this wand of palm,

The crown that decks my brow,

All, all, are real ;—no baseless charm,

No phantom cheats me now.

Seraphs who bask in realms of light—

That name I sure may say—

The world I left was sometimes bright,

But, oh ! it smiled to slay.

My vest was Roiled with mortal blame,

My eyes wept many a tear ;

But I have doffed those robes ofshame ;

I feel no sorrow here.

Weeping, long ere the cause I knew

Why infant tears abound,

I early felt that sorrow grew

On sin's unhallowed ground:

And a« in childhood's budding years

Guilt quailed at conscience' voice,

A thousand new mysterious fears

Forbad me to rejoice.

Then manhood came, with cares o'er-

fraught,

And girt with Passion's train;

And all one painful lesson taught,—

That earth, though fair, is vain.

" To make it thy repose forbear,"

A voice this heart addressed ;

" Come unto me with «very care,

And I will give the* rest."

Thus guided to the Saviour's сто«,

Pardon and peace were mine ;

And I could smile at worldly loss,

If God propitious shine.

A few short years on earth I toiled,

Then laid me down to die ;

—Ye know the rest : from death aaaoiled

Ye bore me to the sky.

For well I now view where I am;

Unveiled all heaven I see ;

There is the Throne ; and there the Lamb;

Angels and saints are ye!

Souls of the just, I know you all :—

Martyrs, and holy men,

Abraham, and David, John, and faul,

And many a friend, I ken.

For friends I had, who trod on earth

The path that leads to heaven ;

To whom to share this second birth,

And joy this joy, 'tis given.

But 'tis not seraph, friend, or saint,

Can make a heaven to me ;

All other glories are but faint ;

My Saviour would I see.

Though rich your crowns, though bright

your files,

And sweet the strains ye sing,

I ask for more than angel smiles ;—

Oh lead me to your King.

Him while on earth unseen I loved ;

Awaiting this blest place,

Mortality's dark veil removed,

To view Him face to face.

But hark ! what descant greets my ear !

What strains seraphic flow !

To join those notes I need not fear,

Preluded oft below.

" Worthy the Lamb" was then my song,

As tearfully I wended ;

And shall I not the «train i

Now all my toils are ended !

To Him that sitteth on the throne,

And to the Lamb, for aye,

Who did create, who did redeem,

My grateful song I'll pay.

On earth, when vexed with anxious cares.

Or worn with restless toil,

Exposed to warring passion's snare«,

Or chafed with life's turmoil;

Maligned by Falsehood's subtle pen,

Too strong for truth alone ;

Grieving o'er sins of holy men,

More grieving o'er my own ;

'Midst worldly frowns, or anguish sharp,

Or dangerous wilds untrod,

Twas sweet to seize the sacred harp,

And commune with my God.

And if on earth such joys war« mine,

Though jarred too oft ¡te tone,

Those melodies shall I resign

Where discord« are unknown '
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Here, ever-toned, the joyful shell " Worthy the Lamb" was erst my theme

Resounds one deathless theme,— A« on towards heaven I wended;

Hi« love who from the depths of hell No other strain would I prolong

Did captive man redeem. Now all my toile are ended.

s. c. w.

üottccs.

CHRISTIAN CHARACTER, AND CLOSING SCENE OF LIFE, OF LORD

TEIGNMOUTH.

During his most arduous employments Lord Teignmouth never ne

glected 'his domestic duties. In the bosom of his family, and among

the numerous branches of his relatives and connexions, he was known,

beloved, and venerated, as the husband, father, brother, friend, whose

looks, words, and actions, indicated steadfast, unvarying attention, and

judicious friendship. His servants regarded him as a parent, and the

poor as a kind and constant benefactor. The eminent consistency of

Lord Teignmouth in the course of public and private virtue, must be

ascribed to that faith in his Saviour, and to that humble dependence on

the assistance of the Holy Spirit, which he diligently sought during

the period of his highest elevation in India, and which constituted his

strength, his solace, and the mainspring of his exertions and of his ex

cellence in the severe domestic afflictions with which it pleased God to

visit him, no less than in the difficulties in which his public proceed

ings were occasionally involved. As his sphere of active usefulness

contracted, his mind became gradually concentrated in the pursuits of

religion, in the duties of prayer, meditation, and the study of the Scrip

tures. His theological reading was extensive, and gradually, in part,

supplanted the pursuit of general literature. He was alive to passing

events, and his remarks on their bearings and probable results were

characterized by singular sagacity. His health had much improved

during the latter part of his life; but at the close of the year 1832 it

received a shock from illness from which it never' recovered; and

during the following spring his Lordship suffered considerable inter

nal pain, apparently produced by indigestion. This was happily re

moved by the remedies employed; and the pure and invigorating air

of Hampstead, whither he temporarily removed during the following

summer, restored his strength, when a severe attack of illness nearly

terminated his existence. He believed that his end was at hand, and

gave directions respecting his funeral, and the disposal of part of his

personal property. But it pleased God to spare his life till the four

teenth of February of this year, the forty-eighth anniversary of the day

of his marriage; during which period his mind was habitually em

ployed in preparation for his approaching removal to his everlasting

rest, in humble and entire dependence on the mercies of his Saviour.

An occasional depression of spirits, produced by bodily languor, of

which he complained, disappeared during the few last weeks of his

life: his state was that of calm, peaceful, blessed hope. At length,

surrounded by his family, on whom he had bestowed again and again

his affectionate benedictions—retaining till nearly the last moments a

clear and tender remembrance of all his relatives—he resigned his

spirit, without a sigh or struggle, into the hands of his Creator and

Redeemer. His mortal remains were interred on the twenty-first, in a

family vault under Marylebone Church.

And here we might close the curtain around that peaceful bed; for,
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knowing how such a man lived, it is of little comparative importance

to inquire how he died, since the languors and agonies of dissolving

nature often weigh down the immortal spirit, and afford no certain

index of the addictions of character, and no sure presage of the desti

nies of the soul; but, remembering his Lordship's own remark respect

ing the dying hours of his friend, Sir William Jones, and the mournful

interest with which the public would have listened to the affecting re

citals of the parting scene, we will not deny ourselves or our readers

the interesting record of his Lordship's death-bed, as disclosed by his

relative, the Rev. Mr. Anderson, in the discourse delivered on the Sun

day after his funeral, and which has been published at the request of

his congregation; more especially as the statement incidentally in

cludes some very interesting particulars respecting his Lordship's re

ligious character, which more than confirm all that we have stated in

the preceding narrative.

Mr. Anderson mentions, in the first place, that Lord Teignmouth

was accustomed to offer up his prayers at the Throne of Grace with

much fervour and importunity. For many years of his life he was

known to be engaged three hours every day in the exercise of private

prayer; and it was his custom to retire for his evening devotions at

five o'clock in the afternoon, in order that he might perform those holy

exercises before a sense of weariness or fatigue should oppress his

bodily powers, and thus impede the aspirations of his soul towards the

gates of heaven. From these secret communings with God he always

came forth into his family, like the Jewish lawgiver of old, with bright

ness in his face, as well as with the law of God in his heart; and show

ing, by that heavenly-mindedness which marked his whole conversa

tion, how earnest had been his prayer that the same " mind might be

in him which was also in Christ Jesus."

Mr. Anderson mentions, in the next place, that lively faith in the

Lord Jesus Christ which formed the groundwork of his obedience, and

which he laboured to cherish by such earnest, persevering prayer. On

the second day after Mr. Anderson's arrival at his house, in the course

of a long conversation at the close of his morning devotions, he ex

pressed some apprehensions as to the reality of his faith, because he

was unable to perform his devotions with that entire collectedness of

mind, and that sustained attention, which it had been his privilege for

merly to enjoy. Mr. Anderson observed to him, that the feeble state

of his bodily frame was obviously unequal to that intense exertion,

both of mind and body, which his devotional exercises demanded;

and then, with the view of enabling him to judge for himself whether

the distraction of which he complained arose from weakness of faith

or only from languor and debility of body, he entreated him to consider

what was the view which he habitually entertained of his own natural

condition, of the Divine holiness, and of the infinite mystery of redeem

ing love. In reply to these questions, he spoke with great energy and

earnestness of his deep and abiding conviction of the utter misery of

our fallen state, and of the strength of indwelling sin in his own heart.

He then described his ardent longings after higher degrees of that ho

liness which is only another name for true happiness. And he said, in

conclusion, with solemn emphasis; "It is my continual prayer that I

may always be looking to Him who of God is made unto me wisdom,

and righteousness, and sanctification, and redemption; and that, deli

vered from the guilt of sin by His atoning blood, clothed with the robe

of His righteousness, and partaking of the blessed and sanctifying in
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flueoces of the Holy Spirit, I may be permitted to join hereafter, with

angels and archangels and all the company of heaven, in lauding and

magnifying God's holy name, evermore praising him, and saying,

Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of hosts, heaven and earth are full of thy

glory: glory be to Thee, О Lord most high."

He said, a few days afterwards, " I loathe and detest every species

and every degree of sin, as the transgression of the Divine law, and as

an offence committed against the majesty and holiness of God. I trust

that I do indeed repent of all my transgressions. But I do not trust in

my repentance. No! I look only to the blood of Jesus for pardon and

for peace."

On the Sunday before his death, he said to his beloved partner and

his children, " I feel that I am resting upon the right Foundation; and

I can now leave you all rejoicing."—Christian Observer.

MINISTERIAL CHARACTER AND TRIUMPHANT DEATH OF THE REV.

GEORGE W. ASHBR1DGE, OF LOUISVILLE, KY., who departed tkit life

Артй 27<А, 1834.

In the mysterious providence of God, an unusual number of the most

active and promising young ministers of the gospel in the Presbyterian

church, have been removed by death, within the last two years. We

take the following very interesting article, from the funeral sermon oc

casioned by the death of Mr. Ashbridge, and delivered in the pulpit

which he occupied and to the people of whom he had been the pastor,

by the Rev. Joshua T. Russell, May 1 1th, 1834.

From the age of fifteen years, when our deceased brother first con

secrated himself to God, and united with his visible church upon earth,

up to the very hour of his translation to the church triumphant in hea

ven, he was enabled by divine grace, to which he ever loved to acknow

ledge himself a peculiar debtor, steadily to persevere in a life of prac

tical godliness. Although he was often heard to lament and mourn

over the remaining corruption of his own heart, over his unbelief and

unfruitfulness, yet, in the estimation of those who knew him best, he

was a consistent, growing Christian, and the uniform tenor of his life

and conversation was such as became a minister of Jesus Christ. Hi»

piety was pure, enlightened and energetic, and exhibited itself far less

in professions of zeal, than in acts of obedience. Unquestionably hi»

love to the Saviour was glowing, and ardent, for such affection only

would have accorded with the temperament of his soul; and I am sa

tisfied, also, that his repentance was genuine, and oft repeated in secret,

and his faith firm and vigorous, and yet, as a Christian, he was distin

guished, most of all, for his kind and benevolent, and holy actions. He

loved, in humble imitation of his divine exemplar, to be " going about

doing good," and verily he seemed to regard it as his " meat," and his

" drink," to do the will of God his heavenly Father. Benevolent action

seemed to constitute the very element of his soul as a Christian, and it

was this especially, which distinguished and adorned his course as a

minister. The preaching of the Gospel was obviously his appropriate

work. He was " apt to teach," a workman that needed not to be

ashamed, "thoroughly furnished," and he gave full proof of having

been " called of God as Aaron was." He preached the Gospel faith

fully and in its simplicity—" in season, out of season—publicly and

from house to house}*' and in this delightful " labour of love," his
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whole soul was engaged and occupied. He conscientiously adhered to

the u form of sound words" recommended by an inspired Apostle, and

in the expression of his religious opinions, both in private and in pub

lic, while he scrupulously respected the rights and liberties of others,

he freely and fearlessly exercised his own; nor did he ever hesitate to

avow and vindicate his esteem and veneration for the distinguishing

doctrines of the Reformation, as collected and exhibited in the standards

of the Presbyterian Church.

The style and manner of his ministrations in the sacred desk were

highly popular and persuasive. His compositions were pure, chaste,

classical, nervous—generally rich in thought, in arrangement metho

dical and perspicuous, and not unfrequently ornamented with chastened

figures, and appropriate classical allusions and illustrations. The in

tonations of his voice were various, smooth, sweet and melodious. His

gesticulations were natural, easy, and graceful—and his address was

solemn, animated, fervent and impressive.

Thus invested, as our beloved brother was, with talents and gifts

and graces of a high and commanding character, and consecrated as

they all were by piety so unquestionable and elevated, he could not, he

did not fail to secure the attention, the admiration, the affection of

those who enjoyed his ministry. His usefulness however, as a minis

ter, was by no means confined to the pulpit. In the deliberative coun

cils of the church, his efforts and his influence were powerful and salu

tary; and in defending, patronizing and recommending to others her

Literary, Theological, and benevolent institutions, his energy, liberality,

and perseverance were, in the highest degree, commendable and wor

thy of imitation. But after all, my dear hearers, it was in the very

midst of his own beloved flock,—in your social circles, by your fire

sides, when engaged in the all important, peculiar, and appropriate

offices of a Pastor, a spiritual Shepherd, that our lamented brother pre

sented the most perfect developments of the tender, generous, amiable,

elevated sympathies and affections of his guileless, sanctified heart. In

the praying circles of the saints, it was his constant practice to be pre

sent; and he seemed to regard it as his delightful privilege to partici

pate deeply in their hopes and fears, in their sorrows and joys, in their

supplications, and thanksgivings. For the tender lambs of his flock, he

provided, in rich abundance, the "sincere milk of the word;1' and this

was regularly imparted to them in the Sabbath School, and in cateche

tical and Bible classes. If his watchful eye ever discovered, in the dis

tant wilderness, a tempted, disconsolate and deserted wanderer from

the fold, like a vigilant and compassionate Shepherd, he sought and

pursued him in the vale, and on the mountain top; and, when the lost

was found, he kindly bore him homeward, with songs of thanksgiving

to his God. His anxieties, his cares, his footsteps, were in every place,

where the people of his charge were to be found, whether they were in

affluence or poverty—in prosperity or in adversity—in health or in sick

ness—in happiness or in wo. He was the counsellor of the young, the

supporter of the aged, the advocate of the oppressed, the friend of the

widow, the protector of the orphan, the benefactor of the poor, the

comforter of the afflicted, the willing messenger of mercy, and hope

and salvation to the sick and the dying. Yes, my hearers, it was pro

bably about the sick beds of a family now before me,—then in deep

distress in consequence of the ravages of an infectious disease, and the

incursions of death—it was there, I say, in the place of danger, in the

chamber of disease and affliction, by his frequent visits, and by his un
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wearied attentions, that he laid the foundation of his own sudden and

lamented dissolution. But why lamented? Why! People of his recent

and beloved charge ! we lament, not for the dead, but for the living—

not for your ascended Pastor,—but for you, the bereaved members of

his flock. For a Christian "to die, is gain:"—and such gain is his

who lately ministered before this holy altar, for he was a Christian—an

"Israelite indeed, in whom there was no guile." Yes, for him " to die,

is gain." To assure ourselves of this, let us revert, in conclusion, to

AM dying conflict, and his final victory over nature, earth, the grave,

death, and hell.

Three weeks ago, this morning, in the character of God's ambassa

dor, the beloved ASHBRIDGE stood before you in this sacred desk, and

unconsciously indeed, both to you and to himself, but nevertheless truly,

delivered to his assembled congregation, his valedictory address, his

last official .message from God. He was then apparently in perfect

health. His manly form was finely nerved and vigorous, and the cur

rent of life flowed onward, -with lively, energetic, and rapid career.

When he passed out from before the altar, with lighted countenance

and steady step, the melancholy thought occurred to no one, that the

man of God was to tread these earthly courts no more for ever!—that

the people of his charge, as he cheerfully mingled among them by the

way, were receiving from their spiritual shepherd, his last greetings of

friendship and affection! Ño! it could not have been imagined, and

yet it was even so. The elements of mortal disease and sudden disso

lution were then secretly effecting the work of destruction within him,

although he knew-it not. Un the Tuesday evening following, he be

came conscious of some slight disease in his system, and his rest dur

ing the night was somewhat interrupted. The next day, his illness,

which had before been regarded merely as the effect of a slight cold,

contracted by the fatigues and exposures of a communion season, at

tended in a neighbouring congregation the preceding week, assumed a

serious aspect; and on Thursday, it began to develope itself in the form

of scarlet fever, and awakened some concern in his vigilant physician.

On Friday and Saturday, the power and malignity of the disease were

greatly increased; and the anxieties of his devo'ted companion became

painfully alarming. A council of physicians was called, and the me

lancholy but irresistible conclusion of the hasty conference was, that

the speedy dissolution of their revered patient was inevitable. The

clock had struck ten on Saturday evening—and less than twenty hours

ofprobation remained—when, urged by the fond partner of his bosom,

who had discovered his danger, and sought from God fortitude and

grace to meet the painful crisis, his physician* approached his bed

side, and tenderly, with a palpitating heart and tearful eye, and quiver

ing lip, communicated the certain, fearful, startling intelligence, that

the hour of dying was at hand. This was the first intimation of imme

diate danger. The tidings fell upon his ear like a sudden death-knell!

7-but, they failed to awaken either grief or fear, or evea painful agita

tion. Fora single moment, in eloquent silence, he paused!—and, in

the impressive stillness of that fleeting moment, loosened all the ties

which bound him to earth, and made a final transfer of his thoughts,

his affections, his whole soul, to Heaven!—and then—fixing his ani

mated eye upon the friend who had just communicated the intelligence

of his approaching dissolution, and grasping his hand with the eager-

* Dr. J. P. Harrison

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 2 R
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ness and love of a dying saint, he said—" Tell me, doctor, tell me truly

—how long can I last?" " Possibly, till to-morrow—not longer," was

the solemn reply. " Now," said the man of God to three friends,* who

were bending over his couch at the moment—" Pray"—u each of you

offer a plain, short prayer to God." When this was done as he had

requested, and the third praying brother had uttered his Amen—he

broke forth himself in audible, eloquent and impassioned tones—and in

a brief, fervent, elevated invocation, he besought for his congregation—

for his friends—for his infant children—for his bosom companion—for

his own departing soul, the grace and benediction of his covenant-keep

ing God—-/rom my sins and from my duties, oh my God, 1 flee—to the

perfect, finished righteousness and atonement of the Lord Jesus Christ."—

" Into thy hands, blessed Saviour, I commit my body and my spirit."

Such were some of the very words of his prayer! And, ah! how

widely different from the address of Adrian, the Roman Emperor, when

dying, to his soul—"Whither, my soul! whither art thou going?"—

how different from that of another mighty monarch expiring in despair

—" Millions of treasure, for an inch of time!"

His prayer being finished, he called for his beloved wife, and she

stood before him. Affectionately pressing her hand in his own, with

tearless eye and unfaltering voice, as a husband and a father treading

upon the confines of heaven, and rapidly rising to society in which

earthly relations are superseded by the more endearing bonds which

hold saints and cherubim in fellowship, he calmly, earnestly and with

chastened ardour, addressed his still youthful companion—the mother

of his infants. He spoke to her bleeding heart words of encourage

ment, comfort and consolation. He assured her of his own peace of

mind—his hope in Christ—his joy in God—his willingness, nay, his

irrepressible anxiety to die and be with Jesus—and of his sweet antici

pation of meeting her again in heaven. He charged her to walk with

God, to be humble, diligent, prayerful, faithful unto death,—and to train

up his children in the " nurture and admonition of the Lord." He then

fervently commended and committed her and the pledges of their mu

tual love to his covenant-keeping God, the widow's Judge, the father of

the fatherless—impressed upon her lip his parting salutation, and bade

her an affectionate and final farewell! This done—he rested for a mo

ment—and then, at the hour of midnight, he requested messengers to

be despatched in different directions to summon to his chamber a

number of the members of his church and congregation, whose eter

nal interests were pressing heavily upon his benevolent heart, and as

they were at length collected around him, and one by one drew near his

dying pillow, he took each in turn, by the hand,—and whether he were

old or young, saint or sinner, gay or serious, volatile or thoughtful, be

gave to every one an appropriate address, rich with instruction, glow

ing with affection, and pre-eminently adapted to the peculiar views,

sentiments, habits, trials, hopes, fears, and perils of each.

Thus the hours of his last night were fully occupied in holy, pious,

solemn exhortations, designed for the spiritual good of the friends he

was about to leave behind him—nor was his anxious soul even then sa

tisfied—but he solemnly dictated a number of special messages, to be

delivered after his death to absent acquaintances and friends.

Contrast, for a moment, my hearers, this affecting exhibition of un-

dissembled piety, with the death-bed scene of one of the wisest and

* Mesen. Harrison, Bayless, and Hart.
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most distinguished, and most virtuous of the ancient sages. Of the

philosopher it is recorded, that his last hours were spent in undisturbed

tranquillity, and in lively, familiar converse with his friends, on literary

and moral subjects, and on the probable immortality of the soul; and
•while all around him were overcome with grief and bathed in tears, he

calmly called for the poisonous cup which had been decreed to him,

drank it without emotion, and ordering a trifling sacrifice to be made

by his friends to .Kscuhpius, quietly expired. And why did the heathen

sage thus die undismayed and peacefully? Why, my hearers? Simply

because immortality itself was to him wholly problematical—and of

the solemn retribution of eternity-^-judgment—heaven and hell, he

knew nothing. But, to the living faith, and strengthened vision of our

dear, departed brother, all these absorbing scenes were present, us sober,

certain, everlasting realities!—and yet, he rose above the dread or fear

of them—nay, he longed, he panted, he prayed, to meet them; he re

joiced in their near approach—he triumphed over them—and having

achieved the victory, his last moments were spent in encouraging the

saints, and pouring the tidings of salvation upon the ear« of the perish

ing! Socrates died indeed, like a philosopher, longing after immorta

lity, but ASHDRIDOE like a Christian, aspiring and ascending to the pa

radise of God!

By the labours of the night, the remaining energies of the man of

God were exhausted—his breathing and pulsations ceased,—and for a

season it was thought that his spirit had risen silently, and without a

struggle, to its place of rest. But as the light of another Sabbath sun

fell gently upon his pallid countenance, he was once more aroused to

intelligence and action. For a short time, the current of life returned

with renewed vigour, and inspired a feeble hope in the bosom of sur

rounding friends, that he might, as it were by miracle, yet be preserved.

Powerful remedies were eagerly applied, and importunate supplications

were renewed in the closet, in the social circle, and in the house of God

—but all in vain! It was soon ascertained that friendship and affection

had erred in judgment respecting the purpose of God.

The victory of the dying saint had not yet been completed, and he

was not fully ripe for his triumph in heaven. The new strength which

he had received was not natural, but superhuman; imparted probably

by some kind, ministering spirit from above, to enable him to ßniah

both the conflict and the victory, in a way still more honourable to re

ligion, and animating to the saints of God, than had yet been antici

pated. From the disclosures which have been made by his afflicted

companion since his death, it appears, that he had long since chosen

the holy Sabbath, as the day for entering upon his final rest, and he had

frequently made it a matter of special and fervent prayer to God, that

this irrepressible desire of his soul might be gratified. His prayer was

heard and answered, and he no sooner felt the risings of supernatural

strength within him than he started from his temporary slumbers, and

began to utter, in psalms and hymns, and spiritual songs, the praises

of Jehovah Jesus, and the holy triumphs of his almost beatified soul.

It was, indeed, the Sabbath; his last Sabbath; his chosen dying day; a

glorious emblem; a precious antepast of heaven—and he spent it just

as it became a dying minister of Jesus.

During nearly the whole of the day his intellect was regular and un

clouded; and until about three o'clock in the afternoon, he was almost

incessantly employed in prayer, praise and songs of victory and tri

umph. And then, as death drew yet a little nearer, and was beginning
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to throw a paralysis over his rational and moral and physical energies,

he V.MS heard, first in feeble, and then in more audible tones, to exclaim,

and it was the last distinct articulation which fell from his lip, while he

remained in full possession of his reason—" Home—home—I am going

home." Amen. . .

MEMOIR OF REV. J. P. CUNNINGHAM, LATE PASTOR OF P18GAH

CHURCH, KENTUCKY.

A pamphlet of twelve pages, bearing the above title, has been sent

us, containing a'modest, well-written account of the estimable young

ministerial brother to whom it relates—The memoir concludes as

follows:—

" In a letter to his father, written in August,*he states his intention

of visiting the South, and of seeking a home iu East Florida, should a

kind Providence permit; but adds, these pleasing anticipations may

never be realized. ' You know, my dear father, some of the many

strong attachments I have to time; but all these put together, do not

weigh a feather, when put in contrast with the will of my heavenly

Father. When this is ascertained, my motto is:—Thy will be done!'

" The faint hope which lingered around his mind soon disappeared.

He viewed the event which was soon to separate him from all that was

dear on earth, with calmness and composure. A letter .from one who

witnessed the concluding scene with much interest, says, 'his latter

days were tranquil; he would often speak of salvation by the cross of

Christ, with as much clearness and consistency, as he was accustomed

to do from the pulpit—of the supports and consolations treasured up

in the Gospel, as suited to the wants of the. believer in life and in

death. He retained the regular exercise of his mind to the last, and

his speech, until a few hours before his death." The venerable brother

who preached his funeral sermon, in a letter to a friend in TuscaJoosa,

says, 'Brother Cunningham assisted me in the administration of the

Lord's Supper, at Walnut Hill, in May—preached two or three times

with great liberty—his audience was large and attentive, and appeared

to take a deep and affectionate interest in these sermons. His address

to the communicants at the close of the service—his mode of preaching

—his courteous manner, made a deep and favourable impression on the

congregation, such as few strangers have ever done; and we all rejoiced

to think, we should have many such opportunities.' ' He died,' says

the same brother, ' beloved a.nd lamented by all who knew him. I was

unable to see brother Cunningham in the last solemn scene, as the cho

lera was raging in my own family. . But from the testimony of many

private friends, and ministers of the Gospel, particularly our much es

teemed friend and accredited missionary to the Indians, Mr. Bushnell,

who was with him near the closing scene, declared that his death was

a triumphant one—no darkness of doubt obscured the vision of his

soul.'

" Another friend from Kentucky, who witnessed the last hour of his

life, says, ' His friends around his bed, viewing with much interest his

departure, could scarcely conjecture the time when his spirit departed

—no muscle altered, no feature changed—a visible serenity—a solemn

awful concentration of thought appeared to cover from the eye of the

observer for some minutes, his exit from time to eternity. " Blessed

are the dead who die in the Lord"—Happy, thrice happy, my brother,
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thy home, prepared and furnished for thee by our blessed Saviour—I

would not have thee return to our world of sin and wo, but wait and

watch until the Master call me np higher!"

It appears, then, from this brief survey of the life and death of our

brother, that consistency of character, and conformity to the will of

God, was his distinguishing feature. In the social circle, in the confi

dential interview, in the sacred desk, he exhibited the same elevated

heavenly oneness of feeling and purpose, which made the world feel

and acknowledge him as the minister of Jesus Christ."

We have seen it publicly announced that the REV. JOHN COULTER

died on Sabbath the 22d of June, at his residence in Tuscarora Valley,

Juniata County, Pa., in the sixtieth year of his age. We long knew, and

highly esteemed this excellent man, and faithful minister of the Gospel

of Christ. He was endeared to us by his sterling orthodoxy, humble

but fervent piety, and great activity and punctuality in the discharge

of every duty. If we could obtain, from any of the intimate acquaint

ance of Mr. Coulter, a brief memoir of his life, it would give, us plea

sure to insert it in the Christian Advocate, to which he was long and to

the last a subscriber.

In addition to the foregoing mournful announcements, we have to

state, that by a late arrival from Liberia, intelligence has been received

of the death of the Rev. Messrs. Cloud and Laird, and also of Mrs.

Laird, the wife of the latter—African missionaries, under the direction

of the Western Missionary Society. They, as well as a Methodist mis

sionary and his wife, died of the fever, to which all, or nearly all, are

subject,, shortly after their arrival at Liberia. They had, it appears,

recovered from the first attack of fever; but on its recurrence a second

time it proved fatal. Thus four missionaries of this society—for the

lamented Barr was оне—set apart to carry the tidings of salvation to

the benighted Africans, have died before they could enter on their

work. We hope the African mission will not be relinquished; but if

any means can be devised of pursuing it with less hazard and expense

of human life, such means ought to be diligently sought after snd faith

fully applied. There'is a language in these providential dispensations,

the import of which should be considered and regarded.

»rttcto. ' - ' , -

PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBYTE

RIAN CHURCH IN MAY AND JUNE, 1834.

We now, agreeably to an intimation in our last number, enter on a

review of the proceedings of the late General Assembly of our church

—Not the whole of those proceedings, but those chiefly which have a

bearing, either direct or collateral, on the present crisis of the church.

Of some other acts we may take a passing notice, and some we shall

wholly omit.

Notwithstanding the resolution of the late General Assembly, in the

case of the rejected memorial, " That this General Assembly cannot
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sanction the censure contained in the memorial, against proceedings

and measures of former General Assemblies," we shall speak our mind

freely and fearlessly—subject, we hope, on the one hand, to the con

stant recollection, that intemperate language always injures the cause

which it seeks to promote; and ou the other, under a deep convic

tion, that the present is not a time to keep back any truth, however

unwelcome, which affects the welfare of the church, or to state it in

other than the plainest terms. If the Supreme Judicatory of our

church might violate the constitution under which it exists, and de

prive subordinate judicatories and individuals of their rights and privi

leges, and then put a muzzle upon all concerned, in order to prevent

complaint and a just exposure of unconstitutional and oppressive acts

—then might we bid a long farewell to all hope of reform, and to all

Christian liberty—the very spirit of the Papacy would be dominant in

the Presbyterian church. But blessed be God, we live in a country

and under a civil government, where ecclesiastical tyranny, whether

Papal or Presbyterian, cannot be exercised over those who do not sub

mit to it of their own voluntary choice.

Immediately before the final vote on the Memorial was taken, we felt

constrained to raise our feeble warning voice, to- remind the Assembly,

that they might reduce the Memorialists to the necessity of following

the example, and adopting the language of the apostles, before the

grand Jewish Sanhedrim—" Whether it be right in the sight of God

to hearken unto you more than unto God, judge ye." We had pre

viously taken occasion to remark, that if the Memorialists and their

friends should be compelled to assume a standing by themselves, they

would be entitled to hold the very language which was held by the

Protestant reformers, when it was objected to them by the Romanists

that they were schismatics, separating themselves from the church of

Christ—" We do not separate ourselves from the church," said the

Protestants; " we take the church with us. We are the true church of

Christ, whose holy truths and laws you have disregarded; and to you
•we leave your own perversions and abuses; but the true church of

Christ is with us, and we will maintain it." Now we verily think that

the time has come to which we thus adverted in the Assembly; the

time when the real friends and adherents to the doctrines and order of

the Presbyterian church as laid down in our acknowledged standards,

are called on to recur to first principles; are called on to obey God

rather than man; to maintain with Christian firmness that system of

evangelical truth and church government to which every officer of the

church is pledged,-by an engagement equivalent to a solemn oath; to

maintain this system, although future General Assemblies shall, like the

last, set it at nought; and that in doing so, if a separation shall even

tually take place between them and their brethren, the adherents to the

system will be the true Presbyterian church, and their opponents will

be the real Seceders—They have already treated the constitution with

palpable disregard, and are therefore Seceders in fact; they will then

appear to be so in form, as well as in fact.

In entering on our review of the proceedings of the last General As

sembly, we have thought proper to make the foregoing remarks, that

our readers may at once be apprized of the general impression under

which we write, and may have an opportunity to examine—for we

court scrutiny—whether we have not good reason, from the facts and

documents we shall lay before them, to take the ground we have as

sumed, and which we shall endeavour to maintain.
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Had we not observed in a religious periodical which we respect, a

pretty heavy censure bestowed on the report of the committee to which

was referred the question relative to the validity of baptism by a Popish

priest, and the adoption of that report by the Assembly, we should

have passed this item without notice. The question was first brought

before the Assembly by a reference from the Synod of New York, in

1831. It was referred, as we find by the printed minutes, to a commit

tee consisting of Dr. Miller, Mr. Frost, and Mr. Sweetland, and was

reported on, in the course of the sessions of that year. The report,

after being laid on the table and remaining there for more than a week,

was taken up, and referred for consideration to the next General As

sembly. When brought before the Assembly of 1832, the subject was

discussed at two successive sittings, and then committed to a commit

tee consisting of Dr. Cox, Dr. Beman, and Mr. R. J. Breckinridge.

This committee, on the third day after their appointment, " made a re

port, which, together with the report made to the last Assembly, and

the whole subject, was committed to Dr. Alexander, Dr. Richards, Dr.

Baxter, Dr. Beman, and Dr. Robert G. Wilson, with directions to re

port to the next General Assembly." The record in the minutes of

the next year—the Assembly of 1833—is as follows, viz.—"Dr. Alex

ander, one of the committee to whom was referred, by the last Assem

bly, the question 'Whether baptism by a Popish priest ought to be

considered as valid?' made a report; when, after some discussion, it

was resolved, that this subject, with all the papers relative to it, which

have been before the Assembly, be committed to Dr. Miller, Dr. Alex

ander, Dr. Green, Mr. Brecjtinridge, Mr. Barnes, Dr. Spring, Dr.

M'Auley, and Dr. M'Cartee, to report to the next General Assembly.

The final record on this subject, in the minutes of the last Assembly,

is in the following words—" The committee to which was referred the

question 'Whether baptism by a Popish priest ought to be considered

as valid?' made a report; when the ¿ommittee, agreeably to their re

quest made in the report, were discharged from the further considera

tion of the subject." .

The foregoing detail has been given, to show that this is not one of

the subjects that has been lightly treated by the General Assembly. It

has been under consideration and review for four successive year*

The committees appointed to examine and report upon it have, first

and last, consisted of four professors in our Theological Semina

ries, as well as of members possessing every variety and shade of

sentiment on theological points, to be found' among the heterogeneous

materials of which our church and its highest judicatory are at pre

sent composed. It has also been repeatedly discussed on the floor of

the Assembly; and yet no satisfactory result could be reached. The

last report, which was а тегу brief one, ought to have appeared in fullT

on the minutes. It was handed by the chairman of the last committee

to the present writer, as the only member of the committee who was

also a member of the house. By him it was read to the Assembly, ac

companied with a few remarks to this effect—that the committee did

not think that any act on this subject which could be passed by ihc

Assembly, would be either satisfactory or for edification; since it was-

found, that there was a conscientious difference of opinion among the

ministers of our church on this vexed question, which could not be

yielded to any decision of the Assembly that should attempt to control

it—That it was therefore believed to be the right course, not to legis

late on the point at all; but to leave it to be acted on, agreeably to the
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conscientious conviction of those who might be called, in the discharge

of ministerial duty, to decide upon it; and that the committee, enter

taining this belief, requested to be discharged.

There is no variety of opinion among the ministers and members of

the Presbyterian church, in regard to the corruption of the Romish

church—That this church is most deeply and awfully corrupt, is uni

versally believed; but whether this corruption is such that the initia

tory ordinance of baptism ought to be held as entirely invalid and null,

in every instance in which it is professedly administered in that church,

is the point on which the difference exists; and we happen to know,

that it is a difference which always has existed, from the earliest periods

of the Presbyterian church in this country,, to the present time. The

more carefully and deeply the point is examined, the more it will be

seen that it has extensive and important connexions and bearings, which

ought to command (lie most mature and grave consideration. It is an

essential protestant principle, and explicitly recognised in the creed of

our church—"That God alone is the Lord of the conscience, and hath

left it free from the doctrines and commandments of men, which are in

any thing contrary to his word, or beside it in matters of faith and wor

ship." Now, as we have already stated, there is a conscientious differ

ence among the ministers pf our church, on the point in question; and

therefore we think it is well that the Assembly has left it " free from

the commandments of men." s

The next important subject that came before the General Assembly

was the appeal and complaint of the 2d- Presbytery of Philadelphia,

formed by the General Assembly of 1832t in opposition to the decision

of the Synod of Philadelphia, and on the principle of elective affinity.

It will be recollected that the Synod of Philadelphia, which met in

the autumn of 1832, refused to receive as a constituent part of its

body, the Presbytery thus formed; it being formed, as the Synod main

tained, in violation of the constitution of the church—that complaint of

this refusal was made by the rejected Presbytery to the Assembly of

1833—that the subject was referred by that Assembly to a commit

tee, by whom a compromise was reported, which it was supposed

would satisfy the parties concerned, and placé the Presbytery formed

by the Assembly in the Synod of Philadelphia, as an integral part of

the same. Here, .however, it is important to observe, that although it

was stated by the committee of the Assembly that 3 1 members ot the

Synod had been conversed with, and had agreed to the compromise,

yet the committee, regularly appointed by the Synod as their represen

tation in this concern when it should come before the Assembly, never

did consent to the compromise, but resisted it earnestly; and when the

report of the Assembly's committee was before the house, the chair

man of the Synod's committee, acting in its behalf, sought to introduce

a remonstrance against the compromise, but it was not permitted to be

received or read.

We shall now give the whole proceedings of the Synod of Philadel

phia of 1833 on this subject, together with the proceedings of the last

Assembly, and the Protest which followed the decision—This will occu

py more space than we can well spare, but in the present state of our

church, we think it important that this subject should be well under

stood. Our principal remarks will be reserved till the quotations are

fully before our readers—We shall make a few as we proceed.
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Extracts from the Minutes of the Synod of Philadelphia at their Sessions held in Co

lumbia, Гц., November 2d, 1833.

The following paper was presented to Synod by the Rev. Mr. Engles, viz :—

Whereas, the Report of the Committee appointed by the last Assembly, to whom

was referred the complaint of the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, was founded in

the apprehension of that Presbytery and of the Committee, that said Presbytery would

be received by this Synod at its present meeting as a constituent member:

Therefore, Resolved, 1. That while this Synod reprobate and condemn both the

principle on which the Presbytery of Philadelphia was divided, and also the exercise

of unwarrantable authority by the Assembly in dividing the Presbytery; and while

the Synod expressly forbid any act of theirs in this matter, to be considered as sanc

tioning either the principle or the act above alluded to and condemned, yet regarding

the peculiar circumstances of this case, and with the above declarations of Synod, the

Synod do hereby receive the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia as a constituent mem

ber of this body.

2. Resolved, That in the exercise of the right of Synod to divide and unite Presby

teries, this Synod do hereby unite the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia with the

Presbytery of Philadelphia, and ordain the two Presbyteries thus united tu be known

аи the Presbytery of Philadelphia.

3. Resolved, That in the exercise of the same prerogative, the Synod do hereby di

vide the said Presbytery of Philadelphia by the line of Market street in the city of

Philadelphia, extending as far east as may be necessary, and west to the Schuylkill,

then up the Schuylkill to the extremity of the Presbytery; and that the ministers and

churches south of said line be known as the Presbytery of Philadelphia, and those of

toe north side be known as the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia.

During the discussion of the first paragraph of this paper, Rev. Dr. Green moved

the postponement of it, to take into consideration the following, viz.

Resolved, 1. That by the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church, it is the right of

Synods, exclusively, to form and divide Presbyteries.

2. That it is destructive of order and discipline, and contrary to the spirit and scope

of the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church, that a Presbytery should ever be formed

on what has been denominated the principle of elective affinity; that is, of individuals

whose views, feelings, and doctrinal tenets are believed to harmonize with each other,

but which are known to be opposed in many important particulars, to those of their

brethren from whom they are separated.

3. That what has been denominated the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, was

formed in violation of the exclusive right of this Synod to organize new Presbyteries

within its own bounds ; and was also formed on the obnoxious principle of elective af

finity; and therefore can never be recognised by this Synod as a constitutional Pres

bytery, and in that character be received as an integral part of this body.

4. That this Synod considers itself as deeply aggrieved, and as having been treated

with peculiar disrespect by the last General Assembly of our church, in the refusal of

'be said Assembly so much as to hear the remonstrance and representations of this Sy

nod, in opposition to a measure adopted by that Assembly.

5- That all those who were members of the Presbytery of Philadelphia before the

meeting of the General Assembly of ] 832, be considered as at present members of this

•s a nullity ; and that none who have become members of the so called Presbytery

noce its first formation, are, at present, to be admitted as members of this Synod.

After a protracted discussion of the motion, the ayes and noes were called for, and it

•ав decided not to postpone.

Ауч, Messrs. Green, M'Calla, W. Latta, Symrnes, Martin, J. Latta, Love, Douglas,

Boyer, J. Williamson, J. B. Patterson, Hutchinson, (ministers) and Messrs. Brown,

M'Ewen, Clarkson, Clark, Delaplaine, S. Sharon, M'Kissick, Lowrey, Wilson, Cassait,

(elders) 22.

ffoes, Messrs. Boyd, Belville, Engles, Winchester, Andrews, Magraw, White, Barr,

•• N. C. Grier, Gilbert, Morrison, Houston, How, Knox, Sterrit, J. Dickey, Hammel,

PaUon, Michelmore, Mustard, Cathcart, J. R. Sharon, R. S. Grier, M'Kinley, Dewitt,

M'Cachren, M. B. Patterson, Watson, Galbraith, Woods, Annan, Nourse, Peebles,

Stone, Dunlap, (ministers) and Messrs Lefevre, A. Slaymaker, Buchanan, H. Y. Slay-

maker, H. F. Slaymaker, Chambers, Donaldson, (elders) 43.

Whereupon the discussion of Mr. Engles' paper was renewed, and being considered

°У paragraphs, it was finally adopted by the following vote.

¿ur», Messrs. Boyd, Engles, Belville, Winchester, Andrews, Magraw, White, Bur,

Cft. Лаг.—VOL. XII. 2 S
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J. N. C. Grier, Morrison, Houston, How, Starret, J. Dickey, Patton, Mustard, Cath-

cart, Wilson, J. R. Sharon, R. S. Grier, M'Kinley, M'Cachren, Quay, Patterson, Wat

son, Hall, Galbraith, Woods, Nourse, Peebles, Stone, and Dunlap, (ministers) and

Messrs. Lefevre, A. Slaymaker, H. T. Slaymaker, H. F. Slaymaker, Buchanan, Shan

non, and Donaldson, (elders) 39.

ffoet, Messrs. Green, W. Latta, Symmes, Martin, J. Latta, Gilbert, Douglas, Lovo,

Boyer, J. Williamson, Hutchinson, J. B. Patterson, (ministers) and Messrs. Brown,

Clarkson, Clark, Delaplaine, Cassait, S. Sharon, Lowrey, Wilson, (ciders) 20.

Thomas Bradford, jr. Esq., a ruling elder from the Fifth Presbyterian Church, Phi

ladelphia, then took his seat as a member of Synod. It was then

Resolved, That the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia meet in the Central Church

in the city of Philadelphia, on Wednesday the 27th instant, at eleven o'clock, A. M ;

and that the Rev. Dr. Neill, or in case of his absence, the Rev. Dr. M'Dowell, preach

the sermon, and preside until a Moderator be chosen.

Resolved, That the licentiates and candidates which formerly belonged to these Pres

byteries respectively, belong to them as now constituted.

Resolved, That the proceedings relative to the union and division of the Philadelphia

Presbyteries, be forwarded by the Clerk for publication in the Presbyterian and Phila-

delpbian.

EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF

1834.

Friday Morning, May 16.

The Permanent Clerk reported that there had been put into his hands an appeal and

complaint of the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia against the Synod of Philadelphia

—this, with other papers, was put into the hands of the Judicial Committee.

Afternoon.

The Judicial Committee reported the appeal and complaint of the Second Presbytery

of Philadelphia against a decision of the Synod of Philadelphia as in order, and recom

mended the order to be pursued in hearing and trying said appeal and complaint. This

report was accepted, and the subject was made the order of the day for to-morrow

morning at 10 o'clock.

Saturday Morning.

The Assembly proceeded agreeably to the order of the day, to the appeal and com

plaint of the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia against a decision of the Synod of Phi

ladelphia. The Moderator read the rule calling the members to recollect and regard

their high character as judges of a court of Jesus Christ, and the solemn duty in which

they are about to act. A recess was then had for fifteen minutes. After recosa, the

Assembly took up the order of the day. The minutes of the Synod of Philadelphia in

relation to this matter wore read by the Temporary Clerk, together with the complaint

of the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia.

Monday Morning, May 19.

The Assembly proceeded to the unfinished business of Saturday, riz. An appeal and

complaint from the Assembly's Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, against a decision

of the Synod of Philadelphia. The Rev. William Latta, Rev. Samuel G. Winchester,

and Thomas Bradford, jr. Esq., were admitted to be heard on behalf of the Synod of

Philadelphia. The Rev. Dr. Ely, then addressed the Assembly on behalf of the Second

Presbytery of Philadelphia. The Rev. James Patterson succeeded on behalf of the

Second Presbytery of Philadelphia. Before Mr. Patterson concluded, the Assembly

adjourned till 4 o'clock, P. M.

Afternoon.

The Assembly resumed the appeal and complaint of the Second Presbytery of Phila

delphia, against the Synod of Philadelphia. The Presbytery were further heard in

support of their appeal and complaint. The Rev. Mr. Patterson resumed the defence

of the above complaint, and was succeeded by Mr. Jacob Stout, elder, in support of the

complaint—and the Rev. Mr. Barnes concluded on the part of the Presbytery. The

Assembly postponed the further consideration of the above business until to-morrow

morning at 9 o'clock.

Tuetday Morning.

The Assembly proceeded to the consideration of the unfinished business of yesterday,

viz. "The Appeal and Complaint of the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, against
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the Synod of Philadelphia." The Rev. S. G. Winchester then addressed the Assem

bly on behalf of the Synod of Philadelphia ; before he concluded, the Assembly had a

recess for fifteen minâtes. After the recess the different orders of the day were seve

rally postponed for the present. Rev. Mr. Winchester resumed hie argument, and

was succeeded by Thomas Bradford, jr. Esq. on behalf of the Synod; when he had

finished, the Assembly adjourned till 4 o'clock.

Afternoon.

The Assembly proceeded to the consideration of the unfinished business of this

morning, when the Rev. Wm. Latta was heard in defence of the Synod of Philadel

phia. After which, Rev. D. M'Kinney, of the minority of Synod, was heard. Ad

journed to meet to-morrow after the religious exercises.

Wednesday morning; was spent in devotional exercises.

Afternoon.

The Assembly met, and proceeded to the unfinished business of yesterday. Dr.

Green made a few remarks denying the jurisdiction of this House in the case before

it. The Rev. Mr. Gilbert then addressed the Assembly in behalf of the Presbytery,

and in defence ofhis vote in the Synod. The above case was then postponed, and the

Assembly proceeded to the consideration of the report of the committee on Overture,

No. 3.

Thursday Morning.

The Assembly resumed the Appeal and Complaint of the Second Presbytery of Phi

ladelphia. The Rev. Mr. M'Calla was then heard on the part of the minority of Sy

nod, when the Assembly adjourned till 3Í o'clock, P. M.

afternoon.

The Assembly resumed the unfinished business of this morning. Judge Darling, of

Reading, Pa. then addressed the Assembly on behalf of the Second Presbytery of Phi

ladelphia, after which the Rev. Dr. Ely was heard on the same side, and finished the

defence of the Presbytery, and the parties were then considered as withdrawn, and the

Assembly adjourned till to-morrow morning at 9 o'clock.

Friday Morning.

The Assembly resumed the Appeal and Complaint of the Second Presbytery of Phi

ladelphia. The roll was called to give every member an opportunity to express his

opinion. Some progress was made, when the Assembly adjourned till 4 o'clock.

Afternoon.

The Assembly resumed the unfinished business of this morning, and after some far

ther progress the Assembly adjourned till to-morrow morning at 9 o'clock.

Saturday Morning.

The Assembly resumed the Appeal and Complaint of the Second Presbytery of Phi

ladelphia—the calling of the roll was continued.

Afternoon.

The Assembly resumed the calling of the roll on the Appeal and Complaint of the

Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, and made further progress in this business.

Monday Morning, May 26.

The Assembly resumed and finished the consideration of the unfinished business of"

Saturday, viz :—" The Appeal and Complaint of the Second Presbytery of Philadel

phia." The roll having been gone through, the question was put "shall the Appeal

and Complaint be sustained."

Upon motion the question was divided, viz. "Shall the Complaint be sustained?"

which was decided, yeas and nays, as follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Silos Aiken, Chase, Perry, Clancey, S. Hunter, Heeler, Tracy, A.

fitch, Tucker, Gardiner, Osborne, Hitchcock, Сое, Sawyer, H. S. Johnson, Robinson,

S. C. Aiken, A. Crane, Ostrom, Brayton, Coolridge, Wilcox, Walker, Manning, Wa-

terbury, Penfield, Mills, S. Smith, Cowan, Shafer, Mersereau, Squier, Forman, E.

Phelps, Wills, May, Hurlbut, Barnard, Furman, Dunning, Matthews, C. Fitch, Cowles,

Sweezey, Scofield, Condit, M. Smith, E. King, Mason, Woodbridge, Halstead, B. King,

Fairehild, Thomas, Dixon, A. Williamson, Kellogg, Skinner, Gallaudet, Lyon, Bow

man, L. Shaw, Leslie, Bissell, Judson, Stimpson, Birge, Montieth, R. Armstrong,

Shcdd, M'Cracken, De Witt, Shipman, Graves, Brainerd, Boal, Kemper, Remley,

Proctor, Hovey, Ellis, Ayers, Farnam, Tilson, Barnes, Bennett, J. F. Cowan, Hinck-
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ley, Phillips, S. B. Wilson, Wm. J. Armstrong, Fitzgerald, Kirkpatrick, Leach, Rice,

Payne, Allen, Caruthers, D. L. Russell, Watts, Hawes, W. A. Shaw, Brown, D. Linds.

ley, Hoyt, Mandeville, J. King, Hoss, Eagleton, Harrison, Cassells, White, R. W.

Bailey, T. F. Scott, Hagaman, Cunningham–118.

'ays—Messrs. J. Clark, Hotchkiss, C. Smith, Platt, Fraser, Brewster, J. Green,

Boyd, Beers, Snodgrass, Wallace, B. M'Dowell, I. V. Brown, W. Wilson, Dod, Can

dee, Love, Kennedy, Harris, G. Morrison, Morris, Young, J. W. Scott, M'Combs,

Henry H. Campbell, Coon, Vanhorn, M'Kennan, J. M. Farren, Marshall, F. G. Bailey,

Jennings, S. M'Farren, Craig, J. Scott, Vandyke, Donaldson, Wm. Wylie, S. H.

Crane, C. Johnston, A. M'Farlane, Dunn, A. Wylie, Carnahan, Sickles, Blake, Spil.

man, Posey, A. Bayless, Breckinridge, Price, F. M'Farland, J. Morrison, Preston, A.

Campbell, Snowden—57.

The question was then taken on sustaining the Appeal, viz. “Shall the Appeal be

now sustained?” and decided, by yeas and nays, as follows:

Yeas—Messrs. Chase, Fisk, S. Hunter, Keeler, Tracy, A. Fitch, Gardiner, Osborne,

Hitchcock, Coe, Sawyer, H. S. Johnson, Robinson, S. C. Aiken, A. Crane, Ostrom,

Brayton, Coolridge, Wilcox, Walker, Waterbury, Penfield, Mills, S. Smith, Shafer,
Mersereau, D. W. Forman, E. Phelps, Wells, May, C. E. Furman, Dunning, C. Fitch,

Cowles, Scofield, Condit, M. Smith, Woodbridge, Halstead, B. Kingſ, Fairchild, Tho.

mas, Kellogg, Gallaudet, Lyon, Bowman, L. Shaw, Leslie, Bissell, fift. Stimpson,

Birge, R. Armstrong, M'Cracken, De Witt, Shipman, Graves, Brainerd, Boals, Kem

er, Remley, Proctor, Hovey, Ayres, Farran,#. J. F. Cowan, Hinckley, Price,

hillips, S. B. Wilson, Fitzgerald, Kirkpatrick, Leach, Rice, Payne, Caruthers, Hawes,

Watts, W. A. Shaw, Hoyt, Mandeville, J. King, Hoss, Eagleton, White, R. W. Bailey,

Hagaman, Cunningham–90.

JYays—Messrs. S. Aiken, Clancey, Tucker, J. Clark, Manning, Hotchkiss, C. Smith,
A. M'Cowan, Squier, Platt, Barnard, Matthews, Fraser, Remington, Brewster, J.

Green, E. King, Boyd, Mason, Beers, Snodgrass, Wallace, Williamson, B. MDowell,

I. V. Brown, Dod, W. Wilson, Candee, Love, Kennedy, Harris, G. Morrison, Morris,

Skinner, Young, J. W. Scott, M'Gombs, Henry H. Campbell, Coon, Vanhorn, M'Ken

nan, J. M'Farren, Marshall, F. G. Bailey, Jennings, S. M'Farran, Craig, Montieth

Shedd, J. Scott, Vandyke, Donaldson, W. Wylie, S. H. Crane, C. Johnston, A. M'Far'

lane, Dunn, A. Wylie, Carnahan, Sickles, Blake, Spilman, Posey, Bennett, Bayles,

Breckinridge, W. J. Armstrong, F. M'Farland, Price, J. Morrison, Allen, D. L. Rur
sell, J. Brown, D. Lindley, Preston, A. A. Campbell, Harrison, Cassels, Snowden, T.

F. Scott—81.

The Appeal and Complaint of the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia against the

Synod of Philadelphia were then declared to be sustained.

Mr. I. V. Brown gave notice that he claimed in behalf of himself and those of the
. who may choose to unite with him, the right to enter a protest against this

eclbion.

Dr. Tucker, Mr. E. Phelps, Mr. Williamson, Mr. Wm. Wylie, Mr. A. A. Campbell,

Mr. White, and Mr. S. B. Wilson, were appointed a committee to draw up a minº”

in conformity with the vote just taken, and expressive of the views of the Assembly.

.Afternoon.

The committee appointed this morning to form a minute expressive of the vote of

the Assembly on the Appeal and Complaint of the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia,

reported the following resolution, which was adopted, viz. -

1. Resolved, That the Appeal and Complaint of the Second Presbytery of Philadel

phia against the Synod of Philadelphia be, and the same are hereby sustained; and the
act of said Synod, so far as it was intended to unite the Second Presbytery with the

Presbytery of Philadelphia, is hereby declared void. - -

2. Resolved, that this resolution shall not be so construed as to affect the intº

of the Presbytery which was constituted under the order of the Synod ofPhilºlº.

by the name of the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, in November last;*:
same is hereby recognised as a constituent part of the Synod of Philadelphi; :
Assembly, however, recommend to the Synod to change ihe name of the sº Pres

bytery.

Thus it appears that this subject was before the Assembly for about

ten days—Much other business, however, was done during this Pº".

Agreeably to the notice given by Mr. Brown, a protest was p.
against the decision of the Assembly in this case. It was not h. .in for some days after the decision, but it is most proper to int” u

it here. It was as follows:–

ºff.

tg

tip,

vio
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The subscribers dissenting from the judgment of this Assembly, in the case of the

complaint and appeal of the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, hereby embrace their

constitutional right to Protest, and to assign their reasons on the minutes of the House.

1. We believe the power exercised by the General Assembly of 1832, and now re-

exercised by this Assembly, to form a Presbytery within the bounds of a Synod, and

against her decision, is without foundation in our form of Church Government.

In the constitutional distribution of powers and checks, and designation of rights and

duties, among the several judicatories of the Church, the power " to erect new Pres

byteries and unite or divide those which were before erected," (Form Government,

Chapter lltb, Section 4,) is distinctly and exclusively secured to Synod. And the

practice of the General Assembly, from the establishment of this body, till the present,

bas been, we believe, in accordance with these views. The principle assumed by the

majority in this body, and recognised by the Assembly in the above decision, and on

which the appellants rest their plea, that the duty "of superintending the concerns of

the whole Church," (Form Government, Chapter 12, Section 5,) invests the General

Assembly with all powers necessary to accomplish that object, at her own discretion,

tends to abolish the constitutional rights of Synods, Presbyteries, and Church Session«

—to confound and contravene those original and essential principles of ecclesiastical

government and order, which constitute and characterize the Presbyterian Church.

2. While we disapprove the act performed by the Assembly, as being unconstitu

tional—we solemnly Protest against the practice, whether by the Assembly or Synods,

of forming Presbyteries on the principle of Elective Affinity, distinctly avowed and re

cognised, as the basis of this act, being fully persuaded that the tendency of this prin

ciple will be, to impair the Standards of our Church—to open a door to error—and to

violate the purity, good order, and peace of the Church.

Loyal Yonne, J. P- Vandyke, Alex. M'Farlane, Jacob Coon, Win. Wylie, James

Scott, Daniel I, Russell, Simeon H. Crane, William Wallace, Cyrenius Beers, A. D.

Hepburn, S. M'Farren, B. F. Spilman, W. A. G. Posey, Isaac V. Brown, Samuel Boyd,

W. L. Breckinridge, Francis M'Farland, Wm. Sickels, E. H. Snowden, A. Baylesa,

H. Campbell, J. W. Scott, Robert Love, William M'Combs, D. R. Preston, J. N. Can-

dee, Benjamin M'Dowell, Alexander A. Campbell, George Marshall, Oscar Harris,

James M'Farren, William Craig, James Remington, George Morris, James Carnahan,

James Blake, Williamson Dunn. I approve and assent to the Protest as set forth on

the first part, J. Clark.

Mr. Samuel C. Aiken, Mr. Brainerd, and Dr. M. Smith, were appointed a committee

to answer the above Protest.

Here follows the answer to the Protest adopted by the Assembly on

the report of their committee.

The committee appointed to answer the Protest of the minority against the decision

of this Assembly, in the case of the appeal and complaint of the Second Presbytery of

Philadelphia, made the following report, which was read and adopted: viz.

In answer to the first specification of the Protest, the Assembly reply,

1. That the Form of Government vests in the General Assembly the power of" de

ciding in all controversies respecting doctrine and discipline," and " to issue all appeals

and references brought before them from the inferior judicatories." See Form of Gov.

ch. 12, sec. 5. Now, as the question, as to the erection and existence of the Second

Presbytery of Philadelphia, came regularly before the Assembly of 1833 and 1834, by

appeal and complaint from the lower judicatories, the said Assembly« not only had a

right to " decide" finally, but were imperiously called upon to " issue" the case.

2. The Minutes of the General Assembly for 1794, 1802, 1805, and 1S2C, show that

the Assembly has, in extraordinary cases, claimed and exorcised the right of organizing

new Presbyteries, and such Presbyteries have always been regarded as regularly and

constitutionally organized.

3. The Form of Government rests the right of " deciding questions" of constitutional

law, not in the Synods, but in the General Assembly: consequently, if it is proved,

which is not the fact, that the General Assembly had exceeded their powers in organ

izing the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, it would by no means follow that the Sy

nod of Philadelphia had authority to rojudge and disannul the solemn acts of the high

est judicatory of the church. In this view of the subject tbe General Assembly were

bound to sustain the appeal and complaint of the Second Presbytery from respect to

the grave decision of former Assemblies, as well as from regard to the rights of the

complainants.

4. In regard to the existence of two or more Presbyteries on the same ground, the

Assembly have already expressed their opinion. For sixteen years, in the city of New

York, Preibyteriei have existed on this principle without those evil results anticipated
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by the Protestants ; yet here the Assembly would repeat, what they have elsewhere

said with more solemnity, that " except in extraordinary cases, Presbyteries should be

formed with geographical limits."

• The annihilation of the Synod of the Chesapeake created by the As

sembly of last year, and the formation of the Synod of Delaware this

year, may not seem to have any necessary or intimate connexion -with

the sustaining of the Appeal and Complaint of the General Assembly's

Second Presbytery of Philadelphia. The two subjects, however, have

a close connexion; and therefore we shall give the proceedings in re

gard to the Synod of Delaware, in this place; although the latter, in

point of time, did not take place till some time after the former. When

the house was employed in forming the Synod, a member, with sarcas

tic pleasantry, remarked, "that the Assembly having recently brought

forth a child, was now earnestly engaged in providing it with a nurse"

—Beyond all peradventure, the Synod of Delaware was formed for the

accommodation of the General Assembly's Second Presbytery of Phi

ladelphia. But more of this hereafter.

The committee to whom was referred Overture, No. 8. viz.—An application to have

the Synod of the Chesapeake dissolved, and also applications from the Presbyteries of

Lewes, Wilmington, and Philadelphia Second, as constituted by the Assembly, to be

constituted into a new Synod, made a report, which was accepted and laid on the

table.

The report on Overture No. 8, and the petitions for the erection of a new Synod,

was taken up and adopted, and is as follows, viz.

Resolved,—

1. That the Synod of the Chesapeake be and the same is hereby dissolved.

2. That the Presbytery of East Hanover be and the same is hereby restored to the

Synod of Virginia.

3. That the Presbyteries of Baltimore and of the District of Columbia, be and the

same are hereby restored to the Synod of Philadelphia.

4. That the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, and the Presbyteries of Wilmington

and Lewes, be and the same hereby are erected into a new Synod, to be called the

Synod of Delaware ; that they hold their first meeting in the Second Church, Wil

mington, the fourth Thursday in October next, at 10 o'clock, A. M., and that the open

ing sermon be preached by the Rev. James Patterson, or in case of his absence, by the

oldest minuter present.

In remarking on these extended extracts, we shall not, in our present

number, make the comment as long as the text. How far we shall

proceed hereafter, time will determine.

We begin with observing, that as our quotations show that there is

discord and division of sentiment and opinion in the Presbyterian

church, we think it of the first importance that the source and origin

of this unhappy state of things should, if practicable, be fairly and dis

tinctly laid open. For ourselves we have not a doubt, that the whole

of it may be clearly traced to a disregard of the standards of our church

—to a want offeeling that the doctrines and form of government con

tained in the book called The Confession of Faith of the Presbyterian

Church, have a just claim to be sacredly regarded as a ride offaith and

practice by all the members, and especially by all the officers of this

church, so long as they remain connected with it. Such a sacred re

gard to our admitted Symbols of Christian faith and order, was once

felt and acted on in. our church. The Presbyterian church in the United

States was founded and built up on these Symbols—sacredly regarded—

as the very basis and binding cement of the social compact. And it is

on this ground that the Old School Presbyterians think they have a

right to complain of innovations, and to resist them to the utmost.

When they see, as they do see, that their opposers do not feel and act
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under the influence of a strict regard to the standards of the church,

taken in their obvious import—when they hear, as they do hear, much

said about a more liberal mode of thinking and acting, and that senti

ments not accordant with our Standards were held by this, that, and the

other great and good man, and therefore ought not to form an objec

tion against those who hold them—they reply—hold them and wel

come, if you like them; but do not bring them into the Presbyterian

church. We live in a free country. Go and form as many churches

as you please, and make as many proselytes as you can, on the princi

ples you have adopted. But do not call these acquisitions Presbyte

rian churches and Presbyterian professors; or if you do, attempt not

to attach them to our body. We protest against this. You have no

right to do any such thing; it is neither fair nor honest; it is an un

righteous attempt to break our social compact. Surely we possess the

common right of all—the right to have a church to our mind. Such

a church is the Presbyterian church—lake it as it was founded, and

as it remained till you perverted it. We will not yield to these per

versions. We will resist them, and abide by the plain import of our

constitutional charter, let the consequences follow as they may.

We felt greatly obliged to Mr. Patterson, of the General Assembly's

Second Philadelphia Presbytery, for the statement he made in pleading

the cause of that Presbytery in the last Assembly. He professed to

give an account of the real origin of this Presbytery, and he did give it

fairly and truly; and as he spoke of what he had himself felt, said, and

done, he certainly ought to be considered as an unexceptionable wit

ness. He stated explicitly and without reserve, that for a considerable

time before the occurrence of the case of Mr. Barnes, which led to the

formation of the Presbytery whose cause he advocated, he, and a num

ber of his brethren, had felt themselves grievously controlled by the

old Presbytery to which they belonged. He and his particular friends

could not do as they wished; they could not get some young men li

censed, who held opinions which a majority of the Presbytery thought

erroneous; they were obliged to use secret measures for the purpose,

and to send them away, and get them licensed elsewhere than in this

Presbytery; and in many other respects he said they were rendered

unhappy by the restraints they were under. They wanted more liberty,

more scope for acting in a way that they thought would promote reli

gion; but in this they were overruled by their brethren; and that here

was the real origin of this Presbytery—We do not profess to give his

very words, but we think we have not misrepresented him, nor made

the case even as strong as it was made in his statement.

Now here is the very truth. There was a part of the old Presbytery

that really wanted one formed on the principle of elective affinity; and

in the process of what took place in the case of Mr. Barnes, they got

what they wanted. But the matter did not end here. The very same

spirit which they possessed, had also pervaded the Presbyterian church.

It had not only infected those who in their hearts did not really and

fully approve either of the doctrines or the government of the Presby

terian church, but it had a great influence on the minds of many who,

so far as themselves were concerned, truly and cordially loved our

Standards, in all their parts; but who thought, nevertheless, it was

best to let those who were not quite orthodox, have their way a little,

rather than make a noise about it; rather than disturb the peace of the

church: and by the way, there is a large body of these peace men still

in the church, who almost invariably vote and act against the old school
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men, in order to preserve the peace of the church—they are "fierce for

moderation."

Nor is it to be denied that the Old School men themselves have been

chargeable with great remissness, or the want of vigilance and sea

sonable activity. Their reluctance to meet opposition, inclined them

for a long time to let error and misrule run on, till, before they were

aware, they found it had become dominant. They forbore and yielded,

till it was manifest that they must either take a stand, or be turned

out of their own house. Then they began to struggle; but they soon

found to their cost, that they had to struggle with a giant, whom, in

stead of encountering in his childhood, as they ought to have done, they

had permitted to grow till he possessed fearful powers. The case of Mr.

Barnes, was the signal for calling these powers into general and deci

sive action—A recommendation to divide the Presbytery of Philadel

phia, was a part of the first peace measure adopted in this notable

case. When this was judged by the Synod to be inexpedient, the

General Assembly took the matter into their own hands, divided the

Presbytery, and formed one to their own liking, on the avowed prin

ciple of elective affinity. The Synod having first refused to receive

this Presbytery, but having afterwards actually received it, yet in such

a way as they thought would neutralize the destructive principle in

question, the last Assembly said to them—you shall not do that. There

shall be an elective affinity Presbytery in the cily of Philadelphia; and

since your Synod refuse to receive it, we will make an elective affinity

Synod too; and thus at once provide a nurse for our pet child, and ex

tend the principle of elective affinity to Synods, as well as to Presby

teries. At the same time, we will declare that such kind of Presby

teries as these, ought not to be formed, except in extraordinary cases.

This will soothe and please the peace men. We, are to be the judges

when these extraordinary cases exist. We have one such Presbytery

in New York; and another which, although formed in the old fashioned

way, does as well as we could wish, in Cincinnati; and we have now

established one, with a Synod to sustain it, in Philadelphia. This is

pretty well for once. The peace men might take the alarm if we did

more than this at present; and indeed it does not seem necessary to do

more now. We appear to have a safe majority. When we find it ne

cessary to our plans to plant an avowed elective Presbytery in any new

position, we have only to declare that ал extraordinary case has occur

red, calling for such a Presbytery, and then to create it at once. We

have fixed the two principles—that elective Presbyteries are sometimes

necessary, and that the General Assembly can form them, in defiance

of all that a Synod can do or say to the contrary.

Now we shall not be at all surprised, if we shall be charged with re

presenting that the members of the General Assembly, or the body itself,

made use, orally, of the very language which we have thus imputed to

their acts. Be it so—we have been slandered and misrepresented, till

we care very little about it. We have a duty to perform, and with help

from on high, we will perform it. We do not say or believe, that the

whole of the majority in the last Assembly, deliberately intended to do

what we have stated to be the tendency of what they actually did. But

that some intended all this, and more, we firmly believe; apd that they

carried their plans, as fully as if they had all been delineated on paper.

It is a trite adage, that actions speak louder than words; and we have

only put a tongue into the acts of the General Assembly, in reference

to the whole of the measures which preceded and attended the sustain

ing of the appeal and complaint of the General Assembly's Second
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Presbytery of Philadelphia. Our readers are now in possession of out

general views. We shall enter on some details in our next number, if

life and health permit.

Hitrrars ana Uiulosojjiutal Kntrllt'grnre, etc.

Sweden.—By an official return made to

the government of Sweden, by commis

sioners appointed for the purpose, it was

found that there were 170,000 distillera in

the kingdom ; that the ardent spirits made

by them, amounted to 45,000,000 of gal

lons, consumed by about 3,000,000 of peo

ple, equal to fifteen gallons to each man,

woman and child in the nation. The re

port states that unless immediate steps be

taken to stay the evil, the nation must be

destroyed.

Population of St. Petersburg.—The

Russian journals givo a statement of the

present population of St. Petersburg. The

number of male inhabitants is 291,2!IO, and

of females 153,845; total amount 445,135.

In this number, 1,968 are ecclesiastics,

38,994 belong to the nobility, and 47,548

to the army.

The Communication between Europe

tnd Calcutta by Steam, says an English

paper, was to go into operation on the first

of May.

Expedition in Printing.—Victor Hugo's

last work arrived at Brussels on a Satur

day, by post ; at one o'clock on the follow

ing morning it was put into a printer's

hands, and at ten o'clock on the evening

of the same day, the first volume, consist

ing of nineteen sheets in octavo, or rather

more than 300 pages, was entirely com

posed and corrected. On the Monday

morning following the work was on sale

•t M. Meline's, in the Rue de Montague

Glaes Tiles.—M. Dorlodet, a glass ma

nufacturer, at Anzin, in France, has in

vented a species ofglass tile, ofgreat solid

ity and transparency; which it is thought,

may be substituted, with much advantage,

in all cases where sky-lights are now em

ployed.

Леи Coal Mine at Marseüks.—The Se

maphore of Marseilles states, that a coal

mine has recently been discovered near

that city, below the surface of the sea. It

ii supposed that it contains other veins,

and, should this be the case, it will add

very considerably to the prosperity of this

important city.

M. Goudot, the distinguished naturalist,

who has been engaged for several years

¡n exploring the Island of Madagascar,

baa arrived at Brest, with the whole of his

collection, comprising upwards of 40,000
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specimens, and is expected shortly in

Paris.

There is a woman living in Stockport,

(England) who has reached her 90th year,

and is cutting an entire new set of teeth.

Capital Punishment.—A bill has been

reported to the English Parliament, abo

lishing capital punishment for robbery,

letter stealing, and constructive burg

lary.

Seo Sledge.—The following description

of a marine vehicle, is from the Court

Journal, a London paper.

" Mr. Buder, Counsellor of Mines at

Munich, in Bavaria, some years ago in

vented what he termed an aquatic sledge,

constructed on such a principle that it

might bo impelled and guided on the

water by the rider himself, without any

other aid. The first public experiment

was made with this machine on the 29th

of August, before the royal family, at

Nymphenburg, with complete success. It

is described as consisting of two hollow

canoes or pontoons, eight feet long, made

of sheet copper, closed on all sides, joined

to each other in parallel direction at the

distance of six feet by a light wooden

frame. Thus joined, they support a seat

resembling an arm chair, in which the

rider is seated, and impels and steers the

sledge by treading two large pedals before

him ; each of these pedals is connected

with a paddle fixed perpendicularly in the

interval between the two pontoons; in

front of the seat stands a small table on

which he may read, or write, draw, or

eat and drink. His hands being at per

fect liberty, he may even play an instru

ment, load and fire a gun, or do whatever

he pleases. Behind the seat is a leather

bag, to hold any thing he may want in hii

excursion. It is evident that this machine

must be admirably calculated for taking

sketches of aquatic scenery, as also for

the diversion of shooting water fowls ; in

which case the sportsman conceals himself

behind a slight screen of branches or

rushes, so as to approach the birds unper-

ceived. This vehicle is far safer than a

common boat, the centre of gravity being

constantly in the middle of a very broad

base; a circumference which renders up

setting, even in the heaviest gale, abso

lutely impossible. It is moreover so con

structed, that it may be taken to piece« in

2T
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a few minutée, packed in a box, and put

together in a very short time."

The JErial Plant.—The burning sands

of hot climates, even at Karsfields, of the

Cape of Good Hope, which are so arid

and scorched that no water can be ex

tracted from them, are the media in which

the most succulent vegetables of which

we have any knowledge, Sourish and

evolve; so deleterious indeed, is a wet

season to their growth, that they are de

stroyed by it.

There are aleo various tribes of vegeta

bles that are destitule of roots, and which

can only be supported and nourished by

the air, and by the moisture which the at

mosphere contains. A large portion of

the class Fuci, have no root whatever;

and it is stated tlur 1 he .Erial Epidendron,

(the Epidendron Flus ./Erie,) denominated

terial from its extraordinary properties,

and which is a native of Java, on account

of the elegance of its leaves, the beauty

of its flower, and the exquisite odour

which it diffuses, is plucked up by the in

habitants, and suspended by a silken cord

from the ceiling of their apartments, from

whence it continues from year to year to

put forth new leaves, to display new blos

soms, and exhale new fragrance, although

fed out of the simple bodies before staled.

Лп JF.rial Steam Boat.—A gentleman

in Cincinnati, by the name of Mason, has

invented an œrial steam boat, in which he

proposes to ascend on the lib of July. It

is said that the inventor is very sanguine,

having already made (to him) a very sa

tisfactory experiment.

The boat is thus described in a Cincin

nati paper: "It is about ton feet long;

the ribs being covered with silk, in order

to render it very light. The engine, of

two horse power, is placed in the middle,

and turns four vertical shafts projecting

over the bow and stern, into each of which

is rixcd four spiral silken wings, which are

made to revolve with a sufficient velocity

to cause the vessel to rise. Over the

whole is fixed a moveable silken cover,

designed to assist in counteracting the

gravitating force, at the same time tend

ing to assist in its propulsion. The whole

boat, including the engine, weighs sixty

pounds, and has cost about $300."

The correspondent of the New York

Journal of Commerce, who dates from one

of the United States ships, near Genoa,

thus describes a remarkable phenomenon :

" We stood off from the coast during

the night, and this morning are almost

becalmed in the centre of the Gulf of Ge

noa, with the views of land in every di

rection. In the north and cast are the

lofty snow sprinkled Appenines, stretch

ing from the head of the Gulf, far down

the centre of Italy; on the south the

Islands of Gorgona and Саргеа, with Elba

in the back ground, and in the mirth-west

the Alps, lying upon the waters in fantas

tic outlines of blue, splendidly fringed with

white and silver.

"For the first time in my life, I have been

favoured with a sight of the optical phe

nomenon, of an image, cast upon a cloud,

by the reflectiun and refraction of the raye

of light through a hazy atmosphere. A

vessel some ten or twelve miles distant,

with 'hull down,' in sea phraseology, was

distinctly seen several times in the course

of two or three hours, to be surmounted

by an inverted fac-simile, including the

hull, having every appearance of a sail of

the same kind traversing the sky upside

down. The Island of Gorgona, also, was

up in similar images, far above the hori

zon, the straight lino of its water edge

standing against the sky, while another of

its head lands and summit of the same co

louring as the Island, extended from it to

the land itself. No one on ship-board, I

believe, had ever witnessed a similar ex

hibition before.

" Another phenomenon of less singular

character, has also occurred two or three

times during the morning—the existence

of two currents of air about the ship, at

the same time, by which the lower sails

have been for some minutes ' taken aback,'

and been kept so, while the canvas above

has been filled for an opposite direction."

Remedy for Ringworms.—A corres

pondent of the American Farmer writes

as follows : " After I had the tetter nearly

twenty years on my hands, and had used

a hundred dollars worth of tetter oint

ment, which took off the skin repeatedly

without effecting a cure, a friend advised

me to obtain some blood root, (called also

red root, Indian paint, &c.) to slice it in

vinegar, and afterwards wash the part af

fected, with the liquid. I did so, and in a

few days Ihe scurf was removed, and my

diseased hand was as whole as the other."

A Pedigree of some Standing —The

newspapers speak of a descendant of the

great Chinese philosopher, Confucius, now

living at the remote period from his an

cestors of nearly two thousand four hun

dred years—for Confucius was contempo

rary with Pythagoras! Socrates came а

little after him. Here is a pedigree'.

When this gentleman hears of the old fa

milies in Europe, he must look upon them

as peuple of yesterday. He is a magis

trate of the humble order, but has no

other rank. His descent, however, is so

much respected, that, whenever he visit«

the neighbouring town, the governor or

ders the gates to be thrown open—an ho

nour which the worthy magistrate has the

modesty to decline.
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Report of the Executive Committee, concludedfrom page 284.

The committee were led, from the information which they hail previously obtained,

to direct these brethren to seek gome eligible position in the northern province* of

Hindostán, IB the field of their labours; but they were authorized to make a different

selection, if, on arriving in India and consulting with the friends of missions at Cal

cutta, it should be found expedient to do so.

After mature deliberation, and taking the advice of many judicious and well inform

ed counsellors, they came to the conclusion that the original designation of the com

mittee was decidedly the best, varying from it only in the selection of an adjoining

province, somewhat further to the north-west, and inhabited by a people less bigoted

in their attachment to paganism. Besides this feature in the roligious character of

the people—their docility and desire to become acquainted with the English language

—the comparative healthfulnesa of that part of India—its entire destitution of mission

ary instruction—and proximity to, and commercial intercourse with, Afghanistan,

Cashmere and Thibet, extensive and populous regions as yet entirely unoccupied, are

all considerations of importance, and going to show the propriety of the selection.

ljudeeana and Umbala, the two cities in Lahore, which have been mentioned as the

two best positions, are both of them distant probably more than one thousand miles

from Calcutta, and nearly as far from Bombay; but, as measures arc now in progress

to open the navigation of the Indus and its tributaries, and as Ludeeana stands on the

navigable waters of the Sutledge, one of its principal branches, and as there is now а

plan on foot for a steam communication from Bombay to England, through the Medi

terranean and the Red Sea, this part of India, and especially Ludeeana, may eventu

ally become of more easy and frequent access to us than Calcutta itself.

Of the climate, and government, and inhabitants of the province of Lahore, it is

stated that it consists of two parts ; one of which is the mountainous tract in the north

east, stretching south and east from Cashmere ; and the other comprising the low and

Sat tracts near and south of the Sutledge, called the Punjab. The former has a cli

mate much resembling that of middle Europe ; but is thinly peopled in comparison

to the other, which is by far the most productive, though less salubrious. It com

prises a territory of seventy thousand squire miles, and a population of four millions,

and is said to contain many fine villages and some large towns; but the latter, with

the exception of Amrister, the holy city of the Seiks, are in a declining condition.

Lahore is under the government of a native prince, by the name of Runjeet Singh,

formerly one of the most formidable enemies of the Anglo-Indian government, but now

on terms of friendship with it.

The Seik nation, numbering from one to two millions, occupies a considerable part

of Lahore, besides a part of Moulton, and those districts of the province of Delhi

which lie between the Jumna and the Sutledgo, and holds a conspicuous place among

the inhabitants of India. The term Seik signifies disciple; and the tenets of Narak,

the founder of their religion, who lived in the 15th century, comprise a mixture of Ma-

bomedanism and Hindooism, permitting its proselytes from these two sects to retain

some of their former observances. The Seiks are an active, courageous, and warlike

people, more indulgent towards the female sex than either of the two sects from which

they sprung, and less given to sensuality. Thoir language is the Punjabee, which

would seem to be Hindoatanee with a slight intermixture of Persian. Their trade with

the other parts of India is inconsiderable; but if Christianity were once to become pre

valent in Lahore, the commerce of that province with Afghanistan, Cashmere, and

Thibet, on the north, and with Persia on the west, would promote its circulation in

these extensive and populous regions. The territory of this people being between 38°

4(X and 32Э 20' of north latitude, and not remote on the north and north-east from the

southern slope of the Himmaleh mountains, must be far less exposed to the hot ener

vating winds and the humid atmosphere which prevail in other parts of India.

The political changes which have recently taken place in respect to India, the in

creasing desire of persons of distinction among the natives to give their children an

English education, and the disposition of the constituted authorities to encourage the

seulement of educated and intelligent missionaries in all parts of that country, are to

be regarded as truly auspicious circumstances. Although these considerations, con
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nected with the power of the prese among a people having a written language, aug

ment the prospect of ultimate usefulness, yet, the peculiar genius of the Hindoo cha

racter, and the general state of society, should lead us to anticipate rather a gradual

and permanent advance of the light and power of the gospel, than such a sudden and

rapid renunciation of prevailing superstitions, on slight grounds, as would be likely to

occur in the same circumstances in some parts of Africa.

The brethren readily obtained permission of the Governor-general of India, to reside

in the province which they had selected ; but as the season least favourable for making

the journey was about to commence, and as they could spend the intervening time pro

fitably in the study of the language, they had concluded, on consultation with their

friends in Calcutta, to remain in the vicinity of that city until June next. They ex

press, and that repeatedly, the hope that additional missionaries may be speedily sent

out to join them; and the decease of one of their valued members, and the importance

of the field itself, give great force to this solicitation. The committee ore happy to

say, they have it in prospect to send a reinforcement in the course of the ensuing au

tumn. In the meantime, it would be highly useful to provide for that station a print

ing press to be sent out from this country, with the view of obtaining a fount of type

in the Punjabee at Calcutta ; and charts, maps, and globes, and other apparatus, for

the High School which the mission intend speedily to establish, would be extremely

serviceable. " If one hundred additional missionaries could be sent out, there would

be," says these brethren, " an abundance of work to employ them all."

MISSION TO WEST AFRICA.

We cow proceed to notice the principal events connected with the mission to West

Africa, since the last report.

In July last, Mr. John Cloud, and Mr. Matthew Laird, who had been previously re

ceived under the care of the board as candidates for the missionary service, were de

signated as a reinforcement to the African mission, and shortly afterwards, the Rev.

J. B. Finney unexpectedly returned, to spend a few months in the United States, and

to go back to his station in the fall. The reasons assigned for this step by Mr. P.

were approved by the committee, and from the valuable information which they re

ceived from him, they were enabled to select two stations, whose relative situations,

both as to the colony and the interior nations, are such as to afford great facility for

the dissemination of the gospel in Western Africa. The information received from

Mr. P., as well as from other sources, sufficiently shows that, in its indolent, vicious,

and repulsive habits, and its great debasement as to intellectual and moral culture, the

state of society among these miserable tribes is not only among the lowest and luast

inviting on the globe, but one which calls most earnestly for the compassionate aids of

a civilized and Christian people ; and to none more justly, or directly, than those of

the North American Continent, where the wrongs of the African race have been so ex

tensively seen, and we trust, have been so sincerely deplored. The committee have

been Infl to the conclusion, also, from what they have learned, that primary schools,

for the instruction of the natives in the elementary principles of the English language,

can be established with as much prospect of success as among any people so degraded

in their character, and inhabiting a country presenting such formidable obstacles to

the enjoyment of health and comfort.

After spending some time in visiting the churches, these missionary brethren, to

gether with Mrs. Laird, and Mr. James Temple, a young man of colour and a candi

date for the gospel ministry, under the care of the Presbytery of Philadelphia, who

had been received as an assistant, were regularly organized in the city of New York,

in October last, and sailed from Norfolk, Va., for Liberia, on the 6th of November fol

lowing. The organization and departure of this mission gave, especially in the sant

era cities, new strength and vigour to that impulse which has been increasingly felt

for some time past, in behalf of Africa, and tho fact that missionaries from two other

societies in this country repaired to the Western Coast of that benighted continent

about the same time, must be regarded os an auspicious circumstance, in respect to the

future prospects of that necessitous portion of the globe.

Mr. Pinney, shortly before his embarkation, received from the Board of Managers of

the American Colonization Society, the appointment of temporary agent «nd governor

of Liberia, and after consulting with the Corresponding Secretary, and other friends of

the Society, it was judged best that he should consent to act in that capacity until a

permanent agent could be obtained and sent out to Africa. This arrangement was

assented to, on the part of Mr. P. and his advisers, with some degree of reluctance, on

account of its being likely, for a time, to deprive the mission of the benefit of his coun

sel and his assistance, at a time when they would be peculiarly needed. On the other

hand, his detlination might, it was believed, leave the colony in a disastrous situation,

and in one which might impede tho operations of the missions which were about to be
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commenced within its territory. Mr. P. is DOW, therefore, in the exercise of the du

ties of the Colonial Agent ; but he expresses, in his last letter, the hope that other ar

rangements may soon be made by the Colonization Society.

The Jupiter, in which the missionaries, and several other passengers, besides about

fifty emigrants, embarked, arrived at Monrovia, after a passage of fifty-six days, on the

31st of December. The brethren were enabled, soon after their arrival, to rent a suit

able tenement for their accommodation during their stay in Monrovia, and all the

members of the mission soon experienced, in succession, the attacks of the African

fever. In most instances, the fever has been uncommonly mild in its character, the

past winter, at Monrovia, and much fewer cases of mortality have occurred among the

emigrante, than in former years. Most of the members of the mission had, however,

experienced one or two returns of the disease, and it is generally understood, that

during the first year of a residence in the colony, little can be done to any advan

tage, ав physical and mental effort, and exposure to rain or the heat of the sun, is al

most invariably followed by relapses, more protracted and dangerous to the subject,

than the first term of illness.

The missionaries, at the date of their last letters, appeared to have entertained en

couraging hopes of being able to pass the usual period of acclimation in safety.

They speak favourably of the general state of morale in the colony, and express an

earnest desire that the interests of education, and especially the establishment of a

high school, may engage the attention of the friends at Liberia. The colonists are

said to be, some of them, anxious on this subject, and to have expressed regret that

the missionaries did not expect to remain, but repair to the interior."

Prom the Pittsburg Christian Herald.

THE EXECVTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE WESTERN FOREIGN MIS

SIONARY SOCIETY, TO THEIR CHRISTIAN FRIENDS GENERALLY.

CIRCULAR.

Dear Brethren,—We have lately received from our missionary, the Rev. John B.

Finney, a letter, from which we make the following extract:—

Monrovia, May 1st, 1834.

DEAR BKOTHEB SWIFT,—How shall I write the afflicting intelligence ? Oh how

will you and the friends of Zion mourn. Brother Cloud is gone to rest from his la

bours! His death was sudden, and to us all afflicting. But alas! how much more the

present state of our mission. I arrived this morning from Baasa, where business had

called me for the short space of one week ; and find Brother and Sister Laird given

over by the physician! The letters which Brother L. wrote you concerning the death

of Brother Cloud, (I was then too feeble to write) I doubt not, informed you that he

was carried off by the dysentery, which attacked him while absent at C. Mount.

The attention ne received from Brother L. during his illness was unremitted, and

the physician ie of opinion that he caught the disease from Aim. He was even, before

the death of Brother C., thrown into a fever by his erTorte. The attack was, however,

light, and little danger was apprehended. Sister L. was comparatively well. The

day that I was to leave for Baasa, I visited them before breakfast. Brother L. ob

served that it was the seventh day of his attack, and that, though weak, he felt that

the attack was tempered with great mercy, as being far lighter than the two previous

ones—charged me to be careful of my health—remarked that he expected to recover

quickly—and proposed writing an obituary or short notice of Brother Cloud's death.

Sister L. was up as usual; invited me to remain and take breakfast, and expressed a

fear lest I should return from Bassa, as Mr. Cloud had tione from C. Mount—sick.

But oh, how little can we understand what a day may bring forth. The very day of

my departure, Sister L. was attacked with a severe fever, and was speedily deranged

in mind. The next day Brother L. was seized with a dinrrhœa, which the third day

was succeeded by the dysentery; and he is now wasted to a skeleton, and scarcely

breathes. The first day of his dysentery, he wrote a short Will, a copy of which I

enclose. His wife, though quite weak, insisted upon sitting up with him on the sofa,

until, exhausted by bodily and mental labours, she lay down, and searcely has any

lucid intervals ; and the physician apprehends her speedy dissolution ! She observed,

on the day that Brother L. made his Will, that they had promised to die together ; and

I greatly fear the prediction will be true. I am exhausted, and have not even been to

the agency house line« landing, but can scarcely prevail upon myself to leave them

Jong enough to rest. My situation is indeed a trying one ! My heart «inks within me

** flock upon their emaciated forms, and view them dropping into the grave. Am I
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then to work alone Í Does God see it best to give me no dear friends to labour with

me ? It cannot—must not be. Surely, if these are taken, others will rise to enter into

their laboure. I am distressed, and my heart mourns. The peculiar mildness and

aniiübleiicss of Brother I. , had endeared him to me in no common degree; and I felt

to be a missionary with him was to be bleat. The personal loss is deeply fell; but my

anxious heart turns to the churches, and almost trembles at what may be the effect

there. Oh ! will Zion grow weary of her work, and the mothers in Israel no more

dedicate their offspring to God's cause here ! Will these be looked upon as a vain

offering : No, no. The heathen around cry for help, from their pit of ignorance and

sin, and surely God will send salvation by other instruments.

Friday Morning, 2d Мгу.—The suffering pair still exist—yet breathe. Blessed be

God, that I am permitted ono more day of attendance upon Brother L. He seldom

speaks, though evidently conscious of all that passes. The constant moanings and de

lirious talk of Mrs. L. were so full of horror to him, that she was this morning removed

to another room. Her thoughts are full of anxious concern about her husband—but all

is delirium and wildness. The nurse tells me that yesterday morning she arose from

her bed and went to embrace Brother L. Her distress was unspeakable ; and finally,

she exclaimed, "yes, you may go before me a little while, but 1 will soon follow."

Brother L. enjoys evidently the comforts of failli and hope. Yesterday morning,

before I camo in, he sang with considerable strength of voice,

" Come ye sinners poor and needy,"

And—

" Come humble sinner in whose breast."

In the afternoon, I sung a hymn expressive of confidence; he raised his hands often,

expressive of concurrence in the sentiment. He then requested me to sing—

" Farewell, farewell, farewell, dear friends, I must be gone,

I here no longer stay with you," &c.

And at every chorus joined with much more strength than I supposed him to possess :

" Farewell, farewell, my loving friends, farewell."

I inquired if he had any word or presents to send to American friends. Hie reply

agreed with all he had ever said—" No, it all belongs to God and the mission." I re

marked, that tokens of remembrance thus sent might incite others to supply his place,

and do more good than if left with the mission. He made no reply. I then inquired

if he had any request to make. " My Harriet—I charge you to be kind to her while

she lives, when I am gone." Yes, dear Brother, she shall have every attention a bro

ther can bestow. She needs peculiar kindness, and then she is peculiarly kind. He

is much engaged in prayer ; and I do sometimes hope even against hope, that God

will say, hu-. O how desirous I was of freedom, to be with him all the time ; but Mr.

Kinsley, whom we all rejoiced to hear had been appointed agent, and whom we have

daily expected for the last two months, has not yet arrived ; and the combined effect

of fatigue and anxiety, has almost made me sick again. May God enable me to hold

out until the event is decided, as to life or death.

May lOiA.—The Captain of the Argus waits to get my letter. In this harry, dear

Brother, let these black lines be my interpreter. Both are at rest, I trust, in Abra

ham's bosom. О my throbbing heart be still !

" 'Tie but the voice that Jesus sends,

To call them to his arms."

I need not ask you to weep; I know your kind heart will almost be broken to see

the hopes which budded so fairly, all blasted. О '. Brother Swift, language will feebly

express my suffering for the last few days. Sister L. died on the 3d—Brother L. on

the 4th instant. I was with them whenever health allowed, after my return. But

they faded away like snow before the sun. The fatal disease worked its silent bat

perceptible way, without a check. They are gone from us ! О for grace from a gra

cious God to submit without murmuring, and say, thy will be done. Their death

makes me more anxious than ever before, to escape from my present oppressive duties,

which do not allow even time for grief, and enter fully upon the great work to which

your attention is directed, of beginning a mission station.'

The Executive Committee, on receiving the above communication, adopted the fol

lowing minute, viz.—

1. Resolved, That the Executive Committee hive just learned with deep sorrow,
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und they trust also with deep humiliation before God, the distressing intelligence of

the sudden removal, by death, of the Rev. Mathew Laird and his wife, and the Rev.

John Cloud, their missionaries in Africa ; and the consequent almost entire suspension

of their operations in Liberia, at a moment when the interests of missions in Africa,

and the hopes of the friends of Zion, appeared to be deeply involved in it.

2. Resolved, That the Executive Committee, in finding themselves placed in this

distressing situation, by the almost entire extinction of one of their largest and most

promising missions, would humbly recognise the unerring hand of a covenant-keeping

God, in this mysterious dispensation, and the duty on our part, of a meek and uncom

plaining acquiescence in the samo; and they would earnestly beseech the Mediator of

the New Covenant to enable them and their fellow Chsislians generally, to unite with

these feelings a sincere desire and determination to apply to their humiliation and

practical improvement, those solemn instructions which this painful bereavement of

his holy providence manifestly suggests.

3. Resolved, That the cheerfulness and alacrity with which these, our deceased

friends and fellow-labourers, embarked in that perilous enterprise, the developments

of missionary zeal and excellence which had already been made by them, and the

moral courage and unabated love to the souls of the heathen, which they displayed

even to the last, have been such as to give the Committee a deep sense of the magni

tude of the loss which they have sustained ; and to consecrate the memory of these

devoted servants of Christ, in the hearts of all the friends of the missionary cause.

Thus, dear brethren, has death blotted from our lists, in the short space of ten or

fifteen days, three valued names ; and thus the grave has swallowed upa large amount

of our best hopes, as a Missionary Society. Ala moment when their prospects seemed

to bo opening ; when schools were about to bo commenced, and when beforo them, in

Monrovia, they saw the walls of a sanctuary daily rising, the fatal pestilence pursued,

and overtook this little band; and now, with but one solitary brother remaining there,

their plans are broken, and the darkness of the grave hides from their view those de

graded tribes, for whose salvation they would have gladly shared the toils and priva

tions of many years.

The Executive Committee, in common with the other friends of Africa, feel, indeed,

in view of this, and a similar bereavement of the mission of our Methodist brethren,

oppressed with a consideration of the unpropitious circumstances, which appear to be

connected with that particular point from which they desired to act. But they find,

in this respect, an alleviation in the belief, that there are places on the eastern and

western coast of that great continent, which are as salubrious as any portion of the

globe : and from these, Christianity could easily find its way, by a gradual advance to

those which are less so, if once permanently established.

The Committee, however, feel that more information, and solemn and prayerful

deliberation, are necessary, before they can resolve on the course which prudence and

the interest of the missionary cause may advise them to pursue. The decease of two

valued missionaries, recalling, as it does, to their recollection, the comparatively re

cent removal of one who had devoted himself to that field, little more than a year be

fore, must, they fear, greatly retard their operations; and this, in times so eminently

fraught with circumstances fitted to animate and encourage the church, in the mis

sionary work, is peculiarly trying. But he, who hath taken away, is the Holy One of

Israel, in whom we trust.

At this affecting crisis when, by the strokes of death, additional streams of Christian

compassion are likely to be arrested for the want of missionaries for the foreign field,

the inquiry returns to us with tenfold emphasis, " Whom shall we send" to fill the

broken ranks of the missionary corps * and the Committee would affectionately say,

that if there are among the ministers, licentiates, or candidates of our church, any who,

in this hour of darkness and affliction, are ready to respond to this momentous inquiry,

we would gladly assign them, in some portion of the great field of missions, the stan

dards which have fallen from the hands of these departed brothers.

Christian Brethren,—If you open your eyes upon the fields, you see that they are al

ready white to the harvest, and the universal establishment of the Redeemer's kingdom

on earth still stands pledged and promised by Him who cannot lie, and is omnipotent

to save. Why then is the arrow of death suffered to cut down his youthful messen

gers to heathen lands? Is it not intended as a solemn warning to his churches to

shake off their slumbers, and with deeper earnestness, and more self-denied effort un

dertake to fulfil his will? Have they not made a covenant with Him to go forward in

this most necessary work ? and is there not reason to fear that he has a controversy

with us because we come not properly up to the help of the Lord ? And while the

knell of death so soon returns tous from the shores of Africa, and messenger after

messenger comes to tell us that another and another missionary has sunk into the

tomb; and above all, when from the heavens there comes a voico in these dispensa
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lions, crying "Awake, awake, put on thy strength, 0 Zum.'" shall we not, dear bre

thren, be melted to contrition, and aroused to new exertions and importúnate prayer.

" Come from the four winds, О breath" of the Lord " and breathe apon" thy churches,

" that they may live" to thee.

The Executive Committee, in view of these afflictive dispensations, would especially

entreat the prayers of thoir Christian friends, that a gracious God may be mercifully

pleased to overrule these things for the glory of his name, and the furtherance of the

gospel among the heathen, that trusting in the continued co-operation of his people,

and the merciful help of the Shepherd of Israel, they may go forward with their work.

By order of the Executive Committee,

E. P. SWIFT, Corresponding Secretary.

of $utltc Affairs.

EUROPE.

The latest advices from Europe, are of the 24th of May ; and of very little general

interest, except the article which relates to the death of General La Fayette, nor have

we seen any announcements from other quarters of the globe, of such importance as

to demand much detail. We shall therefore give a very summary view of Public Af

fairs for the present month.

Tin British Parliament is busily engaged in settling many points of Reform. The

one which has caused the greatest excitement throughout the nation, is that which

relates to the separation of church and state—to abolishing the ecclesiastical establish

ments, and putting all religious denominations on the same footing. To obtain this,

the dissenters of every name have united, and appear determined not to rest short of

their object. They are opposed, however, by the whole of the court influence, and

their petition has, as yet, not been granted. Lord Chancellor Brougham, in the house

of Peers, made a long argumentative speech against granting the petition; and, from

being the idol of the dissenters, he has become the object of their utter aversion—In

France, the greatest respect was shown to General La Fayette by the Chamber of De

puties, by a message of inquiry sent to his family while he was sick ; and all parties

united in bestowing the highest funeral honours upon him after his decease. His death

has attracted the attention of the whole civilized world, more than the demise of any

other man could have done. His party in France sincerely mourn his death, but the

court party feel no grief. He was certainly an example of nndeviating attachment to

the principles of civil and religious freedom, such as the world has seldom seen. From

the age of eighteen, to seventy-seven, and in the midst of the most trying scenes, he

showed himself the firm, consistent, active, unfaltering friend of freedom and human

happiness. He is gone from the world, but his name and character will live in history

till the end of time. In Spain and Portugal, the cause of the young princesses who

are the lawful heiresses to the crowns of those kingdoms, is, on the whole, training

ground; but it meets with great and obstinate opposition, and we think will do so for

a length of time. The radical cause of this is, a besotted attachment to all the ex

tremes of Papal superstition. In Spain the rancour of party is such, that the murder

ous practice of giving no quarter, or of shooting prisoners, has been adopted. But

this cannot last long—In Belgium, the death of the infant heir apparent to the crown,

is the news of the most importance that has lately occurred—In Germany, great agi

tation is said to have been produced by the discovery of a plot and combination to as

sassinate the emperors of Germany and Russia, the king of Prussia, and a number of

other princes. But mystery still hangs over this plot, if it has any real existence, of

which we aro as yet sceptical. We have nothing to state in regard to Asia, and .ifrira,

—We regret to find that another revolution, said to be of a most important kind, has

commenced in our neighbouring republic of Mexico. The parties, it appears, consist

of those who are in favour of, and those who are opposed to, the appropriation of an

cient religious endowments to the use of the state, and the granting of equal privi

leges to all religious sects. Santa Anna, it is said, is at the head of the latter party,

and a sanguinary conflict is feared.

Our Congress adjourned on the 30th of June, having passed, we suspect, more bille

in the last ten days, than in all the previous parts of the session. The deposite ques

tion, remains in statu quo—Our readers are acquainted with the changes which have

taken place in the cabinet—For a few days past, the heat of the season has been in

tense ; but it has been favourable to the products of the earth, and the maturing of the

harvest ; and, through the great goodness of God, health, as yet, is generally enjoyed

throughout our favoured land.
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IN BENEVOLENT CONTRIBUTIONS WE SERVE GOD WITH HIS OWN.

Л Charity Sermon.

1 CHRON. xxix. 14, last clause.—The whole verse is thai—" Bat who am I, and

what is my people, that we should be able to offer so willingly after this sort ?—for all

things come of thee, and of thine own have we given thee."

These are the words of David, king of Israel, " the man after God's

own heart." He had purposed to build the temple of Jehovah at Jeru

salem, that the ark of his covenant might no longer abide in a tent,

but occupy a permanent place of deposit;—a structure which, by

its magnificence and costliness, might be a standing and striking

monument of the devotion of the nation to Jehovah the God of Israel;

and by its spaciousness and accommodations, might enable both the

priests and the people to perform the service of the sanctuary in the

most perfect and agreeable manner. This was a work which, for a

long time, lay near the heart of David. He was commended of

God " in that he had it in his heart," but was expressly forbidden to

carry it into effect himself; and as expressly commanded to commit it

to his son and successor Solomon. David—possessing a temper whol

ly unlike what we sometimes witness in zealous men, who seem to be

but little desirous that good should be doue, if it be not done by them

selves—David determined that if he could not be a principal and con

spicuous agent in this business, he would, at least, be an humble under-

workman—If he might not be permitted to build the house, he would

employ himself in gathering and preparing the materials. In this em

ployment, accordingly, he engaged with activity and effect. Having

made many preparations, for a length of time, when he drew toward

the close of life, he completed them by a great and noble effort. He

assembled together all the men of rank, authority, influence and

wealth, in his kingdom; made to them a solemn and affecting address

on the subject; and charged Solomon in their presence to go forward

with the work, and them to assist him in it. But he did not content

himself with making a persuasive and pious speech. He set them an

example of munificence, by giving of his own private property three

thousand talents of gold, and seven thousand talents of refined silver.

This example had—what such examples will usually have—a very

powerful effect. All who beheld it seemed to catch the spirit of libe

rality; and donations to a surprising amount were freely and cheer

fully made. The heart of the good old monarch appears to have been

so gladdened and melted by this event, that he could not restrain his

CA. Adv.—VOL. XII. 2 U
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emotions. He broke forth into solemn thanksgiving to God, before

the august assembly. And here his humility was as remarkable, as his

liberality had been great. He arrogated no praise to himself, nor be

stowed any on the other donors, for what had been done. He ascribed

it all to God, who had first enabled and then disposed them, to make

these offerings—" Who"—says he in the text—" Who am I, and what

is my people, that we should be able to oner so willingly after this

sort?—for all things come of thee, and of thine own have we given

thee." Happy they, who do acts of liberality with such a spirit, and

afterwards review them with such a temper! "All things come of

thee, and of thine own have we given thee"—In farther discoursing on

these words—the original occasion of which has been explained—I

shall endeavour—

I. To illustrate the truth asserted in the text, that " all things come

of God," and consequently that we serve him " with his own," when

we employ his gifts in doing what he requires.

II. Deduce from the truth illustrated, a number of practical and im

portant inferences.

First, then, I am to illustrate the truth that " all things come of

God," and consequently that we serve him with his own, when we

employ his gifts in doing what he requires.

My brethren—The assertion in the text that " all things come of

God," needs no other limitation or qualification to render it a truth in

the full extent and meaning of the terms, than that we should under

stand that only all good things are here spoken of; and this will be im

mediately perceived to have been the understanding of him who used

the words, by any one who considers their connexion or design. It

would, therefore, be a doctrine, true in itself, and capable of the full

est proof both from reason and Scripture, to maintain that not only

all our earthly possessions, but all our intellectual endowments and

improvements, all our moral dispositions and habits, and every incli

nation that we ever feel, either to serve God acceptably, or to do good

to men, are really and strictly of him " from whom cometh down

every good and every perfect gift;" and therefore that in the employ

ment or exercise of any of these things, we do no more than serve our

Maker with a part of his own bounty. As this, however, is a doctrine

too extensive in its nature to be suitably handled in a single discourse,

as well as somewhat beside the immediate purpose for which 1 now

address you, so it is not, I think, the doctrine which the text was spe

cially designed to teach. When David says in the text—"All things

come of thee, and of thine own have we given thee," there can be no

doubt that he directly refers to that worldly affluence, wealth or pro

perty, which he and others possessed, and which had enabled them to

make such costly offerings to the Lord.—In this limited view, there

fore, I shall at present treat the subject; and I do this the more will

ingly, because I believe that this is a view of the subject which, al

though by no means unimportant in itself, or perplexed in its nature,

yet is too seldom taken, even by serious persons. They are ready to

allow that divine grace is the gift of God, and that singular dispensa

tions of Providence come immediately from his hand. But in regard

to their worldly substance, perhaps gradually acquired, and in the ac

quisition of which their contrivance and management, their laborious

efforts and persevering industry, have been constantly exerted, they

are not so sensible of the truth. They do not at least, so deeply and

constantly realize that whatever they possess in this way, cometh as
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truly of God as if he had given it to them by the most remarkable

and extraordinary dispensation of providence; and of course, that

when they use it in his service, they do no more than serve him with

his own. This, therefore, is the point which seems to call for our

special attention, and which we are particularly to regard on this oc

casion:—And yet, my brethren, when we distinctly fix our attention

on it, we shall find it, as already hinted, a matter of great plainness,

in regard to which the mind does not so much need conviction or ar

gument, as to be refreshed with truths which have slipt from its recol

lection, and to which it is prepared to assent as soon as they are again

distinctly presented to its view. In a word, the doctrine before us is

nothing else than the doctrine of a particular providence, applied to a

specific point or subject.

. Let us suppose, in the first place, that a competent, or a liberal, or a

profuse measure of worldly wealth is possessed, as an inheritance

from parents, ancestors, or friends: and then we ask—who was it that

enabled those parents, ancestors, or friends, to acquire that wealth at

first? and who disposed them, after it was acquired, to give it to you

as your inheritance? How many instances have you seen, of persons

who once had the power, the prospect, and the expectation of be

queathing riches and independence to their posterity, or their friends,

who have, at last, died in poverty themselves, and left the same por

tion to those who succeeded them? How often, by occurrences that

could not be foreseen, or by fraud, treachery and deceit that could not

be prevented, has a patrimony, or a legacy, been entirely and forever

kept from those for whom it was intended, and to whom, in justice, it

belonged? Pursuing aright the thoughts which these inquiries may

suggest, it will appear that property possessed by inheritance cometh

of God, as really as that which is obtained in any other way—Nay,

as it comes to the possessor without any of his own labour or care, a

tribute of thankfulness seems to be especially due to that kind provi

dence which ordered his lot so favourably; and it becomes him pecu

liarly to remember, that in employing this property in any benevolent

acts, he does no more than serve God with his own gift.

Or has any one become rapidly or suddenly possessed of wealth, or

an easy estate? It has already been remarked, that men are sometimes

more ready to allow that this cometh of God, than in cases where pro

perty is gradually and laboriously acquired. Yet to this very case, a

remark which belongs generally to the whole subject applies with pe

culiar force—It is, that as all possessions which are not lawfully or

honestly obtained, do not, in the sense of the text, come of God, so

this is more frequently the case when riches are rapidly accumulated

than in many other instances. " He that maketh haste to be rich, says

Solomon, shall not be innocent"—" They that will be rich, says the

apostle, fall into temptation and a snare, and into many foolish and hurt

ful lusts that drown men in destruction and perdition." All the gains of

unrighteousness, in whatever way acquired, come not of God: that is,

they come not as a blessing, and are never held with his approbation.

He even rejects them from his service, for " he will not have robbery

for a burnt offering." Whoever expects to bribe the approbation of

heaven to deeds of fraud and injustice, by giving to charitable or

pious designs, will find himself awfully disappointed. Such a man

attempts by giving a part of what is not his own, to obtain a license

to hold the remainder. No. Let him restore to its rightful owner that

which has been unlawfully taken; or if this owner cannot be found, let
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him give to the Lord the last farthing of his ill-gotten pelf. " Behold

—said the truly penitent Zaccheus—behold the half of my goods I give

to the poor, and if I have taken aught from any man, by false accusation,

I restore him four-fold." But if, by the peculiar smiles of providence

on our lawful enterprise or industry, we are prospered in an unexpected

and unusual degree, and wealth is suddenly or rapidly thrown into our

hands, then indeed, we have reason to say with special propriety,

"this cometh of the Lord:" and if we have any right views of duty,

we shall see that we but serve God with his own, when we are liberal

of this property, in promoting every pious and useful design.

This is also true, in regard to those possessions which are acquired

slowly, difficultly, and laboriously. Did you use much management and

contrivance in getting what you possess? Were you very diligent, assi

duous and persevering? Were you frugal and economical in all your

concerns, that you might save a little? And who was it that gave you

that capacity, that turn of mind for management and enterprise, which

has made the whole difference between you and those improvident

creatures, whom the want of foresight, contrivance, or resolution,

keeps in perpetual poverty? Who was it that gave and preserved to

you that health and activity, without which all your endeavours must

have been suspended or prevented, and for the want of which, so many

labour under the accumulated pressure of penury and disease? Who

was it that produced those favourable occurrences, which introduced

you into business, and which rendered that business profitable? Who

was it that saved you from those disastrous mistakes, and accidents,

and losses, by which hundreds of honest and industrious men are con

stantly thrown backward, and kept from getting on prosperously in the

world? Who was it that has rendered your business-enterprises suc

cessful, when thousands, who have wanted neither skill, nor diligence,

nor integrity, can scarcely keep themselves and their families above

absolute want? Who has preserved your property, since it was ob

tained, from the destruction of fire and storm; and from a thousand

incidents, against which human wisdom and power cannot provide,

and by which " riches make to themselves wings and fly away?" Who

was it?—It was God that did all this. He did for you that which you

could not do for yourselves—that, without which, you would have

been, at this hour, as poor as any unhappy mortal that asks your cha

rity. All your possessions, then, have actually come of God—He has

given them to you; and whenever you lay out a part of them, in any

service that he requires, you only give him of his own.

It were easy, my brethren, to pursue this train of thought to a much

greater length—It were easy to show in detail, that as " the earth is

the Lord's and the fulness thereof," as he is the Creator—the original

and absolute proprietor of all the good things that we possess; and as

it is by the order of his providence, and by that alone, that they are

conveyed into our hands, they do all, in the most emphatic sense,

" come of him:" And that, whenever we expend, in a service that he

requires, something of this store that he hath put in our keeping, it

i* no more than serving him with his own property. But these ideas

are too plain to need explanation, although they well deserve a careful

remembrance. I therefore proceed—

II. To deduce from what, has been stated a number of practical and

important inferences.

First, then, If all that we possess be given us of God, and we do

but serve him with his own, when we make the best and most liberal
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use of our property, then assuredly, we have no reason to be proud,

or to appear great in our own eyes, either on account of what we pos

sess, or of any good purposes which we may promote by it. This is

the important and practical truth which is taught us in the text and

context, by the language and the conduct of their royal and inspired

author. He possessed much, and he did and devoted much to the ser

vice of God, and yet he takes no praise to himself—Nay, he was truly

humbled, as every good man will be, in thinking that so unworthy a

creature as he, should be so favoured and distinguished by a kind pro

vidence, as to be able to do the desirable service which had been per

formed. Contrast with this, the arrogant and impious spirit of ano

ther monarch, the proud king of Babylon; and let his awful doom prove

a warning to us, not to ascribe to our own wisdom or efforts what be

longs to the divine bounty—" All this came upon the king Nebuchad

nezzar. At the end of "twelve months, he walked in the palace of the

kingdom of Babylon. The king spake and said—is not this great Ba

bylon which I have built? for the house of the kingdom, by the might

of my power and for the honour of my majesty. While the word was

in the king's mouth, there fell a voice from heaven saying—О king

Nebuchadnezzar! to thee it is spoken; the kingdom is departed from

thee: And they shall drive thee from men, and thy dwelling shall be

with the beasts of the field; they shall make thee eat grass as oxen,

and seven times shall pass over thee, until thou know that the Most

High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he

will." Brethren, be our situation what it may, let us always remem

ber that " pride was not made for man." Gratitude—the most lively

and the most humble gratitude to God—is the sentiment that we ought

to feel and cherish, when the divine bounty renders our worldly cir

cumstances comfortable, or enables us to do good to others. But the

moment that pride begins to swell and inflate our foolish hearts, we

act the very part of a beggar, who applauds himself because he has

received an alms.

2. If worldly wealth cometh of God, then he has an undoubted

right both to withhold it, and to take it away, according to his sove

reign pleasure. Children of poverty—God has done you no wrong,

in not giving you the riches of this world. Shall he not do what he

will with his own? Perhaps he has seen your present condition to be

best for you.—Perhaps he keeps you poor at present, that he may

bestow upon you " the true riches" in an eternal state. Let no mur

muring or repining. emotions be indulged against his sovereign will:

And if any to whom I speak, were once in other and better circum

stances than they now are permitted to enjoy, let them remember, that

what they possessed was only lent of God; and that he had a right to

call and take it whenever he pleased.

" He gave, and blessed be hie name,

He takes but what he gave"—

Think of the language of holy Job when deprived, not only of all

his wealth, which had been, great indeed, but of all his friends, and

his bodily health and ease—" Naked came I out of my mother's womb,

and naked shall I return thither. The Lord gave, and the Lord hath

taken away, blessed be the name of the Lord!"

3. If all that we possess comes of God, and we serve him with his

own, in all the good that we do, then surely it follows, that the kind

ness, grace and condescension, of our heavenly Father is most con
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spicuous, in rewarding us for every good work, as if it had been

wholly our own. In the great day of final account, Jesus Christ, our

Saviour and our Judge, represents himself as conferring the heavenly

inheritance, purchased by his own infinite merits, and conveyed to his

people by his own infinite grace, on those who have fed the hungry,

clothed the naked, visited the sick, and relieved the prisoner, from a re

gard to him and to his commandment. Most generous master!—most

condescending Redeemer!—thou givest us all the means, and all the

disposition to do good that we ever possess, and then thou commend-

est and rewardest it, as if it had belonged wholly to ourselves. Let

this be an example to those who receive the charity of others. It in

deed comes from God, and to him your principal gratitude is due;

but if he rewards the instruments that dispense this bounty, you cer

tainly ought to love, and to pray for a blessing on them.

4. We learn from this subject that a truly godly person, so far as he

acts agreeably to this character, does and will, consider himself in no

other light than as a steward of that portion of worldly wealth, which

divine providence has entrusted to him; that agreeably to this idea he

is to dispose of his property, and agreeably to this idea he is to ac

count for it at last. It is this, my brethren, which distinguishes the

real practical Christian from the man of the world, in regard to worldly

things. The man of the world considers them as his own,—his pro

perty,—his portion: but the real Christian who views them in the light

of faith, sees that they are not his own,—not his property—not his

portion. The whole belongs to God, and he is only a steward, put in

trust, to manage it to the best account. He serves indeed an indul

gent master, who permits him to take enough for his own comfort, and

to make a suitable provision for his posterity, or dependents. But he

is not at liberty to consume more than this: he is to waste nothing; he

is to use no more than his comfort requires, and he is to give no more

to his children than, in his best judgment, he believes will make them

most useful. All the rest, be it more or less, he is to employ in serv

ing God. This is the rule by which a Christian should walk; by

which some have actually and honestly walked—And yet—tell it not

in Gath—there are many worldly men who will give more—and more

cheerfully—to any charitable or pious design, than some who make a

high profession of Christian piety.

" That man may last, bat never lives,

Who much receives but little gives;

Whom none can love, whom none can thank ;

Creation's blot, creation's blank.

But he who marks, from day to day,

With generous acts his radiant way,

Treads the same path his Saviour trod,

The path to glory and to God."

DOCTRINES OF THE CROSS.

We recommend the following article, from " The Literary Review,"

to the careful perusal and consideration of our readers.

It is worthy of serious inquiry, whether the more interested and

extended study of our doctrinal system, must not precede the hoped

for advance of Christianity. It was in this way, and not by wild and

impetuous efforts, that Spener and Franke sought to prepare for the
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reformation of which they were instrumental. And it is with the same

enlightened views of the bearing of evangelical doctrine upon the

kingdom of Christ, that the noble company of modern reformers in

Germany, are devoting themselves so ardently to the study of all the

departments of theological science.

But the knowledge of the doctrines of Christianity should not only

be studiously pursued; it must be industriously circulated, by those

who would hasten the coming of a better day. Indeed the substance

of Christian effort must ever consist in holding forth the word of life.

The existing evils in our moral and social state, can be removed in no

other way, than by bringing all the orders and institutions of society

under the pervading influence of the doctrines of Christianity. To

this influence, mingled so early and so strongly in the forming ele

ments of our society, is our favoured country indebted, for its moral

and religious superiority to other portions of the world; but it must

be greatly increased, before our land will be, what a Christian land

should be. Is there not reason, however, to suspect that the move

ment as to doctrinal knowledge is rather retrograde than forward, in

the public at large? This we know is the belief of many, whose age

enables them to contrast the past with the present. The vehicles of

general religious information are, indeed, greatly multiplied; but they

are more occupied in conveying the news of religious operations to

the Christian public, than exhibiting and enforcing the doctrines of

our religion. How few of all the books and periodical publications of

the day, have foe their object to establish the minds of Christians in

the belief of the fundamental articles of their system ! How little of

the instruction given to the young in families and Sabbath schools, is

of a doctrinal nature! The Catechism is laid on the shelf, and cover

ed with the dust of neglect, and its place often supplied by the reli

gious story book. From the pulpit, too, how rarely are there now

heard those clear and lucid exhibitions of scriptural doctrine, which

were regarded by older divines as the best and only means of promot

ing a stable, enlightened and vigorous piety !—This growing tendency

to omit doctrinal instruction, unless checked, must issue in a state of

things sadly the reverse of the sanguine expectations we are accustom

ed to cherish. And parents and teachers, who now neglect to instruct

those committed to their charge, in the elements of the Christian faith,

ought not to wonder should they see them hereafter unstable as the

shifting sands of the desert, and driven about by every wind of doc

trine.

Would we guard against instability, apostacy, and fanaticism, we

must guard against that ignorance of religious truth, which is the

fruitful parent of these evils. Would we do any thing to realize the

cherished hopes of the church, we must prepare for their accomplish

ment from afar, and begin the train of causes, by disseminating the

knowledge of Christian doctrines. That sort of piety which is now

wanted, and by whose steady energies the christianizalion of the world

is to be accomplished, must be grounded in the convictions of the un

derstanding, as well as fired by ardour of feeling.

There is still another duty which Christians owe to the system of

revealed truth, viz. to contend for it, when it is assailed. This duty,

like those already mentioned, results principally from the established

connexion between the truth and the moral renovation of men. If

there is any thing in the world worth contending for, it must be a sys

tem so nearly allied to the present and eternal welfare of our whole
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race. The sublime results to which the doctrines of the gospel are

conducive, enjoin an unyielding steadfastness in their defence, and con

demn that false toleration by which they are often surrendered. The

magnitude of the end for which the truth is revealed—the reconcilia

tion of the world unto God, ennobles zeal for its maintenance, and ad

vances martyrs for its cause to an equal rank with the most illustrious

benefactors of mankind.

The defence of the doctrines of the gospel has, accordingly, been

considered a sacred duty in every age of the church. The true heart

ed Christians, in the days of early persecution, loved the doctrines of

Christianity too well, and knew too well their efficacy, to yield them

up without a contest. Standing firm upon their inmost convictions of

truth, they could be moved neither by the allurements or menaces of

worldly power. Could they have listened to the dictates of worldly

policy, and silently acquiesced in the perversion of the doctrines of

Christianity, they would have looked upon themselves as traitors to

the cause of God on earth.

How much is the church of later and more peaceful days indebted

to the noble intrepidity, the holy fortitude and firmness, of these early

defenders of its faith! Had Athanasius or Augustine, not to mention

others, quietly surrendered the vital doctrines for which they contend

ed, the Christian world might, to this day, have been overspread with

the disastrous shadow of Arian or Pelagian heresy!

There are many who seem to suppose, that there is no longer any

occasion for that vigilant and jealous defence of the doctrines of the

gospel, which was formerly necessary—that these doctrines have be

come sufficiently established by the efforts of our predecessors, and

that our whole duty lies in making them known through the earth.

But this opinion overlooks the fact, that most errors in religion have

their root iu the depravity of human nature; and though they may be

suppressed at one time, they will again spring up, as long as the qua

lity of their native soil is unaltered. It proceeds, too, on a mistaken

view of the appointed lot of the church on earth. " It is but igno

rance," says that great philosopher whom we have before quoted, " if

any man find it strange, that the state of religion, especially in days of

peace, should be exercised and troubled with controversies: for as it

is the condition of the church militant to be ever under trials, so it

cometh to pass, that when the fiery trial of persecution ceaseth, there

succeedeth another trial, which as it were by contrary blasts of doc

trine, doth sift and winnow men's faith, and proveth whether they

know God aright."

Happy, indeed, would it be for us, if we could believe that these

" contrary blasts of doctrines," had spent their force, and would ne

ver again sweep over the church. But one mast be very unobservant,

who does not see, that there are tendencies of theological sentiment

at the present time, which threaten, in their full development, the

essential doctrines of the Christian faith. If this be really so, how

false and dangerous is that security respecting the doctrines of Chris

tianity, into which so many are lulled by the present outward pros

perity and the opening prospects of the church! Should the church

of this day, flushed by its recent victories, become negligent of its own

defence, and leaving the palladium of its safety unprotected, send

forth its sacramental hosts for distant conquests, it could not be long

before its triumphant legions must be called back, to recapture their

own walls and bulwarks from their insidious foe.
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Besides the dangerous tendencies of theological sentiment to which

allusion has been made, there are other dispositions infused by the

spirit of the times, which are peculiarly adverse to religious truth, and

which demand peculiar watchfulness in guarding its interests. That

impatience of the restraints of authority—that irreverent contempt of

ancient opinions and usages—that restless spirit of innovation—that

all-pervading rationalism, which will receive no mysteries unexplained,

and thinks to fathom and comprehend even the deep things of God;—

these, and other congenial dispositions, which so strongly character

ize the present times, are most unfriendly to the pure belief of a sys

tem of truth, authoritative in its very nature, as revealed from God,

venerable in its aspect, as handed down through a long tradition, and

humbling to the pride, and far above the. measure of reason, in the sa

cred mysteries which it contains.

HYMNS FROM THE GERMAN.

A correspondent has obliged us with a metrical translation of a num

ber of German Lutheran and Moravian Hymns, of which the following

are specimens. %

EBKNEZEK.

The Lord my God has hitherto

In perfect safety led me ;

Witcli'd over me my whole life through ;

Sheltor'd, and clolh'd, and fed me :

Has shielded hitherto my head,

Has held me up, and comforted :

Thus far ray God has help'd me.

Therefore I glory in the Lord,

Therefore my soul rejoices :

Oh.that to sound His praise abroad

I had a thousand voices .'

I write it on my memory,

The Lord has done great things for me,

The Lord of hosts has help'd me.

0 God, henceforth, as hitherto,

liti Thou my strong salvation!

For Jesus' sake my whole life through

Grant me the Consolation!

Oh help me still, while I have breath,

Help me in life, and in my death

As thou thus far hast help'd me !

CHRISTMAS.

Son of God, all hail to Thee !

Hail to Thee, thou Son of Mary !

Thou art born to ransom me,

Thou art come my sins to carry !

Save me from In' avenging rod,

О my Brother and my God !

Adam's fall my «oui bereav'd

Of a holy, heavenly nature ;

Born in sin, in sin conceiv'd,

I'm a fallen guilty creature :

C/t. Adv+-\oL. XII.

But my hope ie now in Thee ;

Second Adam, change thou me.

Second Adam, born on earth,

That my soul, with sin polluted,

By a new and better birth,

With thy holiness recruited,

Might become a little child,

Holy, harmless, undefiled.

Even so, Lord Christ, Amen!

Let me take on me Thy nature,

As thou tookest mine, and then

Be renewed in every feature,

In the likeness of thy face,

Line for line, and grace for grace.

BEFORE SERMON.

Jesus ! Master ! we are here,

To thy Word and Thee to hearken :

Thou must make our spirits clear,

Which the mists of sin bedarken ;

Let thy word, in season spoken,

Be to us of good the token.

Thou must lift our souls on high,

Even to thy holy heaven ;

Thou must cleanse and purify

From the old malicious leaven ;

Thou must kindle our devotion«,

Filling us with holy motions !

Jesus, thou must call ив; Thou

From their sleep the dead awaken ;

Yea ! in every bosom now

Let the powers of hell be shaken !

Make us willing in the hour

Of thy love and of thy power !

C'A. Observer

2X
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/ l . i

ittíscrllaiirous.

BAD THOUGHTS.

Translated fer the. Christian Advócale from the Archives du Christianisme of t !:•',

June, 1834.

Among all the temptations that afflict Christians, there are none

more habitual, and at the same time more painful, than bad thoughts.

In the morning, even before we have lifted up our heart to God, bad

thoughts too often assail us; and frequently they do not quit us till the

evening. We are happy, indeed, if they do not pursue us through the

dreams of the night.

Bad thoughts mingle themselves with our joys to interrupt them;

.with our sorrows to render them more poignant; with our prayers to

mar their life and efficacy; with our religious discourses to transform

them into falsehood; with our acts of devotion to change them into

acts of hypocrisy. They rise up, like a dark and cold mist, between

the sun of righteousness and our poor souls.

Nevertheless, as " all things work together for good to them that

love God," bad thoughts may come, under the blessing of the Lord,

as means to promote repentance, humility, and the eventual sanctifica

tion of the Christian.

They ought to convince us at once of our own utter weakness, and

of our extreme need of prayer. No human prescription has power to

heal this inward malady. None but the great Physician of souls can

apply a remedy to this disease. Therefore, in these moments of trou

ble, let us fly immediately to God; let them urge us to pour out our

whole soul at the footstool of our Heavenly Father, who seeth in se

cret; let us look for deliverance from Him. The God of love has in

ear always open to hear us, compassion always ready to pity us, anda

hand always sufficiently powerful to free us from the slavery of sin.

Bad thoughts ought also to make us perceive the extreme need which

we have of Christ and his merits. In our natural state we do not dis

cern this great truth. Men who have not led a life notoriously crimi

nal and scandalous, are disposed to form too high an opinion of them

selves; and if they have made some efforts to obey the commandments

of God, they are self-complacent, and place their confidence in their

pretended good works. But these secret temptations, although we

strive to guard against them, abase our pride and humble us into the

very dust. They show us that all our actions are polluted, that our

best works are marked with shameful imperfection, and that "from

the sole of the foot even unto the head, there is no soundness in us."

(Isa. i. 6.) What other way of salvation then remains for us but to go

to Christ? Let us go to him with all our guilty stains, and he will

efface them by his blood; let us go to him with all our poverty, and he

will not disdain to enrich us. Thus all these trials, however afflictive

they may be at present, will become in the end the subject of great joy,

if they lead us to Christ, and oblige us to rely on him alone for sal

vation. -
Behold then, О my soul! how thou mayest be able to console thyseli

in these moments of agony, and to fortify thyself in the good combat.

Say to thyself, I have bad and vile thoughts; but God enables me by

his grace to hate them. It is through his grace that they are not my

delight but my burden. I find in this blessing the consolatory assu
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ranee that he will not fail to deliver me entirely from that slavery under

which he himself has taught me to groan. I have sinful thoughts, but

my glorious Saviour has died to expiate them. However base and cri

minal they may be, the blood of Christ can wash me from them, and

render them white as snow. (Isa. i. 18.) These temptations return

often, it is true, and often do they increase my sadness; but Jesus in

tercedes yet more frequently for mej he always lives to be my advo

cate with the Father. He pleads continually my cause before the

throne of God; he will never, never despise the interests of my poor

afflicted soul, and his intercession will prevail against all my miseries.

The most tender mother has not as much care for her own child as the

Lord Jesus has care for me. (Isa. xlix. 15.)

Be of good courage then, humble and pious Christians, although

you are pursued by bad thoughts, and " take unto you the whole armour

of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day." (Eph.

vi. 13.)

From the Christian Observer.

PERFUMED WORDS.

" You arc not to cast a ring for the perfumed words of the time, as ac

commodation, compliment^ spirit, &c., but use them properly in their

place, as others." This was a piece of advice which Ben Jonson

gave to the letter-writers of his age; and it is good and wholesome

counsel for writers of any kind, or any age. When a word is perfumed

with the odour of high fashion, one is tempted to show it off too often,

and at wrong times, and in this way to expose oneself to the charge of

literary modishness. For there are as many changes of fashion in lan

guage as there are in dress; and in the former, as well as in the latter,

" a diligent kind of negligence" is the best, though not the most obvi

ous, way of proving oneself to be familiar with the habits and usages

of society. Besides, a good word ought not to be spoilt and worn out

before its time. The finest tunes lose their respectability, and grow

distasteful, when they are played continually upon every street organ;

and in a similar way the choicest words and phrases may easily be

made to work themselves out of fashion, if they are forced in on every

occasion, rightly or wrongly, for the mere purpose of decoration or

disguise. For fine words often serve as a substitute for fine thoughts.

A few weeks ago I heard a preacher begin a very poor sermon by

telling his congregation that " they were not to expect from him any

curious, metaphysical, or consecutive reasoning;" and there certainly

was no reasoning of any kind in the sermon; but there was plenty of

what he seemed to consider very ." ornate and delicious language."*

* Oar correspondent had mentioned the denomination of Christians to which the

preacher he alludes to belongs; bat as " billeting the bullet" might appear vexatious

without adding to the weight of the argument, we omit it. A lady some years since

mentioned to us the exordium of a discourse which she had recently heard from a

preacher of the same denomination ; who, preaching before a London audience, many

of whom were probably better educated than himself, gave them obliquely to under

stand what wonderfully recondite and learned matters he-could have skilfully handled,

if he had not felt it his duty, for their better edification, to condescend to their capa

city ; comforting them with the reflection that vast research and elegant learning

were not necessary to salvation ; " for," said he, " a man may get to heaven though

he has never read Milton's Paradise Lost, or Dr. Johnson's Rambler:" to have done

which he of course considered the climax of human erudition, auch instances of bad

judgment—we will impute nothing worse—show the great value of that solid educe
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And many of our best writers and speakers are much too fond of per

fuming their sentences with fashionable words and phrases, though

with more skill and discrimination perhaps than generally fall to the

share of such persons as the preacher above alluded to.

For an example of this abuse of language, I may refer to the words

tubjective and objective, for which we are indebted to German philoso

phy, and which are excellent good words when used in moderation;

but there are books where they occur in wearisome frequency. The

translator of Neander's Church History has made much too free, in

his preface, with these " perfumed terms of our time." We find them

in almost every sentence; and they give the preface a look of philoso

phical " overmuchness," as Ben Jonson would say, which is rather of

fensive to good taste.

Again, the philosophical doctrine of "the association of ideas"

brought into fashion the verb to associate, and its conjugations; and

these words are used, to a great excess, in almost every book which is

•written with any considerable elaboration of style. Condition, concep

tion, and a great many other words, are in the same predicament. In

your volume for 1832 (page 782) I suggested that conception would ex

press the sense of fufpurif in Rom. ii. 20. 2 Tim. iii. 5. But this word

has about it loo much of the perfume of fashionable philosophy, to be

fit for such a book as the English Bible.

I will mention, in connexion with the above, another of Ben Jonson's

rules for good writing. " For the consequence of sentences," he says,

"you must be sure that every clause do give the cue one to the other,

and be bespoken ere it come." St. Peter is particularly distinguished

for his adoption of this method of composition. " In the structure of

his periods," eays Michaelis, " St. Peter has this peculiarity, that he

is fond of beginning a sentence it: such a manner that it shall refer to a

principal word in the preceding. Wetstein, in his Note to 1 Peter i.

4, has very justly said: Observant interpretes, Pctrum, quod et Jo

hannesin initio Evangelii facit, ita sermonem suum ordinäre, ut mem-

brum sequens ex praecedentis fine inchoet, et cum eo connectât. The

consequence of this structure is, that the sentences, instead of being

rounded, after the manner of the Greeks, are drawn out to a great

length; and in many places, where we should expect that a sentence

would be closed, a new clause is attached; and another again to this;

•o that before the whole period comes to an end it contains parts which

at the commencement of the period do not appear to have been de

signed for it. St. Paul, though he was likewise inattentive to his style,

and frequently extends his periods by the insertion of parentheses, yet,

if we except the Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, has not in

jured their rotundity by the addition of clause to clause."*

tion which the clergy of the Church of England generally enjoy. We do not place

piety and correct judgment in the вате «cale, but a lack of the latter by no mean*

proves the existence or development of the former. The due union nf academical

with theological training, each sanctified by divine grace, is that which bnlh church

men and dissenters should endeavour to secure, especially in this refined and fastidious

age.

* There ie much that ringe painfully on our ear in passages of this sort from Ger

man writers. We do not deny that there is great diversity of manner among the ra-

cred penmen, and that each has what ischaraclerintically h is own style of writing; bot

then, since the Holy Spirit was pleased to make them, as it were, his amanuenses, we

muet of necessity consider their words and sentences as in each place the best possible

for the occasion : nor does it appear right for us to say of an inspired writer, that he<

w»s " inattentive to lus ttyle," if by that phrase it be meant to intimate that bi« com-
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It certainly admits of question, whether Ben Jonson's rule is а тегу

good one. In Hooker we generally find the beginning of every sen

tence hooked on to the end of that which precedes it; and the effect of

this has been injurious to the beauty and general perspicuity of his

composition. Sentence ought to "give the cue" to sentence; and this

seems not tobe compatible with a very close dependence of the clauses

on each other. For the relation between two sentences has nothing to

do with the relation between the final clause of one and the initial

clause of the other. Perhaps, however, this may not be the meaning

of Jonson's rule; though I do not see how else it can be a rule "for

the consequence of sentences."

M. J. M.

• • ^ From the Chrulian Observer.

THE GRAVE OF CALVIN.

A melancholy proof, amongst others, how much the spirit and doc

trines of the Reformation have ceased to be valued at Geneva, is the

ignorance which prevails of what may be styled the sacred localities.

If the stranger inquire, Where did Calvin live? where did he die?

where is his grave? No one is able to give any positive information.

Many persons can give no information at all. Nay, will you believe it,

that, after being more than a year at Geneva, I am not certain of the

house in which he died?

On inquiring for the place of his death, I was first assured that it

was the same house which is now occupied by the Evangelical Society,

in the Rue des Chanoines; and it was considered a very interesting cir

cumstance, that the principal effort of our day to restore to the Church

of Geneva the great truths which Calvin had proclaimed in it, should

have been brought into operation just where Calvin rested from his

labours. But, on demanding what authorities existed for this opinion,

I saw there was reason to make further researches; and in pursuing

them I was assured, in another quarter, that Calvin died in the Maison

Claparede, a large and ancient building on the north side of the cathe

dral. Here, however, my embarrassment did not end; for soon after

wards information was given me, that, according to —; , the great

Reformer positively died in a house near the ancient gate of the Cora-

terie. To complete the confusion, M. refers me to a dwelling

in the Bourg de Tour as the place of Calvin's abode. I am told that

Calvin's will is dated from the Rue des Chanoines; but we are still un

certain of the house.

Were this indifference to a man whose name has shed such lustre

over Geneva, the result of holy and ardent desire that God should be

every thing, and man nothing—were it, in fact, the disposition of Cal

vin himself, who was so anxious that no Popish homage should be paid

to his remains or memory, that he forbad the erection of a monument

on his grave—then, indeed, Geneva might be congratulated. But, alas!

when we find, that it is either direct hostility or cold apathy to the

great truths of the Reformation which has induced such an oblivion of

him, whose name will ever be had in honour by the true adherents of

position might have been improved had more care been bestowed upon it. It would

not then have been God'e word, as God has actual!; given it. We leave it to Neolo-

giste tu eay that it would have been lomcthing better.
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Jesus Christ, we cannot but lament, and feel troubled by the reflection,

how unstable and unenduring are the labours even of the best of men.

Tlie gates of hell shall never prevail against the church of Christ, but

against the endeavours of a Calvin and Luther, a Cranmer and Fenc-

lon, they have in appearance prevailed, and may prevail.

I have met with no written testimony in regard to the precise spot

of Calvin's burial. It is only recorded, that he was interred in the

public cemetery oí Plein Palais; and, as I mentioned above, without a

memorial. There exists, however, a tradition that the grave was

marked by four willow trees, which were planted around it; and the

grave-diggers of the cemetery informed me that .this place is never

disturbed for the formation of other graves. Though no certainty, I

fear, can be obtained on the subject, I think there is a high probability

of the truth of this, story. We can scarcely suppose that no trace or

recollection whatever of the grave should have been transmitted to

posterity, and this is the only one which exists. Two of the willow

trees are still standing, and they have every appearance of having stood

between two and three hundred years. The other two were blown

down by a violent bize, or north-east wind, a few years ago; nor is it

probable the others will long survive them. Surely there is no im

proper enthusiasm in saying, that nothing of a local nature interests

me so much, at Geneva, as Calvin's grave and Calvin's willows. I can

see the willows distinctly from the house in which I write, though the

Rhone flows between.

Another fact, which indicates how much disregard to important re

collections has been predominant, is the following. At the epoch of

the Reformation of Geneva, which will be exactly three hundred years

ago in the month of August next year, two brass plates, with Latin in

scriptions, commemorative of that signa) event, were affixed, one to the

Hotel de Fille, the other to the gate of the Coraterie. Where are they?

I can find no trace of either. I trust, for the honour of Geneva, they

will be discovered, but hitherto my inquiries have been fruitless. It

is pleasing to think that these, and many other subjects relative to the

Reformation, will be brought to light, as far as shall be possible, by the

diligent researches of Mr. M'Crie, ,son of Dr. M'Crie, of Edinburgh,

who is now examining with much care the archives and other ancient

documents of Geneva.

I am glad to find that no one will be able to point out the exact spot

where Servetus was burnt. I lately took a walk to the Champ de Bour

reau, the ancient place of execution, and where Servetus closed his me

lancholy career. A few years ago the ground was all waste, and a

large cavity existed, which was the place of death; but recently it was

sold by Government, and the purchaser has completely filled up the

hollow, changed the whole appearance of the neighbourhood, and con

verted the Golgotha of Geneva to a smiling field. I trust this event is

emblematical of the better views and feelings which are gaining p°s'

session of Christendom, in regard to religious liberty. May the time

soon arrive, when universally the truth of Christ will be left to fight its

contest and gain its victory by its own heaven-born strength, unaided,

or rather unembarrassed, by the weapons of carnal warfare.

I cannot close these allusions to Calvin without informing you, that,

if you visit Geneva, you will find one undoubted memorial of him in

the public library; it is a large collection of his original letters. May

nothing be suffered to injure this relic! Another most valuable relic

of true Christianity, perhaps the most valuable that exists, in its con
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trast with Popery, is " The Noble Lesson," one of the few manuscripts

of the Waldenses which have escaped destruction, and which is pre

served in the same library.

Last of all, let us rejoice, that though Geneva, like England and

other Protestant countries, did for a time almost forget its Reformers

and its Reformation, now again there are many minds within its pre

cincts enriched with the same faith, many hearts glowing with the

same hope, and many immortals on their way to the same glory.

Weep, willow ! weep, ,

O'er Calvin's grave ;

Bloat is his sleep—

Wave o'er him, wave!

Tombe of marble may glitter, death-pompous, around,

To boast their mouldering guest ;

But that willow, it weeps in silence profound

O'er the green-grass home of his reit.

How calm the loved spot !

Thus calm closed his days :

All tumult forgot ;

Above, all praise !

Savoy's rage, Rome's assault, and the infidels' madness,

Once troubled his spirit in vain;

With the days of his joy there were dark days of sadness,

But those days shall return not again.

Still enthron'd is St. Pierre

On Geneva's fond home ;

Rhone's blue wave is there,

MoQt Blanc's snowy dome :

But echoes no more Heaven's loud proclamation, ,

Messiah a mortal ! Messiah divine !

Withdrawn is Heaven's light from its noon elevation :

'Tie only dim Nature can shine.

A stranger, I pray

For Geneva—I feel ;

Heaven restore the bright day

Of this fair city's zeal !

May a Calvin anew with his wisdom be teaching

The way to a mansion above ;

May a Fare! again with his thunder be preaching

To flee from God's wrath to his love !

And when Calvin shall rise

From this grave of his rest,

And a voice from the skies

Shall pronounce him blest,

May I start from my humble repose to new breath,

And join the victorious throng !

Is that grave far away, or miar him in death ?

We'll sing evermore one song. AHGLICAKUS.*

* But though Calvin's grave cannot he found, his memory lives; and in his admira

ble writings—admirable, whatever may be the varying opinions of Christians respect

ing some things in them—being dead, he yet speaks. We begin to hope that the pre

judices which have long prevented many persons from studying lliein, are dying away;

and that before long, no man, who wishes to be a sound divine and an intelligent reader

of God's holy word, will be scared away from the treasures amassed in those invaluable

writings, because he does not in all respects cohere with the illustrious writer's doc

trinal system. We are happy to announce that his Commentary upon the Romans,

with his Life prefixed by Beza, has recently boon translated into English by the Rev.

Francis Sibson, of Trinity College, Dublin. Wo need not inform the theological

scholar, that the original work abounds in highly valuable matter, critical and practi

cal; but we congratulate the English reader that it is now accessible to him in a very

excellent vernacular translation. ! '•
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We have read with great interest the speeches made at the last meet

ing of the British and Foreign Bible Society. They are all excellent

and animating. The two following will, we think, interest, and we

hope, edify our readers, as much as any thing that could fill the space

in our pages which they occupy.

The Rev. Mr. Abeel, an American Missionary, from Chma.—My

Lord, I muchfdislike to hear, and much more to offer, apologies for

not speaking or for not speaking well: but I feel that I should do in

justice to the cause which I desire to promote, if I did not mention

that, owing to a long, and severe indisposition, I fear I have neither

strength, nor nerve, nor mental ability, to advocate its claims.

It has been my lot, as many in this assembly know, to visit China

and the adjacent country of India. And it affords me great happiness

to have the opportunity at this time to state, before so vast an assem

bly, those facts respecting China, which we have all been so slow to

believe, but which stand connected with such eternal results.

It has been thought by the Christian world at large, that China was

quite inaccessible to Missionary operations. It has been concluded—

(though not concluded, for conclusions demand premises;) it has been

opined—(though it is not an opinion, for opinion is the result of judg

ment, at least of experiment;) but it has been fancied, that China could

not be entered—that its walls could not be scaled—and that three hun

dred and sixty millions of souls must perish, and perish for ever. And

these sentiments have been entertained amidst a host of counteracting

facts, sufficient to have overturned the soundest conclusions, unless

they had been grounded upon eternal truth. I am happy however to

state, that these sentiments have been general only amongst one class

of persons: and yet that class is the only class capable of benefiting

China—I refer to Protestant Christians. Judaism has entered China,

and has retained a foot-hold there, from time immemorial. Buddhism

—a system of absurdities and monstrosities, such as have seldom

visited the fancy, and never the intellect or judgment of men—Budd

hism has entered China, has transfused itself through all ranks, and

hung its dark tenets in terrorem over the minds of millions there. Ma-

hometanism has entered China—not by the might of a victorious

sword; but it has entered peacefully, and has blinded some of the

noblest minds in that vast empire. Catholicism has entered China, and,

under circumstances the most unfavourable, it has subdued thousands

and millions to its sway. Calnolicism %yas expelled from China—and

what was the result? Oh that I had a voice that might echo from pole

to pole, while I mention it! The Catholic Missionaries, influenced hjr

motives which you know as well as myself, re-entered China, and have

continued, from that day to this, operating silently, though powerfully,

in that vast empire. Oh let it be known, let it be understood by the

world of Protestants, that the laws of China were all set in array, the

officers of China were all aroused, against the introduction of Catho

licism; and yet it penetrated, and every year its Missionaries arc enter

ing the empire. I have in my possession statistics which show, that

there are at present hundreds of thousands—nay, ff my memory be not

inaccurate, millions of Catholics in China. I mention these facts, to

let the world know, that there is but one class of persons who have

conceived that they could do nothing with China, and that class is

Protestant Christians!

. , íAñd here there is one fact, which must encourage a society con-
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vened, as this is, to diffuse the word of Godj namely, that Buddl

that sink of Atheism to which I have.referred, owes more to the

means you have it in your power to adopt, than to any other. I

hism owes more -to the press, than to the -priest; more to the wr

than to the living epistle.—It has been thought, and I fully cone

the sentiment, that the world is to be .converted through Missic

efforts. Allow me to mention, to whisper, if I could so whisper

be. heard throughout this auditory—allow me to whisper in your

that I never knew but one Missionary in my life, in whom I had

píete confidence. You may think this an uncharitable remark;

never found any of my fellow Missionaries who did not coincide

This Missionary I found in China—conversant with its language,

diligently engaged in instructing the heathen. This Missionar;

made repeated voyages along the coast of China, from island to i

and from country to country; and the ships which bore him th

have often left him alone—and what could he do? he went forth u

ed—he went forth alone—he entered every town, every hamlet, al

•every village. He penetrated up to the capital; nay,, it is said th

even entered the palace of him who styles himself the "Sun of

ven," and there attempted to teach the " Sun of heaven" himsel

true way to heaven. This Missionary afterwards did me the he

to accompany me; and such another companion I never expect to

Where I could not go, he went; and what I could not do, he did.

penetrated where it would have been hazardous for me to attempt t

When I entered China, and laboured among the millions there whe

no teacher, he went with me; he entered there amongst all class

men; he entered the very palace of one of the principal priests of th<

pire, the chaplain of the emperor; he taught him for weeks toge

living with hinv, and was unwearied in his exertions. What was

remarkable than all—with all his powers and all his elevation of

with all his. capabilities, so that each of us admits that he is no

to him, and can do nothing without him—yet he became my ser

I sent him qn board some junks that were returning to China,

there he sat, day by day, teaching the mariners; and, reaching

them the end of their .voyagé, he again entered China, and went

as he had done before. Now I have no doubt, my lord, that you

all present, are desirous to know who this Missionary is. I will

tell you who he is not. He is not a Churchman; he is not a Disse

he is not a Calvinist, nor an Arminian; he is not an Englishman,

ther is he an American; he is not a Scotsman, nor a Hollander,

appears to hate all sects; many of the most prominent of which 1 1

heard him deign to mention. But the question returns, What has

Missionary's' conduct, and this man's speech to do with the opera

of the Bible Society? The Bible! why that is the very name о

Missionary, of whom I speak. The Bible Society! why that ii

very society that sends him forth. Yes—this is the only Missio

upon whom myself or my fellow-labourers depend, for the conve

of the world; and you have now the exceedingly great privilej

sending forth this Missionary, who understands almost all langu

and who has almost the powers of ubiquity—you have the privile

sending him forth into China, and into all the vast kingdoms

islands of the east. It was my honour, at some of the oút-posi

visit the junks carrying on the China trade, and to supply fif

those jupks with this Missionary; and it may be the honour of i

.here to send him forth through the length and breadth of that a!

Ch. Jidv.—VOL. XII. 2 Y
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boundless empire; and it is my earnest desire, and no doubt the desire

of all here present, that he may be sent even to earth's remotest bounds.

With these remarks, I beg to second the motion.

The Rev. Mr. Knill, from St. Petersburg;!!.—My countrymen, I re

joice to meet you at this time! You are met together to send the Bible

—that Missionary of whom our excellent friend has been speaking—

to send that Missionary to all the world; and you are met on a glorious

design. I appear .amongst you this morning as, comparatively, a

stranger; for a large portion of my life has been spent in distant lands.

It has been my happiness to be employed, in some humble degree, in

sending that Missionary to distant nations—it is just twenty years

since I first commenced distributing the Bible. I was then at Gosport,

preparing to go to labour amongst the heathen; and it was observed,

that there appeared to be thousands in Gosport who never went to

public worship, who seemed to have no regard for their precious souls.

And the question was asked, Is it consistent with our character, as

professing ourselves Missionaries of Christianity, to let these people

perish, without speaking to them one word? It was agreed that, on

the approaching Sabbath, one of the Missionaries should go upon the

beach, and try to assemble the soldiers, sailors, porters, and many

others there, who never went to any place of worship. One of us ac

cordingly went; and, taking with him a large bundle of tracts, began

to circulate them. The people were surprised: they said " Who are

you? who gave you any interest in our welfare?" He replied, "I am

one of your fellow sinners, to whom the Bible has been sent from hea

ven: you are dying creatures; you will .perish if you do not attend to

the means of salvation." They heard what he had to say, took his

tracts, and thanked him. He then said, "Next Sunday, if you like,

some person will come and preach to you." " Let him come!" said

they. That honourable office devolved on me. I went, and stood upon

some steps in the market-place, and gave out the hymn which begins,

" Life is the time to 'serve the Lord;" which was sung to the Old 100th.

The people threw up the sashes in the High Street, and looked out of

their windows; numbers came to the doors, and the street was almost

filled with people, listening to the word of God. There was many »

hearty tar, who had faced the cannon of the enemy undaimted, now

come to hear the Gospel; and the blue jacket was raised, this way and

that way, to wipe the tears from their cheeks. I took for my test—

" I have a message from God unto thee!" At the close of the service,

I saw a fine young fellow, belonging to a frigate in the harbour, come

bustling in among the crowd towards me. I thought within myself,

What does he want? does he know me? or is he coming to strike me?

But when he reached me, he said, " I am sure you must be thirsty:

here is a three-shilling bit—take it, and have something to drink." j

thanked him, and told him I did not want it. " Yes, yes, take it; I

I

am sure you must be thirsty." I then said, " I came hither for

welfare." "Yes, I feel it," said he; and he burst into tears. "Have

you a Bible?" "No." " Well, come with me, and I will give you »

Bible, for your three-shilling bit." " Come along, James!" said he to

his companion. I took him home, and gave him a Bible for his three-

shilling bit: he seized it, thrust it into his jack'et, and said, "There,

sir! I part with my head, the same day that I part with this boo*.

And it was one of your Bibles, my lord! Who can tell, but that Bible

may have been the means of guiding him into the haven of eternal rest.

—I then went to India, and distributed Bibles there. But it plea'e°
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God to afflict me—to send me home a mere shadow; and I thought I

was laid by for ever; but, through God's mercy, 1 recovered, and was

afterwards sent to Russia. That is a country of which little is known

here; but there is much good going on in Russia—I mean, through

the medium of the Bible.

The Bible Society's operations in Russia commenced in Ш2, just

at the time that Buonaparte with his invading army surrounded Mos

cow. He surrounded it on three sides; but on the other side was found

JoHn Paterson—your agent—who presented his petition to the empe

ror for the establishment of a Bible Society, fur the benefit of the Prq-

testants. (They were afraid of interfering with the Greek church.)

The nobleman, who presented the petition to the emperor Alexander,

saw him read it with approbation; and, after reading, he signed it in

the usual way—'1 So let it be; Alexander." Giving it back to the no

bleman, he said, " That is for the Protestants, is it not?" " Yes, your

majesty." "And what,'* said he, "are not the poor Russians to have

the Bible?" " If your majesty pleases," was the reply. " Well then,

let us have a Russian Bible Society, that will embrace all the empire."

—The sacred volume was thus introduced; and when a poor peasant

returned to his home, the report would circulate through the village

in which he lived, "Such aman has got a Bible, and a Testament!"

"What is that?" said the people. "Why, a book that tells of Jesus

Christ; of his .birth, his life, his sufferings, his death, and salvation

through him." This drew his neighbours to the house; and they as

sembled till the house was full, and there they continued till midnight,

two or three of them (who were able) reading chapter after chapter—

sometimes till break of day—while the others listened to the word of

life. And do you suppose that, when people hear and read- the Bible

with so much interest, no effect is produced? Yes, effects are pro

duced! Saints are edified, and sinners are saved. At length, these

proceedings raised an alarm; and some persons said, " These people

are leaving the worship of their forefathers!" The alarm increased,

till at l»st orders came that the distribution of the Scriptures should

cease. The Bible Society's house was shut up; the remaining stock

on hand was transferred to a room which had been Dr. Paterson's

kitchen; and a poor feeble old man was appointed to take care of the

books. After a while, some of them began to be devoured by the

worm, and others to rot with the damp: for the panic which had

seized the people was so great, that although an order had been issued

that Bibles, Testaments, and Psalters, should be sold at certain affixed

prices, still no one would buy them.

On July 29, 1828, it pleased God to open the doors of the ware

house, -where these precious books had been so long concealed: and it
•was brought about in this way. There is in the Baltic Sea an island,

called Hog Land, well known to seafaring people, containing about

five hundred inhabitants. A pious young Lutheran heard of them: he

visited and preached the gospel to them. Their attention was excited:

they said, " This man talks like an angel! Who sent you with these

good tidings? will you stay with us?" He replied, " I cannot live upon

the air." " No," said they, " but we will give you fish, and oil, and

candles." "1 cannot live upon that," said he; "but I will go to Pe-

tersburgh, and see what the servants of Jesus Christ there will do for

me; and if they will support me, I will return to you." He came to

Petersburgh, and related the circumstance to a lady, the widow of an

admiral, adding, " Will you support me?" " I cannot," was hep
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reply; " but I will speak to Mr. Knill on the subject." She did so—

and asked whether my congregation would undertake to send this Mis

sionary. I answered her that they would, and he was sent accordingly.

It happened one day, when I was packing up his boxes, with some me

dicines, his clothes, -and fifteen Bibles, just as I was pulling the Bibles

into the box, a peasant called at my house on business. As she passed,

I said to her, " Can you read?" " Yes," said she, in my own language."

"What is that?" «The Finnish." «Finnish!" said I, " here is a

Finnish Bible; read it." She received it, read it, and returned the

book. " Have you a Bible?" " No, I never had one; I never had

enough to buy one." " How much money have you now?" " Only

one ruble." " Well, give me that, and I will give you this Bible." She

looked at me with distrust, not thinking I would let her have it for

that sum. " I mean what I say," said I; " if you give me that ruble,

I will give you this book." She gave me the ruble, and I returned her

the book; and, oh! if you had seen with what joy she received it! She

pressed it to her bosom, while tears gushed from her eyes; and she

seemed to feel in her heart, that she had got a treasure, the lamp of

life, to direct her through -this wilderness to heaven. I then said, " Go

tell your neighbours'—if any of them wish to receive a Bible, they shall

have one for a ruble." She went to the hay-market, held up her book,

and exclaimed, " See! See!" " What is it?" " The Bible!" " Where

did you get it?" " I got it from the foreign priest." " What did it

cost?" "A ruble." "A ruble! no,- that's impossible! you couldn't

get that for a ruble!" " Yes, I did; and the man told me, that if any

of you wished to have one at the same price, you might." They took

the book from her, gave her two rubles, and said,.*' Now if you can

go and bring us two Bibles for that, you shall have your book again;

if not, we will keep it, for your having deceived us." She came to me,

looking very sorrowful, fearing that I should not let her have the books;

but I gave her them, and said, " Tell your neighbours it is true; they

may have as many Bibles as they will bring rubles." She went—the

tidings circulated—and what was the consequence? In six weeks time

I sold eight hundred copies. Some persons came sixty versts to pro

cure them, and were at my house by day-break, that they might not

lose the precious opportunity. I -was, however, in some measure, taken

by surprise. Certainly I was not prepared to furnish 800 Bibles, and

therefore did not know what to do. I had' given my word to supply

the people; and as they poured in, ten or twenty at a time, I felt at a

loss. I said to my wife, " What shall I do? our Master is faithful; I

have given my word to the people, arid if I fail I shall lose my cha

racter. She replied, " It is God's work; go forward," Oh, it is noble

when a man's wife cheers him on in a good work! My dear female

friends, if your husbands should grow faint in the cause of Christ, it

is your duty to support them. I have lived among Mahometans: there

women are trampled upon. I have lived among Indians: there women

are degraded. It is only where Christianity is known, that women are

raised ю their proper level in society.—Well, I put a hundred rubles

in my pocket, and went to the- Bible shop to get a fresh supply. A» I

went, a thought entered my mind—Is not this too much to give away?

would not fifty rubles be enough? you have a wife, you have a family

to provide for. While this thought was beginning to work in my mind,

on passing the end of a street I saw a funeral: that funeral preached a

sermon to me, and the text was, " Whatsoever thy hand (indcth to do,

do it with all thy might; for there is no work, nor device, in the grave
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whither that person is going.'' I Felt humbled, and ashamed of the

feelings that had passed my mind; and forthwith went and laid out the

hundred rubles. A short account of this circumstance was drawn up

and sent to my friends; and in a few days all the money was raised for

these Bibles. Oh, my friends, while you have a single eye to the glory

of God, be encouraged! He. will provide the means to carry on His

own work.

About this time, a young person who had becpme pious called on

me; and in the warmth of her feeling she said, " Next week will be my

birth-day, and our people will expect a present: now it is a remarkable

circumstance, that all our servants can read—what can I give them so

good as a New Testament ?" "Nothing! nothing!" "Do you think

you could get me some Russian Testaments?" "I don't know; I have,

not applied for some months, and I always go in fear and trembling;

for my friends are gone, and I am left alone." I went however, and

purchased two, and came away with one in each pocket, fearing lest I

might be observed. I sent her the books: she gave them to the ser

vants—and soon afterwards came to me again, saying, "The people are

delighted with the books! can you get arty more?" " I don't know,

but I will try." , From this time I began to circulate Russian Testa

ments and Psalters, till it had pleased God to enable me to circulate

not less than 30,000 copies of them: and all this began by my asking

a poor woman if she could read!—But if 800 Bibles cost a great deal

of money, 30,OOO Testainents and' Psalters would cost a great deal

more. " Now," thought I, " what can I do?" I had a friend in Scot

land—a lady, whom. I had never seen; but Г heard of her, and had

written to her some letters about Scotland. To her I wrote, and said,

" Now if you can send us the sum of ten- pounds, it is the very thing

that we need for carrying on the circulation of the Scriptures." She

answered by return of post, saying, ".Instead of ten pounds, which you

ask, I enclose you fifty pounds." (You дге surprised at such genero

sity—I hope you wiH all imitate it.) I received the letter at the post-

office; and, though surrounded by merchants', clerks, bankers, Sec., I

am not ashamed to confess that I burst into tears. I went forthwith

and purchased some Testaments, ami in a few days called upon the

merchant on whom the order was drawn. He looked at it some time,

and then said, "This may be all very right; but 'the Jady evidently

does not understand how to send money out of England." I wrote her

word of this; whereupon she sent me another sum of fifty pounds. A

certain kind friend said to me, a few days afterwards, " If ever you

have any further need of money, I request you not to send to that lady;

for she can keep nothing back." "Thank you!" said I; "if I want

money, I shall always apply to that lady." What is .the use of apply

ing to men whose hearts are as hard as stone? No—go to those who

love Christ, and who love the souls of men, and there you will always

succeed.—I then wrote to London, and applied to your noble and glo

rious Society; and fr.om that time to this, there have always been Bi

bles to circulate in Russia, and a great demand for them.

Most of these Bibles paesed through my own hands; and when I

had not strength to circulate them, friends were raised up to do it.—It

pleased God to convert one of the richest merchants in Petersburg^,

who had but one son. This son said to him once, in the depth of win

ter, " I should like to go to Finland, to see the waterfalls." " Well, I

have no objection," said the father; " but I should like you to take the

opportunity of circulating some Testaments there.'.' With this pro
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posai the son complied. The father accordingly wrote to me, " Set

apart a thousand Testaments for me, at my expense: my son is about

to take a journey, and I wish to have him occupied in circulating the

word of God." What a noble act was this! it was like David laying

up materials for his son to build the Temple. Alas! are there not

some among us, who never in their lives bought a single Testament to

give away?—I sent him. one hundred Testaments, as an immediate sup

ply. The young man was to be accompanied by another friend, to

whom he had communicated his design of distributing Testaments;

and when the day approached, he went home to prepare for his jour

ney on the following morning. Now marfc how the Spirit can touch

the conscience! After my young friend had Iain down on hi» bed, his

Conscience began to speak thus to him,: " YQU are going to circulate

Testaments; yet you never read the Testament for yourself!" Thi»

thought led to 'another, and that to another, and another. At length

he arose at midnight, and for the first time fell on his knees, and cried

for mercy. Oh, it is an interesting sight when a young man begins to

seek after God! If any .young persons here are living Without prayer,

Oh that they would begin this day to live a life of prayer! It would

be a life of happiness, a heaven begun below!—He went to bed again,

but could not sleep. Another thought now occurred to him: "Sup

pose that one of these Pinne should say to you, Do you love the Sa

viour? what could you say?" Hereupon he became very mournful.

He was however sufficiently acquainted with the Bible, to know that

nothing but the blood of Christ can save sinnersf he therefore arose a

second time, and cried, " Jesus, Son of David, have mercy on me!"

He went to bed again, but not to sleep? and he afterwards told one of

his best friends, that, while he was on his bed that night, his mind was

all alive, and his conscience all alarm. He thought he had a view of

heaven, but it was shut against him: he thought he saw hell, but it

was open to receive him: he beheld all his sins, but they were unpar-

doned; and how then could he sleep? There is no sleep tp that eye,

and no slumber to those eyelids, which see heaven shut, hell open, and

their sins unpardoned. He spent that whole night in thinking about

his soul; but it was the best night he ever spent. The next morning

he arose, took the Testaments, went on his journey, and returned; but

he returned a new creature. Since then he has joined himself to the

servants of Christ, and is now one of the most active distributors of

the Holy Scriptures.

For the Christian Advocate.

WHO SHALL DWELL IN HEAVEN?

My dear Friend,—You can have no doubt that in the course of a few

years you will have terminated your earthly course, and be added to

the great congregation of the dead. This truth is clearly taught in

the scriptures, and is fully confirmed to us by daily observation. Hu

man life is often terminated suddenly; still oftener, unexpectedly; and

pains and sicknesses are its ordinary premonitions. You also probably

acknowledge the immortality of the soul, in conscious existence; and

consequently -must be persuaded that -such existence must be one of

happiness or misery. This also is clearly taught it» the scriptures, for

they assure us of a judgment to come, from which the wicked "shall

go away into everlasting punishment, but the righteous into life éter
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nal." The difference between these states is immeasurable—incon

ceivable. The day which ends your life on earth, will seal up your

destiny for one or other of these states—"For there is no work, nor

device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the grave, whither thou goest."

All uncertainty with respect to thfe result should fill us with great

anxiety; and it would, if seriously considered. Matters of temporary

moment, and of small importance, often do so. And yet, with respect

to this subject, multitudes, who have neither assurance nor well-

founded hope of eternal happiness, are as careless as if they had a

guarantee from God for the enjoyment of "eternal life."- It seems to

be taken for granted by them, without evidence, that they shall enter

into heaven when they die; and this they make a sufficient warrant for

the dismission of all anxiety, and the neglect of all serious inquiry.

This seems also to be almost the only subject they treat in this man

ner. The hope or possession of even a small earthly estate leaves them

no rest till they have investigated and secured its title—while uncer

tainty with respect to .the soul's eternal welfare scarcely moves a

thought, or excites a fear in their minds. - Multitudes manifest this

inconsistency in yielding to every earthly influence, however trifling,

and yet showing no sensibility when the eternal interests of their souls

are in question. The fact that insensibility is so general, makes it the

more dangerous-.

You, my dear reader, may be under its 'influence, and your welfare

requires that you should be awakened froln such a delusion, ere God

say to you, "Sleep on now." Permit then a frjend to deal plainly and

affectionately with you. Your wish is, to spetid .a happy eternity, and

you have some expectation, no matter from what source it may be de

rived, that your wish shall be realized. . Is not your want of feeling and

anxiety a proof that you have never given the subject much thought or

reflection? that you have taken for granted what you would find it im

possible to prove? You say, you hope to enter heaven when you die—

What is the.gromid of your hope- of admission there? Have you ever

asked yourself the questions—By what title shall I enter upon the

inheritance? What shall be the ground of my claim? What are my

qualifications for its enjoyment? Such an inheritance should be se

cured by a strong title—not a shadow of doubt should hang over it.

We have no natural claims to this inheritance; nor have we any na

tural fitness for its enjoyments. These have all been forfeited by trans

gression, and lost by sin. The law of God shuts out every sinner—

" Cursed is every one that -continueth not in all things written in the

book of the law to do them." "All have sinned and come, short of the

glory of God." This necessarily excludes all the .guilty. They can

not be adjudged to eternal life. The law of th'e kingdom of heaven is

explicit on this point. But you may tell me, my-hope rests on another

foundation. I look to the provision made by Christ. There is for

giveness with the Lord. You are right. The provision is ample. It

has never failed when applied. God has made it, and he will honour

it. " Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven; whose sin is co

vered." Pardon and justification will insure heaven. This is accord

ing to the will of the testator. The inheritance runs in this'line, and it

is sure to all the children. The Holy One of Israel will never deny

his word. . ,

But how does this affect you ? What bearing has it on your case?

The question is not, whether justified sinners shall enter heaven—That

is an adjudged case. But are you justified? Have you had your par
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don sealed by the Holy Spirit of promise, so as to have peace with God

through our Lord Jesus C'Artsi, This is the point to be inquired into,

and here we must make no1 mistakes. Pardons are not issued indis

criminately. Shiners are not justified as a matter of course. God is

no doubt a sovereign in the pardon of sinners. Sinners are not par

doned because they are worthy of such a distinction. Yet was the

rebel ever forgiven till he mourned over his sins, -with a godly sorrow?

till sin was so embittered to him that he could no longer live in it?

till, oppressed as with a heavy burden, which he could no longer bear,

and of which he could not rid himself, he cried with the publican,

smiting upon his breast, "God be merciful to me a sitiner?" Have

you, in a spirit of deep humiliation, and wjth fervent prayer, sought

the divine forgiveness, and been enabled to hope that you have found

it? And as an evidence that, you have not deceived yourself with a

vain hope, has sin ever since been embittered to you, so that you could

not live in its practice, and have you, from a sense of obligation, as

well as inclination, been endeavouring to do the will of God?

How, upon examination, do 'you find it? Is the prospect dark? Are

you destitute of evidence? Upon what then do you found your hope

of heaven? This is the way, the only way, in which sinners can ever

obtain admission there, without a subversion, of the law and govern

ment of God. He has given his only begotten Son to die as an atoning

sacrifice, that he might be Justin justifying every 'one that believeth—

Christ must be received and 'appropriated. It seems then that all the

claims of God's violated law are in full force against you. . That yon

are lying under its condemning power. That you are justly exposed

to the wrath of God, and that you have only to die, to which you are

every moment liable, to be lost for ever. Do not, I beseech you, tura

away from this plain, scriptural view of your state. Do not suffer

yourself to be deluded. Do not turn away from this faithful mirror,

for that will not change your si ate, nor lessen your danger. Contem

plate your state as it is, and suffer not yourself to believe .that the dan

ger is exaggerated. It cannot be. Language is incapable of doing it.

Imagination cannot magnify the reality. Let your whole anxiety be to

become experimentally acquainted with the forgiving love of God, for

till justified, heaven must necessarily be shut against you.

Take another view of your case, in relation to which men are apt to

deceive themselves. You think of going to heaven when you die. You

think it desirable to be there. Let me ask you, with affectionate sim

plicity, what you would do in heaven? In what way could heaven mi

nister to your happiness as you are? - My dear friend, the elements of

happiness are not local-^-It depends much less upon place than men are

apt to imagine. Place men where you please, if their hearts are not

in unison with the scene, they could not be happy there. It would not

gratify a man whose whole head was sidt, ana whose whole heart wa

faint, to sit down at a table covered with every species of food, sub

stantial or delicate, which could gratify the palate of a healthy man.

You would do no kindness to a person of a sad and heavy spirit to in

troduce him into the co'mpany of the light-hearted, trifling, and £*?""

nor would it promote the cpmfort of one of the latter class to be

thrown, into the society of the former.
We are essentially social beings, and no small part of our feliciiy

depends upon the character of our associates. We choose them l°r

the qualities which they possess, or are supposed to possess, in com

mon with ourselves. In order to render their society agreeable to us,
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there musí be a considerable measure of similarity of tastes, disposi

tions, sentiments, habits, or pursuits. When these are not well as

sorted, association produces unhappiness. So in order to constitute

heaven a pleasant residence to us, we must drink into the very spirit

of its inhabitants. We must be morally assimilated to them, or we

can never be happy in their society, enjoyments, and employments. If

we, therefore, desire to know whether a résidence in heaven would

make us happy; or in other words, whether we shall be admitted there,

for no other will be admitted—we have only to ascertain the charac

ters, enjoyments, and employments of its inhabitants, and our own

similarity or dissimilarity to them, in order to know whether we shall

be received. We need no better rule of judgment to determine the

point in a correct manner. We may thus prove our ownselves, and

ascertain our own doom.

Who then are the inhabitants of heaven? Heaven is the presence-

chamber of the great and glorious God, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

There the Triune holds his court, displays his glory, and dispenses

his richest bounties. There is the residence of his servants, the holy

angels, who have kept their first estate. And there too dwell the re

deemed descendants of Adam. All these are holy. They bear the

same image. Their union and harm'ony are perfect. There is no dis

cord, jarring, or strife. They are all of one heart and of one mind.

The will of God is supreme, and the rest are all in unison with him,

and with one another. All is love—" God is love, and he that dwelleth

in love, dwelleth in God, and God in him." The employments of hea

ven are all holy. They consist essentially in loving, contemplating,

admiring, praising and obeying God, and affectionate intercourse with

each other on subjects of the highest interest. Can such society and

such employments be other than happy? Every faculty, and thought,

and feeling, of every individual are in harmony with each other, and

with their fellows; and God approves and smiles. This is most de

lightful. Can any thing add to the enjoyment? Yes, one thought, one

single thought. This society is never to be broken up. This harmony

is never to be destroyed. " They go no more out." Nothing which is

unclean shall ever enter there. What a gulf—what an impassable gulf

is there, between this scene and the corruption and carnality of earth!

Well might David ask, " Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord?

and who shall stand in his holy place?" Christ has answered the ques

tion—« Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God." The

apostle has declared the law of the kingdom—" Without holiness no

man shall see the Lord."

No unholy being can be admitted into this fellowship. If God even,

should, in some unheard of way, by a singular dispensation, pardon

the guilt of a sinner's transgression, aad carry him into such society,

and subject him to such employments, it neither would, nor could ren

der him happy. How could it be otherwise? We know that sinners

take no delight in reading or hearing the word of God on earth. How

then could they have pleasure in beholding him of whose mind and

perfections that word is only a faint shadow? They do not now love

to meditate, even occasionally, on divine tilings. How then would they

relish it to have them continually before their minds fn all their perfec

tion and glory? They have now no taste for divine ordinances. How

then could they enjoy the God of ordinances? The high praises of

God now grate on their ears. How then would 'they relish them in the

Perfection to which they have attained in heaven? The work of prayer

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 2 Z
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is now irksome. How then could they take pleasure in holding more

direct intercourse with God, the hearer of prayer? Here they are re

bels against God's holy government. Their carnal hearts say, " Who

is the Lord, that I should obey him?" How would they feel to stand

continually in his presence, and be occupied in doing his will? Here

they account it a drudgery—a very weariness, to spend even a few

hours in the company of the truly pious, and witness their conversa

tion and conduct. How would they bear it to be confined to such soci

ety for ever? Here all their enjoyments are sensual. There they would

have all their desires and appetites in vigorous exercise, but be for

ever separated from every object of their gratification.—To such a

creature, heaven would necessarily be a strange and uncomfortable

place, because he has nothing in common with the inhabitants of hea

ven but bare existence, nor a single taste or disposition to which ils

enjoyments or employments could give agreeable exercise. This, sin

ners know; or may know, if they will only examine the subject with

some little care and attention. They need not doubt whether they shall

be received into heaven or not, if they die in their present stale. They

have only to ascertain in what companions, objects, employments, and

enjoyments^ they now take pleasure, to satisfy themselves, remaining

as they are, where they shall spend their eternity. God will never

mingle together discordant elements. Like will be associated will)

like.

And now, my dear reader, having laid before you some plain and

highly important truths, which nearly concern your best interests, al

low me to take with you the liberty of a friend.—Upon what ground

do you stand? In the view of these truths, what is the prospect before

you? What does your present stale, indicate? If you were now to die,

where are you going? If you die as you are, where must you expect

to spend your eternity? You seem to pause and hesitate. Have you

not taken for granted what you cannot prove? Have you not been nat

tering yourself with a mere delusion of the imagination, and rested

your hope on the idle wish of a deceived heart? Do you not clearly

perceive that you must be essentially changed before you will be per

mitted to enter heaven; or could be happy there? The happin«55 °'

heaven is not local—It is founded on the perfections pf God, and the

conformity of his intelligent creatures to his moral image.—You need,

and -niiinl have, a new heart. " Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except

a man be born again he cannot see the kingdom of God." Let this be

the subject of your constant and serious méditation, your ardent de

sire, your anxious endeavour, your fervent prayer. Rest not till )'ou

have a divine assurance of an " inheritance among all them that are

sanctified."

PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBYTE

RIAN CHURCH IN MAY AND JUNE, 1834.

The proceedings of the Synod of Philadelphia, in November, 18^»

which form the first quotation in our last number, exhibit the ^

of the long discussion in the General Assembly, which terminated)

we have seen, in retaining a Presbytery and forming a Synod, on

principle of elective affinity. As the Synodical minutes show that

present writer belonged to a minority, when the measure wa« *"°Р
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for first uniting the General Assembly's Presbytery, with that from

which it had been severed, and then, immediately, dividing the aggre

gate into two parts, each part forming a Presbytery by itself—we wish

to say a few words explanatory of the principles on which we acted,

when we took different ground from that which was chosen by our bre

thren of the majority.

It will be observed that the majority and minority were equally and

decisively of the mind, that the act of the General Assembly in form

ing the second or elective Presbytery of Philadelphia, was unconstitu

tional, and as such, ought to be "reprobated and condemned."*—Ad

mitting this, on both sides, the question was—what is the most proper

measure for the Synod to adopt, to prevent the injury which (his un

constitutional act will occasion, if it be not resisted? On this question

a protracted and animated discussion ensued, of which, and of its re

sult, we shall say nothing, further than will incidentally appear in the

•remarks which we shall offer on the general subject.

We by no means think that an inferior judicatory, except in some

extreme case, ought immediately to resist an unconstitutional act of a

superior. The very opposite of such an opinion we have always held,

and have endeavoured to inculcate, in regard to the interesting concern

now under discussion. In reviewing t'he proceedings of the General

Assembly of 1831, in the case of Mr. Barnes1, after we had shown the

palpably unconstitutional proceeding, by which the cause of the Pres

bytery, after a formal trial had been commenced, was arrested, and,

conlrary to the wish of the Presbytery, was put into the hands of a

committee, and the whole matter disposed of, as if the General As

sembly had been a Congregational Association—we expressly stated,

in the close of that review, that the injurious and unconstitutional

treatment which the Presbytery had thus received, ought to be met, in

the first instance, by remonstrance only. When, in the following year,

the Assembly severed the Presbytery of Philadelphia, in opposition to

the mind both of the Presbytery and the Synod, invading the consti

tutional rights of both; and in still farther violation of the plain doc

trine of the constitution in regard to the formation of Presbyteries,

constituted a Presbytery on the destructive principle of elective affinity

—we were still prepared to advise that no measure, beyond that of re

monstrance, should be taken by the Synod. We were unavoidably and

very reluctantly detained from the meeting of the Synod in 1832, and

therefore had not an opportunity to offer the advice we have mentioned.

It is also true, that when we heard that the Synod had refused to ad

mit the elective Presbytery as a part of their body, according to the

decision of the Assembly, we justified the Synod on the ground of

right, although on the ground of expediency our mind had been, that

the forbearance of direct resistance should be extended till the next

meeting of the Assembly. But when the Assembly of 1833, under

the show of settling the whole business by compromise, absolutely re

fused to hear the remonstrance of a committee, formally appointed

and empowered by the Synod to act in their behalf, we confess we

thought that direct resistance to such high handed as well as unconsti-

* There were, we believe, three or four member« of the Synod who did not admit

that the act of the General Assembly in forming the elective Presbytery of Philadel

phia was unconstitutional. But, their votes had, and could have, no. influence in

changing the charaeUr of the majority or minority. We find that on the final vote,

•me of these members voted with the minority—He was opposed to the whole pro

ceedings.
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tutional proceedings, was not only lawful but demanded; unless we

were prepared for a tame surrender of every right which the consti

tution guaranties to inferior judicatories—For, in the first place, the

Presbytery had been injuriously deprived of a constitutional trial; then,

both the Presbytery and the Synod had suffered by the unconstitutional

measure of 1832—the Presbytery by being mutilated, and the Synod

by being deprived of its exclusive constitutional power to divide, or

refuse to divide, one of its Presbyteries; and, to crown- all, when this

Synod had appointed a committee to represent and defend iheir cause

before the General Assembly, the committee was treated with the

pointed indignity of being refused a hearing—Even the reading of a

written remonstrance, couched in respectful language, was refused.

As already intimated, it did appear to us then, and it appears lo us

now, that if ever the Synod could have a call to stand on its rights,

euch a call then existed; and that notfor a moment should an order—

the third of a series, all unconstitutional, all injurious to both Presby

tery and Synod, and the last made with a contemptuous disregard of

the Synod—be recognised as worthy of being obeyed—worthy of being

treated as if it possessed a binding power. Yet a majority of the Sy

nod were of a different opinion; and/or a moment, and only a momtnl,

they treated the act of the Assembly as obligatory; and first united

the two Presbyteries, and then divided the mass by a geographicil

line. We submitted—The result is known—The exclusive constitu

tional right of Synods to unite and divide Presbyteries has again been

denied—an event which it did not require the gift of prophecy to fore

see and foretell; since the same thing had been twice done before,

formally by the General Assembly of 1832, and 'virtually by that of

1833>

In the above statement our design has been, not only to justify the

course we pursued in the Synod, but to prepare the way for calling the

attention of our readers to two points, of far greater importance than

any personal concern. In the first place, our statement shows, we

think, the unreasonableness, not only of the outcry raised against the

Presbytery and Synod by those immediately interested, but also of the

flippant remarks of some peace men, in journals of which they have the

control—censuring both the Presbytery and the Synod, as keeping the

whole Presbyterian church in a state of agit,atjon about some trifling

matters, of amere local character, which have no bearing oh the gene

ral interests of the church, and which" ought to be frowned into silence.

On the contrary, we think that it must appear to every candid and atten

tive observer of the facts of the cast-, that the Presbytery of Phila

delphia has been treated in a most unconstitutional and oppressive

manner by four General Assemblies in succession, and the Synod by

the decisions and doings of the same judicatory at their last ihr«

meetings; that the complaints of the aggrieved parties have been min

gled with much patience and forbearance; and that although the injury

inflicted has been local, the cause is one that belongs to the whole

Presbyterian church, involving the constitutional rights and privileges

of every Synod and Presbytery over which the General Assembly ex

ercises authority. It appears to have been a favourite object to assail

orthodoxy and constitutional Presbyterianism in the mother Presby

tery—at the very source and origin of their existence in this country»

and in the place too of the annual meeting of the Assembly; that there

might be an embodied corps at head quarters, always at hand to afford

aid and facilities to any operations for subduing and subjecting |b«

whole church to the sway and rule of a New Light majority. The pla"
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has succeeded; and let the judicatories who have not yet apostatised

look to it; for what is our case to-day, may be theirs to-morrow.

The second point to which we wish to draw the attention of our

readers, in view of the statement we have made, relates to the fight,

and we will add, the duty too, of inferior judicatories, to resist the

unconstitutional-acts of the General Assembly—always supposing that

there has been, previously, suitable forbearance and remonstrance,

and that these have failed, as they did in the case of the Presbytery

and Synod of Philadelphia, to obtain redress; and especially if for

bearance and remonstrance have been productive, (as was the fact in

the spi ciiird case) of still greater' oppression—if insult has been added

to injury.

We find the sapient committee, appointed by the last Assembly to

answer the Prolest against. the decision by which the appeal and com

plaint of the elective Presbytery was sustained, avowedly maintaining,

that, supposing it " proved that the General Assembly had exceeded

their powers in organizing the Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, it

would by no means follow that the Synod of Philadelphia had autho

rity to rejudge and disannul the solemn acts of the highest judicatory

of the church." Here is the doctrine of passive obedience and non-

resistance, in all its discriminating. features, and in all its extent—Dr.

Sacheverel himself could not have expressed it morete his own satisfac

tion. The doctrine here'clearly is, that let the General Assembly exceed

their powers as they may, there is no authority, and consequently no

right, in any Synod or subordinate judicatory to rejudge and disannul

their acts—Of course, suppose the General Assembly to trample on

the constitution, and to infringe the rights of Synods and Presbyte

ries as guarantied in that instrument, to any extent imaginable, their

acts are not to be rejudged—submission, quiet submission, "is all that

is left to the injured and oppressed, till the oppressor shall be pleased,

of his own sovereign will and pleasure, to rescind his own acts. We

repeatrthat this part of the answer of the Assembly's committee to

the protest, contains the very essence of tyrannical power, both civil

and ecclesiastical. Did not our fathers>rejudge the acts of the British

Parliament, claiming to tax us without our consent? Did they not do

this while yet they acknowledged themselves colonists of the crown of

Great Britain? Did they not eventually resist to blood, and obtain

that independence, in virtue of which we now enjoy the inestimable

blessings of civil and religious freedom? Did not Luther rejudge the

decisions of the pope, while yet he acknowledged him to be the su

preme head of the church. Did not the whole body of Protestants,

before they had any regularly organized,churches, rejudge and disre

gard the Popish decretals and anathemas? Did not the English Puri

tans and the Scotch Presbyterians, rejudge and resist the laws and

measures which the acknowledged head of the churches to which they

belonged iniquitously enacted? They did; and to this resistance all

the Congregational and Presbyterian churches in the United States

trace their origin.

The position of the committee, in the point before us, is monstrous

in the extreme. We put the supposition—and at the rate in which

things are going on, the supposition will not improbably ere long be

come a fact^we put the supposition, that a minister of the gospel has

been clearly convicted, in the judgment of the presbytery to which he

belongs, of Unitarianism; of holding and teaching what, directly or

impliedly, was plainly derogatory to the proper Deity of the Son of
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God, our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ—suppose lhat on being under

process of discipline for heresy, the case goes up by reference or ap

peal to the General Assembly—suppose the decision of the Assembly

to be as follows:— 1. "Resolved that the General Assembly, while it

appreciates the conscientious zeal for the purity of the church by which

the Presbytery appealed from have been actuated, in its proceedings in

the case before the Assembly; and while it judges that the appellant

has introduced into a printed publication a number of unguarded and

objectionable passages; yet is of the opinion, that, especially after the

explanations which were given by him of those passages, the Presby

tery ought to have suffered the whole to pass without farther notice.

2. Resolved, that in the judgment of this Assembly, the Presbytery

from which the appeal in this case has been taken, ought to suspend

all farther proceedings in the case of the appellant. 3. Resolved, that

it will be expedient, as soon as the regular Stepscan be taken, to divide

the Presbytery from which this appeal has come up, in such way as

will be best calculated to preserve the peace of the ministers and

churches belonging to this Presbytery, by putting and keeping together

those whose sentiments and feelings have an elective affinity for each

other, that they may no longer be controlled or interfered with, by

those with whom they have hitherto been connected"—suppose this,

and suppose farther, that the Pre'sbytery appealed from remains fully

and clearly of the opinion that the appellant is a real Unitarian, and

will propagate his heretical opinions as far and as fast as he can do it

without personal inconvenience—Then we ask—is a Presbytery, in

such a case, to receive the Unitarian as a brother in good standing,

and let him, without farther molestation or hindrance, pursue his

course, and make as many prosélytes as he сал to the heresy which he

has adopted; and also, show no reluctance to have the Presbytery di

vided, on the principle and for the purpose specified in the last sup

posed resolution of the Assembly? We will not answer for the course

which some Presbyteries in our connexion would pursue in the case

propounded; but we miscalculate sadly, if nine-tenths of the Presbyte

ries now under the supervision of our General Assembly would not,

immediately and most decidedly, refuse a compliance with such a de

cision of our highest judicatory as that which we have here exhibited.

Yet if the doctrine laid down in. answer to the protest contemplated, be

correct, not a single Presbytery ought to hesitate a moment, in re

ceiving the Unitarian into fellowship; nor show any uneasy feeling at

having the Presbytery divided, that Unitarians might act without con

trol .or hindrance. Now, let it be well noted, that the only difference

between the case supposed, and lhat which actually exists, is precisely

the difference between Unllarianiam and Pelagianism. For the tolera

tion and proter.tion of Unitarlanisin, our church is not yet quite ripe,

but it is ripe for casting a shield over Pelagianism, so far as this can

be done by the acts of the Assembly—It has in fact been done by the

proceedings of the Assembly, for four successive years. But Pelagian

ism is as plainly and palpably contrary to the doctrines of our Confes

sion of Faith and Catechisms as Unitarianism; and is in reality its

usual precursor, and invariably its companion. Yet the Presbytery

and Synod of Philadelphia arc condemned for acting in reference to

Pelagianism, just as we think a large majority of the Presbyteries

would act, in reference to Unitarianism. The principle of resistance

is, and would be, precisely the same in both cases; but as yet, our

church is not corrupt enough' for the one, while it is corrupt enough
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for the other—We could easily specify other examples, in which we

believe few Presbyteries would yield obedience to an order of the Ge

neral Assembly, requiring them to do what they conscientiously be

lieve to be contrary to the standards of our church, and the word of

God.

It may now be proper to state our views distinctly, of the manner in

which a church, constituted as ours is, ought to proceed, so as to se

cure a proper subordination on the one hand, and the rights of con

science and the demands of duty, of individuals and inferior judicato-

ries, on the other—First of all, it is to be observed and kept in mind,

that the constitution of the church, (believed by all who adopt it to be

fairly and firmly founded on the word of God) is equally binding on

every officer, and every judicatory of the church—The supreme judi-

catory has no more right than any session, or any individual, to invade

or violate the constitution. The inquiry then is, how ought the in

ferior judicatories to act, when the General Assembly manifestly in

vades or violates the constitution, by forming decisions palpably con

trary to its spirit and letter, or by refusing to perform the duties which

it clearly prescribes and enjoins. We answer, that if the invasion or

violation contemplated, relate to a point not affecting the vital interests

of the church, the first duty of inferior judicatories is to submit to the

superior, and afterwards to remonstrate, on the first opportunity that

о HITS, against the unconstitutional act. If the act is repealed, all con

flict of course is at an end. If a repeal is not obtained at once, remon

strance should be continued, as long as there is an'y reasonable' pros

pect that it will be ultimately successful; and we think there may be

violations of the constitution, so little affecting the interests of truth

and of the church at large, that interior judicatories, after proper re

monstrance, should submit to the superior, although the unconstitu

tional act should never be repealed. But if an act be passed, or a pre

scribed duty be neglected, which immediately affects the essential in

terests of truth and of the church at large, the inferior judicatory ought

not to continue to submit, longer than is necessary to see if remon

strance will not correct the evil; nor ought it to submit at all, if it is

required to be active in carrying into effect an unconstitutional act pal

pably hostile to important truths' and duties; because this would be

contrary to the divine injunction, not to become partaker of other men's

sins: and in all cases, when acts of the superior judicatory affect, either

immediately or by necessary consequence, the vital interests of truth

and godliness, and when suitable remonstrance has proved ineffectual,

the inferior judicatories ought to refuse submission, and to abide the

consequences. If it now be asked, how an inferior judicatory, or the

members who compose it, will, in accordance with this statement, fulfil

the engagement they have made to submit to their brethren? Our an

swer is ready—that engagement was made subject to an essential qua

lification, which by the supposition has not been regarded by their

brethren—The engagement was to submit to their brethren "in the

Lord;'' but our statement rests on the ground that their brethren re

quire them to do what the Lord forbids; and they have only to choose

whether they will obey God or man. On this, they ought not to hesi-

tatej and they may truly affirm that not they, but their brethren, are

chargeable with violating the constitutional engagement; for the en

gagement of their brethren not to require what the Lord forbids, was

as sacred as theirs to yield submission, when required to du what the

Lord does not forbid, but enjoin.
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But it may be asked, and with apparent plausibility, by those who

oppose our sentiments, whether the positions we have taken, are not

liable to the strong objection that they make the inferior judicatories

both judge and party; and whether if . the course be taken for which

we plead, it will not be utterly impossible to reconcile the claims of in

ferior judicatories, with those which legitimately belong to the supreme

judicatory—in the present case, to the General Assembly? In regard

to the first part of this inquiry, we ask the special attention of our

readers to the following; quotation from a lecture of Dr. Wiiherspoon,

in his System of Moral Philosophy, (Lect. XII. Sect. V.) entitled " Of

Civil Society." He says—

" This doctrine of resistance even to the supreme power is essentially connected

wit.li what has been said on the social compact, and the consent necessary to political

union. If it be asked, who must judge when the government may be resisted? I an

swer, the subjects in general, every one for himself. This may seen to be making

them botli judge and party, but there is no remedy. It would be denying the privilege

altogether, to make the oppressive ruler the judge.

"It is easy to see that the meaning of this is not that any little mistnke of the rulen

of any society will justify resistance. We must obey and submit to them always, till

the corruption becomes intolerable; for to say that we must resist legal authority

every time we judged it to be wrong, would bo inconsistent with a state of society,

and to the very first idea of subjection.

" The once famous controversy on passive obedience and non-resistance seems now

in our country to be pretty much over; what the fdvocates for submission used to nay

was, that to teach the lawfulness of resisting a government in any instance, and to

make the rebel the judge, is subversive of all order, and must subject a state to per

petual sedition ; to which 1 answer, to refuse this inherent right in every man, is to

establish injustice and, tyranny, and leave every good subject without help, as a tame

prey to the ambition ana rapacity of others. No doubt men may abuse the privilege,

yet this does not make.it void."

Such is the doctrine taught by this eminent civilian and divine. The

principle he maintains is applicable^ in all its force, to the church as

well as to the state: or we should rather say, it must be carried even far

ther in ecclesiastical than in civil concerns. It is more a matter of

mere prudence and voluntary choice, to submit to civil exactions and

oppressions, than it is to those which relate to the church of God, and

the duty which we immediately owe to him; and this is the case, when

the essential doctrines of revealed truth, on the reception or rejection

of which the salvation or loss of the soul may depend, are the matter in

question. Here we are not permitted either to submit, or to forbear,

beyond a certain point. We are to take our stand for the truth of

God, with the spirit of martyrdom, if it be necessary, and leave it to

Him to order the consequences, as may seem meet to his holy sove

reignty. The principles of civil liberty, therefore, apply a fortiori to

religious concerns—to the rights and duties of individuals and inferior

judicatorics, as. they stand related to a supreme human power; and

they sustain us fully on the ground for which we contend.

Neither have we any difficulty in answering to the objection which

arises out of the second part of the inquiry to which we respond. For

the claims of inferior judicatories, viewed as we have stated and defend

ed them, will never clash with those which legitimately belong to the su

preme judicatory—the General Assembly—in such degree as to injure

or greatly disturb the church, so long as this latter body pays a sacred

regard to the constitution, and carefully and actively performs all the

duties assigned to it in that charter of its powers, prerogatives, and

obligations. In saying this we adopt the very principle on which the

sages and patriots who issued the declaration of American indepen
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dence justified that important act, namely—" thai all experience hath

shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are suf-

ferable, than to right themselves by abolishing ihe forms to which they

are accustomed." The truth is, resistance to the supreme power is

never made, without putting at risk the character, influence, and per

sonal ease and peace, of those who make the resistance; and the pre

sent state of our church furnishes a perfect and melancholy example of

the extreme reluctance wilh which opposition is made to encroach

ments on the constitution—to violations of our standards of doctrine,

government, and discipline. It had been comparatively easy to with

stand and correct the first violations, if they had been promptly and

vigorously met. But from a general backwardness and great un

willingness to attempt a painful duty, the evils were permitted to make

progress, increase and accumulate, till they have reached the enormity

and extent which we now witness; and to which those who love the

genuine principles and order of the Presbyterian church, cannot consci

entiously any longer submit. It may indeed be said with truth that the

source of all the corruptions which have entered the Christian church

from the beginning to the present hour, has been, a reluctance or in

disposition, a want of zeal and firmness, to repress the first innovations.

We may then safely affirm, as the unequivocal voice of all expe

rience, that while the supreme power, either of church or state, is faith

fully, discreetly, and impartially exercised, in a strictly constitutional

way, it never will or can be resisted, to any great and injurious extent.

There may be partial and temporary insurrection, or opposition; but

the public sentiment will sustain the equitable exercise of the supreme

power; which may be, and ought to be, promptly and efficiently exert

ed, in inflicting merited penalties on those who oppose it. The very

existence of extensive dissatisfaction, discord, and insubordination, in

a church, is proof positive, that its affairs are badly administered; es

pecially if the dissatisfied consist of those whose previous character

and conduct should exempt them from the charge or suspicion of

being contentious and rebellious, of being demagogues and disorga-

nizers. It is not credible that the Synod of Philadelphia, the oldest in

the American Presbyterian church, and countenanced and encouraged

by two other Synods, and by individual ministers and elders of the first

respectability in various parts of the church, should, for years in suc

cession, remonstrate against, and refuse obedience to the decisions of

the General Assembly, if there were not glaring evidence that the su

preme judicatory had acted in an unconstitutional and oppressive man

ner. No plausible reason can be assigned for the existing opposition,

other than a deliberate and solemn conviction that imperious duty de

mands it. Let the General Assembly repeal its unconstitutional acts;

let it maintain the doctrinal purity of the church; let it cease to do

its business by Congregational instead of Presbyterian measures—by

committees, and compromises, and unlawful expedients—let it no

longer act tyranically at one time, and with criminal laxness at another

—let it, in a word, be what the General Assembly once was, a body

consisting of sound orthodox men, who would not tolerate heresy and

the palpable dereliction of presbyterial order—let the General Assem

bly be and do this, and those who are now dissatisfied will be the last

to resist or complain of its acts, and the first and foremost to sustain

its authority and influence. •

( To be nmtinnr.it.)

Ch. MV.—VOL. XII. 3 A
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For the Christian Advocate.

THE PURITAN DIVINES; in a Letter to the Rev. Dr. ¿shbel Green, from Set.

Thomas B. Batch.

Warrenton, July 15(A, 1834.

Rev. and Dear Sir,—Several works written by Puritan divines, have

lately been republished in this country. This fact is mentioned, not

because it is my intention to notice these works individually and in de

tail, but because a few striking features sometimes recall to memory a

•whole family. They will, at least, furnish the ground-work of a few

general remarks on that class of divines, to whom we have given the

name of Puritan, some of whom lived a considerable time after those

to whom, as a term of reproach, the epithet Puritan was first attached.

The time is fresh in my recollection, when the Presbyterian church

was tranquil. This tranquillity has given way, of late years, to serious

agitation. This agitation is ascribed by many, to those who have de

parted from the standards of doctrine, originally established in the

church. Our standards were intended to promote unity of opinion,

among all who minister in the same ecclesiastical connexion; and this

unity is certainly desirable, provided it be not that unity of error, for

which Jesuits contend, and which is enforced by the screws of the In

quisition. It is urged on the other hand, that an apostacy from the

standards, is the thing to be proved; and that shades of difference may

exist even with a strong attachment to the bonds of union. In ihis

state of things, my attention has been drawn to the writings of the Pu

ritans; and after renewed acquaintance with these records, I presume

to appear as their humble advocate.

The Puritan divines have not been without enemies in our own times.

On the list of these enemies may be found the Bishop of Salisbury,

who has acquitted himself towards them as a kind of historical Ho

garth. Butler and Southey, Clarendon and Hume, have tried to hold

them up to ridicule. But fiery churchmen, sceptical philosophers, and

vacillating religionists, may deride these holy men. All this will only

strengthen that affection which glows in the hearts of their admirers.

The same treatment has been lavished on the Scottish Covenanters;

but Old Mortality visited their tombs, to render palpable the rude

rhymes, in which their martyrdom was recorded. The same humble

office it is my wish to perform for the Puritan divines; though the

sound of my chisel is not likely to be heard in the present din of the

church. The Westminster Assembly of Divines was composed of Pu

ritans, and a comparison of the doctrines and views of Puritans with

the writers of the present day, will show who have adhered to, and

who have, departed from, the creed of our church.

The Reformation so auspiciously begun in the reign of Henry "ИЦ

turned out to be incomplete. Its promoters, in lopping off the branches

from the Upas tree of Popery, felt too much sympathy for its roots.

They might have been awed by its antiquity; but a tree which over

shadowed Europe with the stillness of spiritual death, and which dis

charged nothing besides venom, from all its extended and complicated

branches, as well as from all its fluted leaves, ought not to have W; "

spared because of its age. England at that time needed the shoulder

of the Scottish reformer to heave Popery from its foundations. Many

wished the Reformation to have been more radical, and this desire w»5

increased by the dispersion of reformers, under the persecutions pt tw

bloody Mary, into foreign cities. Upon their return, in the reign °
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Elizabeth, the Puritans began to show themselves, in considerable num

bers, as a consequence of the more profound Reformation they had wit

nessed abroad. The Puritans were desirous of peace, but Laud subse

quently attempted to revive discarded rites, and bring back from the

chambers of Papal imagery, the moth-eaten vestments of a lazy priest

hood. At this, thousands revolted, and the act of uniformity did not

extirpate this resistance to the exactions of power. This act deprived

numerous ministers of their parishes, whose places were supplied by

men devoid of seriousness—men who, in the costume of huntsmen, de

moralized the rural districts of England, by the revels of the chase.

But though power had thus placed its hermetical seal on the tongue of

spiritual eloquence, it could not reduce into submission the pen» of the

Puritans; and if the press had given us nothing but the writings of

these men, we should still be under immense obligations to the disco

verer of the art of printing.

This may be a suitable place, in which to notice an objection lately

urged against these divines by an eloquent writer. In reviewing the

incidents which took place in the times of Milton, he remarks that the

Puritan writers tasked their minds on subjects beyond the reach of the

human intellect. This statement is equivalent to saying, that the Pu

ritans might have written on politics or science, but that an Infinite

Creator is not a proper object of contemplation for the limited mind

of man. The same objection might be urged to men of science, espe

cially where the love of science amounts to a passion, as it did with

such men as Galileo, Davy, Pennant, and Buffon. In the exercise of

mind, these men met with objects which baffled all its researches.

Notwithstanding the many plants and herbs which have fallen under

the notice of man, it is probable that the hand of industrious research

may one day lift the curtain, behind which hundreds more are con

cealed. Linnaeus, when he taught at Hammarly, distributed his pu

pils into bands, and ordered a bugle to be sounded by the pioneer of

each company, when a flower before unknown should be taken captive.

We doubt not, that many a future student of nature, is destined to

sound his bugle, betokening that the bounds of discovery are enlarged.

Addison, iu some of his serious papers, expatiates on the fact, that all

the objects of nature involve the mind in speculations on infinitude.

Especially when we survey the skies redolent in wonders, are our

powers lost in astonishment. We behold comets, constellations, and

moons, and the sun who comes every morning like an eastern shepherd

to disperse his planetary flock. He watches them as they wind all day

on distant fields of space, and then leads them into their evening fold.

In contemplating these magnificent orbs, Milton speaks with his usual

enthusiasm of unsphering the spirit of Plato; but the Puritan divines

remembered not the spirit of Plato. They sought lo commune with

the fountain of all existence, and to unsphere Him who, "because the

children were partakers of flesh and blood, likewise took part of the

same, that he through death might destroy Him that had the power of

death."

The following summary will include some of the points of the Pu

ritan theology. Man was created pure—he fell under a covenant of

works—his posterity did not eat the forbidden fruit, but the guilt or

penal consequences of their representative were imputed—that all

men thus fell by the deed of one man—that the world, by the first

transgression, became unequivocally ruined—that every descendant of

Adam is by nature totally depraved—that sin consists in a destitution
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of original righteousness, and a want of conformity to the law, as well

as in a violation of the law—that the human will is not partially, but

unreservedly hostile to holiness—that men are passive in the act of re

generation—that our Saviour atoned for all who repent and believe—

that repentance and faith are wrought by the Holy Spirit—that the

Spirit is a sovereign agent—that repentance in the creature is not the

fountain of election, but election the fountain of repentance—that the

obedience of saints is imperfect, but that the righteousness of the Sa

viour, imputed to them, is complete. In this scheme of doctrine, the

mass of reformers united. The Westminster Assembly of Divines,

and the Synod of Dort, affixed to it their respective seals; and it

is no where more ably defended, ihan by Witsius in his (Economy of

the Covenants. It took root by the lake of Leman, spread through

the cantons of Switzerland and among the universities of Holland. It

prevailed from the Highlands of Scotland to the Tweed, ascended into

the palace of Lambeth, and sat down a welcome guest in the chair of

Canterbury. The above sentiments are diamond points in the Puritan

system. When we take up their works we look for their appearance

as we look for the stars in the clear sky of evening.

It is not my intention to enter into any elaborate defence of this

scheme of doctrine—much less is it my design to charge any of mjr

brethren with dereliction in fulfilling their ordination vows. No one

has made me the keeper of their conscience, but if their faith materi

ally varies from that of the Puritans, it also varies from the Westmin

ster Confession of Faith and Catechisms. It would be gratifying to

my own feelings to write this communication with the same spirit of

meekness which dictated many of the papers of Addison. In fact, we

shall find a sufficient defence of this Puritan theology, in the writings

to which we are giving a cursory examination. The Puritan divines

took great pains to illustrate the covenant of works, and to place this

part of the divine administration in a commanding attitude before the

people. The covenant of works was equal. Let a man of plain under

standing read the account of its institution, given in Genesis, and it a

impossible for him to draw any other conclusion than that a sublime

moral transaction is detailed. If a command be given, a caveat stated,

the types and symbols of a covenant marked out, a penalty threatened,

we immediately infer, that all this cannot be a useless ceremony. But

the book of Genesis is not the only portion of the Bible from whence

we derive the federal relations sustained by Adam. The outline of the

covenant of works may be found there, but when Paul wrote his Epis

tle to the Romans, this faint outline had waxed into a circle of perfect

brightness. Nothing in Plutarch has been so much admired as hi»

parallels; and nothing in Paul interests us so deeply as his comparison

of the first and second Adam. He traces the points of resemblance

and discrepancy with the hand of an inspired master. The first Adam

failed in his integrity. The second in his temptation foiled the tempt

er, and Milton makes the action of Paradise Regained to turn on ihn

event, because the Messiah bore that protracted trial in his representa

tive character. The first Adam was made a living soul, but the second

became a quickening spirit, to the moral death which had been intro

duced. In the first, all die, in the second, all shall be raised from the

dead, and the saints be made alive to a felicity as lasting as the being

of God himself.
But what advantage, it is asked, can arise from insisting frequently

on the covenant of works. To this we reply, that nothing «1» c№
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account for universal death, display the nature of original sin, and

strip men of an apology for transgression. Wicked men often plead

that in their original formation they were created with propensities

which impel them to sin. This position the covenant of works denies.

It shows that in his original formation man was sinless; and that he

fell from his original state by the defection of his federal head and re

presentative.

It is important to ascertain what views were held by the Puritan di

vines, of the ability of sinners to comply with the overtures of the

gospel, for this is another point on which the ministers of our church

are divided. This ability is preached at present without limitation, by

a certain class. The basis on which the doctrine rests is—That

it would be unjust in our Creator to give a law or a command,

provided there were no ability in the creature to comply with that

command. To this the Puritans reply—It would be unjust to give man,

in a state of innocence, a law which he had not power to keep, or a co

venant which he had not ability to observe. But, according to their

views, the fall of man changes the grounds on which the creature ori

ginally stood; and they think it not easy to tell how the depravity of

man can take away the rights of the lawgiver. That the moral law

ought to be kept, is held by all, unless it be denied by the followers of

Tobias Crisp. But we deny the power, even of renewed persons, to

render perfect obedience to the moral law—how much more strongly

may we then deny the ability of sinners to render a perfect obedience

to this law. Even the perfection for which Wesley and Fletcher con

tended was not perfect obedience to the law. In short, the perfection

for which they contended, is the common attainment of all Christians.

But it is supposed that a distinction ought to be taken between natural

and moral ability. If by natural ability be meant that man is an intel

lectual being, capable of knowing the Divine will, and has all the natu

ral faculties necessary to obedience, then the Puritan divines held this

distinction. This distinction is mentioned by as sound a divine as Dr.

Witherspoon, and enlarged on by as eloquent a preacher as Dr. Kol-

lock. But the intellectual ability of sinners ought to be used to shed

light on their moral inability. If not employed in this way, it may in

spire false views, and our preaching may become like the chameleon.

It may first take its hue from this innocent distinction, but presently

it may change its colour into moral ability, and this moral ability may

return continually upon the people, like a repeating decimal. Small

errors may soon become great. From a few fractions we may extract

a whole number, and from small errors we may take a whole one, which

as it comes up from the process of addition, may bear on its front the

name of Legion. Of the truth of this remark, the Rev. Edward Ir

ving, of London, furnishes a striking exemplification. When this

man appeared he excited an overpowering interest. The dukes of the

British empire attended on his ministry; and what was a still greater

honour, the troubadours of England convened to hear this singular

personage. Campbell came from Sydenham, Coleridge from Hemp-

stead, Southey from Keswick, Wordsworth from Grassmere, Montgo

mery from Sheffield, and stood round the preacher. But the preacher

began to speak contemptuously of the catechisms of the Scottish

church, and now he

" Plays such fantastic trick* before high heaven,

As make the angels weep."
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But to return to the Puritan divines. They did not believe in the

moral ability of sinners. They laid it down as an axiom, that one

genuine conversion was worth a thousand spurious conversions. They

did not suppose any person to be soundly converted unless he felt his

morid helplessness, and to such an extent that he should seek and expe

rience the agency of a sovereign life-giving Spirit. They did believe

that the doctrine of moral ability was so much flattery addressed to the

impenitent. That fallen men were not endowed with power to do all

that God demands; and that repentance is not the easiest of all duties.

They aimed to apply the law, not to human sympathies, but to the con

science, that they might produce genuine conviction. But now some

imagine that giving correct views of the moral condition of man, will

prevent the success of the gospel. To show the erroneousness of this

statement, it is only necessary to select a few facts. Brainerd held the

Puritan theology. He states that his heart rose in sinful rebellion

against the imputation of Adam's transgression. But Brainerd not

only became practically pious, and preached what he felt, but was a

successful missionary, and the model after which succeeding mission

aries have copied. His example influenced Henry Martyn in the Uni

versity of Cambridge, and in the gardens of Shiraz. Vanderkemp in

Africa, and Swartz in India did not proclaim man to be powerful enough

for his own conversion. President Edwards was a successful preacher;

and although he held the distinction between natural and moral ability,

he never taught that men may convert themselves, without the super

natural agency of the Holy Spirit. No—Let it not be forgotten that

Jonathan Edwards was practically a Puritan in his theology.

But in speaking of success based on the maintaining of the moral

inability of man, it would not be right to pass over that success which

has followed Moravian missionaries. Of the Moravians or Unitas

Fratrum, the following statements may be made with safety. They

preach the spiritual impotency of men. They never permit their minds

to be beguiled by novelty into deviations from what they deem revealed

truth. They are never anxious that the church should advance one

step, provided purity is to be sacrificed by the advancement. They

are little concerned about the pomp of numbers; and in adding to tne

church, they would require the same proofs of piety from a German

nobleman, an Egyptian pacha, or a Turkish sultan, as from a Carib-

bee. They not only begin their missions with circumspection, but

continue them with a holy jealousy. In a few of their attempts, they

have been defeated; but for the most part, difficulties have vanished

before their holy zeal. They have awakened the hum of moral indus

try among the lazy Kraals of Africa; they have warmed into spiritual

life the Greenlander, buried in his hut of ice; and have bound the rose

of Sharon on the groves of West Indian bondsmen. The secret of

Moravian success, lies in a simple dependence on the ministration ot

the Spirit.
We are aware of the objections which have been urged against our

being passive in regeneration. We have seen some strictures on this

doctrine by our brother, Dr. Cox, who, like Ulysses, has been journey

ing abroad. We know that this friend of ours can bear a good na-

tured remark; and his getting into a ship and crossing the water to be

taught abolition, does seem to us Virginians a little like the Knight °

La Mancha getting into his enchanted boat. Nevertheless, for the w

tellectual powers of the doctor, we entertain high respect. His natu

ral talents also have been improved by commendable industry.
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have seen too, more than once, from under his own sign manual, that

the system of Theology, inculcated by the Rev. Thomas Scott, Rector

of Aston Sandford, was a system which met his unqualified approba

tion. Yet Scott taught that because man is passive in the act of rege

neration, it does not necessarily follow that he is passive in the means.

In these man is active, and no preachers are so pungent in inciting sin

ners to the use of means, as those who believe that awakened sinners

are passive in the new birth. We think it can be shown, that Russell,

the author of the Seven Sermons, Alleine, who wrote The ¿Harm, and

Baxter, who wrote The Call, held that a sinful man cannot regenerate

himself; but we shall wait a long lime, before we shall hear three more

such appeals, as they made to men " dead in trespasses and sins."

(Tu be concluded in our next.)

îit'trrar» antt pulosoîJîucal intelligence, rte.

Simple Remedyfor the Asiatic Cholera.

—PROFESSOR OKRTEL, of Anabach, (Ger

many) cures the Cholera extensively with

cold water. He some time ago published

a pamphlet on the subject, dedicated to

the King of Prussia, who presented him

with a gold medal. Among other things

contained therein, is the following:—

" The most severe fasting—much drink

ing of cold water—much washing with

cold water. In short, a complete inunda

tion of the whole human body with cold

water, both inwardly and outwardly !

" If those persons which the Cholera

bas swept away at St. Petersburg, had

been (at the commencement of the dis

ease) washed and rubbed well with wa

ter, then dried, laid in a bed, and plenty

of cold water administered for drink;

what (inquires Professur Oertel) would

bave been the consequence ? If there ex

ists a remedy against the effects of this

fatal disease, it is positive and singly cold

fresh water!—courageously, properly, and

perseveringly applied. Therefore, on such

constitutions that apply cold water plenti

fully, both inwardly and outwardly, the

Cholera will and can have no effect.

" If that does not help, nothing else

can. The fresh water does not give a

cold; it only creates a momentary chill,

and produces thereupon warmth, evapo

ration, and even perspiration ; it does not

drive anything into the body, but expels

it; it does not oppress the vital faculties,

bat promotes the ordinary discharges of

the skin, and invigorates the whole ner

vous system; it penetrates the most mi

nute vessels of the human body without

irritation, only EO much as to produce an

equilibrium of the blood and other succu

lent fluid«. It prevent« and disperses in

flammation!, swelling«, ulcnr«, lameness,

weakness, and pains. Where now ii ano

ther human specific of equal power and

effect ?"

Shame enough that it has to be told to

certain persons in this enlightened day !

And at the conclusion, the Professor soli

cits in particular,—

" First, all practitioners of medicine,

after having in vain applied all their art

ful remedies, to try this one and only sure

remedy, (which nature has given us) in

order that their otherwise organic well

patients are not left to suffer and die of

nervous, scarlet, and other fevers, and of

inflammations of the brain, lungs, and

bowels, as is the case in many instances.

" Secondly, requesting all governments

to establish this safe and uniform cold wa

ter cure, and to charge all doctors and

other persons therewith, thereby com

mencing a necessary reform of the pre

sent uncertain remedies of the faculty of

physic.

" PROFESSOR OERTEL,

" Of Germany."

Thunder Storms.—These remarks are

intended to throw some light on the phe

nomena of thunder storms, which are

most frequent at this season of the year ;

and in order to proceed understandingly,

two things are necessary to be under

stood. First, it is one of the fundamental

principles of electricity, that all bodies

contain it in proportion to the quantity of

surface which they have, and not in pro

portion to the quantity of matter. This

being understood, we proceed to the next,

which is the expansion that water under

goes in passing from its natural state to

vapour or steam, which is 1723 to 1, or a

square inch of water becomes a cubic foot

of steam. From the foregoing remarks it

will be evident, that as soon as the vapour

in the cloud begins to condense and fall
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to the earth in dropf, electricity will be

given off, or set free, in proportion as the

quantity of surface in the drop is less than

the quantity of vapour of which the drop

ia composed ; and since the cloud is insu

lated, (a body is said to be insulated when

all the bodies around it are non-conduc

tors) the air being a bad conductor, there

is a large portion of electricity that has

nothing on which it can remain. The re-

salt is, that being collected in large quan

tities, owing to the rapid condensation of

vapour into rain, and being attracted by

the earth, the nearest conductor, it ap

proaches it with such velocity as to con

dense the air before it—the condensation

of which alters the course, and causes the

electric fluid to turn and represent a zig

zag course, which is noticed in its descent;

and the air, being separated by the pas-

ange of the electric fluid through it, in

coming together produces the sound which

we call thunder; and thus the lightning

continues to descend at intervals, so long

as the vapour is condensed to set it free.

It may be asked why lightning does not

attend all our storms, since the same

causes are at work ? The answer is, be

cause most of our rains commence very

alow, and the air by becoming moist, be

comes a conductor, which is sufficient to

convey all the electricity liberated from

vapour condensed, slowly to the earth.

From the foregoing remarks, the utility

of lightning rods will be readily seen; for

if, when the electric fluid is set at liberty,

by the condensation of vapour, there is a

good conductor to convey it to the earth,

all the evils attending on its descent, with

out a guide, are avoided ; and it is evi

dent, that if the number of rods were suf

ficiently large, all the electricity liberated,

would be brought to the earth without a

report. These rods should be large, for

their power to convey is in proportion to

their surface. They should be placed in

the centre of the building, and run high

enough to clear the ends of (he same, by

making an angle of 45 degrees from the

top of the rod.

AN OBSERVER OF PHENOMENA.

Middlctown, Conn. July 10.

Advantage of Activity.—As animal pow

er is exhausted exactly in proportion to

the time during which it is acting, as well

as in proportion to the intensity of force

exerted, there may often be a great saving

of it by doing work quickly, although with

• little more exertion during the timo.

Suppose two men of equal weight to as

cend the same stair, one of whom takes

only a minute to reach the top, and the

other takes four minutes, it will cost the

first little more than a fourth part of the

fatigue which it costs the second, because

the exhaustion is in proportion to the time

during which the muscles are acting

The quick mover may bave exnted per

haps one-twentieth more force in the first

instance to give his body the greater ve

locity, which was afterwards continued,

but the slow supported his load four timei

as long.

Thrushes.—A correspondent mentions

that thrushes get at the snails on which

they feed by taking them into their beak,

and hammering the shells against a (tone

until they are broken. He states that a

neighbour of bis brought op a thrash from

the nest, and kept it many yearn. It wu

so tame as to be allowed to Sy about the

room, when, though it had never wen any

other thrush, its chief amusement wnto

take a silver thimble in its beak, tnd en

deavour, with great earnestness and per

severance, to break it, as the wild bird

breaks the shells of snails, by hammering

it violently against any hard substance.

The brig Monlilla, Captain Beckmnn,

arrived at New York, in thirty-eii dsyi

from Carthagena, furnishes intelligence

of the continuation of shocks of etrth-

quakes at Santa Martha—the inhibiuntf

flying in terror and dismay from the »pot.

The place almost totally destroyed b/ the

violent action of the earth, which heaved

to and fro in a manner resembling the mo

tion of the sea. At Carthagena the shock»

were not felt.

Mr. Velpeau exhibited, at the Medical

College of Paris, a man who had the ex

traordinary faculty of making himwlflwo

inches taller or shorter. Standing er«t,

he can elongate the spine, and contract it

again, by moving the sacrum, whichplijn

like a wedge between the bones of tbi

pelvis. In early life he was injured by §

carriage running over him.

Emigration from Germant/.—h "

stated that the authorities in Bremen

early in June, made an inquiry into the

number of those who were assembled in

that place for the purpose of emigf'img

to America, and found it to be no few«

than sixty thousand ! These Gerrain

emigrants, are generally person« of ino»

trious habits, and bred to an agricultural

life. They also are not entirely destituí

of property, and are a valuable acquisition

to this country.

Fruit and Flowers.—At a meeting of

the Council of the Maryland Horticolt«-

ral Society, on Saturday last.Mr.S.t«1'

presented branches of the Siberian crio

apple, with ripe fruit and flower« on"?

same spur. Mr. Feast think»"1«'"1»
singular circumstance is attribut»« e

the locust, as every branch on the ir

that is cut by that insect, ha« I«0001 '

flowers at this uncommon season.

Tkt Product of a Grnn 0} *»'•"£

quantity of rye «mounting *» th'**
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•and eight hundred and seventy-two

grains, (says the Berks' Journal) the pro

duce of a single grain, «as shown to us a

day or two ago, at the store of Meure.

John and Daniel M. Keim. It grow in

the garden of J. B. Konklin, of this place,

and was contained in sixteen heads. It is

of the species called white rye, and is of a

very fair quality. It is left at the store of

the Messrs. Keims, where those who' are

curióos may hare an opportunity of in

specting it, and procuring a portion of the

seed.

A letter from New South Wales give»

tbe following schedule of the property of

Samuel Terry, who was sent from .Eng

land a crown prisoner:-—

'' Mr. Terry has acquired the property

since hia emancipation. 'His several es

tates contain upwards of 100,000 acres.

His property in the town of Sydney brings

him £10,000 per annum, and his entire

income is estimated at six times that

amount; this arises chiefly from the-

mortgages of 12 per cent. He has 15,000

sheep, 17,000 head of horned cattle, and

400 brood mares."

-iir Plant.—It is stated in a London

paper, that the air plant of China, so long

known to Europe, and, by the Chinese

drawings, and which possesses the extra

ordinary property of living wholly upon

air, has been for seme lime cultivated in

England, bnt no mcntte could bo disco

vered for making it flower, unlil lately a

new method, adopted by his Majesty's

gardener, has proved successful. A

branch of blossoms has thus been pro

duced two or three feet long, and com

posed of some hundreds of large flowers

resplendent with scarlet and yellow.

This pluut in China is suspended from

the ivilm 's of their rooms, which, thus

adorned by its beauty, and perfumed by

its fragrance, must produce a delicious

effect on the. senses.

A Receipt for Burni.—Kccp on hand a

saturated solution of alum, (tour ounces in

a quart of hot water) dip a cotton cloth in

this solution, and lay it immcdiatfely on

the burn. As soon ая it shall become hot

or dry, replace it by another, and thus

continue the compress as often as it dries,

which it will, ni first, do very rapidly.

The pain immediately ceases, and in 24

hours under ihi.- treatment the wound

.will bo healed, especially if the solution

be applied before the blisters are formed.

—The astringent and drying quality of

the alum completely prevents them. The

deepest burns, those caused by boiling

water, drops of melted metal, phosphorus,

gunpowder, 'fulminating powder, A.c.,

have all boon cured by this specific.

iirlÍQÍOU.M ÍHtCllífjnur.

The Dissenters from the established churches, both of England and

Scotland, are making strenuous exertions to break what they consider

an unhallowed, and of course, an unwise and injurious connexion—

the connexion between the. church and the state. This is a subject of

interest to ourselves, and we lay before our readers the two following

articles, relative to it, from the Evangelical Magazine for June last.

FOREIGN.

BRITISH VOLUNTARY CHURCH SOCIETY.

A very devout and harmonious meeting was held, among evangelical Christians of va

rious persuasions, at the Congregational Library, on Friday morning, the 9th of May,

Thomas Wilson, Esq., in the chair, for the purpose of forming a British Voluntary

Church Society, the objcet of which is, to combine all evangelical Christians, through

out Great Britain, who think that tho Church of Christ ought not to be clogged with

secular and worldly patronage. Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and Congregationalism,

will all be equally admissible to this new Society; or any of its associations, provided

they hold the orthodox doctrines of the reformation, and afford evidence that they love

• and obey the common Saviour. It is nota sectarian, but a Catholic society, intended

to exhibit the growing and resistless power of the voluntary principle; as sanctified by

divine grace, and vigorously exerted for the good of mankind. Our prayer is, that this

new institution may be blossed of God, in bringing back the Church of Christ to her

primitive union, and in leading her to merge all other distinctions and peculiarities in

the one grand distinction of Christian. The meeting was addressed with considerable

«ffect by Dr. Brown, Dr. Heugh, Dr. Bedford, Dr. Morison, Mr. Kelly, Mr. Black

burn, Mr. T. Morel); Mr. Straiten, of Hull ; Mr. Miller, of Silentes ; Mr. Brown, of

Wareham; Mr. Sibree, of Coventry ; Mr. Conder ; Mr. Heugh; Mr. Young, and

01. Adv.—VOL. XII. 3 В
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others. The spirit of love, and power; and of a sound mind, prevailed. And now «

rallying point hag been fixed for the faithful of all ecclesiastical persuasions. May the

Church of Christ soon appear to be one in the eyes of the whole world!

GRAND MEETING OF DISSENTERS AT THE CITY OF LONDON

TAVERN.

On Thursday, May 8th, 1834, the United Committee, appointed to seek the redress

of Dissenters' grievances, had the happiness of meeting, at the City of London Ta

vern, with a numerous body of the deputies of Dissenting congregations from all parts

of England, for the purpose of holding a special conference on the present position of

their affairs in the British Parliament. Edward Raines, Esq., M. P. for Leeds, pre

sided on the important occasion, and great firmness and temper characterized the

meeting. The speakers were the Rev. John Angelí James, Colonel Addison, Thomas

Harbollle, Esq., Josiah Conder, Esq., Thomas Wilson, Esq., the Rev. Thomas Strai

ten, William 1 1. .wilt, Esq., the Rev. Richard Winter Hamilton, the Rev. J. R. Beard,

the Rev. Dr. Redford, Samuel Claphani, Esq., Dr. Brown, Ebenezer Foster, Esq., the

Rev. Dr. Payne, the Rev. John Sibree, the Rev. John Howard Hinten, William May,

Esq , Robert Henry Aberdeen, Esq., Abraham Clark, Esq., Richard Aih, Esq.,

Charles Law, Esq , Charles Hindley, Esq., James Rooker, Esq., and John WUks,

Esq., M. P. .

At the above splendid meeting the following resolutions were adopted with unequi

vocal demonstrations of resolute approval:— .

1. That this meeting recognises the great and leading principle of full and complete

separation of church and stale, as the .true basis on which equal rights and justice can

be secured to all classes of his majesty's subjects.

2. That this meeting cannot but express tbeir deep regret that their reasonable ex

pectations of Disseptors, founded on the admission by his majesty's ministers of the

justice of their claims, and on, the repeated assurances of d desire on their part to

grant relief, have been frustrated by Lord John Russell's Dissenters' Marriage Bill,

and by Lord Althorp's propositions respecting church rates, the only measures which

the government have hitherto introduced into Parliament for the relief of Dissenters.

3. That this meeting concurs in the objections which have been made by the United

Committee to the Marriage Bill, and especially to the propositions respecting church

rates, which they consider fallacious and altogether unsatisfactory, inasmuch as while

they change the name, they prolong the duration of a burden, from which Dissenters

have already in many parishes procured either partial or entire relief, and also give

new energy to a principle against which they have strongly protested as impolitic and

unjust.

4. That this meeting entertains a full conviction that the English Episcopal church

possesses, in the property now at her disposal, and in the wealth of her individual

members, resources abundantly adequate to defray all the expenses of upholding the

edifices in which her members worship, and feels entitled to claim the entire abolition

of all imposts for that purpose, upon the same principles of expediency and justice

which induced Parliament to abolish church cess in Ireland.

5. That the individuals now present, acquiescing in the declaration made by one of

his majesty's ministers, that it is a grievance for any class of religious professors to be

taxed for the support of a church to which they do not belong, engage to take all con-

•titutional means to oppose the adoption of the proposed plan respecting church rate*,

and to secure the perfect enjoyment of their religious rights.

6. That a deputation from this meeting wait on Lord Althorp, to communicate their

sentiments relative to the measures which his lordship has introduced concerning

church rates, and that the deputation consist of the following gentlemen:—Edward

Baines, Esq., M. P.) John VVilks, Esq., M P.; Richard Ash, Esq., Bristol; Samuel

Clapham, Esq , Leeds; Rev. John Angelí James, Birmingham i Henry Waymouth,

Esq., 17, Bryanstone Square ; Rev. Joseph Gilbert, Nottingham ; Rev. Dr. Redford,

Worcester; Thomai Harbottle, Esq., Manchester; Rev. R. Griffiths, Long Buckbjr,

Northamptonshire; James Baldwin Brown, Esq,, L. L. D., Inner Temple, London.

7. That the deputation report the result of their interview with Lord Althorp to the«

United Committee.

8. That this meeting recommends the formation of Voluntary Church Societies in

London, and throughout the country, for the purpose of diffusing the great principles

maintained by such associations among the inhabitants of the United Kingdom.

9. That the deputies now present will take immediate measures for personally com

municating with the members of Parliament for their respective counties, cities, and

boroughs, upon the resolution! passed this day, and that they report the result to the

United Committee.
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10. That the most cordial thanks of this meeting be given to the United Committee,

for their valuable and efficient public services, and that they be requested to continue

the same.

11. That the deputies from the country, now present, undertake to interest them

selves in their respective districts to procure contributions, to meet the expenses in

curred by the United Committee in prosecuting the important objects of their forma

tion; and that the moneys so collected be remitted to the secretary, on account of the

Treasurer of that Committee.

(Signed) EDWARD BAIHES, Chairman.

The remainder of our space in this department of our work we fill,

for the present month, with the following summary account, from the

Evangelical Magazine, of some of the most important anniversaries of

the British Religious and Benevolent Societies—They contain some

useful information; and can scarcely fail to prove animating to lovers

of the cause and kingdom of the Redeemer.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY.

OB Wednesday, the 7th of May, the thirtieth anniversary of this great institution,

was held at Exeter Hall, Lord Bexley, the newly-chosen president, in the chair, who

opened the business of the day with a just tribute of respect ta the memory of Lord

Teignmouth, and with some pertinent allusions to his long connexion with the insti

tution, as the probable ground of the committee's choice of himself ae president. For

twenty-three years he had been connected with the society, and never felt greater sa

tisfaction in his relation to it than at the present moment. At the time when he join

ed it, its whole circulation of the Scriptures did not exceed 35,000 copies; but now' it

reached beyond 8,000,000; its expenditure had not then exceeded £50,000, now it was

more than £2,000,000. He exhorted all the friends of the institution to the cultiva

tion of " brotherly love."

The report, which was read by the Rev. A. Brandram, announced that the receipts

for the year amounted to £83,897,—£8,404 above those of the preceding year. The

issues of the Scriptures at home and abroad have amounted to 393,000 ; free contribu

tions, to £28,145 3i. 2d. ; new auxiliaries, to 13; branches, to 10; and associations,

to 145. Grants have been made to the Hibernian Bible Society of 3000 Bibles and

5000 Testaments ; to the Hibernian Society of 5000 Bibles and 30,000 Testaments ;

to the Sunday School Society of 8500 Bibles and 20,000 Testaments; to the Irish

Society of 500 Bibles and 2000 Testaments ; to the Baptist Irish Society 1000 Testa

mente ; and to the United Brethren of 100 Bibles and 150 Testaments. The report

was in other particulars deeply interesting, and was distinguished by a high tone of

spirituality and affection.

The meeting, which was numerous and very orderly and devout in its appearance,

was addressed with great moral effect by the Marquis of Cbolmondeley, the Bishop of

Chester, Lord Viscount Morpeth, the Rev.. David Abeel (an American missionary

from China,) the Rev. R. Knill, the Rev. H. Stowell, Mr. J. J. Gurney, ihe Rev. J.

Browne (the newly-chosen Secretary,) the Rev. T. Lessey (of the Methodist connex

ion,) J. Pease, Esq., M. P., the Rev. W. Marsh, of Birmingham, the Re-v. J. A.

James, the Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, and the Earl of Chichester.

We never attended a meeting of the society in which talent and piety were more

happily blended. Surely the more rational friends of the Trinitarian Society will not

much longer countenance the meaningless separation in which unhippily they have

enlisted themselves. If the meeting of the 7th of May was not np to their standard

of orthodoxy, in almost all particulars, we know not what they would demand. A very

interesting occurrence took place during the meeting. Mr. Marsh, of Birmingham,

made a friendly allusion to the good understanding which obtained between himself

as a clergyman and Mr. James as a Dissenting minister. The reference was so point

ed that the meeting called loudly for Mr. James, who, in a speech distinguished by all

the attributes of eloquence, piety, and enlarged benevolence, addressed the meeting,

and reciprocated every kindly reference of his clérical brother. The effect must have

been most gratifying to all the friends of Christian harmony and love.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION.

On Thursday evening, the 8th of May, the annual meeting of thin society wuheld

at Exeter Hall ; Sir Andrew Agnew, Bart.. M. P., in the chair. The hall wat crowded

almost to suffocation, and many retired who, could not gain admission. After prayer

and praise, the worthy baronet proceeded to stale, with great clearness, the nature of

the object for which the meeting had been convened, and to express his hearty con

currence in the religious instruction of the rising generation.

The report was then read by Mr. Lloyd, one of the secretaries. It first referred to

foreign Sunday schools, and noticed Denmark and Malta, where they had been esta

blished. In Corfu, Mr. Lowndes has three schools for the Greeks, and an English

school in his own hnuse. In New South Wales and Van Dieman'e land religious edu

cation is spreading. The American Sunday School Union report that about 30,000

teachers and 30,000 scholars had become professors of religion. In nine years 14.550

schools had been formed; the present number of teachers was 79,974, of scholars

549,173. A correspondent reniartcs, " Wo feel thai one of the chief reasons why there

is во much languor and coldness, is beeiuse thé close connexion of Sunday schools

with the vital interests of Christ'» kingdom is not seen—we hope this will be mide so

manifest that no true follower of Christ can be at peace so long as he neglcclt to che

rish, sustain, and elévale the Sunday school." Infant Sunday schools have been esta

blished in America. In tin: West Indies, schools are greatly increasing, and conside

rable grants have been made. In Antigua, where Sunday schools have been establish

ed twenty-four years, the legislature have consented to give the slaves complete emu-

cipation on the 1st of August next, religious education having made them "6tfor

freedom." Thus 30,000 persons will be released from six years of bondage. "The

slaves already begin to fancy themselves a superior order of beings."

In noticing the /i» M r proceedings, grants of £612 had been made from the jubilee

fund during the year for the erection of school-rooms. It was proposed to raise > per

manent building fund by subscriptions of Is. annually from each teacher, and \d. from

each scholar. The missionary had formed fourteen general unions, and re-organized

four. A library and reading room had been opened in Paternoster Row for .teachers.

Grants bad been made amounting to £193 5s. Hd. The numbers reported were 11,716

schools, 135,858 teachers, and 1,227,585 scholars, being an increase of 441 schools,

7074 teachers, and 69,150 scholars. The sales were £7470 14«. The report thai

closes .-—

" In contemplating the extension of daily education, and the commencement mide

by government, of parliamentary grants, an important inquiry arises: VVU1 Sand«'

schools be lessor more needed when common education pervades the country.' A cur-

вигу observer might fancy that they would be superseded, but your committee are con

vinced that the extension »f general knowledge renders greater efforts necessary to

increase and to improve Sanday schools. Without at all disparaging daily schools,

they think there are some advantages either peculiar to Sunday schools, or attaching

to them in a pre-eminent áegree^—they do not demand a large expenditure—their

teachers are gratuitous, and usually from a rank superior to the scholars—the instruc

tions imparted are almost entirely religious end scriptural—they secure the sanctity of

the Sabbath, and attendance on divine worship, and protect the poor from many lemu-

talions which peculiarly assail them on the Lord's day—they unite society together by

1 bonds of love'—and they are nurseries to the church of Chrisl, bolh as to tbe leich-

ers and the tnaghl.

" For these and othor reasons it is apparent that Sunday schools will demand Ihe

great and increasing attention of true Christians, especially as to their higher mo

more spiritual objects, until the happy day arrives when ' they shall teach no шоге

every man his neighbour, and every man his brother, saying, Know the Lord: for

they shall all know me, from the least of them unte the greatest of them, saith the

Lord.1—Jer. xxxi. 34."

The speakers who addressed Ihe meeting were the Rev. C. Stov«! ; tbe Rev. A.

Fletcher; the Rev. Dr. Bennett; John Fair, Esq. (the representative of tbe Ameri

can Sunday School Union ;) Mr. J. R. Wilson, Sunday school- missionary ; the Re'-

John Cumming, of tbe Scots Church, Crown Court ; the Rev. John Blackburn; the

Rev. Dr. Morison; the Rev. Amos Sutton, American missionary; and W. B. Garner,

Esq., trie treasurer.

A holy almosphere spread itself through all the proceedings of the evening. Lore

and concord prevailed. Enthusiasm in the great cause of Sunday school instruction

marked the addresses of all Ihe speakers, and the- countenances of all the auditory.

The voluntary principle was seen and hailed in all its glory, and Churchmen and

Dissenters combined alike to give it increasing effect in the religious education of to«

poor.
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THE FORTIETH GENERAL MEETING OF THE LONDON MISSIONARY

SOCIETY.

The Animal Meeting of the Society was held at Exeter Hall, where, as usual, the

friends of the Society began to arrive at an early hour. The large hall being inade

quate to the accommodation of the numbers who attended, the lower hall also was

opened, where an abstract of the Annual Report was read, and several ministers, and

other gentlemen, delivered appropriate addresses. But even this» additional accommo

dation proved insufficient, and some hundreds \vere obliged to return, as on former oc

casions, without sharing in this port of the privileges of the flnniversary.

The meeting was both respectable and numerous, and was characterized by a de

lightful manifestation of those feelings of sacred joy and gratitude, which the commu

nications made on such occasions are so well fitted to inspire in the mind of the Chris

tian.

The recognition, by the meeting, of those great Scripture principles which consti

tute, under God, the spring of vigorous and persevering efforts in the cause, was dis

tinct and cordial; while the evidence, afforded by tha Report, of remarkable coinci

dence in the movements of Divine Providence with the object in View, and of impor

tant actual results attending the operations of the Society, seemed to add fresh warmth

to the missionary zeal already enkindled.

The design of the Directors still further to extend their operations, both in the east

and in the west, particularly among the hundreds of thousands whom the British Le

gislature has recently freed from the chains oí slavery, was hailed, 'on the part of the

meeting, with expressions of approbation calculated to inspire the fullest confidence,

that the means requisite for carrying the same into effect will be liberally and abun

dantly supplied.

In reference to this subject, however, the Directors would respectfully remind the

members of the Society, that the TWKNTV additional missionaries proposed to be sent

ont, daring the current year, will occasion, besides the expense necessary for their

outfit, passage, &c., a very considerable addition to the permanent expenditure of the

Society, which will, of coure«, require an equally considerable augmentation odie per

manent income. . • • ' • ; • . . ,

The sermons delivered at the late anniversary were excellent and appropriate.

These we proceed more particularly to notice.

~
'

» ',
*' *

SURREY CHAPEL.

The prayers of the Church of England were offered up by the Rev. Klisha Newth.

The Rev. William Jay prayed from the pulpit, and delivered a discourse from John i.

17— Grace and truth came by Jesus Chritt.

The preacher began by noticing the connexion of the text, but waived the compari

son between Moses and Jesus Christ, suggested by the context, that he might confine

his attention to the words immediately before him ; in discussing which he observed—

I. That truth came by Jesue Christ under the four following charaolers:— (1.) By per

formance in distinction from engagement; (2.) As the truth of re'alily, in distinction

from préfiguration; (3.) As the truth of certainly, in distinction from falsehood and

error; (4.) As the truth of importance, jn distinction from all other truth. II. Truth

came by Jesus Christ in the four following ways:—(1.) As be revealed it: (2) As he

is the effect of it; (3.) As he was the medium of it : (4.) As he was the cxemplifier of

it. III. The preacher inculcated the obligation resulting from this manifestation of

the truth and grace which thus came by Jesus Christ, and which he described as three

fold. It is the duty of Christians—(I.) To receive the grace and truth so revelled ;

(2.) To exemplify th«m; (3.) To diffuse them.

In reference to the lest of these particulars, the preacher remarked, that there were

hundreds of millions who had never heard that the Father sent the Son to be the Sa

viour of the world—that being of the. same nature, and in the same fallen condition,

they bad, consequently, the same spiritual wants, as ourselves—that the command of

our Saviour, " Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations," Л г , was, as to the principle,

equally obligatory upon us as it WM on the primitive disciples—that there is nothing

te be overcome, in the enterprise, which has not been overcome already—and that we

have the same blessing to look to as the apostles had, with superior means, to secure

the success of our efforts. Thus every' Christian ¡a bound, by an imperative obliga

tion, to assist in the dissemination of the gospel: some by their direct labours, or other

wise, among the heathen ; others by their efforts, in varipus ways, at home ; almost

all, according as God hath prospered them, by their substance ; and every one, with

eut exception, by his prayers and influence.
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TABERNACLE.

After prayer, the Rev. Robert Borne, D. I)., one of the ministers of Paisley, deli

vered a sermon from Mark xvi. 15—Go ye into nil the world, and preach the goeptl

to every creature. The object of the discourse was to consider some of the indirect

benefits of the missionary enterprise.—I. It has enlarged and rectified oar views of the

actual state of man. II. It has led to the successful culture of some important branchée

of intellectual and religious inquiry ; alluding particularly to the translation and circu

lation of the Scriptures in different languages. III. It has enriched the world with

certain distinguished specimens of moral and religious excellence. IV. It hat proved

eminently beneficial in securing the essential rights and liberties of mankind. Refe

rence was here specially made to the influence of missions on negro-emancipation, and

the state of the slave colonies. V. It has helped forward the cause of civilization ami

general improvement. In the application of Che discourse, the preacher addressed

some suitable suggestions to the friends of the missionary cause in general, the Direc

tors of the institution in particular, and the missionaries in the field, or who are pre

paring to enter on the great enterprise.

The prayer aftur sermon was «noted by Rev. Joseph' Gray, Chelmsford.

CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

On Tuesday, May 6th, the thirty-ffnirtli anniversary of this much-honoured Mis

sionary Society was celebrated,, at Exeter Hall ; the Marquis of Cholmondeley in the

chair. Long before the hour of meeting the Great Hall was crowded to excess. Kav

Mr. Jowett opened the meeting by reading a form of prayer. The report contained

much gratifying intelligence, though it opened with a note of lamentation over the

decease of some of the earliest and most devoted of the friends of the society—«ch

as Lord Teignmouth, Lord Galway, Mrs. Hannah More, and Mr. Wilberforce. It

then stated the income of the society last year to be £52,9221*. lid., a sum exceeding

that of the former year by £3572. The legarles left during the past year have been

£3700. The entire expenditure of the year,- including a sum of £2000 to the disabled

missionaries fund, has reached the ambnnt of income, leaving only £934 in the liauiii

of the treasurer. During the past year the society, by the kind aid of divine provi

dence, has been enabled to enlarge its operations in the .Mediterranean, in Ceylon, lad

in the South Sea Islands. In Western Africa the mission seems to languish. In Si

erra Leone the prospects of usefulness increase. In Greece and Smyrna the laboursof

the society are greatly honoured of God. A Turkish school has been opened for boys;

and though the schoolmaster has been imprisoned by the authorities, yet such ii ue

thirst for the instruction of their children among the Turks, that it is hoped that present

difficulties will, in due time, be surmounted. In Egypt and Abyssinia the work of the

Lord advances. In Calcutta, though a spirit of infidelity has been in active operation,

the mission is there proceeding hopefully. At Madras a native female convert taj

shown a constancy in the faith of Christ worthy of primitive times. In New Hollina

the gospel is making way ; but the.degraded slate of the population, and the awful con

dition of domestic life, present greatDarriers to the triumph of truth. In New Zealand

a glorious work is advancing, and Sabbath attendances on the word would, in шал; in

stances, shame the inhabitants of Great Britain. A printing-press has been lent to

that place for the use of the mission. In'the West Indies the society has felt the lUmu-

ius which all other missions have done in connexion with the late measure of govern

ment for the emancipation of slaves.

The meeting was much edified Г

ehester, Colonel Phipps, the- Ei

Plumptre, Esq., M. P., the Rev. — , . _ ,
H. Stewart, Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart., M. P., and the Rev. E. Bickersteth. The «•

rit of the meeting was in a high degree Christian, and displayed nothing whatever ot a

sectarian virus.

VVESLEYAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

This noble institution, which has received honour of God in a degree equalling thii

of any other Christian mission, held its anniversary, on Monday, the 5th of M«J, 1l

Exeter Hal], Thomas Fowell Bu.xton, Esq., M. P., in the chair, who opened the me№

ing in a very impressive appeal on behalf of the West Indies, to which he wasanxiou

the Wesleyan Missionary Society should send at least one hundred missionaries и

expressed a strong desire, also, that schoolmasters should be supplied in great aon-

dance, to teach the negroes to make a right use of the liberty about to be eonterr -
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on them. He also intimated his conviction that the Society, and other similar institu

tion!, would, by the moral melioration they would promote, hasten on the crisis of the

emancipation of millions of slaves in Cuba, Brazil, and America, and would ultimately

contribute to the entire destruction of the slave trade. As the nation had given

£20,000,000 for the emancipation of the slaves, he hoped it would not be wanting ia

affording the necessary means for their speedy instruction in the truths of the gospel.

The Report, which was read by the Rev. Jabez Bunting, expressed deep regret on

account of the death of the Rev. Richard Watson, and paid a just tribute to his splen

did talent« and Christian graces. The account of the Society's missions this year, is

remarkably encouraging from all parts of the world. Its stations now amount to 166;

the members of the Society belonging to these stations are 45,786—an increase of

1907. The children in the mission schools are 27,676. The income for the year has

been £48,800. The Report concluded by a strong statement of the want of missiona

ries in many parts of the world, and by an appeal to some of the more experienced mi

nuten of the connexion to elevate themselves to this glorious work.

The meeting was addressed with much piety and zeal by Sir Oswald Moslev, Bart ,

M. P., James Stephen, £sq., Sir Andrew Agnew, Bart., M. P., the Rev. Dr. M'AII,

the Hon. and Rev. Baptist Noel, the Rev. WiHiam -Shaw, W. E tans, Esq , M. P., the

Rev. Theophilus Marnai«, Lancelot Haslop, Esq., Lord Mountsandford, and the Rev.

J. Wood.

The speeches of Dr. M'All and Mr. Noel produced a most thrilling effect on the as

sembly. The sermon preached by the former on Friday, the 3d of May, will be long

remembered by those who had the happiness of listening to it.

of JJuiiltc Slffatrs. '. ,

EUROPE. : . • , ..'•

The most recent intelligence from Europe which has reached this country, is from

London of the 4th July, from Havre of the 13d, and from Antwerp of the 3d of the same

month.

BRITAIN is agitated by the subject of church reform. A serioue struggle has com

menced between those who wish to dissolve, and those who wish to preserve the con

nexion bet ween the church and the state. In the foregoing department of our work, we

have exhibited the movements of the Dissenters. But on the other side of the ques

tion, it appears that on the birth-day of the British monarch, the Bishops waited on him

with a congratulatory address, which was presented by the Primate, the Archbishop-

of Canterbury. " After a short conversation (says the Standard newspaper of the 2911»

of May) in which his Majesty said among other things, "'I now remember you bave a

right to require of me to be resolute in defence of the church," the king proceeded—

"I have been, by the circumstances of my life, and by conviction, led to support tole

ration to the utmost extent of which it is justly capable; but toleration must not be

•offered to go into licentiousness; it has its bounds, which it is my duty, and which I

am resolved to maintain. I am, from the deepest conviction, attached to the pure Pro

testant faith which this church, of which I am the temporal head, is the human mean»

of diffusing and preserving in this land. I cannot forget what woe the course of events

that placed my family on the throne which I now (ill. These events were consum

mated in a revolution which was rendered necessary, and was effected, not, as has some

time« been most erroneously stated, merely for the sake of the temporal liberties of the

people, bat for the preservation of their religion. It was for the defence of the religion

of the country that was made the settlement of the crown, which has placed me in the

situation that I now fill; and that religion, and the Church of England and Ireland,

[Ireland with peculiar emphasis,] the Prelates of which are now before me, it is my

fixed purpose, determination, and resolution, to maintain. The present Bishops, I am

quite satisfied, (and am rejoiced to hear, from them and from all, the same of the clergy

in general under their governance,) have never been excelled at any period of the his

tory of our Church by any of their predecessors in learning, piety or zeal, in the dis

charge of their high duties.—If there are any of the inferior arrangements in the disci

pline of the Church, which however I greatly doubt—[the expression ofdoubt was again

delivered by his Majesty with great emphasis]—that require amendment, I have DO

distrust of the readiness and ability of the prelates now before me to correct such

'binge ; and to you, I trust, they will be left to correct, with your authority unimpaired
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" I trust it will not be supposed that I am speaking to you a speech which I hive got

by heart. No, I am declaring to you my real and genuine sentiment«. I hare aiment

completed ray C'Jth year ; and though blessed by God with a very rare measure of

health, not having known what sickness is for some yea», yet I do not blind myself" to

the plain and evident truth, that increase of years muet tell largely upon me when sick

ness shall come. I cannot therefore expect that I shall be very long in this world.

"It is under this impression that I toll you, that while I know that the law of the

land considers it impossible that I should do wrong—that while I know liiere is no

earthly power which can call me to account—this only makes me more deeply sensible

of the responsibility under which I stand to the Almighty Being, before whom we must

all one day appear. When that day shall come, you will know whether I am sincere in

the declaration which I now make of firm attachment to the church, and resolution to

maintain it.

" I have spoken more strongly than usual, because of unhappy circumstances that

have forced themselves upon the observation of all. The threats of those who are ene

mies of the Church, make it the more necessary for those who feel their duty to that

Church to speak out. The words which you hear from me are indeed spoken by my

mouth, but they Sow; from my heart."

" His' Majesty was affeated to tears during the delivery of this declaration, and con

cluded the interview by inviting the Prelates to partake of the Holy Communion with

him at the Chapel Royal, on Tuesday the 2¿d of June."

There has been some questioning in the British papers, as to the authenticity of this

speech; and some variation in a few of the expressions said to have been used; but

there seems to be no ground to doubt that King William spoke for substance as above

stated—He, of coursé, elands pledged to oppose the dissenters, and all who unite with

them, in the attempt to put all religious denominations in Britain on the footing of

equality, as to legal enactments.—This conflict will be arduous, but we believe the day

is nearly past, when religious establishments by law, or secular authority, will be en

dured—The Irish church reform has lod to some change in the ministry; but the cha

racter o.f the cabinet remains substantially the same as before the change. It is how

ever the 'opinion of many, that the Gray ministry will not be able long to keep its

ground—it is affirmed that this ministry do not answer the expectations of the pub

lic, in several matters, of reform—The Queen it appears is going to pay a visit to her

German relatives.

We find we have miscalculated pur space, nml can therefore give little more thin

a summary of the remainder of-Public Affairs.' In France the result of the elections

for Deputies shows that the government will be 'supported by a much larger majority

in the new Chamber, than In that which preceded it—the Liberals are a small minority

—The Chambers will be called for the 31st of August, but not proceed to business

till January—The King is about setting out on a tour through the southern part of

France. Spain and Portugal—The conflict for the crowns of these kingdoms is de

cided, and the young Queens have triumphed. Don Carlos and Don Miguel (par no-

bile fratrum) have both capitulated, and their armies are dispersed. Don Carlos has

arrived in England, and Don Miguel has gone to Genoa—intending ultimately, it i.<

said, to make retersburgh the place of his permanent residence. The Queen Regent

of Spain has, in person, reviewed a large corps of troops. The Spanish Cortes were

to meet.on the 14th of July. The patriot Mina is by n special act of grace permitted to

return tu his country. Don Pedro has sequestred to the state the property of all mo

nasteries, awarding certain sacrtd utensils to poor churches—It is expected that the

Pope will hurl his anathemas at Pedro—there has boen one meeting of the consistory of

Cardinals on the subject already—The Portuguese Cortes are to meet on the 15lh of

August. Russia it is said has some difference with the Гиг/;—and Britam and France

are watching the movements of the emperor Nicholas, who they know wishes to add

Turkey to his empire. The Sultan i.s dissatisfied, and likely to have a now quarrel

with the Pacha of Egypt, who refuses two years tribute affirmed to be due.

On our own continent, Mexico is still in a revolutionary state. Santa Anna has de

clared in favour of sustaining the Roman Catholic church, as a state institution. He

may succeed for a time by his military force, but his cause must ultimately sink—In

our own country the spasmodic cholera baa appeared in a number of places, but, ex

cept at Montreal and Cincinnati, the number of deaths has not been great—We never

remember such a series of days of unbroken heat, as those connectea with the day on

which we now write. Yet, through the great goodness of God, the general health of

our country has seldom been greater at this period of the year, than al the present

time.
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CHRIST A ROCK.

1 Сов. x. 4.—" For they drank of that spiritual rock that followed them, and that

rock was Christ."

By figurative representations some of the most important instruc

tions of divine revelation are communicated. Under the typical dis

pensation of Moses especially, there was scarcely any public act, occur

rence or institution, which did not import more than at first appeared;

and while it served some obvious present purpose, did not point also to

some more remote and hidden, but yet more spiritual and important

object or end. This spiritual signification of the ancient Jewish sym

bols, though it was often perceived, and was highly beneficial to the

believing Israelites, was not intended merely, nor perhaps principally,

for their benefit. It is under the gospel dispensation that the intention

of all the types is most clearly unfolded; so that by viewing them in re

trospect, and with the advantage derived from the light of the gospel,

more may be discovered by a Christian than could be known to a Jew.

To aid us in this useful investigation, the inspired writers of the New

Testament often become our teachers and guides. They frequently ad

vert to the Hebrew scriptures for the illustration and enforcement of

what they deliver: and thus by a kind of double revelation, the wisdom

of God is most conspicuously displayed, the faith of believers most

powerfully confirmed, the beauty of sacred truth most engagingly ex

hibited, and its whole design most fully accomplished. Among innu

merable passages which show the truth of this representation, the text

is one of the most striking.

The apostle labours in the context to excite a holy circumspection

in the Corinthian Christians, lest slighting or misimproving their pe

culiar privileges, they should lose the blessings which these privileges

were calculated to convey. With this view, he points their attention,

both for encouragement and warning, to the history of the people of

Israel under the conduct of Moses in the wilderness. Speaking, in this

connexion, of the miraculous supply of water which followed them on

their journey, he denominates it " spiritual drink;" and then to explain

the reason of his giving it this appellation, he says—" For they drank

of that spiritual rock that followed them, and that rock was Christ."

By a figure of speech, loo frequent in its use and too obvious in its im

port to be misapprehended, the people are here said to have drunk of the

rock that followed them, instead of the water which flowed from it; and

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 3 С
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the attention is awakened to investigate the meaning of the bold and

comprehensive metaphor which is used, when the apostle affirms that

this rock was Christ.

To unfold the intention of this metaphor, and explain and apply the

design of the whole expression, is the object of the present discourse.

In doing this, it will be useful, in order to avoid the danger of torturing

the figurative language of the inspired penman to a meaning foreign to

his own, lo consider attentively the spiritual truth intended to be con

veyed; to state this truth distinctly and summarily at once; and then to

recall the sensible images, only for the purpose of illustration or en

forcement. Agreeably to this, let it be carefully remarked, that there

are three distinct things comprehended in the type we consider. First,

—The rock, which was the source, or fountain, from which the water

flowed: Secondly—The streams themselves, by which the thirst of the

people was allayed, and their strength invigorated: Thirdly—The ulti

mate object for which the whole was done; namely, to conduct the Is

rael of God to the promised land. Now, as the apostle asserts that this

rock was Christ, I think the propositions of evangelical truth corres

ponding to the sensible and temporal things just stated, are plainly the

three following—

I. That the believer's hope of salvation must derive its very origin

from Christ Jesus, or be placed on him alone.

II. That a resort must constantly be made to the never-failing ful

ness of the Saviour, for all those supplies of grace and strength, which

are necessary to refresh and invigorate the Christian, in his passage

through the world.

III. That the ultimate design, and the sure result of all, is, that the

faithful disciple of Christ shall at length possess the heavenly inherit

ance.

After speaking very briefly to each of these points, the discourse

shall be concluded with a practical application.

First, then, we are to consider—That the believer's hope of salvation

must derive its very origin from Christ Jesus, or be placed on him

alone. As the rock smitten by Moses furnished the fountain, from

which sprang forth the water which saved the thirsty Israelite from

death, so Christ, when "stricken, smitten of God and afflicted," pour

ed forth that blood of the atonement, which alone can save from eter

nal death, the perishing soul, which hastens to it for relief. Hence the

Saviour himself, " in the last day, that great day of the feast, stood and

cried—if any man thirst, let him come unto me and drink." His

atonement and righteousness only, are the "fountain opened to the

house of David and inhabitants of Jerusalem, for sin and for unclean-

ness." Or if, taking another figure furnished by the sacred writers,

you view this rock, not as a fountain, but as a foundation, on which the

hope of eternal life is built,—then we are assured that " other founda

tion can no man lay Lhan that is laid, which is Jesus Christ—Behold I

lay in Zion a chief corner stone, elect, precious; and he that believeth

on him shall not be confounded. Ye are buik \ipon the foundation of

the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner

stone." But, my brethren, to the fountain contemplated none will come,

on the foundation laid in Zion none will rest, till the absolute necessity

of doing it is fell, in a manner the most urgent and pressing. Till a

sinner see clearly and undoubtingly, that without a vital union with

Christ he is sure to perish, he will never embrace the Saviour "as all

his salvation and all his desire." Without such a perception indeed, it
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is impossible that the necessary application should be made. How great

is the number of those who enjoy the gospel, to whom the Redeemer

never appears precious? They hear the declarations of his suitableness,

and the invitations of his grace, without interest or concern. Asleep

in their sins, they perceive not the burning gulf that is working be

neath them, and therefore see no necessity of escaping for their lives to

a place of safety. Nor is it enough merely that the sinner be alarmed.

Many have had their fears excited, who have never "fled for refuge to

lay hold on the hope set before them" in the gospel. If the awakened

conscience be quieted with the belief that some tears of penitence, a

partial reformation, or abstaining from gross sins, will be sufficient—

nay, if making many prayers, attending on all ordinances, attempting

all duties, and exhibiting an unexceptionable deportment, be relied on

as the meritorious cause of acceptance with God, the sinner is misera

bly deluded. Ah! my brethren, this specious self-righteousness, in

whatever way, and many are the ways, in which men attempt to

build upon it, is not the rock which will sustain the fabric of your

eternal hopes. Here is " the sandy foundation," against which our

Lord himself hath warned us; and whoever builds upon it, will find that

in the day of trial, when the wind shall blow, and the storm shall beat,

and the floods shall come, this "refuge of lies" will be swept away, and

he who had taken shelter in it will be lost in the abyss of final ruin.

But when, under the influences of the Spirit of grace, an effectual con

viction of guilt takes hold on the conscience of a sinner; when he sees

the depths of depravity which exist in his very heart and nature, and

the violations of the holy law of God which have filled up his whole

life; when he sees that he can offer no excuse and make no escape;

when he is made impressively sensible that nothing he can do, or work

out of himself, can be any recommendation of him to the divine fa

vour; when he realizes that an infinite atonement and a finished righ

teousness is what he needs, and must have, or be undone forever; then

in very deed he is " shut up unto the faith" of the gospel. And when,

by the enlightening and regenerating influences of divine grace, he is

made to discern clearly, that " Christ is the end of the law for righ

teousness to every one that believeth;"—that in him there is all that

can be asked in a Saviour; that the veracity of God offers him even to

the chief of sinners who will accept him freely; that " whosoever be

lieveth in him shall not perish, but have everlasting life;" and when the

will and affections fully and delightfully approve of this plan and offer;

then the soul is won to Jesus. Then, throwing away with abhorrence

every remnant of his own righteousness, abandoning every plea, and

every hope, and every wish of deliverance from any other quarter;

viewing with holy rapture the glory of God displaying its splendours

in the gospel plan of salvation, the sinner grasps the Saviour as his all

—choosing with infinite preference that Christ should be "made of God

unto him wisdom and righteousness, sanctification and redemption;"

then the soul is founded on the rock Christ Jesus—the rock of ages,

against which the gates of hell shall never prevail. Now, " being jus

tified by faith, the believing penitent has peace with God through our

Lord Jesus Christ"—The sweet sense of this " peace which passeth all

understanding," the joy which arises from the humble confidence of

pardoned guilt, the assurance that sin shall not have dominion over

him, and that all that God hath promised he is not only able but assur

edly engaged to perform; this is the first draught of the fountain of

life flowing from the rock Christ Jesus, which rejoices and enlivens
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that which a little before was a weary and heavy laden spirit. But

still, though the believer be thus comforted and strengthened for the

present, the wilderness is not yet passed; it is only entered, and through

it lies yet before him the tedious and trying journey which leads to the

heavenly rest—And, therefore, I have said—

II. That a resort must constantly be had to the never-failing fulness

of the Saviour, for all those supplies of grace and strength, which are

necessary to refresh and invigorate the Christian in his passage through

the world.

Speaking of our blessed Lord, the author of our text asserts that "it

hath pleased the Father that in him should all fulness dwell:" yea, that

"in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily:" And the

apostle John affirms, that " of his fulness have all we received and

grace for grace." By the most various and impressive language of

inspiration is the doctrine taught and inculcated, that all the spiritual

wants of the believer are provided for in the Redeemer, and that from

him relief is to be sought and obtained. Like the unfailing and inex

haustible streams that followed the chosen people of Heaven through

all the dry and inhospitable deserts which they had to pass; so the

streams of divine grace which flow from the fulness of their redeeming

God, follow his chosen ones through all the thorny and thirsty wilds of

their mortal life: And happy is it, beyond estimation, that such is the

fact; for their wants are both numerous and incessantly recurring. He

can only have entered the school of Christ, who supposes that when a

vital union with him is effected, every difficulty is past. Alas! they

who know most by experience of the Christian course, can tell most of

the various difficulties that lie in the way. When, indeed, a full draught

has been received of " the water of life," whether at the beginning of

a converted state, or after much progress in it, the soul is so cheered

and satisfied, that it seems as if distress was gone forever. Like one

who has just extinguished all his natural thirst by drinking largely at

a pleasant fountain, the idea can scarcely be realized that the painful

sensations, now completely removed, will speedily return. The present

relief is so complete, that it seems as if it must be lasting. But in

both cases the event is the same. As the natural refreshments which

we take to-day, however agreeable or abundant, will not serve us for

to-morrow, so in the spiritual life, no comforts or cordials of which

we have tasted in time past, will suffice us for the lime to come. "Gi<re

us day by day our daily bread"—is a petition not more applicable to

the body than it is lo the soul. It was not more necessary for the

Hebrew in the wilderness to go daily, and more than once in a day. to

" the rock that followed him," than it is for the Christian pilgrim, in

the wilderness of this sinful world, to go as frequently to the rock of

his salvation,—to the fulness of Christ, there to beg and to receive the

supply of his new necessities.

It is an important advice given by the penman of the text, in his

epistle to the Colossians, " as ye have received Christ Jesus the Lord

so walk ye in him:"—That is—" Be careful to preserve inviolate the

union that is formed between your souls and the Redeemer; and in the

same manner in which you came to and embraced him at first, continue

to come, to the end of life—Continue, after you have known him ever

so long, to receive him by the acts of faith, just as you received him at

first; as a complete Saviour, to pardon freely all your sins, and to

quicken, sanctify, uphold and preserve you." The present slate, my

Christian brethren, was intended to be a constant trial of the faith and
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patience of the saints. The world, the flesh and the devil, are their

enemies; and in all the multiform ways in which they can produce an

noyance, it will to the very last be experienced. A volume would

scarcely suffice to delineate all the difficulties and distresses, all the

doubts, fears, conflicts and temptations, that may assail the Christian

pilgrim who has set his face toward Mount Zion above. But blessed

be God, there is not one case, nor one situation, in which a child of his

ever can be placed, but there is provision made for it in the covenant

of grace, in the fulness of Christ. To him, therefore, let the constant

resort be made; to him let the importunate application be incessantly

addressed; and though for a time, and for a trial of faith, he may

seem to refuse, yet in the end he will assuredly afford relief. If your

necessities, Christian brethren, be frequent, numerous and pressing,

•let your entreaties be as frequent, numerous and pressing as your

wants. When you suffer most, imitate your Saviour in his agony, and

cry to him the more earnestly. When you are the most thirsty, come

the most frequently to the fountain:—"To him that is athirst will I

give (saith Christ,) of the fountain of the water of life freely." And to

thy Saviour, in the hour of death, as in every past hour, be thy soul,

О believer! committed; and he will not fail either to cheer it by his

sensible presence, or to keep it in safety by his almighty power. For

we are now to show—

III. That the ultimate design and the sure result of all this provision

of grace is, that the faithful disciple of Christ shall, at length, possess

the heavenly inheritance.

The miracle which was wrought by the instrumentality of Moses to

supply the camp of Israel with water, was only a mean necessary to

an important end. The God of their fathers had engaged to give them

the land of Canaan for an inheritance and possession.—To preserve

them from death, in crossing the parched and barren regions which

lay between them and the promised land, the waters were made to flow

at their side. The relief which these waters afforded from threatening

death, and the temporary comforts which they produced in a sultry

climate, were indeed blessings in themselves; but still they were only

preparatory to greater and more durable blessings in reserve. They

were but the indispensable provision for those who were travelling to

a fixed home and a settled rest, and were given to insure an arrival

there. There, when they arrived, they would, in place of a solitary

stream, find " a good land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and

depths that spring out of valleys and hills; a land of wheat and barley,

and vines, and fig-trees, and pomegranates; a land of oil-olive and

honey; a land wherein thou shall eat bread without scarceness; thou

shall not lack any thing in it." Jusl so the supplies of divine grace

which are now afforded to the Christian, are only a foretaste and pre

sage of betler Ihings lo come. They are given to strengthen him on

his way lo the heavenly Canaan, to the rest which remaineth for the

people of God, and to insure ils eventual possession. This is the de

claration of our Lord himself—" Whosoever drinketh of the waler

lhat I shall give him shall never thirst; but the water that I shall give

him shall be in him a well of water springing up into everlasting life."

That is—''The graces of the divine Spirit, given to those who truly

believe on me, shall produce within the possessor a source of happi

ness thai shall ultimately extinguish every uneasy desire after it—for

these graces shall continue and increase till they terminate in lhat
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everlasting life of which they are the earnest, and of which they insure

the possession."

Yes, beloved brethren, to whomsoever the special grace of God is

imparted, il insures eternal glory as the consequence. This is the

divine purpose in the gift, and nothing can prevent its accomplish

ment. Hence, saith the apostle, " he which stablisheth us with you

in Christ, and hath anointed us, is God. Who hath also sealed us, and

given the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts." And the divine Saviour

declares—" My sheep hear my voice, and I know them and they follow

me: And I give unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish,

neither shall any pluck them out of my hand. My Father which gave

them me is greater than all, and none is able to pluck them out of my

Father's hand—I and my Father are one." The most of those indeed

who left the land of Egyptian bondage under Moses fell, through un

belief, in the wilderness; and this should serve as a solemn admoni

tion to all professing Christians to guard against the same evil—For

the apostle warns us in the context—" That all these things happened

unto them for ensamples; and they are written for our admonition

upon whom the ends of the world are come—Wherefore let him that

thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." But though many nomi

nal and visible Christians who have partaken of all ordinances in the

church on earth, shall never be admitted to the church triumphant

above, still it is a truth, that none of the real people of God shall fall,

as the faithless Israelites did in the wilderness—He who is able to make

them stand will still uphold them; will recall them from all their wan

derings; will preserve them from all their enemies; will at length bring

every individual to the Canaan above; and confer upon them " an inhe

ritance, incorruptible and undefiled, and that fadeth not away." There

their sorrows, their sufferings, and their sins, shall cease together; and

they shall drink of the rivers of pleasure that flow at God's right hand.

" They shall hunger no more, neither thirst any more; neither shall the

sun light upon them nor any heat. But the Lamb that is in the midst

of the throne shall feed them, and shall lead them to living fountains

of waters, and God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes:—and

there shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor crying, neither shall

there be any more pain; for the former things arc passed away."

It now remains to apply the subject.

In the first place, then—From what you have heard, let professing

Christians be exhorted to examine with frequency and care, whether

they have truly rested their souls on the rock Christ Jesus. Many, we

are assured will, in the day of final retribution, say—" Lord, Lord, have

we not eaten and drunk in thy presence, and thou hast taught in our

streets"— to whom he will profess, "I never knew you; depart from

me, all ye that work iniquity." And how dismaying, beyond concep

tion, must be the rejection and condemnation of those who have gone

into eternity confidently expecting to meet the plaudit and acceptance

of their judge? Let us, then, my Christian brethren, with frequent and

jealous scrutiny, examine whether we have been taught and enabled to

place our salvation truly and wholly in the hands of Christ: whether

we have felt, and do constantly feel, that we are infinitely vile and un-

unworthy in ourselves, and in consequence of this, are looking to him,

and depending on him as our all: whether we do earnestly desire that

he would help us to contend against all sin, and that he would more

and more deliver us from it: whether he appears as a precious Saviour

to our souls, because he is " to save his people from their sins:" whe
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ther we do resolve to cleave to him and his ways, in all the acts of

holy obedience, even to the end of life—looking to him while we thus

resolve, " to work in us both to will and to do of his own good plea

sure," and to "keep us by his almighty power through faith unto sal

vation." If this be the temper and these the exercises of our minds—

however we may mourn our darkness and our difficulties—we have

good reason to hope that we are founded on the rock Christ Jesus, and

that our hope shall never make us ashamed. But if, on the contrary,

we are seeking justification by the deeds of the law, and do not feel

most sensibly, that without a vital union with Christ by faith, we must

perish: if the Saviour do not constantly appear necessary and some

times precious to us; if we do not feel our obligations to obey all the

laws of Godj and yet, after all we have done, that we are emphatically

unprofitable servants:—or if we are resting on some supposed spiritual

views which we once had, while we do not most earnestly seek new

views of Christ and his fulness, nor endeavour to walk as he hath com

manded; then truly we have reason to fear that we have " neither part

nor lot in this matter." Let all such be exhorted, as they value their

eternal peace, to take no peace to themselves, till they obtain it on

other grounds than those on which it is now resting.

Secondly, Nearly allied to what has just been stated, is the applica

tion which should be made of this subject, by awakened and inquiring

souls. Let them be most earnestly entreated to take up with nothing

as satisfying, short of good evidence that they have been truly brought

to rest on the Saviour alone, and are consequently his in the. everlasting

covenant of his grace. Better to bear the pains of a wounded con

science till they are healed by the blood of Christ, than to have them

healed slightly by any other remedy. Cease to seek justification by

your own efforts or obedience. Come, at once, to the Fountain which

can cleanse you from all your stains. Are you altogether vile—altoge

ther unworthy—altogether helpless? Just such the Redeemer came to

save—As such you are invited to go to him for salvation. If you ever

attempt to come to him in any other character than this, he will reject

you. If, therefore, you feel this to be your character, that sentiment

exactly suits your case to the Saviour, and the Saviour to your case.

To you he must be precious—Throw yourselves endrely upon him,

and he will not reject you. " Ho! every one that thirsteth, come ye to

the waters; and he that hath no money come ye buy and eat; yea, come

buy wine and milk without money and without price. Wherefore do

ye spend your money for that which is not bread, and your labour for

that which satisfieth not. Hearken diligently unto me, and eat ye that

which is good, and let your souls delight itself in fatness. Incline your

ear and come unto me; hear and your souls shall live: and I will make

an everlasting covenant with you, even the sure mercies of David."

Thirdly, The subject which we have been discussing applies itself,

in a peculiar manner, to the people of God—urging them to " abide in

Christ," and to animate themselves with the sure prospect of the hea

venly inheritance. Hear, my brethren, the words of the divine Jesus—

"Abide in me and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself

unless it abide in the vine, no more can ye except ye abide in me. I

am the vine ye are the branches; he that abideth in me and I in

him, the same bringeth forth much fruit; for without me ye can do

nothing." Truth, blessed Saviour! without thee we can do nothing.

Help us, therefore, by thy grace constantly imparted; and then,

" through thy strengthening us, we can do all things." Christians, let
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us never exchange the holy delight which arises from a life of faith on

the Son of God, for any of the polluted pleasures of the world. Let us

live simply upon him; and under all the trials we may bear for his

cause, or meet with in his service, let us solace ourselves with antici

pating that heavenly rest, which shall, .in a few fleeting days, succeed

to all our toils, and which will be the sweeter for every painful sensa

tion we now endure.

Finally—The import of this subject, to those who are yet " at ease in

Zion," is both awful and alluring. It is awful, as it indicates their dan

ger; it is alluring, as it exhibits, in the most attractive view, the way

of escape. Christless sinner! thou art in the midst of a howling wil

derness, in which thou wilt certainly perish, if thou dost not flee to

the rock of salvation. Thy outward enemies, Satan and the world—

and thy inward diseases corruptions and lusts, that produce a mortal

fever in the soul; all conspire thy eternal ruin; and they will certainly

prevail, unless Christ be thy refuge, Christ thy captain, Christ thy

physician, Christ thy sole reliance, Christ the water of life to thy

perishing immortal spirit. Behold, then, this hour he offers to be all

this to thee. On thy peril, refuse not the offer. By the worth of thy

soul, by the value of heavenly rest, by the mercies of God in Christ

Jesus, I exhort, charge and entreat thee, hasten to the Saviour—But

why do I speak of my entreaties?—Listen to and embrace with unut

terable gratitude, the invitations of the whole church, and of the Spirit

of grace—" For the Spirit and the bride say, come—and let him that

heareth say come—and let him that is athirst come—and whosoever

will let him take the water of life freely." Amen.

From the Evangelical Magazine.

THE EYE OF THE LORD.

" The eye of JEHOVAH a upon them that fear him."—Pe. zzziii. 18.

Next to the tongue, there is no more powerful or expressive medi

um of imparting thought and feeling to another, than the human ej-e:

by means of the eye we receive impressions from the numberless ob

jects of vision, as various as our perception of the nature, character,

and relations of the objects themselves, and the degree of intelligence,

and mental and moral susceptibility of the mind, which is the subject

of their operations: and through this medium, the same individual

may communicate, by a single glance, the tenderest emotions of sym

pathy, affection, and pity, and the bitterest feelings of malignant

hatred and contempt.

Hence, by a beautiful figure, the eye is put as the representative of

those thoughts, of which it is universally the instrument. To say

that the child is removed from the eye of a parent, is at once under

stood and felt to be a loss, which can be but feebly and imperfectly re

compensed, by attention the most intelligent and conscientious, on the

part of any who do not stand in the same endearing relationship, and

cannot, therefore, be the subject of the same feelings, or, at any rate,

to the same degree. The eye of the stranger cannot glisten with the

chastened fondness of a father, nor beam with the yearning tenderness

of a mother, nor convey the emotions of a sympathetic delight, which

sparkle in the countenance of a faithful friend.

In all the walks of life, what so cheering and supporting amid all its
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toils, what so animating to all its duties, as the mutual glance of ten

der affection and generous confidence? The peasant, the man of busi

ness, the man of letters, leaves his family, after their morning repast,

for the duties of the day; but, at that meeting, looks were exchanged,

which live and operate in the motives and conduct of the family

throughout all its branches. It is not the result of a process of ratio

cination of which the mind is conscious, or of a train of reasoning in

which the man lays down premises and logically deduces certain con

clusions, but it is nevertheless a matter of fact, of which an appeal to

our own hearts will convince us. If it be not so, how is it that, if

there have been any dereliction of duty, any breach of faith, at the

return of that meeting the same glance is the occasion of a feeling of

remorse and self-reproach; while, on the other hand, the more retired

and unobtrusive duties of the family, the labour of the field, the bus

tle of the shop and the exchange, and the toil of the closet, find their

ample reward, and their most delightful relaxation, in the renewed re

ciprocation of the most grateful feelings of the heart, not by words,

which appear too coarse a vehicle for their communication, but by the

delicate, yet powerful emotions, which sparkle from the windows of

the soul?

The verse above quoted, contains an interesting and delightful fact,

which, if realized by every individual, (and it ought to be realized by

all who " fear God,") would produce upon their individual moral cha

racter, an effect analogous to the one we have attempted to describe—

" The eye of the LORD is upon them that fear him"—the eye of that

God, whose " word is right" and all whose " works are done in truth,"

who " loveth righteousness and judgment," and whose " goodness fill-

eth all the earth"—beams with that expression of truth and love, which

are essential attributes of his nature, upon all those who by their united

reverence and confidence, prove their relationship.

What a powerful influence must such a realization have, to strength

en and support the mind in the time of trial, either by prosperous or

adverse dispensations of Providence, to sustain and animate in the per

formance of duty, whether of a public or private nature; in the exer

cise of self-government, in the discipline of a family, the direction of

a manufactory, or the management of a state—in the church or in the

world 1

May this fact be more powerfully realized by all those who delight

to call upon God as their Father! And, in order to this end, let every

member of the spiritual family dwell in thought upon the fact, till he

feel his mind kindled, his heart warmed, and his whole moral nature

influenced by the sentiment. 'S. 2. H.

From the Evangelical Magazine.

THE MISSIONARY'S FAREWELL SONG.

Farewell to the land of my birth,

To those scenes I cannot but love ;

Farewell to the dearest on earth,

Till we meet in the mansions above!

The soft, swelling breezes are nigh,

They beckon me down to the shore >

And swift will they bear me away

From the land I shall visit no more.

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII.

I could sigh, but my heart's not my own ;

I could weep, but tears are forbid:

Why should I? I am not alone ;

" I am with you," my Saviour hath said.

With him I embark on the deep,

A stranger to peril or fear;

His hand the rude billows will keep,

His presence will gladden me there.

3D
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" 1 count all things but loss" for his sake, Whose hand will unrivet the chain,

Who has shown such mercy to me ; And the best of all freedom will give.

I go those rich blessings to take, „, , ,
And proclaim, " that those blessings are °>i. how do I long to convey

fjeo „ ' ' The glad news to ihe Indian shore!

Blow, breezes, and waft me away

Yes ; the negro who weeps on the shore, From the land I shall visit no more.

Whose colour has doom'd him a slave, _. , ,,,. , . r _ ..
Precious balm in hi, wounds I will pour, Jhen, farewell thou land of my buth,

And tell him, »there's One that can Farewell to the scenes that Hove

„ To the nearest and dearest on earth,

Till we join in the raptures above.

I'll point to the " Lamb that was slain," W. E.

Who died that the negro might live ; Wimbledon.

ЗШясеИапеоия.

For the Christian Advocate.

MEMOIR OF MRS. LUCRETIA YORK.

We are assured that the facts relative to the subject of this memoir

•were communicated to the writer by her son, the Rev. M. M. York;

who was also an eye-witness to the most of them, and the companion

of his mother in her sorrows, at an age when he could afford her but lit

tle assistance. He has since been called to " rest from his labours, and

his works do follow him."

The popular gust of the present day, even among religious people,

so loudly demands exciting narratives, that its gratification has been,

attempted by religious novel writing. To this there are certainly many

and strong objections. But when we can give to the public narratives

of unquestionable facts and occurrences in real life, scarcely less ex

traordinary than those of fiction and romance, and all going to the

promotion of vital piety, we at once consult the public taste, and the

best, the eternal interests, of our readers. These considerations have

induced us to give a place in our pages to the following rather extend

ed memoir.

Lucretia Miner was born in February, 1734. Her parents, Manas-

seh and Keziah Miner, at that time resided in Voluntown, Connecti

cut. In her eighteenth year she was married to Mr. Amos York. The

ninth year of their marriage crowned their union with a daughter; and

thus far their days had passed in tranquillity. But at this time their

eldest daughter, remarkable for her attachment to her school and

books, for her lovely person and amiable disposition, was suddenly

taken from them by death. We suppose that Mrs. York had, ere this,

experienced a change of heart; but her passions were strong, and in

this event she manifested a disposition unreconciled to the Divine will.

She was thus deprived of those rich consolations which a right view

of her heavenly I7athcr's hand in this dispensation might have afford

ed—she forgot surviving blessings, confining her thoughts and affec

tions to the sleeping dust—magnifying her loss and her own sufferings,

beyond measure. Thus, like many others when their idols are taken,

she was made to say, " What have I more?"

One evening, Mrs. York was sitting, as usual, by her window, where

she had often seen her little healthy Ann returning from school, and

deeply affected with the idea that she must see her no more; when to

her unspeakable joy, the daughter appeared, and admonished her for
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mourning' thus excessively on account of her death! We do not sup

pose that her spirit under some sensible form was really seen. Proba

bly from extreme sorrow Mrs. York had fallen into a slumber, and was

thus admonished in a dream. The occurrence, however, had the most

salutary effect; she could now pray with resignation, and view her

painful loss as the necessary chastening of her heavenly Father. From

this hour she mourned no more.

Her children were multiplied. Four daughters and a son were added

within a few years. The son, a child of many prayers, was named

Manasseh Miner.

Mr. York being a considerable proprietor in the Susquehannah land

purchased of the Indians, moved, in 1773, to Wysox, then in Luzerne

county, now in Bradford. The summer following they were called to

rejoice and to mourn, in the birth and death of a second son. As they

were in affluent circumstances at that time, the family did not experi

ence what many families do in new countries, the want of fuod and

raiment; and far removed from scenes of luxury and extravagance,

artificial wants were not created. Hence a greater share of content

ment fell to their lot than is usually known in places more refined. But

although they now enjoyed much, yet their days of darkness were to

be many.

A considerable number of the thinly settled inhabitants were what

in those days was termed lories, while Mr. York adhered to the op

posite, or whig party. The time had come when every one, whether

whig or tory, was obliged to take a decided stand, and Mr. York was

betrayed into the hands of the savages; and here ended those days of

his own and his family's temporal tranquillity.

The 12th and 13th of February, 1777, the aged will remember, was

marked by a storm, in which the snow fell an unusual depth. On the

1 4th, Mr. York went to a neighbour's at the distance of two miles, his

horse making the only solitary track. Without fear or suspicion, he

entered the house of a supposed friend, receiving a more than usual

hearty welcome. But it was the malicious welcome of a treacherous

enemy, into whose hands, and that of the more merciful savage, he

had fallen! Resistance was vain, and escape utterly impracticable;

submission was the only alternative. Between forty and fifty Indians

had arrived, and there had waited during the storm. Their object was

not at this time to kill their enemies, but to plunder and make prison

ers. Mr. York was an object of their peculiar hatred; and the Lord

delivered him into their hands. Fourteen savages repaired with their

captive to his house, for plunder. Their arrival was announced by the

son, who saw them ascending an eminence, his father walking, while

an Indian was mounted on his horse! Each member of the family ran

to the door, rending the air with their agonizing cries, as the Indians'

terrifying war-hoop was heard.

The sudden change from the height of tranquillity to the present

distress was scarcely supportable, yet fearful anticipaiion painted the

scene in yet more dreadful colours. What but a general massacre

could they expect, armed as these savages were, with the rifle, toma

hawk and scalping knives? headed by a white man, their treacherous

neighbour, more refined in wickedness than themselves? But God had

otherwise ordained—their cup of sorrow was not yet full; and all the

family had not yet learned that the rod was in the hand of the God of

Israel, who chasteneth in measure and in mercy. Their terrors were

partly allayed when told they were not to die—the father must be a
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captive, and their effects be plundered. The work commenced—the

house was pillaged—and the beasts of burden were laden with beds,

bedding, and wearing apparel. The flocks were collected, and the

owner, made a slave, was compelled to drive them at the direction of

the plunderers. Could the father have remained, or might the wife

and children have accompanied him, the event had been less severe.

But this could not be—The helpless family were left in the depth of

winter, without a protector, with little clothing, bedding or provisions

—not among friends, but in the land of enemies; and the next banditti,

for the want of plunder, might inflict upon them every torture which

their cruel hearts could devise. Let mothers who are at ease in Zion,

for a moment reflect on the situation of this sister in the forest—the

only earthly protector of eight children, one an infant of three weeks

old!

Mr. York was compelled at night to watch the flock raised by his

own industry, at the risk of his life; while he wept in silence at the

sad remembrance of his wife and little ones. Nor was that a night of

rest to those who remained behind. Mrs. York, however, was enabled

to pray with and for her children; to commend them and the captive

father, whom she was to see no more, to the protection of Israel's

God; and she had faith to rely on this rock of ages, as a sure support

and foundation of safety. This was her only hope and consolation,

during two solitary weeks, in which they saw none but themselves!

Their first visiter was an old man, a noted lory, father of him who

betrayed Mr. York, and guided the Indians to his abode. Mrs. York's

eldest daughter had married a Mr. Buck; and to their great joy they

saw him, at this critical moment, approaching, with three companions,

for their relief. The old man begged Mrs. York to secrete him, so

that Mr. Buck might not take him prisoner—adding, that his son would

soon arrive with a party of Indians, and should he find his father cup-

tain Buck's prisoner, it might prove fatal to the whole family. He ad

vised Mrs. York immediately to make her escape, and engaged that he

would deter the Indians from following her. With joy she forgave, and

saved the life of her enemy by secreting him—received her son-in-law

with his companions—gave them an account of her situation, and they

departed with all possible expedition. At the distance of about three

miles, they heard the guns which announced the arrival of the savages

at their abandoned habitation. The old man, as it was afterwards as

certained, was faithful to his promise; told his son that if necessary he

would sacrifice his own life in defence of Mrs. York. The son listened

to the father, and told the Indians they must go back again up the

river, or that the white men would soon meet them in arms.

Mrs. York removed to the fort at Kingston, where she remained

until the fatal Indian battle in July following. In this battle captain

Buck was killed; and her daughter was left a widow, with a babe four

months old. The Indians were coming to take possession of the fort;

and many of them had seen Mrs. York, for she had often fed them;

and yet she expected to be one of the first who would fall a victim to

their rage. She therefore gathered her orphan family, repaired to

the gate of the fort, and begged the sentinel to let them pass; but this

he refused, as it was contrary to orders. The brave and noble colonel

Butler arrived at this interesting crisis, and gave orders that she should

be allowed to pass. They all travelled on foot down the river, as far

as Paxtown. There she lost and interred her infant. In this she was
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resigned, and heard to say, " I thank God, who made me the mother

of a son to give back to him—that I had one for him to take."

In September following she returned to Wilkesbarre, and concluded

to go from thence to Connecticut. Some of the disaffected white peo

ple were plunderers. Amongst the plunder at Paxiown, she had dis

covered one of her own beds, bul the possessor refused to let her have

it. She applied to the magistrate, who told her to take her own pro

perty wherever found. With this bed, and a silk dress, an old horse

was purchased—the only means of conveyance to her native land, for

herself, eight daughters, a son, and her orphan grandchild. They

passed the first night sitting on the ground, in fearful apprehensions of

the tomahawk. But after this the little band of travellers were treated

with much kindness and hospitality, during their long journey; and

though they subsisted on charity, they never, in one instance, had oc

casion to beg.

From New-Milford, Connecticut, where they experienced much

kindness, a wagon was sent, unsolicited, to convey them within two

days walk of her father's residence. When but ten miles from the

paternal abode an old acquaintance met them, and asked Mrs. York if

she had heard from her husband? She answered, no; and was then

told that he had arrived at her father's, expecting to find his family

there, but had died and was buried ten days ago—His death was has

tened by the overwhelming thought that his family were all massacred

—In those days there were no mails; and in a time of war, other means

of communication with a distant frontier settlement, very rarely occur

red—Every wound which had been partially healed in the feelings of

Mrs. York, by the fond hope of seeing a husband and a father, was

opened anew and bled afresh. After the first effusions of grief were

passed, the procession of mourners walked on, to see where the de

ceased was laid—they found his grave—they sat. around it and wept.

From this period Mrs. York became a widow indeed! She dwelt in

her own hired house, and kept her family together, and with them, as

their head, worshipped the God of Israel. Necessity obliged them to

labour for their own support. Her children were sometimes hired out;

but always returned before the commencement of the sabbath, which,

with her, " they kept to the end thereof." The Bible had been her

guide, her staff, and her consolation, in all her sorrows; and she taught

it to her children by the way-side. When she rose, and when she lay

down, Jehovah's name was invoked, his word was read, and his praise

was sung; and the manifestation of his' Spirit often rendered these

times a foretaste of heaven.

In the year 1785, she returned to their deserted lands on the Susque-

hanna; and again her sorrows revived, for the inhabitants were unci

vilized and unchristianized—without religion and without a sabbath!

One old man and his wife were the only professors of religion in the

neighbourhood. These individuals were ignorant and weak, yet hope

fully pious. To them she expressed her views of religious worship,

and proposed the establishment of it in their families on the sabbath.

The man hesitated, on account of his inability to lead in worship; but

a sense of duty overcame his scruples, and these two families agreed to

meet every sabbath for the express purpose of worshipping God.

Great was the joy of Mrs. York, when she saw the worship of Jehovah

thus commenced in the wilderness; and though not ably, we trust it

was acceptably conducted. Information being circulated, general at

tention to religious service took place among the few around them,
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and in a measure a period was thu's put to the profanation of the sab

bath. The meeting was conducted by reading a selected sermon, by

singing and prayer. From this lime the subject of this memoir en

joyed much, in the hope and belief that God would add the influences

of his Holy Spirit; that the stately steppings of her Saviour would yet

be seen amongst them, and that this day of small things would be

blessed in the salvation of some souls.

The burden of her prayer had long been, that the gospel might be

sent to this region, and she thought her prayers were at length an

swered, when told that a preacher had arrived. With great joy she

hastened to the place "where prayer was wont to be made." She

heard the speaker with almost breathless attention, but frequently

asked herself, if this was the gospel for which she had so long been

praying?—She knew nothing of the man or of his profession. Most

however were pleased, and another appointment was made. In the in

terim, there was mucli inquiry, but no satisfactory answers; and as yet

she was a stranger to the Arminian system. She heard again; and

asked herself if she had so long been praying for the gospel, and now

did not know the sound thereof when she heard it? She had recourse

to her companions in worship; and remonstrated against encouraging

" false teachers," but it was to no effect. Her friends were carried away

with the preacher's apparent zeal, and were too ignorant and weak to

discern his errors of doctrine. Mrs. York, although she exposed these

errors, and in many instances silenced their arguments, was left to wor

ship God alone. This was a season as trying to her as any she had

yet experienced. But as at other times, she poured out her full heart

before God in prayer; and her prayers entered the ears of " the Lord

God of Sabbaoth." But for about two years, the errors taught by the

preacher greatly prevailed.

During this period, however, several pious families had moved into

the place, and the Rev. Mr. Condiet visited them, and appointed a lec

ture. Mrs. York passed by a house, at the time when he was making

some inquiries respecting her; and she distinctly heard one say "that

is the woman;" but supposing the observation made to one of their

own teachers, she passed on. Mr. Condiet however rose and followed

her, and began a conversation on principles. She said, " I cannot ap

prove of the principles palmed upon us for the gospel. I do not find

them contained in the scriptures, and am convinced that it is my duty

to use what little influence I have to counteract their baneful effects."

He said, "What are the doctrines, madam, which you consider hereti

cal?" She replied, "The doctrine that every creature has a spark of

grace by nature; which goes to deny the doctrine of total depravity: a

denial of the efficiency of the Holy Spirit in regeneration; a denial of

the doctrines of election; the perseverance of the saints, and of justifi

cation by the imputed righteousness of Christ." Mr. Condiet told

her, he agreed with her in opinion. He preached, and she knew the

voice of the good Shepherd. Her joy was now such as those cannot

realize, who never knew a famine—"not of bread or of water, but of

the word of God."

During Mr. Condiet's stay he organized a church; a revival of reli

gion commenced, and those of her children who had not hitherto be

come practically pious, with many of her neighbours, became the hope

ful subjects of saving grace. Arminianism vanished like darkness be

fore the rising sun. Not so much as one, professedly attached to that

erroneous system, remained to disturb the peace of the church. Sue
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cessive missionaries visited, instructed, and built up this infant church

in the order of the gospel.

At that time the county of Luzerne was as large as the whole State

of Connecticut, and here was the first Presbyterian church formed

•within it; and the subject of our memoir lived to see an association of

sixteen churches and ten ministers, within the then bounds of the county.

Rev. Ebenezer Kingsbury, and Rev. Ard Hoyt, since a missionary to

the Cherokee Indians, were the first ministers settled in this, at that

time, moral desert. With Mr. Hoyt, Mrs. York's only son pursued

his studies preparatory to the gospel ministry; and he ultimately be

came the pastor of the church which she had so often watered with

her tears. A revival of religion commenced under his preaching, in

which many of her grand children, and of her great grand children,

together with many more of her neighbours, were added to the church

and fellowship of the saints. Her son travelled a considerable part of

the week, preaching in the neighbouring towns. She often accompa

nied him, and witnessed several revivals; and wherever she went, she

was regarded and treated as a mother in Israel.

She always kept her own table, and was hospitable to excess. She

" entertained strangers, she washed the saints' feet." Of missionaries

she would say, " how beautiful are the feet of them that preach the

gospel of peace, and bring glad tidings of good things."

After her 84th year, she set out, as she said, to visit all her children

for the last time, and went to the eastern part of Connecticut, 200

miles, and returned. Then after staying at home a few months, she

rode 100 miles into the State of New York, and returned home, in Au

gust, 1821, in her 87th year. Ndw, she would often say, my work is

done. Süll she remained cheerful, active, and sociable; and as her

eyesight never failed, she delighted much in reading the pages of Holy

Writ. On Saturday, October 25th, when sitting with her son, she said

to him, "preach the truth with faithfulness." The following day, the

sabbath, she was too unwell to attend public worship. On Monday

and Tuesday she was able to walk about the house; but on Wednesday

she was taken extremely ill, and had a distressing day and night. Yet

she remained calm and serene in her mind; and convinced that she had

but a few hours to live, she said to her children, " remember what I

have heretofore told you." She charged all around her, "go not after

false doctrines; by the truth we must stand or fall; I have nothing

more to say." Her funeral dress had been prepared years before, for

she had long and habitually triumphed over death. She expired in

the faith and hope of the gospel, on Thursday, October 30th, 1821, in

the 87th year of her age.

Could any thing but the power of vital godliness have sustained this

holy woman, under all the dismaying trials through which she was

called to pass? Could any thing else have rendered her as useful, and

in every view as estimable? Let this memoir teach the importance of

sound doctrinal truth, as the source and support of the most fervent

piety. Let it encourage Christians to hope and trust in God, amidst

his darkest providential dispensations; assured that all things work

together for good, to them who love him, and in faith plead and rely

on his covenant faithfulness. Let it also animate those who patronize

missionary efforts, and stimulate missionaries themselves, to vigilance,

zeal, and fidelity, in the discharge of their responsible duties.
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The three following short articles are from the Christian Observer

of July last.

ON THE ABSENCE OF DUE SPECIFICATION IN SERMONS.

I have frequently remarked in hearing sermons, that the preacher,

in speaking of men as sinners, has not, so often as might be wished,

defined what sin is, but by a sort of loose general statement has left it

to be charged on the conscience by the individual himself; whereas this

can only be done by a few of the more enlightened of his congregation,

while the larger number are by such undefined statements enabled to

throw off the charge from themselves, and suppose sin to attach only

to the openly immoral and profane. If this remark be true, and has

any thing of a general application (for my means of observation are

very limited,) it would certainly be well to recommend to every writer

or preacher of sermons to settle in his own mind what that character

of sin is, of which he desires to convict his congregation by the sermon

he is at that time preparing. The common idea of sin is, as we all

know, that it is the actual violation of the divine law as contained in

the second table of the Ten commandments; while the extent and spi

rituality of those commandments are seldom taken into the account.

And, no doubt, whoever is guilty of such sins is a gross offender

against God and man. But all "ungodliness is sin," and it is sin of

the commonest kind, and is so comprehensive that it connects itself

with every thing we say or do. Now, for this reason, might it not be

well to use more frequently than is usual the scriptural terms godliness

and ungodliness, as being more comprehensive, and at the same time

more definite and distinct, than the term sin, when used as indiscrimi

nately as it commonly is?

In what a vast variety of ways does ungodliness show itself! The

root of it is unbelief; but while the sins which grow out of our consti

tutional and sensual appetites and passions are usually the most under

stood, and denominated as sin, the sins of ungodliness lie much deeper,

and are far more comprehensive. They grow out of the mind, having

their origin in the natural enmity of the heart to God. They show

themselves in pride, and selfishness, and envy, and revenge, with all

their thousand modifications; but especially in forgetfulness of God, in

his varied aspects and bearings towards us; so as that none can flee

from the charge of ungodliness, if the term be once understood. Thus

the man who goes on his daily work or employment without any refer

ence to that God who gives him the ability so to do, is an ungodly

man; so also is he who makes not the word of God his rule of life,

and the standard of his actions in all that he undertakes; and there

fore, though it would not be easy (perhaps we may say it would be im

possible) to convince an unconverted man that he is what the Scrip

tures declare him to be, " inclined only to evil," " born in sin and a

child of wrath," yet by a little dissection of the heart, in describing

sin under its various modifications, there would be a greater probabi

lity of alarming the conscience, and thus, as far as human means are

concerned, of inducing self-inquiry and self-condemnation. It is in

deed a point of the utmost importance to convince of sin—not only to

convict, but to convince—so to convince as that its odiousness in the

sight of God, and its desert at the hand of God, shall be clearly seen.

And this leads me to notice another wnin/enii'ona/ defect which I have

frequently had to remark in the many otherwise excellent sermons I
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have heard: the sinfulnets of sin has not been sufficiently insisted on.

All are ready enough to admit that they are sinners—it is an admission

hardly to be avoided, even by persons the most blinded to their own

character and conduct;—but to see its sinfulness in the sight of God,

and in relation to the gospel of his gracej its sinfulness as it affects our

fellow-creatures; and the hindrances it throws in their way, and in our

(»/•а, as to the pursuit of the only true end of our being, in connexion

with glorifying God in body, soul, and spirit—this is what, I think, is

too seldom pointed out in sermons, and is thereby perhaps too little

considered by the hearers of sermons. H.

FALSE CRITICISMS ON THE SACRED SCRIPTURES.

I have been in the habit for some years past of keeping a record (no

enviable, or you will perhaps think profitable, vocation) of all the bad

criticisms on the New Testament which have fallen in my way. My

manuscript is increasing to a portentous size, and, if it were published,

might be a rather amusing piece of light reading, were not the subject

too serious to allow of an unmixed smile, even at the self-complacent

curvettings of affected scholarship. The clergyman of the church

which I attend is rather fond of showing off his knowledge of Greek,

by telling us how his text stands in the original; and many of my

acquaintance seem to be considerably annoyed when he sets off upon

his high horse. I fear that I am not always so much disturbed as I

ought to be upon the occasion, being perhaps secretly delighted at the

prospect of obtaining fresh materials for my inauspicious manuscript.

Indeed, I have been so spoiled by over-indulgence in this matter, that

I almost feel as if I were ill-treated, when a whole Sunday has passed

over without making some addition to my treasures. I do not, how

ever, confine myself to pulpit criticisms; though (without being par

ticular) I prefer these, as being generally the worst. I send you two

or three specimens of my collection; taking especial care, however,

not to pen one that might leave in the mind of my readers any painful

or trifling association.

A few years ago I heard a sermon on the text, "Almost thou per-

suadest me to be a Christian," Acts, xxvi. 28. "The Greek word,"

said the preacher, "which is here rendered almost, means a little: and

the text ought to have been translated, " A little thou persuades! me

to be a Christian." It might, one would think, have occurred to him,

that had the English translators been capable of making such a mis

take as this, they would have been totally unqualified for their office.

The Bible translation is quite correct, and the only effect of the

preacher's alteration was to destroy the whole force and spirit of the

passage.*

My next specimen shall be from Mr. Myers's Norrisian Prize Essay

on the Gift of Tongues. This essay, as you have justly stated, is one

of very considerable merit, and deserves a wider circulation than aca

demical prize essays generally meet with. It contains, however, one

* There ¡8, indeed, another interpretation of the passage, which has received the

unction of some respectable commentators; but I think that they are mistaken. These

interpreters suppose Borato bo understood after « t>jya', and consider Agrippa assay

ing to St. Paul, ironically, " You make quick work of converting me to your faith."

To which Paul answers, " Whether the work be quick or slow, I would that you were

all converted."

Ch. MV.—VOL. XII. 3 E
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unfortunate little note. Speaking of Acts, xi. 26, where it is said that

" the disciples were called (xfifutTla''tl} Christians first at Antioch," Mr.

Myers remarks that the verb here used is active, not passive; adding,

that if this had been attended to, it would have gone far towards set

tling the controversy about the claim of the Socinians to the title of

Christians. I do not in the least understand how this could have been

the effect of Mr. Myers's criticism: indeed I do not know whether he

means that it would have determined that the Socinians were or that

they were not Christians. But, at any rate, he must suppose that

XpvfutTiCfit does not signify " to be called," as it undoubtedly does.

If you will allow me to take another specimen from your own pages,

I will refer you to a communication signed W. R. in your last year's

volume (page 274). The writer says that again is not the meaning of

a.iuíti, in John, Hi. 3, 7. Now I do not quarrel with him for preferring

the marginal reading, from above; it may possibly be the right one;

but it does not seem to have occurred to him that there can be any

doubt about this question, or that any thing may have been written re

specting it by other interpreters. He says that " no where else in the

New Testament is «»«i«» rendered again." But sr«A/» caain is rendered

again in Gal. iv. 9, and must be so rendered. In the Apocryphal book

of Wisdom, six.. 6, we find, " The whole creature in his proper kind

was fashioned again anew" я-«А/» сншбп. And Josephus uses ач/tit in

the sense of again. Commentators refer us also to the authority of

ancient versions, to prove that the word was understood to bear this

meaning in the text before us; and they argue, from the reply of Ni-

codemus in ver. 4, that this was the meaning which Ле gave to our Sa

viour's words, understanding him to speak of being born a second timt.

The last argument is perhaps not worth much; but the reasons that are

urged in favour of the common translation are, upon the whole, enti

tled to attention. To me they seem to be conclusive. At any rate,

W. R. should have acquainted himself with them, and not have jump

ed so hastily to the contrary conclusion. M. J. M .

MEMORANDUM OF JOHN XVI. 8—11.

" And when He is come, He will reprove the world of sin, and of

righteousness, and of judgment. Of sin, because they believe not on

me; of righteousness, because I go to my Father, and ye see me no

more; of judgment, because the prince of this world is judged." The

following seems to be the natural and obvious interpretation of this

passage: " After my departure from amongst you, another Comforter

will arise in the world, whose office will be—first, to convince man

kind of sin, because my teaching has failed of accomplishing that great

end of my coming; secondly, to instruct them in righteousness, be

cause I shall not be present on the earth, as a teacher and pattern of

obedience to the law; and, thirdly, to reveal to them the doctrine of

judgment, because at the very moment of my departure there is a great

judgment of the world, and the prince of the world is cast out." (See

chap. xii. 31.)

I think that this is the sense in which every body understands the

passage at a first reading, and before he has consulted the writings of

commentators. The great point to be settled, is the meaning of the

word rigjitcousness. Those who think that it means the righteousness

of Jesus Christ (and this is the opinion of the majority of expositors),
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seem to me to leave a chasm in our Saviour's argument, which the

apostles would have been utterly unable to fill up. They hardly under

stood him when he spoke of his departure from the world (ver. 1 7); much

less could they have divined how that departure should be a proof of

his righteousness. I think, therefore, that it is better to consider our

Saviour as speaking of righteousness generally; and I feel almost sure

that this would be the first impression of any one who was not familiar

with our formal systems of divinity. I have heard it objected to this

interpretation, that the Greek word, which in our translation is ren

dered "reprove," must be taken in one sense with sin, and in another

sense with righteousness. But, not to mention that this objection lies

against every interpretation of the passage that I am acquainted with,

it may be sufficient to observe, that no one who understands Greek

would consider it to be an objection at all: for it is a frequent practice,

almost an elegancy, in Greek composition, to make a string of sub

stantives depend on a verb which in its proper sense can only connect

itself with one of them. M. J. M.

The incident which is the foundation of the following tale was, we

are assured, communicated to the writer, by a valued friend, as a fact,
•with the name of the principal character. This paper has, we believe,

been published as a temperance tract; but probably many of our read

ers have never seen it till now, and it is worthy of the attentive perusal

of all. Its simplicity and pathos have been much admired—The tale

is as follows—

THE GOLD RING.

I have one of the kindest husbands: he is a carpenter by trade, and

our flock of little children has one of the kindest fathers in the coun

ty. I was thought the luckiest girl in the parish, when G T

made me his wife. I thought so myself. Our wedding-day—and it

was a happy one—was but an indifferent sample of those days of ra

tional happiness and uninterrupted harmony, which we were permitted

to enjoy together for the space of six years. And although, for the

last three years of our lives, we have been as happy as we were at the

beginning, it makes my heart sick to think of those long dark days

and sad nights, that came between; for two years of our union were

years of misery. I well recollect the first glass of ardent spirit that

my husband ever drank. He had been at the grocery to purchase a little

tea and sugar for the family; there were three cents coming to him in

change; and unluckily the deacon, who keeps the shop, had nothing but

silver in the till; and, as it was a sharp frosty morning, he persuaded

my good man to take his money's worth of rum, for it was just the

price of a glass. He came home in wonderful spirits, and told me he

meant to have me and the children better dressed; and as neighbour

Barton talked of selling his horse and chaise, he thought of buying

them both; and, when I said to him, " George, we are dressed as well

as we can afford, and I hope you will not think of a horse and chaise,

till we have paid off the squire's mortgage," he gave me a harsh look

and a bitter word. I never shall forget that day, for they were the first

he ever gave me in his life. When he saw me shedding tears, and

holding my apron to my face, he said he was sorry, and came to kiss

me, and I discovered that he had been drinking, and it grieved me to

the heart. In a short time after, while I was washing up the breakfast
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things, I heard our little Robert, who was only five years old, crying

bitterly, and, going to learn the cause, I met him running towards me

with his lace covered with blood. He said his father had taken him

on his knee, and was playing with him, but liad given him a blow in

the face, only because he had said, when he kissed him, " Dear papa,

you smell like old Isaac, the drunken fiddler." My husband was very

cross to us all through the whole of that day; but the next morning,

though he said little, he was evidently ashamed and humbled; and he

went about his work very industriously, and was particularly kind to

little Robert. I prayed constantly for my good man, and that God

would be pleased to guide his heart aright; and, more than a week

having gone by, without any similar occurrence, I flattered myself that

he would never do so again. But in a very little time, either the dea

con was short of change as before, or some tempting occasion present

ed itself, which my husband could not resist, and he returned home

once more under the influence of liquor. I never shall forget the «•

pression of his countenance, when he came in that night. We had

waited supper a full hour, for his return; the tea-pot was standing at

the fire, and the bannocks were untouched upon the hearth, and the

smaller children were beginning to murmur for their supper. There

was an indescribable expression of defiance on his countenance, as

though he were conscious of having done wrong, and resolved to brave

it out. We sat down silently to supper, and he scarcely raised bis

eyes upon any of us, during this unhappy repast. He soon went to bed

and fell asleep; and after I had laid our little ones at rest, I knelt at

the foot of the bed, on which my poor misguided husband was sleep

ing, and poured out my very soul to God, while my eyes were scalded

with the bitterest tears I had ever shed. For I then foresaw, that un

less some remedy could be employed, my best earthly friend, the father

of my little children, would become a drunkard. The next morning,

after breakfast, I ventured to speak with him upon the subject, ios

mild way; and, though I could not restrain my tears, neither my words

nor my weeping appeared to have any effect, and I saw that he was

becoming hardened, and careless of all. How many winter wgbu

have I waited, weeping alone, at my once happy fireside, listening for

the lifting latch, and wishing, yet dreading, to hear his steps at the

door!

After this state of things had continued, or rather grown worse, for

nearly three months, I put on my bonnet one morning, after my hus

band had gone to his work, and went to the deacon's store; and, find

ing him alone, I stated my husband's case, and begged him earnestly

to sell him no more. He told me it would do no good, for if he did

not sell it, some other person would sell it; and he doubted if my hus

band took more than was good for him. He quoted Scripture to show,

that it was a wife's duty to keep at home, and submit herself to her

husband, and not meddle with things which did not belong to her pro

vince. At this time, two or three customers called for rum, and tbt

deacon civilly advised me to go home and look after my children.

I went out with a heavy heart. It seemed as if the tide of evil was

setting against me. As I was passing farmer Johnson's on my »»/

home, they called me in. I sat down and rested myself for a few mi

nutes, in their neat cottage. Farmer Johnson was just returning from

the field; and when I saw the little ones running to meet him at the

stile, and the kind looks that passed between the good man and his wife;

and when I remembered that we were married on the very same day,
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and compared ray own fortune with theirs, my poor heart burst forth

in a flood of tears. They all knew what I was weeping for, and farmer

Johnson, in a kind manner, bade me cheer up, and put my trust in

God's mercy, and remember that it was often darkest before daylight.

The farmer and his wife were members of the temperance society,

and had signed the pledge; and I have often heard him say, that he be

lieved it had saved him from destruction. He had, before his marriage,

and for a year after, been in the habit of taking a little spirit every day.

He was an industrious, thriving man; but shortly after his marriage

he became bound for a neighbour, who ran off, and he was obliged to

pay the debt. I have heard him declare, that when the sheriff took

away all his property, and stripped his little cottage, and scarcely left

him those trifles which are secured to the poor man by law; and when

he considered how ill his poor wife was at the time, in consequence of

the loss of their child, that died only the month before, he was restrain

ed from resorting to the bottle, in his moments of despair, by nothing

but a recollection of the pledge he had signed. Farmer Johnson's mi

nister was in favour of pledges, and had often told him, that affliction

might weaken his judgment and his moral sense, and that the pledge

might save him at last, as a plank saves the life of a mariner, who is

tost upon the waves.

Our good clergyman was unfortunately of a different opinion. He

had often disapproved of pledges: the deacon was of the same opi

nion: he thought very illy of pledges.

Month after month passed away, and our happiness was utterly de

stroyed. My husband neglected his business, and poverty began to

stare us in the face. Notwithstanding my best exertions, it was hard

work to keep my little ones decently clothed and sufficiently fed. If

my husband earned a shilling, the dram-seller was as sure of it, as if

it were already in his till. I sometimes thought I had lost all my affec

tion for one who had proved so entirely regardless of those whom it

was his duty to protect and sustain; but when I looked in the faces of

our little children, the recollection of our early marriage days, and all

his kind words and deeds soon taught me the strength of the principle

that had brought us together.

I shall never cease to remember the anguish I felt when the consta

ble took him to jail, upon the dram-seller's execution. Till that mo

ment I did not believe that my affection could have survived under the

pressure of that misery, which he had brought upon us all. I put up

such things, of the little that remained to us, as 1 thought might be of

use, and turned my back upon a spot where I had been very happy and

very wretched. Our five little children followed, weeping bitterly.

The jail was situated in the next town. " Oh George," said I, " if you

had only signed the pledge, it would not have come lo this." He sigh

ed and said nothing; and we walked nearly a mile, in perfect silence.

As we were leaving the village, we encountered our clergyman, going

forth upon his morning ride. When I reflected that a few words from

him would have induced my poor husband to sign the pledge, and that

if he had done so he might have been the kind father and the affection

ate husband that he once was, I own, it cost me some considerable ef

fort to suppress my emotions. " Whither are you all going?" said the

holy man. My husband, who had always appeared extremely humble,,

in presence of the minister, and replied to all his inquiries, in a sub

dued tone of voice, answered with unusual firmness, " To jail, reve

rend sir." " To jail!" said he, " ah, I see how it is; you have wasted
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your substance in riotous living, and are going to pay for your impro

vidence and folly. You have had the advantage of my precept and ex

ample, and you have turned a deaf ear to the one, and neglected the

other."

"Reverend sir," my husband replied, galled by this reproof, which

appeared to him, at that particular moment, an unnecessary aggrava

tion of his misery, " reverend sir, your precept and your example have

been my ruin; I have followed them both. You who had no experi

ence of the temptations to which your weaker brethren are liable, who

are already addicted to the temperate and daily use of ardent spirits,

advised me never to sign a pledge. I have followed your advice to the

letter. You admitted, that extraordinary occasions might justify the

use of ardent spirit, and that, on such occasions, you might use it your

self. I followed your example; but it has been my misfortune neverto

drink spirituous liquors without finding that my occasions were more

extraordinary than ever. Had I followed the precept and example of

neighbour Johnson, I should not have made a good wife miserable, nor

my children beggars." While he uttered these last words, my poor

husband looked upon his little ones, and burst into tears: and the mi

nister rode slowly away without uttering a word.

I rejoiced even in the midst of our misery, to see that the heartofmy

poor George was tenderly affected; for it is not more needful, that the

hardness of wax should be subdued by fire, than that the heart of тал

should be softened by affliction, before a deep and lasting impression

can be made. " Dear husband," said I, " we are young; it is not too

late; let us trust in God, and all may yet be well." He made no reply,

but continued to walk on, and weep in silence. Shortly after, the dea

con appeared, at some distance, coming towards us on the road; but

as soon as he discovered who we were, he turned away into a private

path. Even the constable seemed somewhat touched with compassion

at our situation, and urged us to keep a good heart, for he thought

some one might help us, when we least expected it. My husband,

whose vein of humour would often display itself, even in hours of sad

ness, instantly replied, that the good Samaritan could not be far off, for

the priest and the Lévite had already passed by on the other side, out

he little thought—poor man—that even the conclusion of this beautiful

parable was likely to be verified. A one-horse wagon, at this moment)

appeared to be coming down the hill behind us, at an unusual rapid

rate, and the constable advised us, as the road was narrow, to stand

aside and let it pass. It was soon up with us; and when the dust had

cleared away, it turned out, as little Robert had said, when it first ap

peared on the top of the hill, to be farmer Johnson's grey mare and

yellow wagon. The kind-hearted farmer was out in an instant, and,

without saying a word, was putting the children into it one after ano

ther. A word from farmer Johnson was enough for any constable in

the village. It was all the work of a moment. He shook my husband

by the hand; and when he began, "Neighbour Johnson, you are the

same kind friend"—" Get in," said he, " let us have no words about it.

I must be at home in a trice;" for, turning to me, " your old school

mate, Susan, my wife, will sit a crying at the window till she sees y°

safe home again." Saying this, he whipped up the grey marc, *h°>

regardless of the additional load, went up the hill faster than she cam

down, as though she entered into the spirit of the whole transaction-

It was not long before we reached the door of our cottage.
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Johnson took out the children} and while I was trying to find words to

thank him for all his kindness, he was up in his wagon and off, before

I could utter a syllable. Robert screamed after him, to tell little Tim

Johnson to come over, and that he should have all his pinks and mari

golds. When we entered the cottage, there were bread and meat and

milk upon the table, which Susan, the farmer's wife, had brought over

for the children. I could not help sobbing aloud, for my heart was

full. " Dear George," said I, turning to my husband, " you used to

pray; let us thank God for this great deliverance from evil." "Dear

Jenny," said he, "I fear God will scarcely listen to my poor prayers,

after all my oflences; but I will try."

We closed the cottage door, and he prayed with so much humility

of heart, and so much earnestness of feeling, that I felt almost sure that

God's grace would be lighted up in the bosom of this unhappy man, if

sighs, and tears, and prayers, could wing their way to heaven. He was

very grave, and said little or nothing that night. The next morning,

when I woke up, I was surprised, as the sun had not risen, to find that

he had already gone down. At first I felt alarmed, as such a thing had

become unusual with him of late years; but my anxious feelings were

agreeably relieved, when the children told me their father had been

hoeing, for an hour, in the potato field, and was mending the garden

fence. With our scanty materials, I got ready the best breakfast I

could, and he sat down to it with a good appetite, but said little; and

now and then I saw the tears starting in his eyes.

I had many fears that he would fall back into his former habits

•whenever he should meet his old companions, or stop in again at the

deacon's store. I was about urging him to move into another village.

After breakfast, he took me aside, and asked me if I had not a gold

ring. "George," said I, "that ring was my mother's: she took it from

her finger and gave it to me the day that she died. I would not part

with that ring, unless it were to save life. Besides, if we are indus

trious and honest we shall not be forsaken." "Dear Jenny," said he,

"I know how you prize that gold ring: I never loved you more than

when you wept over it, while you first told me the story of your mo

ther's death: it was just a month before we were married, the last sab

bath evening in May, Jenny, and we were walking by the river. I wish

you would bring me that ring." Memory hurried me back in an in

stant to the scene, the bank upon the river's side, where we sat toge

ther and agreed upon a wedding-day. I brought down the ring, and

he asked me, with such an earnestness of manner, to put it on his fin

ger, that I did so; not, however, without a trembling hand and a mis

giving heart. "And now, Jenny," said he, as he rose to go out, "pray

that God will support me."

My mind was not in a happy state, for I felt some doubt of his in

tentions. From a little hill at the back of our cottage, we had a fair

view of the deacon's store. I went up to the top of it; and while I

watched my husband's steps, no one can tell how fervently I prayed to

God to guide them aright. I saw two of his old companions standing

in the store door, with glasses in their hands; and, as they came in

front of the shop, I saw them beckon him in. It was a sad moment

for me. " Oh George," said I, though I knew he could not hear me,

"go on; remember your poor wife and your starving children!" My

heart sunk within me, when I saw him stop and turn towards the door.

He shook hands with his old associates; they appeared to offer him
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their glasses; I saw him shake his head and pass on. " Thank God,"

said I, and ran down the hill, with a light step, and seizing my baby at

the cottage door, I literally covered it with kisses, and bathed it in

tears of joy.

About ten o'clock, Richard Lane, the Squire's office boy, brought in

a piece of meat and some meal, saying my husband sent word, that he

could not be home till night, as he was at work on the Squire's barn.

Richard added, that the Squire had engaged him for two months. He

came home early, and the children ran down the hill to meet him. He

was grave, but cheerful. " I have prayed for you, dear husband," said

I. " And a merciful God has supported me, Jenny," said he. It is

not easy to measure the degrees of happiness; but, take it altogether,

this, I think, was the happiest evening of my life. If there is great joy

in heaven over a sinner that repenteth, there is no less joy in the heart

of a faithful wife, over a husband that was lost, and is found. In this

manner the two months went away. In addition to the common la

bour, he found time to cultivate the garden, and make and mend a va

riety of useful articles about the house.

It was soon understood that my husband had reformed, and it was

more generally believed, because he was a subject for the gibes and

sneers of a large number of the deacon's customers. My husband

used to say, let those laugh that are wise and win. He was an excel

lent workman, and business came in from all quarters. He was soon

able to repay neighbour Johnson, and our families lived in the closest

friendship with each other.

One evening farmer Johnson said to my husband, that he thought it

would be well for him to sign the temperance pledge; that he did not

advise it, when he first began to leave off spirits, for he feared his

strength might fail him. " But now," said he, " you have continued

five months without touching a drop, and it would be well for the cause

that you should sign the pledge." "Friend Johnson," said my hus

band, "when a year has gone safely by, I will sign the pledge. For

five months, instead of the pledge, I have in every trial and temptation

—and a drinking man knows well the force and meaning of these words

—I have relied on this gold ring to renew my strength, and remind me

of my duty to God, to my wife, to my children, and to society. When

ever the struggle of appetite has commenced, I have looked upon this

ring: I have remembered that it was given, with the last words and

dying counsels of an excellent mother, to my wife, who placed it there;

and, under the blessing of Almighty God, it has proved, thus far, the

life boat of a drowning man."

The year soon passed away; and on the very day twelvemonth, on

which I had put the ring upon my husband's finger, farmer Johnson

brought over the temperance book. We all sat down to the tea-table

together. After supper was done, little Robert climbed up and kissed

his father, and turning to farmer Johnson, " Father," said he, "has not

smelt like old Isaac, the drunken fidler, once since we rode home in

your yellow wagon." The farmer opened the book: my husband

signed the pledge of the society, and, with tears in his eyes, gave me

back—ten thousand times more precious than ever—MY MOTHER'S GOLD

KINO.
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.

ANECDOTES OF PIOUS NEGROES.

From Ike Essex North Kegister.

"Thine own wickedness shall correct thee."—Jer. ii. 19.

"The sons also of them that afflicted thee shall come bending unto thee ; and all

they that despised thee shall bow themselves down at the soles of thy feet."—Is. Iz. 14.

Illustrated in thefolloiring Anecdote with which afriend hasfurnished us.

A man in Kentucky, buying a slave, went to his former master, and

said to him, I want you to tell me all Cuff's faults. He replied, " He

has none, except he will pray." Well, says his new master, I don't

like that much, but I think I can break him of that. He look him

home, and made him a servant in the house. He was soon observed,

every day after his work was done, retiring to the woods. His master,

unobserved by him, followed one day to the spot, and overheard him,

engaged in prayer for himself and his wife. He returned, but did not

say any thing to him at the time. When the sabbath came, Cuff went

to meeting.—When he returned, his master asked him how he liked

the meeting. He answered, very well; there be good people. I thank

the Lord I come here to live. His master then said to him, Well Cuff,

I don't allow any praying on my ground: so you must leave off pray

ing. I can't, says Cuff. But you must. I can't, massa. Well then,

I will tic you up and give you twenty-five lashes, night and morning,

till you do. I can't leave off praying, massa. So he tied him up, and

gave him the twenty-five lashes, and then let him down, and Cuff went

away singing,

" Soon my days will all be o'er

1 1 shall sin and sigh noWhen I shall sin and sigh no more."

His master went into the house, and his wife said to him, Why don't

you let Cuff pray if he wants to? It don't hurt us. He replied, that

he would have no praying on his ground. He retired to bed, but

through the agitation of his spirit he could not sleep. About midnight

he awaked his wife, and asked her if she could pray for him. No, said

she, I never prayed in my life. He groaned and said, Is there any one

in the house that can pray for me? She replied^ I don't know as there

is any one but Cuff. Well, call Cuff then; I must have somebody that

can pray for me. Cuff- came in; and his master looked up and said,

Cuff, can you pray for your master? He says, " Masse, I be pray for

you ever since you let me down." The man and his wife were both

soon brought hopefully to the peace of the gospel.

Who can fail to admire the Christian spirit of this suffering disci

ple? Though treated most cruelly, and for no fault, he says, "I be

pray for you, massa, ever since you let me down." How perfectly il

lustrative of the Saviour's precept, " Pray for them which despitefully

use you and persecute you."—Matt. v. 44.

Who, again, can tell what firmness in duty, and perseverance in

prayer will accomplish? Had Cuff yielded to the requisitions of an

ungodly master, how great would have been the loss? But fearing

God, more than man, how blessed the result! God will honour his

devoted servants, however obscure. "I will set him on high because

he hath known my name."—Ps. xci. 14.

May disciples of every grade be instructed by the example of this

poor slave, and be as much more devoted than he as their privileges,

are greater.

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 3 F
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We received the following from a clergyman of Virginia, who, we

understood, was satisfied of the truth of the fact he stated.—EDIT.

A negro slave in Virginia, whose name we will call Jack, was re

markable for his good sense, knowledge of the leading truths of the

gospel, and especially for his freedom from all gloomy fears in regard

to his future eternal happiness. A professing Christian, a white man,

who was of a very different temperament, once said to him, "Jack, you

seem to be always comfortable in the hope of the gospel. I wish you

would tell me how you manage it, to keep steadily in this blessed frame

of mind." "Why Massa," replied Jack, "I just fall flat on the pro

mise, and I pray right up." We recommend Jack's method to all de

sponding Christians, as containing, in substance, all that can be pro

perly said on the subject. Take ground on the promises of God, and

plead them in the prayer of faith—pray " right up."

PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBYTE

RIAN CHURCH IN MAY AND JUNE, 1834.

In showing, in our last number, the ground on which the inferior ju-

dicatories of the church may and ought to resist the unconstitutional

acts of the Supreme Judicatory, it fell in our way to reply to the tyranni

cal and slavish position cpntained in the third article of the reply of the

General Assembly to the protest against the decision by which the ap

peal and complaint of the (Assembly's) Second Presbytery of Philadel

phia were sustained. \Ve now proceed to notice the other articles of

this sagacious reply. The first is thus expressed:—

" The Form of Government vests in the General Assembly the power of ' deciding

in all controversies respecting doctrine and discipline,' and ' to issue all appeals an¿

references brought before them from the inferior judicatories.' "—See Form of Gor.

ch. 12, sec. 5. " Now, as the question, as to the erection and existence of the Second

Presbytery of Philadelphia, came regularly before the Assembly of 1832 and 1334, by

appeal and complaint from the lower judicatories,* the «aid Assemblies not only had a

itghi to 'decide' finally, but were imperiously called upon to 'issue' the case."

Here is a pelitio prinripii—a taking for granted the chief matter in

dispute; and not an iota of any thing else. Every point stated in this

article of the answer to the protest had been ably controverted, and as

the minority conscientiously believed, had been shown not to have the

constitutional support which is here asserted that it had. On the con

trary, it had been shown, as the protest responded to affirmed, that

the principles acted on by the Assembly were " without foundation in

our form of government," and tended "to abolish the constitutional

rights of Synods, Presbyteries, and church sessions—to confound and

contravene those original and essential principles of ecclesiastical go

vernment and order, which constitute and characterize the Presbyte

rian church." We thought and said in the Assembly, that in our best

* No Judicatory but the illegitimate Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, ever a;>-
•pealed or complained to the Assembly on this subject. Why then mention judiaUortej

in the plural number?—To make the thing look more constitutional?
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judgment, it had been shown to a moral demonstration, by Mr. Win

chester, in his unanswered and unanswerable speech, that according to

the plain doctrine of our constitution, there was neither appeal nor

complaint regularly before the Assembly—the cause could not be

brought there'in this form, and it was therefore coram nonjitdice. We

are glad to find that Mr. Winchester's speech has been published, and

we hope it will be extensively circulated and read. It presents some

lucid vie\Vs of the constitutional doctrine, relative to appeals and com

plaints, which has been too often overlooked and disregarded. The

basis of his argument is this—" That it is only from the decisions of a

judicatory sitting as a court for judicial business, that appeals and com

plaints can constitutionally be entertained; and that from acts of ju-

dicatories in their legislative capacity, no appeal or complaint can con

stitutionally lie." He elsewhere shows clearly, that the constitutional

remedy for legislative errors is provided for, in the section entitled

"General Review and Control."

It is noticeable how adroit the members of the Assembly's Presby

tery are, and always have been, to get every thing before the Assembly

under the form of an appeal or complaint. In the memorable Barnes'

case, in which this whole controversy originated, we proposed, and a

majority of the Presbytery to which all the parties then belonged,

agreed, to refer the whole subject to the decision of the General As

sembly. We really hoped that this would have been concurred in

unanimously; because we knew the friends of Mr. Barnes wished the

case to go up to the Assembly. Yes, but they did not wish it to go by

reference, but by appeal and complaint, that when the matter came to a

vote, not only the representatives of the Presbytery, but perchance

those of the whole Synod of Philadelphia, might be put out of the

house. Accordingly an appeal was manufactured, at the very time

that the Presbytery, as such, referred the whole subject appealed from,

to the investigation and decision of the Assembly; and the Assembly

entertained the appeal. It is true the Presbytery had had the subjects

in controversy before them; but so had every member of the Assem

bly; for the sermon which kindled the flame of discord, had been dis

seminated throughout the whole bounds of the church; and the mem

bers of the Synod of Philadelphia were no more parties to the trial

than the other members of the house—many, if not the most of whom,

had been chosen with a distinct reference to their known and avowed

opinion of the matter in dispute. The same course, precisely, has

been pursued by the same party from that time to the present; and in

this manner have come forward all the complaints and appeals which,

according to the article we consider, gave to the several Assemblies

concerned, from 1832 to 1834 inclusive, "not only the right to decide,

but imperiously called upon them to issue the case." We affirm that

if the plain doctrine of the constitution had been regarded, not one of

those appeals and complaints would have been considered and treated

as regularly before the Assembly; and this is shown beyond reasonable

controversy in the speech of Mr. Winchester, to which we have refer

red, which was heard by the Assembly, and to which not even a plau

sible reply was or could be made.

The second article of the reply to the protest is in these words:—

"The minutes of the General Assembly for 1794, 1302, I -().",, and 1826, show that

the АшсшЫу has, in extraordinary cases, claimed and exercised the .right of orga

nizing new Presbyteries, and such Presbyteries have always been regarded as regu-

J&rJy antd constitutionally organized."
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The assertion—and it is nothing but .assertion—that is contained m

this article, was made, after hearing the following complete and unan

swered exposure of the irrelevancy, as precedents, of every one of the

cases referred to, as bearing on the case then before the Assembly.

" We come now, Moderator, said Mr. Winchester, to examine the cases cited by Dr.

Ely as precedents, for the exercise of the power of erecting Presbyter.es within the

bounds of a Synod. That the Assembly may erect new Presbyteries where the juris

diction of no Synod extends, we have never questioned. That the Assembly may

unite Presbyteries connected wijh different Synods, is also admitted. But the case

before you is wholly a different one. Here the Synod of Philadelphia had undisputed

jurisdiction. Upon an examination qf the cases cited by tho Doctor, not one will be

found to be in point. The decision of no one of them involved the principle now quee-

' " The first case adduced was the division of tho Presbytery of Carlisle, by the As

sembly of 1794. In this case, one of the Presbyteries constituted by the division, took

in part of the Presbytery of Red-stone, which belonged to the Synod of Virginia:

whereas tho Presbytery of Carlisle belonged to the Synod of Philadelphia. (See pub

lished Extracts from Minutes of 1794, p. 18; also of 1802, p. 7.) Thus it will be per-

ceivcd, that this is a case where it was .impossible for either Synod to act, and where

the power of the Assembly is admitted. And it is therefore a case widely different

from that now before you. . ...

" The next case was the division of the Presbytery of Albany, by the Assembly of

1802. This division took place under the old constitution, in which no specific power

to divide Presbyteries was delegated to Synods. In the year 1820, certain amend

ments were sent down to the Presbyteries for their adoption, one of which was that of

giving to Synods the power of dividing, uniting, and erecting Presbyteries. All the

cases, therefore, of a prior date are irrelevant to the present question. And, indeed,

before the amendment now alluded to, the Assembly seemed to question its own porer

in the case, for a part of the report on the division of the Albany Presbytery, which

was adopted by the Assembly, expressly forbids that decision ever to be cited 11 a pre

cedent in any future Assembly, as the MS. minutes will show. This prohibition i>

strangely disregarded by the Doctor, who now presses it on this court as a precedent;

especially, as he is so great a stickler for unqualified submission, and passive obedience

to the acts and orders of the Assembly.

" The division of the Presbytery of Oneida in 1805, next cited by the Doctor, il*o

took place under the old Constitution, and therefore is not a caso in point.

" The next case was thn constitution of the Presbytery of Chenango, by the Assem

bly of 1826. This Presbytery was composed, when constituted, of members of no lest

than three different Synods, viz. tho Synods of Geneva, Albany, and New Jersey.

(See Minutes for 1826, pp. 31, 66, 68, 74, 76.) This was also a case where the Pres

byteries concerned, were attached to different Synods, and therefore, not a ca«e ш

" Another case cited by the Doctor, was the erection of the Presbytery of Detroit

by the Assembly of 1827. This Presbytery was made to consist of churches from two

different Synods. The churches of Farmington and Potinac, belonged to the Synod of

Geneva, and the church of Detroit belonged to the Synod of tho Western Reserve.

This, also, was a case in which no Synod could act, and in which the power of the As

sembly is not doubted.

" The last case mentioned by the Doctor, was the translation of a church from one

Presbytery to another, by tho Assembly of 1827. Here the Doctor contended, that if

the Assembly could translate в church from one Presbytery to another, much rather

could they unite and divide Presbyteries. But the Doctor took good care not to tell

Îou that these two Presbyteries belonged to different Synods. Look at the Minute, p

14. ' The Committee of Overtures also reported an application from the church of

Danville, in the Presbytery of Bath, in the SYNOD or GENEVA, to be set off from said

Presbytery, and annexed to the Prtsbytery of Ontario, in the SVSOD OF GKJESSEI.

The above application was granted.' Why did the Doctor read this minute to the

court? Did he wish to deceive thorn? Did ho not know it was a case not in point?

Are such means to he used to gull this Assembly ? Does a good cause need such ex

pedients to sustain it ?

" In connexion with the foregoing cases, where no one Synod had jurisdiction, and

where the Assembly, therefore, was alone competent to act, let us look at a case, not

cited by the complainants, where a Synod had full power to grant the petition pre

ferred to the Assembly. The case as brieoy reported in the Digest, ig ая follow» :—

' The Committee of Overtures laid before the Assembly (of 1808) an application from
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the Presbyter^ of Huntingdon, for a division of that Presbytery. Resolved, That the

Presbytery make their application to the Synod (of Philadelphia) (o which they be

long, being the most proper judicature to decide the case.' (See Digest, p. 44.) In

the foregoing cases we see that the Assembly acted where the Synod could not, and

that it refused to act where the Synod miehl ; thus clearly seUling the question, agree

ably to the construction for which we contend.

" Thus it appears that every case, as cited by Dr. Kly, contradicts the argument he

has based upon them, and confirms that whii'li they were designed to destroy. I will

not say that the Doctor knew these cases were not in point. 1 do not impeach his ve

racity. He has entirely mistaken the real point before the cnurt, and therefore did

not see the material discrepancy between his supposed precedents, and the caso at the

bar."

It was in the face of this exhibition of the utter irrelevancy of the

cases quoted, that the naked positive assertion in this article was brought

forward, as showing that in the case protested agaipst, the Assembly

had done no more than what had often been done before; and this is a

good specimen of the manner in which the reasonings of the' minority

were answered in the Assembly, when any answer to them was at

tempted.

We have, in our last number, as already intimated, exposed the

monstrous principle of passive obedience and non-resistance, on which

the whole of the third article of the protest is founded, and shall there

fore omit further notice of it here—It is a fit companion for its three

associates.

The fourth and last article of the reply is in these words—

" In regard to the existence of two or more Presbyteries on the snine ground, the

Assembly have already expressed their opinion. For sixteen years in the city of New

York, Presbyteries have existed on this principle, without those ovil results anticipated

by the Protestants; yet here the Assembly would repeat, what they have elsewhere

said with more solemnity, that 'except in extraordinary cases, P/esbyteries should be

formed with geographical limits.' "

There is evasion and deception in this whole article. We ask any

reader, candid or uncandid, whether this article docs not purport that

the protest, to which it is a reply, had distinctly objected against "the

existence of two or more Presbyteries on the same ground?" Yet if

we look at the protest, we lind that it says not a single word on this

topic. After showing that the act objected to was unconstitutional—

not because it formed two Presbyteries on the same ground, but be

cause it invaded the exclusive rights of Synods—it goes on to say, in

the second article, " While we disapprove the act performed by the

Assembly as unconstitutional, we solemnly protest against the practice,

whether by the Assembly or Synods, of forming Presbyteries on the

principle of elective affinity, distinctly avowed and recognised as .the

basis of this act; being fully persuaded that the tendency of this prin

ciple will be, to impair the standards of our church—to open a door to

error—and to violate the purity, good order, and peace of the church."

Here we see that the main object of the Protestants was not even the

unconstitutional nature of the act, simply considered as unconstitutional.

Of this they indeed disapprove, but they " solemnly protest against form

ing Presbyteries on the principle of elective affinity." What is the As

sembly's answer to this? Why, that Presbyteries have existed on the

tame ground in New York, for sixteen years, 'f without those evil re

sults anticipated by the Protestants." But is this any answer at all?

Does it touch the objection? Not in the least. The objection is to

elective affinity Presbyteries—the answer relates to Presbyteries formed

on the same ground: But are not these one and the same thing? No

certainly. There might be two Presbyteries formed on the same
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ground, and neither of them be an elective affinity Presbytery. Nay,

this was precisely the fact in New 'York, for more than ten of the six

teen years of which this article speaks—it is only within four or five

years that an elective affinity Presbytery has existed there at all. Well,

but is it not a shameful evasion, or rather a gross deception, to make

a statement purporting to be an answer to an objection that was never

made? So we think; and so we believe every impartial investigator

of the subject will think.

But the curious reader will probably wish to know how this evasive

and deceptive answer, made by the committee appointed by the Assem

bly for the purpose, could obtain the sanction of the house. We sup

pose it was thus—during the protracted debate on the appeal and com

plaint of the (Assembly's) Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, those

who were opposed to the wishes of the said Presbytery, pleaded among

other things, the adverse aspect of the constitutional definition of a

Presbytery; namely, " a Presbytery consists of all the ministers, and

one ruling elder from each congregation, within a certain district."

They insisted that as the very notion of an elective Presbytery was,

that some ministers and elders within a certain district should be sepa

rated from other ministers and elders in the same district, such a Pres

bytery could not be formed without a manifest violation of this article

of the constitution. This was one of their arguments; but it was by

no means their only one, or that on which they chiefly relied. Their

main objection, and that which principally excited their zeal, was, that

the principle of elective affinity itself was destructive to the very life of

Presbyterianism, as consisting of a church in луЫсЬ all its ministers

and elders adopt, under the solemnity of an oath, the very same doc

trinal creed and form of church government and discipline. If, said

the Protestants, the doctrines and government professed to be believed

in by all the officers of our church, are the same, what need can there

be to provide for a difference of belief? and if some do actually adopt

other doctrines and principles of government than those of the consti

tution, will you put these men by themselves, that they may act in vio

lation of the constitution? Can you do this without violating the con

stitution yourselves? and can you do it, without organizing a corps for

the very purpose of acting in an unconstitutional manner? Do you not

see that in such a measure, you provide for the introduction of heresy,

and an utter disregard of our government and discipline, by those elec

tive Presbyteries? and is there not great reason to fear that in this way

false doctrine and a total disregard of our ecclesiastical order will pre-

va'ri, to the entire prostration of our church? We do profess to be

deeply and seriously grieved and alarmed, when we see the Supreme

Judicatory of our church disposed to countenance such a measure as

this—Such was the reasoning of the minority, and such the chief ground

of objection to sustaining the appeal and complaint. The minority did,

indeed, plead 'the constitutional definition of a Presbytery, as being fa

vourable to their cauie: and who will affirm that it is not? But this was

not what they most insisted on; it was not that which deeply enlisted

their feelings; and it was not that, as we have already remarked, to trAcA

the Protestants made any reference whatever. If there had been no elec

tive affinity principle concerned and contended for, in the question

before the Assembly—if the question had related merely to the form

ing of two orthodox Presbyteries, instead of one, in the same city, as

was the case in New York, till very recently—there would have been

no ardent controversy. It would probably have been admitted on all
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sides, that there might be cases in which the large number of ministers

in a city and its vicinity, would render the existence of two Presbyteries

within these bounds, more advantageous to the interests of the church

than one only; or cases in which the residence of the ministers might

be in one location, and the places of worship in which their services

were to be performed in another, so that the two Presbyteries might

be said to be x>n the same ground—That therefore the spirit of the con

stitution would be in no wise interfered with, although its letter might

seem to be opposed to the contemplated location of two Presbyteries

within the same geographical limits. Now the answer of the Assem

bly to the- protest says expressly, that " for sixteen years in the city of

New York, Presbyteries have existed on this principle." On what prin

ciple, we ask? On that of elective affinity? if this be affirmed, it is a pal

pable misrepresentation. There has not been an elective Presbytery in

New York, as we have seen, even for six years, to say nothing of six

teen; and if Presbyteries covering the same ground be intended, it is

nothing to the purpose, for the protest says nothing about them. But

every person reading the article will naturally think that by the words

" this principle" must be understood the principle on which the Pro

testants chiefly relied, and in this he will certainly be deceived. Such

then is the result -when the answer to the protest is scrutinized. But

we verily believe the Assembly did not scrutinize it; but as there had

been a good deal said in the debate about the unconstitutionality of

forming two Presbyteries within the same limits, the report was

adopted without examining its relevancy to what was stated in the

protest—That is, the Assembly did not wilfully sanction evasion and

misrepresentation; they' only suffered them to pass by careless inatten

tion. For the committee, however, we cannot make the same plea.

They had the protest before them, and were bound to answer it fairly,

or plausibly, or else to refuse to draught any answer at all.

We have yet to remark on that part of the article of the answer to

the protest, which affirms that—" For sixteen years in the city of New

York, Presbyteries have existed on this principle, without those evil

results anticipated by the Protestants." Although, as we have repeatedly

said, it is not'true that Presbyteries have existed in New York on the

principle of elective affinity, for any thing like the period here stated;

yet since an affinity Presbytery has existed, something that we consi

der as evils certainly has resulted from its doings. To say nothing of

ordaining eight young men without charges, and sending them' into

the Presbyteries of the West, to preach New School doctrines; and no

thing of accrediting a well known Doctor as a Presbyterian minister

in good standing, without his ever appearing before that Presbytery—

Setting all this down for nothing—we should be glad to know whether

an occurrence which took place about six months before the last meet

ing of the, Assembly, did not exhibit something exceedingly like some of

the evil results, to which the Protestants referred. The occurrence to

which we allude was briefly this—The church and congregation of

Hanover, in the bounds of the Presbytery of Newark, New Jersey, made

out a call for a licentiate, who had been preaching to them for some time;

and the Presbytery were convened to take the usual steps preparatory

to ordination and installation. The candidate was put on his exami

nation, and was found to be deficient in literature, and so radically

unsound in his doctrinal sentiments, that the Presbytery, by an unu

sual majority, absolutely refused to ordain him; although his friends

in the congregation urged it importunately, and wer« greatly diso
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bliged and'provoked by the refusal. But mark the sequel—This man,

thus rejected for ignorance and heresy, repaired forthwith to the Pres

bytery from which he came—the elective Presbytery of New York; and

there has been received, and ordained, and appoiatcd to perform pas

toral duties, in which he is now engaged. Is this not an evil result, pro

duced by the existence of an elective affinity Presbytery in New York?

\Vc do not put this question to the lovers of affinity Presbyteries. We

have their answer—they approve of such proceedings; they obtain the

establishment of elective Presbyteries for the purpose of being in readi

ness to do this very kind of thing; to be prepared, according to Mr. Pa-

tcrson's honest confession, to license and ordain men whom other Pres

byteries refuse or reject. But we ask those who still remember and re

gard their ordination vows; who "sincerely receive and adopt the Con

fession of Faith, as containing the system of doctrines taught in the

Holy Scriptures;" and who " approve of the government and disci

pline of the Presbyterian church in these United S'tates"—we ask all

the ministers of the gospel of this description now under the supervision

of our General Assembly, whether here is not an evil result, of the most

flagrant and alarming kind? Whether the very worst evil which the

enemies of elective Presbyteries have ever foreseen and predicted, has

not, in this instance, been brought out in practice—has not become a

palpable and astounding fact? Whether a door has not here been

shown to be thrown wide open, for the introduction of heresy in

doctrine, and the prostration of all government and discipline in our

church. Here is a man, rejected in one Presbytery for illiteracy

and gross error, who has only to step into the adjoining Presbytery—

for "the Presbytery of Newark joins on that of New York—and he is

received and treated as a man sound in the faith, and qualified for

ordination and pastoral duties. Yes—and by another wise act of the

last Assembly, this very man may take his clean papers from the Pres

bytery that has whitewashed him, and step back again into the Pres

bytery of Newark, and there claim to be received as being in as good

standing as any of those who have declared him an ignoramus and a

heretic—Brethren of the Presbyterian church! we solemnly ask—whi

ther are we tending?—what are to be " the results" of such proceed

ings? What kind of a church is that, to which we belong?

In regard to the facts stated above, we have to say, that we have re

cently been on the ground where the occurrence to which we have re

ferred look place; and our statement is made in strict correspondence

with answers returned to inquiries made of the people of Hanover, and

of some of the clerical brethren in that neighbourhood. We have

only to' add, that the rejection of the individual above referred to by

the Presbytery of Newark, and his reception by the third, or elective

Presbytery of New York, was probably known to many members of

the New Light party in the Assembly, when the assertion was made and

sanctioned, that the evils anticipated by the Protestants had not been

realized in New York.

We now pass from the doings of the Assembly in regard to their

Second Presbytery of Philadelphia, to what was done in providing for

it a. Synod, of which it should be nominally a part, but as to influ

ence and control, the whole. We believe we are materially correct

when we state, that on a request made in the Assembly to know the

numbers, severally, of the Presbyteries of which the Syned was to be

composed, the stated clerk informed the house, that the Second Pres-

tery consisted of twenty-three members, the Presbytery of Wilming
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ton of 1 1 or 1 2, and the Presbytery of Lewes of 3. Hence it appears

that ihe Presbyteries of Wilmington and Lewes would, together, fur

nish the Synod with fifteen members, and leave the Assembly's Second

Presbytery of Philadelphia with a controlling majority of eight mem

bers, over both of her sisters—Who can deny that the Synod was

made for the Presbytery, or rather that the Presbytery was made a

Synod?

There is another curious fact in regard to the formation of this Sy

nod. The introductory part of the record relative to its formation

reads thus—

" The committee to whom was referred No. 8. viz. An application to have the Sy

nod of the Chesapeake dissolved, and also applications from the Presbyteries of Lewee,

Wilmington and Philadelphia Second, as constituted by the Assembly, to be consti

tuted into a new Synod, made a report, which was accepted and laid on the table.

" The report on Overture No. 8, and tho petitions for the erection of a new Synod,

was taken up and adopted, and is as follows, viz."—See tho resolutions in our No. for

July, page 320.

Now we think we hazard nothing, in saying that any reader of this

minute, (friend or foe to the measure of the Assembly under consider

ation,) would understand and believe that the three Presbyteries named

had agreed to petition the Assembly to form them, the said three Pres

byteries, into a Synod by themselves. We certainly had, most distinct

ly, this understanding of the minute, when we first read it; and we

busied ourselves for some time in thinking how it could be, that these

Presbyteries could have corresponded together before the meeting of

the Assembly, and have agreed to unite in this petition. It seemed to

us all but impossible; and it was not till a short time since that the

thought occurred to us, that possibly the Presbyteries of Wilmington

and Lewes did present petitions for the dissolution of the Synod ofthe

Chesapeake, and for the formation of a new Synod, of some kind. We

have since been told that they did thus petition; but not for such a Synod

as was actually fabricated. On the contrary, we are credibly informed

that the representative of the Presbytery of Lewes in the Assembly,

voted against the formation of this Synod. Certain it is that he was

one of the original signers of the Лс1 and Testimony, while the As

sembly was yet in session; and it is equally certain that another of the

three members who compose that Presbytery, has since given in his

adherence to that important paper; and we greatly mistake the prin

ciples and character of the remaining member, who is the present mo

derator of the Synod of Philadelphia, if he is more disposed than

either of his co-presbyters to claim affinity with the Assembly's second

Presbytery. It has been justly remarked that " a statement may be

equivocally true, and yet manifestly false;" and such exactly is the

character of the minute we have quoted. Scan the language, and it

will indeed appear that it does not directly state that the three Pres

byteries mentioned had petitioned to be formed into a Synod, of which

they should form the constituent parts; and yet this is the construction

that every reader will put on the minute till otherwise informed. Was it

formed in this manner, we ask, to screen the Second Presbytery from

the opprobrium of gross inconsistency? For in their plea against the

act of the Synod of Philadelphia by which they were first amalga

mated and then divided, they strenuously urged that they had not been

consulted in this transaction, and had been disposed of contrary to their

wishes. Yet in forming this Synod of Delaware, it was at their in-

67*. Adv.—VOL. XII. 3 G
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stance that the Presbytery of Lewes were disposed of in this very man

ner. Nor are we by any means certain that the Presbytery of Wil

mington are gratified, or even contented, with their new connexion.

But the most glaring part of the inconsistency lies in the Assembly

detaching two Presbyteries from the Synod of Philadelphia, with evi

dence enough before them that in the way they were doing this, they

were acting contrary to the mind of the Synod—Thus declaring by

this notable act, that what was wrong in the Synod of Philadelphia,

was right when done by the Assembly in forming the Synod of Dela

ware, and favouring an elective affinity Presbytery.

But we are not yet quite at the end of the unconstitutional and

preposterous doings of the Assembly in the matter under considera

tion. The act of the Synod of Philadelphia; namely, forming two

Presbyteries by the dividing line of Market street—would not have

taken place when it did, perhaps never, if the Assembly's affinity

Presbytery had not been first amalgamated with the body from which

it had been severed. The proceedings of the Synod in this business

were in fact, and were intended to be considered, as so many pans

of one continuous act. That act the Assembly set aside as unconstitu

tional—Then surely they set aside the formation of the Synod's second

Presbytery; namely, that to the north of Market street. But this

Presbytery is declared by the Assembly to still exist. By whose act

then does it exist? By the act of the Assembly, and by thai alone;

for the Synod, we assuredly know, never intended to divide the Pres

bytery of Philadelphia, but as a sequel to the previous amalgama

tion, which was the basis of the whole procedure. The Assembly,

therefore, have formed two Presbyteries in Philadelphia—Or per

haps we ought rather to say three; for the complaint and appeal

which were sustained, set forth distinctly, that the Synod had left

the old mother Presbytery in a state of complete annihilation; and as

she still exists, her resuscitation must, according to what is asserted

in the sustained appeal and complaint, be attributed to the powerful

interposition and act of the Assembly—No greater mistake could be

committed by our readers, than to believe that we have any pleasure

in this exposure of the absurd and illegal proceedings of the highest

judicatory of our church. We grieve over them, and we blush and

are ashamed in presenting them to the public; and nothing should have

induced us to do it, but a solemn conviction of the necessity which ex

ists that the Presbyterian church should see the danger which impends,

of an entire subversion of its principles, and prostration of its consti

tutional order.

(To be continued)

THE PURITAN DIVINES.

Concludedfrom p. 375.

In examining the Puritan Divines, we cannot help remarking how

the oblation of Calvary, the offices of the Saviour, the majesty of the

law, and the obedience of the Surety are held up to view. We shall

say nothing of the extent of the atonement, save that these good men

avoided all loose expressions, and all terms of bold defiance. Men

like Owen could not but stand appalled, at the sentiment that atone

ment was made in the same sense for all mankind; because this would
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show an unwillingness on the part of the Spirit to apply the atonement,

and carry out the benevolent designs of the Agent who atoned. Waving

this subject then, we remark, that this oblation on Calvary was never

absent from Puritan ministrations. They looked on it as furnishing1

pardon to the sinful, balm to the afflicted, justification to the guilty,

and holiness to the unclean. They placed before their hearers a mir

ror, and they reared the hill of Calvary so that the crown of thorns,

the reed, the spear, the Roman soldiery and the image of the dis

consolate mother of Jesus, were thrown in continued waves of reflec

tion on the people. In the same reflection, the orb of day was in

cluded, changing his orange hue into sackcloth, that he might shade

the scene, and fill the mountain with twilight, while it was as yet but

the meridian hour.

The Puritan Divines examined all the titles given to Jesus in the

Bible, with the minutest care. The author of Horae Solitarise did not

look into this subject more thoroughly than the humblest of these men;

and the offices of the Redeemer came under their daily meditation.

But one of the most conspicuous truths in the theology of which we

are speaking, is the doctrine of imputed righteousness. These men

took enlarged views of the law. But to the claims of the law they op

posed, as the refuge of the penitent sinner, the great truth, that the

Lawgiver was made under the law. The perfect obedience of the Sa

viour was just what the law required, of all and each descendant of

Adam. Measured by this standard, all flesh stands condemned. It is

clear that the life of the Saviour must be connected with our salvation,

otherwise he might have been put to death at his first manifestation.

But his life illustrated the law, and showed the sinless obedience which

it required. On that perfect obedience, the penitent sinner relies, and

thus receives a righteousness commensurate with legal claims. This

statement contains the essence of that imputed righteousness, for

which the Puritans contended; and from which Usher of Armagh,

Leighton of St. Andrews, and the judicious Hooker, did not dissent.

This is what they meant by the garments of salvation and the robe of

praise. This course of preaching they believed would humble the

sinner, and show him that his salvation flows from the grace of God,

without the least pretension to merit on the part of the subject of grace

—Perhaps there is not a better specimen of this kind of theology than

" Sibbs's Bruised Reed," or his sermon from the text—" Ye know the

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, who, though he was rich, yet for

your sakes became poor"—In the ear of all their people, they made

grace, rich grace, a familiar sound; and they spake much of the riches

of grace.

The theology, of which an imperfect outline has been given, is not

without some characteristics which ought to be stated. The first qua

lity by which it is distinguished is, из accordance with the Scriptures.

There never were more devoted students of the Bible than the Puritan

Divines. They were not remarkable for variety of attainments. But

many of them read the Bible in Greek, and some of them in the Hebrew.

They had a facility in applying events in history, and sentiments in the

Latin and Grecian poets, to spiritual truths. This is remarkably exem

plified in the commentary of Matthew Henry. But they were men of

one book. They were led every day by the Scriptures to Tabor, where

they witnessed the transfiguration of their Lord; or to Gethsemane,

where they beheld him prostrate before divine justice, receiving on his

person some preliminary sparks from the mouth of that indignant fur
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nace; or to Calvary, where they saw him slain; or to Olivet, from

whence he went back to the glory which he had with the Father, be

fore the world began.

This theology has the additional recommendation of being ancient. If

it be scriptural, it is as ancient as the inspired records. The reforma

tion was not intended to disclose new truths, but to revive truths which

had been hidden from the eyes of men by papal delusion. The Puri

tan I>1 vines did not seek for novelties in religion. A fondness for no

velty is the characteristic of children, but these men were far from be

ing children. Belzoni mentions that when he stood among the ruins

of Thebes, he felt as if the city had been inhabited by giants; and

•when we stand among the works of the Puritans, we cannot escape

the impression that they were reared by men of gigantic spiritual sta

ture.

Nothing can be more simple than this theology. Philosophy has

often spoiled the simplicity of truth. Even the most eloquent of the

church fathers, have not been exempt from the folly of making reli

gion a compound. The fruit which is indigenous to religion, is deli

cious to the taste; but when the tree is engrafted all round with the

buds and scions of a false philosophy, the genuine fruit becomes dif

ficult of access.

Further—No theology with which we are acquainted has been so

productive of good works. The Puritan Divines were men of prayer.

Self-examination and watchfulness over their motives, formed much of

their employment. It should not be forgotten that Franke, the founder

of the orphan house at Halle, held this system. Nor ought it to be

forgotten that the same system was the creed of Howard, the philan

thropist. Aitkin, a Unitarian, published a life of Howard, from which

work it is impossible to tell the sources from whence his actions arose,

or the ultimate object to which they were directed. We should as

soon take up the book to discover the sources of the Nile, or the ter

mination of the Niger. But the recent life of the Philanthropist, com

piled from his own journals, leaves no doubt as to the truths which

he believed. We might here expatiate on the deeds of this excellent

man. But we should be rebuked by the eulogium passed on him,

by Edmund Burke, the most splendid of British statesmen.

This theology is moreover the basis of a sound experience. Religion

is intended to sweeten our tempers and chasten our affections. This

theology does indeed contain some bitter buds, but when once crushed

by the hand of grace, they are transformed into fragrant flowers. It

is often alleged, that the Puritan Divines were gloomy and formal.

This point of character, however, was more the product of the exter

nal circumstances in which they were placed than of their theology.

They were hunted down by prelates and courtiers, and they wouid

have been above the infirmities of our common nature, if they had not

at times displayed a gloomy demeanour. But this was not the habit of

their minds. If an unction of heavenly enjoyment is to be found any

where, it is in the writings of Flavel, Howe, Goodwin, Calamy and

Charnock. The mind of Flavel particularly seems to have been ab

sorbed in heavenly and delightful contemplations. The man of letters

is apt to associate with Devonshire the remembrance of Gay, Gifford,

and Sir Joshua Reynolds. He thinks how often these distinguished

men crossed its brooks, and were sheltered in its myrtle valleys. The

same associations we indulge about the Puritan Divine of Dartmouth;

and we always feel more holy by visiting his haunts, even in thought.
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Such works as Scougal's Life of God in the Soul of Man, Doddridge's

Rise and Progress, Guthrie's Trial of a Saving Interest in Christ, Al-

leine on the Promises, Ambrose's Looking unto Jesus, Romaine's Walk

of Faith, Erskine's Sacramental Sermons, the Lives of Brown of

Haddington, of Boston and Halyburton, leave on the heart of the Chris

tian, a savoury experience. These works are all legitimate fruits of

Puritan theology. They contain the manna of the wilderness, the

balm of Gilead, the honey of the rock, the grapes of Eshcol, the

clusters of Engedi, the wells of salvation, the milk and wine of Ca

naan, far sweeter to the Christian than the nectar of Chios.

This theology is furthermore consistent with good taste. We admit

that the writers of whom we speak did not cultivate style. Their man

ner is antique, and the titles of their sermons are often quaint. But

this does not injure them with any who prefer substance to sound.

The Puritan Divines left to writers of a different class, the work of re

fining the English language. But Puritan theology has now and then

appeared in the drapery of polite writing. Drummond, of Hawthorn-

den, was an anticovenanter, but in his poem called the Flowers of Sion,

this theology prevails. The same may be said of Fletcher's Purple

Island, of the hymns of Sir Henry Wotton, of Grahame's Sabbath, of

Pollock's Course of Time, and of all the serious letters of Cowper. At

one time Milton embraced this theology, in all its length and breadth;

and indeed Dr. Channing has not yet proved the genuineness of the

Treatise on Christian Doctrine. The style of Bales, though not so

cornucopian as that of Jeremy Taylor, is far more chaste. The style

of Baxter is full of impassioned zeal. He was a voluminous writer,

and the most of his works have disappeared; but his Reformed Pastor,

his Saints' Rest, and Call to the Unconverted, men will not permit to

die—works in which he was employed in

Scattering from his pictured urn

Thoughts that breathe and words that burn.

But Bunyan has fairly won the palm of genius, among the Puritan

Divines. Literary men have been slow to acknowledge his merits,

with the exception of Johnson and Cowper. Dr. Beattie, in his Ele

ments of Moral Science, calls the Pilgrim's Progress a vulgar Calvin-

istic allegory; but the works of the Bard of Lawrence Kirk, will not

live quite so long as the allegory he condemns. Southey has lately

published a Life of Bunyan, containing an apology for his dreary im

prisonment of twelve years. The author of the Pilgrim has often been

accused of plagiarism, but Milton was charged with the same thing;

and Dr. Adam Clarke, with his muck-rake, has collected a batch of

works, and traced through these works, as he imagined, the hint of

Pilgrim's Progress. Now we do not believe it would have been dis

creditable to Bunyan, if he had taken the hint of his work from pre

vious authors, for where is the human work that is not produced in

this way. But Dr. Clarke must have been extravagantly fond of re

semblances, to have found any analogy in Pilgrim's Progress to the

bevy of works he has mentioned, for we will venture to express a de

cided opinion and belief, that the Bedford Prisoner had never seen one

of them in his life. The truth is, that he took the hint of his immor

tal allegory from the Bible alone. When cast into prison he took with

him a copy of the Scriptures, and could he have foreseen the conse

quences, he might have said to his persecutors—" as for you, ye think

evil against me, but God means it unto good."
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A prison has more than once been the resting-place of genius. When

a captive in Windsor castle, James 1st of Scotland wrote several pro

ductions. Tasso was employed in the same way in the cells of Ferrara.

The bodies, but not the minds of Sir Walter Raleigh and De Foe, were

in duress. Dr. Dodd and Montgomery, wrote Prison Thoughts, if in

deed the prison thoughts ascribed to Dodd be genuine. It was the

Bible, which gave to the imagination of Bunyan that oriental cast

which is so conspicuous in his work, for he was not acquainted with

Persian legends, Arabian poetry, or the muses of Greece; but he daily

read a book which spoke of patriarchs going far and wide on pil

grimage, surrounded by all the objects peculiar to eastern lands, re

clining under oaks, pausing at the brink of wells, holding converse

with shepherds, or at prayer beneath the palm-tree. He read of a

whole nation setting out on pilgrimage to the land of promise. He

marked their encampments, their dangers and straights, the manna

which fed them, their deliverance at the sea, their passage by Sinai,

the pillar of cloud by day and fire by night, and their entrance into the

land of rest. Wrought upon by such objects, he planned a work in

which the characters are as well sustained, as the characters in the

Iliad of Homer. He placed his easel deep in the foundations of his

prison, and stretched his canvass on its walls, and drew the City of De

struction, the Slough of Despond, the Burning Mountain of Arabia,

the Valley of Humiliation, the Enchanted Castle, the Delectable Moun

tains, the Land of Beulah, the River of Death, and the Spires of that

City, in the turning of whose harmonious gates we lose the footstep

of the pilgrim. This allegory is the milky way of Puritan theology;

and as all Italy at one time procured professors to expound the writ

ings of Dante, so should the Christian world procure interpreters for

the pilgrim of Bunyan.

The inquiry is indeed important, whether the theology of the Puri

tans has been abandoned by the Presbyterian Church? Has that which

our fathers considered sweet, become sour to the taste of their chil

dren? Perhaps an answer to this question might give a controversial

cast to this letter, and it is unpleasant to dispute with brethren for

whom we cherish cordial esteem. This much however we can say,

without fear of successful contradiction, that new discoveries will not

be likely to bring us a better system. The French academy once in

stituted a comparison between ancient and modern mind in architec

ture, painting, and poetry; according to their decision, antiquity bore

away the palm. Modern discoveries are not intended to alter the na

ture of revelation. The same Being who inspired the Scriptures, had

an agency in modern inventions. He removed the film from the eye

of Columbus. His hand, though unseen, sustained the telescope of

Galileo. He opened the volume of his works to Newton, and closed

the book when the child-like sage had conned his lesson. He watched

the feeblest preliminary attempts to discover the art of printing, an art

by which he intended to blacken the triple crown of the man of sin.

But all this took place in his providence, and not in the agency of that

inspiration by which holy men spake as they were moved by the Holy

Ghost. We therefore conclude, that if the Puritan theology was true

two hundred years ago, it is equally true at the present time. We are

equally sure that no benefit will arise by exchanging it for the system

taught by Fletcher and Wesley. Some who believe that a change has

taken place, attribute the change to the writings of these men. Fletcher

was a good man, ardent and impassioned as a writer, but considerably
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defective as a logician. Wesley was a man great in action. He had

in his head what phrenology calls the organ of marvellousness, which

appears from just opening his journals. He made the intellectual la

bours of other men tributary to his designs, but there is little original

ity in his own works; nor is it reasonable to believe that he could have

wrought a revolution in minds superior to his own. Wesley was the

grandson of a Puritan divine, and it is more probable that he was in

debted to Puritan theology for much that was good in his own views,

than that he should have produced a change in our system. In addi

tion to this, Calvinism sprung up every where under his own eye, cross

ing his path, and meeting him at every corner of his circuitous pil

grimage. He could not crush it in Hervey and Whitfield, at Oxford,

he could not extinguish it in Toplady, in Hill, in the countess of Hun

tingdon, and in Berridge. He could not prevent its taking root in the

valleys, and suspending its fruits among the mountains of Wales; and

if the living lion could not rend it to pieces, it may surely survive the

lion when dead. The followers of Wesley claim for him the credit of

having effected all the good that has been done for the last hundred

years. He wrote a few pages about slavery; therefore he abolished the

slave trade. He distributed a few Bibles; therefore he originated the

Bible society. He instructed some orphan children; therefore he esta

blished Sunday schools. He preached against intemperance; therefore

he is the parent of the temperance cause.

But let me repeat the question—is there danger that the Presbyterian

church is about to prove recreant, to truth she has maintained so long?

Then this church has a solemn duty to perform. It will be her duty to

employ evangelists, who will support the claims of her pastors to the

confidence of the people. Some men, from constitutional temperament,

become restive. They relinquish their charges, supposing that they

constitute a sphere of action too confined for their efforts. These mi

nisters are apt to speak much of moral power, of the sacrifices they

have made, of the latent and unemployed resources of the church, of

the indolence of pastors, and of the small number attached to the com

munion. All this, and more, is frequently the effect of pure motives,

and yet how often does it prove silently injurious, by inspiring among

the people a fondness for incessant excitement. In this way, a love of

favourite terms has been introduced. Submission has supplanted the

old fashioned word called repentance, and acting in the view of motives,

has taken the place of that Spirit, without whom there is nothing

holy. But I forbear; for no consideration would induce me to wound

the feelings of my brethren.

The Presbyterian church, furthermore, must put down unauthorized

hymns. It is not our belief, that Christians ought to be confined to

the Psalms of David. The example of apostles and primitive Chris

tians, would seem to allow of some latitude in this particular. But the

church may settle her standards, and proclaim her laws. If at the

same time she give away the power of authorizing her hymnology, she

might as well not have proclaimed her laws. The Presbyterian

church has long been flooded with sonnets, which materially affect the

former venerable air of her worship. We expect to witness soon the

introduction of Lord Byron's Hebrew Melodies, or Moore's Sacred

Ballads, or Bowring's Vesper Hymns. Perhaps we may feel better

disposed towards Lord Byron than formerly, since after examining all

systems of religion, he declares that his researches ended in his be

coming a moderate Presbyterian. There are few men whom we vene
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rate more than Dr. Watts, though some of his hymns nothing would

induce me to employ in public worship. He was possessed of great

talents, and a soul lowly as the violet. It is impossible to suppress

one's indignation at Pope's half-formed intention of putting him into

the Dunciad—knowing him to have been the master of Pope in every

thing, except the mere art of constructing rhyme. The arrow of dis

ease reached him at the moment of his consecration to the ministry, so

that he not only became a priest, but a victim deeply stricken for the

service of the temple. Decked in cypress leaves, he was led back into

partial retirement, where, amid rural sounds and shades, provided by

the courtesy of Sir Thomas Abney, he indited cheerful hymns for the

afflicted, and triumphant odes for the dying. Now those cypress leaves

are turned into a garland of amaranth, and the cloud in which he lived

on earth, is transformed into a tabernacle of orange coloured light, in

which he offers the incense of praise.

In addition to her psalmody, the Presbyterian church must attend to

her religious newspapers and periodicals. In connexion with this re

mark, it becomes me* to say, that the paper in which I wish this let

ter to appear, has been ably conducted—it has been a blessing to the

church. By sound discussion of interesting points, by drawing into

light the forgotten treasures of theology, by sketches of the lives of

holy men, the inlluence of religious periodicals may be salutary. But

it is clear that some, of them have engendered a morbid desire after

nothing but excitement.

In addition to the things already mentioned, the church must at least

somewhat extend the period marked out for the preparation of young

men for the ministry. Some candidates do not study even the period

allotted by the requisitions of the standards of the church. They say

that the state of the world calls aloud for action—forgetting that if they

go into that world unprepared, it will not be much mended by their

presence. Even before they come into public view, young men often

think that they have made important discoveries in theology. It is

indeed a pleasing sight, when candidates are assembled with teachable

tempers around the chair of theological instruction. The walks of the

lyccum, the groves of the academy, the porch of Zeno, the garden of

Epicurus, the lawns of Hammasby, could furnish no sight so delight

ful. But the pupils of Plato, carried to that sage many a useless peb

ble, and the disciples of Linnaeus, many a worthless shrub.

Finally—The church must immediately introduce her catechisms

into all Sunday schools which are under her control. If these things

be done, peace may be restored, and a reaction take place; otherwise,

our simple rules and weighty doctrines may disappear. But if a de

feated general advised his countrymen never to despair of the republic,

surely Christians ought not to despair of the church. The Sibylline

books were supposed to contain the fate of the Roman government,

and the destiny of the Presbyterian church is intimately connected

with her standards. The law that he should not pass for a citizen,

who was not a citizen, gave rise to the Roman social war, in which the

Sibylline oracles were burnt. Should it ever become necessary to

make a law that he should not pass for a Presbyterian, who is not a

Presbyterian, it might give rise to an ecclesiastical contest in which

* Whether it becomes the editor to publish, what his friend thinks it become« him to

say, may bear a question. On the whole, we havo concluded for once, to follow the

fashion, and let a friend praise un in our own pages.
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our standards may be consumed. But the Romans re-collected their

oracles, and we will collect again the costly leaves of our standards, and

ask for them the same price we asked at first, which is, a conscientious

belief of what they contain—that price ought to be freely given. The

taking of our ordination engagements, was the most solemn transaction

of our lives. The coronation oaths of kings dwindle into insignifi

cance, before the pledge we have given

Inviolate and sacred to preserve

The ordinance of Heaven.

To that church in whose service we are engaged, of whose bread we

have partaken, and whose raiment we have worn, our hearts are still

attached—bound to it by cords of silk, which are interspersed and

strengthened by links of gold. By these cords our hearts are drawn

away into scenes of the deepest interest: our affection for this church

glows not with the dim light of the fixed star, but with the intenseness

of the brightest planet that steeps itself in the ocean of the sun. In

the midnight of the church, we know there is a Power that can dis

perse the deepest gloom and reveal a firmament of glory. In that fir-

manent, are permanent stars flashing the light of truth, and constella

tions of bright evangelical doctrine, like that held forth by the Scottish

Covenanters and the Puritan divines—pleading with dumb eloquence

for the retention in its purity of the true gospel system; and although

a threatening comet may for a while glare, and shoot across this firma

ment, we recollect that the same Power which has permitted its ap

pearance, can send it away on a pilgrimage of centuries in duration.

I remain, Rev. and dear Sir,

Your brother in Christian bonds,

THOMAS B. BALOH.

Utterars anti Pulosoyhtcnl Kntcllt'ocnrr, etc.

Eruption of Mount Vcsuvaa.—The fol

lowing letter of the 1st ult. from Naples,

gives further particulars of the eruption

of Vesuvius :

" Mount Vesuvius has been for several

days in a state of great activity again, and

last night it exhibited some of the most

brilliant phenomena ever witnessed, the

crater sending forth the finest eruptions

eeen for many years, which rising in suc

cession one after the other, gave the idea

of immense rockets. The quantity of ig

nited stones thrown up from the mountain

exceeded that of the eruption of May last.

Dt. Forster, who has been here making

accurate observations on this splendid phe

nomenon, assures us that it affected the

thermometer several degrees, at a distance

of three or four miles. He found the ave

rage temperature during the night to ex

ceed 78 degrees ofFahrenheit, and ob-

s«rvcd that at midnight the mercury stood

at 82 degrees, the wind being E. N. E.—

The smoke fills the bay at times, but the

most remarkable circumstance is the cu-

inulous cloud perpetually seen above the

•moke. Dr. Forster thinks he has disco-

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII.

vered, by historical researches, that the

largest eruptions of this mountain, as well

as of Etna, have preceded the approach

of large comets to the sun ; and if so, the

circumstances that Halley's comet is ex

pected towards the close ofthe year, would

induce us to expect a still more magnifi

cent spectacle, as the intensity of the vol

canic action increases."

Comet.—The Halley Comet ie now vi

sible in the east, near the constellation

Taurus. At this time its distance from

the earth is forty millions of miles. On

the 13th Sept. it will be only twenty-two

millions of miles distant; and from this

will become brilliant.

In the latter part of September it will

enter the Twins, and on the 1st of Octo

ber will reach within six millions of miles

of us, the fore feet of the Great Bear,

where it no more sets. At this its bril

liance and apparent magnitude will have

arrived at the highest degree. On the 6th

October it will stand nearest the earth—

only three and a half millions of nulos

distant.

3H
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In the beginning of the year 1836 it

nil! emerge from the nun brains, and

again become visible. At the distance of

forty millions of miles from us it will for

the second time approach \he earth ; and

on the 1st of March, 1836, will stand

twenty-five millions of miles distant.

Thence it will recede from the earth, and

eeem to wander 76 years ; and, in the year

1912 will again visit our regions.

Singular Phenomenon.—Vfв have re

ceived the following communication from

a gentleman in whose statements the most

implicit confidence may be placed; and,

во far as our knowledge extends, the case

is unparalleled in this country. Though

the heat of the sun was excessive, yet it

seems impossible that it cnuld have been

sufficiently intense to cause ignition with

out a concentration of its rays. We hope,

therefore, our correspondent will thorough

ly investigate the subject, and see if there

was not something that operated as a lens

to draw the rays to a focus at the place

where the fire was first discovered. We

shall be obliged to him for the result of

his inquiries.—JV. Eng. Rev.

Woud set on ßre by the heat of the Sun.

On Tuesday the 5th of August, three men

being at work at hay in a meadow about

one mile east of this village, [Wincheeter

Centre, Conn.] about two o'clock, P. M.,

they discovered a few rods from them, on

a piece of barren upland which had been

cleared some seven years since, a small

smoke arising; the sun shone excessively

hot at the time, which induced them to

go and examine it. They found the fire

was just kindled and had not commenced

blazing, nor consumed any of the fuel in

which it commenced, which was the re

mains of an old decayed hemlock log. It

immediately burst into a blaze and burned

vividly, and when the writer of this saw it,

more than twenty hours after, it had con

sumed most of the old log for more than

four feet square, and was then burning.

From the locality of the place, and all the

other circumstances, the fire cannot be

accounted for at all, but from the direct

influence of the rays of the sun, which

sinned brighter, and bolter at that time,

than any time previous this season. This

with us is thought to be an extraordinary

circumstance, nothing of the kind baring

been known to occur in this region ever

before. The men who saw it, are re

spectable men of the strictest integrity.

Life Boat —An experiment waa tried

with a new invented life boat on Tuesday

evening last, in the Serpentine river, be

fore a great assemblage of person«. Six

men in a boat with a cork apparatus attach

ed to each of their bodies, rowed to the

centre of the river, and suddenly upset

the boat ; but they, with the boat, soon

regained their positions in safety. The

boat was first thrown on her side, and next

entirely overturned with her keel upper

most, but she instantly recovered her right

position without any water being in her,

which caused much surprise among iba

spectators, who expressed themselves per

fectly satisfied with the success of the ex

periment.—Land, paper.

New Cement.—The late conquest of Al

giers by the French, has made known a

new cement, used in the public works of

that city. It is composed of two parts of

ashes, three of clay and one of sand.

This composition, called by the Moors

" Fabbi," being mixed with oil, resists the

inclemencies of the weather better than

marble itself.

Religious EittclltQCHtr.

DOMESTIC.

WESTERN INDIAN MISSION, OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

From the Missionary Chronicle of the ¡festem Foreign Missionary Society for Sept.

We have been favoured with the perusal of a letter from Miss N. Henderson, ofthe

Western Indian Mission, addressed to a friend in the Forks of Cheat River, from

which we make a few extracts. With the approbation of the mission family, about

the time of their removal from Independence to the Wea Village, she made a visit to

Harmony, in company with a Mr. Bright and his daughter, members of the mission

at that station; and was much pleased with the improvements of the place, and espe

cially the serious attention of a number of the Indians to the all-important concerns of

religion.

Harmony Mission, April 30, 1834.

My dear Sister,—You see I am at a place sacred to the missionary cause. I thank

the kind providence of God, that has permitted me to make a visit here before pro

ceeding to my own station. We arrived at Harmony on the 21st instant. It is but

two days' ride from Independence, though the distance is eighty miles. It is situated

on the verge of the Orange river. Each family occupies a separate house. Mr. Bright

is the farmer. His house is on the south side of the public square, a beautiful green.

Mr. Junes is the minister. His house is on the cast aide, and also a carpenter's and
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blacksmith's shops. On the north side is -Mr. Austin's house. Hie son teaches the

school, and has charge of the boys out of school. This, ля a whole, is an arduous em

ployment. On the east side of the green is the school-house. Toward the sonth-east

corner is the house of Miss Etress, an elderly single lady, who has charge of twelve

of the Indian children. Most of them are small They call her " Ma," and she well

deserves the appellation. She has one small boy, now a little over two years of age,

who was brought to her when two days old, tied up in a rag in the manner of tying a

handle in a handkerchief. The savage parent had thrown it away, to perish, or be

food for the wolves!—a practice not uncommon among the Indians in their heathen

state, when a woman is deserted of her husband. I have just been in to spend u few

moments with her and the children before they were sent to school. This little

fellow joined with the rest in singing. It was truly interesting to hear them sing,

with lisping tongue, " Jesus, Lord or life and glory." Mrs. Jones has charge of the

Indian girls, except those with Miss Etress.—Beside the buildings mentioned, there

are a large barn and an ox-mill at a little distance east; and toward the north-west

corner, a shoemaker's shop, and a little cabin occupied by the blacksmith. I have vi

sited from family to family ; and the week of my visit has appeared to slip quickly

away. The three last days have been far the most interesting. The Spirit of the

Lord apparently begins to move with power. On Monday, Mrs. Jones sent her two

daughters, and two or throe of her Indian girU, to see Mrs. Bright's daughter and In

dian girl, with a request that I should spend some time with them. In a retired place,

I conversed, aung, and prayed with them. One of Mrs. Jones's daughters, and one of

the Indian girls, who are professors of religion, also prayed. Mary, an intelligent,

interesting half-bleed, and E. Jones, appeared much affected. Yesterday morning,

Mary was missing for two or three hours after breakfast. Search was made for her ;

and she was found in the woods, in great distress on her knees. Mrs. Bright and my

self conversed some time and prayed with her. It was a solemn hour. She attempted

to pray for herself—confessed her desert of hell, and with great earnestness, implored

the mercy of the Lord; exclaiming, " I have no where else to go. Though limn slay

me, yet will I trust in thee." She then seemed a little calm, and walked home. I

washed my tear-bathed face, and went to spend the day, as I had engaged, with Mrs.

Jones and her lovely family. After supper, I had a little prayer-meeting with the girls,

op stairs. A number were much affected. Before we were through, Mary came up.

I hasted to inquire the state of her mind. She appeared to be rejoicing in hope. I

asked if she was willing to take the word of God as her rule in every thing, &c. and

she answered in the affirmative. Her ear-rings hung glittering on her cheeks. I re

ferred to the words of the apostle, that women should " adorn themselves, not with

gold," AC. She took them from her ears, and, laying them down on the Bible, said,

in a decisive tone, " Girls, you are my witnesses, I give them up for Christ ; and I am

willing to give up every thing for bis sake." She said much more of the reasonable

ness of the sacrifice. The scene was affecting. Tears of joy or sorrow streamed from

every о V'- At my request, she engaged in prayer. She was fervent in pleading for

her young companions, and expressed much gratitude for the mercy of God to her.

She appears very well to-day ; but the tear of affection starts when she speaks of my

speedy departure.—But I must mention another item. Mr. Bright, the other day, took

his wife, Mr. C. and myself, on a ride. We called to see two Indian families, who

live in small log houses, which are kept perfectly clean and neat. The husbands of

both the women are Frenchmen. One of the women cannot speak a word of English.

She dresses in Indian style. The other has learned to read in the school ; and her

husband, when hired at the mission, learned to speak English, and was hopefully con

verted. It is delightful to hear him, in broken language, talk of religion. He scents

to love the missionaries very much —There are few adult Indians now living near

this place. As a body, they are removed by government to a place seventy miles dis

tant.

Wca Station, May 7th, 1834.

My dear Sister,—I took leave of the Harmony Mission on the evening of the 30th

ult. accompanied by Messrs. Bright ¡mil Colhy, and two daughters of Mr Jones, aged

eleven and thirteen. We passed the first night at the house of Mr. Fuller, formerly

a missionary at Union. We proceeded on the Independence road, and then turned to

the north-west on the broad and trackless prairie—encamped in the evening in the edge

of a wood near a little brook. A fire was kindled, and supper soon prepared ; of which,

seated on the ground on blankets in true pastoral style, we partook with much cheer

fulness. Mr. B. asked a blessing, and Mr. C. returned thanks. A hymn book and Bible

Were produced, and family worship attended with great interest. We slept soundly,

and waked with the singing of the birds. After breakfast and family worship, we pro

ceeded on our journey ; but advanced slowly on account of the sickness of one of our

horses. At noon, some time was spent in reconnoitring for a path. In the afternoon,
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an Indian path was discovered. We rejoiced, and proceeded on it till the close of day,

when we encamped as before.

On Saturday the 3d inst. we arrived at the Wea Village—made the Indians under

stand us, and were immediately piloted lo the Station, about a mile and a half distant;

and found the family all in good health.—Our house is yet in an unfinished state. On

Sabbath, it rained, ¡nul few Indians assembled; and Mr. Bushnell addressed them

through an interpreter. There aro two Indian villages in the vicinity. Our friend«

from Harmony, Mrs. Bushnell, and I, took a walk to the nearest, and called at nearly

every house. The Indians received us kindly, but we had no interpreter. Tbeir

houses, dress, and ornaments, are similar to those of the Pagan Sénecas. They are

not so destitute of clothing as the Osagcs. Their number is small. I know not how

«oon I can commence a school; as the school-house is not yet erected. But 1 hope I

shall soon be able to engage in the work to which I am called.—Yesterday, our friends

from Harmonv took an affectionate leave of us.

MISSION TO WESTERN AFRICA.

This mission, though once promising, is not now in operation. Rev. John B. Fin-

ney is the only surviving missionary of our society now in Africa. He has frequently

expressed his desire of devoting himself exclusively to the service of God among the

heathen of that great continent. But he has not yet been released from the duties and

responsibilities of colonial agent, to which he was called when the slate of the colony

of Liberia imperiously demanded the appointment of a governor competent to manage

its atfairs —A dark cloud still seems to be suspended over this mission, in which nume

rous friends of Christ and of civil and religious liberty, in America, appeared to feel

a peculiar interest. The dispensations of Divine Providence, in relation to it, are

mysterious and unfathomable ; though doubtless they are the execution of design« of

infinite wisdom and righteousness; and probably of boundless love and mercy, which

mortal vision has not yet been able to descry. " His way is in the sea ; his paths in

the great waters; and his footsteps not known."—But the operations of his bandín

this case seem calculated and designed to humble the friends of this mission, and bring

us to feel more sensibly our dependence on him for direction and success. " Unless

the Lord build the house, they labour in vain that build it. Unless the Lord keep the

city, the watchman waketh but in vain.''—But because our progress has been arrested

in the first attempt, let us not hastily conclude that we shall never be able to establish

a permanent mission in Africa. The first expedition of the Israelites against the city

of Ai entirely failed, on account of their trespass ; but after they had bumbled them

selves before the Lord, and put away " the accursed thing," they were led on by " the

Captain of the Lord's host," and obtained a glorious victory.—Though we hare not

sinned exactly " after the similitude of Israel's transgression," we have sufficient cause

for humiliation and self-nbaseinent. We have been defective in many things, perhaps

in every thing in which we ought to have " sinned as lights in the world." Нате we

not been greatly deficient in love to God and a zeal for his glory?—in a benevolent

concern for the salvation of the perishing heathen?—in that " fervent charity" which

" covereth a multitude of sins," and leads its subjects to a cordial co-operation in every

good work?—in that sense of dependence on God which would excite us to invoke

continually, and with earnest importunity, his blessing upon Zion, and upon " the

whole world that lieth in wickedness?"—When we shrink into nothing in our own es

timation, and wonder that we are permitted to touch the ark of the Lord with our un

hallowed hands ; and when we justify the Lord in the judgments of his hand, feel our

dependence on him for every good, and place our entire and unwavering confidence ÍD

him, we will be encouraged lo go on with our work, and indulge the animating expec

tation, that he will, in answer to prayer, аррваг in his glory to build up Zion in hea

then lands; so that "the wilderness and solitary place shall be glad, and the desert

shall rejoice and blossom as the rose."—The promise of God, " who cannot lie," that

" all flesh shall see his salvation," affords sufficient ground of encouragement to the

society to renew, continue and extend its operations among the inhabitants of Africa,

who, though whelmed in as deep ignorance, depravity, and wretchedness, as any people

on the surface of the globe, are not beyond the reach of immeasurable grace, nor ex

cluded from all interest in the unlimited promise of God, that " all shall know him

from the least even unto the greatest."—The wheels of time, with unabating velocity,

roll on, and bear these immortal beings, unpardoned, unsanctified, without Christ, and

without hope, to the place of their eternal abode, when a definitive seal is put upon

their characters—" He that is unjust, let him be unjust still; and he that is filthy, let

him be filthy still."—Whatever, then, can be done for the salvation of the present ge

neration, ought to be done with as little delay as possible.—Can we hesitate—can «re

linger, when a work of inconceivable importance claims our attention and exertions?
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In view of tho deplorable condition of the native population, the speedy revival and

establishment of our African Mission appears to be a most desirable object. Buta for

midable difficulty is presented. It is said that three of our beloved missionaries have

already fallen as victims to the pestilential climate nf Africa ; and why should other

precious lives bo sacrificed ?—But it may be answered, that there is not conclusive evi

dence that our lamented brethren and sister came to their death by the common Afri

can fever. They had suffered indeed under that fever; but were, in a (food degree,

restored to health. It is evident from the letter of Mr. Laird, that Mr. Cloud died of

dysentery; and from the letter of Mr. Pinney, that this was the fact; and that Mr.

and Mrs. Laird died of the same disease. This malady is not peculiar to Africi. It

frequently prevails in the most healthy districts of the United States, and is attended

with great mortality. Last summer, wilhin a circle of ten or twelve miles in diame

ter, in a very salubrious part of our country, this disease, by an occasional visit, proved

destructive to the lives of about forty individual«. Did survivors, on this account,

abandon their habitations and seek a place of perpetual exemption from its inroads?

No; they wisely continued to occupy the places nf their past residence, and have as

reasonable prospects of escaping this and other diseases, in future, as the inhabitants

of adjacent districts, who generally enjoy the most excellent health.— It is not denied,

that Liberia has been subject to fevers, which have terminated fatally to many white

emigrants from foreign countries. But this does not prove that it will always be

equally subject to the same diseases. Many portions of the Valley of the Mississippi,

at their early settlement, were subject to autumnal fevers, very destructive to human

life; but since these districts have been well cultivated and improved, the ordinary

local causes of disease, have been, in a good measure, removed, and the inhabitants

now generally enjoy health little inferior to that which is experienced in the more ele

vated or mountainous regions of our country. This is more generally predicable of

those who have been acclimated by a residence of several years in the places where

they settled.—If the agriculture of Liberia were systematized, extended and carried

to Unit degree of perfection of which tho soil is capable; marshes drained and convert

ed into meadows, or arable fields for the production of grain ; comfortable habitations

erected, and well ventilated; local causes of disease, as far as practicable, removed;

and moral causes, especially intemperance and irregular living, guarded against with

the utmost strictness and assiduity ; it is confidently believed that the territory of Li

beria would rarely bo subjected to the desolating effects of malignant diseases. Under

the blessing of heaven, missionary operations might be pursued with vigour and effect,

and extended within and without the limits of the colony; schools established for the

instruction of children, and adult persons who might be induced to attend ; houses of

worship erected and filled with tho native inhabitants and others, convened to render

homage to Jehovah and hear the gospel of salvation, through the atonement of Him

who died on the cross for the redemption of sinners.

But if it could be ascertained, that, on account of the unwholesomeness of the cli-

niote, a mission cannot now be sustained in the colony of Liberia or in the vicinity,

this would not be a sufficient reason for abandoning our African Mission.—This mission

was never located at Monrovia, as some seem to suppose. In August of last year, the

Executive Committee " resolved to form, as speedily as practicable, two stations—

one in the Bassa country, and one at King Sou's town ;" neither of which is in the ter

ritory of Liberia, though not beyond its influence. They are both on the coast, and

the latter is sixty miles east of Monrovia.—For aught that appears, one or both of

these positions, already selected, may be occupied by missionaries of the society, if

men can be found, in sufficient numbers, and with such zeal and fortitude as will ani

mate and strengthen them to rise above the fear of suffering and even of death; and

engage in the work, with the hope of being instrumental in honouring God, and of

turning sinners of the Gentiles " from darkness to light."—But if it should not be

deemed expedient, at present, to occupy either of these positions with a missionary

establishment through apprehensions of the insalubrity of the climate, let it be re

membered that there are numerous other places on that continent where new mission*

might be established, without any ground of alarm on account of malignant fevers.

This is abundantly evident from the extracts in the first article of the present number

of the Chronicle, which we have made from a London magazine. From these it is

manifest, that there is an extensive field for missionary labour in Africa; that many

missions have been established—long continued and greatly blessed of God. Health

ful positions, on elevated ground, not previously occupied, may certainly be found by

exploration, or correspondence with intelligent men who have long been engaged in

missionary operations on parts of that continent. And may we not indulge the hope

that many young ambassadors for Christ will consecrate themselves to the Lord in the

missionary work, and go speedily over to take possession of some portion of the field;

cheerfully willing to spend and be spent, to live or die, in their efforts to build up the

kingdom of Christ in lands of Pagan darkness ? MÍNIMOS.
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A CALL FROM THE MEDITERRANEAN.

Address of Rev. Josiah Brewer, to the Theological Students in connexion with the

Western Foreign Missionary Society.

Smyrna, March 4, 1834.

Dear Brethren in Christ,—With meekness, and simplicity, and affection, permit

me to commune with you on the selection of a field, in your contemplated entrance

upon the ministry of reconciliation.

That part of yuur favoured land in which your lot is cast, has, beyond all question,

some peculiar claims upon you. The tide of population, which sets continually from

the Atlantic States to the broad valley of the Mississippi, carries not now upon its bo

som so many of the means of grace as were wont in former times to crown the less

waves of emigration, that reached only the foot of the Green Mountains and the Al-

leghenies. Would that a thousand devoted servants of our Lord were ready at tbis

moment to go through the length and breadth of what seems destined, in the provi

dence of God, to be the very centre of the most important Christian nation of the

earth. Look well around you therefore, dear brethren, on our own American moni

wastes, and see to it that your priests and Lévites leave not the wounded and perish

ing to look, perhaps in vain, for some good Samaritan to have pity upon them.

But, my brethren, may it not also be said to you, " The field is the world?" It is not

the men of a single district, or country, or continent, who need the gospel;—" The

world lieth in wickedness," and there is no other name under heaven, given among1

men, whereby we must be saved, but the name of Jesus; and of Him, " liow shaD

they hear without a preacher ?" The soul» of those, too, who dwell on the banks of

the Ganges, or by the golden-sanded streams of Africa, or the remoter waters of toe

Missouri, or around the classic Hermus and Cayster, are as priceless as the immortal

minds whose season of probation is passed beside the Ohio and Mississippi. Consider

well, then, to what part of the great moral vineyard the Householder bide you go

forth. On the one hand, let not any concealed feeling of romance or ambition call you

away to foreign lands; nor, on the other, permitan equally disguised love of ease and

outward comforts to confine you to some quiet and pleasant parish at home.

That you should experience some inward struggles of feeling and be tried by out

ward difficulties, in settling the question of duty, 1 can well conceive. If, however,

you can say in the sincerity of your hearts, " Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?" I

am abundantly sure, you will be guided aright. Approaching the subject with the

same spirit which, I trust, actuated that first youthful martyr, Barr, in the cauce of

Foreign Missions, I shall expect that some of you will be content to find your gravee

amid these scenes of Primitive Christianity.

Я и Her me, then, in a few words, to invite your attention to this particular field of

labour, from whence it is my privilege to address you. It is now little more than four

years since I sat down in this city, with only one other Protestant missionary in the

whole of Asia Minor ; and now wo are scarcely one to each million of its inhabitants.

Every day's experience, during these years, and every week's report, his, on lite

whole, continually shown the necessity and the encouragement for missionary labour,

What then should hinder a great effort to send us on the part of America, a mission

ary, for at least every 100,UOO perishing souls? And why should not one half of this

number, say 30 or 35, come from your wealthy region of the west? Come then, dear

brethren, let a whole generation of theological students,' whose health and circum

stances permit, arise and bid adieu to the land of your fathers' sepulchres, and, with

the spirit of Paul and John, labour in the region where these beloved disciples of the

Lord first planted the gospel! Go in a body to the fathers of your western church«,

and say, " Here are we; send us" to Smyrna, and Porgamos, and Philadelphia, and

Colosse, and Icon пин, and Derbc, and Lystra, and Antioch in Pisidia, and Galatia;

and fear not that you will be told the treasury of the Lord is empty and cannot be re

plenished. Hasten too, before the few now in the field shall faint beneath " the bur

den and the heat of the day," and before other millions of Mahometans and Jews, of

Greeks and Armenians, shall follow the benighted and guilty generations that have

preceded them into the eternal world. Come, with that tender compassion for sinners,

and devotedness to the service of the Saviour, which are indispensable alike for him

who proclaims the words of eternal life, whether in his own or a foreign land. Come

in the belief, that up to a certain extent, (and that much greater than we are likely to

witness at present in numbers) the missionary who goes abroad does as much good

indirectly at home, as if ho had remained there ; for " there is that scatterelh, and

yet ¡ncreaselh ;" and " he that watereth, shall be watered again." Come, however,

with moderate expectations of ¡minodinte visible success; remembering also the apos

tle's record, " Confirming the souls of the saints, and that through much tribulation

we must enter into the kingdom of heaven ;" and calling to mind the epistle to the

church in Smyrna, " Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life."

Thus, brethren, though I have not stopped accurately to weigh my language, I have
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conveyed to you, I trust, the feelings of my heart. The Lord guide you into a deci

sion on this important subject, which will be remembered in the great day when all

tins ransomed people and all the lost shall be gathered before him.

Excuse the freedom of your brother in the Lord,

JOSIAH BREWER.

Mr. Brewer, in addressing the Corresponding Secretary of the Western Foreign

Missionary Society, says, " For Asia Minor, send us, as soon as possible, at least

half a dozen young men. I also earnestly recommend Salónica and European Tur

key, aa an unoccupied field, for two or three others to enter upon immediately."

of public Affairs.

EUROPE.

The latest advices from Europe are from London of the 28th of July, and from Pa

ris of the 26th of the same month.

BRITAIN.—The most important article of news that has reached us from Britain in

the course of last month, relates to the dissolution of the Grey ministry. It appears

to have been occasioned, or precipitated, by his coadjutor, Lord Altborp, in the House

of Commons, being driven, if we understand the published statement, to a resigna

tion of his office, by an honourable obligation to conceal certain cabinet transactions

growing out of communications from Ireland, the purport of which had transpired, and

which he was obliged to withhold. Yet after occasioning the resignation of the Premier,

be consented to take, under the new arrangement, the office he had resigned. Lord Grey

was overcome by his feelings, and had to sit down, after beginning an explanation in

the House of Lords, of the causes of his resignation. He, however, soon recovered,

and made a full statement. His friends are raising a subscription, to present Lady

Grey with a statue of her husband. His successor as premier is Lord Melbourne.

The other changes in the cabinet, as Lord Althorp has resumed his former place, are

not important. Great doubts are entertained of the stability of this cabinet; but while

it continues, the measures pursued by that which it replaces will apparently not be

materially changed—The prospect of a favourable and abundant harvest in Britain was

flattering—In Ireland, Dublin is suffering a dreadful visitation by the cholera; and

rióte of a very disastrous kind, still distract the country generally.

FRANCE.—A change has also taken place in the cabinet of France. Marshal Soult

has resigned his office as president of the Council of State, and Marshal Gerard has

been appointed in his place. This has caused some dissatisfaction, especially in the

army. It is rumoured that the Grand Senior is about to demand the surrender to him

of the present French colony of Algiers, as being a part of his dominion ; and that tho

French are willing to rid themselves of tho burden of maintaining it—This, however,

ia apocryphal—The French Chambers will not meet for business till January. The

king ia on hie southern tour.

SI-UN.—The cholera is ravaging several parts of Spain. The capital has suffered

greatly, and the Queen and court have left it. At its first appearance, the populace,

as in Hungary and some other places, imputed it to the poisoning of the fountains.

The monks and friars became the objects of suspicion, and an infuriated mob assailed

lèverai convents and monasteries, and sacrificed a number of Jesuits, as the objects of

their vengeance. The military force interposed and quelled the rioters, after killing a

few—The Cortes were to assemble at Madrid at the appointed time, 24th of July, not

withstanding the cholera ; and the Queen regent was to open the meeting in person.

Don Carlos, it appears, escaped from England in disguise, and passed through France,

•laying two days in Paris, and reached the northern part of Spain, and was received

with great enthusiasm by his partisans and military chiefs. His first residence was

Elieondo, whence he issued a proclamation, which is given at large in the papers. His

army, and that of the Queen regent, under General Rodil, were near each other, and

a bloody battle was soon expected. In the mean time, a sanguinary action had taken

place between two opposite corps on the main road to Madrid, which had occasioned

the stopping of the mail. An agent of Don Carlos, who was negotiating a loan for

him in Paris, has been arrested and committed to prison.

PORTUGAL.—Don Pedro has been dangerously ill with fever and blood spitting, but

at the date of the last accounts was thought to be convalescent. Report says, that his

quarrel with the Pope is likely to be compromised—The Pope is afraid of losing him

altogether. The Portuguese Cortes were soon to meet. Don Miguel, it appears, is

a wanderer : where he will settle ia uncertain. Rome is now mentioned as not impro

bably the place in which he will take up his residence.
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The foregoing statements, made on what wore believed to be the most recent intel

ligence from Europe, are somewhat modified, especially as relates to Don Carlos, by

an unexpected arrival—We give the articles as we find them in the papers of the day

—They are of the date of July 30 and 31.

The Irish Coercion Bill has passed the House of Lords. It produced a long and in

teresting debate, but the opponents of the measure did not press a division. The Lord

Chancellor, in the course of the debate, stated the singular fact, that Earl Grey had,

in the course of the last six months, made no less than six attempts to resign ; and he

appealed to his colleagues, whether more assiduous efforts had ever been made by

one set of men connected with another in the saiiiu cabinet to retain one roan among

them, than had been made to prevent Earl Grey from resigning. The cholera is «aid

to have broken out in London. The weather had been very hot. The House of Com

mons had gone into committee on the Irish Tithe Bill, notwithstanding the opposition

to it of Mr. O'Connell and the other Irish members. Sir John Cam llobhouae had

been elected member for Nottingham, by a large majority, over the radical candidate.

It would seem (hat some doubt still existe as to the presence of Don Carloe in Spain.

That he has left England we suppose there can be no doubt. On the 39th of July the

following conversation took place in the House of Lords. The Marquis of London

derry said he wished to ask the Noble Lord at the head of his Majesty's government,

whether any authentic information had been received of Don Carlos's arrival in Spain.

Viscount Melbourne said some information had been received of Dnn Carlos, but it

was of a nature that could not be relied upon. The Marquis of Londonderry then

gave notice that on Monday next ho should submit a motion to the House relating to

the foreign policy of the country, particularly in regard to France, Spain and Portu

gal. The news from Spain throws no additional light on the state of affaire in that

country. The cholera, it would seem, has prevailed with frightful violence in the

Spanish capital. We neither see any thing particularly worthy of comment from

France, or any other pnrt of the continent. Greece would appear to be in a very dis-

tracted stale under its new king, and affords another instance of the ill effects which

result from giving to a country, institutions of a character for which the state of soci

ety existing there, renders it unfit.

AFFAIRS AT MADRID.—The riots at Madrid, on the 17th and 18th of July, had not

been renewed. The number of Jesuits killed at the convent of San Isidor, is stated

at from 19 to 'i'i. In the Franciscan convent of San Tomas, a still greater number

was killed. A number of other convents were afterwards visited, but the doors of all

of them having been instantly thrown open, the mob contented themselves with plun

der—The same was true of the great convent in Calle de Aocba, which was sacked on

the 18th. The fury of the mob appears to have been directed solely against the monk«.

The French government had received a telegraphic despatch from Bayonne, con

taining intelligence from Madrid of '¿3d inst. which had reached Bayonne by courier.

Tranquillity continued to reign in Madrid. All the authorities, civil and military, hid

been changed in consequence of the excesses which had taken place within toe toree

preceding days. The Queen was expected on the 24th, and would open the Corte» in

person. Preparatory meetings of the members of both chambers took place on the _'"lh

and 21st, at each of which the best spirit was manifested. The cholera still continued,

but appeared to diminish in intensity.

Madrid, July 18.—When I closed my letter of the 15th, I did not expect the fearful

picture I gave of the situation of Madrid, that the reality would have so far surpassed

it. The returns, which were made up at eleven that night, announced no less than

260 deaths, and 50(1 new cases of cholera, and though yesterday and to-day the num

bers are less fearful, the disease still labours with malignity, and not an hour pasees

bat scores are hurried to their last homes. Yesterday the deaths were 150—this day

the list is not made out. The few medical men that Madrid affords are hurried from

place to place, without being able to give effectual assistance to any, and I know mem

bers of rich and respectable families who have died before a physician could be found.

July 29.—I am sorry to say that my kind friend Mrs. Van Ness is numbered among

the dead. Her spirit parted from the body at 3 this morning. Never was there a.

more amiable and high minded lady; charitable, sweet tempered, beloved by her fa

mily, she sinks into the grave in a land of strangers, at the moment she was preparing

to return to her own home, and that family to whom she was a blessing, and whose

absence from her has long been the occasion of her secret grief. Her husband i*

deeply stricken. She died in his arms, having received the attention of numerous

friends, and the assistance of the best physicians.—Heaven has received her soul.

The many who loved her will long deplore her loss. Her remains will be buried in

the consecrated ground belonging to the British embassy. The government has oot

published returns of the dead to-day, but the number is much less than yesterday, and

the full malignity of the disease is for the present suspended. The deaths yesterday

were 100, as I hear, but I have no accurate return.
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THE NATURE, EMPLOYMENT, AND HAPPINESS OF THE HEAVENLY

STATE.

2 Cor. v. 1.—" For we know that if oar earthly house of this tabernacle were dis

solved, we have a building of God, a house not made with bande, eternal in the hea

vens."

In these words the apostle Paul describes the future possessions of

the righteous, under the figure of a building—" A building of God, a

house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens." It is by figures,

and by negative expressions, that the state of future happiness is, for

the most part, made known to us, in the oracles of inspiration. While

we remain in our "earthly house," we cannot have a full and distinct

knowledge of "the house not made with hands." For this our mental

faculties do not qualify us in our present state. Here we obtain our

original ideas through the medium of our bodily senses; and to these

our very language, when we speak of spiritual objects and operations,

has almost a necessary reference. Of unembodied existence, there

fore, and of the exercises and feelings of purely spiritual beings, our

apprehensions must be inadequate. But that we may, by analogy,

obtain some just notions, however imperfect, of that blissful state, the

hope and expectation of which supports and animates every Christian,

metaphorical language is employed in the word of God. In the text

heaven is called a building of God, a house not made with hands; and

elsewhere we find it spoken of as a mansion of God, a temple, a city, a pa

radise, an inheritance, a purchased possession, a better country, a kingdom,

асгогсп of glory; and as rest, peace, and thejoy of the Lord.

In .discoursing to you, at this time, on the state and exercises of the

heavenly world, I shall not confine myself to the text, but seek aid in

every part of the sacred volume, for the illustration of this important

and most interesting subject.

I. I begin with remarking that when we speak of heaven, our minds

and our expressions almost necessarily refer to some place; some local

situation, in which God and glorified spirits are supposed peculiarly to

rcb'ule. This is observable in the text; and as already intimated, the

same, or similar language, we find employed in many other parts of the

inspired writings. Not thinking it proper to consume your time with

mere speculative notions, or suggestions, I shall not even mention some

°f the hypotheses and conjectures of learned and pious men, relative to

'he intellectual truth taught by the metaphorical language of sacred

scripture touching this subject. It may, however, have its use very

Ch. Jdv.—VoL. XII. 3 H
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briefly to notice two opinions—the opinion of those who favour the

idea that heaven ought to be regarded merely as a state, and not as a

place; and the opinion of those who believe there is a local lieeven, as

well as a glorious change of state, into which the people of God enttr,

when "mortality is swallowed up of life."

The favourers of the former of these opinions reason thus—There is

nothing more necessary, say they, to our immediate perception of an

unveiled Deity, and entering into the society of other spirits, whether

happy or miserable, than that the soul should be disencumbered of the

body. God is every where present; and for aught we know, every part

of creation may likewise be peopled with spiritual inhabitants. By the

laws of our present existence, we can neither converse with them nor

perceive them. It may be the law of their existence, too, if such be

the will of the Creator, that they can neither perceive nor converse

with us, beyond what he on special occasions may permit. The walls

of flesh and sense may cut off all ordinary communication between them

and us; and the throwing down of these barriers may be all that is ne

cessary to an immediate intercourse with them. This idea they thus

illustrate—Imagine that you had been confined, for the whole of life,

to a single apartment, through which only a few dim ray s of light were

permitted to penetrate, at five small avenues. Imagine that all you

knew of the sun, the face of nature, and the busy scenes that were pass

ing around you, was from some imperfect report—Then imagine that,

in a moment of time, the walls of this obscure dwelling were all to be

removed; and the sun, the face of nature, and the busy scenes of life,

of which you never before had any perception, nor could form any cor

rect notion, were to be ushered at once on your naked view. Into what

a new and unknown world would you find yourself transported? Some

thing like this may take place at death. Our earthly house of this taber

nacle is a dark abode. Through five avenues, denominated senses, we

gain some obscure intelligence of invisible beings, with which we may

be all surrounded. But when, at the moment of death, the present ob

structions shall be removed, the sensible perception of God, like the

rays of the unclouded sun, may burst upon us at once; we may perceive

ourselves to be in the midst of a countless host of active intelligent.5'

we may be able to converse with them and they with us: and if«'* die

reconciled to God and loving him supremely, this will make our heaven.

The advocates of the latter opinion, to which I have referred, freely

admit the possibility, and perhaps the probability, of all that you

have just heard. But they say that the representations of holy scrip

ture clearly teach us far more than this; and ought to leave us in no

doubt that there is a local heaven. They remark, that although the

language used in relation to this subject is figurative, yet the figures

themselves, as well as some descriptions not figurative, manifestly

refer to place; that a house, a mansion, a temple, a city, a country, and

many other terms, can scarcely convey any meaning whatever, if they

have no reference to locality; that the same idea is necessarily implied

in what we read of angels conducting a departed spirit to the heavenly

felicity; and especially that there must be a place, in which the trans

lated body of our blessed Lord, and the bodies of Enoch and EJijan>

now reside; and to which the glorified bodies of all the saints will be

gathered, after the resurrection and the final judgment. In a word, that

almost the whole of what we are taught in the sacred pages, relatif to

the future state of the righteous, leads us to believe that in the immen

sity of space, there is a region, or a place, where God is now manl"
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Tested in his brightest glories to the blessed inhabitants; and where the

whole of those who are redeemed from among men will, with the holy

angels, eventually constitute the general assembly and church of the

first-born, whose names are written in heaven. This appears to me to

be perfectly conclusive, and to leave no ground for rational controversy,

whether heaven be a state or a place. We are, indeed, not told where

this local heaven exists, and therefore all speculations and conjectures

on that topic, would perhaps better be forborne. But this forms no

objection to the fact of its existence. It is analogous to all that is re

vealed on this subject, that a part should be told, and a part be con

cealed.. It ought ever to be kept in mind, that it is contrary to ¡til just

principles of reasoning, to refuse our assent to facts, suitably authenti

cated, because, if we admit them, they will involve some things that

we cannot fully explain.

We further remark in regard to the subject before us, that our being

unable to form distinct ideas of the operations of our souls in a sepa

rate state, is no argument at all against the existence of such a state;

any more than it is an argument against the being of a God, and of

holy angels, that we can have no adequate conception of the mode of

their existence, and of the manner in which spirits converse, or com

municate their thoughts. Neither is the -greatness of the change which

must pass upon us, in order to our entering on the heavenly state, any

reason why we should not believe in its reality. Changes, indeed,

which bear a strong analogy to this, and which, for myself, I fully be

lieve were chiefly intended to illustrate it, are constantly presented to

our observation. Ten thousand beautiful forms of animated nature

are, at one period of the year, flying with rapid motion through every

region of the air, which, at another period, are dormant reptiles in the

bosom of the earth, or sluggish worms on its surface, with scarcely the

symptoms of life. Now the change from the mortal to the glorified or

angelic state, is scarcely greater than this, nor the transition more

wonderful. And what we see and know to be true in the nature of an

insect, shall we think to be impossible, or improbable, in the nature of

man?

II. The sacred scriptures teach us that all the natural appetites, and

all the pains and sufferings which are experienced in the present life,

will, iu the heavenly state, be known no more. Material sustenance

cannot be necessary to the support of an immaterial and immortal

soul. When therefore the spirit shall cease to be an inhabitant of " the

earthly house of this tabernacle," all those appetites, which are seated

in our animal nature, and necessary for its preservation, will cease at

once. And when, at the resurrection, the happy spirit shall again re

animate its sleeping dust, that dust shall be so organized, by the power

and wisdom of God, whose will constitutes all the laws of nature, as

that " it shall hunger no more neither thirst any more." These senti

ments are sustained by the plainest declarations of the word of God,

not only in the expression just repeated, but in the following particular

and beautiful passage of the same apostle on whose words I discourse.

« But some man will say—How are the dead raised up? and with what

body do they come? Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not quick

ened except it die—But God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him,

and to every seed his own body." After which, in the same connexion,

he adds—"There are also celestial bodies, and bodies terrestrial: the

§lory of the celestial is one, and the glory of the terrestrial is another:

o also is the resurrection of the dead: It is sown in corruption, it is
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raised in incorruption: It is sown in weakness, it is raised in power:

It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body. There is a na

tural body, and there is a spiritual body." Here, л\-е see the apostle is

particularly careful to mention, and to repeat, that there is a spiritual

body—that is, a body which shall possess many of the properties of a

spirit, and which shall not hinder any of its operations—which may

pass, quicker than a ray of light, to any part of the creation of God,

whither the will of its Maker, or his service, may require its presence.

This spiritual body will feel none of the wants or pains to which

our mortal bodies are now subjected. Ah! my brethren, Luzarus,

there, wants no more the morsel which here he solicited in vain.

There shall the emancipated spirit of every humble Christian, who in

this world may have endured hunger and thirst, cold and nakedness,

poverty and wretchedness, be freed forever from the pressure of its

wants, and know the superior pleasure which arises from perfect hap

piness, contrasted with constant suffering. Bodily infirmities, often

productive of spiritual distress, seem in many instances to be, as it

were, the furniture, inseparably attached to the earthly tabernacle of the

saint. But when the soul—the temporary tenant—shall resign its

possession, it will be forever quit of all these inconveniences. Enter

ing the house not made with hands eternal in the heavens, none of

these incumbrances will there be found. There the martyr who has

yielded his body to the flame or torture, for the cause of Christ, will

find himself eternally secure of that undiminishable bliss, for which

he despised the sufferings of the body. There the patient Christian,

who has languished out a wearisome life of sickness, or infirmity, or las

situde, will find immortal health, activity, and vigour—there the labours

and inquietudes, and perplexities, and griefs, and sorrows, and cares of

the believer, will find a termination final and eternal—"There the wicked

cease from troubling, and there the weary are at rest—And God shall

wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more death,

neither sorrow nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain: for

the former things are passed away." Yes—the former things shall be

passed away forever. Every clog and hindrance, every oppression and

embarrassment, every difficulty and discouragement, which the Chris

tian feels from a frail body and a state of trial, shall then be left far

behind. The unfettered soul, escaping from all the entanglements and

vexations of flesh and sense, like an eagle broken loose from her toils,

shall wing her unencumbered rapid flight to heaven, and rove and bask

with joyful liberty amidst the sunbeams of eternal day.

III. The state of heavenly happiness will be a state of perpetual and

perfect freedom from all ein'. This, indeed, is the foundation of that

complete deliverance from suffering and sorrow, which we have just

considered. From a state of imperfect moral obedience, pain is never

excluded. But where, holiness is complete, there happiness will like

wise be perfect. And this we are assured, will be the condition of

every soul which shall be admitted to the heavenly mansions. We are

told " there shall in no wise enter into it any thing that defileth, neither
•whatsoever worketh abomination, or maketh a lie." This must, in

the nature of things, be necessary to complete the happiness of a holy

soul. Being supremely and habitually attached to God and holiness,

it never could be entirely satisfied, if sin, the opposites of these, were

not totally destroyed. So long as God was offended, and his law vio

lated, there regret and sorrow would necessarily succeed. This it is

which mars all the Christian's happiness upon earth—this it is which
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mixes grief with all his joy. The remainders of sin; the awful mea

sure of indwelling corruption which cleaves to him; the body of sin

and death with which he is clothed, depress his soul; and as the apostle

remarks in the verses which succeed the text, make him groan, being

burdened, " earnestly desiring tobe clothed upon with his house which

is from heaven." And blessed be God, when the time of release ar

rives, the Christian's enemies shall be able to annoy him no more for

ever—they cannot follow him beyond the grave—lhat is the barrier

which they can never pass. All those evil propensities, desires, and

passions, which have so often assaulted or seduced the soul; all those

attachments to sensual and worldly objects, which have interfered with

its spiritual exercises; all that coldness, sloth, indifference, unbelief,

want of inclination and animation for the service of God, which made

it drag so heavily along its Christian course; all the allurements of the

world, which have so often drawn it away from communion with God,

and the enjoyment of his presence and favour; all doubt, and distrust,

and fear; all the dark veils which have separated between the mind and

the clear perception of divine truth; all the temptations and tormenting

suggestions of the great enemy of souls; will now have completely and

finally lost their influence. Not one of these disturbers shall ever be

able to intrude on the happy soul lhat arrives at the heavenly rest.

Oh, desirable deliverance! oh, enviable stale! lo serve and enjoy God

with perfect freedom, no more assailed by any enemy, no more polluted

by any sin. What Christian but in the contemplation is ready to

spring forward by anticipation to the happy moment, and think the

time tedious which separates him from so desirable an event.

IV. The society of heaven will prove a source of high enjoyment, to

every glorified saint. Of this we have clear intimations in ihe "ora

cles of God." "Many, (said ihe Saviour,) shall come from the east and

the west, and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the

kingdom of heaven." And the beloved disciple, in his apocalyptic

vision, " beheld, and lo! a great multitude which no man could num

ber, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before

the throne and before the Lamb, clothed in white robes, and palms in

their hands; and cried with a loud voice, saying, salvation to our God,

which sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb"—In his very na

ture, man is formed for society, and with plain indications also, that his

Maker intended that he should derive both his happiness and improve

ment, from an interchange of thoughts and feelings with his fellow

men. All analogy would lead us to expect, that this law of his nature

would not change with his change of state; and the passages of sacred

writ just recited, with many others of similar import, clearly inform us,

that there will be social acts and communications in the heavenly

•world. Those with whom departed saints have lived in the greatest

intimacy, and the most endeared union, and with whom they have tra

velled the thorny path of human life—those 'with whom they have

here mingled their warm affections, and who have shared in each other's

affeclions, sorrows and joys, will doubtless recognise each other, and

be united in purer fellowship in heaven, than they ever knew on. earth.

Together they may recollect and recount the feelings and fears, the

pleasures and the pains, the darkness and the doubts of this shadowy

state; and together rejoice that darkness and doubt have now vanished

forever. Who, my brethren, can estimate the pleasure of meeting in

glory, those who have been dearest to them here below, and who per

haps shall be the first to welcome them to the mansions above? To
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this it is no valid objection, that, in the present state, strong natural af

fections often subsist in the bosoms of the pious, towards some who

live and die in hardened guilt and impenitence. Natural affection has

its use in this life, in powerfully urging the pious to employ every

mean and effort to reclaim the wicked. But in heaven, we have rea

son to believe that all affection for every unholy being, of whatever

kind or character, will be entirely and forever extinguished, while love

to all who bear the image of God, will, to the highest degree, be in

creased and purified. It is even now a transporting contemplation, to

think of the sublime enjoyment which will arise from being admitted

to the society of all the worthies of the earth, of all ages and of every

clime—of forming an acquaintance and fellowship with them—of

knowing from them what they were on earth, and what they have be

come in heaven. Adam and Enoch, Abraham and Elijah, David and

Isaiah, prophets and apostles, Peter and Panl, martyrs and reformers,

will ye not recount to listening myriads, what once ye were, what here

were your thoughts and plans, your labours and your trials; and what

in heaven ye have learned, beyond every conception which ye formed,

till ye reached the celestial abodes! For I remark

V. The soul of every saint in a glorified state, will be placed in cir

cumstances the most favourable to the acquisition of knowledge.

There is in the human mind a natural and insatiable thirst, to examine

and know the things which are offered to its observation. But in the

present state, there are many obstacles to the gratification of this de

sire. Many have few advantages for making progress in knowledge.

Our senses themselves, while they assist our inquiries to a certain

length, do then, by their grossness, prevent a farther advance. Some

things, it was evidently intended that we should not understand in the

present state; and human life itself is so short, that, the career of our

inquiries, however happily commenced, is terminated almost as soon as

it is begun. The observation of these circumstances, led even those

who were not favoured with the light of revelation, to conclude the

soul immortal; to conclude that the all-wise Creator, who makes no

thing in vain, had not formed a being capable of •endless improvement,

to be struck out of existence, as soon as that improvement had well

commenced; but that in a future world the human capacities and

powers should find space for their expansion, and have their desires

fulfilled. This reasoning, the sure word of revelation explicitly con

firms. Hear the apostle, on whose declaration I discourse. " For

(says he) we know in part, and we prophesy in part: but when that

which is perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be done

away. When I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as a

child, I thought as a child; but when I became a man, I put away child

ish things. For now we see through a glass darkly, but then face to

face: now I know in part, but then shall I know, even as also I am

known." According to this representation, the human soul at present

is but in the bud of being; the present is a mere state of infancy and

tutelage, in which the knowledge and conceptions of the wisest mortals

are as much inferior to those of a glorified spirit, as the views and

comprehension of a child are different from those of a man; or as the

knowledge of an object, seen through a dim and obscuring medium at

a distance, is inferior to that which is obtained by a naked, clear, and im

mediate view: and that hereafter such a view shall open on the soul

of the saint, and the things of God shall be known by him, hi somewhat

the same manner as they are known to the infinite mind. Of this
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knowledge I will mention, although I can do little more than name,

some of the principal subjects.

1. It will be a knowledge of God himself. Here the conceptions which

we acquire of the Deity, are very imperfect. Our souls are, as it were,

sensualized; and the notions which we form of an immaterial, being,

are, as already noticed, very inadequate. But when the glass of sense

shall be removed, and spirit shall perceive and converse with spirit,

then " we shall know even as also we are known." We shall have per

ceptions of the essential nature of God, and of his immediate presence

and ineffable glory, unspeakably dînèrent from, and superior to, those

which we now possess. We shall have something answerable to our

expression of seeing him "face to face;" and this, I conceive, will be

one of the radical causes of the happiness of heaven. There is much

in the word of life, which indicates the holy pleasure which will arise

from the clear knowledge of God—the standard of all excellence and

perfection—and from dwelling in his sensible presence. Thererproba-

bly, we shall acquire a much better conception, than we can now ob

tain, of the union and distinction of persons in the divine nature;

though the full comprehension of this may transcend the capacities of

angels, and exceed the bounds of created intelligence. There we shall

certainly know more of the attributes of the Deity, than here we can com

prehend. This will, no doubt, form a principal part of the employ

ment of every saint in heaven, as it constitutes much of his holy plea

sure here on earth. Here his progress is little, there it will be incon

ceivably great. There his soul will launch, boldly and delightfully, on

the unbounded ocean of divine excellence, exploring regions still new

and unknown before, but without being able, in its utmost progress, to

reach the shores of infinite perfection.

2. The works of God will be better known to the departed and happy

soul, than they can be on this side the grave. It is by the works of

God, that his attributes are manifested in this world; and they will

doubtless serve the same purpose in the regions of unclouded intelli

gence and bliss. There, it may be, beatified spirits will learn his t¿>ie-

dem, by being instructed into the nice and minute organization of the

most subtle parts of creation; by seeing the first source and spring of

those that are called the laws of nature; by being shown the connexion

between matter and spirit; and many things of which at present we

have no conception. There we may learn his power, by contemplating

more fully the myriads of worlds and systems with which he has filled

immeasurable space; by seeing how4hey are connected with, or related

to each other; and it may be, by roving free and unconfined amongst

them all. There we may perceive his infinite goodness, in the innu

merable orders of beings with which he has peopled these wide domi

nions, and the provision he has made for their happiness and improve

ment. It has been suggested by a pious and ingenious writer, that per

haps the souls of the just will pursue, in heaven, their favourite and

peculiar contemplations here on earth. What degree of truth there

may be in this, or what will be the mode and the measure of our know

ledge in regard to the works of God, we cannot certainly pronounce;

but that this knowledge will be unspeakably increased, we have ground

for the fullest confidence.

3. The government of God will be more perfectly understood in hea

ven, than it ever is on earth. Of this there are, I think, numerous and

clear intimations from Scripture, as well as from reason. To our pre

sent contemplations, clouds and darkness are often round about the ways
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of Godj but there we shall see that justice and judgment are the habita

tion of liis throne—There we may learn more of the divine purposes or

decrees, than we can now penetrate—We may see more clearly how sin

entered the creation of God, while the creature was free and guilty, and

the Creator holy and just in the execution of his own infinite plans.

There we may understand the connexion between the governing influ

ence of God, and the perfect liberty of the creature. These are sub

jects which, I apprehend, were not intended to be fully known in the

present state; and to which the apostle might refer when he said, "1

see darkly"—but which he expected to see clearly in a better world-

There, too, may those inexplicable and trying events of Providence,

which now perplex and distress thee, oh believer! be all fully explain

ed, and the wisdom, goodness, and kindness of that which at present

seems so dark and hard, be conspicuously and joyfully beheld.

VI. The plan of redemption, the character and purpose of the Re

deemer, and the riches of his inheritance in the saints, will, in heaven,

be seen in unclouded glory. To this place I have reserved what might

have been introduced when I spoke of the attributes of the Deity—I

mean the infinite grace, mercy, and condescension, of our God. These

shine only in the work of redemption: And Christians, when you ar

rive at Mount Zion above, your souls will have views of these, of which

at present you can have little knowledge. " For eye hath not seen, nor

ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things

which God hath prepared for them that love him." Oh, withwhata

transport of holy rapture, will you there meditate on the love of God

in Christ Jesus our Lord! You will enter deep into it, and try tosearch

its infinite extent. You will learn, perhaps, from the immediate com

munications of the Saviour himself, the mysteries of his wonderful

work of redemption. He may explain to you the nature of the cove

nant, which took place in the cabinet of heaven before the birthof

time, in which his people were given to him in promise, and of the fruits

of which you will be then receiving. He may give you to understand

how he left the bosom of the Father, how he united the divinewiththe

human nature, and how, in this connexion, he executed the amazing

plan. He,may explain to you the awful agony of his holy soulii'"6

garden of Gethsemane, and when on the cross he cried, "My God, my

God, why hast thou forsaken me"—Passing to the effects of his work,

he may show the triumphs of his love, in making you the happy su?'

jects of it by his all-conquering grace; and in bringing you safel)'i in

despite of all your enemies, to his blissful presence. Then he may un

fold to you how the glory of God is intended to shine through this wo*

of heavenly wonder, and the attributes of God to be illustrated by U,

before all creation, and to all eternity. Oh, brethren! we are assured

that "we shall see him as he is"—Yes, we shall see the Saviour, »e

shall look on his blessed and glorious person; and " we shall be like him,

when we thus see him as he is. Our souls shall drink in the astonish

ing ideas of his grace and love; they shail ponder the mighty subject,

they shall labour on in the heavenly meditation with increasing delight;

they shall adore and bless his name; they shall ascribe to his grace

their noblest praises; they shall attribute all to him; they shall gi*e

him thanks in his immediate presence, and before the foot of his throne,

in heaven, for all the unutterable riches of redeeming love and mere;.

Faith, brethren, will there be turned into vision; and the blessed Ke-

deemer, to whom we now look—and so often feebly look by faith—
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shall there be seen without a veil, on his throne of power and glory.

But I am anticipating what I propose to mention

VII. That the knowledge acquired in heaven, will not be merely spe

culative, but such as will touch all the springs of holy joy and ecstacy.

There is a pleasure which the mind always receives from the simple

acquisition of knowledge, or the discovery and contemplation of truth.

But beside this, there is a peculiar pleasure, which arrises from as

certaining certain truths, in which, from any circumstances, the mind

had been deeply interested, and strongly desirous that they should

be found to be, what they are, at length, discovered to be in fact. Such

will be the nature of every newly opening view of truth, which will

break on the mind of the saint in the heavenly world. It will be a

truth which will awaken all the most exquisite sensibilities of his soul.

He will feel a holy and inexpressible delight, in perceiving every thing

which his growing powers will enable him to comprehend. The

grosser passions will no doubt be all extinct; but the spiritual passions,

if I may so call them, will be sublimed, and will receive new capaci

ties of pleasure and gratification. Much is said in the word of God,

on the sacred excitement, which will be given to the soul in the celestial

mansions. Every thing in the Bible tends to show that heaven will not

be a state merely of increasing perception, however desirable, but of di

vine animation and transport. Think, О Christian! of thy happbest

hour; think of an hour in which it has been given thee to know a sacred

serenity of spirit, in the possession of that "peace of God which passeth

all understanding;" an hour when a still, and sweet, and solemn eleva

tion of soul, in the contemplation of thy God and Saviour, made thee

a partaker of " the joy of the Holy Ghost"—T/iat probably is the

nearest resemblance thou canst have on earth, of the delights of hea

ven. But better, infinitely better than that, in degree and purity, will

be all the hours that shall carry forward thy existence in the mansions

above. And this enjoyment, it must be remembered, will never satiate,

or weary the glorified spirit—It will be ever fresh, and new, and vigor-

ous, through all the periods of an endless duration. We know that mental

and spiritual pleasures, even in this world, are in their nature the most

durable. They do not give un impetuous or sudden gust of gratifica

tion, like sensual delights—followed often by a sense of repletion or

disgust. Mental pleasures may be long continued; and the fatigue

which at length ensues, is the fatigue of the body, which clouds, and

depresses, and enfeebles the mind. But in heaven, the soul will expe

rience no hindrance from the body. She will rise in all her native

vigour to the paradise of God; and when she resumes her body at the

resurrection of the just, it will be, as we have seen, a spiritual body,

which will aid, and not obstruct, her every exercise and enjoyment.

The engagements of heaven, we doubt not, will be various; but, " Ho

liness to the Lord," will be inscribed on them all; and redeeming love

and sovereign grace will be the favourite theme, on which all the ran

somed of Adam's race will dwell with expanded powers, and with in*

satiable and untiring bliss.

Finally—The joys of heaven will be etemal. This is the considera

tion which gives them their highest value. Here our best enjoy

ments are short and transitory; and the recollection that they must

be so, and that they are to be succeeded by new and painful conflicts,

often abates them while they last. But in heaven there will be no fear

of any change, or any termination of the felicity experienced. On the

contrary, an endless increase, we have reason to believe, will be

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 3 К
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anticipated and realised. The human mind possesses an expansive

property, by which, at every step of improvement, it becomes capa

ble of making acquisitions more easily, and of taking in a larger

measure of knowledge and fruition. If this property of the human

soul shall be retained in its glorified state, as we have every reason

to believe it will, who can estimate its attainments in the progress of

eternity! May not the present capacity of the highest angel, be at

length reached, and exceeded by the meatiest saint? Through the soul

of this saint, may not more happiness ultimately pass, than has yet

been experienced by all the angels and saints now in glory! That

amount is finite, and in eternity an individual may exhaust it all, and

then an eternity will be still in prospect! О the breadth and the

length, the height and the depth of this incomprehensible felicity! It

absorbs and overwhelms our minds—In silent meditation let it sug

gest unutterable thoughts.

Long as I have detained you, beloved hearers, I do not feel at liberty

to conclude this discourse, without a few plain practicable observations

on what you have heard about heaven.

1. Let it be remembered lhat the heavenly delights of which I have

spoken, and you have heard, can never be enjoyed by those who are

not prepared for them in the temper of their minds. The desire of hap

piness is inseparable from our nature; and as heaven is ever represent

ed as a state of consummate and endless enjoyment, unsanctified men, as

well as others, often cherish and express the hope and the expectation

of going to heaven when they die. But let them not be offended, when

they are told, that they really do not desire heaven. They do indeed,

with all sincerity and earnestness, desire liappiness, but still they do

not desire heaven; that is, such a heaven as actually exists, and which

is the only one which ever can exist, in all the universe of God. The

God of heaven is a holy God, and he certainly never will make an un

holy heaven. Of the heaven which he has prepared for all who are

qualified to enter it, perfect holiness characterizes every inhabitant and

every exercise. But unsanctified men do not love holiness. Their

taste, disposition, and feelings are all set against it, and will continue

to be so, while they remain unsanctified. To suppose then that they

desire a heaven of perfect holiness, is to suppose that they desire

what they hate; which is a contradiction in terms. No truly, let ihem

understand themselves correctly, and they must see that it is only hap

piness—a sinful happiness—and not a holy heaven, which is the object

of their desire. And hence it is plain, that without a radical change of

heart and affections, they could not be happy if they were in heaven; for

they would find nothing there but objects of disgust and aversion. Be

it then imprinted on the memory of us all, and let every unsanctified

sinner in this assembly bring his mind into close contact with the

solemn truth proclaimed by the God of 'leaven, lhat " Without holi

ness no man shall see the Lord—Except a man be born again—born

of the Spirit—he cannot see the kingdom of God." Seek renovation

then, fellow sinner—seek the influences of the Holy Spirit to renew

you unto holiness—if you would, on any rational ground, hope for heaven.

Let not this great concern be delayed for a single hour, lest death

overtake you while you delay, and you hear the irreversible decree—

" He that is unjust let him be unjust still; and he that is filthy let him

be filthy still; and he lhat is righteous let him be righteous still; and

he that is holy let him be holy still."

2. Let the people of God be exhorted to meditate much on heaven.
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" Preach more about heaven—I have never preached enough about

heaven"—said an aged and eminent minister of the gospel, to a young

brother, who visited him on his death-bed. Yes, we ministers of the

gospel ought to preach more than we are wont to do about heaven; and

you, dear brethren in the Lord, ought to meditate more—much

more than I fear the most of you do, on heaven. I verily believe,

that in this very point, the primitive Christians were chiefly distin

guished from those of modern times. They lived with heaven in

their eye; and it was this that made them undervalue the world,

and that raised them above the fear of death, even in its most fright

ful forms. Truly the secret of martyrdom is here. Let a man pos

sess a holy confidence that death to him will be instantly followed

by the vision of his approving Saviour, in all the glories and raptures

of the heavenly world, and he goes to the cross, the scaffold or the

stake with an unfaltering step—yea, with a triumphant spirit—It will

be, he says, but a momentary agony, and it will introduce me to eter

nal joys. We, beloved Christian brethren, have but little prospect of

being called to the trial of martyrdom. Yet we have our trials; and

some of them perhaps more dangerous, for the very reason that they

are less feared, than were those of martyrdom. We have sicknesses, and

sorrows, and bereavements, and disappointments, and worldly losses and

vexations innumerable—these on the one hand—And on the other, we

have the smiles, and the flatteries, and the ten thousand seductions of the

world.—Now, the meditation of heaven will sustain and cheer us under

the former, and teach and enable us to undervalue and despise the lat

ter. By this meditation we go, as it were, from earth to heaven—We

gain an elevation, from which when we look down, every thing^on

earth appears little. We breathe a purer moral atmosphere, and feel

a delightful relief, in escaping for a short time from the murky air

of this polluted world. O, brethren, you know—for I now speak to

those who know it by experience—that heaven is begun on earth; and

when we get something of this imperfect heaven, in our present weary

-pilgrimage, it does enliven and strengthen us wonderfully; and render

us superior to all things here below. And as it is a holy happiness, it

increases the spirit of holiness in our hearts, while we enjoy it. It

makes the will of God our choice, and therefore every thing that

comes to us appears right—It likewise animates us to all present duty,

and thus renders us most useful. It fills us, moreover, with a most ar

dent desire to lake as many with us to heaven as possible, both from a

love to our fellow men, and from a desire to glorify God our Saviour;

and thus it consecrates us, with all that we have and are, to the pro

motion of the gospel of Christ: And finally, it dispels all the darkness

of death and the grave, and puts into our mouth the conqueror's song

—" О death where is thy sting! О grave where is thy victory! The

sting of death is sin, and the strength of sin is the law; but thanks be

to God who giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ—

Come quickly—Amen—Even so, come Lord Jesus."

From the Jfeto York Observer.

WHY SO LOTH TO DIE?

I find within me a strange reluctance to die, and I perceive in others

indications of a similar unwillingness. Indeed it is rare to meet with

one who does not participate in this general and great aversion to dy
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ing. Now I do not wonder that some are unwilling to die. Nature

revolts at death. It is the object of her strongest antipathy. It is not

strange, therefore, that mere natural men should be averse to it. Some

have nothing to die for. How can it be expected that they should be

willing to die? They have nothing beyond the grave to go to. Their

possessions all lie on this side of it. They have their portion in this

life—their good things here. Do you wonder they are reluctant to

leave them ? To such to die is loss. Death is not theirs, as it is the

Christian's; but on the other hand, they are death's. Jesus is not pre

cious to them. How should they be "willing rather to be absent from

the body and to be present with the Lord?" What Paul esteemed

" far better" than life, viz. dying in order to be with Christ, has for

them no charm whatever.

But that the spiritual man, the disciple and friend of Jesus, the child

and heir of God, should be so strongly averse to death, deserves to be

considered strange. We might indeed expect that there should re

main some of the reluctance of nature to death, even in the subjects of

grace, for Christianity does not destroy nature; but that this reluctance

should be so strong and often so predominant—that grace should not

create a desire for death, stronger than nature's aversion to it, is what

surprises us.

I am sure it ought not to be as it is. Certainly every Christian

ought to be able to say with Paul, "having a desire to depart and be

with Christ, which is far better." However averse to being "un

clothed," he should yet be willing to be "clothed upon, that mortality

might be swallowed up of life." Life required an exercise of patience

in the saints of old, which seems to have no existence now. Job says,

"all the days of my appointed time will I wait, till my change come."

Then Christian submission was exercised in living. Now to be re

signed to death is the desideratum. Grace had then to make its sub

jects willing to live. Now it has to make them willing to die.

How shall we account for this reluctance ? What if nature in us be

strong, is not grace stronger? Has it subdued our sins, calmed our

agitations, allayed our fears, and can it not master this one aversion?

Have we made experiment of what grace can do, with the fear of

death?

Is it because of the/Join of dying that we shrink from it? But bow

know we that to die is so very painful? In half the cases of death at

least, it does not appear to be so. How many sicknesses we are sub

ject to, whose progress is attended with far more pain! How many

surgical operations, which men readily submit to, are beyond all doubt

productive of more suffering!

Is this world so bright and beautiful that we are loth to leave it on

that account? But is not heaven fairer and brighter far? Here there

is night; but there none. Here deformity alternates with beauty; but

there all is loveliness—here the alloy prevails. There there is no mix

ture—all is pure. Can it be possible that earth has charms and attrac

tions equal to those of heaven—this earth, which the curse has lighted

on, comparable in point of beauty and loveliness to that heaven where

God manifests himself, and which Jesus has gone to prepare for be

coming the fit habitation and denial home of his redeemed? Is it con

ceivable? Even the saints who lived under a darker dispensation es

teemed the heavenly a better country. Is it the separations which

death makes, that render us so averse to die? True, it separates, but

it unites also. It takes us, I know, from many we love, but it takes us
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to as many we love. Leave we a family behind? But do we not go to

one larger, more harmonious, happier? Are we parted from friends

by death? And are we not joined to friends by the same? If we lose

a father, do we not find a belter Father; and if we leave a dear brother,

do we not go to one who "is not ashamed to call us brethren?" More

than half of some families hare gone already to heaven. Why should

we be so much more desirous of continuing with the part on earth,

than of going to the portion in heaven? Do those you part from need

your care and services, more than those to whom you go? But is it

not safe going, and leaving them in charge of God? Is it not he now

who cares for them, and watches over them, provides for them, and

defends them? And will he not do it when you are dead and gone?

Ah, the parent clings to life, and looks imploringly on death, when he

thinks of his loved little ones! What will become of them? he asks.

What would become of them now, if they had only you to care for

them? It is not your eye that keeps watch over them—nor your arm

that is put underneath and round about them—nor your hand from

whose opening palm their wants are supplied. It is God's. And what

he does by you now, cannot he do without you? Cannot he find other

agents and instruments when you are laid aside? Does he not say of

the widows and fatherless children, " Leave them to me?" And will

he not be faithful to the trust which he solicits?

Do not children desire to see the face of their father? And are not

we children of God? After so many years of daily converse and com

munion with him, and after receiving so many tokens of his paternal

regard, should you not be willing to go now and see him face to face,

whose unseen hand has led, sustained and supplied you hitherto? It

is unnatural in us not to be willing to go to God—We readily go to

those we love.

Has home no charm? What man is he, to whom it has not a charm?

Who has been long absent from it and does not languish with desire to

reach it? But where is home—thy father's house? It is not here. It

is beyond the flood. Earth is not home. Heaven is home. Living is

not being1 at home. Dying is going home. We must die to reach our

father's house. And yet we are reluctant to die!

Do you dread the way? Do you tremble at the thought of the val

ley of the shadow of death? What, when you are sure of such com

pany as that of Jesus? Will you fear with him at your side? Do not

talk of the cold arms of death. Think rather of the warm embrace of

Jesus. Does he not say he will come for you? " If I go, I will come

again, and receive you unto myself." Angels may minister to the

saints on common occasions, but when a Christian dies, Jesus himself

attends.

But death has a sting. You mean he had one. To those who believe

in Jesus, no sting of death remains.

Fear ye the consequences of dying?—Does the thought of the pre

sence into which you are to go appal you? But you have often been

into that presence in prayer—you have appeared already before God

on his mercy seat, and then you have wished the veil away. Why then

so unwilling that death should withdraw it? Were you not gladdened

by those transient glimpses of his glory which you saw? And dread

you now the full and fixed gaze of his glory? Have you not often sigh

ed for those brighter views, and those nearer and clearer discoveries

which death will afford you?

Surely it cannot be the judgment you fear. What, when you are " ac
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cepted in the beloved!" If accepted in yourself, you should not fear.

How much less, when accepted in him! If God would honour your

own righteousness, had you a righteousness of your own, will he not

much more honour Christ's righteousness, now become yours? What

if you cannot answer for yourself! Cannot he answer for you? But

who is the judge? Is it not Jesus, your advocate? Will your advo

cate condemn you? Are you afraid to meet your Saviour? He that

summons you to judgment is the same that said, " Come unto me, and

I will give you rest." Would you live always? I know you would not.

But you would live longer—perhaps, you say, for the sake of being

useful to others. But who knows that you may not be more useful in

heaven? Who can say but your death may do more good, than your

life? Besides, if God can dispense with your services, should you not

be willing to have them arrested?

Do you not desire to be freed from all sin? But know you not that

only he " that is dead is freed from sin?" If you cannot be perfectly holy

until you die, ought you to be so unwilling to die? Is your desire at

perfect holiness sincere, while you are so averse to the condition of it?

It is strange that you should be so reluctant to realize that which is

" gain"—to pass into that condition which is " far better"—to come of

age, and to enter upon that inheritance which is incorruptible and un-

defiled?

Have you no desire to behold the glorified humanity of Jesus—to

see that countenance that was so marred for you? When one is res

cued by another from some imminent peril, he exclaims in the ardour

of his gratitude, " Where is my deliverer? Let me see him." And

would you not see him who has rescued you from the most dreadful of

deaths—the Saviour that loved you and gave himself for you?

Is not death, as well as life, enumerated among those " all things"

which " are yours," if you are Christ's? If it were an evil—if it were

not a privilege, would it be found in that catalogue?

Oh fellow Christians, let us be ashamed of this unwillingness to de

part and be with Christ. Let us get rid of this aversion to death.

And henceforth let us not think it so formidable a thing to " die in the

Lord" and to " sleep in Jesus." M. S.

HYMNS TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

TRUST IN GOD. Purest loving-kindness

Eyes of men ! why weep ye from ourselves we thrust.

Unavailing tear« ? N G^ intended

uJlfiLT? "> У eeP У" Evil °h°»ld »•' "nd =

Undefined fears ? A„ wi„ goon b(j m(jnded

Friends in Jesus! grieve not; If ourselves we mend.

Doubt not, fear not ye!

Down with grief! believe not we" « 'hee for ever,

Ausht but good will be. Though thou turn to dust,

T ., If in God, the Giver
£ y!,UpIyou.r VT8, Of all good, thou trust.

To the Lord on high :

Think not He rejoices Him no earthly riot

When His children sigh. Can at heart annoy

No ! these hearts of ours who to heaven's quiet

He delights to bles», Looketh up ш joy.

From His hand He showers 0h thi(, „, thlt c]ogeg

Plenteous blessedness. А„ оцг 8еП8ея quite ,

We (alas the blindness !) Life with all its woes is

Know not how to trust ; Only for a night ;
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And «pace it wastetb,

And the day is near :

Our redemption hasteth ;

Ere we look 'tis here.

For the glorious morrow

Wait, then, О my soul!

Spite of ein and sorrow

Thou shall reach the goal.

When the strife is striven,

When the race is run,

Song shall be in heaven,

" Child of God, well done !"

" WHO SHALT, SEPARATE DS FROM THE

LOVE OF CHRIST."

Jesus, I quit thee not!

'Tie good with thee to lire,-.

• 'Twits thou who at the first

My very life didst give;

'Tis thou increasest it,

'Tie thou sustain'st it ever.

Jesus, I quit not thee :

Jesus, forsake me never !

I quit thee not ! 'tis good

With thee to suffer griif;

Thou lighteneet my cross,

Thou bringest me relief:

Yea, through its sharpest pangs

Thou shall my soul deliver.

Jesus, I quit not thee :

Jesus, forsake me never.

I quit thee not! 'tis good

With thee to fight the fight :

Though sin, the world, and hell,

Stand forth in all their might,

Jesus with victory

Shall crown my weak endeavour.

Jesus, I quit not thee :

Jesus, forsake me never !

Jesus, I quit thee not :

'Tis good with theo to die;

For if thou be with me

I faint not utterly :

Thou shall receive my soul,

To be with God the Giver.

Jesus, I quit not thee :

Jesus, forsake me never !

FOR GOD'S SDPPORT AND GUIDANCE.

Forsake me not, my God,

Thou God of my salvation !

Give me thy light lobe

My sure illumination.

My soul to folly turns,

Seeking she knows not what;

Oh ! lead her to Thyself;

My God, forsake me not.

Forsake me not, my God !

Take not thy Spirit from me;

And suffer not the might

Of sin to overcome me.

A father pitieth

The children he begot;

My Father, pity me !

My God, forsake me not !

Forsake me not, my God,

Thou God of life and power !

Enliven, strengthen me,

In every evil hour.

And when the sinful fire

Within my hearl is hot,

Be nol Thou far from me.

My God, forsake me nol !

Forsake me not, my God ;

Uphold me in my going;

That evermore I may

Please Thee in all well-doing.

And that Thy will, О Lord,

May never be forgot,

In all my works and ways,

My God, forsake me not !

Forsake me not, my God '

I would be thine for ever!

Confirm mo mightily

In every right endeavour.

And when my hour is come,

Purged from all stain and spot

Of sin, receive my soul!

My God, forsake me not !

[CA. Observer.

A MISSIONARY'S APPEAL TO THE CHRISTIAN YOUTH OF THE

COUNTRY.

The following well written article, by a man who, it appears, has

past " more than twelve years in the capacity of a Christian Mission

ary in India," is taken from the Evangelical Magazine for August last.

In its reasoning- and general bearing it is quite as applicable to " the

educated youth of the churches of Christ in the United States," as to

those of Great Britain. We have lately much wished to insert in our

pages something of a commanding character on this important sub

ject; and we have seen nothing that has pleased us better than the fol

lowing paper. It seems peculiarly seasonable at the present time,
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when the Western Foreign Missionary Society of our church are pre

paring; to reinforce our Indian Mission. On the subject of dangerfrom

climate, it is also exactly in point, with reference to a reinforcement of

our African mission. The thoughts of the writer on that topic are

precisely those which our remaining African missionary, Mr. Pinney,

expressed to us, when conversing with him on his contemplated enter

prise. We very earnestly recommend a careful perusal of this article

to all our dear young brethren, who are seeking to know their duty in

regard to the important concern of Foreign Missions.

To the Youth, more especially to the educated Youth of the Churche» of

Christ, in Great Britain [and the United Stales.'}

DEAR YOUNG BRETHREN—To a very large majority of you, the writer

of the subsequent remarks is, of course, totally unknown—to many,

probably, even by name; some apology, therefore, might reasonably be

expected from me, fur coming thus publicly before you; but having

spent (however unworthily,) more than twelve years of my life in the

capacity of a Christian missionary in India, and, during that period,

witnessed somewhat of the deplorable state of the heathen population

of that country, as well as of the numerous facilities which now offer

themselves for the removal of the moral and spiritual degradation of

that people, by the diffusion of the gospel, it is hoped that, stranger as

I am to you, you will indulge me with a candid hearing, whilst I en

deavour, in a concise, simple manner, to bring this momentous subject

to your particular notice.

It is a fact, not, perhaps, known to all of you, and permit me to add,

not, I fear, duly considered by many to whom it is known, that there is,

at this time, under British control in the East, a population of from

eighty to ninety millions of human beings, all accessible without the

slightest legal or political restriction, to the Christian missionary. For

the evangelization of this vast and almost appalling mass of immortal,

accountable creatures, there is not actively and efficiently engaged in

direct missionary labour, one missionary for every two millions. Here,

Christian brethren, is a stupendous and an overwhelming fact! eighty

millions of immortal spirits " having no hope, and without God in the

world!" all on their way to their unchangeable and eternal destiny!

Were we totally unconnected with the scene, so far as accountability

is concerned, it might awaken in every bosom emotions of the liveliest

sympathy and the deepest and the keenest anguish. But this is not

our situation, we cannot escape from our responsibility by saying, "*?m

J my brother's keeper?" By the providence of God, all this vast ag

gregate of human beings is placed in such circumstances as to be ac

cessible by the gospel, and, therefore, as Christians, placed within the

range and sphere of our accountability; and, should they perish for

lack of knowledge, should they go down to the pit with a lie in their

right hand, we have the strongest reason to conclude, God will not hold

us guiltless of their blood.

As believers in the volume of inspiration, we profess on the authority

of " the true sayings of God," to have a specific for the moral disease of

that people—a remedy, which, if applied, would heal their maladies;

incurable by all other means. If so, why is not the wound of this peo

ple healed? why is generation after generation suffered to perish in

their sins? Is there any physical barrier, any legal impediment, any

political restriction which, like the wall of China, shuts the people out
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from our influence, however near they may be, to our sympathies? By

no means. The land is before us, in the length of it, and in the breadth

of it, and may, so far as political influence is concerned, be occupied

in the name of the living and true God; and there is not a spot where

the prudent, devoted, Christian missionary may place his feet, where

he would not find the protecting shadow of the British government

spread out over his head. Is there any mental obstruction, any thing

in the intellectual character and habits of the people, which renders

them incapable of feeling the force or appreciating the value of divine

truth? To this inquiry let the words of inspiration reply, words as

sublime in poetry, as they are true to nature, to philosophy, and to in

disputable fact: " the Lord looketh from heaven, he beholdeth all the

sons of men; from the place of his habitation, he looketh upon all the

inhabitants of the earth. Hefunhioneth their hearts alike."

Is there any moral impediment, any thing so decidedly low, so es

sentially depraved in their condition, as to lead to the conclusion that

they are sunk beyond the hope or possibility of recovery? By any other

power than the power of God, they are, for it may be said, as the apos

tle says of the Corinthians, "they are fornicators, idolaters, adulterers,

effeminate abuscrs of themselves with mankind, llueves, covetous,

drunkards, revellers, extortioners." But he adds, (writing to the Chris

tian church,) " And such were some of you, but ye are washed, but ye

are sanctified, but ye are justified, in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by

the Spirit of our God." Of the arm which rescued a Corinthian, of the

power which transformed those sons of darkness into children of light,

can we ever despair? " The thing which hath been, it is that which

shall be." Enough of success has attended the efforts made in India,

to show that Christianity has lost none of her strength, that her ener

gies are unbroken, and that it requires, under the blessing of Almighty

God, only a multiplication of the same means, as have been employed,

to convert the wilderness into the garden of the Lord, and to make that

desert blossom as the rose.

If little has been done, however, little could reasonably be expected

to be done; little has been attempted, compared with the vastness of

the object to be attained. " He that soweth sparingly, shall reap also

sparingly." We have sowed sparingly: nay, the land is yet to be

sowed; the fallow ground is not yet broken up, much less the seed cast

into it. " Go to now, consider your ways and be wise; break up the

fallow ground, cast in the holy seed, prove me, saith the Lord of Hosts,

if I will not open you the windows of heaven, and pour you out a bless

ing, that there shall not be room enough to receive it."

For the sake of illustration, let us suppose that the city of London,

•with its suburbs, contains a population of fifteen hundred thousand

souls, and suppose that this million and a half of human beings were

left as to their spiritual necessities to the labours of one single indivi

dual; what, under such circumstances, might be expected to be its

moral condition? But this supposition, awful and appalling as it is,

does not reach the real state of India at this day. It does not reach it

in number's, as my former calculation, founded on indisputable fact,

would show. It does not reach it in efficiency of means: a minister of

the gospel, in this country, speaks in his own language, in his native

climate, and to a people with whose mental habits, and modes of think

ing he is familiar; the missionary in India speaks in a foreign tongue,

and, therefore, in some degree, with a stammering speech, to a people,

whose mental associations and trains of thinking are all to be learned,

CVi. ^di-.—VoL. XII. 3 L
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and in a climate, where man seems to live out but half his days, and

many of those in weariness, exhaustion, and imbecility. It does not

reach it in the quantity of other moral means: in almost every family

in London there would be found a Bible, and almost every inmate is

able to read it or have it read; besides the other works of a religious

nature with which the English language is enriched. To millions in

India the Bible is as yet an unknown book, whilst their own sacred

books are a misty cloud, a dense atmosphere, which hides, but does not

contain—obscures, but cannot reveal, the light of truth. They are

destroyed, for lack of knowledge: " there is no vision, and the people

perish."

Such, my young brethren, is the actual condition of India; let con

science say in the sight of God, whether it has not imperative claims

on the Christian church, whether it has not imperative claims on yon.

I address you as the educated youth of our British churches. The day,

I trust, is well nigh gone when superior talents and education are to be

considered, if not decidedly detrimental to the missionary enterprise,

at least thrown away, when so employed. The churches, there is rea

son to believe, are coming to truer, more enlightened, and more en

larged views on this important subject: they begin to feel that whilst

the sword of the Spirit is of etherial temper, keen in the edge and

strong in the blade, it requires something more than an infant's hand,

or a stripling's arm to wield it with effect. They begin to see (would

they had sooner seen!) that stations where at least one, often more than

one, foreign language must be acquired; strange habits, and customs,

and modes of thinking, accurately investigated; systems combined in

the minds of their votaries with all that is holy, wise, and venerable,

subverted; arguments maintained with men shrewd, subtle, and skilful

as practised pleaders, are not to be left entirely to the mere novices in

our churches. The children of this world are in their generation wiser

than the children of light. They do not attempt to make a breach in

a formidable rampart with weapons of straw; they do not commit the

key position of the embattled lie hi to their most undisciplined troops;

their veterans do not slink behind their bulwarks whilst the unproved,

unpractised soldiers, are thrust forward to meet the enemy foot to foot,

and grapple with him hand to hand.

God we know can work with any means; out of the mouth of babes

can ordain strength; yea, can call things which are not, as though they

were: but his ordinary method is to work with instruments admirably

adapted for their end. Such was the apostle Paul; such were the noble

army of the Reformers of the Christian church, men of deep and fer

vent piety, men of strong and vigorous intellects, men of accurate and

extensive erudition, men who like David's worthies, could go down into

the pit, and beard the lion of bigotry and infidelity in his own den; men

whose hands were strong for war, and their fingers for fight; and there

was no bow which their arms could not draw: and, thank God, such

have been our Careys, our Martyns, our Morrisons, and our Milnes.

Do you, my Christian brethren, thus come forth to the help of the

Lord against the mighty; leave not the forefront of the battle to be oc

cupied by those who have scarcely learned the use of their weapons,

and have all the tactics of their moral warfare to acquire when they

come on the field; but you who have enjoyed superior advantages, you

who have laboured hard, and well earned literary distinction, you who

stand high in the esteem and expectations of the churches, 1 beseech

you by the infinite mercies of redemption, and by the boundless inte
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rests of eighty millions of immortal spirits, I beseech you to " consecrate

your gains unto the Lord" by yielding yourselves up to his service

among the heathen. Imitate the noble example of a Christian father.

"If I have any possessions," says Gregory Nazianzen, " health, credit,

learning, this is all the contentment I have of them, that I have some

what I may despise for Christ, who is totus desiderabilis et Шит de»i-

derabile, the all desirable one, the every thing desirable."

Rise still higher, and let this mind be in you which was also in

Christ Jesus, who being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to

be equal with God; but made himself of no reputation, and took upon

him the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of man; and

being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and became obe

dient unto death, even the death of the cross.

But the insalubrious nature of the climate of India, it will be said,

forms an insurmountable barrier to missionary operations in that coun

try. This it cannot be denied is an obstacle, and a formidable one.

Speaking after the manner of men, human life is shorter and more un

certain there than in Europe; but it is almost the only one which de

serves the name, for apart from the climate, the personal sacrifices

which are made are both few and inconsiderable. But is this obstacle

an insurmountable one? Have the men of this world thought it so?

the mercantile men, the military, the gentlemen of the civil service;

yea, our nobility, have they deemed the climate of India an insurmount

able barrier to the prosecution of their worldly projects? Have they

not braved it in all its insalubrity? and that merely for wealth, for ho

nours, for fame? And shall it be said that all the courage, and all the

enterprise, and all the moral daring of the human race, is with the sons

of the earth? Shall it be said that we who profess to have principles

which strip death of its terror, and the grave of its gloom, dare not

venture for the cause of truth and holiness, the cause of humanity and

benevolence, the cause of God and of his Christ, where the children of

this world venture for the perishable things of earth? Oh, it is a spec

tacle over which devils might laugh, and angels weep! O ye spirits

of the mighty dead, men who have hazarded your lives for the name of

our Lord Jesus Christ, with what pity bordering on contempt, must ye

regard us! And, thou Angel of the everlasting covenant, whose we

are, and whom we profess to serve, well mightest thou be ashamed of

us. Abhor us not, we beseech thee, but inspire us with thy own spirit,

for thou didst exchange the purity of heaven for the pollution of earth,

the light of glory for the shadows of the tomb; thou didst leave the air

of immortality to inhale the breath of scorn, derision, obloquy, and

death. Then shall the weakest of us be as David, and David as the

angel of God; then shall Thou have the dew of our youth; then shall the

earth yield her increase, and God, even our own God shall bless us;

God shall bless us; and all the ends of the earth shall bless him.

I remain,

Dear young brethren,

Yours, in the bond of Jesus,

JAMES HILL.

PRIVATE ADMINISTRATION OF THE LORD'S SUPPER.

AN EXTRACT.

Among the many other evils which have existence in this fallen

world, the writer is especially anxious to address the word of caution
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ary counsel to those individuals who deem it so very important to ad

minister the Lord's supper to individuals lying on a dying bed.

Not only is the indiscriminate administration of this sacred ordi

nance, under these circumstances, an entire violation of its nature and

design; .but the writer conceives that its administration to any indivi

dual at such a crisis, is contrary to our Lord's original intention; and

is likely, in most cases, to prove injurious rather than beneficial, both

to the living and the dying; for we are not authorized to expect the

divine blessing on the most holy services, when they are not attended

to according to the divine will. It is not an ordinance for the dying,

but for the living, said a good man, when its administration was pro

posed to him in private, at the eleventh hour of life; thus giving evi

dence that his sentiments were not drawn from human systems, but

from the pure fountain of truth. The true Christian, who has lived in

the service and enjoyment of God, bases his hope, in his dying mo

ments, where it has been placed during his living hours, on the atone

ment of the cross; and instead of seeking comfort and support from

attention to an ordinance for which he has no warrant at such a sea

son, he looks for it from the word of God and prayer, which are the

divinely authorized sources of blessing to the end of time. If, as the

Scriptures seem most decisively to intimate, that the Lord's supper is

a church ordinance, we cannot feel surprised if its end remain unanswer

ed, and its blessings unrealized, except by true Christians, and when

they assemble in the capacity of a church. But should any, disposed

to doubt, still ask, "Did not our Lord himself administer it in a pri

vate room?" To this query, it may be sufficient to reply, " That there

the church was met for the purpose of worship." In reply to the

question, " Is it right, under any circumstances, to administer the Lord's

supper in private?" Mr. James says, / think not, and on the following

grounds:—First. "The Lord's supper is strictly a church ordinance,

and not an exercise of mere social religion, such as joint prayer, and

therefore ought not to be observed but when the church is professedly

assembled." Secondly. " The practice in question is contrary to one

of the ends of the Lord's supper, which is to be a visible sign of the

oneness of the church, and of the union of all its members in one body."

Thirdly. " There is not a single instance of any company of Christians,

whose meetings were merely occasional, and who were not united for

the purpose of stated fellowship as a church, in a particular place, ob

serving the ordinance of the Lord's supper." Fourthly. " As a pre

cedent, the practice is dangerous; for if the Scripture mode of ob

serving the Lord's supper be departed from in one way, it may in

another."*

If the Bible is the word of God, then its cautions and counsels de

serve and claim our most sacred and diligent attention; when we de

part from them, whether in spirit or in practice, we dishonour, not

man, but God, and neutralize the hope of realizing the favour and pre

sence of the Saviour. Obedience is the directly constituted test of

love to Christ, and that obedience must not only be without wilful de

viation in the letter, but it must be the language of the heart. " If ye

love me," says our blessed Lord, " keep my commandments;"t and he

also assures us, that the same obedience which is the evidence of true

religion, is also the source of true enjoyment: " He that hath my com

mandments, and keepeth them, he it is that lovelh me; and he that

* Jaraea'a Church Members' Guide, pp. 183, 183. t John civ. 15.
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loveth me shall be loved of my Father, and I will love him, and will

manifest myself to him;"* and the canon of Scripture closes with the

animated benediction, " Blessed are they that do his commandments,

that they may have right to the tree of life, and may enter in through

the gates into the city.t"—London Evan. Mag.

FIFTY REASONS FOR NOT SUBSCRIBING TO CHARITIES.

The following paper, taken from the Christian Observer of August,

was calculated for the meridian of London; but, as the almanac makers

say, it will serve, without material error, for most of the cities and towns

of tlie United Slates.

Having heard many excellent reasons assigned for not contributing

to various charities, it is thought that a summary of them may be of

use to those well-disposed Christians who, with great piety and bene

volence, resolve never to give away a guinea till they have discovered

a cycle of perfect institutions. The reasons being thus presented in a

compact form, will be ready for general use, without the trouble of in

vention upon every special occasion. The opposite reasons are in pa

rallel columns.

FIFTY REASONS.

1. "I think you said that your in

stitution contemplates foreign ob

jects." "I did." "Then I must

decline: we have surely wants

enough and poor enough at home."

2. " Are any of your officers

paid, Mr. Collector?" "Yes." "I

never contribute to societies which

pay any of their officers : such

works ought to be done from pure

Christian charity."

3. " You send out only Bibles?"

" Only Bibles, sir." " I prefer sub

scribing where I can get Prayer-

Books also."

4. " I have a conscientious dif

ficulty in regard to these modern

societies: there is no knowing how

they may end. I heartily approve

of your object, but I object to every

thing new-fangled."

1. "Your society is, I believe,

entirely domestic in its opera

tions." "It is." " I am sorry for

it: think of the claims of hundreds

of millions of perishing heathens:

think of China, and Tartary, and

the East Indies."

2. " Your plan of not paying

your officers will never work well;

it must be feeble, disjointed, and

inefficient. Be good enough to

mention this to the committee;

and tell them I will subscribe—

when I can—if they will adopt my

system."

3. " I do not like your plan of

dividing your funds between God's

word and man's word. I prefer

the system of the Bible Society,and

should certainly subscribe to that

institution if I did not see objec

tions to it on other grounds. The

Bible only, is my motto."

4. " Your old institutions are

very apt to become decrepit. I pre

fer the modem societies; they have

more of the vigour of youth and

zeal. When I can spare a guinea, I

intend to give it to one of these."

* John xiv. 21. t Rev. xxii. 14.
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5. " Your Society does quite

right in thinking of the souls of

men; the soul is of infinite import

ance: yes, quite right: but you will

not do much for men's souls if you

forget their bodies; it seems hard

hearted to talk of Bibles, and

schools, and missionaries, while so

many want bread. Mention my

views to the Committee."

6. " I purpose subscribing to

several of the large societies, so

that I cannot contribute to these

local objects. I prefer doing good

on a wide scale."

7. " Excuse me; for, though I

hope I am a sound Churchman, I

disapprove of societies confined to

members of our own communion

only; they are too sectarian. Chris

tian charity loves to be warm

hearted."

8. " Your funds, I am happy to

see, are flourishing. I must • re

serve my mite for institutions that

more need it."

9. " Your objects are too vague;

I prefer subscribing to societies

with a specific plan. Who knows

into what a society constituted so

laxly may launch or degenerate?"

10. " Prayer-Books and Homi

lies are not enough. You ought

to publish tracts. The age re

quires new works."

11. I object to dispensaries. I

prefer hospitals."

12. " Your Society adopts a test:

I disapprove of tests."

5. " I see you contemplate tem

poral relief as well as religious in

struction. Temporal relief makes

hypocrites. Besides, what is the

body compared with the immortal

soul? No, no; you begin at the

wrong end. I cannot in conscience

aid you; but I intend joining a

Bible or Missionary Society as

soon as Providence puts it into my

power without injustice to my

family."

6. " I mean to subscribe to our

local institutions when I am a lit

tle settled in the neighbourhood;

so that I fear I shall have nothing

left for your general institutions."

7. " I cannot in conscience sub

scribe to your Society till the

managers confine membership to

Churchmen. Each sect works best

in its own sphere ; and besides

these are not times," Sec.

8. " I would readily subscribe,

if I thought it of any use; but

your funds are so declining that

I fear you will be obliged to give

up before long. The trifle I could

spare would be of no essential ser

vice, and might be better bestowed

where there seems a more settled

state of the finances. If you should

right your vessel, I shall be happy

to subscribe—when I have it in

my power."

9. " I do not approve of your de

fining every particular of your in

tended proceedings. Who knows

but to-morrow some important

objects may arise; and then the

guinea I have given to you may be

wanted for them, and I may not

have another to give."

10. "I would gladly subscribe if

you published only fixed and ap

proved formularies; but I do not

think it right to subscribe towards

tracts. Who can say that they

would all exactly meet my views?"

11. "I object to hospitals. I

prefer dispensaries."

12. " Your Society has no tests:

I disapprove of societies without

tests."
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13. u Your Society goes too far.

You must excuse me."

14. " Your Committee are too

sanguine; they rush into too many

objects. How can you expect the

public -will find funds as often аз

you think there is a new opening

in Providence for your exertions?

I expect to hear, one of these days,

that you cannot pay your balance

to your treasurer. I am only sur-

Rrised that you have found your

mds so greatly increased as to

sustain your increased expendi

ture. But it cannot last long. I

prefer not committing myself at

present. Societies should not be

rash, any more than individuals."

15. "I cannot subscribe till I

know that your object is approved

by our rulers in Church and State.

It seems injudicious to press it

•without that sanction."

16. "I prefer soup societies to

clothing societies."

17. " If it were an adult school,

I would subscribe; but we are

overstocked with all kinds of

schools for children."

18. " You teach the Church Ca

techism."

19. "I will not subscribe till

your public meetings open with

prayer and conclude with praise.

I delight to see Freemason's Hall

thus consecrated."

20. " I never meddle with poli

tics." "Politics, sir!" " Yes, yes;

I call all these things politics—

Church Reform, Sabbath Bills—

every thing of the kind. I never

give my name or a shilling to any

of them. Christians have nothing

to do with agitation. I call it all

agitation."

1 3. " Your Society does not come

up to my mark."

14. " Your Committee ought to

go on in faith. The silver and the

gold will not be wanting. All

things are possible to him that be-

lieveth. For every ten missiona

ries send out a hundred; for every

score Bibles give away a thou

sand; for every hundred children

educate a myriad. When I see

you thus casting yourselves on the

providence of God, and not con

sulting carnal reason, I will do all

I can to help you."

15. "Your excellent object being

so warmly approved by our rulers

in Church and State, will, I trust,

be attained without the aid of a

voluntary society. It seems med

dling without necessity, and might

be offensive."

16. "I prefer clothing societies

to soup societies."

17. "There is not much to be

done for grown-up persons; begin

with the young. We sadly want an

infant school."

18. "You do not teach the

Church Catechism."

19. " There is, to my mind, some

thing irreverent, and even profane,

in praying and singing Psalms in

a large miscellaneous assembly, in

an unlicensed hall, at a tavern, and

with all the emblems of Freema

sonry around you, and the associa

tions of tavern dinners connected

with the place. No clergyman,

who understands his ordination

obligations, can countenance such

a proceeding."

20. " It is of no use doing things

in this milk-and-water way. We

Jive in stirring times; you must

get at public men; present shoals

of petitions; have a little whole

some Christian agitationing, and

so forth. I should consider my

guinea wasted in assisting your

present plans; but if you will get

twenty thousand signatures to an
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21. "I have left off subscribing

to schools. The poor are over-

taught. They were better men,

better subjects, and better Chris

tians, when not one in fifty could

read even the New Testament."

22. " One cannot always be sub

scribing to every thing. I prefer

one or two charities well worked

out; not a whole cycle of Bible,

missionary, educational institu

tions, which only puzzle and divide

the interest one feels in each."

23. " Your rules would admit of

* * *. Now I object to that ob

ject."

24. " You are too conservative."

25. "You concede too much;

there is danger in concessions,

especially in days like these."

address to the King and both

Houses of Parliament, I will draw

it up for you. Plenty of friends

would come forward to bear the

expense."

21. "I have given up subscrib

ing to schools. The poor are not

half taught in them. If you will

teach geography, astronomy, phi

losophy, and political economy, I

will say something to you."

22. "It is of no use taking up

an insulated charity here and

there: if you take up one, you

should take up the whole circle,

and unite Bible, missionary, and

education institutions, so as to re

flect light and warmth upon each

other."

23. " Your rules, though they

may admit of * * *, do not spe

cify it. I cannot join a society

that does not make this a specific

object."

24. " You are too reformatory."

25. " You concede too little; the

times require large concessions."

EXTRACT FROM DR. ALEXANDER'S SERMON BEFORE THE ALUMNI

OF THE PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.

Having read with great pleasure this very excellent sermon, and de

termined to gratify our readers with a portion of it, we found our

selves at some loss, where all was attractive, in making a selection.

Our choice has fallen on the 2d particular, in which the speaker

explains and enforces the duty of feeding the sheep of Christ—omit

ting the part, at the close, -which relates to the subject of dis

cipline. The Dr. observes to his young brethren and former pupils,

that the limits to which he was confined did not permit him to give

more than "a mere outline, which—he adds—each of you is capable of

filling up, and which I trust you do fill up, not merely in theoretical

knowledge, but in the daily practice of the duties of your office." We

did wish, however, that in speaking of Sunday Schools, he had, a little

more distinctly than in a single word, urged the importance of tear.hing

our Shorter Catechism, in all these schools, when formed in Presbyte

rian congregations. By this catechism, especially when taught with

the Scripture proofs, divine truth, in its essential parts, is systcmatised,

and the minds of learners are furnished with the best guards against

being "carried about with every wind of doctrine."

2d. Next, let us consider the manner in which the sheep, when gather

ed into the fold, should be fed. The word of God is, in general, the food
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with which his people must be fed. The knowledge of the truth is

the proper nutriment of the spiritual life.

Now, to feed the flock of God, the pastor must understand the

Scriptures. And he must feel in his own soul the experience of the

efficacy of the truth. "For if the blind lead the blind, will not both

fall into the ditch?" A guide of the children of God, ought to have a

deep and rich experience of the manifold grace of God; and should

be well acquainted with the various cases of conscience, which are

common among the sheep of his pasture. His very soul should be im

bued with the spirit of the Gospel. And he should be of a very tender

and compassionate disposition, towards all persons labouring under

trouble of mind.

To feed the church of God, it is necessary that the TRUTH OF THE

GOSPKL be preached. Error can never nourish the soul. Error, even

when mingled with truth, is like poison in our food. It is a thing

much to be dreaded and avoided, to preach what is not true; or, what

God has never commanded us to teach. The pastors of Christ's flock

have the strongest motives to induce them to " take heed to themselves

and to their doctrine." They should be exceedingly solicitous to know

what the truth is, not only for their own sakes, but for the sake of the

people; and when they do know the revealed will of God, wo be unto

them, if they do not preach it faithfully.

The whole counsel of God should be declared. Nothing that can

be profitable should be kept back. The scribe well instructed in the

kingdom of God, brings out of his treasure things new and old. The

Old Testament and the New; the law and the gospel; the promises

and the precepts; the predictions and the histories; the justice and the

grace of God;—in short, every thing which the Scriptures have it as

their object to reveal, we must preach. Yet, as in every system, while

all parts are necessary in their place, some are more absolutely essen

tial, and occupy a more central, and more prominent place; so, in the

system of Scriptural doctrines, some truths must be made more con

spicuous than others; and must be more frequently and earnestly incul

cated, because on the knowledge of these, salvation is suspended. But

every part of divine revelation should receive proper attention. The

people need to be instructed in all that God has revealed for the edifi

cation of his church.

The word of God must be exhibited in its genuine simplicity. The

babes of Christ grow and thrive only by the " sincere," (t. e. untainted,

unmixed,) "milk of the word." This celestial nutriment will not bear

to be mixed with human inventions and philosophy, without great in

jury. There should be no adulteration of the truth. No diluting of it.

No combination of it with things foreign to its nature. Clear, sound,

simple expositions of divine truth, should form the basis of the pastor's

instructions from the pulpit.

The truth should be preached in a discriminating manner, with adap

tation to ihe state and capacities of the particular flock to which it is

addressed, and with seasonable and powerful application.

A mere general exhibition of the truth, without skilfully dividing it, so

as to give every one his proper portion, is such a method of feeding the

sheep of Christ, as will bring shame on him who thus dispenses the

word. What should we. think of the skill and fidelity of a physician,

who should mix up good medicines and dispense them indiscriminately

to all the patients in a hospital? Very much like this is the conduct

of the preacher who deals out the word of God, without regard to the

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 3 M
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different characters of his hearers. Careless sinners must be awakened

and persuaded, by having the terrors of the Lord set before them. The

watchman must not fail to sound the alarm, and testify against the sins

of the people. " He should cry aloud and spare not." For if he fail

of being faithful, their blood will be required at his hands. (Ezek. iii.

1Г—21.)

Gainsayers must be convinced, and their mouths stopped with solid

argument. And yet we must instruct those who oppose themselves,

with meekness. " The weapons of our warfare are not carnal." "The

servant of the Lord must not strive," but yet he must " earnestly con

tend for the faith once delivered to the saints." The ignorant must be

instructed. The babes in Christ must be fed with milk; the mature

believer with strong meat.

The mourner must be comforted, and the weak and faint supported

and refreshed, with an application of the free and gracious promises of

God.

But in order to adapt his instructions to the various classes of per

sons in his charge, and to meet the various exigencies of the people,

the pastor must descend from the pulpit; he must follow his flock to

their homes. He must teach not only "publicly," but also "from

house to house." He must find out, by personal acquaintance, the

wants and diseases of mind under which they suffer. He must pa

tiently, assiduously, and perseveringly, set himself to feed the sheep of

Christ; and not to overlook the " lambs," who are first mentioned in

our Lord's charge to Peter. It matters not whether by these we un

derstand the weak in faith, or those of tender age; both must be care

fully nourished. The youth form the most interesting part of the flock

of every pastor. On them rest the hopes of the church. They must

soon stand in the places of their fathers. They will very shortly have

the whole concerns of the church of Christ in their hands. How im

portant is it then, that they be trained up in the way they should go;

" brought up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord."

Among all the " signs of the times" which are encouraging, there is

no one more calculated to inspire hope, than the attention paid to

youth in Sabbath schools, and in catechetical and Bible classes.

This is, indeed, to begin to build on a good foundation. If we would

have the tree to grow straight, we must attend to it when young and

tender. Let these efforts then be continued and multiplied. This is

so far a compliance with the command of Christ, " feed my lambs."

By means of Sunday schools, now so widely extended over the

church, the faithful pastor is furnished with a troop of auxiliaries, in

the faithful discharge of his duty, unknown to our fathers, and which

should be appreciated as one. of the distinguishing blessings which

God has granted to his church in our days. That pastor who does not

cherish and patronise this catholic institution, manifests an ignorance

or indifference in regard to the welfare of the lambs of his flock, little

consistent with sincere love and fidelity to the great Shepherd. The

superintendence of these schools, within the bounds of his charge,

properly belongs to the pastor, and his assisting elders; and when the

actual duties are transferred to other competent hands, the direction

and government should remain with him. But I must not omit, what

has long been with me a favourite opinion, that the Sunday schools

should include persons of all ages: all your people, even though grey

headed, should be in a course of regular instruction. The truth is,

that most adults need to have the same lessons inculcated, which are
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given to the children. This, moreover, is no impracticable theory.

The experiment has been tried, in a number of congregations in Mas

sachusetts, and the result, as far as is known, is delightful. It is not

necessary for adult men and women to be catechised as children are,

but they might be formed into classes; might appoint a leader, or take

this office in turn, and might prepare a certain number of chapters, on

the contents of which they might freely converse, for an hour or two;

and such as desired it, might be permitted to propose questions, to be

answered on the spot, or to be reserved until the next meeting. We

are, in fact, all children, while in this world, and need to learn some

thing from God's word every day; and such an employment would fill

up the vacant hours, and enliven the spirits of the aged, when they

are so apt to become torpid, for want of interesting objects of atten

tion. And I verily believe, that it would be the means of preserving

their powers from sinking into dotage.

And if parents could be induced to co-operate more zealously in this

work; if mothers, especially, would be persuaded to be more earnest

and assiduous in instilling divine truth into the infant mind, who can

tell what a reformation might be wrought in one age? And I cannot

but hope, that maternal affection, which is one of the strongest as well

as tenderest feelings implanted in the human constitution, begins al

ready to be directed into its appropriate channel. The existence and

success of " Maternal Associations" intended for the mutual assistance

of pious mothers, encourages me to believe, that this powerful and

inextinguishable yearning of the maternât heart, the nature and force

of which mothers only can appreciate, is about to be sanctified to the

great object of promoting early piety, and sowing the seed which may

ripen into religion in mature age, when this effect fails in earlier life.

If I were called on to declare what means of conversion, beside public

preaching, had been most blessed of God, I should unhesitatingly an

swer, MATERNAL INSTRUCTION.

The pastor of a flock may well be compared to the physician of a

hospital. It is important for him, as far as possible, to know the case

of each individual under his charge; and especially to search out such

as are labouring under peculiar maladies. He must not only be ready

to visit his people, but prompt to enter into religious conversation

•with them. Not merely of a general and uninteresting kind, but rela

tive to their own state,—their various spiritual troubles, conflicts and

temptations; and having learned the cases of spiritual disease, he

should study them with care, and bring them specially and individu

ally before the throne of grace; and should not cease to visit such per

sons, however weak and erroneous their views may be. And even if

they seem to derive no benefit from his conversation, he must not for

sake or neglect them. Like a kind physician, he must show his sym

pathy, when he can apply no effectual remedy.

The sick, also, he must visit, and deal with them faithfully, skil

fully and tenderly, according to their respective characters and states

of mind.

The poor of the flock must never be forgotten by the faithful pastor.

Many of the most precious of Christ's sheep and lambs, are found in

this class. " God hath chosen the poor of this world, rich in faith,

and heirs of the kingdom." It was a distinguishing proof that Jesus
•was the true Messiah, " that the poor had the gospel preached unto

them." And when the other apostles had no other instruction to give

Paul, they earnestly requested, that he would " remember the poor."
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" The same," says he, " which I also was forward to do." Religious

influence is said rather to ascend than descend. It is, I believe, a fact,

that a pastor's influence over the higher classes of society, will be

greater, if he pays chief attention to the poor, than if he assiduously

courted the rich. The poor are much more accessible than the rich,

who are fenced round by so many forms of etiquette, that to address

them personally and pointedly, is considered as a want of good man

ners; but, generally, the poor can be approached without danger of

giving offence; and they consider the attentions of a minister as a con

descension and favour. They also need religious instruction more than

others, because their time is commonly completely occupied and their

education defective. It is of high importance to guard the poor against

habits of idleness and intemperance. These vices are the source of

most others. To which may be added, the spending of the Lord's

day in an improper manner. No evil is more threatening in free coun

tries than the increase of pauperism: unless a check can be put to it

in England, the country must be ruined; and its progress here is alarm

ing. Pastors have more in their power, in regard to this branch of

political economy, than any other class of men. Experience has fully

shown the inefficacy of legal provision for the poor. The true remedy-

can only be found in raising their character, by instilling into their

minds sound religious instruction. There is a culpable negligence,

in most of our churches, in making suitable provision for the accom

modation of the poor. In most Protestant churches in our large cities,

you see very few of the poorest of the people. They have no place,

and they are ashamed to appear in such gay assemblies, with their

tattered garments. It is said, that in no country in the world, is there

such an exhibition of gay clothing in the house of God, as in these

United States. Does not this, in connexion with what has been said,

deserve the attention of the pastor? I consider unbounded luxury, in

dress, furniture, and equipage, as one of our crying sins.

THE BIBLE FOR THE WORLD.

It is probably known to most of our readers that the American Bible

Society have adopted a resolution, to endeavour, in reliance on the

aid of the God of the Bible, to put his Holy Book, within the period

of twenty years, into the hands of the reading population of the world

—in the vernacular languages of those who form this population, and

who shall be found willing to accept the invaluable treasure.

The magnitude of this undertaking may appear at first sight to be

appalling. Yet it is capable of demonstration, that the means to ac

complish it are fairly within our power, if a disposition zealously to

use them shall not be wanting—The pecuniary means necessary to ac

complish this enterprise would be largely furnished, by applying to it

only the sums whish have heretofore been expended to ruin the souls

and bodies of our citizens, in making drunkards by the purchase and

use of spirituous liquors.

It has been justly remarked, that we live in an age in which we ought

" to expect great things, and attempt great things." The object

now in contemplation is truly a great thing—the greatest, beyond a

question, in the compassing of which human agency can ever be em-

ployedj and in this it must and will be employedj for we are not to
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look for miracles, and the heathen, in the uttermost ends of the earth,

are given to Christ—given in a promise, to the fulfilment of which, it

will be admitted on ail hands, the universal knowledge of God's re

vealed will is essential. In this great concern our country has been the

first to engage; and for some time to come, it seems that we must en

gage single handed, as foreign aid has not yet been granted, where it

has been asked. Let this only serve to stimulate us to gird ourselves

to the mighty enterprise with greater ardour and a firmer determi

nation; for if we are successful, we shall obtain a wreath of glory that

will be bright and verdant, when the military laurels of Alexander,

and Caesar, and Napoleon, shall be blasted and withered forever, and

the splendor of all the unhallowed conquests of heroes and chieftains,

of whatever name, shall go out in eternal darkness. Posaunt qmaposse

videntur—they are able, because they seem to be able—In the spirit of

this maxim the Romans conquered the world; and in the same spirit

we may achieve a conquest infinitely more glorious. To prevent the

evil effects of delay and inaction, a period for the completion of the

great undertaking has been prescribed; for who is ignorant, that the

thought lhat a duty may be performed at any time, is often the cause

that it is performed at no time?

It is not to be disguised, however, that mighty exertions arc demanded

—indispensably demanded—to success in this arduous work. Without

such exertions we do not act worthily of our cause, by making our

means correspond to the end in view; and of course, not in such a man

ner as to secure the approbation and smiles of the God of providence

and grace, without which the plan contemplated will certainly prove

abortive, and with which, let earth and hell oppose as they may, it

will as certainly issue in a complete and glorious triumph—There must

be much and fervent prayer, and much strenuous and unceasing effort,

and much cheerful liberality.

The Bible Society of Virginia, with a member of which the plan in

view originated, have taken a noble lead in carrying it into effect.

They have appointed the Rev. William M. Atkinson, to traverse their

bounds, to make collections, and to stir up their fellow Christians to

prayer, exertion, and prompt contribution; and his success has been

most encouraging. His whole heart appears to be in the work; and

we know not how we can better contribute our mite of assistance, than

by laying before our readers an extract of a letter we have lately re

ceived from him. We know that we have not the influence which this

partial young brother—once a beloved pupil—seems to suppose we

possess. But if our influence were a thousand times greater than that

of any man on earth, we should rejoice to employ it all in forwarding

this holy cause. The extract to which we have alluded, is as follows:—

" Now there are two ways in which you may aid this great cause,

as it appears to me. One is by sustaining it through the pages of the

Christian Advocate—an occasion for this might offer in reviewing our

Virginia Annual Report, and that of the American Bible Society.

" The other, is by inducing your Synod to pass resolutions, urging it

upon the next General Assembly to support the enterprise, by all their

influence at home and abroad. I have prepared resolutions to be offered

to our Virginia Synod, somewhat of this kind:—

1. " Expressing approbation of the object.

2. " Recommending to the churches and Christians under the care

of the Synod, to support it by all proper means.

3. " Recommending to the General Assembly to take such order on
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the subject, as may best tend to enlist all the energies of the Presbyte

rian church in this great cause.

4. " Requesting our Assembly to bring before the General Assembly

of the Kirk of Scotland, before the highest judicatory of every other

orthodox Presbyterian church in this, or any other country, and before

all other ecclesiastical bodies, domestic or foreign, in correspondence

•with our Assembly, an enterprise so congenial with the true spirit

of the gospel, and therefore, as we believe, with the Irue spirit of

Presbyterianism.

" This syllabus is presented to let you see what is the sort of action

which I desire from the Synods. Is it not dignus vindice nodus? Is it

not an enterprise worthy of your age and experience? Would not

' thy will be known, that it may be done on earth, as it is in heaven,'

be a dying speech as worthy of the aged Christian, as 'save my coun

try,' of the expiring patriot?

" In asking you to co-operate with me on this subject, I do not at all

feel that I am treading on ground before untouched by us, jointly.

You may not recollect it, but I shall never forget, that twenty years ago,

(when, though in other respects a thoughtless youth, I had learned that

it was a good thing to distribute the word of God,) I, as a manager of

the Nassau Hall Bible Society, carried on a correspondence, under

your superintendence, on a branch of this same subject, with the late

venerable Governor Langdon, of New Hampshire.

" I hope you will pardon all inaccuracies, for I have not time to copy

my letter; and I have written it surrounded by my wife and children,

whom, in one short hour, I am to leave for a three months' tour."

We only add, that in place of the Review, which Mr. A. has sug

gested, we substitute this article, as better adapted than a Review, to

answer his wishes; and that we hope, and earnestly request, that every

reader may lay this subject seriously to heart, and use all his means

and influence, both in the private circle, and with bodies either ecclesi

astical or civil, for the promotion of the great and glorious undertaking

of giving the Bible to the world.

THE EDITOR OF THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.

»ebirto.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBY

TERIAN CHURCH, IN MAY AND JUNE, 1834.

Among the subjects, of no small interest to the Presbyterian church

in the United States, which were discussed and decided on by the last

General Assembly, there were three of pre-eminent importance, viz.

The appeal and complaint of the second, or elective Presbytery of Phi

ladelphia; the memorial from the West; and the motion for bearing

testimony against certain doctrinal errors prevalent in our country, and

dangerous to our church. On the first of these, our remarks were con

cluded in our last number; we now proceed to the consideration of the

second.

A copy of " the Memorial" was inserted in our June number, and we

hope our readers have given it an attentive perusal. It was originally

issued and signed by nineteen ministers and twenty-three elders; and

•was addressed " To the moderator and members of the Presbyterian

church in the United States, to meet in the city of Philadelphia, on the

15th of May, 1834." It had been previously printed in a pamphlet
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form, and pretty widely circulated: and had been taken up, acted on

and adopted, according to the report of the committee of Overtures,

"by eight Presbyteries, eleven church sessions, fifty-two ministers, and

twenty-four elders, and in part by other Presbyteries." The Presbyte

ries of Philadelphia and Miami, and we believe a third, the name of

which we do not recollect, had not put their reports into the hands

of the committee of Overtures; and of course these Presbyteries are to

be added to the number of those that had adopted the memorial—the

Presbytery of Philadelphia, unanimously. The memorial was commit

ted, on the second day of the session of the Assembly; was reported on,

the third day afterwards; and on the 5th day subsequently, Saturday

morning, May 24th, we find the following minute of the Assembly:—

" Overture, No. fi, viz. " A memorial from a number of judicatures and individual

ministers, and ruling elders in different parte of the church, was inken up and commit

ted to Mr. Leech, Mr. James Morrison, Mr. Platt, Mr. Thomas T. Scott, and Dr.

Hawea." This committee made its report on the 27th of May.

We shall insert the proceedings of the Assembly, as the several ar

ticles of the report came successively under discussion.

Tuesday Morning, May 27th.

The Committee to whom was referred Overture No. 6, viz. " A memorial from a

number of judicatorica, and individúala, ministers and ruling elders, in different parts

of the Church, on the present state of the Presbyterian Church," made a report, after

which a motion was made indefinitely to postpone the whole subject, which was dis

cussed at some length. Adjourned till 4 o'clock.

4 o'clock, P.M.

The order of the day (the memorial of certain judicatories) was postponed, and the

unfinished business of iho morning resumed, viz. " The motion indefinitely to post

pone the whole subject of the memorial on the present state of the Presbyterian

church ;" and after some discussion it was decided in the negative.

It was then moved that the report of the Committee, and the points it embraces, be

postponed, with a view to take up in their place the articles in the memorial, on which

the memorialists earnestly request a decision. This motion, after considerable discus

sion, was also decided in the negative.

Wednesday Morning, May 28(A.

The Assembly resumed tb,e unfinished business of yesterday, viz. " The report of

the Committee on the Memorial on the present state of the Presbyterian church," and

having decided to consider the same by paragraphs, discussed at length the first reso

lution.

4 o'clock, P. M.

The Assembly resumed the unfinished business of the morning, viz. " The report

of the committee on the memorial on the present state of the Presbyterian church,"

viz. " The first resolution was further discussed at some length, when the vote was

taken on adopting said resolution, which was carried in the affirmative. This resolu

tion is as follows, viz.

Resolved, " That this Assembly cannot sanction the censure contained in the memo

rial against the proceedings and measures of former General Assemblies"

The yeas and nays on adopting this resolution were ordered to be recorded, and are

as follows.

Yeas—S. Aiken, Perry, Chase, Fiek, Chancey, Backus, Kceler, Tracey, Tucker,

A. Fitch, Gardiner, Hilchcock, Сое, Sawyer, Johnson, Robinson, S. C. Aiken, A.

Crane, Coolidge, Aslrom, Wilcox, Walker, Waterbury, Penficld, Mills, S. Smith,

Shafer, Mersereau, Squier, E. Phelps, D. W. Forman, May, Dunning, Matthews,

Cawlee, R. G. Armstrong, E. Scofield, M. Siniih, Condit, E. King, VVoodbridge,

Lansing, Maletead, В. King, Fairchild, Thomas, Kellogg, Ely, F. Scofield, How,

Bredell, Skinner, Lynn, Bowman, Leslie, Biesell, Judson, Stitnpson, Monteilh, R.

Armstrong, Sliodd, M'Crackon, Dewitt, Graves, Brainerd, Boal, Kernper, Rernley,

Proctor, Hovey, Ellis, Fornliam, Barnvs, J. F. Cowan, Hinkley, Philips, S. B. Wil

son, Fitzgerald, Wm. J. Armstrong, Kirkpatrick, Leach, Morrison, VVatts, Hawcs,

W. A. Shuw, J. Brown, Iloyt, Mandevilie, Hoss, Eaglelon, Cassolls, White, R. W.

Bailey, T. F. Scott—94.
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Jfays—8. Hunter, Manning, Hotchkiss, C. Smith, A. M. Cowan, Platt, Remine-

ton, J. Green, Mason, Boyd, Beers, Snodgrass, Wallace, Williamson, B. M'Dowell,

I. V. Brown, W. Wilson, Candee, Love, Davis, Harris, A. Green, Woodward, J.

M'Dowell, Magraw, Latta, Mustard, Morris, Walson, A^new, M'Kinney, Hepburn,

Young, J. W. Scott, M'Combs, Henry, H. Campbell, Coon, Vnnhorn, M Kennan,

M'Faren, Marshall, M-Feiran, Craig, Vandyke, Donaldson, W. Wylie, S. H. Crane,

C. Johnston, A. M'Farlane, Dunn, A. Wylie, Carnalian, Sickles, Blake, Spilman,

Posey, Ileruott, Bayleee, Breekinridgo, Price, F. M'Farland, Allen, D. L. Russell,

D. Lindley, Preston, A. A. Campbell, Harrison, Snowden, Hagaman, Cunningham

—71.

The second resolution of the report was then taken up, and after some discussion,

the assembly adjourned till to-morrow, at half past 8 o'clock.

Thursday Morning, May 22.

Tho Assembly resumed tho unfinished business of yesterday, viz. " The report of

the committee on the memorial on the present state of the Presbyterian church." The

second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth resolutions, after being separately discussed,

were severally adopted. Adjourned till half past throe o'clock.

Half past 3 o'clock, P. M.

The Assembly resumed the report of the committee on the " Memorial on the pre

sent state of the Presbyterian church." The seventh resolution was then discuued

and being amended, was adopted.

From this decision Mr. Carver Hotchkiss entered his dissent.

The eighth resolution was then discussed at some length.

'The Assembly had a recess until eight o'clock, when the Assembly met, and re

sumed the consideration of tho report on the " Memorial on the present state of the

Presbyterian church." The eighth resolution of the report was further discussed, and

after some amendment, was adopted. The ninth resolution also was amended and

adopted; and the tenth was adopted without amendment.

Adjourned till to-morrow morning, at half past eight o'clock.

Friday Morning, May 30iA.

The Assembly resumed the unfinished business of last evening, viz. " The report of

the committee on the melnorial on the present stale of the Presbyterian church." The

question was then taken on tho whole report, as amended and adopted by paragraph!,

and the whole was adopted, and is as follows:—

The committee to which was referred the memorial complaining of sundry griev

ances abroad in the church, beg leave to report, that they find said memorial adopted

either in whole or in part, by about nine Presbyteries, and eight sessions. It is also

signed by about eighteen ministers, and ninety-nine elders, asking of this Assembly

to apply such remedies as may be necessary to correct the evils of which they com

plain. Your committee, after the most careful investigation, and mature deliberation

that they could bestow on this subject, have concurred in the following resolutions,

which they recommend for the adoption of this Assembly.

Resolved, 1. That this Assembly cannot sanction the censure, contained in the me

morial, against proceedings and measures of former General Assemblies.

2. That it is deemed inexpedient and undesirable to abrogate, or interfere with the

plan of union between Presbyterians and Conpregationalists in the new settlement;,

adopted in 1801.

3. That tho previous action of tho present Assembly on the subject of ordaining men

is deemed sufficient.

4. That the duty of licensing and ordaining men to the office of the gospel ministry,

and of guarding that office ngainst the intrusion of men who are unqualified to dis

charge its solemn and responsible duties, or who are unsound in the faith, is committed

to the Presbyteries. And should any, already in that office, be known to be funda

mentally erroneous in doctrine, it is not only the privilege but the duty of the Presby

teries constitutionally to arraign, condemn and depose them.

5. That this Assembly bears solemn testimony against publishing to the world mi

nisters in good and regular standing, as heretical and dangerous, without being consti

tutionally tried and condemned, thereby greatly hindering their usefulness as ministers

of Jesus Christ. Our excellent constitution make» ample provision for redressing ail

such grievances, and this Assembly enjoins in all cases a faithful compliance in meek

ness and brotherly love with its requisitions: having at all times a sacred regard to the

purity, peace, and prosperity of tho church.

6. That tho Assembly have no authority to establish any exclusive mode of conduct

ing missions ; but while this matter is left to the discretion of individuals and inferior
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judicatoriee, we would recommend and «¡illicit their willing and efficient oo-operation

with the Assembly's Board.

7. That a due regard to the order of the church and the bonds of brotherhood, re

quires in the opinion of this Assembly, that ministers dismissed in good standing, by

sister Presbyteries, should be received by the Presbyteries which they are dismissed to

join, upon the credit of their constitutional testimonials, unless they «hall have forfeited

their good standing subsequently to their dismissal.

8. That in the opinion of this Assembly, to take up and try and condemn any printed

publication as heretical and dangerous, is equivalent to condemning the author an he

retical ; that to condemn heresy in the abstract, cannot be understood as the purpose

of such trial; that the results of such trial are to bear upon and seriously to afreet the

standing of the author ; and that the fair and unquestionable mode of procedure is, if

the author be alive and known in our communion, to institute process against the au

thor, and give him a fair and constitutional trial.

9. That in receiving and adopting the formularies of our church, every person ought

to bo supposed, without evidence to the contrary, to receive and adopt them according

to the obvious and known and established meaning of the terms, as the confession of

his faith ; if objections be made, the Presbytery, unless he withdraw such objections,

should not license, or ordain, or admit him.

10. That, in the judgment of this Assembly, it is expedient that Presbyteries and

Synods in the spirit of charity and forbearance, adjust and settle, as far as practicable,

all their matters of grievance and disquietude, without bringing them before the Ge

neral Assembly and the world, as in many cases, this tends to aggravate and continue

them, and to spread them over the whole church, to the great grief of its members, and

injury of the cause of religion.

The Rev. I. V. Brown gave notice, in behalf of himself, and those who may choose

to unite with him, that they claimed the privilege of entering their protest against the

above resolutions.

PROTEST.

The undersigned protest against the proceedings of the General Assembly, relative

to the memorial complaining of sundry grievances abroad in the church—

1. On account of the manner in which said memorial was treated, in bringing it be

fore the Assembly. It was committed to a committee who brought in a report in

nearly all respects adverse to the memorial, before it was read in the house ; so that

when it was read, it was heard under the influence of all the prejudice created against

it by the adverse report and prejudgment of the committee. It is believed that this

method of procedure is without precedent or parallel, in the proceedings of any of the

ecclesiastical judicatories of our church, or of any well ordered deliberative body, of

whatever kind.

2. On account of the adoption by the Assembly of the first resolution submitted by

the committee aforesaid, viz. " Resolved, that this Assembly cannot sanction the cen

sure contained in the memorial, against proceedings and measures of former General

Assemblies." If the proceedings and measures of the General Assemblies of our

church are not to he regarded as infallible and immutable, then their equity and ex

pediency are fairly open to the investigation and remarks of the members of the

church ; nor is it perceived how the redress of grievances, arising from the acts of the

General Assembly, слп be obtained by an aggrieved party, if such a party may not

state, freely and fearlessly, the ground of complaint, although this should imply, as in

deed it must, in most cases, necessarily imply, a censure of the proceedings which are

the subjects of complaint. We fully recognise the obligation of memorialists and pe

titioners to address the General Assembly in respectful language ; and such language

we do conscientiously think was used, in an exemplary manner, by the memorialists,

•un I that they could not have laid open their grievances, fairly and fully, with a greater

reserve than that which they maintained ; and therefore, that this decision of the As

sembly goes to abridge the liberty which every member of our church, and every free-

шап and Christian in our country, ought to enjoy and maintain. .

3. We protest against the second resolution, as going to render permanent, " the

plan of union between Presbyterians and Congregationalists in the new settlements,"

which we consider as plainly and palpably unconstitntional. We do not wish for an

abrupt violation of this plan, on the part of the Presbyterian church; but for the com

mencement of measures which shall result in a return to the ground of the constitu

tion ; and this without injury to, perhaps with the consent and approbation of, both the

parties concerned. But regarding the second resolution as calculated, and probably

intended, to perpetuate an unconstitutional transaction, wo decidedly protest against it.

4. Wo protest against the fifth resolution, because we view it as interfering with the

liberty of speech, the liberty of the press, and with Christian duty. For any abuse of

this liberty, we are not advocates. But to prohibit, in all cases, the naming of author!

Cfi. adv.—VOL. XII. 3 N
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in connexion with their heretical publications, is, in oar best judgment, to throw а

shield over both. For if the public is not pointed to a particular book or pamphlet, it

will often not be known what publication is intended, and its very existence may be

denied) and if the publication be distinctly referred to, and it bears the name of the

author in the title рада, (which was the case in all the instances referred to io the me

morial) then those who simply make this reference, fall under the heavy denunciation

of this resolution. We profess to admire the provisions of the constitution which this

resolution eulogises, as much as they do who framed and sanctioned it ; and we protest

against the resolution itself, because its tendency is to render difficult, and in some

cases absolutely impracticable, the duty which the constitution enjoins; and thus may

prove, as we have said, a shield, both to the heretic and to his work.

5. We do earnestly and solemnly protest against the seventh resolution, in which H

is asserted, " that ministers dismissed in good standing by sister Presbyteries, should

be received by the Presbyteries which they are dismissed to join, upon the credit of

their constitutional'testimonials, unless they shall have forfeited their good standing,

subsequently to their dismissal." This resolution is in conflict with the right of a

Presbytery toJudge of the qualifications of its own members, which we verily believe

has never before been authoritatively attacked and impaired, from the time of the

meeting of the Assembly of Divines at Westminster, in which it was recognised, till the

meeting of the present General Assembly. It is indeed in conflict with the acknow

ledged right inherent in the members of every society, civil as well as ecclesiastical,

to judge of the qualifications of those with whom they shall be associated. But it not

only contravenes a right, it also exposes the entire church to the most serious evil*.

It puts it in the power of a few corrupt Presbyteries, to corrupt the whole church, by

throwing their members into sound Presbyteries, one after another, till they become

dominant in all. We view it as a virtual relinquishment and denial of one of the es

sential principles of all presbyterial order and government, and as such, we most so

lemnly protest against it. We do and must maintain, that every Presbytery has ai

inherent and indefeasible right, to determine whether it will receive into its bosom any

and every member who applies for such reception. Circumstances may render it un

necessary to call this right into exercise in certain instances, but the right always ex

ists, and circumstances may require its exercise, at least for a time, in every instance

in which application is made for admission to a Presbytery. The denial of this right,

we repeat and insist, is the denial of a fundamental principle of Presbyterianism.

6. We protest against the eighth resolution, because, in our judgment, it not only

establishes a principle erroneous in itseif, but does in fact, the very thing which it im

putes to the memorialists—it casts censure on a former General Assembly for examin

ing and condemning a heretical book, before the author was tried and condemned bj his

Presbytery. We here refer to the case of W. C. Davis. It is our firm belief, tbit it

is often an imperious duty incumbent on the judicatories of the church, to examine er

roneous opinions in then; and, having carefully compared them with the standards of

the church and the word of God, to condemn them in the abstract;—and then, if it be

thought expedient, and be found practicable, (which it may not always be,) to subject

those who have promulgad these opinions, to the proper discipline. To invert this

order, is, in our firm conviction, to render discipline, in many cases difficult, and in

some impracticable, and thus to prove a protection to those who are unsound in the &ilh.

We might specify some additional points in tho resolutions against which we protest',

but those to which we have adverted, we regard as the most objectionable. Still we

feel ourselves constrained to add, that the doings of the General Assembly in regard

to a memorial adopted by eleven Presbyteries, or parts of Presbyteries, as well as by

several sessions, and numerous individuals—a support greater than any other memorial

has received that has ever been presented to a General Assembly in this country—is

calculated deeply to grieve and wound the feelings of a large part, and we must think

not an unsound or undeserving part, of the Presbyterian church. Their pious, and, ss

we think, their just and reasonable expectations of some redress from tho General As

sembly, will be utterly and hopelessly disappointed.

We do, therefore, by offering this protest, most solemnly and earnestly beseech the

Assembly to pause—to consider the probable consequences of their action on this me

morial, and yet to retrace their steps; lost the adherents to the standards of our church

in their plain and obvious meaning, should find themselves constrained, however re

luctantly, to resort to first principles, and to make their final appeal to tho Great Head

of the Church.

Aslibel Green, Robert Love, Carver Hotcbkiss, George Morris, A. Bayless, W. L.

Breckinridge, Samuel Boyd, E. H. Snowden, Charles Davis, David M'Kinney, Simeon

H. Crane, C. Beers, Charles Woodward, Isaac V. Brown, I. N. Candee, Benjamin F.

S|iilmau, Jacob Coon, James W. M'Kcnnan, James Magraw, D. R. Preston, George

Marshall, James Agnew, W. A. G. Poesy, James Scott, Alexander M'Farlane, Edward
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Vanhorn, 8. M'Farren, James M'Farren, William Craig, William M'Coomb», James

Blake, James Remington, William Sickles, Jacob Green, Loyal Toung, Win. Wylie,

James C. Watson.

Mr. White, Mr. B. King, Mr. Graver, and Mr. Leach, were appointed a committee

to answer the Protest.

ANSWER TO THE PROTEST.

The committee appointed to answer the Prolest against the proceedings of the Ge

neral Assembly, on the " Memorial complaining of sundry grievances abroad in the

church," made the following report, which was adopted, viz.

That aller due consideration of the whole subject, and believing the Protest to be

founded on assumptions which wore fully refuted and proved untenable, in the course

of a long and thorough discussion of the several resolutions adopted, they deem it inex

pedient for the Assembly to assign any further reasons for the course pursued, in rela

tion to the above memorial.*

Our readers have now before them a connected view of the proceed

ings of the General Assembly relative to the " Memorial," together

with the Protest, and the answer it received. We have thought it most

fair not to distract the reader's attention by interspersing our com

ments with the several steps of procedure, but to reserve them till the

whole case should be exhibited as it stands on the records—We now

proceed with our remarks.

We think no candid and competent judge, who attentively reads the

memorial in connexion with the manner in which it was disposed of

by the Assembly, can fail to adopt the opinion, that, from first to last,

there was a studious endeavour to treat it with indignity—to treat it

as a paper to which, indeed, some formal attention was required by the

rules of the house, but which was to be marked with peculiar disap

probation, if not with scorn, at every stage of the proceedings had

upon it—as an address, in a word, which should receive such a recep

tion as would make its signers sensible that their remonstrances and

requests excited no other feeling in the Assembly than that of deter

mined, if not contemptuous disregard. Such, it seems to us, must be

the result of an attentive reading of the documents; but the conclusion

thus formed, would have been strongly confirmed, if the reader could

have heard and seen all that passed in the Assembly, while acting on the

memorial. It was the tone of the treatment it received, as well as the

final decision on its contents, that deeply grieved and mortified its

friends, and convinced them effectually, that it was not from simply

petitioning or memorializing the Assembly, but from some other mode

of action, that the evils which afflict the Presbyterian church, and

threaten its very existence, are to be arrested in their progress. We

shall now go into some detail.

Repeated efforts were made, and made in vain, by the present writer,

to have the memorial read, before it was referred to the committee that

brought in the resolutions which sealed its destiny. The records do

not mention that it was read at allj and if the Assembly had acted upon

it without ever having an opportunity to know its contents, it would

have been just as well. It was read, however, after the committee had

pointed out in their resolutions how it was to be disposed of—read by a

manifest reluctant consent of a majority of the house, and heard by

* After very nearly four months since the rising of the Assembly, we have been un

able to obtain a corrected copy of the minutes. We have therefore been obliged to

have recourse to the religious newspapers for the quotations we have made. We have

taken much pains to render our extracts correct—and we believe they exhibit the

doings of the Assembly fairly and fully. If, on obtaining a copy of the corrected mi

nutée, we shall discover any error that affecta the meaning of a sentence, we will not

fail to announce and correct it.
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a number of those who did not go out while it was reading, with ac

companying indications, not to be mistaken, of uneasy or scornful

feelings. Now we do not believe, <as is intimated in the protest, that

any deliberative assembly in this country, whether civil or ecclesias

tical, and in times when party spirit has been most excited, ever before

treated a respectful memorial in this manner—ever appointed a com

mittee to report upon it, before the house knew what it contained; and

then permitted it to be read, that it might be treated with pointed dis

respect.

After the memorial was read, the first motion that was made was, to

postpone it indefinitely. Nothing more contemptuous than this, could

have taken place in the form of a motion. Its plain import was, that

the memorial was not worthy of the attention of the Assembly; yet the

records state, that this motion was " discussed at some length." The

majority commonly acted with great concert, but as we were never in

their secrets, we cannot tell whether it was understood, or not, by the

party, that the memorial should receive this mark of contempt, and

then be reserved for the fate which awaited it from the passage of the

resolutions—The motion for an indefinite postponement, for whatever

reason, was negatived.

The report of the committee on the memorial, now came before the

house, and a member of the minority moved, " that the report of the

committee, and the points it embraces, be postponed, with a view to

take up in their place the articles of the memorial, on which the me

morialists earnestly request a decision. This motion, after consider

able discussion, was also decided in the negative." Here is a sample of

the manner in which the Assembly have several times evaded a de

cision on points of the deepest interest to the church, from the proceed

ings in the noted Barnes' case, down to those that issued in the rejec

tion of the memorial. In the case of Mr. Barnes, the Presbytery of

Philadelphia had specified a number of particulars, in which, in the

judgment of the Presbytery, his far-famed sermon stood in direct op

position to certain articles, or positions, of the doctrinal standards of

the church; and they asked the judgment of the Assembly, whether

the specified opposition between the sermon and the standards, did

really exist or not. But the Assembly evaded the whole, by converting

itself into a Congregational Association, and appointing a committee,

that brought in a report, in which the entire subject was wrapped up in

a few generalities, and voted on without discussion, and without touching

a single point on which the Presbytery looked for a judgment. In the

case of the memorial, there were no parties at bar, as in the former case;

and therefore there was no necessity of again adopting the Association

principle; but in disposing of the points detailed in the memorial, on
•which a decision was earnestly sought, the course pursued partook

largely of the character for which the Assembly of 1831 had furnished a

precedent. The motion to take up and consider the specifications of

the memorialists, was negatived; and the resolutions fabricated by the

committee, and shaped so as to suit the views of the expected majority,

were substituted in their place. The unfairness of this procedure, must

strike every unprejudiced mind.

On the first resolution of the committee, after it was decided that the

report should be considered by paragraphs, there was an animated de

bate, which was terminated by a vote, on which the yeas and nays were

demanded and recorded. This record is to be attributed to a standing

rule of the house, which directs that the yeas and nays shall be recorded,
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when demanded by one-third of the members present; and happily it was

found, on this occasion, that the minority could count more than a third

of the members; although the record shows that they wanted three-and-

twenty votes of equalling the number of the majority. But for the ex

istence of this rule, it is confidently believed the church would never

have known who, among the members of the last Assembly, were the

friends, and who the foes of the memorial. The votes on the subse

quent resolutions, where there was a différence of opinion, were nearly

the same as on the first. There was some little variation as to the side

occasionally taken, but none that materially affected the strength of the

different parties. The third resolution, we believe, had no opposition;

and the 4th and 9th resolutions are only different expressions of con

stitutional provisions, which the minority had no disposition to con

trovert; and which probably were intended to show the great regard

which the committee had to our standards. The power of a third

of the members to secure a record of the yeas and nays on any ques

tion, was not forgotten in the subsequent proceedings of the Assembly;

for when such a record was moved, on the vote which excluded from

the minutes all notice of the motion of Mr. Jennings, the locum tenens

of the Moderator's chair, (the regular Moderator having withdrawn)

declared, to the astonishment we believe of all who heard it, that the

motion was out of ord-or. He knew, that if the motion were put, a

third of the members would vote for it, and thus the yeas and nays on

this important question, would appear on the minutes; but he knew also

that his decision, declaring that the motion was out of order, could not

be reversed but by a majority, instead of a third of the house, and he was

confident that the majority would ratify this most unfair and unrighteous

sentence. An appeal from his decision was taken, and his confidence

that a majority of the house would sustain him, was proved to be well

founded. We do think, and have not a doubt that the public think

with us, that, especially in the present state of the church, the yeas and

nays on all important questions decided in the General Assembly,

ought to be recorded and published to the world; that the churches

may know how their representatives have voted, and all may have an

unequivocal expression of the opinions of those whose names appear

on the record. But to this the New School party in the Assembly

have, for several years past, been generally and decidedly opposed; and

hence the public do not, and cannot know, how the votes of individual

members have been cast, on questions involving the vital interests of

the church.

We refer to the protest for a statement of our objections to the doc

trines or principles contained in the several resolutions, and we hope

our readers will do us and themselves the justice, carefully to compare

the protest with each of the resolutions to which it is opposed. On

the first and second resolutions, we have nothing to add to what is con

tained in the protest, and the remarks already offered. The fifth re

solution is one of the most objectionable of the whole series. But it is

so satisfactorily answered, and its slavish and unchristian principles

are so clearly exposed, in the 4th article of the protest, that we deem

any enlargement unnecessary. Of the 6th resolution, the protest takes

no notice. The position that " the Assembly have no authority to es

tablish any exclusive mode of conducting missions," is perfectly equi

vocal, and we doubt not was intended to be so. That the Assembly

have no authority to establish any exclusive mode of conducting mis

sions out of their own bounds, or for missionaries of other churches, is
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certainly true—so obviously and confessedly true, that there was no

need to state it. But that the Assembly has authority to establish a

mode, and if it be found necessary, an exclusive mode, of conducting

missions within their own bounds, and by members of their own com

munion, is also true—so true, that no one who understands the consti

tution of the Presbyterian church, oan plausibly deny it. Missionary

operations affect all the interests of the church, more than almost any

thing else; and to maintain that over such operations the Assembly

has no authority, and when necessary, even a controlling authority, is to

maintain that the greatest irregularities may exist in our church, and

the most serious evils be inflicted upon it, and yet that the supreme ju-

dicatory have no power to apply a remedy. We can hardly think of i

greater absurdity than this, to be embraced by any one who professes

to be a Presbyterian. The chapter which relates to missions in the

constitution, (see chap, xviii. of Form of Government) directs that ap

plications for missionary aid should be made to a Presbytery or Synod,

or to the General Assembly, and orders that missionaries shall be ready

to produce their credentials to the Presbyteries within whose bounds

they may be, and obtain their approbation, or at least that of a com

mittee, appointed for this purpose. In conformity with this constitu

tional prescription, all the missionaries employed within the bounds of

the Presbyterian church, for many years after the adoption of the con

stitution, were made responsible to the ecclesiastical judicatoriesof the

church, and to them alone; and such is the fact at present, in regard

to the missionaries appointed and employed by these judicatories.

But of late years, Voluntary Associations, both for domestic and foreign

missions, have been organized, and have carried on their operations in

the bosom of the Presbyterian church, without any responsibility what

ever to the judicatories of this church; and this has had, and still has,

a most pernicious influence, not only in enfeebling all missionary ope

rations of a strictly Presbyterian character, but in creating jealousies,

collisions, and contentions of the most pernicious kind in the church

—Nay, the influence of these Voluntary and anti-Presbyterial Asso

ciations, has gone far to control the judicatories of the churches

themselves, from the highest to the lowest. Here, at this hour, is a

principal source of the corruption, disorder, and disregard, both of the

creed and government of our church, by which it is so grievously pol

luted, divided, and distracted; and we solemnly believe that no rational

hope of a return to sound principles, and to regular presbyterial order,

can be entertained, till the influence of this radical evil shall be re

moved. We request our readers to turn to the fourth section of the

memorial, and see the statements there made of undeniable facts, and

of the unhappy influence which these Voluntary Associations, particu

larly of the American Home Missionary Society, has exerted, on all

the interests of our church; and no where more manifestly and lament

ably than in the General Assembly itself. This was a tender point for

the reasoning committee, and they touch it tenderly. They, in effect,

do nothing more than roundly assert that the Assembly have nothing

to do with the business—not aware, it is presumed, that by this very as

sertion, they prove themselves either utterly ignorant, or totally regard

less, of the principles and government of the Presbyterian church, rela

tive to this subject. They do indeed, in the close of the resolution,

venture to " recommend to individuals and inferior judicatories"—re

cognising that it is " left to their discretion" to do as they please—"a

willing and efficient co-operation with the Assembly's Board" of Mis
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sions. Truly, it was no great boon to recommend to those who choote

it, to co-operate willingly with the Assembly's Board, when it is noto

rious that the principal co-operation of the recommending party, is

with Voluntary Associations, who mar and distract the measures of

the Assembly's Missionary Board, and interfere most injuriously with

the whole order of the Presbyterian church.

The 7th resolution, as first reported by the committee, stood thus—

" The assembly do not deny lite right of any Presbytery, when it is deemed

proper to do so, to examine into the qualifications of persons applying for

membership; yet a due regard to the order of the church and the bonds

of brotherhood, requires, in the opinion of this Assembly, that minis

ters dismissed in good standing by sister Presbyteries, should be re

ceived by Presbyteries which they are dismissed to join, upon the credit

of their constitutional testimonials, unless they shall have forfeited their

good standing subsequently to their dismissal." That this is a bung

ling and self-contradicting resolution, as thus expressed, is undeniable;

for if any Presbytery has a right to examine, then a due regard to the

order of the church, and the bonds of brotherhood, cannot be violated

by the exercise of this right. The committee manifestly felt that they

were treading on slippery ground^ in getting at their favourite object

in the latter part of the resolution; and they certainly did hobble sadly,

in making for their mark. But when the resolution came before the

Assembly, they found members less timid than themselves. On the

motion of the permanent clerk, the Rev. John M'Dowell, who had voted

against the first resolution, the first part of this resolution, which we

have marked with the Italic character, was stricken out. Had a motion

been made and carried, to strike out the second part of the resolution,

instead of the first, a fundamental principle of Presbyterianism, in place

of being violated, would have been asserted and sanctioned; and the

decisions of former Assemblies,* instead of being contravened, would

have been confirmed. But this would have been giving some little

countenance to the memorial, which the majority of the Assembly were

determined it should never have; and they were no doubt highly gratified,

to find a member who had voted against the first resolution, bold enough

to take the lead, in doing what the committee had wanted courage to pro

pose. The reply of the protest, to the resolution now under considera

tion, is irrefragable, and renders many additional remarks unnecessary.

We wish, however, to call the attention of our readers for a moment,

* In the year 1816 the General Assembly, in disposing of a complicated case, sanc

tioned the report of a committee, in which there is the following statement, going di

rectly to the point in view—" It is clear that the right of deciding on the fitness ofad

mitting Mr. Wells a constituent member of the Presbytery of Geneva, belonged to

the Presbytery itself." [Digest, page 325.] In 1825, the Assembly decided, on a refe

rence from the Presbytery of Baltimore—"That it is the privilege of every Presbytery

to judge of the character and situation of those who apply, to be admitted into their

own body, and unless they are satisfied to decline receiving the same. A Presbytery, it

is true, may make an improper use of this privilege, in which case, the rejected ap

plicant may appeal to the Synod or the General Assembly." [Printed Minutes, page

265.] If the memorialists knew of these decisions, they could have had no other ob

ject in bringing this subject before the last General Assembly but to ascertain whether

the supreme judicatory of the church in 1834 would sustain the decisions of former

General Assemblies—The answer was, we will not—We will formally and unceremo

niously reverse those decisions. Yet this is the Assembly who introduce their decision

on the memorial with saying, " that this Assembly cannot sanction the censure con

tained in the memorial, against proceedings and measures of former General Assem

blies" ! ! ! But why make notes of admiration ? Who expects consistency in the follow

er! of New Light i
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to the case mentioned in our last number, as demonstrating, practically,

the propriety of the principle for which we contend—the principle

that every Presbytery has the right to determine on the qualifications

of all who apply to be received into its fellowship—We refer to the

case of the individual whom the Presbytery of Newark, (N. J.) refused

to ordain and install as the pastor of the congregation of Hanover.

That individual came from the elective, or 3d Presbytery of New York.

He was not then, it is true, an ordained minister, but a licentiate; still,

the principle we advocate applies to the case of licentiates, as well as

to that of ordained ministers. Suppose, then, that this man, before

he was permitted to act as a supply, or to receive any appointments in

the Presbytery of Newark, had been put, as we say he ought to have

been, on his examination; he would unquestionably have discovered

his ignorance and unsoundness in the faith—for we have been well in

formed that he has the merit of not disguising his sentiments, like

many of his fraternity—and thus he would, of course, not have been

permitted to supply the vacant congregation of Hanover, and that con

gregation would have been preserved from evils, which many years are

not likely fully to remedy. Is it not obvious from this case, that it is

infinitely better to meet heresy, or disqualification for ministerial use

fulness of whatever kind, at the threshold of the Presbytery, rather than

to permit it to enter, with a view to correct it afterwards—in many

cases, after it has produced irremediable mischief. Only take the con

joint influence of the two principles sanctioned by the last Assembly—

let there be elective Presbyteries, and let their members be entitled to

claim a good standing in other Presbyteries, simply on what the reso

lution before us calls " their constitutional testimonials," and you put

it in their power—and assuredly they will use all the power they pos

sess—to change the character of any Presbytery at their pleasure, and

to pour a flood of error over the whole church. They will manufac

ture, license, and ordain ministers, and throw them into any Presbytery

where they lack a majority, with a rapidity that will soon give them the

command of the Synod, and a representation in the General Assembly

of every Presbytery which the Synod embraces. This is no imaginary

case. The Synod of Kentucky, in the years 1806, and 1807, found that

the Cumberland Presbytery, then a member of their body, were licen

sing and ordaining men at such a rate, that, if not arrested, they would

soon have the Synod to themselves. Nor had they any other means of

putting a stop to the evil, but by dissolving the Presbytery entirely, and

rejecting all its members from their communion. With exemplary

fidelity to their Master, and zeal for his holy truth and cause, they

took this decisive step—a step so decisive and bold, that the General

Assembly of 1807, not yet corrupt, did but half approve the proceeding.

But in the following year, having in the mean time obtained a full

knowledge of the facts of the case, the records say—"The Assembly

think it due to that Synod [the Synod of Kentucky] to say, that they

deserve the thanks of the church, for the firmness and zeal with which

they have acted, in the trying circumstances in which they have been

placed." Alas! when shall we again see a Synod that will act with the

same unshrinking fidelity; and a General Assembly that will sustain

and applaud them, for thus nobly acquitting themselves of their sacred

obligations.

The protest justly remarks, that in the eighth resolution the Assem

bly do the very thing they condemn in the memorial—they pass a cen

sure on a former General Assembly that condemned the work of W.
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С. Davis in thesi, before he was tried and condemned by his Presbytery.

This, it is perceived, is the second instance of the same thing, in the

resolutions under review. The protest also, with great truth and

propriety, intimates that the whole scope of this resolution is to afford

" protection to those who are unsound in the faith." Now that the

majority of the last Assembly should feel a peculiar sensitiveness on

this subject, creates no wonder in us. Provident men, when they see

danger coming, always make use of precautions to ensure their own

safety. We must be allowed, however, to examine a little the con

cluding position of this eighth resolution. The position is " that the

fair and unquestionable mode of procedure is, if the author be alive

and known in our communion, to institute a process against the author,

and give him a fair and constitutional trial"—Very well—" if the au

thor be alive and known in our communion—give him a fair and con

stitutional trial"—But the author of a book, containing the most pes

tilent heresy, may be alive and in our communion, and his style of

writing, train of reasoning, and other circumstances, may make him

as well known to be the author of the book, as if his name were on the

title page. But in the mean time, his name is not there; and you have

no legal evidence, and can obtain none, of his being the author of the

book; so that if you arraign him and give him a fair trial, you must ac

quit him—and his acquittal will enable him to do fourfold as much

mischief as ever. Now this is so far from being an imaginary occurrence,

or one not likely to happen, that the supposed case points to the very

course which is usually pursued by men who make publications that

they know will subject them to discipline, or to some other punishment

of a serious character, if their authorship is known. We could men

tion a case in Scotland, in which deposition from the ministry hung

over the head of a minister for several years, if legal proof could

have been obtained that he was the author of a certain publication,

which was widely circulated and produced a powerful effect. But such

proof was not, and could not be obtained; and yet scarcely a doubt

existed in the mind of any one, as to the real author of the offence-

giving book. The book, in this instance, was, in our judgment, a

good book; but the safety of its author from the anathemas of the

ruling powers of the church, depended on the want of legal proof to

convie t him. We mention it as a striking instance of what a publica

tion may be, and do, when it is impossible to bring the author " to a

fair and constitutional trial." But we would now seriously ask of any

candid and upright man, who is capable of looking through and judg

ing correctly of this matter, what reasonable objection can be assigned

against the examination of a book, bearing the author's name on the title

page, and in regard to which there is a rumour that it contains unsound

and dangerous doctrines or speculations. It appears to us, that on the

supposition that the author of such a book is really innocent, he ought

to be the first man in society to desire and demand, that his book may

be submitted to an ecclesiastical court—that on their verdict of the

falsehood of the rumour, he may be able to suppress it effectually. Do

not all men of conscious innocence act in this manner, when rumours

to their disadvantage, relative to moral character or civil concern, are

circulated and believed? Do they not, whenever the nature of the case

will permit a legal trial, ask for it, solicit it, and demand it speedily?

But suppose the book in question is not innocent, but of dangerous

tendency. How are the judicatory to ascertain this fact? Surely they

ought not to prosecute or try a man for writing a bad book, unless

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 30
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they have some good evidence that it is bad; and what method so pro

per to settle this point, as to examine the book itself, in their charac

ter as a judicatory? This may be done, in the way in which it was done

by the General Assembly, in the Davis case—by appointing a com

mittee to inspect the book carefully and thoroughly—to extract pas

sages supposed to be most exceptionable—to read each passage in its

full connexion before the judicatory—to discuss it calmly, and com

pare it carefully with the standards of the church—and then to take

a formal vote on the passages severally, by putting the question on

each—is this passage in conformity with the standards, or not?

This is, in substance, the method in which publications supposed to

be libellous, are treated in our courts of civil jurisprudence; and

can we devise a better method for the treatment of publications

supposed to be heretical, in ecclesiastical courts? We think not;

for a better definition of heresy can scarcely be given, than to say

that it is a libel on the truth of divine revelation. If a publication is

decided to be of this character, an ecclesiastical court, at least in most

cases, ought to take one step, which is never taken in a civil court;

that is, to endeavour to convince the offender of his error, and engage

him to renounce it: And if he appear really and honestly to renounce

his error, all further proceeding should be stayed—if not, discipline

ought to follow. Now, invert this order, and begin with putting a man

suspected of heresy immediately on his trial. Then a judicatory, it is

evident, must prosecute very much at hap hazard; for some of the

members will, in most cases, be almost wholly ignorant of the true

character of the publication in question; or the process must be ground

ed on a general rumour, or fuma clamosa, which on examination may

prove wholly erroneous; or on the allegations of the personal enemies of

the writer; or of hasty and over-zealous individuals, who are willing

to risk the responsibility of a prosecution, which, after causing infinite

trouble to themselves, to the accused, and to the judicatory, may be

found to be altogether unnecessary and improper—Or what is much

more probable than any thing else—the anticipation of the trouble, or

the fear of an unsuccessful issue, will operate to prevent a prosecu

tion altogether: and is it uncharitable to believe that this is the

wish of those who so strenuously insist on a mode of procedure at va

riance with what takes place in analogous cases in civil courts, where

every thing is se tiled, as the result ofmuch reasoning and longexperience?

a mode of procedure, too, which cuts off almost all hope of reclaim

ing a party, when found to be in error; for put an errorist on his de

fence, in a formal trial, before you have dealt with him by friendly rea

soning and tender admonition, and you take the readiest method to fix

him immoveably in his false conclusions and dangerous tenets.

The protest takes no notice of the tenth and last reason of the com

mittee; and we are disposed to take as little. We do not see its de

sign; unless it be to intimate that the memorial, and all things of a si

milar character, ought to be kept away from the Assembly; and this

counsel we think is likely to be followed, till the General Assembly-

shall be composed of different materials from those of which the ma

jority consisted, at the last meeting; at least, if our advice were of any

avail, we would give it decisively in favour of this course.

The answer to the protest is, we believe, a perfect unique, in compo

sitions of its kind. We have been accustomed to think—but we know

that the march of mind has made great improvements—that an answer

to a protest was intended to stand on the records, for the purpose of
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showing to all who should inspect them, mfuture times, that the allega

tions of the Protestants were unfounded; and to prove this by short, but

substantial reasons. There is not even an attempt at this, in the As

sembly's answer. It does not look forward, but backward. Its appeal

is not to posterity, but to those who had heard the debates; or rather it

appeals to its authors; and it asserts that the " assumptions" of the Pro

testants " were fully refuted in a long and thorough discussion." " Yes"

—some future reader of the minutes may say—" you doubtless thought

so, or you would not have passed the resolutions themselves. But I

did not hear the discussion, and should be glad to know what reply

you did, or could make, to the powerful reasons of the protest. Your

assertion that you answered them was easily made; but to me it is a

mere gratis dictum, and I must conclude that you made this declara

tion, for answer it is none at all, ars a mere formality; and that you

did not answer the protest, because you found that you could not."

(To be continued.)

anï Uhtlosojplucal Eittelltjjencr, ftt.

Discovery of Interesting Manuscripts.

—From the August number of the New

Monthly Magazine, we learn that M.

Ruppel, an accomplished traveller, now

on his return from Abyssinia, has disco

vered, and brings with him, a number of

manuscripts of great value. The most

remarkable of these is a copy of the Bible,

containing an additional book of Esdras,

and a considerable addition to the book of

Esther: none of these augmentations of

the Bible have yet been heard of in Eu

rope. It contains also the book of Enoch,

and Inte fifteen new Psalms, the existence

of wh ich has been for some time known

among the learned. Another curious

manuscript is a species of code, which

the Abyssinians carry as far back as the

Council of Nice, when they say, it was

promulgated by one of their kings. This

code is divided into two books ; the first of

which relates to the canon law, and treats

of the relations between tho church and

the temporal power; and the second is

purely a civil code. M. Ruppel has also

with him some Abyssinian church hymns,

which display the only indication of po

etry which has been found to exist among

the Abyssinians.—JV. York Com. Adv.

Education in Russia.—The whole num

ber of pupils of schools in Russia is

75,586, out of a population of 56 millions

—i. e. two to every 1495 inhabitants !—A

cruel mockery upon the liberties of a peo

ple whom their despotic Autocrat wishes

to keep enchained in the bonds of igno

rance and servitude. No foreign teachers

are permitted in any of the schools or

universities, private or public ; and no

piasters or professors are permitted to give

instruction but euch ai consent to become,

at the same time, spies of the govern

ment in the bosom of each family. Such

foreign professors only are permitted to

teach who are not imbued, as the Berlin

Gazette expresses it, with the political

cholera of liberalism, which has brought

Europe to the verge of ruin! And these

also must undergo a probationary quaran

tine of five years, before they are legally

authorized.—JV. York Star.

In the year 1832 the amount of Agri

cultural productions in England was ele

ven hundred and eighty-three millions of

dollars—Manufactures, seven hundred

millions—Mines, one hundred and four

millions—Fisheries, sixteen millions of

dollars—Two hundred and forty millions

pounds of Wool were raised in that year.

The population uf London

in 1790 was 720,000

in 1830 1,475,000

Increase in 40 years, 755,000

England contained Inhabitants.

in the year 1700, 5,134,516

do. do. 1750, 6,039,618

do. do. 1800, 9,187,186

do. do. 1830, 13,810,051

Increase from 1700 to 1750, less than

20 per cent.—From 1750 to 1800, more

than 50 per cent.—From 1800 to 1830,

more than 58 per cent.

From the year 1700 to 1710

the population lessened 00,179

From 1820 to 1830, the increase

was 1,853,286

Squirrels.—It is known to most persons

that the squirrels in the Mississippi valley

emigrate occasionally, in vast numbers, to

other neighbourhoods; and that in doing

so they сrose rivers and travel through
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town and country, all pursuing the same Mr. . Iminium.—A letter from this gen-

general direction, and apparently recklese tleman, dated London, states Ihit five

of the dangers to which they expose them- subscribers for his great work have re-

selves. For some days past wo learn they cently presented themselves, in that city,

have been emigrating southwardly, and and one in Germany. One of the former

that some of the boys have enjoyed much subscribers, Lord Kingsborough, has sob-

sport in watching for them and killing scribed for a second copy. Toe Grand

them with clubs, as they land alter swim- Duke of Tuscany is also a subscriber, at

minor the river; or in pursuing them in the instance of Marquis Charles Torrigi-

canoes while yet in the water. Their emi- ani, of Florence, who visited the United

gration has but just commenced, and they States last year, and is well remembered

will no doubt become more numerous. by many of our citizens as an intelligent

The cause of these movements wo have and accomplished traveller. It will be

not seen satisfactorily explained. Some remembered that the cost of Mr. Ando-

regard them as indicative of an approach- bon 's work is of necessity very large, and

ing severe winter; but we suspect the de- it is gratifying to learn that the subscrip-

struction of the mast by the frost of last tion to it is advancing in Europe,

spring, has some connexion with their

movement«.—Zanesville Gazette.

KiurlHrjcucr,

From the Foreign Missionary Chronicle.

LATE FROM THE MISSION TO NORTHERN INDIA.

The publication of the present number of the Chronicle has been somewhat delayed

by our printing an additional half-sheet, to make room for the following communication

from India. It is a joint letter of Messrs. Lowrie and Reed, addressed to the corres

ponding secretary ot the W. F. Missionary Society. While it represents India u an

open and encouraging field of Christian enterprise and exertion, and shows that our

brethren feel deeply interested in the objects or their mission, it brings the painful in

telligence that Mr. Reed was suffering under bodily indisposition (a pulmonary disease,

as stated in other letters) which would prevent him and Mrs. Reed from accompanying

Mr. Lowrie to the place selected for a missionary station among the Seiks of Lahore.

Thus the Lord is again rebuking us for our iniquities, and teaching us a lesson which,

alas ! we are slow to learn—that, while we use every practical effort to promote his

kingdom on earth, our reliance for success ought not to be placed on human agency,

but on his own unfailing wisdom, power, mercy, and faithfulness in Christ. Some time

since, it was announced, that the executive committee had resolved to send oat, ibis

season, with the permission of Providence, Messrs. Wilson and Newton, as a reinforce

ment to their mission in India. Tho committee are now taking measures to carry this

resolution into effect ; and will probably associate with these brethren one or two as

sistants in the missionary work ; and it is hoped that the Christian public will sustain

them in this, and in other operations for the benefit of the heathen, by their liberal

contributions and their fervent, incessant supplications.

Howra, J3pril24, IS».

REV. AND ПЕЛИ BROTHER SWIFT,

You have most probably received the letters which we sent last fall, mentioning the

region we had selected as the field of our future labour, the north-western part of India.

It was our wish to have proceeded directly, to commence operations; but the leadings

of Providence seemed to render it expedient to tarry for some time at this place. For

various reasons, we now desire to acknowledge with gratitude the goodness of the Lord

in disposing our minds to that conclusion. We think the general objects of the mis

sion will bo greatly facilitated by the information we have been able to acquire, and by

the acquaintance we have formed, and the favour which the Lord has given us in the

sight of many of his people in this city. We can see also his gracious care to ourselves,

in regard both to the bereavement with which we have been visited, and to the trying,

¡uni we fear hopeless illness which one of us is now suffering. At the same time, we

do not know that any loss has resulted, either in a pecuniary point of view, or in regard

to learning the language. To the language we have been applying ourselves here;

and, though our progress has not bcon at all as great as we could wish, it has, perhaps,

been as great as we could expect.

We do not purpose to dwell, in this letter, on the general aspects of oar mission.

You will have perceived, with thankfulness no doubt, that wo have before us a most

important sphere of missionary exertion ; that all the circumstances in relation to oar
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proposed mission, except oar own health and our unworthinesg, have been of the moat

favourable character; not even one obstacle having as yet been interposed, apart from

the general difficulties with which all exertions for the welfare of the heathen, have

to meet—that we greatly wish, and greatly need several additional missionaries, as

soon as possible, to join us; in short, that we think there is every reason to bless God,

that the attention of our Society has been directed to this part of our world. But we

wish, at this timo to state, more particularly than we have done in former letters, our

views respecting our future operations, which we feel justified in forming from our

present information. Perhaps the direct efforts of missionaries may be reduced to

three classes; Preaching the Gospel to many or few, as opportunity occurs, and in

whatever way circumstances permit; Preparation of Books, including especially the

translation of the sacred Scriptures and the distribution of them; and the Establish

ment and Superintendence of Schools. A single missionary may engage more or less

in all these ways of doing good, if he have the requisite talents, health, and grace ; but

probably his labours would, in ordinary circumstances, be more efficient, if devoted

chiefly to one of these departments. All these modes arc open to our choice. As to

the first, we have been able to hear of only one missionary that has ever gone among

the Seike, or into the Protected Seik States; and he went only on a short tour, and

was not acquainted with the language principally spoken. In regard to the second,

the only books in the Punjabco dialect, are a translation of some parts of the Bible, and

a small grammar of the language, both said to be very defective ; at least, we have not

yet beard of any other books, auch aa a missionary society would prepare, nor indeed

of any kind. And as to schools, we believe there is not, and never has been one, under

European or Christian direction, among the Seike. There is one at Subathoo, among

the Hill people, not under missionary direction, nor of high order, which succeeds

well. The native schools throughout the country are of no value in any point of view,

except as to the mere rudiments of reading and writing; and even these are taught to

very few.

We have, therefore, dear brother, the entire field before us, unoccupied, unattempted.

It is indeed an inspiring thought, that our Society has the prospect of beginning all

that shall yet be done in communicating the blessings of science and religion to mil

lions. May the Lord still prepare the way, and prosper the efforts you make! But it

has been a matter of anxious thought what shall be the system of education which we

should attempt. As to preaching, and in respect to books, it is but little we can do

until we have- learned the language. In this country, we find, that missionaries thick

from two to three years are necessary to enable a person to speak with any confidence

in a native language; and the knowledge requisite to the preparation or translation of

books, can hardly be acquired in less time; perhaps it requires more. Thimis not the

case in reference to schools. Even to superintend a native school, we mean one taught

by native teachers, and in the native language, a slighter acquaintance with the lan

guage is required, than is necessary in preaching. In teaching an English school, the

missionary might begin almost immediately after his location. Some diversity of sen

timent exists as to the prominence which should be given to education in English.

We are thankful that our minds are now clearly satisfied that this should be made the

chief department in education. What is the object which we should keep chiefly in

view in our efforts to communicate instruction ? Not merely to teach the mass of the

population to read, so as to prepare the way for efforts more directly ministerial ; but

to train np, by the Lord's blessing and grace, a race of native preachers. To the for

mer object (though toa certain extent it should, and we hope will, receive our atten

tion) our number is quite inadequate. It must, indeed, be manifest, that the church

cannot send forth a sufficient number of missionaries to educate the entire population

in a proper manner. The men, suitable in qualifications and circumstances, are not

to be had. Moreover, it would be at a vast expense of money, of time, and of life,

that that plan could be, even in the attempt, carried into execution. But all concur,

that the best plan is to train up native preachers, by sending forth a sufficient number

of persons to conduct the system by which they are to be prepared. Persuaded that

yourself and the committee will fully accord with these views, though so imperfectly

presented, we proceed to mention directly, but briefly, the considerations which in

duce us to think that English education should be made prominent. Here it will be

recollected, that our chief object in education is to prepare native ministers who

should be possessed of all the knowledge necessary to understand, explain, and en

force the meaning of the sacred volume. Any other kind of ministers would be of

little service. But this knowledge does not exist in their language. Shall we then

endeavour to translate all the store of English theology into Punjabee ; or shall we

educate young men in the English language, and spread before them the vast trea

sures of our biblical, systematic and practical works P The former plan ч much the

moat expensive of the two, and much the least practicable. All the misaionaries in
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India could not accomplish the former, though aided by the funda of all the existing

missionaries' societies. The latter plan is simple, and, with the divine blessing, may

be carried into effect by a few individuals. It is indeed only applying to a heathen

land the principles recognized by our beloved church concerning our ministers, though

with greatly increased force of application in a heathen land. English will become to

this country what the Latin was to our forefathers—the learned language of the peo

ple. And it is worthy of special notice by every observer of Providence in this land,

that just at the time when many natives are wishing to acquire English, the Sancrit,

Arabic, and Persian, as if by common consent, are beginning to be laid on the shelf.

The former contains all that is good, though with much that is bad ; the laller сов-

tains almost unmixed evil. So far as there is any experience on this subject, it de

cidedly confirms this statement. It is but recently, at least in this Presidency, that

the views just expressed have been acted on; and very probably this is one of the

chief causes for the want of greater success in India missions. There are, however,

типе native preachers trained on the former plan, viz. by the aid of the few book»

translated into their language and the instructions given by their missionary teacher.

—A worthy and judicious Baptist missionary who conducts an English school near

Calcutta, and under whom a preacher of this class was labouring, informed us that he

did not know near as much about the Christian system as some of the scholars in Ihn

school, although they had not completed their course, and he was in the ministry.

We may further mention, concerning this matter, that, in addition to its being the

only way of preparing suitable ministers, this kind uf effort does not prevent the mis

sionary from preaching, or preparing books, according to the measure of his time and

talents ; while it seems peculiarly recommended to our notice in this land, where

Europeans and Americans cannot engage in preaching the gospel, nor perhaps in any

kind of duty, but at considerable hazard, exposure, and brevity of life. It is hardly

necessary to explain, that we do not entertain the sentiments expressed above, to the

exclusion of wishes and purposes for both common and female education; but we

think it expedient to present them thus at length, because it is probable this will be

our ßrst kind of labour ; as we can commence soon alter we reach the scene of ope

ration. We think we shall possess encouraging prospects as to both the other kiodi

of instruction.

There are two orders or kinds of schools in this country, having the same object as

that we have been explaining. The one is that of our American brethren in Ceylon—

the boarding school, where the scholars are lodged, boarded, clothed, and instructed,

entirely at the expense of the mission. There are two small schools on this plan in the

vicinity of Calcutta. The other is that of the Scotch missionaries in this city—Rer.

Messrs. Duff and Mackay—a school of a more general nature as to the scholars, not as

to the course of instruction; where the scholars live with their parents, buy their ото

books, und receive only their tuition free from expense. Each mode has its peculiar

advantages. The former secures better opportunities for producing religions impres

sions, and, after conversion, for perfecting the Christian character of the convert. It

probably nllbrds greater advantages for acquiring a thorough education. Yet it is be

lieved to have its disadvantages. It is very expensive in many parts of the country.

None but the lower classes could be prevailed on to become boarders, on account of the

prejudices of caste. They then become like hot-house plants, knowing but Yilue of

heathenism in experience (and certainly, for themselves the less they know of Л 0>e

botter ; yet, for usefulness to others, their influence is diminished) and they become

objects of rooted dislike to their countrymen. The latter plan is, of course, much

less expensive. It opens a door for all classes; and, in the Scotch school, amongst

100 boys, every grade of caste may actually be found ; and it affords a greater hope,

when any become pious, that they have counted the cost, have a full knowledge of

both the Hindoo and Christian systems, and will be better qualified for usefulness to

their countrymen. This kind of school can only be contemplated in a place where a

desire already exists, from whatever cause, to become acquainted with the English

language.

We seem to have scarcely any option left to us at present in regard to this point.

You will learn from other letters, that brother Reed's health is in such a state, that

there is no probability of him and Mrs. Reed being able to proceed at the time we had

contemplated to set out on the journey ; while, from the intelligence we have received,

it seems very desirable that the ground should be occupied as soon as possible; and,

accordingly, brother Lowrie is expecting to set out alone about the middle of June.

He will not, of course, be able to take charge of a boarding school ; but he may com

mence on the other plan ; and, when others arrive, whatever appears then advisable

may be determined on. We incline to the opinion, at present, that a modification of

the two plans will bo found beet adapted to the protected Seik people, that is, to esta

blish a general school like the one in this city, which is on« of great efficiency and pro
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miso ; and afterwards to select a limited number of the more hopeful boye for board-

eri.

For girls, there scorns to be little doubt that the boarding system is preferable. This

department of eduoation, we trust, will bo made as prominent as it is important. As

to the details, we are not prepared to write. We can probably procure the necessary

elementary books in this city, until we have a press connected with the mission. As

we do not contemplate a less efficient system than that pursued in the schools already

referred to, we shall, in time, need suitable apparatus. If we could procure a. native

assistant at any fair salary, it would greatly relievo the one in charge of the school

from the mere mechanical drudgery which, in this climate, is very exhausting, and

would leave him at liberty to pursue more important objects—yet exercising the super

intendence; and as, for some time, there will be but one of us, it seems the more im

portant. If he should be taken ill for a day or two (to mention only a common con

tingency) the school would have to be suspended. This is peculiarly to be guarded

against among the natives of this country. A day's suspension, under such circum

stances, might introduce derangement for weeks. We do not know whether any per

son of the description mentioned can bo obtained.

We wish strongly to urge on the attention of the committee and yourself the im

portance of sending more missionaries to join us. There are at least two other placea

which ought to be occupied—Ambala, also among the Seiks (for we think of settling

at Loodianeh) and Subathoo, among the Protected Hill States, inhabited by a people

much resembling the Seiks At all those places, the political agents, men of the

greatest influence, wish to encourage education, which you know is common ground

where political and religious men may co-operate. We have every evidence, tint t Im

way is in a great degree prepared—that the arrival of missionaries would be welcomed

by the English residents, and by many of the natives. On the claims of this entire

region wo can say no more than we have said in former letters. We think it altoge

ther probable, that there are few, if any, more important fields for missionary work

on the face of the earth ; and perhaps there is no perfectly new ficlil more ripe for the

harvest. There are, however, many, very many, other places in Upper India where

the fields are white for the harvest : but, alas ! the labourers are none at all. By re

ferring to a missionary gazetteer, you will find that hardly any thing has been done,

and hardly any thing is now doing in Northern India, for the salvation of the millions

of souls that are there sinking beyond the reach of Christian exertion and Christian

hope.—Dear Christian fathers and Brethren—our hearts are sorrowful. We know

not what to say more than to ask you, and the churches through you, to look at the

facts. Think of those poor, dying, hopeless beings; and then think what is proposed

to be done for them. The Lord seems to be showing, that only one of us shall oven

attempt to go to their aid ; and how soon may he fall !—We entreat, that none will be

deterred from engaging in this field of labour by the trials which wo have met with

and are still enduring. They may be chiefly personal; and, oven if they are general,

we trust they are designed to purify, not to consume.—There are quite a number of

English gentlemen, chiefly officers in the army, at Loodianeh and other places in that

region ; and there are many thousands in India—men influenced in coming to this land

by proper, it may be, but principally secular motives. Shall not the love of Christ

excite as strongly to sustain dangers, to endure privations, to meet death even, as the

considerations which have brought so many to acquire wealth, which perisheth ; and

an earthly crown, which fadeth ? But we would remember whom we are addressing.

We need your prayers for ourselves, rather than to be sending exhortations. Ana,

commending you to God, and the word of his grace, we subscribe ourselves, with

sincere respect and affection to you and to all the members of the executive commit

tee, your brethren in the Saviour's grace, JOHN C. LOWRIE,

Дер. E. P. Sictft. WILLIAM IUi i>.

of iJuiihc

EUROPE.

Advices have been received from Europe as late as to the 7th of September, but the

recent intelligence is not of great interest—no changes or occurrences of prime im

portance have taken place within the lost month. We shall briefly and cursorily chro

nicle those that appear to be most worthy of notice.
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The BRITISH PARLIAMENT was prorogued on the 15th of August, by the hinein per

son, and with a speech of considerable length, in which he notices the state of Europe,

the peace of which he thinks is not likely to be disturbed; mentions what has been

done, and what needs still to be done, for the prosperity of his people; and thanks both

houses for their diligent attention to the groat concerns of the nation, through a long

and most important session of Parliament. It is believed that the next session will not

commence till some time in the month of January, although the prorogation was only

to the 2oth of September. The nation seerns to be comparatively quiet, except in Ire

land, where great discontent still exists—Dublin is suffering dreadfully from the cho

lera. The harvest in England has been abundant. Gold was becoming scarce in the

kingdom—Enormous exportations of it bad lately taken place, and a governmental

prohibition of its further exportation, was looked for.

FRANCK.—Contrary to the general expectation, the French chambers voted the tunal

address in reply to the speech of the king, almost without debate. The Libérala are

down, and the court party is triumphant. The nation appears to be tranquil. The

last accounts state that Marshal Gerard, the head of the French ministry, was danger

ously ill. No provision has yet been made to indemnify the loss of our merchants.

SPAIN.—The Cortes was opened at Madrid, notwithstanding the prevalence of the

cholera, on the 24th of July, the queen's birth-day. Her majesty's speech at the open

ing, and the response of the Cortes, have been published. The conflict between the

adherents of Don Carlos and the troops of the queen, is continued. There has been

hard fighting, and the success has been various. On the whole, the cause of the queen

has gained ground. But the contest, as we predicted it would be, has been severe,

and is likely to continue. Conspiracies against the queen have taken place even in

the capital; arrests have been numerous, and of persons of distinction. But we think

the existing government will ultimately triumph. The wife of Don Carlos, lately died

in London. The inquisition is abolished, throughout the kingdom—tots Deo.

PORTUGAL.—Don Pedro has been elected, by the Portuguese Cortes, as regent. It

is suspected that he aims at the permanent possession of the throne. The marriage

of Donna Maria was talked of, but to whom is not mentioned. The suppression of toe

convents, and the appropriation of their revenues to the state, is said to be popular.

The nation seems to be gradually returning to tranquillity and order.

Among most of the powers of continental Europe, we have seen nothing worthy

of notice in this summary sketch. Greece seems tobe advancing to order and prospe

rity. The Grand Senior is reported to have actually declared war again, agaimt

Mchcmet Ali, the Pacha of Egypt; and that the Russians are to assist their new

ally. We question the truth of the report; but if true, it will probably be followed

by very serious consequences.

In a large district of ASIA, which is under the British government, it appears there

existed at the date of the last accounts, an awful famine—destructive of life, and pro

ductive of misery, at the very recital of which humanity shudders and recoil». Tbe

most recent information from China, would lead us to believe, that this immense em

pire, embracing about a third of the whole human race, will speedily be open, if it be

not so already, to the free circulation of the Bible. This must gladden the heuX o(

every real Christian.

In AFRICA, the Pacha of Egypt, and his son, Ibrahim, are doing much to render the

Egyptian Pachalic independent of the Grand Senior; and present appearances «eem

to promise them success.

SOUTHERN AMERICA is still in a very unsettled state. The Republic of the Eqaater

is yet deeply embroiled and agitated ; and in Mexico there has been a revolution, fa

vourable for the moment, to a return of the dominancy of Papal influence. .Saul*

Липа, the once apparent friend and hero of freedom, had turned out to be a devoted

partisan of priestly bigotry and superstition; and has used his military prowess in fa

vour of exclusive papacy. But this cannot last.

THE UNITED STATES are at present in a greater political agitation than we ever be

fore witnessed, in a time of exemption from foreign war. Our journal never has mix

ed, and never shall mix itself, with political questions, which do not directly involve

moral and religious principles and interests. Our prayer at present is, that the peace

of our country may be preserved. That God may restrain the intemperate passions of

men, of whatever name: That political parlies may mutually concede to each other,

the liberty of speech and action which «ach wishes and seeks for itself; and that the

pending elections may have that result, which the omniscient One may see to be best

calculated to preserve and perpetuate the civil and religious liberty and privilege« of

our beloved country. «ч._
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llrlíQíous erommumottttms.

THE NATURE AND REMEDY OF SINFUL SHAME.

PSALM «xix. 6.—" Then shall I not be ashamed, when I have respect unto all thy

commandments."

To be able to look up to God with humble confidence, and to obey

his commands with freedom and fidelity before the world, is, at once,

the comfort and the glory of a Christian. This, however, is an attain

ment not to be made without a vigorous conflict—" For the flesh lust-

eth against the spirit and the spirit against the flesh, and these are

contrary the one to the otherj so that ye cannot do the things that ye

would." The pleadings of corrupt nature, conspiring with the tempta

tions of the world, and the suggestions of the great enemy of souls,

seduce the Christian to the omission or violation of duty; and thus

deprive him of the light of the divine countenance, and of firmness and

activity in the divine life. The inspired Psalmist seems to have con

templated this evil, and to have intended to prescribe its remedy, when

he exclaimed, in the words of the text—" Then shall I not be ashamed,

when I have respect unto all thy commandments."—In discoursing on

the words, therefore, I will, in reliance on divine assistance, endea

vour—

I. To explain the nature anil operations of the sinful shame which

the inspired writer appears so desirous to avoid.

II. Show how a regard to all God's commandments will destroy the

existence of such shame, or prevent its embarrassments.

After this, a few practical reflections will conclude the address.

First, then, I am to endeavour to explain the nature and operations

of that shame, which the sacred writer appears so desirous to avoid.

Shame has been defined—" the passion which is felt when reputation

is supposed to be lost." This is no doubt the popular import of the

term; and yet it is not, as we shall presently see, the only sense in which

it is used by the sacred writers. I would remark, however, that con

sidering it merely as a principle of the mind, which renders us sensi

ble to the ill opinion of our fellow men, it is no inconsiderable guard

on our virtue. It is, indeed, true, that this, in common with every

other useful principle of our nature, may, by being turned into a wrong

channel, produce injury instead of benefit. It too often happens, in

fact, that good men, from being unduly influenced by a regard to the

opinion of the worldly or profane, are brought to be ashamed of their

duty; and this is a part of the very evil against which the text is di

rected. Still, however, it must be admitted, that a sense of shame is,

СЛ. Jidv.—VOL. XII. 3 P
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in itself, extremely useful, and when suitably regulated and rightly di

rected, is a restraint against vice and an incentive to virtue. A desti

tution of this principle is ever considered as marking the extreme of

human depravity—We usually join together the epithets shameless and

abandoned. The extirpation or extinction of the sentiment of shame,

therefore, is by no means to be attempted. Our endeavours are only

to be directed against suffering it to be perverted, and against laying

ourselves open to those wounds which it may justly inflict. Now, with

this view, we are looking for the origin and source of these evils; and

I think we shall find them, by turning our attention from the creature

to the Creator—from man to God.

In the sacred writings, the word we consider is frequently used to

denote those painful feelings of the mind, which are produced by a

conviction of our offences against the Majesty of Heaven; especially

when those offences partake peculiarly of the nature, or are seen re

markably in the light of baseness, unreasonableness, and ingratitude.

Thus, when the Jews, who had been mercifully restored from the Ba

bylonish captivity, violated the command of the Most High, by im

proper connexions with the idolatrous nations, Ezra thus addresses

Jehovah—"Oh my God! I blush and am ashamed to lift up my face to

thee my God, for our iniquities are increased over our heads, and our

trespass is gone up unto the heavens"—Here shame is used to denote

little else than the operations of conscience; or the oppression of soul

•which is produced by the sense of being guilty and vile in the sight of

a holy God: And you will carefully observe, that the effect of this, is

the destruction of all freedom and confidence in addressing the Father

of mercies, and almost of the hope of pardon and acceptance with

him. This, my brethren, is undoubtedly the origin of the evil which

the text contemplates. It takes its rise from this point, and its bane

ful influence is extended through a long train of unhappy consequences.

We may trace them thus—

All practical religion has its very foundation in a realizing belief of

an all-seeing God, who, while he is perfectly acquainted with all the

secrets of the soul, and with every action of life, is also of purer eyes

than to behold any iniquity, but with detestation and abhorrence. But

the mind, we say, in which this belief and apprehension exists, is con

scious of dealing treacherously with the Most High; conscious that its

affections are shamefully divided between him and inferior objects;

conscious of not seeking his favour in secret with that holy earnestness

which its value demands; conscious that its penitence for sin is mise

rably imperfect; conscious that hidden lusts and corruptions, not only

rise and plead for indulgence, but actually obtain it; conscious that

certain duties have been most criminally neglected and certain sins al

lowed; conscious of presumptuous sinning against light and know

ledge; conscious of repeated violations of the most solemn resolutions

and engagements; conscious, in a word, not merely of remaining pol

lution, but of inexcusable neglect, unfaithfulness and insincerity, in

duty to God and devotion to his service. How, I ask, can he whose

mind informs him of all this, look up, with any confidence, to that

infinite Being who, he realizes, is perfectly acquainted with all this

baseness? He cannot do it:—shame and confusion drive him away

from the divine throne. He fears to draw near to God; or if he at

tempts it, the service is hasty and superficial. The mind is afraid of

its own reflections, and seeks temporary and imperfect ease by over

looking or endeavouring to forget its state. Still, a secret uneasiness
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continually preys upon it, nor will ever cease to corrode it, while it re

mains thus unsettled and divided.

Follow, now, this victim of shame before God, into his intercourse

among men. Suppose that he has never openly professed a religious

character. Then you see him most piteously embarrassed, confounded

and distressed. Wicked companions solicit and endeavour to lead him

into vice. His conscience is too much awake to permit him to comply

with pleasure, and yet he is sensible of too much insincerity to allow

him to refuse with firmness. He half refuses and half complies; and

thus becomes the scorn of the licentious, without obtaining the coun

tenance of the pious. Those who are strictly religious regard his

friendship as uncertain; those who are openly profane consider his con

duct as dastardly; and thus the hesitating wretch is covered with shame

before the world, as well as before his Maker.

Or suppose—and, alas! that it is not a mere supposition—that the un

happy state of mind we have described, belongs to one who publicly

professes to be a follower of Christ. How painfully must he feel the

inconsistency of his profession, with the inward temper of his heart?

How misgiving and wavering must be his mind? How unfurnished is

he, while destitute of inward support, for all those conflicts with the

world, and all those reproaches from it, with which he will be sure to

meet? With what face can he reprove others, while secretly he con

demns himself? When called to speak for God, how will his mind

misgive him, and his face crimson with blushes, while his heart in

forms him, that he is espousing a cause in which his own sincerity is

doubtful? How will it often seal his lips in silence, when he ought to

speak? When censured and condemned by the prodígate, how will

he be wounded by the recollection that the sentence is partly merited?

When his good works, themselves, are evil spoken of, how will he be

dismayed by seeing the just chastisement of heaven for the improper

disposition with which he performed them? When charged with the

black crime of hypocrisy, how will he be confounded to think that, in

the sight of God, the charge is bottomed on truth? When called to

suffer for conscience sake, or to hazard his life in the discharge of duty,

how will he be appalled and shrink back with fear, while conscience

tells him that he is a backslider from God, if not a settled enemy to

him? When only called to the open avowal of his Christian character,

in the solemn acts of religious worship, how will inward upbraidings

nil him with trembling and embarrassment, and mar the performance,

by a diffidence equally distressing and dishonourable?—Nay, will not

these causes drive him altogether from attempting many duties, and go

near to turn him wholly from his Christian course? Yes, my brethren,

these are the consequences of the shame of which I have spoken, as

they take place in the discharge of religious obligations in the sight of

men. The summary of its history, therefore, is—that it originates in

a sense of guilt, arising from the consciousness of being unfaithful to

God; which first destroys or prevents a filial intercourse with him, and

confidence of his favour; and then, as a necessary consequence, abashes

and confounds its subject, when in the eye of the world, he assumes a

character, or attempts a practice, which is contrary to the feelings of

his heart. This is the evil contemplated in the text—an evil of un-

apeakable magnitude, in the estimation of all who have not wholly lost

their regard both to their duty and their comfort, in the Christian life.

Listen, then, to the remedy prescribed—while I attempt to show—
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II. How a regard to all God's commandments will destroy the exist

ence, or prevent the embarrassments, of this sinful shame.

In entering on this part of the subject, it may be of some impor

tance to endeavour to obtain clear and distinct ideas of what was in

tended to be conveyed by the expression—" having a respect unto all

God's commandments." Does it intend a perfect obedience to all the

divine laws, or a sinless observance of them? Certainly not—For the

inspired penman evidently fixed his views on an attainment, which he

not only proposed to labour after, but which he actually hoped to make,

in the present life;—and we have the unequivocal testimony of revela

tion " that there is not a just man on earth, who doth good and sinneth

not," and that " if we say we have no sin we deceive ourselves and the

truth is not in us." Neither can it be intended, that any man will ever

yield such an obedience to the divine requisitions as shall, of itself, be

the just ground of his confidence before God; or so place him on the

footing of merit, as that he may claim the approbation and favour of

heaven, as a matter of right. The impossibility of this is, indeed,

implied in the last remark; for nothing less than an unsinning respect

to the commands of God, through the whole of our existence, could

entitle us to this claim. The finished work of the Redeemer,—his

atoning sacrifice, his complete and perfect righteousness, and his

prevalent intercession, constitute the only meritorious cause of par

don and acceptance with God, for any of the apostate race of Adam

—It is only in Christ Jesus that God is " reconciling the world

unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them;" because " he

hath made him to be sin for us who knew no sin, that we might be

made the righteousness of God in him." The first freedom, which any

soul that has been suitably convinced of sin obtains, to look up to a

holy God with a measure of filial confidence, is wholly derived from

seeing the ample provision which is made in the plan of salvation, for

extending pardon and eternal life to the sinner, in consistency with the

divine honour; and from a disposition to embrace this plan with thank

fulness, and to trust it in faith. It is, therefore, so far from being true

that the expression warrants any reliance on our own merits, that it

necessarily implies the opposite doctrine: " As it is written, behold I

lay in Zion a stumbling stone and rock of offence, and whosoever be-

lieveth on him shall not be ashamed"—Not to be ashamed, is here

predicated, and it is certainly true, only of those who believe in Christ.

It is, moreover, written, " This is his commandment, that we should

believe on the name of his Son Jesus Christ," and therefore we cannot

have respect unto all the commandments of God, while a compliance

with this is wanting.

I detain you with this statement, my brethren, because it is to be

regarded, not merely in the light of a negative, or as intended to

guard against a misapprehension of the truth, but because it con

tains the essence of the truth itself. It is an undoubted fact, as I am

sure every exercised Christian will testify, that when he has wandered

from God, and is sunk down into despondence under a sense of his

backsliding and unworthiness, the first and only relief that he obtains

is, from a heart melting, and a heart attracting view of the infinite ful

ness of his Redeemer, and the freeness of the riches of his grace. It

is this view that encourages him to return; it is this that brings him

back with true brokenness of heart; it is this that enables him to che

rish hope though most undeserving; and it is this that sweetly con
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strains him to devote himself more unreservedly to God than ever he

had done before, from a strong sense of gratitude and obligation. In

having such respect, therefore, unto all God's commandments as will

deliver us from the influence of shame, a lively exercise of faith in

Christ, lies at the bottom of all. It is also the constraining influence

of the love of Christ, which is the source of that new obedience, which

reaches the extent of the requisition—It produces what lias sometimes

been called a gracious sincerity, in the heart of the believer. It awakens

in him a strong desire to be delivered from the dominion of all sin; so

that he will not knowingly and allowedly indulge in any transgression;

he will desire that every lust and corruption may be mortified and sub

dued; and will pant after greater conformity to God. He will be so far

from desiring to rest short of any thing which Christ requires of his

people, that he will press forward, and ardently long after the highest

attainment, and lament that higher attainments are not made. He

will, in short, seek his supreme happiness in communion with God, in

the diligent use of all the appropriate means of holy intercourse with

him. Thus the author of the text, in the 8th verse of the psalm where

it is found, says—" Let my heart be sound in thy statutes, that I be not

ashamed." It is this soundness of heart—this gracious sincerity in the

sight of God—this impartial regard or respect to every command of

the Most High, without taking one and leaving another—this careful

employment of all the means and methods of avoiding transgression—

that answers completely the condition of the assertion on which I dis

course. And let us now see how strictly the assertion will be verified,

in those who comply with the condition.

I remark then, in the first place, that a compliance with this con

dition removes, naturally and radically, the cause of all the guilty

shame, and embarrassment of which I have spoken, by producing a

consistent character. Shame is the natural consequence and proper

punishment of guilt. The only methods of getting rid of the pain

which it occasions are, to extinguish the principle, or to avoid the

causes of its excitement. The former of these methods is actually and

frequently pursued by the abandoned. By plunging into the excesses

of vice, and familiarizing themselves with all its pollutions, they extin

guish shame and conscience together—On the middle character, con

templated in the former part of this discourse, that character in which

there is still a sensibility to the demands of duty, and where, notwith

standing, those demands are disregarded or left unsatisfied, it is here that

the principle of shame inflicts, as we have seen, all its chastisements. But

where the demands of duty are satisfied, there the cause of shame itself

is taken away; and though the utmost sensibility be retained, it creates

no uneasiness, because it meets with no violation. This is the case

of those who have that respect unto all God's commandments, which

we have just considered. Through the peace speaking blood of Jesus,

they have received the full remission of all their sins. By maintaining

a close and humble walk with God, they preserve an habitual persua

sion of this comfortable truth; or rather they experience a daily and

habitual renewal of its effects. In the exercise of the spirit of adop

tion, they draw near with a holy confidence, and cry " Abba, Father"—

They have a blessed assurance, that God will realize to them all the

benefits of the covenant of grace; and esteeming " his favour as life,

and his loving kindness as better than life," they rejoice in him " with

a joy which is exceeding great and full of glory." In one word, they

verify in their own experience the declaration of the Apostle, where he
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says—" Beloved, if our heart condemn us not, then have we confidence

toward God: and whatsoever we ask we receive of him, because we

keep his commandments, and do those things that are pleasing in bis

sight"—And thus when that which we have seen to be the very foun

tain of shame, namely, a want of confidence in God, is dried up in the

heart of a Christian, it can send forth none of its bitter streams to poison

his pleasure, or to wither his strength, in the public discharge of his

duty. "His heart is fixed, trusting in God." His heart is in all that he

says, and in all that he does; and therefore he becomes—as we are lold

the righteous shall become—"bold as a lion." Is it incumbent on him

to reprove the vicious and profane? he can do it without embarrass

ment, for he only speaks against that which his soul abhors. Is an oc

casion offered to speak for God P his mouth speaketh from the abun

dance of his heart, and therefore he speaks freely, pertinently, and com

posedly; and he is ever ready to speak, when a fit opportunity occurs.

Is he branded as a hypocrite? he is sensible that his all-seeing Judge

knows the charge to be groundless, and therefore it disturbs him not—

he pities and forgives his accuser. Is he called to avow his Christian

character? he does it freely and cheerfully, for it is the character in

which he most of all glories. Is he subjected to reproach for the cause of

Christ? he even glories that "he is counted worthy to suffer sbame for

his name," remembering that " if any man suffer as a Christian, he is

not to be ashamed, but to glorify God in this behalf." Or if he is called

to give up life itself, in an adherence to his duty, he can do it cheer

fully, even though it were amidst the scoffs of a deriding world; for he

knows that the honour which cometh from God, and of which be is

sure, is infinitely greater than that which cometh from man only.

Brethren, the history of the church is a continual confirmation of

these truths. Supported by the principles I have explained, three un

protected young men could face an assembled nation, could face a

burning fiery furnace, could face the mightiest monarch on earth, and

say—" Be it known unto thee, O king! that we will not serve thy gods,

nor worship the golden image which thou hast set up." Supported by

these principles, two ignorant and unlearned fishermen, dragged from

prison, and from chains before the Jewish Sanhedrim, could say—" Be

it known unto you all, and to all the people of Israel, that by the name

of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom ye crucified, whom God raised from

the dead, doth this man stand here before you whole." Supported by

these principles, a host of martyrs, in later ages, have courted a scaf

fold, or been consumed at the stake. And, without recurring to such

striking instances, it is the support of these principles which enables

every Christian, who leads a life of real nearness to God, to adorn the

doctrine of his Saviour in all things—The blessed assurance which he

habitually maintains that his God is his friend, makes him fearless of

the world—It raises him far above its influence, and puts, without his

seeking it, a dignity into his conduct and his very presence, which

nothing else can confer.

2. By having respect to all God's commandments, we acquire the

advantage which arises from a decided character, and are thus delivered

from many temptations to those sinful compliances which are the cause

of shame. The person who cherishes the inward sentiments, and

maintains the outward deportment which has been explained, will un

avoidably assume, in the eye of the world, an appearance and character

which will distinguish him as one who is not governed by its maxims,

and who does not follow its fashions. It will no longer be doubtful to
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whom he belongs—Those who are conformed to this world, will see

and feel that he is guided by other principles than those which influ

ence them, and pursues a totally different system of living and of hap

piness, from that which they have adopted. Hence they will not so

licit an intimacy with him? for intimacies exist only between parties

of a similar taste. When thrown together by the calls of business,

or in the intercourse of life, (for this character by no means requires

austerity or abstractedness,) it will not be expected that the decided

friend of piety will relish or take part in questionable liberties. His

presence will even prove a restraint on others; or to say the least, his

character will be a protection to himself, from solicitations to unlawful

practices. That character will also be both a guard on himself

against doing or saying any thing that might wound his conscience,

and will afford him an advantage in speaking or acting against every

thing improper. The desire of appearing consistent, will be a natural

call on him to defend what he professes to esteem, and the expectation

that he will act this part, will enable him to do it with freedom and

with advantage. And thus will temptations to those sinful compli

ances which are the cause of shame, be greatly diminished, and the

principles of religion be guarded, even by the care of reputation.

This decided character for piety, will moreover, render its possessor

extremely dear to all who are Christians indeed; and from this cause

he will gain an immense advantage. The influence of social inter

course, on all our opinions and practice, is ever great; and it is not less

in regard to religion, than in reference to any other subject. Chris

tians inform each other by their conversation, encourage and animate

each other by their exhortations, assist each other by a comparison of

their exercises, embolden each other by a recital of their hopes, and help

and strengthen each other by their prayers. He who is joined to this

happy society, is continually imbibing more of the spirit which distin

guishes and animates it, and is therefore less in danger of acting un

worthily of his Christian character, and of wounding his own peace.

3. A respect unto all God's commandments, will deliver us from the

influence of sinful shame, inasmuch as it will exceedingly lower the

world, and every created object, in our estimation and regard. This idea

has been a little anticipated, but it is of so much importance, that it

deserves to be brought distinctly into view. When men are conscious

of guilt, it has been admitted that they ought to blush and be con

founded—But whence proceeds that fear of man which bringeth a

snareP why are men timid and abashed in the discharge of duty? in

doing that which their consciences dictate and approve? In some in

dividuals, this, no doubt, must be in part resolved into constitutional

make, or natural infirmity. But after every just allowance, much will

still remain to be attributed to the high estimation in which we hold

the opinions of our fellow men, even when they come in competition

with duty and conscience. If it were with us, as it was with the apos

tle, " a small thing to be judged of man's judgment," we should be

wholly delivered from this inconvenience, as far as it arises from prin

ciple; and should go far to get the victory over it, even as a natural

infirmity. Now, a life of nearness to God, will assuredly give us this

estimation of all human opinions, so far as they militate with our

Christian obligations. The fear of man whose breath is in his nostrils,

will be absorbed in the fear of him " who is able to destroy both body

and soul in hell." The mind which takes clear and frequent views of

an infinite God, and a boundless eternity; which places them often be
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fore it, brings them into ideal presence, and dwells as it were sur

rounded by them; such a mind will look down on the world with a

holy indifference. Its censure or its applause, its smiles or its frowns,

will be regarded as matters of small estimation:

" Hie hind the good man fastens on the skiee,

Then bide earth turn, nor feels the idle whirl."

He feels that his heart and his treasure are in heaven; his thoughts,

his hopes, his desires, are principally there. Not setting a high es

timation on earthly possessions or human applause, he is not much

agitated with anxiety when he contemplates them, nor when they

are denied him. This appears to have been eminently the temper of

the Psalmist, when he said—" Whom have I in heaven but thee, and

there is none on earth that I desire beside thee." This was the tem

per of the great apostle of the Gentiles, when he said—" I am crucified

to the world and the world to me—Yea doubtless, and I count all

things but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my

Lord, for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and do count

them but dung that I may win Christ." This, in fine, is the temper

which every one will, in a good degree, possess, whose conversation is

in heaven; and possessing this, he will, as a natural consequence, rise

above a sinful and ensnaring fear of man, and be able, with comfort and

composure, to support and adorn his Christian profession.

Thus, it appears that a respect to all God's commandments, by giv

ing us a consistent character—producing confidence in God; by render

ing that character decided, in the view of the world; and by lessening

our estimation for the things of time and the opinions of men; will deliver

us from shame and embarrassment in the discharge of every duty.

In how strong a light, my brethren, does this subject place the. fotty

of those, who are balancing in their minds between the demands of re

ligion and the allurements of the world; and endeavouring to reconcile

a regard to both? We see that, in fact, they obtain satisfaction from

neither—they are the most unhappy persons upon earth. If I speak

to any of this description; to any who are doubting and hesitating

about coming forward to an open avowal of a Christian character; to

any who are half inclined to this, but are held back by a fear of the

world; I would entreat them to lay aside their hostility to their own

happiness, by a resolute discharge of duty. Believe it, your efforts to

reconcile the service of God and the friendship of the world, will be

forever vain, and you will be forever tormented while you attempt iu

If you will be for God, you must be for him wholly and unreservedly;

without seeking to accommodate his service to the opinions and feel

ings of unsanctified men. Your interest, no less than your duty, en

joins this—" Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye sepa

rate saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing, and I will receive

you, and will be a father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daugh

ters, saith the Lord Almighty."

In a still stronger light does this subject place both the folly and im

piety of professing Christians, who are stealing away to the forbidden

pleasures of sin; as if religion were not able to afford them happiness.

Be it known that the very reason w hy it does not afford you happiness, if I

speak to such, is because you are not devoted to it; because you mingle

it so much with the world, that you debase its nature; because you

only retain enough of it to wound your consciences, and to cover you

with shame and confusion, but have not enough to enable you to take
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hold of its divine supports, and to taste its heavenly consolations.

Cease then to pierce yourselves through with many sorrows—Return

unto the Lord, and cleave unto him with all your heart, and with all

your soul, and you shall find that it is not a vain thing to serve him.

On the whole, let us all be exhorted to endeavour to walk more with

God—We cannot wander from his presence, without unspeakable in

jury to ourselves. In his presence only is the light of life—While we

remain here, we bring down a portion of heaven to earth. Let us,

therefore, set it as our mark to obey all God's commandments, without

choice or exception. Let us pray unceasingly for the aids of his Holy

Spirit, that we may be enabled to do so; and let us guard against every

thing that might have a tendency to interrupt our intercourse with our

Father in heaven. Amen.

THE GOSPEL AND ITS EFFECTS.

A copy of an excellent sermon, under the above title, preached at

Easton, Pa., on Sunday afternoon, September 21st, 1834, by Rev. John

Gray, A.M., pastor of the First Presbyterian church in the borough of

Easton, has been sent us by the respected author; and we believe we

shall gratify, and we hope edify our readers, by the insertion of the

following extract. The text of the sermon is Col. i. 27, 28. The first

part of the discourse consists of an explanation of the true nature of

the gospel, with a particular reference to its being denominated, as it

is in the text, " a mystery." After a striking illustration of this part

of his subject, the preacher proceeds as follows:—

" II. The effects of this Gospel.

" The Glory of God and the salvation of men are the intention and

•will be the effects of the promulgation of the 'everlasting gospel,' but

our design at present is to confine ourselves to those effects mentioned

in the text.

"The grand and ukimate effect of the gospel will be the perfecting of

moral character, and consequently the renovation of society.

"In the first place, the gospel aims at producing the ' hope of glory,'

and the transformation of the soul into the divine image by an infusion

of Christ into the heart. The Christian graces poured into the soul

by the Holy Spirit, operate like leaven in reducing the whole moral man

into a conformity with Christ, and thus by producing higher hopes,

they of necessity generate holier purposes. The presence of Christ in

the heart begets the ' hope of glory,' and the 'hope of glory' stimu

lates the enraptured soul to the love and labour of holiness, thus acting

and reacting upon each other by a direct and reflex influence to the

production of that growth in godliness and Christian stature, which

tendeth to the perfection of moral character. The knowledge that the

righteousness of an ascended God is made over to us—and that by this

imputed holiness, God hath declared us righteous—and that we are

coheirs with Jesus Christ, thereby resting our salvation upon a cer

tainty as infallible as the glory and triumph of Jesus, are well calcu

lated to perfect that holiness which was implanted by the Spirit.

There is a soul-ennobling and purifying power in the very assurance

that we are so closely bound to Jesus, and so nearly allied to God and

such objects of interest to ' the cloud of witnesses,' angels and the

souls of just men made perfect, who look on, applauding and cheering

CA. Л</г.—VOL. XII. 3Q
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us in our progress! As the view of Jehovah's transcendent glory in

the mount, made even the face of Moses to shine vrith a lustre too daz

zling for the eye of mortality, so the indwelling of Christ and the re

flection upon the soul of an assured ' hope of glory,' will invariably

change the moral man into the likeness of Jesus, both in heart and

habit; 'beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, he will be changed

into the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the

Lord.'

" In the second place the Gospel aims at the regeneration of society,

by presenting 'every man perfect in Christ Jesus.'

"The Gospel is the very salt of society which gives it all its savonr

and stability. Wealth has no moralizing influence, even could we cause

every man ' to wade in wealth.' Power cannot reach, much leas sanc

tify, the outgoings of man's affections, even could we make every man

' soar in fame.' Intellectual cultivation can devise facilities for the com

mission of crime, and sharpen cunning to elude detection—it can erect

a temple to ' the unknown God,' but is totally ignorant with all its

erudition whether we should worship one God, or thirty thousand

gods, or none. On the contrary, religion, by implanting Christ in every

man the ' hope of glory,' binds every such man to God, thus erecting

the world of mankind into one great family of brethren under the rela

tionship of grace, and exhibiting the only perfect organization of civil

society.

" The Gospel aims, therefore, to accomplish the renovation of so

ciety, by the renovation of the individuals of whom society is com

posed. Its business is with man as an individual, and by generating in

each one ' the hope of glory," and presenting ' every man perfect in

Christ Jesus,' it would regenerate the whole mass. By the simple ap

plication of the remedial system of grace to the hopes and fears of

man, as an individual, God through the gospel operates upon the moral

world an influence as powerful and all-pervading as attraction and gra

vitation do upon the physical world. And by the extension of the cir

cle of this influence, God will yet perfect the regeneration of all the

world, literally redeeming his own promise, that ' the sucking child

shall play on the hole of the asp, and the weaned child put his hand on

the cockatrice's den. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy

mountain; for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as

the waters cover the sea.'

" And, in the language of a father whose praise is in all the churches,

лпа whose opinion is not second to that of any other man at present in

the vineyard, may we not say that, ""this is undoubtedly the most im

portant and glorious work about which the minds of men can be occu

pied. All other enterprises, whether scientific, political, or economic,

terminate on some benefit or convenience which relates only to temporal

things; but the conversion of the world to Christianity is connected

with the eternal welfare of mankind, and at the same time, would pro

mote their happiness in this life more than all other causes which can

be put into operation; for 'godliness hath the promise of the life that

now is, as well as of that which is to come;' and is in all respects the

greatest gain. And this great and glorious work is predestinated.

The Scriptures must be fulfilled, and God is able to accomplish all his

richest promises to the church. This dark world shall be enlightened.

This corrupt world shall be regenerated. This confused anù deformed

"M)r Alexander'! «ermon on the ' Pagtonl Office.'—Ptgc 12."
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world shall be restored to order and clothed with beauty; and this

miserable world be filled with joy and rejoicing.'

"And in the production of these effects there exists a mystery, similar

to that which presents itself in the doctrine» of the gospel; for strange

to say, it is the promulgation of those doctrines which are opposed to

the prejudices and peculiarities of unregenerate men, and which cut

up by the roots the doctrine of the moral efficacy of works, which are

at the same time productive of the existence and extension of good

worksl Piety in practice, is continuous and commensurate with purity

in doctrine; and purity in doctrine destroys all pretensions to human

merit or ability, either in generating or continuing grace. While the

descendants of the Reformers continued to preach the inherent and ori

ginal depravity of man, and salvation by faith through the imputed

righteousness of a Redeemer, applied to the heart and conscience by

the direct and immediate agency of the Holy Ghost, their church and

society was like the garden of God, because their conduct reflected the

moral brightness of Jesus as transmitted by his soul-purifying doc

trines; but no sooner did ' philosophy falsely so called/ usurp the place

of the gospel, endeavouring to make the revelation of God conform to

the heart of man, instead of conforming the heart to the gospel, than

the whole scene became changed. An adulterated gospel was accom

panied by a spurious morality, and down and downwards they went,

hand in hand, until Christ was dethroned and Christian morality

scouted. For a proof of this I would refer you to Geneva—to many

parts of Germany—to Cambridge,* and other portions of New England,

and to the Arian Synod of the North of Ireland.

" 1. From this subject we may infer the importance of яfaithful gos

pel ministry, seeing its duty is to 'warn every man.' He who bears

the cross of Christ in the occupancy of the gospel ministry, should

have that soul-ennobling love of his Master and of man, which will

enable him to present the truth fully and fearlessly to every man's con

science. Coveting the moral regeneration of his hearers more than

their gifts, and fearing the loss of their souls more than the loss of their

smiles, he should present the truth in all its naked and unvarnished

simplicity—in all the fulness of its promises, and the dreadfulness of

its sanctions to ' every man.' Fear should not deter him; love should

embolden him; the desire to stand with unbloody skirts before the

throne of judgment should prompt him, and his allegiance to the King

of glory should continually stimulate him to be faithful even unto

death, that he might ' present every man perfect in Christ Jesus.'

" 2. This subject also exhibits to us the importance of an able gospel

ministry, seeing its duty is to 'teach every man in all wisdom.' Before

all things it behooveth every gospel minister to be taught by the Holy

Ghost, that in the light of his instruction he may see the truth, and in

the warmth of his genial influences he may apply it. Next to the light

and heat of the sun of righteousness, he should possess an active and

cultivated mind. He who leads an intelligent people, should himself

" * We bave a rare and striking instance of the union and effect of this doctrine and

practice in the ' Hollis professor' of divinity in the University of Harvard ! Mr. Mollis

endowed a professorship expressly for the support of the evangelical doctrines of

grace, even specifying those doctrines with a precision which seems needless, unless

all moral honesty should depart from the land. Mr. Hollis died—the University of

Harvard departed from its original purity of doctrine, until it became a Unitarian In

stitution; and so exactly did their morality subside with their doctrines, that they

bave actually in the face of the world, taken this endowment, and perverted it from

the known and expressed will of the donor to the support of Unitarian heresy!"
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be intelligent} and he who would ' teach all men in all wisdom,' should

himself be taught. An ignorant teacher is a solecism in sense and sci

ence; in morals and religion. I do not mean that he should be able to

garnish the sword of the Spirit with those flowers of rhetoric which

rather militate against, than minister to its efficiency; nor that he

should be fond of dabbling in those cold and caustic metaphysical spe

culations which blunt, at once, its edge, and harden the heart upon

which it is intended to operate, but, on the contrary, that he should

possess a vigorous intellect, enriched with knowledge and warmed by

grace. If it be' truth, and truth only that can save, and not untruth,

however sincerely administered or received—he who ministers should

be able to discriminate between them. But as a man may preach truth

and nothing but truth, and yet be one of the most successful agents of

the prince of darkness by withholding the truth—the peculiar evangeli

cal truths of the gospel—he who ministers should befaithful to present

the whole truth.

" 3. We here see the great end and aim of a faithful and able gospel

ministry, viz. to ' present every man perfect in Christ Jesus.' What a

glorious embassage, to prepare souls for Jesus! What a glorious sys

tem, the working and operation of which of necessity tendeth to the

perfection of individual and social happiness! Surely the gospel

minister who possesseth the faithfulness and ability which the call and

the culture of the Holy Ghost produceth, may afford to bear the frowns

of fortune and of friends—to live a life of reproach and hardship, and

if needs be, die in poverty and be buried in beggary, when he recoWects

the dignity of his work and the glory of his destiny! that he is work

ing for God and working with God, and that he yet shall be like God,

for he ' shall see him as he is!'

"And surely it behooveth society to cling with all its energy to that

system which Almighty God has lowered to earth that he might raise

earth to heaven! If this angel of the covenant hath come for the ex

press aud only purpose of 'presenting every man perfect in Christ

Jesus,' would not policy, as well as duty and love, urge every man to

embrace it with a determination not to let it go until it bless him.

" For twelve years, brethren, I have laboured, with what faithfulness

and ability I possessed, to preach these truths in this church. And

standing upon the elevation and responsibility of this twelfth anniver

sary among you, 1 feel the high and holy enthusiasm, as well as the

fearful obligation, which my station and my message are calculated to

produce. Twelve years have I endeavoured to preach to you this gos

pel in the church and in the family—in the socio/ circle, and by the bed

of sickness. And while I feel, more deeply than you can appreciate,

my want of faithfulness and wisdom, commensurate with the great

work in which I have been engaged, it would argue a destitution both

of gratitude and humility, not to acknowledge that God has accompa

nied the ministration of his own ' glorious gospel,' weakly and unwor

thily as it has been dispensed, with an approving blessing. I have seen

God, in that period, increase the church inore thanfourfold; I have sat

beside the dying couch of parents and of children who have died ' in

the Lord," and have wept with you in your griefs and rejoiced with

you in your joys, until we have become, both as a church and congre

gation, a numerous people.* And all this has been accomplished, not

" * As a specimen of tho support and success which (he various benevolent and re

ligions efforts of the day have met with in this congregation, I would mention the
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by might nor power, but simply by the preaching of these mysteries of

a crucified Jesus.

" On this anniversary I take the opportunity of acknowledging your

kindness and Christian courtesy towards me. I came among you

twelve years ago a stranger and you took me in, and with loving-kind

ness you have all treated me, and invariably treated me, to the present

hour. We have known nothing, in all that time, but harmony, and

have seen nothing but increase of members and mutual affection. For

this, under God, I present my thanks, while I would solicit you to par

don whatever I have done, or whatever you may have thought I have

done, unnecessarily, to wound your feelings, or in any way to injure

you, in body, in spirit, or in soul. And here also, let me testify my be

lief, that for this harmony in heart and action, we are indebted to the

simple presentation of the doctrines of. our standards.

" But, brethren, while we rejoice in the gospel of Jesus, and in what

God has wrought by it for us, both in strengthening us in numbers,

and cementing us in harmonious feeling and action, yet it may not be

concealed, when we look over this beloved congregation, that there ap

pears abundant reason for sorrow and heaviness of heart. Do I not

see some respected parents in this assembly who have not yet attained

' the hope of glory?' Do I not see many a beloved youth who is living

professedly 'without God and without Christ, and without hope in the

world?' Do I not see some, to whom God has given his blessings

with a princely liberality—men of wealth—men of cultivated intellects

—men lovely in their characters, and beloved for their moral worth,

who have never yet sought that perfection of character which is to be

found in Christ Jesus? Yes—there is in the midst of this fruitful heri

tage, a sterile Sahara—a moral desert, upon which, though the same sun

has shone which has warmed hundreds of others into spiritual lifej

and the same gracious showers have descended which have nourished

and ripened others for glory, yet to this day it remains a sandy de

sert—a flinty rock, dry, barren, and verdureless.

" Beloved brethren, you are not as I found you, either as it regards

place or character. You are now twelve years nearer to the bar of judg

ment—resisting grace, you are of necessity more hardened than you

were then—and the probability is now much greater than it was twelve

years ago, that you will never be saved. Never be saved! live without

God—treasure up wrath against the day of wrath, and finally ripened by

sin, die—and be lost!

" But is this necessary, О sinner? Are you so desirous of the com

pany and occupation of lost spirits, as to generate a necessity for your

souls to go to hell? or is it necessary, because ' the riches of the glory

of this mystery,' cannot save you? Ah no! the grace of Christ can

enrich your poverty, be it never so deep—and the blood of Calvary can

cleanse your souls be they never so polluted—and present you, 'perfect

in Christ Jesus,' notwithstanding all your opposition and all your delay.

Sinner, dear sinner, come then, for ' all things are now ready'—the blood

of Christ to wash you—the love of God to accept you—the heaven of

God to harbour you. Before another similar anniversary occurs, you

and I may meet at the judgment bar; I to account for my faithfulness

in ' warning every man and teaching every man in all wisdom,' and

fact that, to my knowledge, not one connected with the communion of our church, is at

present, engaged in manufacturing or selling ardent spirit!. Since this benevolent

effort commenced, one distillery and men stortt owned by persons belonging to thif

congregation, have discontinued Ibis business."
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you to give an account for the manner in which you hare received and

used this talent of a preached gospel. Beware then of trifling with

present time and present privileges, for upon their use depends Eter

nity, with its inexpressible and eternal wo, or its unimaginable and

endless glory!

" Christians, your day is short, and the work of Jesus committed to

you is great, and glorious, and urgent. Reflect brightly his light and

let it radiate in your actions all around, that 'men seeing it may glorify

your Father which is in heaven,' and that having your work done and

your lamp burning, when the call is made, ' the Bridegroom, cometb,'

you may be found 'perfect in Christ Jesus'

"The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the

communion of the Holy Ghost, be with you all. Amen."

CLOUDS AND SUNSHINE.

Written m catching a glimpse of the dear azure, as seen, in the distance, between

dark and gathering clouds.

Why IB the Christian chained

To this beclouded spot,

When scenes at hand, and scenes afar,

Proclaim his painful lot?

There, wide and cloudless views

Bespeak a world of light,

While here the brightest ray that gleams

Scarce dissipates the night.

Here, clouds and storms molest

A dark and straitened way,

While there dwells calmness undisturbed,

Midst boundless fields of day.

Here, trammels bind him fast

To a contagious clod,

But there are scenes that fire the soul

To soar and cleave to God.

Then vlni is he thus chained

To this beclouded spot,

When scenes at hand, and scenes afar,

Proclaim his painful lot ?

To answer moral ends

He's kept awhile below;

Reason and scripture jointly prove

It is, it must lie so :

To look, by ftith, above,

For energy divine,

And, as the heavenly influence grows,

To It l his graces shine :

To yield, and thus improve

In resignation sweet;

And, by earth's croie, for heaven'i

Daily to grow more meet:

To show the power of grace

To stem the tide of sin,

And, by the force of holy loti,

The sons of men to win :

To view, awhile, through storma,

Sunshine and calm above ;

Then, with more zest, from pain and griei

To rise to joy and love.

These are among the ends

Which, rightly understood,

Prove that the Christian's trials " tocri

Togetherfor his good."

Then let him not repine,

But " drink the cup that's giren;"

So shall he, e'en on earth enjoy

A quickening taste of heaven :

Till, presently unchained,

Grateful, he'll soar away

To share and swell the bliss that gleams

From glory's cloudless day.

Then "faithful unto death,"

Let him himself employ

In deeds of love, till Christ shall say,

" Enter thy Master's joy."

THE PENGUIN AND ALBATROSS.

We have found the following interesting and instructive article of

natural history in a daily newspaper—The author is not mentioned.

We have modified a single sentence.
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The feathered tribe are very numerous on these lonely isles of the

southern hemisphere, both in the South Seas and in the South Pacific

Ocean. Of penguins there are four kinds which resort to the Falkland

Islands, viz. the king penguin, the macaroni, the jackass, and the rook

ery. The first of these is much larger than a goose; the other three

are smaller, differing in appearance in several particulars. They all

walk upright, as their legs project from their bodies in the same direc

tion with their tails; and when fifty or more of them are moving in

file, they appear at a distance like a company of juvenile soldiers.

They carry their heads high, with their wings drooping like two arms.

As the feathers on the breast are delicately white, with a line of black

running across the crop, they have been aptly compared, when seen at

a little distance, to a company of children, with white aprons tied round

their waists with black strings. This feathered animal may be said to

combine the qualities of men, fishes and fowls: upright like the first;

their wings and feet acting the part of fins, like the second; and fur

nished with bills and featiiers, like the third. Their gait on land, how

ever, is very awkward; more so than that of a jack-tar just landed

from a long voyage; their legs not being much better adapted for walk

ing than their wings arc for flying.

The next most remarkable bird to be found on these shores is the

penguin's intimate associate and most particular friend the albatross.

This is one of the largest and most formidable of the South Sea birds;

being of the gull kind, and taking its prey upon the wing. Like many

other oceanic birds, the albatross never comes on land except for the

purpose of breeding; when the attachment that exists between it and

the penguin is evinced in many remarkable instances; indeed it seems

as firm as any that can be formed by the sincerest friends. Their nests

are constructed with great uniformity near to each other; that of the

albatross being always in the centre of a little square, formed by the

nests of four penguins.

When a sufficient number of penguins, albatross, &c. are assembled

on the shore, after a deliberate consultation upon the subject, they pro

ceed to the execution of the grand purpose for which they left their fa

vourite element. In the first place, they carefully select a level piece of

ground, of suitable extent, often comprising four or five acres, and as

near the water as practicable; alwas preferring that which is the least

encumbered with stones, and other hard substances, with which it

would be dangerous to have their eggs come in contact. As soon as

they are satisfied on this point, they proceed to lay out the plan of their

projected encampment; which task they commence by tracing a well

defined parallelogram, of sufficient magnitude to accommodate the

whole fraternity, say from one to five acres. One side of this square

runs parallel with the water's edge; and is always left open for egress

and regress; the other three sides are differently arranged.

These industrious feathered labourers next proceed to clear all the

ground within the square from obstructions of every kind; picking up

the stones in their bills, and carefully depositing them outside of the

lines above mentioned, until they sometimes, by this means, create

quite a little wall on three sides of the rookery. Within this range of

stones and rubbish they form a pathway, six or eight feet in width,

and as smooth as any of the paved or gravelled walks in New York

Park, or on the battery. This path is for a general promenade by day,

and for the sentinels to patrol at night.

Having thus finished their little works of defence on the three land
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sides, they next lay out the whole area in little squares of equal sizes,

formed by narrow paths which cross each other at right angles, and

which are also made very smooth. At each intersection of these paths

an albatross constructs her nest, while in the centre of each little

square is a penguin's nest; so that each albatross is surrounded by four

penguins; and each penguin has an albatross for its neighbour, in four

directions. In this regular manner is the whole area occupied by these

feathered sojourners, of different species; leaving, at convenient dis

tances, accommodations for some other kinds of oceanic birds, such

as the shag, or green cormorant, and another which the seamen call

Nelly.

Although the penguin and the albatross are on such intimate terms,

and appear to be so affectionately and sincerely attached to each other,

they not only form their nests in a different manner, but the penguin

will even rob her friend's nest, whenever she has an opportunity. The

penguin's nest is merely a slight excavation in the earth, just deep

enough to prevent her single egg rolling from its primitive position;

while the albatross throws up a little mound of earth, grass and shells,

eight or ten inches high, and about the size of a water-bucket, on the

summit of which she forms her nest, and thus looks down upon her

nearest neighbours and best friends.

None of the nests in these rookeries are ever left unoccupied for a

single moment, until the eggs are hatched and the young ones old

enough to take care of themselves. The male goes to sea in search of

food until his hunger is appeased; he then promptly returns and affec

tionately takes the place of his mate, while she resorts to the same

element for the like purpose. In the interchange of these kind offices,

they so contrive it as not to leave the eggs uncovered at all; the present

incumbent (say the female) making room for the partner of her cares

and pleasures on his return from the sea, while he nestles in by her

side until the eggs are completely covered by his feathers. By this

precaution they prevent their eggs being stolen by the other birds,

which would be the case were they left exposed; for the females are

so ambitious of producing a large family at once, that they rob each

other whenever they have an opportunity. Similar depredations are

also committed by a bird called the rook, which is equally mischievous

as the monkey. The royal penguin is generally foremost in felonies of

this description, and never neglects an opportunity of robbing a neigh

bour. Indeed, it often happens that when the period of incubation is

terminated, the young brood will consist of three or four different

kinds of birds in one nest. This is strong circumstantial evidence that

the parent bird is not more honest than her neighbours.

To stand at a little distance and observe the movements of the birds

in these rookeries, is not only amusing, but edifying, and even affect

ing. The spectacle is truly worthy the contemplation of a philoso

phic mind. You will see them marching round the encampment in

the outside path, or public promenade, in pairs, or in squads of four,

six, or eight, forcibly reminding you of officers and subalterns on a

parade day. At the same time, the camp, or rookery, is in continual

motion; some penguins passing through the different paths, or allry*,

on their return from an aquatic excursion, eager to caress their mates

after a temporary absence; while the latter are passing out, in their

turn, in quest of refreshment and recreation.—At the same time, the

air is almost darkened by an immense number of the albatross hover

ing over the rookery like a dense cloud, some continually lighting and
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meeting their companions, while others- arc constantly rising and

shaping their course for the sea.

To see these creatures of the ocean so faithfully discharge the va

rious duties assigned them by the great Creator; to witness their affec

tionate meetings after a short absence on their natural element; to ob

serve their numerous little acts of tenderness and courtesy to each

other; all this, and much more that might be mentioned, is truly in

teresting and affecting to the contemplative and sympathetic specta

tor. I have observed them for hours together, and could not help

wishing there was only as much order, harmony, and genuine affection

between wedded pairs of the human race, as there is among these fea

thered people. A moral philosopher could not, perhaps, be more use

fully employed, for a few days, than in contemplating the movements

and operations of a South Sea rookery, and marking the almost incre

dible order and regularity with which every thing is performed. Such

a spectator could not fail to confess, that so wonderful an instinct must

be " the Divinity that stirs within" them.

SACRBD SONG.—MUSICAL REVOLUTION IN SWITZERLAND. -

After some hesitation we give the following article a place in our

pages. Its author, we doubt not, is the well known erudite and pious

Rev. Dr. John Pye Smith, the initials of whose name appear at the end

of the paper. It contains information which in itself will be interest

ing to many; but our principal inducement to republish it in the Chris

tian Advocate is, a hope that it may lead to an improvement in sacred

music in our own country; for improvement is surely and exceedingly

needed. We do wish that the great mass of our religious assemblies

would not leave singing to a choir—We wish they would all sing, and

sing well.

The susceptibility of strong mental impressions from Music is one

of the natural faculties with which our Creator has endowed us. IB

there not reason to fear that its importance is not sufficiently appre

ciated, and its powers not sufficiently called forth? The early history

of all nations presents instances of its wondrous efficacy. Witness the

first periods of Greece, Britain, and Scandinavia, and the national

songs of Tyrtaeus, whom Plato apostrophizes as the divine poet, wise

and good. Aristotle, though often disposed to contest his master's

doctrines, concurs with him here, in attributing to music a great moral

power. By divine institution, sacred song, of- which we have the in

spired remains in the Book of Psalms and other parts of the Old Tes

tament, formed almost the only social worship of the Hebrew temple.

At the Reformation, this grand instrument of emotion was not en

tirely overlooked. Unhappily, in England and Scotland, either it was

not put into action, or the attempt was ill-conducted and abortive. In

France, for a time it produced great .effects; of which some interesting

notices are given in the delightful compilations of a pious and talented

lady, lately given to our country, " The Life of Olympia Fulvia Mo-

rata." But the counteraction and destruction of the reformation i;i

France, brought down what remained to them of national swig to the

wretched state of chansons and chansonnettes, the best of which were

mere conceits, often tame and silly, and the generality of an rrnmoral

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII, 3 R
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character; and, by a just judgment, the music became worthy of the

song, it was screaming by notes.

In Germany, the matter took a better course. The German tribes

had been always addicted to music of great pathos and compass; and

their language, unpolished as it was, by its copiousness, flexibility,

and strength, gave them a great advantage over the French. Luther

had ear, science, and execution. While by his version of the Bible,

every line of which bears witness to his euphonic taste and judgment,

he stamped the language with classical dignity, his hymns and his

music, powerfully seconded by other and superior poets, poured the

stream of sacred melody through the land. No country can pretend

to vie with Germany in the richness of its religious music. Its stock

of Hymns, beginning with the age of the Hussites, but of which few

are even now obsolete, is moderately stated at seventy thousand: a late

writer in the Archives du Christianisme (June 28, p. 95,) estimates them

at more than eighty thousand. Great Britain can scarcely pretend to

the twentieth part of this number! This astonishing amount of the

German Hymnology is characterized by a decided strain (very few in

deed are the exceptions) of evangelical sentiment and experimental

piety, their versification is most mellifluous, and their tone full of ten

derness and power. It is a popular treasure of doctrine and practice;

and it has been a grand means of keeping the flame of religion glow

ing on the cottage-hearths of the peasantry, in many happy instances,

when the spurious gospel had taken possession of the churches.

The band of devoted men in France and Switzerland, who are "la

bouring so much in the Lord," have not forgotten this department. la

both those countries, vigorous efforts have been lately made tor the

restoring, or to speak more properly, the creating, of a French national

psalmody. Among these, a distinguished praise is due to Dr. Malan.

Many new psalms and hymns have been produced, possessing excel

lence of both poetry and piety; and suitable melodies have been com

posed. Besides Dr. Malan's volume, the Paris Choix de Cantiques has

arrived at a third edition; and a large volume, beautifully printed, with

the musical notes, has been this year published in that city, with the

title Chants Chrétiens. Some articles, peculiarly valuable as to both sci

ence and Christian spirit, have appeared on this subject in the Jlrchiva

and the Semeur.

That these are among the means by which " the Lord whom we

seek" is " preparing his way, and coming to his temple," is a persua

sion which seems to be powerfully confirmed by a most remarkable

phenomenon, which is now operating on a grand scale in the Canton

of Vaud, and of which we have a large narrative in the Semew of

July 16. We shall endeavour to extract the essence, by selecting and

abridging.

In the south-west of Switzerland a Musical Revolution is rapidly

taking effect. Ils watch-word is Harmony; its object is to give a new

direction to popular singing; and its means may be found wherever

there are persons willing to take a little pains, and who can find a leader

to give them a little instruction, and to guide their voices in singing

the charms of their country and the praises of their God. Long -was

it thought that French Switzerland could not march with the German

cantons in vocal music. Long has the lake of Geneva heard little along

its shores but coarse, vulgar, and obscene ballads. Lately, the stu

dents of Geneva and Lausanne have laboured to counteract this evil,

by composing patriotic songs and endeavouring to give them popular
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circulation. The effort has been happily successful, but within a small

circle. The Religious Awakening which is making daily progress in

Switzerland, has had great effect in improving the national singing.

New methods have been adopted in many schools, to train the chil

dren to the execution of hymns, with a fine and simple harmony; and

the effects have been so far pleasing. But something was wanted to

reach the mass of the people; and that, the kindness of Providence

has supplied.

About two years ago, M. Kaupert, a Saxon gentleman, who has long

resided at Morges, proposed to teach gratuitously the whole popula

tion of young and willing persons in any village or small town, to sing

together. The rumour attracted considerable attention, and drew

forth a variety of opinions. But soon his promises were realized, and

all scepticism was silenced. At Morges and in the neighbouring vil

lages, concerts of the voice alone were heard, producing such a.noble

and simple harmony as no person in the whole country had before the

least idea of. He was induced to extend his benevolent labours. He

electrified, as it were, the whole side of the lake down to Geneva.

Every where, the Magician of Song was followed by crowds. The

moral effect of this is beyond calculation; already tha result, in this re

spect, excites astonishment.

M. Kaupert commonly began in schools and other large rooms. Per

sons of all ages and of every rank in society flocked to these meetings.

It was soon necessary to ask for the use of the churches: and some

times, large assemblies have been held in the open air. In the former

places, hymns are sung; and in the latter songs, patriotic or descrip

tive, but all free from an immoral taint.

His plan is, to trace in a simple and clear manner upon à large black

board, the notes of each lesson; and he furnishes each one of his pu

pils with a card or paper, containing what he judges fit for each step

of instruction. He usually succeeds in ten lectures, to qualify these

vast masses to execute the simple and touching hymn or song, in parts

and full concert, enrapturing all who witness the scene. ,

In the introductory lectures, he strongly affects the imagination and

the sensibility of his hearers, by his descriptions of the powers and

the intention of music, to breathe noble and generous sentiments, to

harmonize the minds and hearts of men, to honour our country, to

excite admiration of the works of God, and, as the highest point of

all, to show forth his praises. These large assemblages follow his in

structions, and catch his manner of execution with an enthusiasm per

fectly astonishing. His kind manner and untiring patience have a

great share in producing the effects which so surprise us.

The great and learned city of Geneva invited the musical philanthro

pist to visit and charm its population. Some of the higher classes be

came alarmed; but, in the result, they too were carried down the

stream. Pastors, professors, magistrates, ladies of the first rank, per

sons the most distinguished for learning and science, were seen side

by side with children and poor people, listening and learning from M.

lianpert. When the grand meeting took place, no church could re

ceive the multitude, and they repaired to the Plein Palais, in number

four thousand singers. Here, however, the success did not answer ex

pectation: the wind acted unfavourably upon the vibrations of the air,

and perhaps the distance of the extremes made it impossible to keep

time. But M. K. was loaded with expressions of admiration and

thanks, and a medal was struck in honour of him: a, mark of respect
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which, in Switzerland, is never conferred but upon what is judged to

be in the highest order of merit.

At Lausanne, his instructions were sought with universal avidity.

Many, who had been accustomed to spend their evenings in dissipation,

began to employ them entirely in learning the new style of music.

Children and their parents, all the schools, the professors and students

of the college, servants and mistresses, workmen and masters, per

sons who had been the most opposed to each other, in religion and po

litics, the inhabitants of different villages distinguished by banners,—

all were attracted, all seemed to be of ope heart and soul. When the

previous'training was complete, a day was fixed for the grand concert.

More than two thousand singers were arranged in the great church,

the noblest Gothic building in Switzerland: -the flags of villages

and societies were tastefully arranged on an ivy-clad tower: the vast

multitude who came to hear were disposed within and without: and

then was sung a hymn and its air of LUTHER'S composing,—simple,

grave, noble.—But, О the effect!—No words can utter it!—The im

pression will never be forgotten.—Other hymns were sung; and a most

touching patriotic song, the words of which we owe to M. Olivier,

named La Pairie, " Our country, Helvetia! Helvetia!"

The happy fruits of this Musical Revolution show themselves almost

every where. The people in the different places keep up their singing-

meetings. In the summer evenings they are seen in the church-yard,

or on the village-green. In the streets and on the roads, the ear of the

passenger is met by the sweet sounds. In these groups we perceive

some failures of execution, compared with the fine style when led by

M. Kaupcrt: but attention and practice will remedy them.

Christians oT Great Britain, what say ye to this narrative? Сатн«Л

you go and do likewise? Cannot you thus draw thousands from the

beer-shop, and the gin-shop, and the corrupting intercourse of idle

ness?—Ye men of Manchester and Birmingham, of Sheffield and

Leeds, and of every other place;—open your chapels for this grand ex

periment. Surely you have good and able men among you, who pos

sess the talent and benevolence to effectuate this object. Why should

you not begin with some stanzas of our fine national melody, God »are

the King? And are there not other old English songs, not religious,

but innocent in sentiment and striking in words and music? And may

not these, under your judicious guidance, prepare the way for singing

the songs of Zion, thus diffusing the gospel, affecting the heart, at

tracting the wanderer, and improving our congregational psalmody?

—I trust that this appeal will not be in vain. This instrument of good

has never, in our country, been sufficiently tried. A very able writer

in the Penny Magazine has lately been endeavouring to arouse our

most unmusical nation, and to create some sort of British National

Music. But, with all his knowledge and discernment, he rests his

hopes on instrumental music, thinking that the vocal cannot be culti

vated and sustained without that aid. He has no idea of M. Kaupert's

grand and simple method. Dr. Burder, who possesses so much sci

ence and skill in the heavenly art, is to preach the Broad-street Lec

ture on Oct. 14th, upon Sacred Song. May he then touch a chord for

London, which shall vibrate through the land! J. P. S.

^ Mag- .
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DIFFICULTIES OF RELIGIOUS YOUNG PERSONS IN WORLDLY

SOCIETY.

The two following articles are from the Christian Observer of Sep

tember.

To the Editor of the Christian Observer.

You have sometimes animadverted in your pages upon the insince- •

rity which too much prevails in social intercourse—as for instance, in

the practice of saying " not at home," when a person is within, but

does not choose to be seen. It is argued, that th,is is not a falsehood,

for that it was not intended to deceive, and that it had not that effect, as

every person knows it to be only a civil mode of saying that you do not

wish to appear. The strong language, however, in which I have heard

this practice, and others of the same kind, condemned by those whom

I most respect, has made me very uncomfortable—not so much in refer

ence to this particular instance (against which I. had long had objec

tions), as in regard to various expressions of civility -of every-day

occurrence.

I have -determined to state the circumstances which give me so

much pain; for, indeed, I know not how to act with the plain sincerity

I would desire, and yet with Christian courtesy. Were I altogether

under my own control, it would not be difficult, as neither my principles

nor my inclination would permit me voluntarily to,associate with those

who live "after the course of this world:" but I am a young person,

and my parents, and indeed all my relations, are strongly opposed to

those views of Scriptural truth which are currently summed up in one

word, " Evangelical;" and I think It my duty to obey them in every

thing that is not, so far as I can judge, positively sinful; and I am anx

ious to add no needless offence to that which religious principles must

of necessity produce. They have permitted me to abstain from public

amusements,* which I really believe to be wrong; but I do not think

that it is my duty to refuse to accompany them occasionally to a dinner

party, or to spend a day now and then with the worldly minded people

among whom I am situated.

Real Christian love, I sometimes think, should supply the place of

that artificial politeness which is inconsistent with strict principle. I

feel, with regard to my neighbours, that if I could innocently please or

in any way benefit them by my society, I would willingly give it; that

if they were sick, or in affliction, it would gladden my heart to be of

the least use to them. In society, however, as г young person, I have

not the opportunity that others might have of leading the conversation

* Our correspondent does not specify what public amusements she alludes to. Ball-

rooma, race-courses, the theatre, operas, concerts, oratorios, the walks and libraries at

places of popular resort, militar; reviews, exhibitions, bazaars, dioramas, zoological

gardens, the drives round the Parks, and so forth, are all more, or less included in her

general description; and those who are " lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God,"

sometimes avail themselves of the ambiguity of the phrase " public amusements," to

denounce all spiritually-minded persons as cynics, who think it wrong to enjoy any

" innocent gratification." Our correspondent's general description will, however, bo

sufficiently intelligible to those who wish to understand her. We presume that sho al

ludes more directly to such " public amusements" as several of those first specified in

the above enumeration ; not meaning to shut out any really proper and rational recrea

tion enjoyed in due time and mode, and measuring each by its general character and

effects. A Christian will, however, prefer, even in indifferent matters, to be on the

enfer side ; and will take heed lest even scenes of occasionally innocent resort should

be made, through the corruption of the human heart, to minister to pride, vanity, pas

sion, idleness, dissipation, or inordinate indulgence.
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to improving subjects; and however it may be with the veteran soldier

of Jesus Christ, I find, as one who is just beginning the "fight of faith,"

that my own heart requires such instant and incessant watchfulness,

that it seems to occupy my whole attention, that I may by divine grace

escape unhurt from the baneful atmosphere of the world. I know that

my principles render my society as irksome to others as theirs is to

me (for there -are scarcely any persons in the neighbourhood who think

as I do); and that civility alone to my parents and relatives, together

with the feeling of friendly regard which amiable people naturally

cherish towards those they have known from their earliest childhood,

prompt their attentions to me. I cannot .but feel grateful to them for

their intended kindness; but still, when Mrs. R hopes for the plea

sure of my company at dinner, and I reply that " I shall be happy to

wait upon her," or, in case of a. prior engagement, that " I regrtt it is

out of my power;" or Miss С expresses her intention of calling

upon me, and I reply that " I shall be glad to see her;" I feel that I am

speaking deceitfully—for the society of those who think so very differ

ently from myself on the most' important of all subjects, never can be

pleasing to me—and yet, much and often as I have considered the mat

ter, I know not how to avoid this jnode of reply, without being abso

lutely uncourteous. Once or twice I have (awkwardly enough) replied,

in answer to proffered civilities, " Thank you;" " you are very kind;"

and endeavoured to turn the subject: and one lady actually said, " You

did not say you should be very happy, so I suppose the truth is you had

rather not see me." My parents would think my scruples on the sub

ject the height of absurdity; and I am desired by them vo answer

notes of invitation in the usual manner. I would not encourage over-

scrupulousness; and it was once observed to me, that no where 4o ire

meet with more popular and general language than in the Bible: for

instance, where St. John says to Gaius, " I wish above all thing* that

thou mayest prosper and be in health," we cannot suppose that this was

nearer the Apostle's heart than the spiritual welfare of himself and his

friend, I hope, if I saw it to be my duty (which as yet I do not), I

should decline all visiting, and implore wisdom and strength from

above meekly yet boldly to avow my reason for so doing; but, young,

ignorant, and weak, hardly knowing what is right myself, thongh ready

to own my views when asked, I should tremble to make so open a pro

fession, which by my inconsistencies I might afterwards disgrace; and

I sin-ink from the spiritual pride (as it seems to me) of, tacitly at least,

condemning all round me as being in the wrong, and presuming to

judge of the spiritual state of numbers of my acquaintance, as being

"of the world," and therefore such as I cannot associate with. Hoping,

sir, that you may be induced to assist me with your advice,

'.'•,., I am, &c.

, GERTRUD«.*
1 . * . ^

* Though Gertrude appeals to us, we should prefer leaving her inquiry, after our

usual manner, in the hands of our experienced correspondents. With regard, however,

to the general solution, what can we say, but that it is her duty to obey God ; and Uni

it is her duty to obey her parents also; but that, should a parent enjoin what is clearly

and " positively sinful," it is a duty to obey God rather than man. These general

truths are simple ; but their scriptural application depends so much upon the minute

circumstances of each particular case, that it would be impossible to lay down any spe

cific rules upon the subject. We should grieve to distress the sensitively tender con

science of any young Christian ; yet we would remind such, that there is much, тегу

much, to be lone and materially considered, and prayed over, and endured, before »oca

a serious issue should arrive as a deliberate non-compliance with a parent'* command«,
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ON THE FAMILIAR USE OF SCRIPTURAL PHRASES.
i ,

To the Editor of the Christian Observer.

Yourself and your correspondents have often adverted to the sin and

evil of a profane, trifling, sarcastic, or facetious use of Scriptural ex

pressions—such, for example, as may be found in Sir Walter Scott's

more specially in the case of a very young person. But even the youngest perron

ought not to utter a falsehood, aa assuredly he ought not to be desired to do ao. A ser

vant in to obey his master; but he would be justified in declining to say, though or

dered, thai he waa not at home when he was. In such a case he must be willing to

Buffer for righteousness' sake. The same remark applies to the case of a child, with

this difference, that in proportion to his youth and inexperience he should, in coming

to a conclusion, be diffident of his own understanding, and feel a conscientious rever

ence for the opinion of his parents. He is not to sin, or to violate his conscience ; bat

he should be very distrustful of his own ability to judge nf all the circumstances of a

difficult case. A man wouM ill deserve the name of a parent who would command hii

child to say that be was not at home, if, after all his explanations and refinements, the

child wae still oppressed with the feeling that he would commit a sin in so doing. Up

to what age, or under what circumstances, the child might without sin conclude that

his parent knew better than himself in the matter, and act accordingly, beseeching his

Heavenly Father not to impute to him guilt if in obeying his parent he was misguided,

it is not for us to decide. And so of all similar cases.

With regard to the complimentary expressions alluded to by our correspondent, no

spiritually-minded person could honestly express regret at not being able to attend

Newmarket or Doncaster races; for no such person would willingly be there, if every

circumstance were favourable. It would therefore be an unjust and cruel act upon the

part of a parent to urge a son or daughter to write to that effect, after a conscientious

objection had been modestly but firmly expressed : and if a young person acted with

due meekness and wisdom, with patience and affection, and with habitual self-denial

and filial deference, few parents, we presume, would have the inhumanity long to in

flict pain by insisting upon such a compliance. The probability would bo, that the pa

rent would rather seek to overcome the young person's scruples by explaining away

the difficulty. He would say, that such conventional expressions are intended only to

show your grateful sense of the kindness of your correspondent, who meant you a ci

vility, and not an insult; and that the great majority even of Christian persona do not

think it their duty to adopt the principle of the Society of Friends, so as to refuse to

employ the usual titles of courtesy, or to " have the honour" of writing to you, or to

•ign themselves "your obedient servant;" and that the expression« under considera

tion are only in the same spirit. All this, and much more, might be said ; but it would

not convince us that the particular expressions mentioned by our correspondent can be

used without palpable disingenuousness, where the mind does not go along 'with them.

It may, however, be asked, might not a young person lawfully comply, as it were,

under protest: as though he said—not perhaps in words, but in spirit—" I cannot my

self gee how these phrasee can imply less than the sincere expression of'what I do not

feel; but my parent, who- is wiser than I, says that they moan only so and so', and may

be innocently used even with my views of the subject matter; for the present, there

fore, diffident of my own judgment, and rather than violate filial obedience, I think I

ought to yield?" As to the lawfulness of such a proceeding, it is evident that more

children must in numerous cases be guided, and even overruled, by the judgment of

their parents; and that the age and understanding of the parties, and tin: various cir

cumstances of each particular case, can alone decide when and how this implicit defer

ence is scripturally superseded by independent action. ,

We sympathize with religious young persons whose elder relatives oppose their con

scientious feelings; but let them remember that these things are among the trials of

their faith and patience ; let them live in hope that it will please God to bring their

friends aleo to the knowledge of the truth ; let them earnestly pray for that object, as

well as for much of humility, wiadom, and consistency apon their own part: and let

them endeavour to avoid all vnnrccssary occasions of collision ; all idle scruples in mat

ters of little moment; and a pertinacious carriage, which often draws down opposition

that Christian prudence and meekness would have avoided.

We insert the above letter, not as a private саяе—which were perhaps better privately

advised upon by a discreet Christian friend, with a full consideration of all tin; circum

stances—but to elicit information as to the principles which should apply to the gene

ral question, with such heads of advice as may bo useful to many young persons simi

larly situated. It should, however, bo understood, by those who oppose warm, earnest,
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novels, or Lord Brougham's speeches—but I would remind your read

ers, that even religious persons may be guilty, and perhaps unconscious

ly, of the same offence; for scriptural expressions often recur to the

mind in mere secular discourse, upon occasions when they are not

meant to be expressly quoted, and to which they were not designed to

apply. Thus introduced, they often add to the beauty, dignity, or

pathos of a remark; but if they are wrenched from their context, and

employed for the mere purpose of embellishment, they are desecrated

by the adaptation. A writer may sometimes be in a strait as to whe

ther a scriptural allusion in a particular case is justifiable; but in all

such irrstances he had better keep in the narrow way, and on the safe

side, expunging the allusion where he is not sure that it is for the use

of edifying. In the sentence just written, I have purposely introduced

three scriptural phrases as illustrative of my remarks. The first ex

pression in "a strait," is so obvious an allusion to a solemn passage of

Holy Writ, to which the sentence into which it is foisted has no refer

ence, that its introduction there would be painful and irreverent. The

third phrase, " the use of edifying," is employed, I think, legitimately:

it strengthens the sentence by a scriptural quotation introduced with

due aptitude to the occasion. The middle phrase, "the narrow way,"

is doubtful. It might be employed seriously, with a view to point out,

in a striking Scripture phrase, the narrow path of duty, which it is al

ways easy to miss and sometimes difficult to find; or it might be used

with a sort of levity, as if in forgetfulness that we are quoting the

words of the Son of God, which we ought not to apply, either pMyfully

with wit, or with the most felicitous rhetorical adaptation, bat only

with gravity and for a scriptural purpose. Upon the whole, therefore,

I should prefer altering the phrase, so as to convey the sense without

any possible appearance of lightly quoting any portion of the words ot

eternal life. I would not say of the glorious First of August, that it

rose upon the captive with healing on its wings; or that in the great

measure which then came into operation, mercy and truth met together,

righteousness and peace kissed each other; though no words of my own

could be so expressive.

I would not wish to make a man " an offender for a word;" but I we

the rule above laid down so often transgressed, even by religious per

sons, that I consider the caution not superfluous. . C.

*,

and «eriptiiral piety, that the friends of religion are as far as possible from cherishing

in young persons who hare set out iipnn я religious course, a forward, self-opinionMM,

or pharisaicnl deportment; on the contrary, that they never cease to urge upon them

that their religion should make them more exemplary and lovely in every sphere of

life, the conduct of their Redeemer being their constant example ; and that they should

Use unceasing efforts to maintain a conscience void of offence towards God and towards

man. Lot them especially shun all ostentation, all appearance of setting themselves up

as a mark for persecution; and endeavour, by the exercise of Christian wisdom aod

meekness, to avoid all unnecessary occasions of domestic difference. Where a clear

point of du.ty arrives, the Christian, however young or inexperienced, must make a firm

•tand : " one is his Master, even Christ," and no human relationship must intervene

between him and his allegiance to his Lord : but let him beware of making difficulties

for himself by his own conduct; of blazoning, as it were, his trials; and of neediest

drawing the eyes of persons upon him with a latent self-socking, which may be quite

as seductive a snare of his spiritual enemy as more obvious temptations. We say DC*

this in reference to our correspondent's letter, which is judicious, Christian, and un

assuming.
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THE THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF CONNECTICUT.

The Pelagianism which now exists in the Presbyterian church, if it

does not owe its origin to the Theological Professors of Yale College,

has certainly had in them its ablest defenders, and its most efficient

propagators. They not long since published a Statement, relative to

the ground on which they were admitted to their official standing; and

in which they particularly refer to their responsibility to conform their

teachings to the Saybrook Platform—The amount of which is, that

they are not bound to pay regard to that ancient Formula, except as to

" substance of doctrine:" and they make a distinction between primary

and secondary principles or doctrines, in speaking of the symbols of

faith adopted by Protestants at the Reformation. Now we have no he

sitation in saying, that several of the points which they place in the

rank of secondary principles, were regarded by the Protestants them

selves, as essential parts of their creed; and that the distinction made

by the Professors, is entirely arbitrary, and a matter of their own in

vention. In a word, what with their subscribing only to substance of

doctrine, and their distinction between primary and secondary princi

ples; and considering them, as they consider themselves, the competent

judges of what substance of doctrine is, and what primary and secon

dary doctrines are, we would not give a fig for their subscription; nor

do we believe that they consider themselves as under any restraint

whatever, from any existing Formula, in the theological principles

which they teach and inculcate, in their lectures to their pupils.

Between their subscription to substance of doctrine, and the subscrip

tions in the Presbyterian church to the System contained in our Confes

sion of Faith and Catechisms, there is great similarity. In fact, there

is the same difference between the Pelagians and orthodox men in the

Congregational churches of Connecticut, as there is between the same

parties in the Presbyterian church; and the method in which the lati-

tudinarians defend themselves, is precisely the same—" there is no real

difference between us; there is no causefor separation, norfor any alarm."

The orthodox ministers of Connecticut think otherwise, and have

established a Theological Institute of their own. Some of the or

thodox ministers in the Presbyterian church also think otherwise, and

have issued their Act and Testimony—The result remains to be seen.

Our trust is in God, that he will smile on the stand taken, and prosper

the efforts made, in both churches, to preserve his holy truth in its pu

rity. It is a common cause; and we think our readers will thank us

for giving a place in our pages to the appeal to the public, made by

our brethren in Connecticut.

AN APPEAL TO THE PUBLIC, IN BEHALF OF THE THEOLOGICAL

INSTITUTE OF CONNECTICUT.

The Trustees of the Theological Institute of Connecticut, would in

vite the attention of the public to some considerations, suggested by a

statement of the Theological Professors of Yale College, recently pub

lished, and extensively circulated.

We should deem it altogether improper, in our official capacity, to

take notice of this document, were it not necessary for the vindication

of ourselves, and of the founders and supporters of the seminary under

our care. But finding ourselves implicitly charged with being engaged

in an enterprise for which no justifiable reason can be assigned, we feel

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 3 S
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ourselves called upon to make a frank exposition of our views and mo

tives, to the Christian public.

The Professors say: "It is well known to the public, that a second

Theological Seminary has been organized in this state. To the esta

blishment of such an institution, as a means simply of increasing; the

facilities for theological instruction, we should be the last to object;

but this institution, it is well known, was established avowedly on the

ground, that the department under our care, has become the seat of

dangerous error. Against such an assumption, we feel ourselves

bound most solemnly to protest." They say also: "On the ground of

our entire conformity to their own standard of orthodoxy, the friends

of the Theological Institute are forever precluded from saying, or insi

nuating, that a new institution was called for to oppose any errors of

ours."

The impression which these statements are evidently intended to

make on the public mind, is, that the founders and friends of the Theo

logical Institute are labouring тнЧт an entire delusion, in supposing

that there exists any important '-rence of theological views among

the Congregational ministers ot ?cticut; and that under the influ

ence of this delusion, they have forward to establish a seminary

which is not called for, and wh. ight not to be patronized by the

Christian public. They assume i. a fact, that the new institution

is intended to be arrayed in opposi the one with which they are

connected; and that the sole object i ~h it was founded, is, to op

pose certain errors which exist only i. 'magination of its friends

and supporters. Whether these represt are well founded, the

public will judge, when they have carefull., .ended to what we Ъме

to say in our own defence.

We do not deny, that there exists serious dissatisfaction in relation

to the Theological School at New Haven; and that this is among the

reasons which have given rise to the new institution. The grounds of

this dissatisfaction, we now feel ourselves called upon frankly to state.

1. Many have been dissatisfied, that the Theological School at New

Haven has no more connexion with the ministers and churches of the

state. Being an appendage of the College, it is under the entire con

trol of the Corporation; a Board which, as at present constituted, is

deemed altogether unsuitable to be the guardians of a Theological Se

minary. It is well known, that of the eighteen members who compose

this Board, (exclusive of the President,) eight are ex-officio members—

the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and six Senators. These are an

nually chosen by the people at large, and are, of course, such men as

happen to be elected to these offices. They may, and often do, belong

to different religious denominations. There is no certainty that they

will not be, occasionally at least, men whose influence, (great as it must

be from the stations which they occupy,) will be exerted in opposition

to evangelical religion;* yet they have a right, equally with the other

* We shall not be understood In have any reference to the present members of

the Corporation—We speak on!; of what may be. Nor do we complain of the manner

in which this Board is constituted, so far as it relates to the Academical Department

merely ; but only in reference to the Theological School. The principle for which we

contend, is, that a Theological Seminary ought to be under the control of a distinct

Board of Trustees, composed of ministers and members of churches, who are amenable

to some ecclesiastical body. The Trustees of the Theological Institute are appointed

by the Pastoral Union, and are amenable to them. There is, of course, a connexion be

tween the Seminary and the ministers and churches, which would not exist, wen it

under the control of an independent and irreeponaible Board.
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members of the Board, to act, and vote, in the election and removal of

the Theological Professors, in directing the course of studies, and in

regulating all the internal concerns of the Institution. That a school,

intended for the theological education of Congregational ministers,

should be under the entire control of a Board thus constituted, has ap

peared to many altogether improper^ and they have looked forward

with no small degree of solicitude to the probable results of such an

arrangement.

2. Another ground of dissatisfaction with the New Haven School, as

at present organized, is the want of sufficient security against the in

troduction of heresy. In regard to three of the Theological Professors,*

it is not known that they are required to give their assent to any Con

fession of Faith, or that the Corporation are required, or even author

ized, to remove them from office, for any heretical opinions whatever.f

In regard to the Professorship of Didactic Theology, the founders do

indeed make the following requisition: "Every Professor who shall re

ceive the income or revenue of this fund, shall be examined as to his

faith, and be required to make a written declaration thereof, agreeably

to the following : / hereby declare my free assent to the Confession of

faith, and ecclesiastical discipline, agreed upon by the churches of the

State, in the year 1708," i. e. the Saybrook Platform. " If, at any future

period, any person who fills the chair of this Professorship, holds or

teaches doctrines contrary to those above referred to, then it shall be the

duty of the Corporation of the College to dismiss such person from of

fice, forthwith." Yet the Professors say in their statement, that " a

subscription to Confessions of Faith," is to be considered " as made

for substance of doctrine therein contained, without binding the con

science to every expression used." They say also, that the present in

cumbent, while Professor elect, "had certain knowledge, from personal

intercourse with the founders, that if he had embraced every minute

doctrine of the Confession, it would have been considered a decisive

disqualification for the office."

In view of these statements, the question naturally arises, on what is

this Professorship founded, and for what cause are the Corporation re

quired to dismiss the Professor from office? The founders, so far as

appears from their statutes, require an unqualified assent to the Con

fession of Faith contained in the Platform, and make it the duty cf the

Co rporation to dismiss the Professor from office, if he holds or teaches

doctrines contrary to those contained in this Confession. Yet it is ad

mitted, that the present Professor does hold and teach doctrines con

trary to those above referred to. But it is contended, that he is not

liable, on this account, to impeachment, because he had " certain

knowledge, from personal intercourse with the founders," that it is

their will that he should hold and teach doctrines contrary to the Con

fession to which they have required him to " declare his free assent,"

in the most unqualified terms. What, then, is the creed by which this

Professor is bound? In case of impeachment, by what standard is he

to be tried? By the creed which the present Professor submitted to

the Corporation? But this is not mentioned by the founders; and if it

* The Professors of Divinity, of Biblical Literature, and of Rhetoric.

t Some of the Professors in this department may have given their assent to the Say-

brook Platform, at the time when they were inducted into office; bat niñeo that time,

the test law of the College has been repealed, and, to far аз we have been able to learn,

no exception was made in regard to the Theological Professors.
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had been, in what sense is it to be taken? In the literal and unqualified

sense, or only " for substance of doctrine?" Is the Saybrook Platform,

"for substance of doctrine," to be considered as the standard? Neither

is this mentioned by the founders. And if we may suppose it to have

been so understood, how is it to be ascertained what is implied in a

subscription to a creed " for substance of doctrine?" How much may

be rejected, and still the substance be retained? Who shall draw the

line, and where shall the line be drawn? Here, as it appears to us, is

room for endless debate; and if the principles laid down by the Profes

sors be admitted, we see not how a charge of heterodoxy could ever

be sustained against any person filling the chair of this Professorship.

Nor do we see, on these principles, that the requisitions of the found

ers afford any security against the introduction of dangerous and even

fatal error.

The foregoing considerations would have great weight in our minds,

if we were perfectly satisfied with the doctrines at present taught in

the New Haven School; but,

3. The theological views maintained by the Professors, have given

great and extensive dissatisfaction. This dissatisfaction has not been

produced by vague rumours as to what the Professors are supposed to

believe and teach, but by a perusal of their own public statements—

statements which seem to us to be uttterly inconsistent with the creeds

to which they still acknowledge their assent; and which make it evi

dent to our minds, that while they adopt the language of these creeds,

they must affix to that language a meaning altogether different from

that in which it has been commonly received. It is well known, that

different individuals may attach a very different meaning to the same

forms of expression. The proposition that Jesus is the Christ, is as

sented to, both by the Calvinist and the Socinian; but how widely dif

ferent is the construction which they put upon this language, and how

utterly at variance are their views of the character of the Saviour!

An expressed assent to the same general propositions, by different in

dividuals, is no evidence of harmony of views, when their own expla

nations of these propositions are irreconcileably at variance. Now it

does appear to us, that in the explanations which the Professors have

given of some of the fundamental doctrines of the gospel, they have

adopted principles, which lead, by legitimate consequence, to the utter

subversion of those doctrines. This, we think, has been conclusively

shown, in publications which have appeared within the last five or six

years. To those who have carefully perused these publications, it can

not be necessary, that we should add any thing in proof of the above

position. For the benefit of others, it may be necessary to advert briefly

to a few examples.

In the first place, The professors have advanced positions, which

seem to us to subvert the doctrine of the divine decrees. They main

tain that " God prefers, all things considered, holiness to sin, in all in

stances in which the latter takes place;" and that sin is suffered to

exist, because God could not entirely prevent its existence in a moral

system. They insist, that it is utterly inconsistent with the goodness

of God, to suppose that " he preferred, decreed, and made a universe,

comprising sin and its everlasting miseries," when he " could, if he

would, have made a universe of perfectly holy and happy beings."

Were we to adopt these principles, we should feel ourselves compelled

to renounce the doctrine of decrees, as it is taught in the Scriptures.

It is matter of fact, that God has " made a universe, comprising sin
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and its everlasting miseries;" and the Scriptures assert, " As for God,

his way is perfect. Who can stay his hand? Whatsoever the Lord

pleased, that did he, in heaven and in earth, in the seas and in all deep

places." How can this be true, if the present universe is not such, as

God, on the whole, prefers; and if he would have made a different

universe, had it been in his power? Who ever heard, that any being

ever purposed, or chose, that a thing should exist, when he preferred,

all things considered, that something else should exist in its stead?

How is it possible for God to prefer, on any account, the existence of

sin in any instance, if, all things considered, that is, on au accounts, he

prefers something else in its stead, in all instances? Until this ques

tion can be satisfactorily answered, the views of the Professors must

be regarded as utterly irrcconcileable with the Calvinistic creed.

Again: The principles adopted by the Professors seem to us to sub

vert the doctrines of special grace, and of particular election. If it

be true, that " God, alt things considered, prefers holiness to sin, in all

instances in which the latter takes place," then it must be his choice,

all things considered, that all men should become holy and be saved;

and his infinite benevolence will prompt him to do all in his power to

bring all men to repentance. What then becomes of the doctrines of

special grace, and of particular election? Who maketh thee to differ?

Not God, surely; for he prefers, all things considered, holiness to sin in

every instance, he will do all in his power to prevent sin, and secure

holiness in its stead, in every instance. To say that God chooses not

to secure that which he, on the whole, prefers, and which he is able to

secure, is a manifest contradiction.

Again: The Professors maintain, "mankind come into the world

with the same nature, in kind, as that with which Adam was created;"

and that " the only reason that the posterity of Adam do not exhibit

the same moral character which Adam exhibited, is not that they

have a different nature, but that they are placed in different circum

stances." Those positions appear to us, to be utterly inconsistent with

the Calvinistic views of the original character of man, and of the con

sequences of the apostacy. Were we to adopt these principles, we

could not believe, that man was originally created holy, or that there

is any real connexion between the sin of Adam and that of his poste

rity; nor could we believe, that infants are, in any sense, sinners, and

need to be born again, or to be redeemed by the blood of Christ. If

admitted to heaven, they must, according to these principles, for aught

that we can see, be accepted on the ground of their own righteousness,

and without regeneration, contrary to the express declarations of

Christ and the apostle. John, iii. 3: Rom. iii. 20.

Again: The Professors maintain, that self-love, or the desire of

happiness, is the grand principle by which all moral beings, whether

sinful or holy, are actuated. They say, " Of all specific, voluntary

action, the happiness of the agent, in some form, is the ultimate end."

Were we to adopt this principle, we should feel ourselves compelled

to give up the doctrine of disinterested love, and to deny all radical

distinction between holiness and sin. According to this theory, the

distinction of moral character which exists among men, does not arise

from the fact that they have different ultimate ends, but from the fact

that they employ different means to obtain the same ultimate end. The

reason that one is holy, and another sinful is, the one seeks his own hap

piness, by choosing God as his portion, or chief good; the otljer seeks

his own liappiness, by choosing the world аз his portion, or chief good.
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Both have a supreme regard to their own happiness. Consequently,

holiness and sin are to be traced to the same principle of action. We

cannot but say, what we honestly believe, that the religion which is in

accordance with this theory, is a selfish, and, of course, a spurious re

ligion.

Again: The Professors maintain, that antecedent to regeneration,

the selfish principle is suspended in the sinner's heart; and that,

prompted by self-love, he uses the means of regeneration, with motives

which are neither sinful nor holy.

This theory seems to us, to subvert the doctrine of regeneration by

the special agency of the Holy Spirit; for it supposes every thing

which renders that agency necessary, to be removed, antecedent to a

change of heart. How can it be necessary, that God should interpose,

by the almighty energy of his Spirit, to effect the conversion of a sin

ner, after his selfishness is suspended, and his opposition to the motives

of the gospel has ceased?

This theory also seems to us, to involve the doctrine of progressive

regeneration—a doctrine utterly at variance with the Calvinistic sys

tem.

Again: The Professors have advanced principles which seem to us

to subvert the doctrine of the Saints' Perseverance. They say, "Free

moral agents can do wrong under all possible preventing influence.

Using their powers as they may use them, they will sin; and no one

can show that some such agents will not use their powers as they may

use them. This possibility that free agents will sin, remains, (suppose

what else you ?.«//,) so long as moral agency remains, and i\ow can It

be proved that a thing will not be, whenfor aught that appears, it may be?

When, in view of all the facts and evidence in the case, it remains true

that it may be, what evidence or proof can exist that it will not be?"

According to the principles here laid down, what evidence or proof

can exist, that God will be able to prevent the total and final apostacy

of every saint and every angel? Saints and angels are free moral

agents; and, according to the principles here laid down, the possibility

that they will apostatize remains, (suppose what else you will,) " and

how can it be proved that a thing will not be, when, for aught thai ap

pears, it may be? When in view of all the facts and evidence in the

case, it remains true that saints may apostatize, what evidence or proof

can exist that they will not apostatize?"*

" The publications in which the principles above referred to, and others equally ob

jectionable, may be found, are а Concia ad t Легши, preached in the chapel of Yale

College, September 10, 1828 ; Review of Dr. Spring on the Means of Regeneration,

Christian Spectator for March, June, September, and December, 1S29; Review of

Dr. Tyler's Strictures, Christian Spectator for March, 1830; Review of Dr. Wood's

Letters, Christian Spectator for September, 1830; Letter to Dr. Ilawes, Christaa

Spectator for March, 1832 ; Reply to Dr. Tyler in the Spirit of the Pilgrims, vols. V.

and VI. ; Review of Dr. Tyler's Remarks, Christian Spectator for September, 1S3Ï;

Letter to the Editor of the Christian Spectator for September, 1833. Of these publi

cations, Dr. Taylor is either the avowed or reputed author. Review of Tarier and

Harvey, Christian Spectator for June, 1829, supposed to be written principally by

Professor Goodrich ; Review of Dr. Fiske on Predestination, Christian Spectator for

December 1831 ; and a Treatise on the Divine Permission of Sin, Christian Spectator

for December, 1832, from the pen of Professor Fitch.

(To be continued.)
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBY

TERIAN CHURCH, IN MAY AND JUNE, 1834.

We stated in our last number, that there were three subjects of pre

eminent importance, discussed and decided on in the last General As

sembly. Of these, the first two have already been noticed in our

Review; and we now proceed to the third and last, namely; the motion

for bearing testimony against certain doctrinal errors, prevalent in our

country and dangerous to our church.

No mention of this motion was permitted to appear on the minutes

of the Assembly; but a true and accurate account of what took place

on the occasion was published fire days afterwards, in the " Presbyte

rian," and subscribed by the proper name of the author of the state

ment. No contradiction, known to us, has ever been given to any part of

this statement; and as it was drawn up by one who was actively con

cerned in all the proceedings to which it refers, and immediately after

the proceedings were terminated, its verity is unquestionable—It is as

follows.

«

For the Presbyterian.

REJECTED PROTEST.

Mr. Editor—On the 30th of May, Mr. Jennings, of the Presbytery of Ohio, rose

in hie place and offered a resolution in opposition to some prevailing errors, which,

being seconded, and a few remarks offered, was, on motion of Dr. Tucker, of Troy,

indefinitely postponed, for the purpose of taking up the following, which was adopted

with great unanimity, viz.

" Resolved, That this Assembly cherish an unabated attachment to the system ofdoc

trines contained in the standards of their faith, and would guard with vigilance against

any departures from it ; and they enjoin the careful study of it upon all the members

of the Bresbyterian church, and their firm support by all scriptural and constitutional

methods."

This was considered by many as an evasion of the question, and the recording of

the ayes and nays, on the subject of the postponement was called for, that the original

motion, as made by Mr. Jennings, might tbus be put on the records. But some objec

tion being made, the call was withdrawn, with the understanding, expressed and not

refused, that the minority would have leave to enter their protest.

On the 3d of June, thirty-nine meinbers of the Assembly, over their proper signa

tures, offered the following

PIÍOTZST.

" The undersigned would respectfully ask leave to record their solemn protest against

the decision of the General Assembly, by which the following resolution was rejected,

viz. ' Resolved, That this Assembly, in accordance with a previous resolution which

allows this body to condemn error in the abstract ; and in accordance with our form of

government, which gives the General Assembly the privilege of warning and bearing

testimony against errors in doctrine ; does hereby bear solemn testimony against the

following errors, whether such errors be held in or out of the Presbyterian church,

viz.—That .¡dam was not the covenant head, or federal représentative of his posterity

—That toe have nothing to do with the first sin of Adam—That it is not imputed to hit

posterity— Tltal infants have no moral character— That all sin consists in voluntary

acts or exercises— That man, in his fallen state, is possessed of entire ability to do

whatever God requires him to do, independently of any new power or abililij imparted

to him by the gracious operations of the Holy Spirit— That regeneration is th» act of

the sinner— That Christ did not become the legal substitute and surety of sinners—

That the atonement of Christ was not strictly vicarious—That the atonement is made

as muchfor the non-elect, as for the elect.'

" We protest against the refusal to consider and act definitely upon the above reso

lution :

" 1. Because the errors alluded to are contrary to llio Scriptures and to our Confea-

Faith, and are of a very pernicious tendency.
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" Э. Because the Assembly was informed that such errors, to a great extent, per

vade our land, and are constantly circulating through our church, in books, pamphlets,

and periodicals.

" 3. Because in the refusal to consider, and amend, if necessary, and adopt the

above resolution, this Assembly has, in our opinion, refused to dischargea solemn duly

enjoined by the Confession of Faith, and loudly and imperiously called for by the cir

cumstances of the church.

" David M'Kinney, James Magraw, Ashbel Green, Samuel Boyd, E. H. Snowden,

Simeon H. Crane, George Morris, A. Baylees, Robert Love, H. Campbell, Alexander

M'Farlane, Wm. L. Breckenridge, Isaac V. Brown, James Scott, I. N. Candee, D. R.

Preston, Royal Young, William Sickels, Wm. Wylie, Benjamin F. Spillman, James

Blake, W. A. G. Posey, Cyrus Johnston, Benjamin M'Dowell, Edward Vanhoro,

Wm. M'Comb, George Marshall, James M'Farren, S. M'Farren, Win. Craig, James

Remington, Jacob Green, C. Beers, Charles Woodward, J. Clark, Jacob Coon, John

P. Vandyke, John W. Scott, James W. M'Kennan."

The protest being read, a motion was made that the protest be received—which,

after considerable discussion, was rejected by a vote of 50 to 42. A motion wad then

made to record the ayes and nays, which motion was rejected by the Moderator pro

tern., as not being in order. An appeal from the chair was taken, when the boos«

sustained the chair.

Thus the General Assembly resisted every attempt to have the motion of Mr. Jen

nings recorded.

Against the recording of the protest it was argued—That the constitution of the

church provides for recording the protests of a minority against acts done by the As

sembly, and not against its refusal to act; that the minutes should not be burdened;

that the newspapers were accessible, and would circulate the protest ; that it wai cot

judicious. By some it was asserted that they believed, and should vote, if called to

vote, on the subjects referred to, with those who signed the protest, but they thought

an expression on these subjects, at this time, was not called for. One individual of

high standing in the church, opposed the protest because some of the sentiments men

tioned in the resolution of Mr. Jennings as errors, he believed to be truth, suted in

the abstract, and he would maintain them, and was willing to answer to his Preabrtery

for maintaining them. He also declared, in reference to the sentiments of V\ie resolu

tion, " If this be heresy, I freely declare that I so worship the God of ray fathers."

In favour of recording the protest it was argued—That the rejected motion shon\d

have been put on the minutes—that when the request for the ayes and nays was with

drawn, it was on the express condition that there should be a protest entered—that

the hearing of the motion, and its postponement to take up a substitute were act* of

this Assembly, and as such should have been recorded, but whether recorded or not,

were distinct and definite acts, subject constitutionally to protest—that the protest

was brief and respectful—that those who signed it were conscientious in the discharge

of this duty, and wished, if the right was doubted, that courtesy might be so extended

to them—that they did not wish to use the journals of the day to circulate their pro

test, as it was not their design to spread their grievances before the world, and lha*

induce an extended controversy, but merely to send the acts and doings of the Assem

bly to the churches and Presbyteries, through tpc more certain and less public medium

oi the minutes—that there were serious differences and dangerous varieties of senti

ment in the church, and that a refusal to record this protest in the minutes would be

considered, by both friends and opponents of our Confession of Faith, as an expression

of this Assembly in favour of those who speak lightly of our system of doctrines, and

who do not preach in accordance with this " form of sound words"—that error always

springs up in the church, and is fostered under the protection of" free interpretation,"

" liberty of thought," " freedom of speech," " philosophical distinction," " the spirit of

the age," " variety in modes of expression," and other popular sentiments—and that if

we oppose error, wo are instructed by history, that we must follow it through all it*

windings, in all its various forms of expression, of interpretation, and of philosophical

distinction, and must expose it in every variety it may assume.

There was manifested throughout the sessions of the Assembly, a peculiar sensitive

ness when points of doctrine were approached, and the effort on the part of the majo

rity to exclude every thing which would call forth an expression of doctrinal senti

ment, was unremitting. But, notwithstanding the persevering and combined effort lo

exclude all expressions on doctrines, still so important and vital a subject could not be

entirely suppressed. On this subject, there were in the Assembly evidently three

classes.

The first class is comprised of those who receive and maintain the doctrines of ot.r

church, as expressed in her standards, in the obvious sense of the language, and who

are opposed to innovations in the manner of stating the fundamental truths of our re

ligion. This class embraces about one-third of the Assembly
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The second clan profess not to differ essentially from the former, but take the liberty

to us« language very different from that used in the Confession and Catechisms. They

maintain the right of interpretation for themselves, and of expressing their sentiments

in any language they may choose, however variant from the language of the Confes

sion ; and still wish to be considered in good standing ; simply on their professed re

ception of the system of doctrines. One of these at least, publicly declared that he

embraced, in the abstract, some of the sentiments alluded to in the resolution on which

the protest was founded. Others, less publicly, expressed similar sentiments. But, аз

before remarked, every thing which would bring them to a public and distinct ex

pression of doctrinal sentiment was sedulously avoided, or quickly voted out of the

house.

The third class embraces those who professed cordially to receive the doctrines as

expressed in the Confession of Faith, in the obvious meaning of the language. They

expressed an entire agreement in doctrine with the first class, and a dissent in doc

trine from the second class. But still they were unwilling, by any resolution, protest,

or other act, or matter of record, to send down to the churches any expression of opi

nion on existing differences in doctrine. This class professed heartily to believe with

the fiist class, and yet they, with apparent cordiality, voted with the second class.

The relative strength of those two classes could not be determined, as they almost uni

formly voted together.

From this brief statement of facts, made necessary by the refusal of the Assembly

to record the protest, it manifestly appears,

1. That there is error in the church at least to some extent, error bold enough to

brave the Assembly, as well as the interior jndieatories.

2. That there is among the professedly, and it is believed truly orthodox, a very

great sympathy for those who depart, at least ill language, from what has generally

been held as scriptural truth in the Presbyterian church.

3. That while this sympathy with error exists, thero is but little hope for the due ex

ercise of discipline in Presbyteries; for, while the General Assembly refuses to warn

the churches against error, it is not to be expected that it will sustain an inferior judi-

catory in its discipline of the man who publishes or preaches that error.

4. That it is high time that the friends of truth should awake, not to angry contro

versy, but to an enlightened and a united effort in maintaining in their purity the doc

trines and order of our church. They must not shrink from duty. Zion's king would

marshal the soldiers of the cross. He requires a united and untiring effort, an humble

and quenchless zeal, unwavering firmness, a meek and quiet spirit, mutual forbearance,

with wisdom, faith, and prayer, holding fast the form of sound words which wo have

•rived of our Lord and Master, and which wo have vowed to maintain as embodied

in our Confession and Catechisms. The weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but

spiritual, and, through God, shall prove mighty to the pulling down of strong holds.

Our confidence is not in man. In Jehovah of hosts is our help.

Yours in the bonds of the Gospel.

DAVID M'KiNNEY,

Л Member of the Assembly.

Philadelphia, June 4. I

We consider the above paper, taken in connexion with the known acts

of the Assembly, and the protests and remarks inserted in the forego

ing parts of our Review, as forming a mass of solid and impregnable

evidence, proving conclusively that the facts and allegations contained

in the Act and Testimony are true; and of course, that the making of

an appeal to the church at large, was a measure urgently demanded of

the friends of sound doctrine and ecclesiastical order and discipline as

set forth in our Standards; because, in so doing, they would avail them

selves of the best means left in their power, to save the church from

utter ruin, and restore it to its primitive state—To show this has been

our main and ultimate object in the whole of our Heview; and we shall

now advert to the most plausible objections to the Act and Testimony

that have come to our knowledge, and endeavour to prove that they are

destitute of all solidity.

To no part (»f the document in question have we heard more objec

tions, than to the very first sentence—it is as follows—" BRETHREN BE-

I.OVED IN THE LORD: In the solemn crisis to which our church has ar-

.—VOL. XII. 3T
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rived, we are constrained to appeal to you, in relation to the alarming

errors which have hitherto been connived at, and now at length have

been countenanced and sustained by the acts of the supreme judicatory

of our church." The first part of this sentence consists of an asser

tion, and the following parts contain the allegations on which the as

sertion is made—The assertion is, that the signers of the " Act and

Testimony," were constrained, in consequence of the crisis which had

arrived, to appeal to the churches; the allegations to support the asser

tion are—that alarming errors have hitherto been connived at, and

now at length have been countenanced and sustained by the acts of the

supreme judicatory of the church. Let us first consider the allega

tions; for, if they are just, the truth of the assertion can hardly be de

nied, that the signers of the Act and Testimony were constrained, by

an existing crisis, to appeal to the church at large.

Johnson's definition of the verb to connive, is " 1. To wink.» 2. To

pretend blindness or ignorance; to forbear; to pass uncensured." Now

we think that the English language does not contain another term so

descriptive of the manner in which error has been treated in the Pres

byterian church, for a number of years past, as that which is employed

to describe it in the Act and Testimony. Let us examine this matter

a little. We believe that there is not an individual among the Old

School Presbyterians, (we certainly have never known or heard of one.)

who does not admit and lament, that grievous and dangerous errors

have of late greatly and openly prevailed in our Christian denomina

tion. Among those also who are called moderate, or peace men, there

is nearly the same opinion; as appears, not only by their admissions in

debate in the judicatories of the church, but by their adopùivç, in

many instances, the Testimony against error contained in the paper un

der consideration, while they refuse to subscribe it as a whole. They

may, and do differ, as to the degree in which avowed error exists, but

that it exists to a considerable extent, they all admit. Now, the Act

and Testimony men, and the peace men, taken conjointly, certainly con

stitute a large majority of the Presbyterian church, who are united in

the opinion, that for years in succession, hitherto, fundamental un-

soundness in doctrine has existed, and been openly taught in the Pres

byterian church. But, it may be asked—are there not a considerable

number who deny this altogether? Certainly there are; aud we have

seen, that to " pretend blindness or ignorance," may be an act of con

nivance; and this only shows the accuracy with which the term has

been used in the Act and Testimony. " Why should not you see, what

every body else sees"—said Dr. Johnson to Dr. Goldsmith, when the

latter affirmed, on a certain occasion, that he did not see, what the for

mer had explained to the satisfaction of all the rest of the company

present. When the great majority of a church, comprising numbers of

the most discerning, and the most candid and conscientious men that

belong to it, perceive and mourn over the prevalence of alarming and

soul-ruining error, and those who have the same means of information

with themselves, declare that they can see nothing, or very little of the

kind, it is no breach of charity to charge on them that species of con

nivance which consists in pretending ignorance, or blindness. There

is, indeed, in the present case, one consideration which will save tb«

honesty of these men; and we are perfectly willing they should avail

* This first sonso refers literally to the motion of the r ves, and therefore i« inappli-

eable to the case before us.
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themselves of it—nay, we seriously think they are entitled to its be

nefit—They have themselves adopted the errors which others con

demn; and holding these errors as truth, they do not see them to be

what in fact they are—" They put darkness for light, and bitter for

sweet," and are honest heretics—if, indeed, the connecting of these terms

be not in itself a solecism.

But the definition before us teaches, that when men forbear to con

demn what is wrong, and sufier it to pass uncensured, they may be truly

said to connive at it; and, if ever there was an accurate and compre

hensive description of a course of conduct, this is so, of the very man

ner in which error has been treated of late in the Presbyterian church,

by those whose duty it was to meet it with a silencing rebuke. Is it

not as notorious as the sun in the firmament, that Arminian and Pela

gian errors of the grossest kind, have been preached in many of our

pulpits, and published in pamphlets and religious newspapers, through

out our country; and that in most instances they have been forborne

with, in many have passed wholly uncensured, and scarcely in a single

instance have been visited with efficient discipline? Has not the third

Presbytery of New York, within the present year, whitewashed, or

dained, and installed a man, whom a neighbouring Presbytery, just be

fore, had declared to be too ignorant and too heretical, to be a pastor

in the church of Christ? Did not the Synod of New York, a few

years since, sit and hear the preacher of the opening sermon of the ju-

dicatory, endeavour to prove, by an elaborate argument, and in pointed

opposition both to our Confession of Faith and the plain word of God,

that in regeneration, strictly so called, man is active—thus maintaining

that man regenerates himself, and virtually denying the new creating

influence of the Holy Ghost, in the sinner's renovation? And did not

that Synod forbear, and suffer to pass wholly uncensured, this abomina

ble morsel of heresy, thrown right in their teeth, and afterwards sent

forth, through the press, to the world? Did not the General Assembly

of 1831, as we have repeatedly shown, utterly refuse to decide on a se

ries of specifications, in which the Presbytery of Philadelphia had

found a printed sermon of Mr. Barnes' to be in pointed conflict with

certain portions of our Confession of Faith and Catechisms, which

were quoted in contrast? Did not that Assembly refuse to bring a

trial, formally and orderly commenced, to a constitutional termination,

that they might evade a decision on the specifications of the Presby

tery—thus most injuriously depriving the Presbytery of a constitu

tional right? Did not the same Assembly, when constituted as an ec

clesiastical court according to our constitution, convert itself into a

Congregational Association, and in this form sanction the report of a

committee, in which the whole concern at issue was disposed of, in a

number of faltering and insipid generalities, not satisfactory to any

body—as a leading member of the committee declared to us, imme

diately after the transaction? And yet, was not this strange procedure

followed with an act of professed thanksgivingJo God, for the harmo

nious and happy manner in which the whole case had been issued?

It has not been, we confess, without a degree of impatience, that we

have lately heard it repeated and inculcated, over and over again, both

by peace men and New School men, that unsound doctrine may and

ought to be censured, and put down, by a regular process in our eccle

siastical courts—as if this course had not been tried, and found to be

utterly unavailing and abortive. We do verily believe, that no one of

the last four General Assemblies of our church, would have sanctioned
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any decision of an inferior court, by which Arminian and Pelagian

heresies had been condemned—provided those heresies had been ex

pressed with that degree of art and address, with which they are at

first usually broached; and provided, also, the party implicated had

been backed and aided by one-half the improper influence, that was ex

erted in the case to which we have referred. We have not a doubt

that there has been a prevalent belief of this fact, and that it has en

couraged and emboldened errorists on the one hand, and enfeebled and

discouraged the orthodox on the other. Both parties have thought,

and justly thought, that in the court of the last resort, to which all

cases of the kind contemplated are sure to go up, there was little pro

bability that any Arminian or Pelagian error would meet an award, that

a heretic needed to fear. We regard it, therefore, as perfectly idle, to

talk of the effectual correction of heresy, by a regular process in our

ecclesiastical courts, till the court which is supreme, shall consist of

men possessing a different spirit from those which have composed its

majority for the last four years.

We have hitherto spoken only of doctrinal errors, and shall not

dwell on those affecting our ecclesiastical and constitutional order.

We shall only say, that when the violation of the constitution in the

Barnes' case is taken into view, and the unconstitutional formation of

an elective Presbytery is considered, and the compromise of 1833, in

disregard of the representatives of the Synod of Philadelphia, and the

remonstrance of two other Synods, is recollected, we think that the

connivance—if it may not more properly be called the patronage—ma

nifested by our supreme judicatory, in the matter of constituuona/ pre

scription and right, has borne all the features of the same countenance

that has been shown to unsound doctrine.

We now pass from what preceded, to what took place at the last

General Assembly. The Act and Testimony says, that " the errors

which have hitherto been connived at, have now at length been counte

nanced and sustained by the acts of the supreme judicatory of our

church." The reference here is doubtless, principally, to the doings,

and not-doings of the last General Assembly. 1. In regard to the conti

nuance of the elective Presbytery of Philadelphia, and the formation of

the elective Synod of Delaware. It was believed by the minority of

the Assembly, that the principle of elective affinity, as a ground of ac

tion in the formation of both Presbyteries and Synods in our church,

was—so far as the Assembly could do it—settled by the decisions which

were made, in disposing of the appeal and complaint of the affinity

Presbytery of Philadelphia. The Presbytery was sustained, in oppo

sition to the repeated and continued remonstrances and acts of the Sy

nod from which it l.ad been severed, enforced by the remonstrance of

two other Synods; the undeniable constitutional right of the Synod of

Philadelphia, to unite and divide its own Presbyteries, was overruled,

by contravening an act ofthat Synod in the exercise of this right; and

thus the rights of all Synods were put in jeopardy; and hence the

power of the Assembly to fortn elective Presbyteries and Synods at

their pleasure, was, as we have stated, established—so far as precedent

could establish it. For, although it was declared that the principle of

elective affinity ought not to be called into exercise, except in extraor

dinary cases, it was too evident for disguise, that this declaration af

forded no security whatever; since it would remain with every Assem

bly to decide when an extraordinary case had occurred; and many cases,

quite as extraordinary as that in which this Assembly acted, might, and
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probably would, occur. From all that we have heard and seen since

the rising of the last Assembly, we should conclude that there is a ge

neral conviction throughout our church—always excepting New Lights,

and New School men—that in this business of forming elective affinity

Presbyteries and Synods, the last General Assembly did take a course

which is in direct violation both of the spirit and letter of the constitu

tion; and which, if persisted in, must destroy the unity and purity, and

eventually, the very existence of the Presbyterian church.

2. By the rejection of the Western Memorial, marked by a manner

the most repulsive, it seemed also to be finally decided, that it was in

vain to petition or memorialize the General Assembly for a redress of

grievances, the correction of errors, the reformation of abuses, and the

restoration of discipline. No memorial that ever came before the Ge

neral Assembly of our church, had possessed as high claims as this to

a respectful notice. It spoke the voice, as we have seen, of eleven

Presbyteries, or considerable parts of Presbyteries, several church ses

sions, and numerous individuals; and it related to many of the vital in

terests of the church. When such a memorial, not only fails of pro

ducing any salutary effect, but is treated with unmitigated indignity,
•what prospect can there be of any amendment of what is wrong? what

hope of relief from any thing that is grievous?—by a continuance of

this method of endeavouring to influence the General Assembly of our

church.

3. The absolute refusal to entertain a motion to bear testimony

against the most heretical and dangerous doctrinal errors, notoriously

prevalent in our country, or so much as to allow any notice of the mo

tion itself to appear on the minutes—in violation, unquestionably, of the

usage of all respectable deliberative bodies, whether civil or ecclesias

tical—afforded unequivocal evidence, both of a fixed determination to

take no measures to repress or discountenance heresy, and of a very

high degree of sensitiveness in relation to the whole subject.

We can regard the substitute, which was offered for the motion to

bear testimony against prevalent errors, and which was adopted after

the original but unrecorded motion was postponed, in no other light,

than as purely an evasive manœuvre; or else as an indication of a felt

sense that the Assembly had done something which might justly ren

der their orthodoxy suspicious. Had not every member of the Assem

bly individually avowed his attachment to the Standards of the church,

under all the solemnity of an oath, at the time of his ordination? And

did Tiot tins afford a far better security for fidelity, than any cursory

vote given as one of a numerous Assembly? Or did the majority really

feel, that in first rejecting the memorial, and then refusing to bear tes

timony against fundamental errors, they had rendered themselves justly

suspicious of an abated attachment to the Standards of the church, and

therefore thought proper to vote that their attachment was unabated?

If such were the feeling of the majority on this occasion, we frankly

confess that we think it was natural, and perfectly just and proper; and

yet we must say, that the method taken to remove the suspicion appre

hended, was marvellously weak and inefficient. The public always did,

and always will, judge men by their actions, let their professions, and

declarations, and votes, be what they may.

That when men have it in their power to prevent evil, and do not

prevent it, they are highly criminal; that even the forbearance of an

attempt, or effort, to prevent it, although success be doubtful, involves

a degree of guilt; and that when men are appointed as watchmen or
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sentinels to give warning; of approaching or existing danger, and do

not give the necessary warning, they may be justly condemned as

traitors to their trust—these are positions which are sanctioned by the

common sense of mankind, by the usages of civil society^ by the

Standards of the Presbyterian church, and by the word of God. Is

there a man in the world who will not say, that he who sees a fellow-

man approaching a precipice of which he is not aware, and does not

warn him of his danger, if that fellow man plunge down the precipice

and perish, he who forbore the warning that would have saved a hu

man life, is accessary to its destruction? Do not the usages of all ci

vilized nations treat as participators in the guilt of evil deeds, those

who witness them, without interposing, or expressing disapprobation,

or using remonstrance, to prevent them? Is not a military sentinel

treated as a traitor, who sees the approach of an enemy, and does not

alarm the army; and a city watchman punished and displaced, when

known to have seen robbers breaking into a house, and yet did not in

terfere—did not even arouse the family, or spring his rattle? Does

not our Larger Catechism place among the sins forbidden by the ninth

commandment, " an undue silence in a just cause, and holding our

peace when iniquity calleth for reproof from ourselves, or a complaint

to others?" Is it not a divine injunction, that "thou shall in any wise

rebuke thy neighbour, and not suffer sin upon him?" Does not our

blessed Saviour teach, that we are not " to leave undone" certain du

ties, because we perform others which are incumbent? Is not neglect

the soul-destroying evil agaipst which we are cautioned, throughout the

whole of the New Testament? Do not the epistles of the apostJe Paul

abound with warnings against false doctrines and false teachers: Does

he not command Timothy to " reprove and rebuke," as well as to ei-

hort with all long suffering and doctrine? Let it now be observed, lhat

all the guilt which these interrogatories serve to bring into view, rises to

its highest point of aggravation, when chargeable on men, who by office

and oath, are bound to perform certain duties in the prevention or cor

rection of evil, and yet entirely neglect those duties. For such neglect,

civil magistrates are impeached and deprived of office, and naval and

military commanders are cashiered, and sometimes punished with

death. Now the ministers of the gospel and ruling elders, are officers in

the church of Christ, and are required to act as " good soldiers" under

the great Captain of salvation, and as watchmen on the walls of /.ion.

And is there in the whole book of God, a more fearful denunciation

for a minister of the gospel who neglects to warn the guilty, than that

which applies to him in the character of a watchman, in the prophecies

of Ezekiel—" Son of man, I have made theo a watchman unto the

house of Israel: therefore hear the word at my mouth, and give them

warning from me. When I say unto the wicked, thou shall surely die:

and thou givest him not warning, nor speakest to warn the wicked

from his wicked way, to save his life; the same wicked man shall die

in his iniquity: but his blood will I require at thine hand." With

all this in view, let our readers open the constitution of the Presbyte

rian church, and read in chapter XII., section 5, of the Form of Go

vernment, that " to the General Assembly belongs the power of—re

proving, warning, or bearing testimony againsl error in doctrine, or

immoralilyin practice, in any church, Presbytery, or Synod"—let them

keep in mind that these words were quoted as the basis of the motion

which was made, that the Assembly should bear lestimony against the

specified and notorious errors that abound in our land and in our
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church; and that the majority of that body seemed as anxious to es

cape from all connexion with this motion, and to exclude it from their

minutes, as if it had contained the most contagious and deadly pesti

lence—and then let justice and candour say, whether the Act and Tes

timony affirms too much, when it states that the alarming errors which

had before been connived at, had " at length been sustained and coun

tenanced by the acts of the supreme judicatory of our church." To

illustrate, and, if possible, to enforce the truth, we have presented it

under a variety of aspects; but the question which contains the whole

matter, is short and simple—It is, whether existing error is not sus

tained and countenanced by those whose official duly binds them to

warn and bear testimony against it, when they utterly refuse either to

warn or testify? On this question we affirm—who denies? All the at

tempts we have seen to justify or palliate the not-doing of the Assem

bly on this occasion, are in our estimation so weak and abortive, that

it requires a stretch of our charity to believe that they satisfied the

minds of their authors; and if the publishers of the Act and Testi

mony, who were in the minority of the Assembly, had forborne to is

sue this paper, or to take some equivalent measure, we deliberately

think that they too would have been chargeable with the weighty guilt

of unfaithful watchmen: for the Assembly would not receive their Pro

test, nor permit their opposition to the course pursued, to appear in

any form whatever on the minutes of the house—Thus constrained,

they made their appeal to God, and to the church at large; and left the

guilt of neglected duty to rest on those to whom it belonged. The ap

peal would have been fully justified, by the unconstitutional and inju

rious proceedings which led to, and terminated in, the establishment of

an elective Presbytery, and the formation of an elective Synod; and by

the deaf ear which was turned, and the indignity that was heaped on

the memorial; but it was rendered indispensable, by a stern and unpre

cedented refusal to suffer to appear on the record, an orderly and con

stitutional motion to bear testimony against fundamental and prevail

ing error. The bitter cup of suffering, sorrow, and oppression, of

•which the minority had been made to drink for years in succession,

had been replenished to the full, before this last act; but in passing

this, the Assembly threw into it an additional ingredient, more imme

diately deleterious and revolting than any of the rest—Thus the cup

was made to overflow, and the minority dashed it from their lips.

(Ta be concluded in our next No.)

We gave a pledge in our last number, that if we should find, on the

publication of the corrected minutes of the last General Assembly, that

•we had made any misstatement, we would not fail to correct our error.

The corrected minutes have not yet appeared; but by a more accurate

inspection and comparison of what was published in the religious

newspapers, during the sitting and shortly after the rising of the As

sembly, than we had time and opportunity to make when we published

our last number, we are satisfied, that the motion to postpone indefi

nitely the consideration of " the Memorial from the West," ought not

to be charged to the majority of the Assembly. We have not changed

our opinion, that this motion was, in its character and import, con

temptuous of the memorial, but we believe it was made, in the first in

stance, by an indiscreet and unreflecting friend; and that the single and

unwavering purpose of the majority was, to pass the resolutions of
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their committee, and thus give the memorial a death blow at once, and

prevent its ever being called up at a future time.

Further—In our last No., page 466, line 19, from bottom, for in

analogous cases, read t'n ascertaining thé character of a publication.

We hope we shall never fail lo correct any error that we find we

have made in a public statement—sensible that this is demanded by

imperious duty, and believing that the doing of it will not weaken, but

confirm our other statements. Ou a careful review of what we have

written, we recognise no other error in sentiment or remark, than

those we have now mentioned.

?¿ítn'íiri» anti Pu'losoplucal £ntrllí0enc?, rtr.

Optical Experiment.—Place on white

paper a circular piece of blue silk, about

four inches in diameter ; place on this a

circular piece of yellow, three inches in

diameter, on this a circle of pink, two

inches in diameter, on this a circle of

green, one inch in diameter, on this a cir

cle of indigo, half an inch in diamoter,

making a small speck with ink in the cen

tro—look on this central spot steadily for

a minute; and then closing your eyes and

applying your hand at about one inch dis

tance before them, so as to prevent too

much light passing through the eyelids,

учи will see the most beautiful circles of

colours the imagination can conceive, not

only different from the colours of the silks

we have mentioned, but the colours will

be perpetually changing in kaleidoscope

variety as long as they exist.—London

Courier.

The Baltimore United Fire Depart

ment have resolved that the use of ardent

spirits shall be entirely discontinued, and

that every company infringing on the re

solutions shall be fined fare dollars for

each offence. We would be glad to see

our fire companies follow the excellent

example of our Baltimore brethren. No

measure could be adopted better calcu

lated to elevate the high character of our

firemen still higher, and to render their

exertions still more efficient.—Commer

cial Intelligencer.

To Astronomers.—The attention of as

tronomers is respectfully directed to the

phenomenon called Zodiacal Light, which

is now exhibited in the morning sky. It

extends, in the form of a luminous pyra

mid, along the Zodiac, resting ils broad

base on the horizon, and having its vertex

near the star Regulus, in the constella

tion Leo. It becomes faintly visible as

early as 3 o'clock, and increases gradually

in brightness until 5 o'clock, when it is

lost in the dawn. U has been observed

by the writer since the first of October,

(when not prevented by the présence of

the moon) at which time it reached at

high as the nebula of Canea.

Has this light any connexion with/eZ/-

ii'L'. stars, and will it assume any remark

able appearance on or about the 13lh of

November ? O.

Yale College, Л'ои. 4.

Meteorological Stone.—A Finland jour

nal gives an account of a singular stone

in the north of Finland, where it answer«

the purpose of a public barometer. On

the approach of rain, this stone assumes а

black or dark gray colour, &м when the

weather is inclined to be fair, it is cohered

all over with white specks. This is, in i\l

probability, an argillous rock, conv«imng

a portion of rock salt, ammonia, or salt

petre, and absorbing more or less humi

dity in proportion as the atmosphere is

more or less charged with it. In the lat

ter case, the saline particles, becoming

crystallized, are visible to the eye as white

specks.

[There are several kinds of flagging

stone on our streets that undergo «imilir

changes, and never fail lo indicate a

change of weather.—JV. York Gaz.]

Chenam.—OUT merchants are indebted

to Captain Thomas Bennett, of the New

York and Liverpool packet line, for the

introduction of this article into use here.

Chenam (the East India паше) is made

by mixing slaked and fine pulverized

lime with whale oil, to the consistency of

mortar. It is so tenacious, that it adheres

immediately wherever applied, and is en

tirely impervious to water, and become*

perfectly, hard in it.

It is laid on ships' bottoms with trow

els, sometimes under the sheathing, and

sometimes between the copper and sheath

ing ; and, in some instances, in boli

places. The copper is put on while the

Chenam is soft, and adheres to it so com

pletely that no water passes between

them ; and it is said that copper in ves

sels which have a coat of Chenam, i

nearly double the usual time.
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Whale oil ¡в used here in making it, be-

canee it fully answers the purpose, and ia

two-thirds cheaper than vegetable oil—but

vegetable oil makes mach the beat Che-

nam, becoming after a short time ав hard

as a stone. It is suggested that the cele

brated mortar nf the ancients was made of

lime and vegetable oil.

I understand that some experiments

will be made here on roofs and outside of

houses, with Ohenain, as it is believed it

will effectually resist the fogs and frosts

of our climate, which the common rough

casting does not —Лею Bedford Gaz. and

Courier.

.I/ode of making Sheet Lead in China.—

The Chinese, in manufacturing the thin

sheet lead in which their teas are import

ed into this country, conduct the opera

tion in an exceedingly simple manner.

The lamiiuu are not rolled, as from their

extreme thinness might be supposed, nor

even hammered, as the appearance of the

surface might indicate, but actually cast

at овсе in the state in which we see them.

Two men are employed ; one of them is

seated on the floor, with a large flat stone

before him, and with a moveable flat stone

standing at his side. His fellow-workman

stands beside him with a crucible contain

ing the melted lead, and having poured а

sufficient quantity on the slab, the othor

lifts the moveable alone, and placing it

suddenly on the fluid lead, presses it out

into a flat and thin plate, which he in

stantly removes from the stone. A se

cond quantity of lead is poured on in a si

milar manner, and a similar plate formed,

the process being carried on with singular

rapidity. The rough edges of the plates

are then cut off, and they are afterwards

soldered together for use. Mr. Waddell,

a Scotchman, who witnessed the opera

tion in China, applied a similar method

with great success in the formation of

thin plates of zinc for galvanic purposes.

—Lardncr's Cyclopaedia.

Heat produced by Friction.—Some

Yankee has invented a method of warm

ing factories, mills, and large public esta

blishments, without the use of wood, coal,

or fuol of any kind. It is dnno by friction

produced by a machino. ТЫ* warming

machine the Northampton paper describes

as consisting of two horizontal circular

plates of cast iron, enclosed in a brick

oven, about four feet in diameter, and

weighing 1COO pounds. They operate

apon each other precisely like a pair of

mill-stones, except that the upper one is

stationary, and the lower one revolves.

The ordinary speed ia eighty revolutions

a minute, and the velocity is sufficient in

two hours to raise the thermometer in the

oven to 500 degrees. The heat is con

veyed from the oven by means of a fun-

Ch. Jdv<—VoL. XII,

net, the вате as in the use of ordinary

furnaces.—JV. Y. Transcript.

The late Dark Day in Canada.—The

following chemical analysis of the sub

stance which coloured the water on the

dark day of Friday, the 17th of October,

is from a communication in the Mercury

by a well known scientific officer of the

engineers.

It is not at all likely we think that such

phenomena take their origin in volcanoes.

We already know that the darkness com

menced and terminated at nearly the

same moment of time in Quebec and

Montreal, and it will no doubt be found to

have extended more widely than this even.

It is therefore very likely to be owing to

an atmospherical change. The combus

tion of woods and earth which goes on

every year so largely in the clearing of

lands, or from accidental fires in swamps,

&.C., particularly on a dry and unusually

warm summer, is very great, and it ¡swell

known that common smoke contains a va

riety of substances in suspension, which

riso. The analysis alluded to has shown

the existence of carbon and ammonia, the

chief constituents of soot and smoke.

The only thing requisite to explain the

phenomena, is an atmospherical change

which would precipitate these substances

held in suspension, and a certain state of

the electric fluid, or a sudden change of

temperature might produce at once those

great changes, which are known to ex

tend over the greater part of the conti

nent, in the case of storms, winds, and

rains:—

"Mr. M' Donald, of the deaf and dumb

institution, having collected a small por

tion floating in his water tub, it was first

observed to communicate to the water it

was in, the blackness of weak ink, al

though it did not appear to increase iU

specific gravity, equal measures, to the

amount, by weight, of 154 grains, of both

pure rain water and of this blackened

fluid, weighing the same or nearly so; in

deed it was afterwards found that the

amount of colouring matter in this weight

did not exceed half a grain.

" From the above facts it is inferred that

the substance is in a highly levigated

state, and of very low specific gravity.

Below the blowpipe, on platina foil, it in

stantly burns away with smoke, but no

flame, and little odour, leaving a reddish

ash; it was desirable to have treated this

.ash with a flux of borax, in order to ascer

tain if any metallic oxide were present,

but the smallness of the quantity prevent

ed it. Submitted to heat in contact with

nitrate of potass, (saltpetre) it detonates.

After drying on its filter of blotting paper,

it causes the paper to burn with a spark

ling scintillation. It communicate« when

3 U
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moistened a blue colour to test paper pre

viously reddened by an acid. These facts

are not critically conclusive, but they ren

der it highly probable that the substance

in question is for the most part a highly

levigated charcoal or coke, containing a

small proportion of ammonia."

The rattle snake in East Florida, at

tains a much greater size than at the

north. It is sometimes as large in cir

cumference as a man's thigh, and seven

or eight feet in length. The virus is

much more fatal during the month of Au-

fost, than in the early part of the season.

Ls colour is a lively green, and in very

hot weather I have seen it trickle down in

copious drops, when I have irritated the

animal with a stick. There are times

when the whole body seems to be sur

charged with the virus, and he may be

nen for hours together biting at every

object, and enraged at the rustling of

every leaf.

The rattle snake finds a superior foe in

the deer and black snake. Whenever a

buck discovers a rattle snake in a situation

which invites attack, he loses no time in

preparing for battle. He makes up to

within ten or twelve feet of the snake,

then leaps forward and aims to sever the

body of the snake with his sharp bifnrcated

hoofs. The first onset is most commonly

successful ; but if otherwise, the buck re

peats the trial until he cuts the snake in

twain. The rapidity and fatality of his

skilful manœuvre, leave but a slight chance

for his victim either to escape or to inject

its poison into its more alert antagonist.

The black snake also is more than an

equal competitor against the rattle snake.

Such is its celerity of motion not only in

running, but in entwining itself round it,-

victim, that the rattle snake has no w»y

of escaping from its fatal embrace. When

the black and rattle snakes are about to

meet for battle, the former darts forivard

at the height of his speed, and strikes at

the neck of the latter with unerring cer

tainty, leaving a foot or two of the upper

part of his own body at liberty. In an in

stant he encircles him within five or til

folds; he then stops and looks the strangled

and grasping foe in the face, to ascertain

the effect produced upon his corsctied

body. If he shows signs of life, the coils

are multiplied and the screws tightened—

the operator all the while narrowly witch

ing the countenance of the helpless vic

tim. Thus the two remain thirty or forty

minutes—the executioner then slacken]

one coil, noticing at the same time whe

ther any signs of life appear ; if so, the

coil is resumed, and retained until the in

carcerated wretch is completely dead

The moccasin snake is destroyed in the

same way.

There are in the United Stires, äl

Theological Seminaries—5c Pro/essore—

842 Students, and 58,GHO volumes m their

libraries. ЙЗ Medical Schools— l\ï Pro

fessors, and 207 students. Ü4 College«

—537 Instructors—5518 students, »nà

328,470 volumes in the libraries.

HeliQious intelligence.

DEPARTURE OF MISSIONARIES.

On Sabbath evening, Nov. 2d, an interesting meeting was holden at Park street

church. There were present, Rev. James Wilson and John Newton and their wive»,

and Miss Julia Davis, Missionaries of the Western Foreign Missionary Society, for

Loodianeh in Northern India ; Rev. Alanson C. Hall and wife, missionaries of the

A. B. C. F. M. for Ceylon; Rev. John Brooke and wife, missionaries of the General

Baptist Missionary Society in England, for Cuttak, in Southern India. The exercises

commenced with prayer, by Rev. Dr. Jenks. The occasion of the meeting and order

of exercises were stated by Rev. R. Anderson, one of the Secretaries of the Ameri

can Board. Rev. E. P. Swift, Secretary of the Western Foreign Missionary Society,

then addressed the audience, and after singing, Rev. Amos Sutton, of the English

General Baptist Mission at Orissa, addressed the missionaries. The exercises were

closed by singing a hymn composed by Mr. Sutton, and prayer by Rev. Dr. Sharpe

On Tuesday morning, the missionaries went on board the ship Georgia, Capt. Spal-

ding, for Calcutta, and favoured by a fine breeze and pleasant sky, soon left tho bir-

bour. Prayer was offered at embarkation, by Rev. Mr. Swift.

Loodianeh is an important station. It is more than one thousand miles from Cal

cutta, near the borders of Persia, or rather of Afghanistan, and Thibet, and near ¡be

southern base of the Himmaleh mountains. The Seik nation, to whom the mísíun

il sent, has a religion of its own, composed of selected parts of Hindooism and Mo

hammedanism. This religion is but a few centuries old, and has, it is thought, t

slighter hold of its votaries, than most other eastern creeds. The Western Foreign
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Missionary Society has already aent out one detachment, a part of which is supposed

to have arrived in Loodianeh.

Cuttak is comparatively near Calcutta, and not far from the celebrated temple of

Juggernaut. Mr. Sutlon gave an account just received, of the conversion of a native

of a noble family, residing in that city. It was highly interesting, and we hope will

soon be published entire. ,

This harmonious mingling together of different societies and denominations, in one

great work, and yet without any sacrifice of principle on the part of either, was truly

delightful. Well might Mr. Sutton feel, as he said, more and more as he grew older

in missionary life, that to be a Christian missionary, is much more honourable than to

be a Presbyterian, or a Congregational, or a Baptist missionary.—Boston Recorder.

The three following articles are from the Western Foreign Mission

ary Society for the present month.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM THE REV. JOHN C. LOWRIE TO THE

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.

Howrah, March 25, 1834.

My dear Brother Swift,—It is always with pleasure I sit down to write to you.

Many of my fondest recollections of friendship, and of my most hallowed remem

brances of religious devotion, are associated with your name, in connexion with duty

toward the society of which you are the Corresponding officer, and amply repay the

ilrudgery of letter-writing. I had hoped, when I wrote last, to send by the next a

statement, jointly with brother Reed, of some of the details respecting our future pro

ceedings which you will naturally expect to receive. For a reason to be mentioned, it

seems necessary to defer that statement a while longer, and perhaps there is no im

mediate necessity to send it.

The li.'lil we contemplate appears even more and more important, and our arrival

seems to be at the very moment best suited to enter on its cultivation. Had we come

one year sooner, the door would not, to human view, have been nearly so widely open,

or had wo come a year later, undoubtedly it would have been occupied either by other

missionaries, or, which is more probable, by some secular system of education which

might have materially impeded the progress of any effort to introduce Christian in

struction. But it will be more satisfactory to send you some of the facts which led to

this opinion. In regard to the importance of that region, I hope you will have been fully

persuaded, by our former statements, long before you receive this letter. Mr. Trevel-

yan (whose name we have several times mentioned, and who continues to be а тегу

warm friend) has made a present of two copies of a map, pretty large and mounted

on rollers, of India and the countries of Central Asia, viz. Afghanistan, Persia, part

of Africa, Syria, and then the Tartar regions north of all these—one for our Mission

Library, and one to be sent for the use of your Executive Committee, in order to show

you, as he says, what an extensive field Providence is spreading before you, " even all

Central Asia." And it is literally true ; all Central Asia is perfectly unoccupied. The

most eastern mission, as you proceed from west to east, above the parallel of 28° lati

tude (the latitude say of Delphi) is the new mission of the American Board on the

other side, from us, of Persia. To the northward of us the two or three brethren in

Siberia are our nearest missionary neighbours. To the eastward, we should have ac

tually to pass over Thibet, China, the islands of the Pacific (so far as my knowledge

extends, passing KP north of the Sandwich group) and the Pacific itself, until we

should enter our own beloved continent and cross the Rocky Mountains, before we

should reach any missionary station. While the nearest missionary southward, is Mr.

Thompson, at Delhi, 200 miles distant. And my full conviction is, that hardly ano

ther spot could bo selected commanding so extensive a connexion with these central

regions, by means of commerce and travelling. If the people would receive them

(and that time will come) you might from Loodianeh send tracts and the Sacred Scrip

tures southward, along the Indus river ; westward, to Persia; northward, throughout

Tartary; and eastward, into Thibet; and thence into China: while, south ana east

ward, you have arange of countries unexplored, and of course unoccupied, stretching

along the southern base of the Ilimmalaya range until you reach Birmah, the north

ern part of which is terra incognita also. And this is all in addition to the importance

of the field itself; and tin; connexion between it and Hindostán. But, not to enlarge

on this point, our arrival appears to be most opportune. This point has also been no

ticed in former letters, and I only refer to it again, to send two or three (acts addi
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tional. You muet know, that in those remote stations very much of a missionary's

comfort and usefulness would depend on the countenance of the Government Political

Agents. They have much more influence than the governors of our territories. A

year ago, none of these felt any interest even in the education of the natives; almost,

тегу little; and very indefinite, if any. (I suppose they do not now care about reli

gion.) But, within the last year, government has abolished Persian, and substituted

English, as the language of its business. Of course, English is the court-language,

and a great desire has been diffused to acquire it. A year ago, we do not know now

that there would have been any person to give leLteis uf recommendation. (By the

way, always furnish your missionaries to this country with as many letters as practica

ble. Much depends on it. We are not wanting in this respect.) Within that period,

the Lord has converted, we trust, our friend Mr. T. who has himself lived in that

country, and is on terms of most intimate friendship with the several Political Agents,

and is in such a situation that they of course will wish to oblige him. I love to notice

these things. May we not thus trace the hand of the Lord, opening up the way?

Possibly the results may not equal our hopes; yet appearances certainly are en

couraging.

I wish now to send two extracts of letters from Pelitical ¿gents. The first is from

Mr. Clarke, at Ambala; Ihn second from Mr. Kennedy, at Subatoo—both to Mr. T.

—Mr. C. wishes to know whether he can receive any government aid, (the govern

ment expends $50,000 per year to promote native education,) to assist in preparing

Goormookhee school bonks; (Goormookhee is our future language) and after saying

that such assistance is there wanted, he adds, " Any one, who knows the natives, cu-

not expect them al first to support such establishments. A branch school at Jagadree,

Nahung Mujra, and Rudhaur, and Head Quarters at Ambala, and we should mike

considerable progress in a short time." Mr. K. writes from Subatoo, the chief plae*

in the Protected Hill Stales, (not the Seik, but resembling them) and where Ltdy

Bryant, an English lady, established a small school, which is prospering. In that re

gion infanticide is still practised, as Mr. Kennedy himself has slated in his official re

ports to government. We will send you an extract from one of his reports concerning

that subject, perhaps by the next ship. And, throughout that region, he state« in this

letter to Mr. T. there is not a single printed bonk ! He supposes, however, /Aai books

would be most acceptable, there being litlle, if any, prejudice ; and then ttfetiVng to

an opinion he had long entertained, that Ihe employment of the Moravians would do

good there, he says, " The more I see of the Hill people, especially those in the inte

rior, the more I am confirmed in the opinion of the good that would arise from the

employment of a few of these pious labourers." It is true, his notions of missionary

operations are not very evangelical ; for he goes on to say, " I do not allude to their

preaching, or attempts at first to convert to Christianity ;" and then refers " to the in

troduction of a system of education, to manufactures, machinery," &c. How grate

ful, that there is a common ground to stand on with these persons which yet can be

made to sustain, by prudent management, all that the missionary wishes! You will

be ready to suppose, of course, these men know of our intention to go there. But

no, they do not, though Mr. T. and Lady Bryant both intend to write soon.

I have another letter written by a native who has learned English, which I will send

perhaps by the next vessel, it is too long to copy, but one paragraph is, " There ire

several persons, Sirdars and Nawabs (high military and civil officers) both in the Pan-

jab and Afghanistan, as well as at Loodianeh and its vicinity, who are extremely

anxious to bestow on their progeny an English education; but, unhappily, they tre

prevented in the execution of their designs by want of means, viz. there are neither

materials nor instructors to teach them ;" and then ho recommends an English school

at Loodianeh ! I think we formerly adverted to the connexion between teaching

English and our labours; and, at least, it will require to be fully explained in the letter

we wish to send.*

I suppose, dear brother Swift, when you sent us forth, you of course, kept in mind

that we might soon be removed from this scene of existence. Hence, when you re

ceive the news of my dearest Louisa's departure, you will not feel surprised, however

you may sympathize with me in sorrow. And should one and another of us, who §r«

yet spared, be called away, while it might increase sorrow, it would neither increase

surprise nor induce discouragement. / used to be considered the next on the list; bat

we have too much reason to apprehend that even I may live to see our little company

still less in number. During the last month, brother Reed has had a bad cough and

fever, which too much resemble the symptoms of impaired lungs. We do not cer-

* The letter here referred to has been received, and was published in the Missionary

Chronicle for October, and in the last last No. of the Christian Advocate.
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tainly know that it is ao ; and, daring the last four or five days, be has been better in

every respect. Yet I have to confess, I fear more than I hope. Probably we shall

know pretty certainly by the sailing of the next ship. But, my dear brother, do not

—not even for an hour—indulge disheartening fears. I cannot doubt the Lord will yet

smile on this mission, in regard to the health of its agents, as he does in reference to

every thing else ; and this I believe, whatever may become of MÍ. Recollect the early

history of the London Missionary Society ; of the Serampore Baptists; of the Ame

rican Board, &c. and then take courage. Though the Lord call us hence, he will call

others here. Though he try your faith, will he not also strengthen it.' Though he

purify you, will he not also increase your graces and your usefulness? Yes, he will.

Let us not, therefore, be "faithless, but believing."

Mrs. Heed enjoys very good health; and I am, as usual, pretty well. I have less

reason to think my liver affected now, than some time since; which is, of course, a

favourable symptom. I do not feel much solicitude, however; " for me to live is

Christ, but to die is gain." So I think il is, and will be, through infinite grace.

MISSION TO THE WESTERN INDIANS.—JOURNAL OF REV. J. KERR.

The following are extracts of the Journal of Mr. Kerr, addressed to the Correspond

ing Secretary. The writer appears to fool an interest in the work in which he is en

gaged; and it is hoped, that his efforts and those of his companions in labour among

the heathen will be blessed of the Lord.

Indian Reservation, Aigust 29, 1834.

Very dear Brother,—I send yon again a portion of the Journal which 1 have kept.

The first minute refers to the old chief of whom I have frequently made mention.

His age, as nearly as ho can ascertain, is ninety.

May 27.—I called upon the old chief in order to enlist him more efficiently in the

school. Ho said, he would be glad we could teach the young people on paper. After

conversing with him some time about the improvement of his people, I informed him

1 wanted to say some things which concerned himself. lie was an old man, and waa

our friend; and I wished to tell him some good things. He appeared thoughtful, and

fixed his eyes on the ground. I gave him, in a few words, an outline of the gospel—

man's apostacy, and his hopeless condition; the coming of a Saviour for the redemp

tion of sinners, and bis commission to his ministers to proclaim the good news to all

people. I asked him whether it was not important for him to know these things, and

what he thought would be hie condition in the world to come. He listened attentively,

and his only reply was, " I will come to meeting next Sabbath, and then will tell you

what I think." I had taken with me a present, which was given us last fall, for him,

by Mr. Joseph Turner, of Alleghunytown. It was a watch-seal, enclosing a little

compass. His attention was at once taken with the turning of the needle. I explained

ite use, and had Mr. Tumor's letter to him interpreted. The old man's mind is of а

eedate mould ; and his admiration of the present was not so enthusiastic as would have

been that of some of the younger men. I asked what I should tell Mr. Turner from

him. Ho said, he thanked him for his present, and he would be a friend to the mis

sionaries.

Friday, June G.—We have daily evidence that these Indians are the subjects of silly

and criminal superstitions. For the last hour, numbers have passed our house under

full speed, on their way to the Peoria Village, for the purpose of attending a funeral

dance. They, on such occasions, wear all the trinkets they can collect, and, in pass

ing our dwelling, appeared to give themselves trouble to make a display. The road

winds at some distance; but, on this occasion they were careful to pass immediately

by the door. The woman, for whose sake the dance is held, has been dead for a num

ber of weeks, and will remain unaffected by all their noise and ceremony. Her im

mortal spirit has, ere this time, become familiar with other scenes. Dark, impenetra

bly dark, is the veil which heathenism throws around the tomb. I know not how they

conduct the dance. We have merely been told, that they all feast at one time, all

weep at another, and fill up the interval with noisy action.

July 5.—Yesterday, I presume, many of our friends were enjoying the exercises

generally connected with the anniversary of American Independence. Our situation

was different. We were nearly all on sick beds. Mr. and Mrs. Bushnell, Mrs. Kerr

and myself, and a young man hired, were all confined. Miss Henderson and Mr.

Bradley have been mercifully spared, so that they could take care of the sick ; and

«re feel grateful for their kind and unwearied attention. We have sent for a physician ;

but he has not yet arrived. It is about a week since I was taken ; the others, two be

fore, and two since. We are all this morning, in some measure, convalescent, ex
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cept Mrs. B. I think the Lord is sanctifying this affliction to as, and hope, if he

spare our lives, he will bring us from the furnace purified and fitted for his use.—But

writing is too great an effort. I must, at present, desist.

Friday, July 11.—In the kind providence of God, all of us, who have been tried

with sickness, are still living to praise him, and havo a prospect of speedy restoration

to health. We have needed affliction ; and О that it may constrain us to waik more

tenderly and circumspectly before him, and prove a means of detaching our heart«

from earthly things! We are frequently reminded, that we are strangers and pil

grims; but, amidst all remembrancers, I, for one, am prone to let my thoughts run

too much on some earthly good.—(" Lord, turn away mine eyes from beholding va

nity !")

Saturday Evening, July 20.—This day I havo had more than ordinary liberty in re

ligious services ; and I pray God, that while I humbly attempt to water others, ray

own soul may be watered ! I find that a place on mission ground, and growth in grate,

are not necessarily connected, as is often imagined by those who view the mission field

from a distance. A soul mayfamish when actually engaged in handing the cup of зя1-

valion to others, and inviting them to come and drink at the fountain of life. I have

preached, or rather talked, to five little companies to day ; four of them heathen, the

other our own dear little circle—the mission family, and those connected with oat

household. And could some of the ministers -who enjoy the privilege—I would call it

the delightful privilege—of preaching to large and listening audiences in the heart of

Christian society, havo been with me, they would havo concluded it was yet a "day

of small things" among the Wea Indians. And they would also have thought the way

of collecting a little congregation a strange one—that of going round to each wigwam

and inviting the inmates to come to meeting. This morning early, I rode to the vil

lage, and had the interpreter to accompany me to a little settlement of four families,

three miles further; then to another settlement, one and a half mile still further. In

these 1 had three congregations, neither of them embracing more than ten persons;

then returned to the principal village, and rode round to each family, requesting thein

to attend service at the mission house. About thirty came. The interpreter is toga

with me to-morrow morning, to visit two or three little settlements in another direc

tion. We would feel much mure encouraged were he like Brainerd's interpreier, ел-

pable of weeping tears of genuine penitence for his sins. Brother BushneU,uulMi>s

Henderson, are absent to-day on a visit to the Methodist mission station among ihe

Peorías.

July 24, 3 o'clock, P. M.—I have stopped to get some refreshment at the house of «

Shawnee woman; and, while she is preparing it, 1 write this note. I have had a wea

risome day's travel, the weather being warm; and I lost a good part of the day in con

sequence of the trails being covered with grass. I left home this morning at one

o'clock, and came on comfortably by the light of a clear moon, until the return of day

Wo are compelled, during the summer months, to perform most of our travelling at

night, or on cloudy days, as the prairie flies are so numerous and troublesome, that a

horse cannot endure the extremo suffering which they occasion. They do not greatly

molest the rider; they are green, and about the size of a bee. The object of ray jour

ney is to attend a missionary convention at the Baptist Shawnee mission house. Bro

ther Bushnell and myself have been pressed to attend, and I feel it a privilege to do

so. 1 hope the meeting may be profitable, and contribute to the increase of missionary

zeal. Mr. Bushncll's health did not permit him to go, as he had last evening a partial

return of l Im intermittent. But my meal is nearly prepared, and it promises to be a

good one, consisting of a pan of coffee, a corn cake, and fried pork. It will be served

up in the corner of the porch, the woman having no table. This would be an uncom

mon treat among the Weas.

Monday, August 4.—The forenoon of this day we have employed as a season of hu

miliation, fasting, and prayer, in relation to ourselves as a mission family. Yesterday,

we for the first time on heathen ground, celebrated the Lord's supper. It seemed truly

to be a little feast of love; and, I trust, most of us had a view by faith of that geodly

land which is afar off. and obtained strength to proceed on our pilgrimage yet many

days. A multitude of thoughts, during this time, pressed upon our minds, too nu

merous lobe uttered—tho amazing love of Jesus—our obligations of gratitude, that

we, as individuals, were made sharers, as we trust, in the blessings of salvation—the

cheering reflection, that though so few as to make only half the number nf those who

were present at the institution of this ordinance, we still belong to the great company

of believers, some of whom have gone to their reward—the hope, that ere long many

of these benighted people, in whose country we are stationed, will take their seats bj

our side in commemorating tho death of Christ. All these things pressed upon our

attention, each claiming a place in our meditations. This being concert day, we will

meet in the evening our missionary friends throughout the Christian world, in prayer
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for the advancement of the Redeemer's kingdom. This evening, there will be no

prayer meeting in the little missionary hand sent to Africa. Most of them have gone

to the land where there is no need of prayer. As these beloved brethren, whose me

mory we will ever cherish, sank inlo their graves, the Gos/itt standard, which they

had reared on the coast of Africa, fell with them. Wlio will go and lift again the fal

len banner ?

1 have almost filled my sheet with extracts, and have little room for any thing more.

Some things among these Indiana are discouraging, but it ia evident this station must

not be abandoned. A good deal has already been expended on it, and the presumption

is, that л full experiment has not yet been made. Time enough has not yet elapsed,

eince operations were commenced hero to call for much discouragement on the part

of either the committee or others. Brainerd laboured two years wilhout any apparent

success, and the London missionaries at the Society Islands, a much longer period.

We must not yet hang our harps upon the willows. I hope to see the day when some

of these people will " sit at tho feiit of Jesus, clothed, and in their right minds." I

want, if possible, with such helps аз we have, to learn so much of the language, that I

can bring the new system, invented by Meeker, to bear upon this people, hoping it may

excite in them a thirst for instruction. Of this system, I wrote to you in a former

letter.

I must mention one other subject. The committee wish the village system of teach

ing to be carried into eflcct, if possible; and 1 think, by another season, this can be

done toa greater extent than it can at present; as I hope we will then possess the

confidence of the Indians, and have things in readiness. In tho mean time, there are

settlements too remote to be profited by the operation of that system, as the children

cannot attend. We have thought it would bo desirable to get a few 'from those out-

settlements, to become constant residents with us; but whether they can be induced

to do so, is at present doubtful. Should we succeed, however, it would increase the

expense. Miss Henderson visits tho children from house to house in the village, with

her cards (such as are used in infant schools). This course appears to conciliate, and

promises good results.

ATTACK ON THE MISSIONARIES AT THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

The Philanthropist copies from the Calcutta Courier a second letter from Richard

Charlton, British Consul at tho Sandwich islands, vituperative of the American Mis

sionaries; charging them with encouraging the chiefs of those islands to send away

tho Jesuits, who had become obnoxious to the islanders. The editor of the Philanthro

pist highly disapprobates the conduct of the consul in this affair, and admits into his

columns a communication of a correspondent, in which the writer defends the mis

sionaries against the injurious charge, and makes three extracts from papers in his

possession, which shed light on the subject. The first is from the joint letter of the

missionaries to their society. The second is a paper in which the chief, Kuakini, as

signs the reasons for sending them away, which is as follows:—

" This is our reason for sending away the Frenchmen. In the first place, the chiefs

never assented to their dwelling at Oahu, and when they turned some of our own peo

ple to stand opposed to us, then we said to them, " Return to the country whence ye

came." At seven different times we gave them that order; and again in speaking to

them, we said, " Go away, ye Frenchmen : we allow you three months to get ready."

But they did not go during the three months: they remained eight months, saying,

" We have no vessel to return in." Therefore, wo have put them on board our own

vessel, to carry them to a place where the service is like their own. Because their

doings are different from ours, and because we cannot agree, therefore we send them

away."

The third is a statement made by tho Board in tho United States, which, some time

since, was published in the Missionary Herald. The writer( who is supposed to ho our

missionary, Mr. Lowrio,} makes remarks on these extracts, and closes with the follow

ing paragraph :—

" This is not by any means the first attack made on those missionaries. In regard

to tho former charges, tho Christian world, it is behoved, is fully satisfied that they

have only testified the truth of our Lord's declarations, " Ho that docth evil hatcth the

light." Whether this bo true in the present instance, also, the writer does not mean

to infer, as concerning this consul, he knows nothing, excepting this letter, and wishes

to exercise that " charity which hoputh the bust ;" but charity is also just, and justice

to the missionaries requires us not to condemn on the testimony of one witness,

even were hie testimony liablo to no exception, and counterbalanced by no opposing

evidence. J. C. L."
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Advices from Europe are as recent as to the "¿1st. of October.—They are of conside

rable interest, and yet no occurrences that materially change the former state of things

have taken place within the month past. What is technically called solemn ver, or

that which takes place between independent nations, does not exist at present in Eu

rope, nor, as far as we recollect, in the world at largo. Civil war still Tagt» in Spain,

and we believe in Syria, as well as in Southern America. When the liritish Parlia

ment is in recess, as it is at present, there is commonly a dearth of English news. Bot

the last arrival has brought intelligence which deeply interests the whole island of our

ancestors. The edifice in which both houses of Parliament were accommodated, »a»

consumed by fire on the 16th of October. Thus that venerable pile of buildings in

which more talent has been displayed, and more transactions have transpired, that

have affected the world for good and for evil, than have taken place perhaps in any

other human structure that has been raised on the surface of oar earth, has met the

destiny of all sublunary things—in a few brief hours, and in defiance of all effort* to

prevent it, it has been reduced to dust and ashes. The origin of this conflagration

was not fully ascertained, but it was not imputed to design in any one, and the meet

probable account is, that it was occasioned by burning a large quantity of refuse piper,

in a chimney which had some communication with the wooden parts of the buildmg

The fire commenced at about 7 o'clock in the evening.

We have no news of importance from France. The nation, as euch, is tranquil;

and our claim of twenty-five millions of francs to indemnify our merchante had not

been admitted. In Spain the civil war in the northern part of the kingdom, called the

Basque Provinces, was carried on with unrelenting fury and cruelty. The opposing

armies, indeed, were both enfeebled for the want of means to act with decisive rigoar.

But no quarter was shown on either side. Even women and children were imnohied

in the sanguinary conflicts which were taking place on a small scale. Тле iaterpau-

lion of other nations was talked of, to stop this horrible carnage. At the ¿ate of the

last accounts the Carlist party were thought to be gaining some advantage. \o Ihe

mean time the Spanish Cortes had passed an act, banishing Don Carlos and his adhe

rents forever from the soil of Spain. Portugal has lost her liberator. Don Vedro died

of a complication of diseases, terminating in a fatal dropsy, on the 24th of September,

and on the 27th his mortal remains were deposited in the monastery of St. Vincent n

Madrid. The crown was immediately assumed by Donna Maria II., previously de

clared Queen by the charter, and she issued her proclamation requiring the execution

of the laws relative to her formal investiture with royal prerogatives. She is, it ap

pears, soon to be married to the Duke de Leuchtenberg the grandson of Napoleon i

first empress Josephine. An insurrection which bad taken place in Arcadia and Mes

sina, in Greece, has been suppressed. The revolt is said to have been occasioned by

the Russian party ; but the insurgents, after a long and sanguinary conflict, were over

come, and their leaders conveyed in chains to Nauplia. The Turkish, Grand SclUn

has ordered his fleet to be dismantled, leaving another conflict with his rebellious

Egyptian Pacha, Mahomet Ali, to a more convenient season—The cholera is still pre

valent in several parts of Europe, and is extremely fatal in Sweden, in Spain, and in

Ireland—its desolations in the latter place are truly awful—We have nothing particu

lar to state in regard to Asia, Africa, ana Southern America. In the Utter country

things remain tn statu quo—Our Congress is to convene on the first Monday of De

cember, which will be the first day of the month. If ever it was an incumbent duty

for Christians to pray earnestly for grace, and wisdom, and fidelity, to be imparted U

their rulers and legislators, it assuredly is so now, in a pre-eminent degree.

%• The late appearance of our present No. has been occasioned by the editor's ab

sence, for a fortnight, in attending to his duty as a member of the Synod of Philadel

phia, at 114 miles distance from his residence.
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PREFACE.

RETROSPECT AND VALEDICTORY ADDRESS.

We commenced our editorial labours with a Prospectus and a solici

tation of patronage; and we think it not improper to conclude them

with a Retrospect, and a Valedictory Address to our readers—Let these

be considered as the preface to the whole of our editorial publications,

•which will terminate with the issuing of our present number.

Twelve years have elapsed since the first appearance of the Christian

Advocate. The editor being then more than threescore years of age,

and in very infirm health, there was, to human view, little probability

—and in his own estimation none at all—that his life would be pro

longed lo the present time. Yet a desire to be useful while life should

continue, and to render, if permitted, some further service, not only to

the cause of our common Christianity, but especially to the church in

which he was born and educated, and in which he had long sustained

the ministerial office, added to the necessity which he felt of doing

something to increase a scanty pecuniary income—had prevailed with

him to yield to the urgent solicitations of friends, whose opinions de

served his respect, and to undertake the arduous and responsible bu

siness of conducting a monthly religious publication. Of the manner

in which he has performed the duties of the office he assumed, the

readers of the Christian Advocate are the rightful judges. Their de

cision is doubtless already formed; and the editor is as destitute of in

clination as he is of power, to effect a change. He will only say, that

•while he is deeply sensible of the imperfection of his work, he is still

conscious of having laboured faithfully in his vocation—diligently en

deavouring to render his publication profitable to his readers, and es

pecially subservient to the best interests of the Presbyterian church.

For a considerable time after the appearance of the Advocate, there

•was not another publication in which the institutions of this church,

and her distinctive doctrines, discipline, and order, were professedly de

fended and unequivocally lauded. The events which have more recently

occurred, rendering it impracticable for the editor, with a safe con

science, to forbear censuring certain proceedings in the judicatories

of this church, and to raise his feeble voice to give warning of impend

ing dangers, have been to him the cause of deep and constant regret.

He, however, has no regret at the course he has pursued; verily believ-

Ch. Mv.—VoL. XII. 3 X
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ing that to promote the best interests of his beloved church, and to

avert evils which threaten, not her prosperity only, but her very ex

istence, he has still been using his honest and earnest endeavours.

No language can adequately express the gratitude which the editor

is sensible he owes to God, for the continuance of some capacity of ac

tive service in promoting the cause of his blessed Master, so far beyond

his expectations; and that he terminates his editorial cares and la

bours, with better health than he possessed at their commencement.

He affectionately and earnestly asks of his Christian brethren, that their

prayers may be offered up with his own, to the throne of heavenly

grace, that the remnant of his days may be devoutly and devotedly em

ployed in the discharge of every duty that may yet be incumbent, while

he is preparing and looking for the hour (certainly near at hand) when

he must give an account of his stewardship—that he may be enabled

to do it with joy, and not with grief. The editor also offers his sincere

thanks to his subscribers generally, and especially to those who have

contributed to sustain his work, from first to last, amidst the numerous

publications to which some who were once his patrons, have thought

proper to give a preference. While he neither censures nor complaint

of the use which any individual has made of his unquestionable right,

to give or withhold his patronage as to himself seemed meet, it may

still be allowable to express grateful feelings to attached, though they

be partial friends.

To those who have contributed a portion of literary labour to the

pages of the Christian Advocate, a peculiar acknowledgment is due,

and is most thankfully offered. Whatever is valuable in itself, is en

hanced in value, when the article is unusually scarce. It is believed to

be questionable whether any monthly miscellany of 48 octavo pages,

has been continued for twelve successive years, in this or in any other

country, with so little assistance to the editor, as that which has been

received by the present writer. To this is fairly attributable much of

that want of variety, in too many of the numbers of this Miscellany,

which its editor has perceived and lamented, but which no talents,

however superior to his own, if left unaided, could prevent. Great va

riety of literary excellence can be furnished, only by the productions of

a number of minds of different construction, attainments, propensities,

and habits. If the gigantic intellect of the author of the Rambler,

could not save that work from the just complaint of a wearisome same

ness, what may be expected from the unassisted labours of inferior

writers?

It is not, however, to be supposed from any thing that has been said,

that the Christian Advocate expires because subscribers enough Ьате

not remained to defray the expense of its publication. Such is not the

fact. A clear surplusage of some hundred dollars remains, beyond

the amount of the printer's and publisher's demands, from the pecu

niary avails of the present year; and the number of unsought subscrip

tions within the year, authorize the belief that, by effort, this number

might be considerably increased. But it is admitted, as one cause of

the cessation of this publication, that no efforts seemed likely to render

its circulation so extensive as to answer a leading design of its pub

lication—the benefiting, extensively, of the members of the Presbyterian

church. The irresistible torrent of the popular taste and demand, is

for religious newspapers; and however this may be lamented, yet the

fact is so, that whoever expects greatly and speedily to influence the

popular mind, on religious as well as on other subjects, will be disap
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pointed, unless he attempt it through the medium of newspapers. In

the mean time, the editor, by the kindness of Providence, is not now de

pendent on this or any other publication, for a comfortable temporal

support; and at his age, he wishes to be freed from a burden, which al

though he would be willing still to bear, if by doing so he could greatly

profit others and himself, yet when neither of these objects appears at

tainable, he feels at liberty and sincerely rejoices to throw it off*—es

pecially as he contemplates for the little that remains to him of life, if

that little shall suffice, the performance of other services, which he

hopes may be of some use to the church, but from which he has long

been reluctantly withheld, by his indispensable editorial engagements.

" I will endeavour," said the great apostle of the circumcision, " that

you may be able, after my decease, to have these things always in re

membrance." It has been the earnest desire of the editor of the Chris

tian Advocate, that his humble labours might not be entirely useless to

survivors, when he shall have " gone the way of all the earth;" and he

has been ready to flatter himself that this might not prove wholly a

vain desire, since the form in which the numbers of his Miscellany

have been issued, admits of their being bound in convenient volumes,

and preserved for family reading; and inasmuch as a large part of their

contents is not of an ephemeral character, but may be as useful to the

next, as to the present generation. "Posthumous reputation!—said

the dying Dr. Thomas Scott—Posthumous reputation! the veriest

bubble with which the devil ever deluded a wretched mortal. But

posthumous usefulness—in that there is indeed something." To these

sentiments the editor subscribes with all his heart. In hope, there

fore, that when he shall sleep with his fathers, what he now writes, as

•well as much that is contained in the whole of his twelve volumes, may

gain the attention of a number, though that number should be small,

he solicits attention to the following

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS то EVERY READER OF THIS MAGAZINE. " Can

ye not discern the signs of the times?" was a question which our bless

ed Saviour put to those who attended on his ministry; and he pointedly

inculpated the carelessness and blindness of those, who did not notice

and regard the plain fulfilment of Scripture prophecy, in his own per

son, character and work. That the prophecies relative to the latter

day glory of the church are at this time visibly advancing to their full

accomplishment, in the events which are constantly taking place, no

reflecting individual, who believes and is well acquainted with the Bi

ble, can, it would seem, refuse to admit. Meanwhile, and as a part

of the evidence that the Millennial age is not far distant, the whole

world is in commotion. Society, both civil and religious, is in a state

of agitation, flux and change. In these circumstances, it becomes

Christians to bethink themselves seriously, and to be aware of the im

portance of holding fast their profession—peculiarly careful of not fall

ing from their steadfastness. In order to this, the following particu

lars appear to be worthy of special regard—

1. Not to undertake to decide that any passing event is certainly the

* Many numbers nf the Christian Advocate have been prepared for publication in a

átate of much bodily indisposition, and sometimes under a most oppressive lassitude

and feebleness, which seemed to be all but irresistible. Yet the editor reuects with

satisfaction, and with gratitude, he trusts, to Him who "giveth strength to the weak,"

that in a period of twelve years, this Miscellany has not, in a single instance, failed to

be published within the month in which it was due—generally in the first part, and

rarely after the middle of the month.
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fulfilment of a particular prophecy. This has been the source of innu

merable errors and mistakes, which have caused infidels to triumph

and Christians to lament. We are prone to attach an undue impor

tance to occurrences which take place in our own day, and in which

we are personally interested. It should be recollected that it is not at

all necessary, for any practical purpose, that we should decide how

much or how little of prophetic declaration meets its fulfilment, in

any event or change that we witness. Our concern is to do obvious

duty, in the circumstances in which we are placedj and leave it to

time and future manifestations, to make evident the connexion between

•what we observe and do, and the accomplishment of the divine pur

poses.

2. Let it not be forgotten that truth is immutable. Error may vary

and fluctuate infinitely, and may be renounced for the sake of em

bracing the truth; but truth itself can be changed by no change of

time and circumstances—What is once true, will be true forever. If,

therefore, the principles we have embraced as articles of our religious

faith and practice are the truths of God's revelation, (and we should

look well that they be so) the occurrence in our day of the Millennium

itself, would not alter them. We should view them as possessing the

same character, then as now. We should probably see them more

clearly and impressively, but with no variation of any essential or im

portant feature. One truth, indeed, may be added to another, and this

to an indefinite extent; yet every step of the progressive series must

still remain immovable. This is not sufficiently considered. It seems

to be the favourite notion of some, that the whole system of religious

faith and practice is to receive an overturning, that shall entirely change

its character. Nothing can be more enthusiastic and fanatical. Let

those who would be steadfast Christians consider and keep in mind,

that the great doctrines of the gospel which they have received, and

are resting on as the ground of their faith and hope, are the truths of

God, and that they are as unchangeable as their author. Let them

neither be given up nor modified, in compliance with any of the soli

citations or reasonings of the innovators of the day—men who are

" ever learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth."

In like manner, if our ecclesiastical order, or form of church govern

ment and discipline, be truly founded on the word of God—and if it

be not, let us renounce it at once—no circumstances in which the

church can be found, will call for any material change. Some modi

fications may be admitted, as urgent circumstances may render expe

dient, but radical principles are not to be surrendered, whatever may

be the pretended necessity of the case.

3. As every truth and duty is consistent with every other truth and

duty, it follows from what has already been stated, that all tlie truly

benevolent enterprises of the day—all the well concerted plans and ope

rations for extending the gospel of Christ, meliorating the condition

of mankind, and co-operating in the great and glorious work of evan

gelizing and converting the world, may be carried on by the Presbyte

rian church, without any important change of system; and without

any amalgamation M'ith any bodies not homogeneous with our own.

What is there in the principles and organization of the Presbyterian

church, (supposing the strictest adherence to both) to prevent the

most vigorous action of all the members of this communion, and of all

the judicatories that it embraces, in promoting every pious and bene

volent design?—What is there in our church order, to hinder the most
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efficient agency in sustaining Bible, Tract, Tenrtperance or Educational

Societies—Missionary Boards and operations, both for foreign and do

mestic action—Sabbath School and Bible Class institutions—or any

enterprise or undertaking whatsoever, by which the souls or bodies of

men may be benefited? It is believed that the constitution of our

church, so far from offering any impediments or hindrances in prose

cuting the charitable and pious designs and operations of ihe day, is

as happily adapted to facilitate them, as if all its provisions had been

devised and adopted for this very purpose. It is also believed that our

church never will be brought up, in all her strength and energy, to

these various blessed works of Christian charity, while she is little

more than an appendage and subsidiary to other bodies or denomina

tions; or while more than half her means and exertions are bestowed

in aid of foreign associations, organized among her people and sup

ported by them—To put forth all her force, she must act independently;

feel that her reputation as a church is at stake; be deeply sensible of

her responsibility to God for a large portion of the sacred work of

sending the gospel to the destitute; and have the undivided affection

and undiminished contributions of her own children and household.

Till this is effected, rely upon it, our church will be divided, and will

languish and decline—Till we are free from the embarrassing connex

ions which have been inadvertently formed with a sister church, be

assured that nothing effectual can be done to restore our peace and

prosperity: For so long as these connexions exist, the radical evil will

remain; and all measures that can be taken to remove disunion and

its endless train of attendant mischiefs, however they may seem to

promise relief, will eventually prove that they have no more permanent

efficacy than the attempts that are made to give correct motion to a time

piece, while the mainspring is out of order. Is this the language of

bigotry and contracted views? It is not—He who thus addresses you,

has only to appeal to the feelings of his own heart, for proof that it is

not. He is conscious, before the Searcher of hearts, that he rejoices

to witness the spirited and successful operations of all the religious de

nominations that hold and teach the essential truths of divine revela

tion, in the propagation of the gospel among the heathen, and among

the destitute of every name; and that he frequently and earnestly

prays for their still greater success—He only grieves and is ashamed,

that the church to which he belongs is so far in the rear of other

churches, in the noble march of Christian benevolence. The writer

also counts some of his dearest Christian friends, among the mem

bers of churches not Presbyterian; and cherishes a fervent charity

for additional thousands, among several denominations different from

his own. But while they are not, and with their views cannot be

Presbyterians, he is deeply convinced it is best for them, and best for

us, that we should not attempt an amalgamation. True charity itself

forbids it; for this most excellent grace is least endangered, and can

best be exercised, by the parties concerned remaining as they are. It

is a gross error, and yet seems to be prevalent among many, that we

cannot be free from bigotry—cannot be truly liberal—unless we re

nounce all our distinctive peculiarities. The very reverse is the truth.

While we hold our peculiarities—and it is believed that all truly con

scientious men must hold them—and yet make allowance for errors not

essential, and embrace those who hold them in warm Christian bro

therhood, it is then that we cherish the most genuine charity, and are

free from all just charges of bigotry. Then too we adopt the best
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means for the prevention of collision, and of eventual discord and

aliénation, among those who differ in nou-essentials—believing that we

all love and hold " the truth as it is in Jesus," in all th;it is indispensa

ble to the salvation of the soul, and an exemplary Christian character.

Let the Presbyterian church then keep exclusively to her own forms and

institutions, in missionary and all other benevolent enterprises, in

which any of her peculiarities are concerned. Let her do this, just as

other denominations are doing it; and let her have the undivided sup

port of her own members, and show a kind and neighbourly regard

and treatment to all sister churches, engaged in the pursuit of objects

similar to her own, and she will take the course which duty and interest

dictate, and which her safety, union, purity, and peace, imperiously

demand. A course, too, in which it would be easy to show, beyond

reasonable controversy, that the greatest amount of efficient effort, in

doing good to the world at large, will be the certain and happy result.

4. Although it is implied, and has been intimated, in the last par

ticular, yet its importance demands a special notice, that there is a

loud call, in the providence of God, to the Presbyterian church, to be

far more active and zealous than she is at present, in every well de

vised measure for the conversion of the world to God. Il is the so

lemn conviction of the writer, after no small deliberation, that the

righteous displeasure of heaven is now resting on our church, in the

permission of the evils which so lamentably divide and distract it; and

this as a punishment for our guilty neglect in sending the gospel to the

heathen, and to the destitute in our own land; and for our criminal

omission to purge our church, by salutary discipline, of the false doc

trine and the pernicious measures, which cause and constitute its

corruption. Reformation, in these particulars, so far as it is prac

ticable, ought immediately to commence. The Foreign Missionary

Board at Pittsburg, and the Domestic Missionary Board of the Gene

ral Assembly ought, with as little delay as possible, to receive four

fold as much patronage, in funds and in zealous efforts and prayers for

their success, as they have ever yet obtained. In those sessions and

Presbyteries also, which have not yet been corrupted by the progress

of error, there should be an immediate waking up to the important

concern of Christian discipline. It ought to be vigilantly, and impar

tially, and discreetly exercised, for the correction of doctrinal error,

as soon as it is promulged, and of all visible immorality of practice.

And if it shall please the great Head of the church yet to restore the

whole, or a large and commanding part, of our beloved Zion, to a

state of healthful purity, union and order, by delivering us from un

constitutional and injurious connexions, and giving to our superior

ecclesiastical courts a disposition and determination no longer to frown

on reformation, but to encourage, sustain and promote it, by a prompt

exercise of their constitutional authority—then will the Presbyterian

church at large be put on a new probation. Her glorified Head will

be trying her, to see whether she will be suitably thankful for her de

liverance; and whether, as the just expression of her gratitude, she

will in future watch against the degeneracy and decline she has suffered

—watch against all the causes of the evils she is now experiencing—

and especially whether she will come up with all her energies to the

help of the Lord against his enemies and her own; whether instead of

falling behind others, she will rather endeavour to take the lead of

every denomination in our land, both in foreign and domestic missions,

and in every other good work of Christian benevolence, by which the
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present age is laudably distinguished—Whether her men of wealth

will contribute liberally of their abundance, and her poor of their pit

tance, for the support and extension of the gospel, and the furtherance

of all well devised plans for the advancement of knowledge, truth and

piety—Whether her ministers will be distinguished by their well fur

nished minds, ardent piety, and entire devotedness to their work—

Whether her private professors will be shining examples of holy living

—of eminent prayerfulness, family piety and edifying deportment—

Whether many of her pious youth will oner themselves willingly, to be

properly qualified for missionary labour, and when thus qualified, will

go on missions whithersoever they may be called—to healthful or un-

healthful climates, even to the ends of the earth. If something like

this shall, in a good degree, be realized, then will the Presbyterian

church continue and prosper, till her happiness and glory shall mingle

with that of the Millennial age. But it' through unwatchfulness and

inaction, this church shall again relapse into a state of corruption and

disregard of duty, it requires no spirit of prophecy to predict, that

IOHABOD will be finally written upon her. She will, like some that

have been called by her name in Europe, become the nurse of heresy

and infidelity—a curse instead of a blessing to the world.

5. The true ground on which the maintenance of sound doctrine in

the church is to be contended for, and to be regarded as of the very

first importance, ought to be clearly perceived and constantly kept in

view—It is, because the preaching, and receiving, and holding fast

of such doctrine, is essentially connected with the conversion of sin

ners and the edification of saints. It is admitted that men may con

tend for the truth of the gospel without feeling its power—contend for

it with the same spirit, and in the same manner, that they dispute

about political opinions, or controvert questions of mere science. It is

also admitted that there may be undue importance attached to some

speculations in theology, and that an improper warmth and zeal may

be indulged, about unessential things in the system of gospel truth.

But while these admissions are freely made, they are not to become a

shield to protect the guilty. At the present time, as in all former times,

the advocates of error and innovation, endeavour to represent those

•who manifest any zeal in withstanding them, as disputers about words,

rather than things—that in reality there is little difference, or none at

all, except in the mode of statement, or the language that is used, be

tween them and their opponents. Be it then our care sedulously to

guard against the indulgence of an improper spirit, to avoid contention

about trifles, and to advocate minor truths with less zeal than those

that are primary or essential—remembering, however, that all truth

is worth something, and ought to have its proper defence—but let us not

be deluded or blinded by the arts and insinuations of those who teach

and endeavour to propagate principles and opinions, which really go

to the sapping and subversion of the very foundation of our faith and

hope. Against these we have a divine warrant " to contend earnestly;"

and let us not be withheld from this contest, by being charged with the

sin and folly of mere logomachy, or " striving about words to no pro

fit;" or with exciting contention when there ought to be nothing but

harmony, peace and concord; or with giving our attention improperly

to doctrinal differences, when we ought to lay out all our strength and

influence in promoting practical religion. Real practical religion, be

it remembered, never can be promoted by error; nay, it never can ex

ist, unless it have the truth of God for its foundation. While the
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Holy Spirit is the great efficient agent in the regeneration and sancti-

ficalion of all who are saved, he invariably makes use of the truth

•which he himself hath dictated, as an instrument, in the whole process

and accomplishment of his work. The word of God, we know, is

" the sword of the Spirit;" we are " begotten by the word of truth;"

we are " sanctified by the truth." Here is the reason why we are, and

must be, "valiant for the truth,"—the truth in its purity. It is because

we love the immortal souls of our fellow sinners, and know that they

never can be saved, but by the knowledge, and belief, and holy influ

ence of " the truth as it is in Jesus." But for this, we would leave all

controversy to those that love it: and we would let errorists and here

tics take their course, without interruption from our interference.

Were not the souls of men at slake, no one who is duly influenced by

the principles of the gospel would ever be a polemic. But as the mat

ter stands, silence is unfaithfulness; and a fearful responsibility rests

upon us if we hold our peace—if we " cry peace, peace, when there

is no peace." We look over the world, and we see that it is full of

false religion—We look around us, and we see spurious conversions,

and spurious revivals of religion; and we tremble when we think how

many are in danger of going into eternity " with a lie in their right

hand." Let it be repeated then, and kept in mind, that a lively appre

hension of the, infinite worth of immortal souls, and a knowledge that

if they are saved it will be by the instrumentality of truth, in the

hand of the Holy Ghost—are to be the great moving cause of our

zeal for the maintenance of sound doctrine, and gospel order. Xo

farther than we are influenced by such considerations, can any very ar

dent controversy about matters of faith and practice be justified. But

when these considerations really call us to controversy—even earnest

controversy—provided earnestness be mingled with Christian meek

ness—we are criminally unfaithful if we refuse the call, and are lay

ing up for ourselves a fearful account to God.

6. The true nature and proper treatment of revivals of religion, de

serve a very serious consideration. This indeed is a copious topic,

and happily it has lately received, in our country, the full, and able,

and pious discussion, which it merits*—A few leading thoughts are

all that can now be suggested. A genuine revival of religion is nothing

else than the occurrence of many sound conversions to God of impeni

tent sinners, in a short period, and in the same place, or in contigu

ous places. That an occurrence of this kind must be greatly desired by

every minister of the gospel, who deserves the name, is manifest at once:

and that when it takes place, it must produce the most lively joy and

gratitude to God, in every pious mind that witnesses it, is equally evi

dent. At the same time, all experience shows, that great care and

much discretion are necessary, to preserve even genuine revivals of re

ligion from abuse, perversion, and decline. The great adversary of

souls will, so far as he is permitted, use all his art and activity, on

such occasions, to prevent his subjects from escaping from their thral

dom. The feelings of the human mind, moreover, when much ex

cited, and especially when a multitude feel the excitement at the sume

time, and freely communicate with each other, are almost certain to

run to excess; unless this be prevented by great vigilance, and great

prudence and firmness, mingled with great tenderness and forbearance,

by persons of experience, influence and piety—The worst consequences

* See Lecture» on Revivals of Religion, by WILLIAM B. SFKAGCE, D. D.
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of all ensue, when those who take the lead in seasons of revivals, are

themselves indiscreet, rash, and heedless. To cherish, promote, deep

en, and extend good impressions, or, in other words, to keep up the re

vival, and give right directions to the awakened and inquiring; and

yet to restrain excesses, and keep all within the bounds of sobriety and

good order—this should be the object aimed at, but, as already ob

served, it is indeed a difficult object to compass. We know it re

quired the authority of an inspired apostle, to correct the abuse

even of miraculous gifts; and effectually to inculcate the truth that

the spirits of the prophets are subject to the prophets; that God

is not the author of confusion, but of peace; that women are to keep

silence in the churches; and that all things are to be done decently

and in order.* It must be remembered, that if the excesses that

take place in revivals of religion are to be corrected at all, it must

be at an early period after their first appearance; for when they have

proceeded to a certain length, they become a conflagration which

nothing can stop, till it has burned itself out. In. the 10th volume

of this Miscellany—the June number for 1832—there is a pastoral

letter of the General Assembly, addressed to the churches under

their care, which was drawn up by the present writer, and adopted

without alteration or addition, to which, and to the excellent work

already noticed, the reader is referred, for a detail of dangers to be

avoided, and of duties to be performed, in revivals of religion. The

sum of the whole matter is, that all scriptural methods are to be used,

that the Spirit of grace may not be grieved away, either by resisting his

work, or abusing his gifts, or perverting his operations—The less of

noise, and of all ostentation, in revivals of religion, the better. It would

seem that on such occasions God often deals with his church and peo

ple, as he did with Elijah in Mount Horeb—" Behold the Lord passed

by, and a great and strong wind rent the mountains, and brake in

pieces the rocks before the Lord: but the Lord was not in the wind:

And after the wind an earthquake, but the Lord was not in the earth

quake: And after the earthquake afire: but the Lord was not in the

fire: And after the fire a still small voice: And it was so, when Elijah

heard it, that he wrapped his face in his mantle and went out and stood

at the entering in of the cave." The consciences of careless and im

penitent sinners, in a time of general awakening, may be awfully

alarmed by the truths of God's word; but this is to gain their atten

tion effectually to the still small voice of his Spirit, by which he shows

them their duty, and melts and changes their hearts. Perhaps the

most general and fruitful revival of religion ever witnessed by the

writer, had not, for several months after it commenced, been heard

of, at the distance of ten miles from the congregation in which it oc

curred. One additional remark must not be omitted, in closing this

particular—It is, that in place of hurrying the supposed converts,

made in a time of revival of religion, into the communion of the church,

they ought, in most cases, to pass a longer period of probation, than

those who are apparently converted at other times; because in the for

mer case, there is more reason than in the latter, to apprehend that

human sympathy has been mainly influential in producing the favour

able appearances, and if so, that those appearances are likely to vanish,

when the mind returns to a state in which the effects of sympathy are

no longer felt.

* 1 Cor. xiv. Chapter throughout.

Ch. adv.—VOL. XII. 3 Y
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7. Finally—The importance of early religious education, rightly con

ducted, and of the preaching of the gospel arid the administration of its

ordinances, regularly and faithfully dispensed, can scarcely be overrated.

Here, after all, are the sources to which the church of God must look for

her permanent support and prosperity; for the supply and increase of the

members of her household—of members (not indeed exclusively, but yet

generally) of the greatest steadfastness, maturity of enlightened piety,

exemplary deportment, and preparation for active usefulness in every

good work. A knowledge of human nature, the word of God, and

the experience of the church in every age, concur in teaching, that in

religion, as in every thing else, early and well conducted instruction,

and regular, skilful and uninterrupted training, must be chiefly relied

on, for forming men of the best qualifications, both for exempli

fying and extending the influence of the gospel. Some exceptions

there certainly are, of men of shining piety and prominent talents and

usefulness, who lacked an early religious education, and were not pi

ous, perhaps were vicious, till they were considerably advanced in life;

but these are exceptions to a general rule—So they regard themselves,

and so others should regard them. Revivals of religion, and extraor

dinary means, instruments and efforts, may, also, at times, greatly

increase the members of the church militant. Still, we must look to

early religious education in the families of the pious, and to the stated

and faithful ministrations of the word and ordinances of the gospel, to

prepare and keep up the standing army of the faithful—the veteran and

well trained host, to whom the others may rally, and from whom tfeey

may take lessons of experience, and learn perhaps to excel their teach

ers, in the spiritual warfare, under the great Captain of salvation.

Indeed there seems reason to hope, that if early and well conducted

religious instruction, and devoted fidelity in ministerial labour, were

carried to A practicable, but alas! indeed to a very umisual extent, a

perpetual revival of religion, (if this language be proper in such a case)

might be witnessed, in congregations where these efficient means

were employed. Baxter, without intending it, seems to have drawa

his own character, in his Gildas Salvianus, or Reformed Pastor. His

labours in his parish at Kidderminster, were so remarkably blessed,

that before he left it, there was not a household in his whole charge,

in which family worship was not regularly maintained. This proba

bly occasioned his memorable remark, to this effect—that if suitable

pains were taken in the religious instruction and discipline of children,

the preaching of the gospel would not be the ordinary means of con

verting sinners—meaning that they would generally be converted, be

fore they were of age to receive their first saving impressions from

public discourses. Without adopting this opinion in its stricmess,

what Baxter found, will, on experiment, doubtless, be found by others,

that family devotion and government, catechetical instruction, reading

and studying the word of God, conference meetings conducted with

prayer, tender and judicious personal addresses to individuals by their

pastor, and abundant labour in preaching the gospel publicly, and from

house to house, in family visitations—will never fail, in a greater or

less degree, to be attended by the blessing of God—will generally be

accompanied with such a blessing in a pre-eminent mensure, and be pro

ductive of what ma/, in the now current language of our religious

community, be called a constant revival. The conversions, also, that

take place under the employment of such means will, in almost every

instance, wear well; there will be few apostacies, and little demand for
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the discipline of the church. Whatever extraordinary means, there

fore, may be used for the promotion of religion—and till our churches

are more fully and extensively supplied by stated pastors, such means

must be used—let the Presbyterian church look eventually to such an

order of things as has been here indicated, as that which is, of all

others, the most desirable—Let this system be acted on without delay,

in every congregation that is blessed with a faithful pastor. Let the

ruinous plan of being, by voluntary choice, served by transient, instead

of permanently settled labourers in the vineyard of the Lord, be utterly

abandoned; and in the religious instruction and training of children

and youth, let no fancied improvements, or substitutes, ever be per

mitted to exclude the catechisms of our church—the sheet anchors of

the minds in which they are fastened, to save them from the rocks and

whirlpools of error, and from being carried about with every wind of

doctrine.

Such are the valedictory suggestions, counsels and monitions of the

editor of the Christian Advocate; the result of much reflection, atten

tive observation and long experience, and offered to his readers, in all

sincerity and affection, in the near view of his last account. May He

who alone can give to truth its desired efficacy, condescend to bless

what has now been written, and all that is contained in the work which

now terminates, so far as it is accordant with his holy revealed will;

and may every error and oversight be graciously pardoned, and their

injurious tendency be prevented: And O,most merciful God and Father!

may the church in which thy unworthy servant has long imperfectly mi

nistered, be effectually and speedily reformed; and be most abundantly

blessed and prospered, when the dust which now writes shall have re

turned to the dust as it was, and the spirit by which it is now animated,

shall have returned to God who gave it, and shall have been admitted

to the rest which remains for his people, through the atoning death,

finished righteousness, and prevalent intercession of the Lord Jesus

Christ—to whom, with the eternal Father and the Holy Spirit, the

one living and only true God, be glory and praise, dominion and

power, both now and ever. Amen.

Philadelphia, Dec. 10, 1834.

Communications.

A CHRISTMAS SERMON.

Christ the Desire of all Nations.

HACGAI, il. 7, middle clause.—"The Desire of all nations shall come."

The occasion on which these words were uttered by the Prophet was

as follows:—After the return of the Jews from their captivity in Baby

lon, they began to rebuild the house, or temple, of Jehovah, the God of

Israel. Before they had proceeded far, their undertaking was inter

rupted by a prohibition from the Persian monarch, to whose authority

they were still subject. It was not long, however, that this obstacle

needed to have hindered their proceeding in their design. But in the

mean time their inclination to proceed had subsided ; and it was not

till several severe judgments had been inflicted on them for their ne

gligence, and the prophet on whose words I discourse had been sent to

awaken them to a sense of their duty, that they could be induced again
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to engage in the Work which they had relinquished. At length, how

ever, it was resumed with spirit; and yet it was soon after retarded, anew,

by another discouraging circumstance. Some of the persons concerned

in rebuilding the temple were old enough to recollect that which had

been destroyed; and all of them, no doubt, had been informed of its mag

nificent appearance and costly furniture; and it was obvious, at once,

that the edifice they were engaged in erecting would be far inferior, in

point of splendour, to the one in place of which it was to stand. This

thought damped the ardour of all those who were concerned in building

it; for nothing is more discouraging than to know that after every effort,

we must rest far short of what others have performed, and of what we

ourselves are desirous to achieve. To remove this new difficulty, the

same prophet who had been employed to stir them up to the enterprise,

was sent with a new message to encourage them in its prosecution. He,

accordingly, informed them, by the command of Jehovah, that although

the temple they were erecting would, in external grandeur, be inferior to

that which had been built by Solomon, yet, in another, and far more im

portant particular, it should be superior—That a great and glorious per

sonage, who should be emphatically "the Desire of all nations," should

enter and make his appearance in it; and by his presence there, put an ho

nour upon it, unspeakably greater than any which had been conferred on

Solomon's—"I will fill this house with glory, saith the Lord of hosts—

The glory of this latter house shall be greater than of the former, saith

the Lord of hosts; and in this place will I give peace, saith the Lord

of hosts."

In discoursingfarther on the passage, thus illustrated, I will endea

vour to show,

I. That our Lord Jesus Christ is the personage here spoken of, zs

the Desire of all nations.

II. In what respects he might with propriety be thus denominated,

or described.

III. Improve the subject.

In showing that our Lord Jesus Christ is the personage intended

or described in the text as the Desire of all nations, the chief con

sideration is—that the truth of the whole passage with which these

words are connected, is incapable of vindication, unless we admit that

the Messiah was the subject of the prediction ; and this being admit

ted, it must appear incontrovertible that our Lord was the only person,

during the period to which the prophecy refers, who can be imagined

to have possessed that character. If the advent of the Messiah, so long

expected by the Jews and foretold by their prophets, was not contem

plated in the text, as the circumstance or event which was to render

the second temple more glorious than the first, it is impossible to say

what was intended, or to clear the prediction from the charge of false

hood. For in every respect, except the presence of the Messiah, the

glory of the latter house was not greater, but incomparably less, than

that of the former. The nation and the individuals who respected

and offered their devotions in it, were less important in the eyes of the

world, and much more inconsiderable in number, than in the days of

Solomon. The temple itself, although very much enriched and adorn

ed in the time of Herod, yet never was, at any period, either as large

or as magnificent, as that which preceded it: And as to that which

might be called the spiritual furniture, the first temple possessed the ho

nour and advantage, probably of the Urim and Thummim, certainly of

the ark of the covenant, the fire from heaven, and the glorious Shechi
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nah, or visible manifestation of the presence of Jehovah; all of which

were wanting in the second.

The prophecy, therefore, that this house should be more glorious

than the former, has not been and never can be verified, unless the pre

sence of the Messiah, was the circumstance to which it referred as that

which 'should give truth to the declaration. The presence in the second

house of the incarnate Son of God, would completely and most signally

verify the prediction; because, as he was the great object to which every

symbol, and indeed the whole Jewish dispensation pointed, his coming

into this temple would make it as much superior to the former, as the

substance is superior to the shadow—the thing which is signified to that

which is only a faint emblem of it. There was moreover, no other person

or thing, so far as we know, that could with any show of propriety be

denominated the Desire of all nations; so that it seems impossible not to

believe that it was the Messiah, to whom the prophet here referred:

And if the Messiah was really the object pointed at, our Lord Jesus

Christ must unquestionably be he. For although there were others who

laid claim to this character during the existence of the second temple,

yet they have long since been considered as impostors, both by Jews

and Gontiles; and from the nature of the case can never hereafter be

considered in any other light. Christ Jesus, therefore, is the only indi

vidual who can ever be supposed, with any degree of probability, to have

possessed the character of the Messiah, the anointed of the eternal

Father, and Immanuel, God with us, during the period of which I speak;

and he, consequently, must be the illustrious personage whose presence

in this temple was to do it an honour, with which nothing that belonged

to Solomon's could pretend to vie. In this temple he, accordingly, did

make his appearance—In this temple he was presented to the Lord,

while an infant, according to an established ordinance; and was, on

that occasion, solemnly recognised as the Messiah, by holy Simeon and

Anna, acting under the influence of divine inspiration. He honoured

the temple by his presence again, when he visited it with his parents,

at the age of twelve years: And he purified it from the abuses that

were practised in it, when, after his triumphal entry into Jerusalem, he

scourged from it those who pursued an unlawful merchandise there.

Nay, we are told that he daily preached in the temple; and that after

his crucifixion and resurrection, the apostles began to publish the gos

pel here. This it was that eminently constituted the glory of the second

temple. It was from this, as from its central point, that the rays of

the glorious gospel began to dawn on the benighted world. Here first

broke forth that fountain of living water, whose salutary streams shall

never cease to flow, of which whosoever drinketh shall never thirst, in

which whosoever washeth shall be cleansed and healed from every

spiritual pollution and malady, and from the efficacy of which all who

drink of it imbibe the principles of eternal life. This was an honour

infinitely transcending all the pomp and splendour of the world—And

thus was the prophecy most illustriously and strikingly fulfilled in Jesus

our Saviour; and thus evident is it that he is the glorious person spoken

of, as "the Desire of all nations." Let us now consider, more particularly,

II. In what respect he might, with propriety, be thus denominated or

described. Here I begin with remarking, that if we take the word

all, as we often must, in a qualified rather than an absolute sense;—as

implying many nations, and these contiguous or known to the Jews,

rather than every tribe, or community of men who inhabit the earth,

Christ might with literal propriety be called "the Desire of all nations."
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From the fall of man to the time of his appearance in the world, he

had been the object of esteem and love, of hope and trust, to all the

faithful, not only among the Jews, but among other nations who had

heard of his name; and they looked forward to his advent with great

desire and expectation, as a period at which much light and spiritual

advantage and consolation should be conferred on the world. Some

knowledge of his name and character was, no doubt, handed down by

tradition from Adam to Noah. They had at least heard of the promise,

that the seed of the woman should bruise the serpent's head. Of this

knowledge the descendants of Noah would, we may be sure, scatter

some remnants in the various parts of the earth which were populated

by them. The more distinct predictions of the Messiah which were

given to Abraham, would be made known by him among the nations of

the East where he dwelt; would be carried by his posterity into Egypt,

which was then the school of science to the world, and augmented by

the memorable prophecy of dying Jacob, in regard to the posterity of

Judah, would be widely diffused. The nations bordering on the land of

Canaan, after it was possessed by the Israelites, and many of whom be

came proselytes to the Jewish religion, would acquire and disseminate

the information on this subject which the Hebrews possessed duringthe

whole period of their judges and their kings. The same information

would be carried by the Jews to Babylon, when they were led captive

there, and be communicated freely in the capital, and throughout a con

siderable part of the Assyrian empire. In particular, the clear révéla

tions of the Messiah which were made to the prophet Daniel, would be

likely, from the influence and high station which he possessed, to be

heard with reverence and regard, and to be extensively circulated—In

addition to all, there seems to be some reason to believe that the heathen

oracles themselves, were made instrumental in publishing that a Si-

viour should one day come into the world. We, at least, know, that

the soothsayer Balaam, was made to utter an unwilling but very re

markable prophecy, of the coming and character of Christ. From the

causes now cursorily noticed, it is certain that there was some knowledge

of the Messiah among almost all the Eastern nations, even from the re

motest periods of time, and that this knowledge gradually increased and

became more precise, till at length the very time of his appearance

was generally understood, and as it approached, excited much atten

tion and expectation.

The sacred records give us, at a very early period, a short but very in

teresting account of Melchisedcck, who, as he was an eminent type of

our Redeemer, we may reasonably conclude possessed some informa

tion of his character. Abimelech, the king of Gerar, flourished nearly

at the same lime, and as he appears to have been truly pious, was cer

tainly not altogether ignorant of the Messiah. Job, who probably lived

not long after this, and who appears to have been an Eastern prince,

had such clear views of Christ, and such a lively faith in him, that he

could say, " I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand

at the latter clay upon the earth." The case of impious Balaam has

already been stated: And we know from the records of the evangelists,

that when our Lord actually assumed our nature, and was born in the

land of Judea, such was the expectation and desire of his appearance,

not only there, but among the surrounding nations also, that wise men

from the East were deputed, anil actually came, guided miraculouslr

by a singular star or meteor, and paid their homage and made their of

ferings to the infant Saviour. With strict propriety, then, might he be
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called the Desire of all nations, when his advent was so long and so

anxiously desired, contemplated and looked lor, by them.

2. Christ might with propriety, he called the Desire of all nations, by

a very common figure in which the abstract is put for the concrete—

that is, the circumstances and necessities of those nations were such,

that his coming and the consequences of it were very desirable, a thing

which might well be earnestly wished for by them.

Although there was, as you have heard, some general knowledge,

among the nations contiguous to the holy land, that a Saviour should

arise, yet this knowledge was imperfect in itself, it was not possessed

by the great mass of the people, and it had little or no practical in

fluence on their moral and religions character. This character, indeed,

was truly melancholy and shocking. "Darkness covered the earth, and

gross darkness the people." The multitude, at least, possessed no

knowledge of the true God. Their worship was in exact opposition to

the command of Jehovah to his chosen nation, relative to idolatry, and

no doubt was the ground of the prohibitory precept—The likeness of eve

ry thing in heaven above, and in the earth beneath, and in the waters

under the earth, was the object of their adoration. Nay, vices and pas

sions of the most abominable nature, were treated by them with reli

gious reverence, and imputed to their imaginary deities—In a word,

their whole religion was a degrading compound of ignorance, error,

impurity, cruelty, and impiety.

Even among their philosophers, where notions of the great First

Cause of all things, in some measure just, were possessed, at least by a

few, difficulties of an insurmountable kind still existed. Although some

of them hoped for a future state, none of them were sure or satisfied

about it; for after all the reasonings on this subject, certainly can only

be obtained by an express revelation from God. They were, moreover,

in much doubt and uncertainty whether the Deity could consistently,

or would in reality, forgive the sins of men.—The circumstances which

excited their hopes and their fears on this topic, seemed to be equally

balanced; and one of the wisest and best of them declared, that no one

could decide with certainty, unless God should please to reveal it.

Among the Jews themselves, although a much better state of things

existed, yet their knowledge of a future statt, and of the way of pardon,

was imperfect and obscure; and the ceremonial part of their religion

had, in practice, almost absorbed its spiritual and moral design. The

church of God, moreover, was, at this time, confined to the Jewish

nation. The whole Gentile world, with the exception of a few proselytes,

was excluded. The breaking down of the middle wall of partition be

tween the Gentile and the Jew, was not to take place till the ad vent of the

Messiah. How inexpressibly desirable, in this state of things, was the

coming of Christ? How desirable that the church of God should be

opened for the entrance of the whole world? How desirable was it that

the clear knowledge of the unity, spirituality, and holiness of his nature,

and of his other glorious attributes, should chase away that awful igno

rance, which had debased and sunk the greater part of mankind, in point

of knowledge, almost to a level Avith the beasts that perish. How desi

rable that a just system of instruction, in regard to the divine character,

should raise the human mind from its prostrate subjection to supersti

tion, immorality and vice, and teach it wherein true piety consists? How

desirable that life and immortality should be brought to light by the

gospel, and mankind, be assured, by their Creator himself, that he had

formed them for an endless existence, and that they should live eternal
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ly beyond the grave? How desirable that he should inform them that

he had provided a way in which he could consistently, and in which he

was ready actually, to forgive the sins of every penitent offender? How

desirable that this way should be explained, both to Jews and Gentiles,

—that the great atonement and finished righteousness of the Redeemer

should be presented to their view, as the unfailing foundation of their

hopes;—that thus they might see how it is that God is just, while he

justifieth the believing sinner? How desirable to know that the Holy

Spirit should also be given, to renew and sanctify the human mind, to

quicken and comfort it, and to prepare it for glory? A general diffu

sion of the knowledge of these things depended on the coming of Christ.

By his coming these truths were actually published, first in Judei, and

then, in a very short space, to all the neighbouring nations; and mally

they will be published to all llie nations of the world. In this vie* of

the subject, where shull we find language that shall express, with suffi

cient energy that Christ was, at the time the prophecy was uttered, the

Desire of all nations.

3. Christ Jesus may be called the Desire of all nations, as he hath

been, in all ages, the object of the highest esteem and affection to the

people of God, and will eventually be so to all the kindred of the earth.

That our Redeemer is " all the salvation and all the desire" of those

who are saved by him, is a truth to which each of his sincere disciples

will most cheerfully subscribe. It is the language of his church, as

dictated by the spirit of inspiration in an early age, that he is the chief

among ten thousand—yea he his altogether lovely. From the First pro

mise that was made of his coming after the fall, till his Archangel

shall call the whole human family to judgment, he was, and is, ind

shall be, the"co:ner stone" on which the hopes of his people resi.—

the source of their purest and sublimest joy. They look to him as it.e

great Captain of their salvation: They view him as their Almighty

friend: They see that if it had not been for his work they had been

undone forever: They see in his obedience and death, the only ground

of their pardon and justification: They see in his infinite fulness, the

fountain from which all their spiritual wants are supplied: They see.

in his faithful promises, the food, and support, and consolation of their

souls: They perceive, in his intercession, the only medium of an ac

ceptable approach to God: And from the infinite efficacy of all, they ex

pect the heavenly inheritance to be conferred upon them. He is there

fore dearer to them than all earthly friends and possessions. Rather

than renounce his friendship, they are ready to forsake father, and mo

ther, wife and children, yea and life itself. "His favour is life, and his

loving kindness is, in their esteem, better than life." In one word, he

is their " all in all." As soon as they begin to see their need of him

they desire, and seek, and esteem his favour beyond all that the world

calls good and great—Thrones and empires, if they possessed them,

they would cheerfully give for a saving interest in Christ; and when

they obtain it, the dominion of die universe would not tempt them to

give it up. In this high and emphatic sense is Christ the desire of all

his real disciples, among all the nations that ever did, or that ever shall,

people the earth.

And swifdy is the period advancing, when all the nations of the world

shall, in this manner, be his people,—be " the nations of our Lord and

of his Christ." He shall reign on earth a thousand years, and during this

period, he shall be the Desire of д!1 nations, in all the extent and strict

ness of the statement you have just heard; for he shall be " king of
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nations as he is king of saints." To him " every knee shall bow and

every tongue confess;" and this guilty world, so long the theatre of

crime and carnage, and of aversion to the Saviour, shall lay its homage

at his feet; and its inhabitants shall turn their eyes on him as the high

est desire and delight of their souls, become the subjects of his peace

ful kingdom, and most cheerfully consecrate themselves to his glory

and praise. '

Thus, then, it appears that Christ may with propriety, be denomina

ted " the Desire of all nations"— 1. Because, in a qualified sense, all

nations desired his coming: 2. Because the spiritual necessities of all

nations rendered his coming, in the highest degree, an object of de

sire: 3. Because he hath ever been the desire and delight of his faith

ful people, in every nation and age, and will eventually be so, in the

strictest sense, to all the nations of the earth. It remains,

III. Briefly to improve the subject..

First, then, from what has been said we see in a striking light, the

blindness and obstinacy of the. Jewish nation, in rejecting the Saviour;

and we should be led to pity their unbelief, and to pray and labour for

their conversion to the faith of the gospel. In the preceding discus

sion it has been shown, that a plain and express prediction of one of

their acknowledged prophets, and of one who lived nearest to the time

of the Messiah, is incapable of explanation, and must absolutely be

given up as false, unless it be confessed that Jesus was the Christ. For

the temple of which the prophet spake, and in which he declared the

Messiah should make his appearance, has long since been destroyed;

and consequently, if he hath not actually appeared—if he did not ap

pear in that temple—this prediction never can be fufilled. The same

thing, indeed, is true of several other prophecies. Yet such is the effect

of obstinate prejudice—or such, rather, is the consequence of that awful

imprecation " his blood be on us and on our children," that no argu

ments or circumstances have hitherto prevailed to convince them as a

people, that Christ Jesus was the Messiah promised to their fathers.

They look, and wait, and wish, and pray, for a Messiah yet to come.

Unhappy people!—he will never come, till he come the second time, to

judgment. Blessed be God! he has come already. On this morning—

if this be his natal day—On this morning, near eighteen hundred years

ago,* Messiah became incarnate. The angelic host, in " choral sym

phonies," filled earth and heaven with hallelujahs at his birth. This

Saviour—seed of Abraham—is your only hope; for it was inspired and

eternal truth which his dauntless apostle proclaimed to your perse

cuting priests and rulers—"This is the stone which was set at nought

of your builders, which is become the head of the corner. Neither

is their salvation in any other; for there is none other name under

heaven given among men whereby we must be saved." Brethren, let

us pity and pray for the descendants of the ancient Israel of God, and

use every means in our power to bring them to the knowledge of the

truth that they may be saved. We have reason to believe that we

press hard on the time, when they shall again be grafted into the

church, from which they have so long been broken off by unbelief.

Let us earnestly, and frequently, and perseveringly beseech, of God,

that he would hasten the accomplishment of this glorious event; and

that with it, hé would also bring in the fulness of the Gentile nations,

that there may be one sheepfold and one Shepherd, that all Israel may

* This discourse was delivered Dec. 25th, 1797.

Ch. adv.—VOL. XII. 3 Z
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be saved, and that our Redeemer's name may be precious from the

rising to the setting sun.

2. From what has been said, we may perceive—and we should ob

serve it with the liveliest gratitude to God—how much higher our re

ligious privileges aie, not only than those of the heathen world, but than

those of the most favoured people of heaven, before the coming of Christ.

Like the heathen, we are not left to an utter ignorance of the true God;

to dark and doubtful conjectures about a future stale; to perplexed and

inconclusive reasonings whether sin be pardonable. On us " the true

light hath shined."—On us the sun of righteousness hath risen, and the

gloomy mists of error are chased away. Nay, we have that which none

of the ancient patriarchs possessed. Jiot even Abraham, David, OP

Daniel, had as complete and extensive a knowledge, of salvation in all

its parts, as we possess. Of this it may be truly said—

" Prophets and kings desired it long

Bui died without the sight."

Let our hearts overflow with thankfulness to God, whose indulgent

providence has so highly distinguished us,—has cast our happy lot un

der a dispensation of divine grace, the fullest and richest that tht

world has known: And let us remember, too, that this will awfully

and justly aggravate our condemnation, if we perish amidst such ad

vantages. Therefore—

3. Finally—Let us be urged, on this occasion and by this subject, to

inquire most seriously of our own hearts, whether Christ has ever ap

peared above all things desirable to us; and whether we have by I'aiih

appropriated him as our Saviour, and embraced him as our all in all.

The word of life assures us, that " to those who believe," in a saving

sense, " Christ is precious;" and Christian experience will inform us,

that the reason of this is, that those who thus believe, have had such

views of their need of a Saviour, to deliver them both from the con

demning power and polluting dominion of sin, that when they find and

appropriate such a Saviour—full and complete in Christ Jesus—he is

truly and inexpressibly precious; his name is " like ointment poured

forth," and they can scarcely repeat it, without calling him precioia

Christ. Have we, then, my brethren, had these views of our necessity,

rendering the Redeemer thus desirable, and issuing, at length, in that

hearty closure with him, which has made him the supreme delight and

joy of our souls. If this be the case, Christ is truly ours, and we are

his; and we have reason for humble and constant praise to God, who

has made us " accepted in the beloved."

But if the Saviour has never appeared, in the manner just explained,

desirable to us, and we have not, in this view, embraced him, we are yet

in our sins—We are forbidden to speak peace to ourselves for a single

moment, in this state; For though the benefits of Christ's purchase are

infinitely great in themselves, they will profit us nothing, unless they be

applied to our souls. Therefore let me say to every individual present,

who is conscious that he has never seen in Christ Jesus " one altogether

lovely," to whom his soul has been drawn in faith and love—you are yet

in a stfite. of unpardpned sin, &nd that from this state you must be deli

vered, and that speedily, or perish, with a far more aggravated condem

nation than that which will be experienced by either Jew or heathen. Your

education has not imbued your mind with an early prejudice against

the only Saviour; you have heard of his name and of his great salvation,

and he has been recommended to your acceptance, trust and love, by the
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most powerful considerations—the most constraining motives that can

be addressed to a rational being. In opposition to all these, you have

hitherto practically rejecled Christ; for remember that in this great con

cern, neglect is rejection^ You are perishing; Christ Jesus calls to you

and says, " come unto me and be saved." If you do not obey the call, you

refuse, you reject it. And little as you may think of it, this refusal of the

invitation of a bleeding, dying, redeeming, incarnate God, is the great

damning sin of unbelief, committed by every impenitent sinner under the

light of the gospel. Bethink yourselves seriously, I entreat you. View

your guilt; be deeply abased for it before God; implore the aid of his

Holy Spirit to enable you to repent of it unfeignedly; and to help you to

exercise that faith in Christ Jesus, with which alone the salvation of

the soul is connected. And I repeat, that if this is ever done, it must be

done speedily. If you do it to-day, this will be indeed to you a happy

Christmas, in a far better sense than that of the world's empty compli

ment. It will be the happy day to which you will look back with un

utterable joy, in the ages of eternity. That so you may now act as that

you may hereafter eternally rejoice, may God of his infinite mercy

grant, through Jesus Christ our Saviour, and our only hope. Amen.

We know not that we have ever seen or heard the expression of

views and feelings, in the closing scenes of a Christian's life, that we

more approved, or would more desire that they might be our own, than

those which appear in the following obituary article, which we extract

from4he Episcopal Recorder of November 29th.

OBITUARY.—GENERAI, WILLIAM H. BRODNAX, OF VIRGINIA.

To the Editor of the Episcopal Recorder.

Rev. and dear Sir—Although the name of Gen. Wm. H. Brodnax,

may be unknown to many of your subscribers, yet- throughout most of

this state, his death has produced among all classes a sensation of deep

regret. Unimpeachable integrity—undeviating consistency—untiring

industry, and a high order of talents—had stamped his character with

a value, in the estimation of his fellow citizens, which has caused his

loss to be deeply felt and deplored. Every thing, therefore, which re

lates to his life and death, will be read with interest by those who knew

him. And as he himself ascribed all that was valuable in his own cha

racter to the influence of Christianity, and especially, as the scenes of

his last illness and death afforded a most happy exemplification of the

reality and efficacy of a Gospel faith, I am induced to send you the fol

lowing sketch, in the hope (as your paper circulates extensively among

his acquaintances) that some who read it may be induced lo seek for

the blessings of a like precious faith.

It is about ten years since the subject of this notice was induced to

enter upon a full and serious examination of the claims of Christianity;

the result of which was, such a conviction of the truth and importance

of the gospel plan of salvation, as constrained him to surrender his

heart, in submissive and grateful obedience, to the Lord Jesus Christ,

as his Redeemer and God; and about eight years ago he united himself

regularly with the Protestant Episcopal church. Since that eventj the

glory of God and the good of his fellow men, appear to have been the

prominent objects of his desires and efforts. The ambitious hopes of
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worldly preferment and political honours, which had been inspired and

encouraged by the unequivocal marks of general admiration bestowed

upon his talents and character, were supplanted by a nobler ambition;

and although he was subsequently induced, by the solicitations of his

friends, and by a sense of duty to his country, to serve as a delegate in

the convention called for altering the constitution of the state, and in

the succeeding sessions of the legislature, yet he always entered upon

such duties with reluctance and self- distrustj expressing his apprehen

sions of the dangers to which a Christian was exposed in minglic-g

in scenes of political excitement and party strife; and exacting from his

pious friends a promise to pray that he might be preserved from evil,

and to watch over and faithfully warn him whenever they discovered

any symptoms of departure from the spirit of the gospel, or the path

of Christian duty. He was constitutionally of a high spirit, and impa

tient of opposition; but the pride of nature had so far yielded to the

meekness of grace, that he received with thankfulness the reproofs' of

pious friends; and on his deathbed expressed, in terms of the warmest

gratitude, his obligations to those who had plainly and faithfully re

buked him.

In the discharge of his public, his professional, and his personal du

ties, Gen. Brodnax was influenced by the conviction, that "he was not

his own, but being bought with the price of the precious blood of the

Son of God, he was bound to glorify God in his body and spirit, which

were his." He was " diligent in business"—industriously devoting his

time and his talents to the improvement of his heart and mind, and to

the duties of his calling,* in order that he might enjoy means and op

portunities for usefulness. The mere desire of gain had long ceased lo

be his motive to exertion; he felt that he was but a steward, and ac

cordingly distributed witn expansive liberality, the means which God

bestowed. His unwillingness to appear ostentatious in his charities,

sometimes induced him to employ the writer of these remarks as the

almoner of his bounty, and the discoveries thus afforded of the extent

of his benefactions has often occasioned surprise. But in him was ve

rified the truth, that " he that hath pity on the poor, lendeth unto the

Lord, and that which he hath given, will he pay him again;" for as the

charities of his heart expanded, the labour of his hands was blessed

with a proportionate increase. His aid was expected, and cheerfully

afforded to almost every enterprise of private benevolence or public

convenience, which was undertaken in the four counties he profession

ally visited. And the number of the poor and unfortunate whose warns

he supplied, and whose sufferings he relieved in secret, will be known

only when hidden things are brought to light, and the deeds of the

righteous revealed. The Bible, Missionary, Sunday School, Educa

tion, Temperance, and other benevolent institutions of the present day,

have lost in him a zealous and liberal friend. But a detail of the fruits

of his faith, would occupy more space than you can probably appropri

ate to such a subject: and, in fact, it is only necessary to refer to some

of the scenes of his deathbed, for an ample illustration of his religious

character. Such a faith as was there exhibited, must necessarily have

produced good works.

Gen. Brodnax had for several years been labouring under disease, and

his acquaintance with his own constitution led him, some months since,

to express the conviction, that the tone of his pfiysical organs was im

* The profession of Gen. Brodnax, was that of tho law.—Ed.
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paired, so irrecoverably, that the animal machinery was wearing ra

pidly away. When compelled, therefore, by his last sickness, to de

sist from the labours of business, he pronounced with confidence, that

his days were numbered, and his work upon earth at an end. On the

sixth morning of his illness, he requested that I should be informed of

his situation, and I immediately hastened to him. On my entering his

chamber, he expressed his joy that I had arrived in time to hear from

himself something of the goodness God had manifested towards him;

informing me, that although just then in comparative ease, his bodily

pain had been greater than he could have supposed it possible for man

to have endured, but that through the whole period of. his sickness, he

had been supported by so sweet a sense of the mercy and grace of God,

as had rendered him almost unmindful of his sufferings; and that for

the sake of retaining this enjoyment, he would cheerfully consent to en

dure, were it necessary, all the bodily sufferings that human nature

could sustain. On that occasion, he conversed for more than an hour,

without intermission: and the views he expressed of the world—of him

self—of death, and of his hopes and prospects, were solemn and im

pressive beyond any thing that my pen can even faintly describe. He

spoke of the world as a general illusion; of its pleasures, and riches,

and honours, as the veriest emptiness, and as being altogether unde

serving of the regards of an immortal being, save only as they minis

tered to us occasions for glorifying God, and doing good to man.

" What," he inquired, " could the world now do for me? or what is

now to me all that it has done? All that it has or can afford, can profit

a dying man nothing. What, then, must be the feelings in a dying

hour, of those who have sought their portion only in this world, and

have no hope in Christ? It is indeed astonishing, that the horror of

despair does not drive such persons to madness." He referred to him

self in terms of the deepest contrition and self-abhorrence, as a guilty,

vile, and helpless, sinner before God, and as deserving only of condem

nation and wo; described his own heart as being by nature utterly de

praved.; ascribing it wholly to the grace of God, that he had not been

left to act out all the depravity of his nature, and fill up the measure of

his guilt and ruin—and expressing the deepest shame and humility at

the unprofitableness of his past life. Hut he often declared that such

views of himself, though humiliating, were accompanied by such a

sense of the pardoning mercy of God in Christ Jesus, and served to

magnify so gloriously the riches of God's grace and the wonders of his

love, in plucking so vile a sinner, " as a brand from the burning," that •

he could dwell on them with delight. He alluded to death as an event

which he had long contemplaied with so much seriousness, that he

had learnt to view it without fear; " and that at length, it had come

stripped of every terrifying feature;" (for it was at that time the ex

pectation of himself and of his friends, that he could survive only a few

hours;) that it had pleased God to give him the full assurance offaith

—that he was enabled to see in the plan of redemption by Jesus Christ,

so much of fulness and sufficiency, such a suitableness to all the neces

sities of a guilty, sinful creature, and such a pledge of God's truth and

power; and that hereby God had displayed so graciously towards man,

and so gloriously to himself, his wisdom, and justice, and mercy, and

love, that he could not entertain a doubt or a fear of his own salvation;

that he saw in the Lord Jesus Christ all that could supply his wants,

cover his deficiencies, satisfy his desires, and fix his confidence; and

his soul was occasionally warmed by the view into a rapture of wonder
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ала love, which no power of language could express. Such was the

substance of his conversation on my arrival, and it affords a very im

perfect specimen of the many others in which he was engaged during

three succeeding nights and days. PVom this time he was in hourly

expectation of death until it arrived; and many beautiful allusions

which he made to that event, expressive of his hopes, his joys, and his

submission, might he repeated, did space permit.

Immediately after the above conversation, he sent for, and with per

fect composure look leave of such of his children as were at home, and

of some of his servants; and a more affecting and impressive scene can

hardly be imagined. His anxiety for the spiritual welfare of his fel

low creatures, and particularly of some of his connexions and friends,

was often most pathetically expressed; and he omitted no opportunity

for urging upon those who visited him, the importance of "seeking

first the kingdom of God and his righteousness." He was much en

gaged in prayer, delighted in hearing God's word, and frequently re

quested those around him to sing such hymns as he would designate,

and several times endeavoured to unite, as far as his strength would

permit, in uttering the praises of God. His faculties continued unim

paired to within about two hours of his decease; and there were fre

quently indications of such uousual strength and vigour of intellect, as

not only surprised his surrounding friends, but led even himself to no

tice it as a remarkable feature in his сазе, and one which called for in

creased gratitude. And it was further remarkable, that the brightness

of his hopes, the fulness of his joy, and the strength of his confidence,

continued unclouded and without the appearance of interruption, even

to the end. " His path Indeed was that of the just, shining brigker

and brighter to the perfect day." For in the closing scene, when die

power of articulation seemed to be lost, and reason appeared to have

yielded up its empire—when no external object attracted his notice,

and no ordinary topic could arouse him to attention—on being asked,

if his confidence in the Lord Jesus Christ was still unshaken, the name

of the Saviour operated like an electric charm—his eye, already dim

med in death, rekindled with lustre—his languid features beamed again

with animation, and in a tone, distinct and articulate, he exclaimed—

"Jesus Christ! Yes, in whom can the vilest of sinners trust, but in the

Lord Jesus Christ? lie is my Mmighty Saviour. He is the pivot. o»

•which my mind can turn with ease; amidst all its wanderings it lerni

instinctively to Him as its rest." And a few minutes before he ex

pired, on a promise of scripture being suggested to him, he repeated

distinctly the words, "They that trust in the Lord shall renew tbeir

strength, they shall mount up on wings as eagles," repeating again

with emphasis, " they shall mount up on wings as eagles." These were

the last words that he uttered. In a few minutes nature ceased her

strife, and the happy spirit, released from its prison-house of flesh,

soared away to its 'home on high,

This scene was indeed one of the deepest solemnity, and of the high

est moral sublimity. His manner throughout was calm, dignified, and

impressive; betraying nothing of the impassioned ecstasy of a heated

imagination, but exhibiting invariably the fervid warmth of a soul km-

dling with the glories of the eternal world. It was good to be their,

for we felt that we were near the gate of heaven. And may those who

witnessed the scene, and all who read this imperfect description, be

induced to exercise the same faith, that they too "may die the death of

the righteous, and their last end be like his." J. G.

. Dinwiddie County, llrginia, Nov. 1834.
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From the Religious Souvenir.

DEATH OF BEDA.

" This learned and venerable monk, though his bist illness was severe, spent the

evenimr of his death in translating Ihe Gospel of St. John into- the Snxon language.

When Told by his amanuensia that there remained but one more chapter, he urged him

to proceed rapidly, saying that he had no lime to lose.

" ' Manier, there is now hut one sentence wanting.'

" ' Hnsten to write it,' said tho dying man.

" ' Master, it is done.'

" ' Thou hast spoken truth—it is done. Take now my head between your hands,

and move me, for it pleaseth me to sit over against tho place where I was wont to

pray, and where now, silling, I would yet invoke the E'ather.' Being seated, accord

ing to his desire, on the floor of his cell, he said, ' Glory be to the Father, to the Son,

and to the Holy Ghost.' And pronouncing the last word, he expired."

Northumbrian breezes freshly blew " Sjicrd on.'" Then flew tho writer's pen

Around an ancient pile, • With haste and fear perplcxt,

And Tyne, high-swoln with vernal rains, For D-ath's sure footstep nearer drew

Was murmuring near the while; With each receding text.

And there, within his cloistered coll, The prompting breath more faintly came,

Tho man of mighty mind, " Speed on!—his form 1 see—

His cowled and venerable brow That awful messenger of God,

With sickness pale, reclined. Who may not wait for me."

To give the Book of God a voice "Master, 'tis done." "Well hast thou

To bless the British isles, spoke—

He laboured, while inspiring faith Life with thy lines kept pace"—

Sustained the toil with smiles; They bear him to the place of prayer,

And o'er tho loved disciple's page The death-dew on hie face;

His studious spirit hung, And there, while o'er the gasping breath

Regardless though the grasp of pain The last keen torture stole,

Each »huddering nerve unstrung. With tho high watch-word of the skies,

Wont forth that holy soul. L. H. S.

AN APPEAL TO THE PUBLIC, IN BEHALF OF THE THEOLOGICAL

INSTITUTE OF CONNECTICUT.

(Concluded from page 502.)

We wish it to be distinctly understood, that we do not charge the

Professors with admitting the consequences which we have deduced

from their principles; but we cannot conceal our solemn conviction,

that the principles, which they have advanced, do" necessarily lead to

these consequences, and that were we to adopt them, we should feel

ourselves compelled to renounce the distinguishing doctrines of the

Calvinistic creed. Nor are we alone in this conviction. It is a con

viction which exists extensively in the Christian community, and in

the minds of a large portion of the most distinguished divines in the

country. We might add, also, to some extent in Great Britain.*

4. Another ground of dissatisfaction is, the great importance which

the Professors have attached to their peculiar views, and the charges

of dangerous error, which they have brought against tlieir brethren.

They have charged their brethren, (whose views have been shown to

harmonize with those of the standard orthodox writers of New Eng

land,) with having advanced theories which lead to- the most shocking

and blasphemous errors—theories, which involve the positions, that

' sin is a good thing:' " good in itself"—" the only real good to man"

—that " when men sin, they do the very best thing they can.do"—that

* See an article in tho Eclectic Review, from the pea of Dr. John Pye Smith.
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" God is the responsible author of sin"—that " the terms of salvation,

and the exhibition of motives to comply with them, are a delusive

mockery"—that " God is a criminal tempter" that "in no respect is

Satan more truly criminal as a tempter than God is"—that we ought

to praise God for all the sin which we and others have ever commit

ted"—that " to sin and be damned to all eternity, is the result, and

the sole result, in respect to the greater part of mankind, designed,

preferred and purposed by the Maker"—that " the worst kind of mo

ral action is the best"—and that " mankind are bound to believe that

they shall please and glorify God more by sin, than by obedience, and

therefore „to act accordingly." They have also alleged, that nothing

but the inconsistency of their brethren, saves them from being "/Ле

very worst of heretics ;" and that their theories " if carried out into their

legitimate consequences, lead lo imiversaUam, to inßdelity, and to ofAe-

ism."*

We do not complain o.f the Professors for bringing these charges,

if they sincerely bdieve there is a foundation for them; but we do ut

terly prolest against the assumption, that there is no important differ

ence of opinion between them and brethren against whom such charges

are preferred.

In view of the foregoing facts and considerations, we appeal to a

candid public, whether there is, or is not, any ground for the dissatis

faction which exists in relation to the New Haven school, and whether

we are engaged in an enterprise for which no justifiable reason can be

assigned.

While we have felt it our duty to speak thus plainly of the doctrines

inculcated in the New Haven school, we wish it to be distinctiy under

stood, that we entertain none but the kindest feelings towards thePio-

fessors, and those who accord with them in their theological views.

We concede to them the 'right, to maintain and defend their own

opinions: and we ask them to allow us the privilege of maintaining

and inculcating what we believe to be the faith once delivered to the

saints. To say that the founders of this seminary, " had a right to

form, and publicly to avow their own religious principles; to say, that

they had a right to consecrate a portion of their property to the de

fence and diffusion of these principles, and to guard the sacred depo

site against perversion, as they have done in their statutes, is only ta

claim in their behalf, a participation in the privileges common to every

Protestant, and to every citizen of a free country."

We utterly disclaim every thing like hostility to Yale College. Thtt

venerable institution is, and ever will be, clear to our hearts; and while

we deeply lament the existence of evils which seem to us to threaten

its best interests, we shall not cease to pray, that its usefulness may

be perpetuated, and greatly enhanced.

We disclaim all intention to render the seminary under our саге, *

party institution. We have no peculiar views to inculcate, no party

purposes to subserve. We mean not to assume a belligerent attitude,

or to array ourselves against any other institution. \Vhile we main

tain what we believe to be the truth, our intention is, so far as in ts

lies, to live peaceably with all men. In proof of our pacific in tentions,

* All these quotations, and much more of a similar character, will be found in t If

Review of Dr. Tyler's Remarks in the Christian Spectator, for September, Is32, ава

in Dr. Tay lor 's communications in the Spirit of the Pilgrims. It should be reinemberec.

that none of these charges, nor any of the statements of the Professors, which har«

produced во much dissatisfaction in the public mind, have ever yet been retracted.
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•we appeal to the testimony of the very men who have arraigned us be

fore the public. The Professors say, " Had the articles of the New

Seminary been framed expressly as articles of peace and concord, de

signed to exclude as unessential, all the points which have been so

long in controversy, they could hardly have taken a better form for

the attainment of so desirable an end."

By this declaration, they " are forever precluded from saying or in

sinuating," that the new seminary is intended to be a party institution.

If they can, ex-ammo, and without qualification, or reservation, sub

scribe these articles; and if they intend to teach nothing inconsistent

with them, we sincerely rejoice in the fact. But that they can sub

scribe them consistently, in the sense in which we receive them, and

in the sense in which the language has heretofore been generally under

stood, we shall find it impossible to believe, till they have retracted

some of their published statements, or explained them in a manner

more satisfactory, than they have hitherto done.

But while we frankly acknowledge, that the facts which we have

stated are among the reasons which led to the establishment of the

Theological Institute; we wish the public to understand, that there

are other considerations by which we are influenced in the prosecution

of our enterprise.

The growing demand for ministers of the gospel, and the rapid in

crease of theological students, occasioned by the efforts of education

societies, and by frequent revivals of religion, seem to us to call for

an increased number of Theological Institutions.

We beliçve also, that as there is a liability in such institutions to

become corrupt in doctrine, their number ought to be so increased,

that they shall operate as a check upon each other, and that no one

shall become overgrown. If there were but one such seminary in

New England, and if, with its large endowments, and extended pa

tronage, it should become the seat of heresy, who can estimate the

evils of which it would be instrumental? And here we cannot but

advert to the fact, that the history of all past ages admonishes us, that

large and overgrown institutions are peculiarly liable to corruption.

By increasing the number, we diminish the dangers arising from this

source, and throw around the churches additional safeguards against

the inroads of destructive error.

There is still another consideration which has had no small weight

in our minds. Until recently, the subject of physical education has

received but little attention; but its importance is beginning now to be

deeply and extensively felt. Facts have been disclosed, which go to

show, that the destruction of life and health, in our literary and the

ological seminaries, occasioned by the neglect of systematic bodily

exercise, is truly appalling.

It appears from the testimony of a large number of the most re

spectable teachers in our own country, that " of those who- deserve

the character of close students, full one-half, if not more, injure them

selves by an injudicious neglect of exercise; and that of these, full

one-fourth, if not a third, lay a foundation for feebleness and disease

which go with them through life, and greatly diminish both their use

fulness and enjoyment." This evil surely calls for a remedy; and we

know of no remedy which promises to be more successful than that

provided by manual labour institutions. Such is the institution under

our care; and if the plan shall succeed according to our wishes, it

will possess the two fold advantage, of contributing to preserve the

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII. 4 A
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lives and health of the students, and of enabling them at the same

time, to defray, in part, at least, the expenses of their education. Is

not this part of the plan worthy of encouragement?

We would add, in conclusion, that the enterprise in which we are em

barked was not undertaken, without much deliberation, and earnest

prayer to Almighty God. The convention which met in East Windsor,

September 10, 1833, and which resolved on the establishment of this

Seminary, spent two days in prayerful consultation. It was a season of

peculiar interest. Deeply impressed with a sense of the responsibility

under which they were acting, they looked to the Great Head of the

church for direction: and unless they were greatly deceived, they en

joyed special tokens of his presence. Nothing like party feelings

seemed to characterize their deliberations. The great and all-absorb

ing inquiry was, what do the honour of God and the interests of his

kingdom demand? They were unanimous in their result. Fully sa

tisfied that they had discovered the path of duty, they resolved to go

forward in the strength of the Lord. Hitherto he has seemed to smile

on the enterprise, even beyond our most sanguine expectations. Friends

have appeared, both in and out of the state, who have aided us by

liberal donations. A commodious building has been erected, and is

now prepared for the accommodation of students. An excellent farm

has been purchased, and a workshop will soon be completed. A re

spectable library has been collected. Teachers have been provided,

who are on the ground, and ready to enter upon their labours. A re

spectable number of students have already expressed a desire to enjor

the benefits of the institution. In view of these tokens of the din'ne

favour, we would desire to be humble, and unfeignedly thankful. But

our Seminary is still in its infancy; and a much greater amount of

funds, than has yet been received, will be needed to carry into full ex

ecution the plans which we contemplate. We cannot doubt, however,

that He to whom the silver and the gold belong, and who has the hearts

of all men in his hands, will raise up patrons and benefactors. To

him we still commit our cause, sensible, that except the Lord build the

house, they labour in vain that build it ; feeling assured, also, that if He

shall smile upon our enterprise, it cannot be overthrown; and being

willing, if our hearts deceive us not, that if it does not meet with His

approbation, it should come to nought.

East Windsor, October 14<A, 1834.

PROTRACTED MEETINGS AND NEW MEASURES.

We did not read the following paper till we had finished and sent to

the printer our Valedictory Address—Then we took it up, and our gra

tification was not small, to find our sentiments, on several points, and

in their general tenor, sustained and enlarged on, by the judicious au

thor of this publication, sanctioned by his brethren, at whose instance

it had been prepared. We had previously perused with much satis

faction, a piece entitled New Measures, from the Vermont Chronicle;

and written, as we understand, by the editor of that paper—This we

had destined to a republication in our pages; but on reading the more

extended article, which we now introduce, we found that New Measures

had received a portion of attention, in treating of protracted meetings,

with which they have, always been connected; aud that many of the
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same ideas were contained in both publications—We can afford space

but for one of these papers, but we cordially agree, in nearly every

opinion and remark contained in both. In retiring from our editorial

labours, it gives us unfeigned pleasure, to observe that just and sober

views of evangelical truth and piety, seem likely to prevail, before

long, against that spirit of fanaticism, which has recently threatened

their entire subversion. The following article will, we apprehend,

occasion many reflections, and excite not a little surprise, in any

reader who may peruse it half a century hence.

From the Boston Recorder.

PROTRACTED MEETINGS.

At a meeting of the Berkshire and Columbia Ministers' meeting, at

Spencertown, New York, on Wednesday the 5th of November, a state

ment and remarks were presented by Rev. D. D. Field, of Stockbridge,

on the following subject, previously assigned to him: "The evils of

hasty and extravagant accounts of the results of Protracted Meetings."

After free remarks upon the subject, it was voted unanimously by the

ministers present, that Mr. Field be requested to forward this manu

script to the Boston Recorder for publication—that the clerk of the

meeting forward to this paper a record of this vote—with a request

also to the editors of the New York Observer, to insert the same in

their paper. Attest, E. W. DWIGHT,

Scribe of the Meeting.

THE EVILS OF HASTY AND EXTRAVAGANT ACCOUNTS OF THE RESULTS OF

PROTRACTED MEETINGS.

Beloved Brethren,—It is well known to you that I have collected, for

a number of years, the statistics of the churches connected with the

Berkshire Association. From this circumstance I have been led to no

tice, beyond what I might otherwise have done, the discrepancies be

tween the reported results of protracted meetings, at and about the

time of their close, and the more accurate results, as they have after

wards appeared, when the supposed converts came to make a profes

sion of religion. These discrepancies, sufficiently great and appalling,

from the time these meetings were introduced among us, have recently

become so, beyond all former examples. This is so well known to

persons in this region, that nothing need to be slated in the way of

proof to satisfy them of the fact. For the information of others, some

few statements may be needful. The disposition to calculate upon

slight appearances, so common and so mischievous in many other

cases, has been exhibited here to an alarming extent. We cannot in

deed assume it as true, that all who profess godliness are godly per

sons: but it is safe to affirm, that the mass of those who truly expe

rience the grace of God, will, in the course of a few months, connect

themselves with some church, especially where circumstances are fa

vourable for their making a profession, and where they are encouraged

in thus doing. As the last of the meetings to which I shall more par

ticularly refer, was held as long ago as last February; and as the

others were held at previous times, the first as far back as May, 1833,

it must be supposed that the body of those savingly affected by the

meetings have been for some time in the bosom of the church.

Now as to statements: these meetings, seven in number, all held in
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Berkshire county, among the Congregationalists and Baptists, were

conducted by the same individual, a clergyman from abroad, assisted

more or less by clergymen and laymen belonging to Berkshire and

from a distance. From these seven meetings reports went out, in one

form and in another, of marvellous displays of grace, and of conver

sions to the amount of sixteen, eighteen, or twenty hundred. I men

tion these several numbers, because some concerned in originating and

propagating the reports may have placed the numbers higher than

others. Sixteen hundred is the .lowest aggregate of which I have

heard. Three of the meetings were held between the 25th of August

and the 1st of November, 1833, (including in all about thirty days,)

within six miles of any house. At the close of the first, the conduc

tor proclaimed that one hundred and fifty converts had been made

during the meeting, and actually took a vote of the people present,

that the excitement produced during its progress was the work of God.

At a neighbourhood meeting the evening following, in an adjoining

town, where his second protracted meeting was held, he counted a

number of converts; and a number of persons are said to have been

converted the next morning at a prayer meeting held by him in another

neighbourhood in the same town. On several days, in the second pro

tracted meeting, he counted and proclaimed large numbers of con

verts; and on the second of November it was published, in an article

written by one of his assistants, in a paper widely circulated in the

country, that " on one day over sixty were numbered, who professed

submission to God," and that, " in nine or ten days it was reasonabi/

hoped, between four and five hundred were brought to bow to Christ

as their King and Lawgiver." A greater number of conversions was

sometimes spoken of. At the close of the third meeting, the conductor

proclaimed two hundred converts; and the revival was represented as

progressing, days and weeks afterwards. Here, then, we have at three

meetings, omitting all appendages, between seven hundred and fifty,

and eight hundred and fifty conversions. One of the seven meetings

•was held before the three just mentioned, (for twenty-four days from

the 12th of May:) the three remaining were held afterwards. In an

account of the one held before, dated June 18th, and published in the

paper already alluded to, it is said, " The work continues increasing:

from twenty-five to thirty have professed to submit to Christ since the

close of the meeting, making, it is believed, not far from two hundred

hopeful conversions." For a time the conversions connected with this

meeting were put as high as two hundred and forty. At one of the

three remaining meetings, the conductor proclaimed one hundred and

seventy converts, and in a published account, dated February 5, 1854,

about two weeks after its close, " several conversions" in addition, are

said to have occurred. At the other meetings, it is not known that any

public proclamations were made; but the representations were of a

smaller number of converts at one of them, and of a larger number at

the other. Concerning the revival at the latter meeting, it was written

and published: " It is truly a great work." The accounts of the meet

ings, whether more or less formally given at first, lost nothing as they

circulated. Not only the places where they were held, but the places

about them were described as moved by the power of God, beyond

any thing ever before known in the country.

Within the limits of the town where the last of the three meetings

first mentioned was held, a protracted meeting was held immediately

afterwards, thought to have been greatly blessed. Others were held
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from time to time among the Congregationalists and Baptists, believed

to have enjoyed tokens of divine favour. It should be added, that the

Congregational churches, now 26 in number, received all along the

stated labours of more than 20 ministers, and contained nearly 5,000

members. The Baptist churches, 18 or 19 in number, had as many as

16 ordained ministers and licentiates, and in 15 of their churches about

1200 members: how many in all I am not informed.

From all the meetings, therefore, which these denominations enjoyed

and from all efforts among them, special and common, occasional and

slated, we should naturally expect the admission of unprecedented

numbers to the churches. What then must be our surprise, when we

find that the admissions tothe Congregational churches in 1833 were

small, and are likely to be so in 1834, and that the admissions to the

Baptist churches are far from being large.

To be more particular, the admissions to the Congregational churches,

in 1833, from the world, according to the Minutes of the General As

sociation of Massachusetts, (just published,) were 208. And it is wor

thy of remark here, that it is ascertained that scarcely any of these ob

tained their hopes at the seven protracted meetings more especially no

ticed. As one of these churches, however, was formed near the close

of 1833, and as 18 of the members were taken from the world, it is

proper these should be added, making 226. This is a greater number

than was added in some preceding years; but going back six years, as

far as full statistical tables will carry us, it is less by almost one-third

than the admissions yearly, taken on an average, and far less than in

some years. Still farther back, it is well known, some churches were

blessed with great revivals, and much enlarged.

Some time since, an effort was made to ascertain the admissions to

these churches for the first half of the present year, up to the first of

July, and they were found to be about 230. Since that time the admis

sions have been very few, and the year is now drawing towards a close.

Perhaps some would claim that the admissions from the world to nfree

church, formed at the commencement of this year in the town where

the most remarkable of all the seven meetings was held, being 48, (in

cluding the admissions at the formation, and since,) should be added

to the 230, making 278. It may be proper to observe that many of the

members of this church have removed from the town, and that the re

mainder have come to the determination to have their ecclesiastical

connection speedily dissolved. This is stated merely as a fact.

So far as the Congregationalists are concerned, it is certain, that in

stiller times, when the pastors managed their concerns more in their

own way, and performed most of the ministerial labour themselves, many

more were received into the church of God. In 1831 the admissions

were 661; and in 1827, 288. A revival pervading 14 churches in 1821,

resulted in the admission of about 900 souls. Precisely, how soon

these were admitted, I cannot say, as returns altogether regular are not

preserved. Formerly individual ministers, with scarcely any aid, gather

ed more into the church, than any minister in the county has recently

gathered, with all the help of protracted meetings.

As to the Baptist churches, they make up their statistics from the

close of May in one year to the close of May in the succeeding year.

The last Minutes of the Berkshire Baptist Association report 104 ad

missions to 13 churches in the county. The admissions to their other

churches (in the county,) during the last statistical year, are believed

from circumstances to have been very few. I have ascertained that the
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admissions to one of them were only four. This too was a church in

which the protracted meeting was held, at the close of which 150 con

verts were proclaimed. There may have been some conversions at

this meeting among people belonging to the vicinity: but four was the

number admitted to that church, and some of these, if not all, were ad

mitted on old hopes. How many the Baptist churches have admitted

in times past from year to year, I have not at present the means of as

certaining.

Truth requires me to add, that in former times, when there were not

so many crying; Loi here is Christ, and loi there, there were more, cer

tainly among the Congregationalists, who not only felt the kingdom of

God within themselves, but more who furnishedaevidence that this king

dom was a kingdom of righteousness, and peace,andjoy in the Holy Ghost.

The late strong winds, earthquakes and fires, have been more agitating;

but it was the still small voice of former years more especially, which

caused the people to cover their faces in holy reverence before God,

and to enter upon the self-denying and unostentatious, though kind and

benevolent duties of the gospel. In those years, the doctrines of grace

were intelligently and cordially received, and the churches, while they

•were increased in numbers, were increased in union, strength and effort.

Recently, supposed converts have hesitated more about yielding to the

great truths of the gospel: and the usual blessings attendant on admis

sions, it is painful to say it, in some instances at least, have not appear

ed in an equal degree.

Something like what has been experienced in Berkshire has occurred

in some towns in the vicinity. How far any thing similar has taken

place in distant parts of the country, those who have the requis'ueuv-

formation can jucîge. Facts enough hsve been stated to show, that a

spirit of exaggeration and extravagance has arisen here, the evils of

which on the community generally, and on particular classes of people,

are very great. These evils should be seriously considered.

1. It is morally wrong to originate and propagate reports, which

there is no good and substantial reason for believing to be true, or true

to the extent represented. It is an offence against the God of truth,

and an imposition upon his creatures; an imposition the more gross

and mischievous, in proportion to the greatness of the interests affected

by it. Now there never was any good and substantial reason for the

"huge reports" that went forth from the seven protracted meeting», con

cerning the number of converts. Nor is the offence much mitigated,

by alleging that the converts were spoken of as " hopeful" converts.

They were spoken of as such converts as ought speedily to seek admis

sion to the church, and such as it would be very criminal to delay ap

proaching to special ordinances, with the view of testing their experi

ences. It was, in fact, daring presumption to pronounce persons con

verted so hastily and confidently; for the exercises of holiness, where

they exist, are not at first so clearly and strikingly exhibited, that unin

spired men can safely pronounce upon their existence. If the Saviour,

knowing what is in man, could pronounce persons converted immedi

ately upon their becoming so, or if the apostles could, having the gift

of discerning spirits, or being specially assisted from above, we, of ne

cessity, must arrive at the knowledge of characters by a slower process

having neither the attribute of omniscience nor miraculous powers.

After the lapse of weeks and months, and even years, the ablest divines

and the most advanced Christians, are liable to mistake. How much

more so, upon a single transient interview with entire strangers, and
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where the surrounding circumstances are of a very exciting and agi

tating description? It is unspeakably safer and better, even after suc

cessive interviews, and with those with whose previous habits of

thought and action we are best acquainted, to specify the evidences of

conversion, and to send them away to their closets, with the Bible in

their hands, to reflect, and pray, and judge for themselves; or with

Dodclridgc's Rise and Progress of Religion in the Soul, Flavel's Touch

stone, or Edwards on the Affections, if they have capacity and leisure

to examine and apply a work of such research. But in inquiry rooms

connected with some of the " seven meetings," persons were counted

as converts, merely upon their saying or signifying that they had made

up their minds to be religious, upon their repeating the publican's

prayer, or upon something else equally inconclusive, and a few hours

afterwards were proclaimed as such in the most public manner. If

the "wayside hearers" госте not counted, the "thorny and stony ground

hearers" were, and without waiting to see even whether the blade would

spring up from the seed sown in their hearts. On such slight grounds

as these, who could be justified in pronouncing persons qualified for

any responsible business or employment on earth? But here they were

pronounced as the hopeful subjects of grace, meet for the church on

earth, and fair candidates for the church in glory. What a solemn

trifling with souls! And why was this course pursued by the con

ductor and his associates? We arc not required to express an opinion

at once of the state of others, even if appearances are the most favour

able, by any existing and weighty considerations. Why then, I ask

again, was this course pursued? Was it to make people think the

Lord was with them, and that they had wonderful skill in instruction

and management? If so, the design was objectionable. " Let another

man praise thee, and not thine own mouth; a stranger, and not thine

own lips." Was it to raise an excitement all around, and to bring

multitudes under their influence, and in the hope too that they might

be converted? They were " not to do evil that good might come."

2. Proclaiming persons hastily converted is dangerous to the persons

themselves. If really converted, the fact will appear in due time, on

better evidence than our proclamation can furnish. But suppose they

are not, (and there is great reason to fear that very many are not, where

hasty proclamations are made,) they may be infinitely injured by the

proclamations. There is unspeakable danger that they will rest upon the

opinions thus expressed. The danger is the greater, in proportion as

they regard the ministers and Christians expressing them, as experi

enced and skilful judges. Relying unduly upon this, they may go im

mediately forward and profess religion, and be the advocates of a

false experience, and the opposers of real godliness all their days; or

by heresy and apostacy may merit and receive the disciplino of the bre

thren. Whether in the church or not, their hope will be likely to

shield them from the arrows of conviction. Be it that they give it up;

it is by no means certain that they will not resume it upon the recur

rence of religious excitement, and thus go on abandoning and resum

ing it, until probation is over. If given up finally, they may regard all

religious experiences to be delusive, because they have found their own

to be so; and may become scoffers, errorists, infidels, and blasphemers.

The very bitterest opposers of the religion of Jesus, are found among

those who were once awakened, and did not attain to a change of heart.

The "last state" of such "is worse than the first. When Uod riseth

up, and when he visiteth," who shall answer for this?
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3. Hastily proclaiming men converted, often subjects their pious

relatives to bitter disappointment and grief. Longing and labouring

for the conversion of their kindred, they are prepared to catch at any

thing in them which savours of seriousness, and hearing them at such

times proclaimed converts, trusting- too much to the proclamations,

their souls leap for joy. But finding afterwards the proclamationsjpre-

mature and unfounded, their spirits sink within them; and their tears

of anguish and blood are more profuse and constant than their tears

of joy. Tales might be told on this subject from Berkshire, which

would make the ears tingle of those who should hear them.

4. By these proclamations, the more sensitive and excitab/e mem

bers of our churches are greatly injured. They receive the proclama

tions with scarcely any inquiry or scruple; first impressions sink

deep into their souls, and they feel that if they only could have conti

nued meetings and warm addresses, converts would " roll in by scores

and fifties, and hundreds and thousands," and the kingdom of God

come. Their thoughts are turned off' from the ordinary and stated

means of grace, which God has appointed as the great means for the

production, as well as growth of religion in the soul, to novelties ind

experiments. Thus they are prepared to run to protracted meetings,

if repeated, for weeks and months in succession, even leaving their

own churches on the Sabbath, with which they have covenanted to

worship; but as for neighbourhood meetings and preparatory lectures,

and things of that kind at home, they are too trite and uniform for

their elastic spirits. At least, this is the case in many instances. Re

ligion becomes in appearance a matter of excitement rather tftan of

principle, periodical and spasmodic, rather than habitual and stabk.

5. These proclamations are far from being harmless upon more dis

cerning, judicious, and uniform Christians and ministers. They do not

credit the proclamations altogether at first, and they discredit them the

more, as they become acquainted with the defective views, exercises,

and habits, of many who are thus proclaimed converts. They arc il-

most led to doubt whether any genuine conversions take place under

such circumstances, are afraid of efforts which would produce much

excitement, lest the excitement should be perverted, and are in danger

of contenting themselves with services almost void of life and energy.

They have been so often deceived by oral and printed accounts of ex

traordinary doings and wonderful revivals, that an air of suspicion is

thrown over all accounts of such doings and revivals. The time was,

some 30 or 35 years ago, when accounts of revivals, soberly written,

six or twelve months after their occurrence, were read by ministers and

private Christians in the closet, family, and conference room, with

more avidity than almost any thing else after the Bible, and occasioned

many thanksgivings to God. Now, accounts of revivals are scarcely

read at all, by many excellent ministers and Christians.

6. These proclamations have an unpropitious bearing upon the best

interests of the church. Along with them, the usual accompanying

effort is to have the converts speedily make a profession of religion.

Suppose they do, and a large proportion of them are found afterwards

to be destitute of godliness, the church is weakened and deformed,

rather than strengthened and beautified. The real strength and beauir

of the church does not depend so much upon numbers, as upon union;

upon soundness in the faith, deep experience, vital piety, and concen

trated effort.

7. There is a pretty numerous class of men in society, of generally
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correct moral habits, and it is to be feared that not a few of them are

in the church, who have long been in doubt about experimental reli

gion, the new birth, as it is taught in the Scriptures, and other con

nected subjects, and about all extraordinary and vigorous efforts to

promote the cause of God at home and abroad. Nothing strengthens

their doubts so much as the things of which I have been remarking.

8. These things are the fruitful occasion of sneers, and ridicule, and

blasphemy, among the grossly unprincipled and wicked. Condemna-

ble as they be for their conduct, the occasion ought not to be given.

But without enlarging further on these evils, let us inquire whether

there are no remedies. It appears to me there are.

If the evils of hasty and extravagant accounts of the results of pro

tracted meetings are many and great, such accounts ought to be with-

holden, most assuredly, from the public papers. The enumeration of

supposed converts in times of seriousness, may be safely delayed until

they make a public profession. Then it may be innocently and usefully

said, that so many, or about so many souls were added to the church;

and it will be happy if years afterwards it can be recorded in historyj

" And they continued steadfastly in the Apostle's doctrine and fellow

ship, and in breaking of bread and in prayers." But as to the reme

dies:

1. The Christian public need to be told, that it is possible fop ex

citements to be excessive in religion, as well as in politics, and in the

affairs of the world. This should be told them, without giving counte

nance to mere speculative orthodoxy, and cold formality. There is

a happy medium between wild fanaticism and death-like stupidity,

marked by sobriety, gravity, simplicity, and godly sincerity, which

ought to be pursued. Were the people generally well apprized of this,

few would dare to originate and circulate such reports as have been

disapproved in this paper. There would be an antidote for them in

public sentiment. i

2. Thorough, scriptural 'views of experimental religion, should be

given. In the pure revivals at the commencement of the present cen

tury, great attention was paid to doctrine. In the seven protracted

meetings, little, comparatively, was said on this subject. Some truths

were inculcated; but those who heard the discourses over and over

again, (for they were often repeated,) probably will admit that not

much was said about Christ crucified, the dependence of sinnen

upon grace for salvation, and kindred subjects, nor about those exer

cises and duties, to which the beatitudes are assigned; exercises and

duties which adorn private character, sweeten domestic life, and pro

mote happiness in society, as well as entitle to the rewards of heaven.

Such was the tenor of the instructions that the impression was exten

sively made, that it is an easy thing to be religious, and that regenera

tion is nothing more than a change of purpose. On these two points,

a few observations may be useful.

As to the idea that it is an easy thing to be religious, it is contrary-

to the word of God, and to the experience of all his people. The ex

hortation to " strive to enter in at the straight gate," " to work out our

salvation with fear and trembling," with numerous other similar ex

hortations, obviously imply that there are great difficulties in the way

of attaining eternal life. " It is easier for a camel to go through the

eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God."

" Can the Ethiopian change his skin, and the leopard his spots? Then

may ye do good who are accustomed to do evil." If the difficulties be-

Ch. Adv.—VOL. XII, 4 В
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fore those classes of men directly referred to in these passages of Scrip

ture, be greater than those before many others, they are still great in

all instances. Who ever found it as easy to act against their natural

reigning propensities, as to yield to them, being " drawn away by their

own lusts and enticed?" to resist the course of this world, as to follow

it? to be spiritual as to be earthly? to be disinterested as to be selfish?

What Christian is ignorant of "the flesh lusting against the Spirit?"

As for the pretence that a change of purpose is a change of heart,

Scripture facts, without going into any metaphysical reasoning, shovr

the contrary. The people of Israel formed the purpose of being reli

gious at Sinai, when they said, " all that the Lord hath spoken will we

do;" but they did not fulfil it. They proposed to be religious at Car

mel, when they shouted as fire came down from heaven and consumed

the sacrifice of Elijah, " The Lord, he is the God; the Lord, he is the

God;" but they hardly retained their seriousness until they returned

to their dwellings. The disciples of John formed the purpose of being

religious more deliberately. They were " baptized with the baptism

of repentance, confessing their sins." Had John counted all these as

converts, he might have proclaimed immense numbers. Instead of

this, he told them to " bring forth fruits meet for repentance;" not to

"think within themselves, we have Abraham to our father;" and t»

discharge faithfully the various duties incumbent upon them. He left

it to be determined by their lives whether they were converts or nob

And it is melancholy to reflect, that the mass of them proved to be hy

pocrites. "He was a burning and a shining light, and they were ril

ling for a season to rejoice in his light," and there their religion gene

rally ended. But, were a change of purpose a change of heart, all

these persons at Sinai, Carmel, and Jordan, would have practised holi

ness to the end of their days, and secured salvation. Between this

change and admission to the kingdom of heaven, there is an established

and indissoluble connexion.

Whatever may be said about ability to do our duty, and about obli

gation, in point of fact, none do their duty and meet their obligation,

without the Holy Ghost. The greatest of all teachers said to the un

converted, " no man can come to me, except the Father, who hath sent

me, draw him." May we not warrantably utter the same truth, though

some claiming to be disciples should say; " This is an hard saying,,

who can hear it?" and should go back and walk no more with Jesus?

He said also to his true disciples, " Abide in me and I in you. As the

branch cannot bear fruit of itself except it abide in the vine, no more

can ye, except ye abide in me. I am the vine, ye are the branches:

He that abideth in me and I in him, the same bringeth forth much

fruit; for without me ye can do nothing."

Were the truth clearly and harmoniously exhibited and understood,

few would dare to count and proclaim men hastily converted, and they

would not be willing to be thus converted and proclaimed. Without

the application of given principles, we can arrive at no certain conclu

sion in the arts and sciences. Truth also is the standard by which

characters are to be tried. " He that is of God, heareth God's, word."

3. The peculiar work of the Holy Ghost in the salvation of sinners,

needs to be explained and realized in the religious community. Re

cently, men and measures have been exalted, and that blessed person

age, who is the efficient author of all the holiness of this fallen world,

has been dishonoured. Individuals and churches, favoured with the

best instructions, have thought that sinners could hardly be born again,
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and revivals of religion promoted, unless preachers of a new and pecu

liar cast were introduced among them. The great fact has been com

paratively little regarded, that no instrumentalities nor means, whether

common or special, can be effectual, without the agency of the Al

mighty. Instead of" thinking so much of men, we all need to think

more of Christ, and of that Spirit which he has purchased for the sanc

tification of his people. " Who then is Paul? and who is Apollos, but

ministers by whom ye believed, even as the Lord gave to every man?"

" Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of

hosts."

The time has come, I apprehend, my brethren, in which an unusual

responsibility rests upon us to keep the church, so far as our influence

extends, pure in doctrine and pure in practice. The times in many re

spects are difficult; and we need, as the apostles did, to be wise and

harmless. We need the presence and Spirii which the Saviour pro

mised them when he ascended up on high. We are called upon to

" contend earnestly for the faith which was once delivered unto the

saints," but to contend with a right temper. While we cheerfully re

ceive all ministers who come to us in a Christian manner, bringing

with them the doctrines of the gospel, we have a warrant from inspi

ration for avoiding and rejecting those, who, by their sentiments, or

measures, or manners, "cause divisions and offences contrary to the

doctrine we have learned" from the Bible. The angels and members

of some of the Asiatic churches were reproved for suffering erroneous

teachers to seduce numbers away from the truth and simplicity of the

gospel. No principle of duty nor expediency can justify settled pastors

in giving up the control of religious services in their congregations to

strangers, nor to admit of questionable experiments. According to

the constitution of the New Testament, the great duties of the ministry

are to be performed by pastors, and the people are to look to them as

their guides and teachers. If they cannot perform in given circum

stances all the labour that is needed, it is far safer securing the tempo

rary aid of known, tried and approved brethren in the immediate

neighbourhood, than to send abroad after strangers. From their in

creased information, their instructions would probably be much more

appropriate and happy. Ministers at a distance have work enough to

do in their own churches and vicinity. It appertains to spiritual hus

bandmen to keep their own vineyards. They would be more likely

than nearer brethren, to advocate the introduction of proceedings,

which could not be kept up after their departure without alienation

and strife, and there would be more delicacy in resisting their wishes.

As for a class of ministers who hold themselves in a state of readiness

to attend protracted meetings, and do not expect to settle, they are an

anomaly in the institutions of the church. " My brethren, be not many

masters, knowing that ye shall receive the greater condemnation."

There is no class of persons who deserve more kindness and en

couragement from ministers, and from the churches of the Redeemer,

than modest, humble, devout, docile youth, who are looking forward,

through a course of thorough preparation, for the sacred office. But

different treatment is due to those forward, rash, superficially educated

young men, who run before they are sent, and go where they are not

desired. " A bishop must not be a novice, lest being lifted up with

pride he fall into the condemnation of the devil."

My brethren, we are to " watch for souls as those that must give ac

count." Next to the glory of God, and the general interests of reli
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gion, we should be most solicitous for the prosperity of the churches

with which we are connected. " Arise, О Lord, into thy rest; thou and

the ark of thy strength. Let thy priests be clothed with righteousness,

and let thy saints shout for joy."

PROCEEDINGS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBY

TERIAN CHURCH, IN MAY AND JUNE, 1834.

(Concluded from page 511.)

We are saved the trouble of replying to a number of the objections

made to the Act and Testimony, by the solid answers these objections

have received, from other writers. In addition, however, to what has

appeared in our last No. we shall make a few remarks on some objec

tions in the " Biblical Repertory and Theological Review," of October

last.

"In the first place, (says the reviewer in the Repertory) this document

has been perverted from its true and legitimate purpose, as a Testimo

ny, into an invidious Test Act." The document, it is affirmed, has been

perverted—We ask, by whom? If not by its authors and friends, they

are not responsible—The Scriptures themselves are often perverted.

In our judgment, this reviewer himself is the perverter of the Act

and Testimony. Hé has given it a character, and imputed to it a de

sign, that its framers never thought of. He charges the Act and Tes

timony with being an invidious Test Act: and we must say, thatïrtie-

ther he deliberately intended it or not (for when the heart is full it

often overflows, in a manner that its possessor is not aware of} the re

viewer's whole argument, on this point, appears to us to be exactly of

that character which logicians technically call argumenlvm adpopuban.

u Names are things," said the sagacious Mirabeau, when he recom

mended certain appellations, with a view to produce a great popular

effect. Л Test Ли, has long been a short sentence which, whenever ut

tered in the hearing of the descendants of the old Puritans and Pres

byterians, has never failed to excite feelings of aversion and abhor

rence. Only get these descendants to believe that the Act and Testi

mony now abroad in our church, is of the nature of a Test Act, and

its condemnation is sealed at once. But it seems that it is not only a

Test Act, but " a new League and Covenant." Yes, lest this appella

tion should not be sufficiently noticed by a single use, we have it twice

in a page. Now the attempt to introduce a new league and covenant,

in this country, can be associated with nothing but bigotry and weak

ness, as the characteristics of its authors. Such is the kindness and

consistency of the reviewer, when speaking of a document, which he
says, •" it is impossible to read, without being deeply impressed with

respect for the authors."

But we affirm, and think we can prove to the satisfaction of all who

are not blinded by prejudice, that the document in question has no re

semblance to a Test Act, in the usual acceptation of that phrase, nor

to " a league and covenant," either new or old. It is simply a publica

tion, intended by those who issued it, to ascertain how many ministers

and elders in the Presbyterian church entertained the same views as

themselves; without at all denouncing those who should not sign it, or

subjecting them to any other consequence of a refusal, than the know
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ledge, by the public, that they differed from their brethren, as to the

propriety and necessity of this measure. The sixth article, under the

title of " Recommendations to the Churches," stands thus—" We re

commend that all ministers, elders, church sessions, presbyteiles and

synods, who approve of this Act and Testimony, give their public ad

herence thereto, in such manner as they shall prefer, and communicate

their names, and when a church court, a copy of their adhering act."

Agreeably to the clause which we have italicised, a large number, both

of ecclesiastical bodies and individuals, have freely made their com

munications, according to the opinions and views that they severally

entertained. A much larger number, we are glad to say, than we ex

pected would do this, at so early a period, have communicated their

adherence to the Act and Testimony, in an unqualified manner. A very

considerable number, also, have communicated a qualified adherence

—some adopting more, and some less, of the document in question.

Many, likewise, who have made no formal communication, have de

clared, in the discussions that have taken place in the judicatories of

the church, or by articles in the public prints, that they approve of

certain parts of the Act and Testimony, while they cannot adopt or

approve of it, as a whole.

Now, among all, or nearly all, who have taken these different me

thods of expressing their sentiments, the original signers of the Act

and Testimony see brethren, whom they believe to be sound in the

faith—many uniting with them fully, in thinking that the measures

proposed in this paper, for securing soundness in the faith, and a

restoration of constitutional order and discipline, in the Presbyterian

church, are, in substance, the proper measures—measures which may

indeed be modified, and which they hope will be modified, so far as

they may need it, in the Convention expected to meet in May next, for

this purpose, and for agreeing on what is proper and necessary to be

further done, in prosecution of the one great object—the restoration of

the Presbyterian church to its primitive principles and constitutional

action. Others of these brethren, go only to a certain length, and

there choose to rest for the present. Do we denounce them? Show

us a word in the Act and Testimony that looks like it. Do we ex

clude them from our charity or our fellowship? By no means. Who

ever asserts it slanders us. Nay, we believe, that there is, beside

all to whom we have yet referred, a host of peace men, moderate men,

or by whatever other designation they would like best to be known,

who are sound in the faith, and who would be right glad, if the Pres

byterian church were now what it once was. But they do not think

that the Act and Testimony proposes the best method of arriving at

the object, which both they and we sincerely desire to reach. Do we

denounce these brethren as heretics? Do we say that they ought to be

suspected? No such thing. We say the very contrary. We say that

in doctrine and wishes they are with us. We reckon much on this; we

ground on this fact much of our hopes that our church will be reform

ed, without an injurious schism. But in one thing we do differ, and

differ widely. These peace men, and moderate men—we do not use the

appellations invidiously, but because we know of none better or more

agreeable to themselves—think that our church may be restored to

soundness and order, by other measures than those adopted and re

commended by the signers of the document which they dislike. They

think that the object in view may be obtained by writing in favour of

orthodoxy, by using private influence in its favour, and by resorting to
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our church courts as they are now conducted, for the suppression of he

resy and the exercise of all necessary discipline. The advocates of

the Act and Testimony say—" No—we have tried this course, and have

found it leads to nothing salutary—Do you not see, brethren, that those

who really differ from you and us in doctrine, and in regard to genuine

Presbyterianism, and who have brought into our church the corrup

tion that defiles and the divisions which distract it, care not a rush

for all you write, and all you say, while you do nothing else? Do

you not see, that while we have been pursuing this course for seve

ral years past, things have been constantly growing worse and worse?

That the mischief-makers avail themselves of your forbearance to take

an active stand against them? Nay, that they actually take you along

with them, so as to overwhelm us with their majorities; and that in

this way they have already filled our church with confusion, discord,

and unconstitutional proceedings and measures, and are fast leading

it to the gulf of ruin?" Here we differ, and as we have said, differ

widely. And here exactly—if we at all understand the nature of the

case—here is to be found all the Test which can be charged on the

document, which is so obnoxious to the reviewer in the Biblical Re

pertory. The signers of the Act and Testimony did intend to put it

to the Test, that is, to make a fair trial or experiment, to ascertain how

many of the officers of the church, lay and clerical, should be found to

think as they thought, and to act as they believed the safety of our be

loved church indispensably required; but without denouncing or pro

scribing a single orthodox man in our whole communion. They bsre

found, as we have already said, a far greater number than we expected to

find at the period at which we write, substantially of the same mind

with themselves; differing only in some circumstantial points, which it

is hoped may be so arranged as to unite a large majority of those who

are sound at core, in one great effort to restore the Presbyterian church

to the ground it has lost, and to save it from the ruinous perversion

•which it has nearly reached. The adopters of the Act and Testimony

do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice, to see that our church is roused; that

in all directions the sound part of it is waking up; that judicatories and

individuals are coming out, and issuing Acts and Testimonies in ac-

cWdance with their own views; some in one way, and some in another;

some going to one extent, and some to another, in their approximation

to the ground taken by those who issued the document so abhorrent to

the Biblical Repertory reviewer. This " numbering of the people," it

seems, is the great grievance—hinc illse lachrymse.* But let him show,

* The reviewer whom we are reviewing, says, (p. 506,) that " if any individual of л

body thinks that errors and disorders are gaining ground among his fellow members,

it ia more than a riçht, it is a duty, for him to say so, provided he has any hop« of

making his voice effectually heard. If such be the case with an individual, it is equally

obvious that he may advise as many aa ho can to join him in his warnings and counsels,

that they may como with the weight due to members acting in concert." It may be

owing to the obtuseness of our intellect, or to onr not understanding the paper whirl

we have subscribed, and which wo a little assisted to prepare, but we do honestly say,

that we can see no material difference between what is here admitted tobe "more

than a right, a duty," and what has been actually done by those who issued the Act

and Testimony. How could we know how many were " preparad to join us in oar

warnings and counsels," and who were ready to unite with us, that they and we might

"come with the weight due to members acting in concert," unless we "advised" all

those who should be found to think with us, after carefully examining виг paper, te

send forward their names to be added to ours, and published, that the church at large

might see the number of those who were of one mind - The reviewer may, and ta
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if he can, any such blaming of brethren, in our Act and Testimony,

as he has inflicted on the authors and signers of this paper, in his Re

view. We are bold to say he cannot do it. He is the party chargeable

with an " invidious Act." He represents us as the censurable disturbers

of the church. He says—" We confess we are more disheartened by

the efforts which this untoward step is likely to produce, than by any

thing which has occurred for a long time in our church"—Yes, reader,

more disheartened by this, than by all the heresy that has been preached

and published, and by all the unconstitutional measures which have

taken place in judicatories, subordinate and supreme. Again—" Had

the ingenuity of man been taxed, for a plan to divide and weaken the

friends of truth and order in our church, we question whether a hap

pier or more effectual expedient could have been devised." What!

divide and weaken the friends of truth and order in our church, when

the Act and Testimony has already brought out more than fifteen

hundred of the officers of this church, many of them certainly among

the best members which it embraces, to show that they are substan

tially united for the maintenance of truth and order—a fact which

neither friend nor foe was prepared to assert, till this document ascer

tained it. But this is not exactly the point to which we were looking,

in making our quotations. We produce them as proof that the arti

cle in the Repertory may, with far greater propriety, be denominated

an invidious Act, than the Act and Testimony, to which the re

viewer has been pleased to apply this odious appellation. Without

one word of censure on those who should refuse their signatures to the

Act and Testimony, its authors attempt to " number the people," who

think, and are prepared to act, with them. But the article in the Re

pertory holds up to public view, in the most explicit terms, the authors

and signers of this paper, as taking an "untoward step," which is "likely

to produce worse effects than any thing that has occurred for a long

time in the church"—Nay, that "if ingenuity had been taxed for a

plan to divide and weaken the friends of truth and order in our

church," it is questionable " whether a happier or more effectual expe

dient could be devised." Here, surely, is denunciation without disguise

or qualification. Its objects are before the world, invested with their

proper names, so that there can be no mistake as to the individuals

thus severely criminated. On the other hand, whatever can be con

ceived as injurious to the character of those who have withheld, or

who shall withhold, their signatures from the Act and Testimony, is

only by inference—and an inference which we have shown ought not to

be made, to the disadvantage of those whose soundness in the faith is

the subsequent part of his publication docs, take exception to a part of what is stated

and recommended in our paper; but admitting, as lie does admit, in addition to the

foregoing quotations, that our document " carries to every heart the conviction of our

sincerity, and of our sense of the importance, as well as the truth, of the sentiments

which we advance," we think he is plainly inconsistent with himself, in the censure

he bestows on us for " numbering tho people," whose opinions should be found to co

incide with our own. As to his charge of making a subscription to the Act and Testi

mony " a test of orthodoxy," it is utterly groundless—if by orthodoxy is meant sound

ness in the faith, and an honest and full attachment to the standards of our church.

We believe, and have never ceased to believe, that there are hundreds who have not

subscribed the Act and Testimony, and probably never will, whose orthodoxy is unim

peachable. They think our method of endeavouring to produce a reformation in the

church, which they as truly wish as we, inexpedient and precipitate. Wo think other

wise, and cannot in conscience continue in that state of inaction, which we deeply re

gret to see our brethren disposed to prolong. We hope to serve them in a way which,

for the present, they do not like—an occurrence by no means uncommon.
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not otherwise implicated. In a word, the Act and Testimony mentions

no names, and censures no individuals, not already well known as he

retical, and as regardless of the constitutional provisions of the Pres

byterian church. Let candour and impartiality now say, whose pub

lication is most invidious—that of the reviewer, or that of the pub

lishers of the Act and Testimony. We say it, far " more in grief than

in anger," that in our judgment, the reviewer in the Biblical Reper

tory is himself chargeable with arraying the friends of truth and order

into parties among themselves. He, we question not, thought that'll

was incumbent on him to write as he has done; but as he thinks that

we have mistaken our duty, we take the liberty to say that we are

well satisfied he has mistaken his. Be it so then, if it must, that par

ties are formed. We are not anxious for ourselves. We expected to

meet with reprehension, though certainly not from the quarter from

which, in this instance, it has been administered. But unexpected as

it is, our motto shall still be—Arnicua Socrates, amicus Plato, sed magù

arnica venias.

We do think, and sincerely regret, that the reviewer, throughout

the whole of his publication, subsequent to the parts we have already

noticed, presents himself as the excuser and extenuator of evils in our

church at large, and especially in its judicatories, which called, we

believe, for unqualified condemnation; and against some of which, if

there is not a mistake in regard to compositions universally believed

to be his, he has heretofore written and remonstrated with ability—

Indeed he explicitly admits, that he has generally agreed in opinion

with those whom he now opposes. We had noted, as the subject of

remark, a number of points in his review, in which we thought, sud

still think, we could show that he is altogether in error, either in fart

or in argument. But we have been anticipated by the editor of the

Presbyterian, and by the able author of the original draught of the

Act and Testimony; and as the paper in which those responses hare

appeared, is, we believe, seen by nearly all our readers; we do not

wish to repeat, what has already been well argued and conclusively

proved by others. If the review on which we animadvert had nothing

to sustain it but its inherent strength—if it had not derived an adven

titious importance and influence, from the source from which it is

known to have proceeded, we are persuaded that much of the eflect it

has had, would not have been witnessed; and that any it might yet hare,

after its mistakes, irrelevancy and inconclusiveness have been exposed,

would not deserve regard. And indeed, take it with all its adjuncts

and connexions, we believe it has nearly spent its force. We suppose

its author will probably attempt to reinforce it; but the really orthodox

members of our church have been roused to think for themselves; and

when they do so, although there will doubtless remain some difference

of opinion, we have no fear for the general result—although another

word should not be said in support of our cause.

In closing our review, we wish to offer a very few suggestions in re

gard to the Convention that is expected to meet at Pittsburgh, in the

coming month of May. We deem it of much importance that the

friends of that measure, should think very seriously and maturely on a

number of points, a few of which we shall mention, without giving anv

decided opinion on them; and indeed we hope that all the brethren,

while they reflect and forecast much, will keep their minds in a state

of readiness to modify their judgments, so as to unite, as far as pos

sible, in what shall appear to be the mind of the majority.
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1. Ought the Convention to consist only of those who shall be dele

gated by Presbyteries, or parts of Presbyteries? Or may other bre

thren, not delegated, but known to be friendly to the general measure,

give their attendance, and offer their opinion and advice, but without

the right to vote?

2. What ought to be the leading measure that should be contem

plated; provided the General Assembly shall do nothing in the way

of reforming the church, or nothing that is efficient or satisfactory?

3. What ought to be done, if the Assembly shall attempt—we hold

they can do no more than attempt—to cast out of the church the sub

scribers to the Act and Testimony?*

4. Will it not be prudent for the Convention, after previous consul

tations and deliberations, to have an adjourned meeting, after the rising

of the Assembly, that an opportunity may be had, then to act as cir

cumstances may appear to dictate?

These are queries which have occurred to us in thinking on this very

important subject, and we simply state them as subjects of meditation

and reflection—perhaps as worthy of some discussion in the religious

newspapers, friendly to our cause. In the mean time, let none of us

forget or neglect, but daily and solemnly consider, the duty specified

in the 7th article of the recommendations of the Act and Testimony—

" unceasingly and importunately to supplicate a Throne of Grace, for

a return to our church of that purity and peace, the absence of which

we now sorrowfully deplore."

anï» Pulosophtcal ХШеШцеисг, etc.

During the last month, public attention distinguished astronomer from Parie, now

has been much excited by nn eclipse of the on a scientific tour through the United

eun. We give below the best accounts States, took this place on Ins way to the

wo hare seen of this phenomenon, as ob- West, and was assisted by Drs. Dugas and

served in «liftèrent places—Milladgeville, Ford, of the Medical College of Georgia.

Washington, Philadelphia, and New York. Being well provided with appropriate in-struments, we doubt not, their observa

tions were accurate and satisfactory, and
TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE scN. wi]1 proDably tend to advance several

Millcdgr.rillc, (Geo.) Dec. 2. branches of science. Among which, one

The Solar Eclipse.—Having a perfectly thing, interesting to the State, we pre-

clear sky last Sunday, we, at Milledge- sume, will be, the exact ascertainment of

ville, in common with all others, we pro- the latitude and longitude of its capítol—

sume, in the track of the total obscura- This, and any other results that we may

tion, had the full enjoyment of that sub- be able to procure, we shall of conree be

lime phenomenon. Nor was the rare oc- happy to communicate to our readers.

currenco lost to science. Mr. Nicollet, a We were prepared for a magnificent

* From being the depositary of the records of the old Synod, that gave being to the

General Assembly of our church, we have had it in our power to ascertain, very

nearly, the precise number of ministers in our communion, when that event took

place—The number did not exceed 190—The present subscribers to the Act and Tes

timony exceed this number, by more than 100 ; and probably they will, by May next,

nearly or quite double it. If, therefore, we should be separated from the next General

Assembly, we shall be in very favourable circumstances to begin the world anew—

about twice as numerous as our fathers were in 1783, and like them, all sound Pres

byterians, with no foreign admixture, and with a warning, which they had not, to take

care never to form injurious alliances. In the event of an attempt to cut us off (which

we sincerely deprecate) it will be for the public, possibly for the tribunals of our coun

try, to decide who constitute the true Presbyterian church in the United States, un

der the existing constitution.

Ch. Mi:—VOL. XII. 4 С
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spectacle, but the event outwent our anti

cipations. With thousands of others, we

watched the instant when the last beam

wag ahut out, rendering the planetary mo

tion visible. Then ensued an interval of

more than a minute of indescribably awful

grandeur. A pall of funeral black drawn

over the sun, whose effulgence still broke

off around it ; and then the first gush of

light as it opened but to us for that little

instant, while the naked eye, not yet over

powered, could still be fi.xc.ij on the whole

orb of the moving moon. The universal

twilight, the appearance of the stars, the

rosy nue like morning, all around the ho

rizon, the sudden chill of temperature,

showed for the only time in muet lives,

bow it would be, if the sun should be

stricken out in mid-day. It was a specta

cle that terrified the savage, and asto

nished the vulgar eye. It elevated and

strengthened all human conception of om

nipotent power, and showed furlh, in the

wonderful accuracy, even to a second, of

the astronomical predictions of the event,

another of the triumphs of that grandest

and most exact of the sciences.

The line of lutal occultation, seventy

miles wide or more, coming from the Pa

cific and crossing our western wilds, and

the back parts of Mississippi and Alaba

ma, took through the central region of

Georgia, and thence to the Atlantic

Ocean. Being visible in no part of Eu

rope ; Georgia, and a small corner of S.

Carolina, was the only part of the globe

at all favourable to observation; and we

are rejoiced to learn that the opportunity

bas not been neglected. Wo hear of gen

tlemen from distant places, at Beaufort

and at Ebenezer, near Savannah, and pro

bably at other points, whose simultaneous

labours will tend to correct or to corrobo

rate each other.

P. S. Having called on Mr.Nicollet, he

kindly furnished us with such of the re

sults, interesting to this section of the

country, as could be made out, without

detailed and protracted calculation. They

will be found below.

Mr. N. took occasion to remark on the

great merit of Paine's American Alma

nack; the astronomical records of which,

ho says, are not surpassed in accuracy by

the celebrated Ephouicrides of Knglaod,

of France, or of Germany.

Astronomical Observations of the Total

Eclipse of the Sun, made tke '¿Oth Лог.

1834, at the State House, MUledgemUe,

Geo.

H. M. s.

Beginning of the Eclipse, 0 15 23 "l S d

Beginning of total dark- g l

ness, 1 40 r)3 yz--

End of total darkness, J 44 08 I = -7,

End of the Eclipse, 3 5 42 J -S J

A difference will be perceived between

these calculations, and those set down ia

Paine's American Almanack ; but the la

titude and longitude of the capital of

Georgia, now ascertained, could not be

accurately known to that gentleman. The

Almanack is currect according to the best

dula then extant.—Journal.

WASHINGTON.—The Eclipse of the San

took place yesterday, Nov. 30, as predict

ed by the Astronomers, producing a sensible

diminution of light and heat, but not u

great an obscurity as was generally expect

ed, considering that, a few degree* south

of us, the eclipse was total. The sky was

clear, and without a speck to embjrrau

the observations of the scientific men, who

had prepared themselves for the interest

ing occasion. The sight was thus far re

markable, that, besides demonstrating the

accuracy of the science of astronomy, it

is one which few, who are now of nulure

age, will over have an opportunity of see

ing again during their lives; it being cal

culated that the Moun's shadow wi!I not

again fall ou any inhabited part of the U.

States, for the long space of thirty-five

years !—.Vat. Intel.

Observations on the Eclipse of Ля So

which happened .Vovemlicr 30, Ici34. Ma¿t

at Friends' observatory, Fuurlhstrect.fii-

ladtlpltia—By Jostph Roberts, Jr.—The

morning clear;—without clouds till about

11 o'clock, when the east, west and south

ern sky became overcast, with thin white

clouds moving from the west.

At noon determined the stale of the

clock by the fixed transit instrument.

The beginning of the Eclipse observed

with an Achromatic telescope with a pow

er of about 38,—happened at Ib. Ош. 15s.

65 mean civil time, corrected for the rale

of the clock determined by transits both

before and after the Eclipse—The ob«r-

vation of the beginning very good. But

from a few minutes after the beginning,

till some time after the end of the Eclipse,

there was a constant succession of cloud«

between the sun and the observer, often

so dense as to render the sun invisible.

At the time of the greatest obscuration

the sun visible through thin clouds:—de

termined the magnitude of the Eclipse

when compared with a measure of the

sun's diameter taken with a TroughVon

micrometer near noon of the same days.

The obscured part measured 10,755 digits,

which differs from the calculation abeut a

three-hundredth part of a digit, or 5 se

conds—This observation made under un

favourable circumstances—The end of the

Eclipse happened at 3li. 37 in. 45s., mean

time corrected : hazy about the sun—may

have caused the dis ip;>earaiice of the

moon a few seconds before the actual end

of the Eclipse, in whjch case the teilet
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number should be increased a few second«.

—American Daily .Idccrtistr.

NEW YORK.— The Solar Eclipse.—The

weather on Sunday was unusually fine and

clear, which afforded a good opportunity

for observing the beginning and the end of

this interesting phenomenon; and it gives

us pleasure to know, that this very rare

opportunity has not been neglected. We

are assured that the computations of this

eclipse, in that meritorious work, the

American Almanack, made by Mr. Paine,

have been found to be very exact. As

navigation and geography will derive

great advantages from correct observa

tions made on this eclipse, we hope that

tho weather baa been generally clear

throughout tho United States, particularly

in South Carolina, where several distin

guished gentlemen have gone to make ob

servations. In this city, the planet Venus

could be distinctly seen with the naked

eye, and those who had good telescopes,

could turn thorn towards nor, and see her

beautiful crescent form, which, by the by,

was very similar to that of the sun at the

greatest obscuration.—Л". Y. Adv.

Derated Attachment.—Habit and con

finement will cause beasts and birds ofthe

most opposite nature to herd together,

and even become attached, but it is some

what singular, to see a powerfnl sympathy

eiist between animals in a state of per

fect freedom, who are almost as remote

in their genus as the bird and the fish.

Л singular instance, however, is to be

seen any day in the third avenue, in tho

devoted attachment of a line young New

foundland dog, and an old worn out horse.

A gentleman of this city, among many

hornee, lately had one that served him

long and faithfully, and being pant work,

sent him down to Mr. Daniel Flynn's,

near Yorkville, to wear out the little re

mainder of his life in good pasture. Af

ter being turned out for this purpose two

or three days, a fine large Newfoundland

dog, who had been accustomed to the ve

teran, missed his old friend from his ac

customed stall, and by some strong in

stinct, traced him to his pasture field. No

sooner hail he found him than he seemed

resolved they never again should part.

He immediately took up his quarters

with him in the open field, and has never

left him, morning, noon or night. Thin

quadruped Damon and Pythias, may be

seen together any day at Flynn's, and it

is somewhat curious to observe the care

and attention with which the dog watches

and guards the old horse. While he

grazes, his faithful friend lies down to

rest, and when he has finished and re

poses on the grass, th« " watch dog"

moves around him like a sentry on Ml

post, nor will he allow any one to ap

proach. For a time the dog was almost

starved, for his faithful attendance was

not observed by any who could cater for

him ; but when it became known, not only

did his owner permit him to follow his in

clination, but the horse's entertainer be

came the dog's provider, and now his daily

meals are taken to him in tho field, for no

coaxing or entreaty can induce him to

corne within the house, or leave hie an

cient friend for even an hour. How few

such disinterested attachments can be

found among men—man boasts himself

far superior to the brute, yet how often is

reason thus admonished by instinct.—Jf.

Y. Traveücr.

iUltflious Kutrlli'arucr.

The first three articles which follow, arc from the Foreign Mis

sionary Chronicle, issued monthly by the Executive Committee of the

W. F. M. Society, at Pittsburgh. We renewedly and earnestly recom

mend this publication, and the Society by which it is issued, to the

liberal patronage of all our readers.

FOREIGN MISSIONARY CHRONICLE.

In pursuance ofa resolution of the Executive Committee, announced in tho number

for August,»page 'J-7. the second volume of the F. M. Chronicle is now complete, con

taining as many pages as tho first volume. And a title page and index to both vo

lumes in connexion is furnished, that they may be bound together. The third volume

will commence and close with the year 1836. The general diffusion of information
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upon the subject of Foreign Missions, contributes greatly to excite an interest in Own

favour. Regular communications to the Christian public, through the agency of the

press, tend happily to this result. The subscription to the Chronicle is on the in

crease. As it is the organ of intelligence respecting the operations and missions of

the Western Foreign Missionary Society, and the medium through which the free

will offerings of its friends are acknowledged, it is desirable that the work should be

well sustained, and its circulation more widely extended ; that, while it is intended ш

a means of promoting the spirit and cause of missions, the patronage may be sufficient

to defray all the expenses of the publication, and directly aid the funds of the Socierr.

In view of these things, ministers of the gospel, students of theological seminaries, and

of colleges, ruling elders in the church, post-masters who desire to advance the king

dom of Christ, and the active friends of the Society, male and female, are requested to

aid in the diffusion of missionary intelligence through this medium of communication.

MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.

Mission to the Western Indians.—By a letter from Rev. Joseph Kerr, we learn tb>t

the members of that mission, on the 1st Oct. were in good health, and cheerfully pro

secuting their work. Mr. Klilm Shepherd has been appointed as an assistant In that

mission, by the Executive Committee, and will, without delay, proceed to the place of

his destination.

Л Missionary Convention, embracing members of the Baptist, Methodist, and Pres

byterian denominations, from the different stations among the Indians, waa held, in

July last, at tho Baptist Shawnee station. It continued in session several days, and

passed various resolutions in relation to the spirit and manner in which missions among

the Indians ought to be conducted.

Mission to the Pawnees.—Mr. Dunbar, a missionary of the American Board, was pre

sent at the convention above mentioned. He and Mr. Allis, a layman, aro two tf lie

missionaries whom the church at Ithica engaged to sustain, and were originally as

signed for the Oregon Territory ; but not being able to find a company in which the]

might proceed across the Rocky Mountains, they turned to the Pawnees.

Philosophical .•Iji/iuriilus. Hon. Walter Lowrie, with his usual liberality, has ap

plied a portion of his funds to the purchase of a philosophical apparatus, for the use ai

a High School, established by the W. F. M. Society, and placed under the direction

of their missionaries in Northern India. It consists of above forty articles, all of good,

and some of excellent quality. They were obtained at moderate prices. The whole

cost of purchase, packing, freight, &c., amounts to $456.04. Vvitli the blessin; of

heaven, this apparatus may prove the means of undermining the false systems of phi

losophy adopted by the heathen, and consequently, their false système of religion, *iU

which their philosophy is intimately, if not inseparably connected.

Ordination.—On the 2!)th October, Mr. James R. Campbell was ordained as a mis

sionary to tho heathen, by the Philadelphia Presbytery of the Reformed Presbyterian

church. The sermon was preached by Rev. G. M'Master, D.D., from John xvii.Ol.

The questions were proposed by Rev. J. N. M'Leod ; the ordaining prayer was offered

by Rev. S. W. Crawford; tho charge to the minister was delivered by Rev. S. B.

Wylie, D. D, and tho address to the people by Rev. Wm. Wilson. The services were

interesting, solemn, and impressive, and the audience numerous, attentive, and serions.

A missionary spirit at present pervades the Reformed Presbyterian church. Her mem

bers are awake, and, with their purse and their prayers, embark in the glorious cause.

—Presbyterian.

Distribution of Books in China.—An interesting letter of Rov. E. C. Bridgmin. is

just received by the American Tract Society, giving a history of six days' distribution

of tracts in the interior of China, by Leang-Afa, the evangelist. He took with him

1500 copies of the Scripture lessons, having five volumes each, and 300 small tracts.

At Chaou-king he distributed, on the first day, 1813 copies; on the second, 3731 ; on

the third, 2752; on the fourth, 1200; on the fifth, 1000; and on tho sixth, 550; when a

greater number of persons came for books, than on any of the preceding days ; but,

nías' the books were wanting. All had been distributed. Mr. GutzlarT still pursues

bis work, and says the demand for hooks is greater now than ever before. The mis

sionaries of Canton are greatly encouraged by this success in spreading the knowledge

of the truth. The American Tract Society are endeavouring to raise $30,000 for

tracts in Foreign and Pagan lands. Of this sum, nearly $25,000 are yet to be raised

before April 15. The aid of all Christians is solicited.
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SUMMARY REPORT

Of the Receipts and Expenditures of the Western Foreign Missionary Society, up to

July 3d, 1834.

Western Foreign Missionary Society, Dr.

To amount paid on the African Mission, including outfit of the missionaries,

bills of dry goods, groceries, provisions, carpenters' tools, agricultural im

plements, travelling expenses before embarkation, medicine, religious

tracts, passage to Africa, and subsequent drafts of missionaries, $4,330 00

To amount paid on the Mission to Northern India, including travelling ex

penses and outfit of the missionaries, two boxes of half dollars, (amounting

to $2,000) bills of books, bed and bedding, freight and passage to Calcutta,

and subsequent expenses by draft of the missionaries, 6,291 16

To amount paid on the Mission to the Western Indians, including outfit of

the mission family, bills of clothing, groceries, implements of agriculture,

passage via Cincinnati, Louisville, and Independence, to the village of the

Weas, and subsequent expenses by draft of the superintendent, 2,404 0!)

To cash paid the Corresponding Secretary, salary for one year, 1,000 00

To cash paid the Assistant Secretary, for services performed since Janu

ary, 1834, 154 99

To cash paid for agencies in making collections, forming auxiliary socie

ties, exploring parts of the Indian country, &c., in the years 1832, 1833,

and 1834, ' 1,500 96

To sundry expenses, including those of printing, stationary, mission room,

postage, discount on depreciated paper, &c. 1,345 99

To cash on hand, 6,476 09

$23,503 88

Cr.

By amount of donations, contributions, legacies, bills receivable, premiums,

and payments for the Missionary Chronicle, $23,503 88

The friends of the Western Foreign Missionary Society, have met

with another trial of their faith, and patience, and perseverance. The

letter of Mr. Lowrie to the editor, of which an extract is subjoined,

was written with the hope that it would be delivered by Mr. Reed.

But the providence of God has otherwise ordered. That beloved bro

ther and devoted missionary, after languishing with a consumptive

complaint in India, which plainly forbade all expectation of any active

usefulness there, was advised by his friends and physicians, as affording

the only hope of prolonging his valuable life, to return to his native

land. Accordingly, he and Mrs. Heed embarked for America, in July

last. But he had not been three weeks on his voyage, before his dis

ease terminated in death, and his body was committed to the deep—to

be raised, we doubt not, in glory, when "the sea shall give up its dead."

Under the merciful providence of God, the uncommon Christian forti

tude of Mrs. Reed sustained her, although she became a mother, about

two weeks before she reached the American shore. She is now in

this city, and with her infant child, is doing well—" The widow's God"

has been, and we trust will be, her stay, protector, and comforter. Great

gratitude is expressed to the captain of the vessel in which she return

ed, for every kind attention that could be shown her on her voyage

home.

We do hope that the concluding part of Mr. Lowrie's letter, in

which he deprecates despondency in regard to our India mission, will

receive a marked attention. While he is not discouraged, it will be

reproachful, if they who should sustain him become disheartened. He

will be greatly cheered if he lives, as we trust he will, to meet the rein
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forcement that has gone to his assistance. May He who rules the

winds and the waves, give a prosperous passage to the missionary fa

mily now on the bosom of the deep; and grant, that although this, as

well as the African mission, has been sown in tears, it may result in a

rich harvest of joy, from the many converts to the faith of the gospel,

which shall yet be made, through its successful instrumentality.

" I am afraid the design of Providence, in placing these one hundred т'Мкяа ander

a Protestant government, and in fully opening the door among them for Chriauu ex

ertion, has not yet been duly considered by our American churches. A very inle\li-

gent Baptist missionary, who has been sixteen years in Calcutta, with the best oppor

tunities for acquiring information, expressed his opinion to rue not long since, that ten

thousand missionaries might find immediate employment in India, if they could speak

the language. I suppose their number is not at all exaggerated, and even with them ail,

there would only be one missionary to every ten or twulvo thousand people. Yet in

all this Bengal Presidency, there are not more than forty or fifty ministers; (ordainti,

I mean, for there are several eatcckists.) and there are no Americans amongst them

excepting brother R. and myself—soon there will be none but myself. So exceedingly

ignorant and stupid, as well as depraved, are the great mass of this people, that lh>

means of instruction, which in the United States would be quite sufficient fot any «pe-

cified number of the inhabitants, would in this country be altogether inadéquate to

meet the wants of an equal number nf the people. Our Negroes, and our Indians, ire

clever (in the English sense,) and intelligent, compared with the great majority of lie

Bengalees, and perhaps of the Hindoos generally; while as to morals, it is difficult to

conceive how any fallen race could be more depraved than these Hindoos are in fut.

The representations of Ward, and others, may be fully credited. And yet Ал// к mù-

eionary to all the Indians in the bounds of the United States government, would bat

greater numerical supply than the proportion which the Hindoos enjoy!

" The dealings of the Lord's providence towards our liltie company, have been in

judgment and in goodness. The removal of my beloved wife left a mournful ractacf

in our small number, and was by far the severest trial of my life; yet I can no« tec, a*

well as believe, it was for the best. But how the setting aside of brother Reed «ill

prove for the best, I am not yet able to see—still we can bclicee—and it is а саам of,

thankfulness that we may take refuge in God's faithfulness to his promises, even «thea

his dispensations are most discouraging. But whatever judgment we form concerning

this trial, nnd, after separating what is personal, from what is designed to be genera]

in the intention of it, whatever influence we suppose it should exert on the friends of

the Society, still I pray that no friend of the cause may bo discouraged.* In writing

to нач. dear Dr. Green, it would be ill-judged to enlarge on the meaning of euch a dis

pensation. Yet I cannot forbear to make one remark—while these dispensations of

Divine Providence do not shut the door, во far as the heathen are concerned, cao the

Society hesitate for a moment about going forward? So strong is my own coorietioa

that these events should not be so interpreted, that I should be exceedingly carry «rere

the Society to draw back, and refuse to enter on this field, even if we were oil to be

cut down or laid aside.

" But my paper is nearly full, and as I have not time to mention some other matten

which I should be glad to notice, I conclude by assuring you of my sincere regard and

affection in the bonds of the gospel.

" JOHH C. LOWRŒ."

We. have just received, in manuscript, from our correspondent in

London, a member of the Committee of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, the following interesting article.

Extract from Minutes of the Committee, Sept. 22, 1834.

Mr. Leeves states his having become acquainted, during his stay at Napeli, witi

two members of the Greek Regency, Count Armansberg and Mr. Maurer, beside« »e-

vcral of the Greek ministers, and that to an application made by him to the Minister

of the Interior, Mr. Coletti, he hod received a most favourable reply, dating that fuB

permission was given to him to sell or distribute the sacred Scriptures in the Moden

* It will not bo overlooked, I hope, that every thing is encouraging excepting oar

health—and my health is quite as good as usual. In all this, we can see goodnen tod

favour.
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Greek tongue, throughout the kingdom of Greece; and that in official circular had

been addressed to all the Nnmarchs (In be communicated by them to the Eparchs)

instructing them to ofier no obstacles either t<> himself or whomsoever he should en

trust with the distribution and salo of the sacred volume, lie had, in consequence,

engaged a young man of great rcspectabilily (the nephew of о person well known in

the history of Modern Greece, with whom the Rev. Mr. llartly was alsu acquainted)

as agent, and he wan now employed in traversing the interior of the Peloponnesus.

Resolved, As the opportunities for disseminating the Scriptures in Greece appear at

the present moment to be particularly favourable, that the УОО copies of the Modern

Greek Pentateuch, originally destined to form the commencement of the Modern

Greek Bible, be appropriated for immediate distribution.

From the Missionary Ilercld.

RELICS OF EARLY INDIAN CHURCHES.

Writing to a Christian friend, a missionary says—" I have, here in this part of !ho

world, found some of the children of David Bnunerd's church-members. My heart

has been go full ever since 1 found them, that I have h.irdlv thought of any thing else.

And this morning, 1 resolved to return to the house and sit down and give some ac

count of them.

" Last Saturday I went to a missionary station in the Shawneo nation, situated a

little above the mouth of the Kansas river, and about a mile and a half from tliu

river, on the south side. A two days' meeting among tiie Shuwnee ar.d Delaware In

dians commenced on this day. Full a hundred Indians assembled. They were well

dressed, and they behaved well. Many of them appeared to be serious. Mr. Kings-

bury, and Mr. Pixley, late of the Osage mission, were there also. Two Methodists,

ind a Shawnee Indian addressed the people at the first meeting. At the second meet

ing Mr. Kingebury and myself addressed the Indians through interpreters. We told

them about the Choclawa and our labours among them. They were quite attentive.

After the meeting closed, I walked a few steps and spoke to an old Indian woman, who

•poke good English. I inquired of her concerning her origin. She said she belonged

to David Brainerd's people. This at once roused up my heart to uinUo many inquiries.

At her side sat her sister, also a member of the church. Both could read in the Bible,

and both had kept their Bibles through all their wanderings. Their father, and mo

ther, and grandmother, were members of David lirainerd'e church. These two wo

men became pious about twenty years since, under the preaching of Isaac VVab-e,

who was a disciple of Sampson Oncum, at Brotliertown, in the state of New York.

When they were quite young, their father, Jacob Skikil, left the state of Now Jer-

eey, and removed to New York. The children yet remember how he prayed in his

family. They spoke much of their grandmother, who often prayed with them, and

when she prayed, Catharine, one of the sisters, said, ' I would look to see if I could

вее any body. But I could not see any one.1 I a.-lu-d Catharine if she had ev«r sten

«ny trouble. ' Oh yes,' she replied. Have you ever seen the lime when your children

have cried for something to eat, and you had nothing to give them ? ' Oh yes ; when

we lived down on James river, (which is a branch of While River that empties into

the Mississippi,) we had hard limes; we had to go 150 miles to buy corn, and we had

no preaching.' Did not you almost forget the things of religion und your hearts bo-

come cold ? ' Oh yes, my heart died;' and here she spoke at length. Elizabeth then

spoke of her troubles, when she was on a journey of 1ШО miles trom the elnte of New

York, and while passing along on the south shore of Lake Erie her husband died witU

the lake fever, leaving her with ых small children, and the youngest two djys old. ' I

thought I never should get through my troubles, but the boni helped me: I did not

forsake him.' She now has a son who is pious, and prays in his family. His mother

lives with him. These two old women were well dressed, spoke, good English, and

seemed to be very happy, аз now they live where they can attend religious meetings.

They sustain a good religious character among their acquaintance. Their children

bave attended our mission school at Harmony. Think of this, and sec how the Lord

provides for his people, for their children, and for children's children. A school was

established at Harmony, in the Osage nation, to edúcate the grand cluldie.ii of David

Brainerd'a church-members! Several of the children are hopefully pious.

" I also inquired about Brainerd—what did your grandmother say about him? ' He

was a young man: he was a lovely man : ho was a stuff: he was a staff to walk with.

Ho went about from house to house to talk about religion. That was Ins way. Ho

slept on a deer skin or a bear skin : he ate bear meat and samp. Then we knew he

we« not proud. Ho would come tu my grandmother's and say, ' I аш hungry ; make
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haste.' Thon she would tike down the kettle, and he would eat. But вот» of i.'.e

people did not like him, and said what has this white man come here for? We don't

want him here, and they told him to go off. When the Indians assembled to dance and

have a feast, ho would go there also, and go away in the bushes and pray for tbem.

And then some said, ' We do not want this white man here ; let us make way with

him.' But others said, no, we will not kill him. After a while they found that 1»

was an honest man, and then they would do any thing he said.' I then asked her

why Brainerd died so soon, as he was a young man ' My grandmother eaid, he had

not been used to our way of living, во cold in the winter, sleeping on~skine and on the

ground. He wont to New England and died of the consumption.' I then told her

where and how he died. ' After his death his brother John came to our people. He

died in Deerfield in New Jersey. He was in doubt when he was about to die, and one

Indian woman wont and talked to him.' Which did your grandmother like best, Da-

vid or John? ' David, she liked him best.' I could tell you much more, and must add,

what a girl residing; in a missionary's family, said of these women one day tober mis-

tress. '1 think these old Indian women have meetings enough now. When they lived

on James River they always were talking about how much they wanted meeting!;

and when the Sabbath came, they would gather up all their children and bave a

meeting by themselves. No one ever wont to see what sort of a meeting it was; bat

they always had their meetings on Sundays.' "

of J3ublit

The latest advices from Europe, are to the 16th of November; but from no quarter

of the world have wo received novel intelligence of much importance or of genera] in

terest, during the mnnlli post. The changes of the ministry both in England aad

France, and the indecisivo military occurrences in Spain, are interesting to the inha

bitants of those countries, but not greatly во elsewhere. In our own country, tbe

message of the President, sent to Congress at the opening of the present session, is in

deed interesting to every inhabitant of the United States. But it has ever teen tbc

course pursued by the editor of this Miscellany, to avoid nil remarks on роШеа!

papers and topics, when there is nothing in them that militates with moral dotierst

religious truth; and of this character, we see nothing in the last presidential message,

that calls for our animadversion. We shall, therefore, fill the small remainder of oar

space, in saying a few words on

AFRICAN COLONIZATION.

There is no abolitionist in our country, who hales slavery worse than the writer; md

for himself he would, if he lived in a slave-holding state, and was the possessor of

slaves, never rest till, in the best and speediest method he could devise, he had given

them their freedom. But this is not the feeling of the greater part of slave-holders in

the states which contain the most slaves; and the constitution of our country forbid«

the general government to pass any laws for their emancipation. In addition to thi»,

the coloured race, even in the states in which they have their freedom, remain in a de

graded state—Many of the most valuable privileges of citizenship are denied them. In

these circumstances, the colonization of those who are willing to go to Africa, has been

provided for, at a very considerable expense. Now it does seem to us, that when

it is considered that in the colony of Liberia, the coloured race will enjoy all the pri

vileges of free citizens, and will be instrumental in spreading the Christian religion,

and the arts of civilized life, through tint benighted region of the earth, and thit none

are constrained to go contrary to t/tcir own choice—it is о most unreasonable thing, »nd

one which we do not know how tn reconcile with Christian benevolence, to oppoee the

measures of the African Colonization Society. These are our views, in regard to Afri

can colonization in general. At present, we wish particularly and earnestly to re

commend to the patronage of the public, the enterprise of the Young Men's Coloniza

tion Society, for forming an establishment at Basea-Cove—The enterprise is a noble

one; and we learn thul a hundred emigrants arc waiting and wishing to depart, under

the auspices of this Society, and cannot be sent for the want of funds. What benevo

lent individual, who has funds at command, can refuse to help them?

ERKATUM in our present Number.

In page 533, the third line below that which introduces the Valedictory Address, ¡::

inculpates, read censures.
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